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けThe only sensible way of approaching any topic related to the Histories of Herodotus 
and Thucydides is to do ゲﾗ ﾗﾐ デｴWｷヴ デWヴﾏゲ ;ﾐS ﾐﾗデ ﾗ┌ヴゲくげ   (Moses Finley) 
The past century and a half of our era has seen a plethora of research, analysis and  
comment on the two major Greek historians of antiquity.  Seminal commentaries 
have appeared, notably those of Macan (1895, 1908), of How and Wells (1913), and 
of Asheri, Lloyd and Corcella (1988-1998) on Herodotus, and of Gomme, Andrewes 
and Dover (1945-1981), and of Hornblower (1991-2008) on Thucydides.  These have 
concentrated, as one would have expected of historical commentaries, on analysing 
the texts from an historical viewpoint although all, to a greater or lesser extent 
ふHﾗヴﾐHﾉﾗ┘Wヴげゲ a┌ﾉﾉ┞ぶ, do comment in their introductions or appendices on matters of 
composition, language and style.  There have also appeared many studies of both 
historians, either in book or article form, most of which are well known and cited 
often in this thesis.   
The post-modern revolution in the study of language and literature over the past 
century has also had a significant effect upon historiographical studies and thus upon 
this thesis.  Its progress into the twenty-first century is well described in summary by 
Dewald (2005, 1-13), and analysed in the case of Herodotean studies by Luraghi 
(2001, 1-9).  Meanwhile the corresponding revolution in Thucydidean studies is 
pithily summed up by Connor (1977), while excellent summaries of the progress of 
Herodotean and Thucydidean scholarship over the same period are provided by 
Marincola (2001, 1-8), and by Dewald and Marincola (2006, 1-7). 
An important offshoot of this revolution, not least because of its effect upon the 
subject of this thesis, has been the rise of narratology, the most illuminating 
explanation of which so far for classical students has been written by de Jong (2014) 
in her book Narratology and Classics; this thesis takes cognisance of this relatively 
new science.    
Despite the advances in the study of both historians, however, there had still been 
few attempts comprehensively to compare their Speeches, until the important work 
appeared, in German, of Scardino in 2007.  In addition, there has been the recent 
4 
 
publication, in 2012 during the writing of this thesis, of a complete book devoted to a 
comparison of Herodotus and Thucydides, edited by Foster and Lateiner and 
containing articles by Pelling, Stadter and, again, by Scardino, all three of which are 
directly relevant to this topic and which I cite passim.  Other recent works of direct 
relevance are de Bakker (2007) and Zali (2014).  
Nevertheless, the controversy about the origins of the Speeches and the respective 
contributions made by our two historians to this medium in the history of 
historiography is still far from settled.  And yet it is the use of speeches that provides 
one of the most obvious similarities methodologically between the two Histories.  
Indeed the Speeches may hold the key to a better understanding of their authorsげ 
overall methodology and message, and thus to their individual and combined 

















Throughout this thesis the following terms will be used: 
historiography に the writing of history. 
the Histories に the works of both Herodotus and Thucydides. 
the Histories  - the complete extant works of Herodotus. 
the History に  the complete extant works of Thucydides (The Peloponnesian War). 
the Speeches に the speeches in both Herodotus and Thucydides. 
Abbreviations 
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University Press.  
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Oxford University Press. 
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 ed.  
Berlin: Weidmann.  
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FGrH = Jacoby, F., (1957) Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker, 3 vols.  Leiden: 
Brill.  
H  = Herodotus. 
HCT = Gomme, A.W., Andrewes, A., and Dover, K.J., 1945-1981, A Historical 
Commentary on Thucydides, 5 vols.  Oxford: Clarendon Press. 
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HW = How, W.W., and Wells, J. (1912) A Commentary on Herodotus, 2 vols. 
(reprinted 1991, 2010).  Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
ID = Indirect Discourse. 
IEG = West, M.L. (1992) Iambi et Elegi Graeci 2
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 edn.  Oxford: Oxford University 
Press. 
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Chapter One:  Introduction 
゜＿á‾ゞ   
As an aid to comprehending the function of the Speeches, and before offering my 
ﾗ┘ﾐ SWaｷﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けゲヮWWIｴげが I ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ﾉｷﾆW デﾗ W┝ヮﾉﾗヴW デｴW ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa this powerful 
Greek word.
1
  It has many meanings but, for デｴW ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ﾗa デｴｷゲ デｴWゲｷゲが デ┘ﾗぎ けゲヮWWIｴげ 
;ﾐS けヴ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWげく  TｴW デヴ;ﾐゲｷデｷﾗﾐ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW former, more simple and literal 
ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ SWヴｷ┗WS SｷヴWIデﾉ┞ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ┗WヴH ゜　á0：｀が けデﾗ ゲ;┞げが デﾗ デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴが ┘ｷデｴ ｷデゲ 
etymological connections to the English word けﾉﾗｪｷIげが ｷゲ ; ﾃﾗ┌ヴﾐW┞ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW GヴWWﾆ 
mind which visits the early stages of the development of the historianゲげ Iヴ;aデく  It is a 
journey which undoubtedly took place partly through the lifetimes of Herodotus and 
Thucydides, but it is no more true to say that that journey began with the former 
than to say that it ended with the latter.  Before Herodotus there were the 
logographers,
2
 and before them Homer.  Moreover, to say, as some critics
3
 of 
Herodotus have with varying degrees of vehemence, that his speeches are little 
more than an adornment of human character, a dramatic embellishment, an 
imitation of a celebrated Homeric precedent, while those of Thucydides have 
become a vehicle for political debate, for aetiological explanations and for the 
recordｷﾐｪ ﾗa ﾏWﾐげゲ ;ｷﾏゲ ;ﾐS ﾏﾗデｷ┗Wゲ, is a vast oversimplification.  There is, in short, 
;ゲ ﾏ┌Iｴ けヴ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWげ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ;ゲ ｷﾐ デｴﾗゲW of Thucydides.  
The point is, the discourse is of a different type, and written for a different purpose.  
Iﾐ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW “ヮWWIｴWゲ ふ゜＿á‾：ぶ デｴｷゲ デｴWゲｷゲ ┘ｷﾉﾉ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲW デｴWゲW SｷaaWヴWﾐIWゲ ┘ｴｷﾉW 
highlighting the often neglected similarities.   
For our purposes there are other ways in which we must understand the semantic 
nuances of ゜＿á‾ゞ and the way in which they are used in the scholastic community.  
One of these is デｴW SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ け; ゲヮWWIｴげが ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ﾗﾐ ; ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ﾗII;ゲｷﾗﾐ H┞ 
an individual or a group, aﾐS け;ﾐ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデげが ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ a particular episode in the 
                                                          
1
Cf. Pelling (2006, 103), ┘ｴWヴW ｴW ;ゲゲｷｪﾐゲ デｴW ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ けヴW;ゲﾗﾐげ デﾗ ゜＿á‾ゞ.   
2
See my Chapter 3 for more details. 
3
E.g. in antiquity Cicero (Lawsが ヱくヱくヵぶが ┘ｴﾗが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ aZデｷﾐｪ H ;ゲ けデｴW a;デｴWヴ ﾗa ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞げが ﾐW┗WヴデｴWﾉWゲゲ 
mentions that his works are full of fabulae.  In modern times Fehling (1971) has questioned the 




Histories as a whole, suIｴ ;ゲ デｴW けΚ┞Sｷ;ﾐ ゜＿á‾ゞげ or デｴW け“I┞デｴｷ;ﾐ ゜＿á‾ゞげ in Herodotus.4  
For some reason, probably because Thucydides has his own chronological method of 
organising his work and because there is, therefore, no need to distinguish his 
mainstream narrative from excursus, we do not usually speak of, say, the け“ｷIｷﾉｷ;ﾐ 
゜＿á‾ゞげ H┌デが ｷﾐ ; work such as this thesis, where the modus operandi of the two 
authors is being constantly analysed, we could well have done so.   
Two other senseゲ ﾗa ゜＿á‾ゞ ;ヴW important in our context:  that which distinguishes it 
aヴﾗﾏが ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾗﾐW ｴ;ﾐSが ´々．‾ゞ5 and, on the other, from 村ヾáüく  I デ;ﾆW デｴW ´々．‾ゞ 
example first, since it is this distinction which, Thucydides claims,
6
 sets his work apart 
from previous attempts at historical writingが ｷﾐIﾉ┌Sｷﾐｪ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ (although he does 
not refer to his predecessor by name).  For our part, however, we should perhaps 
give more credit to Herodotus for advancing historiography aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ゲデ;デ┌ゲ ﾗa ´々．‾ゞ 
デﾗ ゜＿á‾ゞ than apparently does Thucydides.  Both recognised that the stories of 
Homer and other writers of epic, although still accepted in the relatively enlightened 
culture of fifth century Athens as an けhistoricalげ account of happenings in archaic 
Greece, were not based on any accurate or systematic enquiry.  But Herodotus, 
through his conscientious research methods (袋ゝ〃‾ヾ；。ぶ ┘;ゲ デｴW aｷヴゲデ historian we 
know of to attempt to put this to rights.                                                                             
TｴW けmythsげ, handed down by the epic poets, and including words supposedly spoken 
by gods and heroes, were the only available record of bygone ages; but they were 
timeless and, as such, worthless in regard to providing any coherent account of past 
events set in an established chronological order, in short to providing what we would 
ヴWｪ;ヴS ;ゲ けhistoryげ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ゲWﾐゲWく7  This era has come to be known as the 
spatium mythicum, an era which Fowler (2011, 46) credits Herodotus with a desire to 
bridge by testing the デヴ┌デｴ ﾗa デｴWゲW けﾗﾉSげ ゲデories.  As an example Fowler cites 
                                                          
4
See Powell (1938, 4e), who records H using logos to refer to the whole work as well as to its 
constituent parts. 
5Kｷヴﾆ ふヱΓΑヰが Βぶ ゲ;┞ゲ けFﾗヴ デｴW GヴWWﾆゲ mythos just meant a tale, or something one uttered, in a wide 
range of senses: a statement, a story, the plot of a playげき contra Bremmer (1982), Edmunds (1990, 4), 
Dowden (1992).  Most recently Fowler (2011, 48) again challenges our modern use of  the word 
けﾏ┞デｴげ ｷﾐ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデｷﾐｪ Hげゲ ┌ゲW ﾗa ´達．‾ゞぎ けaﾗヴ ;ﾉﾉ ┘W ﾆﾐﾗ┘ さﾏ┞デｴﾗゲざ ﾏｷｪｴデ SｷaaWヴ ﾐﾗ ﾏﾗヴW aヴﾗﾏ さﾉﾗｪﾗゲざ 
デｴ;ﾐ さデ;ﾉWざ SﾗWゲ aヴﾗﾏ さゲデﾗヴ┞ざ けく 
6Э 〃托くくく´仝．丹~0ゞ が ヱくヲヱくヱく 
7
Cf. Finley (1975). 
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HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデ ;デ ヱくヵくン デｴ;デが ｷﾐ デｴW ﾏ;デデWヴ ﾗa デｴW ヴｷ┗;ﾉ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ﾗa デｴW 
Persians and the Phoenicians, he will favour neither, but will recount something that 
he knows himself (‾苔~ü ü沢〃＿ゞぶ for sure is historically accurate; he also notes (ibid.) 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ┌ゲW ﾗa デｴW ヮｴヴ;ゲW けデｴW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ;ｪWげ ┘ｷデｴ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ デｴW デｷﾏW ﾗa 
Pﾗﾉ┞Iヴ;デWゲ ふンくヱヲヲくヲぶ ふ〃騨ゞ ~詑 蔵｀．ヾ＼ヽ。；。ゞ ゜0á‾´　｀。ゞ á0｀0騨ゞぶが デｴ┌ゲ ;デデWﾏヮデｷﾐｪ デﾗ 
define a point within the spatium historicum.
8
  HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ふ゜＿á‾ゞぶ ┘;ゲ ;ﾐ 
attempt to establish some kind of time sequence for events going back for some two 
centuries before his own era, that is to about the middle of the seventh century; the 
closer he gets to his own time, the more detailed and accurate his account becomes, 
as we should expect.
9
   
Thucydides, for his part, in order to explain to his readers what had occurred in the 
fifty years prior to the opening of the Peloponnesian War and beyond into the 
distant past, was compelled to follow his predecessors, simply because the written 
records that he might have consulted existed no more for him than they did for 
them.  How these developments in historiography impacted on the Speeches and, to 
reverse the question, what part the Speeches played in the development of 
historiography, are both important considerations of this thesis and will be examined 
in subsequent chapters.    
The second relevant distinction mentioned above is that between ゜＿á‾ゞ and 村ヾáü 
(literally けSWWSゲげぶく  In this comparative context, by 村ヾáü I ﾏW;ﾐ けﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wげ as opposed 
デﾗ けゲヮWWIｴげが ｷくWく デｴ;デ part of the overall account in both works which describes what 
was done as opposed to what was said.  Here I follow Immerwahr (1960, 263), who 
proposes three possible meanings of 村ヾá‾｀ ｷﾐ Herodotus derived from his proem: (1) 
ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ H┌ｷﾉSｷﾐｪゲ ﾗヴ ﾏﾗﾐ┌ﾏWﾐデゲき ふヲぶ け;IｴｷW┗WﾏWﾐデゲげ ふｷくWく Hﾗデｴ ﾏﾗﾐ┌ﾏWﾐデゲ ;ﾐS 
deeds); (3) deeds only (i.e. the wars between the Greeks and the Persians).  For our 
                                                          
8
 Harrison (2000, 196-207)  disI┌ゲゲWゲ デｴW SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ けﾏ┞デｴｷI;ﾉげ ;ﾐS けｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉげ デｷﾏW ｷﾐ H ;ﾐS 
T, esp. 197-Βが Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪｷﾐｪ デｴW ｷSW; デｴ;デ H ┘;ゲ デｴW けIﾗﾐｷ;ﾐ さゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷIざ ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷ;ﾐげ  ┘ｴﾗ SヴW┘ ; ﾐW;デ ﾉｷﾐW 
between the spatium mythicum and the spatium historicum; Thomas (2001) makes a connection 
HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴｷゲ SWH;デW ;ﾐS デｴW ﾐﾗデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; けaﾉﾗ;デｷﾐｪ ｪ;ヮげが ; ヮｴWﾐﾗﾏWﾐﾗﾐ ﾗa ゲﾗIｷWデｷWゲ SWヮWﾐSWﾐデ ﾗﾐ 
memory and oral tradition for their knowledge of the past (see also my Chapter 2).  Cf. generally 
Marincola (1997, 117-27) on myth and history in Greek historiography. 
9
Cf. Thomas (1992, 108-113) and below (pp. 37-44).  Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ;ゲ AゲｴWヴｷ ヮﾗｷﾐデゲ ﾗ┌デ ふヲヰヰΑが ンヱぶが けふHげゲぶ 
けｷﾐSｷaaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ ﾏ┞デｴ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ HW デ;ﾆWﾐ ;ゲ くくく ; SWﾐｷ;ﾉ ﾗa デｴW ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷIｷデ┞ ﾗa デｴW ﾏ;ｷﾐ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ 
ﾗa デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ WヮｷIげく  Fﾗヴ Hげゲ chronology see esp. Strasburger (1956). 
10 
 
purposes in discussing the speeches I take (2) as being the most appropriate.  For 
Thucydides, Immerwahr says (ibid. 275-290), the word 村ヾá‾｀ ｴ;ゲ ┌ﾐSWヴｪﾗﾐW ; 
SWIｷゲｷ┗W Iｴ;ﾐｪW ;ﾐS ヴWaWヴゲ けデﾗ ;ﾐ ;Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞ ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ;ﾐ ;IｴｷW┗WﾏWﾐデが ;ﾐS デﾗ ; a;Iデ 
ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ; SWWSくげ10  This distinction was probably less recognisable to the ancient 
reader than to the modern,
11
 who is less familiar with the technique of introducing 
the direct or indirect words of historical characters into written history and for whom 
デｴW “ヮWWIｴWゲ ﾉW;ヮ ﾗ┌デ ﾗa デｴW ヮ;ｪWゲが WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ aヴﾗﾏ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ History where they 
are longer and more ヴｷｪｷSﾉ┞ けゲWデげ than those in Herodotus.   
             Thucydides clearly, unlike Herodotus, separates 村ヾáü (facts/deeds) from ゜＿á‾ゞ 
(speech): this is shown in the way he distinguishes between them in his program at 
1.22 (see this introduction below).  Moreﾗ┗Wヴが Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ﾏ;ﾐﾐWヴ ﾗa historiography 
is to stress events rather than the achievement of individuals.
12
  However, the 
memory ﾗa ヮ;ゲデ ;IｴｷW┗WﾏWﾐデ ふ´｀，´。ぶ ｷゲ ヮヴWゲWﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲが Wくｪく ﾏﾗゲデ ﾐﾗデ;Hﾉ┞ ｷﾐ 
the Funeral Oration (2.35-ヴヶぶが ｷﾐ PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ aｷﾐ;ﾉ ;SSヴWゲゲ ふヲくヶヴくンぶが ｷﾐ デｴW H;デデﾉW 
speeches at 4.92.7 (by Pagondas) and 6.68.4 (by Nicias).  A Homeric type desire for 
personal reputation to be preserved is expressed, for example, in the speeches of 
Brasidas, Hermocrates, Nicias and Alcibiades, who, as Immerwahr remarks (1960, 
ヲΒヲぶが ;ヴW けWゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ﾏﾗデｷ┗;デWS H┞ ; SWゲｷヴW for contemporary a;ﾏWげく 
             Hunter (1973, 177-84), has attempted to show how Thucydides, despite the 
apparent antithesis between the two forms, has painstakingly moulded speech and 
narrative into an alliance, enabling the author to construct an intelligible and 
comprehensive account.  The ﾉｷﾐﾆ HWデ┘WWﾐ ゜＿á‾ゞ ;ﾐS 村ヾáü can also be shown to 
exist in the Histories, and no writer who attempts to compare the speeches of both 
authors can afford to overlook this important literary technique.  I, therefore, devote 
a whole chapter (Chapter 6) to the subject.                                                                                                          
              
                                                          
              
10
Cf. Parry (1957); at 1.21.2 T comes close to using 村ヾáü デﾗ ﾏW;ﾐ ふ┗Wヴｷaｷ;HﾉWぶ けa;Iデゲげぎ  けデｴW ヮヴWゲWﾐデ 
┘;ヴくくく ┘ｷﾉﾉ ;ヮヮW;ヴ デﾗ HW デｴW ｪヴW;デWゲデ デﾗ デｴﾗゲW ┘ｴﾗ H;ゲW デｴWｷヴ ｷﾐ┗Wゲデｷｪ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗﾐ デｴW けWヴｪ;げ デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ 
(蔵ヽ（ ü沢〃丹｀ 〃丹｀ 村ヾá丹｀ぶげく   
                
11
Although T ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa ﾏ;ﾆWゲ デｴW SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ けヮヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏﾏWげ ;デ ヱくヲヲ. 1-2. 
12
Cf. Stahl in Stadter (1973a, 75)ぎ けTｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ヴW Wﾉ┌IｷS;デWS H┞ デｴW Iﾗ┌ヴゲW ﾗa W┗Wﾐデゲ ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ 
┗ｷIW ┗Wヴゲ;げく  
11 
 
Definition ﾗa けゲヮWWIｴげ 
I define けゲヮWWIｴげ ;ゲ けany words in Direct Discourse or Indirect Discourse13 intended by 
the author to communicate to the reader or hearer the voice of a person or persons 
distinct from himself who is in communication with one or more other personsげ.  The 
definition includes all the l;ヴｪW けゲWデげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ in both works delivered by characters, 
mostly named but occasionally unnamed, in assemblies, war councils, political 
debates, trials and military harangues.   
In the case of Thucydides such speeches have previously been identified and listed,  
most recently by W.C. West III,
14
 who lists one hundred and forty-one.  Of these I 
have essentially followed West, since nobody previously listed speeches in ID, a type 
the importance of which has most recently been recognised and highlighted by 
Scardino (2007, 2012), of whose work I take especial cognisance.  However, I have 
discounted the type of ID which Scardino (2012, 68) SWゲIヴｷHWゲ ;ゲ け; ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗W 
W┝ヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲ W┝デWヴﾐ;ﾉ デﾗ デｴW デW┝デげ.  This type is especially prevalent in 
Herodotus, for example in his proem at 1.1-5 where he allows focalisation to the 
PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ ゜＿á：‾： H┌デ ﾏ;ｷﾐデ;ｷﾐゲ ;ﾐ authorial presence through parenthetical insertions 
ﾗa ゜　á‾仝ゝ： ;デ ヲくヱ ;ﾐS ンくヱ.  Gould (1989, 50) comments that this technique of 
Herodotus in using ID as narrative is a way of distanciﾐｪ けｴｷﾏゲWﾉa ;ゲ storyteller from a 
partiI┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｴｷゲ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wげく  Thucydides, by contrast, seldom allows 
participants in his account to become storytellers.
15
 I ;ﾉゲﾗ SｷゲIﾗ┌ﾐデ ;ゲ けゲヮWWIｴげ ; ┘ｷSW 
                                                          
13
Henceforth referred to as DD and ID.  In using these terms I follow, with most other modern analysts 
on this topic (esp. de Bakker (2007), Scardino (2007), de Jong (2014) and Zali (2014) their definitions in 
Κ;ｷヴS ふヱΓΓΓが ΒΒぶが ┗ｷ┣く ﾗa DDぎ けTｴｷゲ ｷゲ デｴW さゲデ;ﾐS;ヴS ケ┌ﾗデ;デｷﾗﾐざ -  we are given the impression of hearing 
デｴW ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ ゲヮW;ﾆWヴげゲ ┘ﾗヴSゲげき ﾗa IDぎ け┘W ;ヴW ｪｷ┗Wﾐ デｴW W┝ヮﾉｷIｷデ ｷﾏヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ デｴW ┘ﾗヴSゲ ﾗa デｴW ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ 
ゲヮW;ﾆWヴふゲぶ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ﾏﾗSｷaｷWS H┞ デｴW ゲヮW;ﾆWヴ ﾗヴ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デﾗヴ ヮヴWゲWﾐデｷﾐｪ デｴWﾏげく  DD IﾗﾏWゲ ┌ﾐSWヴ Cﾗｴﾐげゲ 
(1999) third signpost of fictionality i.e. (embedded) focalisation: she says that this is impossible in an 
historical text since the historian can never know what a historical character thought or felt and can 
only work from inference, either his own or that of others (thｷゲ HWｪｷﾐゲ デﾗ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐ Tげゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ ;デ ヱくヲヲくヱが 
ｷﾐIﾉ┌Sｷﾐｪ デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa 〃束 ~　‾｀〃ü ぷゲWW HWﾉﾗ┘ ;ﾐS Aヮヮendix C]).  On narratological terms see also 
n.107 below. 
14
In Stadter (1973a, 7-15).  Other attempts to define what constitutes a speech, apart from Scardino 
(2007), are Jacoby (1913, 492-3); Hohti (1976, 7, 139); Heni (1977, 18-22). 
15HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ┌ゲWゲ デｴW ┗WヴH ゜　á‾仝ゝ： ヲヱヴ デｷﾏWゲ ;ﾐS ゜　á0〃ü： ヱヱヱ デｷﾏWゲ ;ゲ ﾗヮヮﾗゲWS デﾗ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ヴ ;ﾐS ヲヱ 
instances respectively in T, for instance at 1.138.4 where he ascribes a variant story of the death of 
TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲ デﾗ ; SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ゲﾗ┌ヴIW ふ゜　á‾仝ゝ： ~　 〃：｀0ゞぶ ;ﾐS ;デ ヱくヱヱΒくン ┘ｴWヴWが ｷﾐ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ 棚ゞ ゜　á0〃ü：が ｴW 
displays a mistrust of his source, in this case the Delphic Oracle.  Harrison (2000, 25) claims that 
neither the use of legetai (relevant in tｴｷゲ デｴWゲｷゲ ;ゲ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌Iデﾗヴ┞ デﾗ IDぶが ﾐﾗヴ デｴW ヮヴ;IデｷIW ﾗa け;ﾉデWヴﾐ;デｷ┗W 
┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐゲげが ┘ｴｷIｴ Gﾗ┌ﾉS ふヱΓΓヴが Γヶぶ I;ﾉﾉゲ け; I;┌デｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞ ﾏﾗSW ﾗa ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wげが ﾐﾗヴ デｴW けｷﾐデヴ┌ゲｷ┗W ﾗHﾉｷケ┌W 
12 
 
variety of verbal phenomena which, it could be argued, might derive from speech 
but which do not represent the kind of personal communication between individuals 
and groups which I have specified above, for example: the wording of oracles and 
inscriptions, and the terms of treaties.  I have, however, followed West in including 
letters
16
 ;ゲ けゲヮWWIｴげが since I believe the words and sentiments contained therein are 
such as would have been spoken directly to their intended audiences by the writers 
had they been present.   
In the case of Herodotus, I have yet to come across a scholar or critic who has 
attempted to list his speeches in a similar way to those of Thucydides by West.
17
  I 
believe the chief reason for this is that it is generally agreed that HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ use of 
speeches is quite different from Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ, in that they are mostly shorter, more 
informal and conversational, and often contained within stories or anecdotes.  They 
do not provide the same stark contrast in form, content or purpose with the 
mainstream account, which is the hallmark of the work of the later historian.  I have 
nevertheless, as an integral part of this study, made my own lists,
18
 similarly 
constructed for both works based on the definition I have given above.   
Purpose and Method 
Purpose 
Herodotus, unlike Thucydides, does not make any attempt to claim authenticity for 
the speeches in his Histories; they are often part of story-telling episodes, the 
authenticity of which is itself in doubt.  As is well known, he also frequently 
questions his sources or gives alternative versions of events mythical and historical, 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
ｷﾐaｷﾐｷデｷ┗Wげが ﾗﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ゲWW CﾗﾗヮWヴ ふヱΓΑヴぶ ;ﾐS ;ﾉゲﾗ H;ヴヴｷゲﾗﾐげゲ ふヲヰヰヰが ヲヴΒ-250) objections to this theory, 
;ヴW ﾐWIWゲゲ;ヴｷﾉ┞ けSｷゲデ;ﾐIｷﾐｪ デWIｴﾐｷケ┌Wゲげく  Oﾐ legetai ｷﾐ H Iaく Κ;デWｷﾐWヴ ふヱΓΒΓが ヲヲaaぶぎ けH Wﾏヮﾉﾗ┞ゲ デｴｷゲ 
convenience for (1) what he has not seen and deems most unlikely; (2) what is divine or miraculous 
(e.g. the tale of Epizelus at 6.117.3); (3) what seems best or worst or otherwise superlative; (4) when 
more than one account of a given event is current and no secure resolution is discernible.  See Gray 
ふヲヰヱヱぶ aﾗヴ ; SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Tげゲ ┌ゲW ﾗa legetai and his source citations.   
16
On letters as a common expedient in international intrigue and military communications cf. Harris 
(1989); Cecarelli (2013).  Hornblower (CT ii, 128) mentions the letter from Themistocles to Xerxes (at 
1.137.4), presented in the first person, in that it assumes knowledge of H 8.75 and 8.110-3, the two 
messages sent by Themistocles to Xerxes via Sicinnus. 
17
Not even Lang (1984), although she has enumerated 397 of all types. 
18
Together with explanatory notes; see Appendix A. 
13 
 
disclaiming responsibility for recording the truth and leaving it to his reader to 
decide which may be the most accurate account.
19
 This indecision on his part (we 
might call it honesty), arising from his apparent mistrust of his sources, may be the 
reason why there has been no adequate attempt, with the exception of Lang (1984), 
fully to analyse and categorise the speeches in the Histories.  After all, there is no 
reason to think that his speeches are any more authentic than his narrative, and 
every reason, when we read them, to suppose that they are less soく  Κ;ﾐｪげゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデが 
for those who desire a scientific and scrupulously analytical categorisation, is superb.  
Its very nature and purpose, however, apart from an excellent chapter on HeヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 
debt to Homer, prevent the author from proposing any other explanation as to the 
origins of and inspiration for the speeches in the Histories.  Other scholars have 
attempted brief explanations passim within their accounts but, in general, we may 
lament the paucity of analyses and extensive reasoned opinions on this topic.
20
  
The main purpose of this thesis, therefore, is to make a close comparison of the 
Speeches in both Histories, partly through direct reference to the texts and partly by 
searching the oral and literary tradition known to both authors for common themes, 
in order to show how Herodotus and Thucydides shared common sources, values, 
motives and methods to an extent not previously understood.  An inevitable by-
product of this enquiry will be to assess how much Thucydides owed to Herodotus, 
with specific reference to the Speeches: the final chapter (10), which is self-
explanatory, reinvestigates in detail two particular areas which, up to the present 
S;┞が ｴ;┗W W┝WヴIｷゲWS ゲIｴﾗﾉ;ヴゲげ ﾏｷﾐSゲ ﾗﾐ デｴｷゲ ｷゲゲ┌Wく   
                                                          
19
 E.g. at 1.5.3 where he disclaims responsibility for judging as to the truth between the Persian and 
the Phoenician accounts of the abductions of women: 損á誰 ~詑 ヽ0ヾ台 ´詑｀ 〃‾々〃＼｀ ‾沢゛ 村ヾ‐‾´ü： 損ヾ　＼｀ 棚ゞ 
‾濁〃＼ゞ 妥 贈゜゜＼ゞ ゛＼ゞ 損á　｀0〃‾く Oﾐ ┗;ヴｷ;ﾐデ ┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐゲ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲWW Wゲヮく GヴﾗデWﾐ ふヱΓヶンが ΑΓぶぎ けTｴW aヴWケ┌WﾐI┞ 
with which double (and other multiple) versions occur in Herodotean narrative must be ascribed not 
ﾗﾐﾉ┞ デﾗ ｴｷゲ SｷﾉｷｪWﾐIW ｷﾐ IｴWIﾆｷﾐｪ ｷﾐaﾗヴﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ H┌デ ;ﾉゲﾗ デﾗ ｴｷゲ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa デｴW ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷ;ﾐげゲ ヴﾗﾉW ｷﾐ 
handling ｴｷゲ ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉげ ふﾏ┞ ;SSWS ｷデ;ﾉｷIゲぶ ;ﾐSが I ﾏｷｪｴデ ;SS ｷﾐ ;ｪヴWWﾏWﾐデ ┘ｷデｴ AゲｴWヴｷ ふヲヰヰΑが ヲヰぶが デﾗ ｴｷゲ 
W;ヴﾐWゲデ SWゲｷヴW デﾗ ヴWヮﾗヴデ 〃束 ゜0á＿´0｀ü デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴﾗ┌デ デｴW ┘ｴﾗﾉW ﾗa ｴｷゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆ W┗Wﾐ ｷa ｴW SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ HWﾉｷW┗W ｷデ 
all.  Cf. Asheri (2007, 20-ヲンぶ ﾗﾐ ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW ヴW;ゲﾗﾐゲ aﾗヴ Hげゲ ┗ariant accounts, who himself cites Groten 
(op. cit. ヲヰが ﾐくヵΒぶく  Fﾗヴ ; IﾗﾏヮﾉWデW ﾉｷゲデ ﾗa け;ﾉデWヴﾐ;デｷ┗W ┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐゲげ ｷﾐ H ゲWW Κ;デWｷﾐWヴ ふヱΓΒΓが Βヴ-90). 
20
 Scardino (2007) apart, the same may be said for Tげゲ ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW ヴWﾉｷ;ﾐIW ﾗﾐ W;ヴﾉｷWヴ ┘ヴｷデWヴゲ, especially H, 
in relation to speeches, with the exception of Hornblower (CT ii, 137-145), with which I deal in detail 
below (Chapter 10). 
14 
 
This thesis is predicated, like that of Rogkotis (2006), upon the idea that Thucydides 
wrote in awareness of Herodotus, although I shall take cognisance of other theories 
and possibilities, in particular the largely nowadays unsupported theory of Kennelly 
(1992) (see my Chapter 10) that Thucydides worked independently of Herodotus and 
may even have been ignorant of him, a theory which revolves around the much 
discussed debate concerning the publication dates of the two historians and to what 
extent they can be regarded as contemporaries.
21
  I shall support the view succinctly 
expressed by Hunter (1973, 181 n.7), デｴ;デ けtoo much has been made of the 
differences between Herodotus and Thucydides and not enough of the similarities, 
or, one might even say, the debt of Thucydides to his predecessorげ.  I realise that the 
history of classical scholarship has often seen violent swings between the extremes 
of various theories and that this is no less the case in Herodotean and Thucydidean 
studies than in others.  I will, therefore, forbear to assert at every turn the 
                                                          
21
 Mﾗゲデ ヴWIWﾐデﾉ┞ SｷゲI┌ゲゲWS H┞ Iヴ┘ｷﾐ ふヲヰヱンぶが ┘ｴﾗ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ Hげゲ ヴWデWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴW ﾏ┞デｴ ﾗa デｴW ;HS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa 
Helen by Theseus (9.73), in which he mentions how the Lacedaemonians refrained from damaging 
DWIWﾉW; けｷﾐ デｴW ┘;ヴ ┘ｴｷIｴ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ┞W;ヴゲ ﾉ;デWヴ ;aデWヴ デｴWゲW W┗Wﾐデゲ ;ヴﾗゲW HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ ;ﾐS デｴW 
PWﾉﾗヮﾗﾐﾐWゲｷ;ﾐゲげ ふ損ゞ 〃托｀ ヽ＿゜0´‾｀ 〃托｀ 濁ゝ〃0ヾ‾｀ ヽ‾゜゜‾大ゝ： 村〃0ゝ： 〃‾々〃＼｀ á0｀＿´0｀‾｀ 雪．。｀ü；‾：ゝ； 〃0 ゛ü台 
ず0゜‾ヽ‾｀｀。ゝ；‾：ゝ：ぶく  Iヴ┘ｷﾐ ふﾗヮくIｷデく Γぶ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ デｴ;デ ΓくΑン ┘;ゲ ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ ;aデWヴ デｴW “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐゲ ｴ;S HWｪ┌ﾐ デｴWｷヴ 
incursion into Decelea in 413 and that this logos was written at the end of the Peloponnesian War in 
response to T, a claim she admits hersela デﾗ HW けヮﾗデWﾐデｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ Iﾗﾐデヴﾗ┗Wヴゲｷ;ﾉげく  Cﾗﾐデヴ; デｴｷゲ CﾗHWデ ふヱΓΑΑが 
ヱΓΒΑぶ ;ﾐS “;ﾐゲﾗﾐW ふヱΓΒヵぶが ┘ｴﾗ Hﾗデｴ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデ デｴW デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ S;デW ﾗa Hげゲ ヮ┌HﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐが ｷくWく ヮヴｷﾗヴ デﾗ ヴヲヵが 
based on the supposed parody of 1.1-4 by Aristophanes in Acharnians; see also Evans (1987), Flower 
and Marincola (2002, 2 and 239) and Raaflaub (2002).  Fornara (1971b) takes the presence of the 
;ﾗヴｷゲデ ヮ;ヴデｷIｷヮﾉW á0｀＿´0｀‾｀ デﾗ ｷﾐSｷI;デW ;ﾐ ;ﾉﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴW aﾗヴﾏ;ﾉ IﾗﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴW AヴIｴｷS;ﾏｷ;ﾐ W;ヴ ｷﾐ 
421, providing a terminus post quem for the publication ﾗa Hげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆき Hﾗデｴ Fﾗヴﾐ;ヴ; ふｷHｷSく) and Kennelly 
(1992) rely on H 6.98, the implied knowledge of the death of Artaxerxes I in 424, and on H 9.73 (see 
Irwin above), the reference to Decelea, for the late date of 414.  But, as Hornblower (CT ii, 19-38) 
states, even if the late date is correct we are still left with the possibility of pre-publication recitations, 
and it is not enough to ridicule the unreliable story by Diyllus about H receiving a large payment to 
recite at Athens (FGrHist 73F3) in order デﾗ SｷゲIヴWSｷデ デｴｷゲ ヮﾗゲゲｷHｷﾉｷデ┞く  KWﾐﾐWﾉﾉ┞げゲ ヴWﾃWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW 
ヴWIｷデ;デｷﾗﾐ デｴWﾗヴ┞ ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ SWﾐ┌ﾐIｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けデｴW ヮWヴゲ┌;ゲｷ┗W ﾗ┗Wヴ-emphasis which has been placed on the 
ﾗヴ;ﾉ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa Iﾉ;ゲゲｷI;ﾉ ﾉｷデWヴ;デ┌ヴWげ ふヱΓΓヲが ンΑぶ ｷゲ デﾗデ;ﾉﾉ┞ ﾗヮヮﾗゲWS H┞ HﾗヴﾐHﾉﾗ┘Wヴが ┘ｴﾗ けIﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗt 
Sｷゲ;ｪヴWW ﾏﾗヴWげが ;ﾐS ┘ｴﾗ IﾗﾐaWゲゲWゲ デｴ;デ ｴW SﾗWゲ けHWﾉｷW┗W ｷﾐ デｴW ヴWIｷデ;デｷﾗﾐ ｴ┞ヮﾗデｴWゲｷゲげ ふCT ii, 26).  The 
likelihood of pre-publication recitations is backed up by the studies of Thomas (1992, esp. 125), by 
Evans (1991, 90) and by Murray (1987, 2001).  Asheri (2007, 2), in the general introduction to his 
commentary, makes light of the whole controversy over the date of the publication of the Histories, 
offering no attempt to refute, or even to mention, the 414 theory (although he does provide a useful 
list ﾗa IﾗﾐデヴｷH┌デﾗヴゲ デﾗ デｴW SWH;デW ぷﾗヮく Iｷデく ヵヱが ﾐくヱヲヵへぶが H┌デ ;IIWヮデｷﾐｪ デｴW デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ﾐﾗデｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ Hげゲ 
け;Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞ ;ゲ ; ┘ヴｷデWヴ WﾐSWS ゲｴﾗヴデﾉ┞ ;aデWヴげ デｴW W┗Wﾐデゲ SWゲIヴｷHWS ;デ ΑくヱンΑくヱ-3, i.e. the late summer of 430, 
as dated by T at 2.67.1-4.  Asheri (op. cit. 51) dWゲIヴｷHWゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ デｴ;デ け┗WヴゲWゲ H┞ “ﾗヮｴﾗIﾉWゲが E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲ ﾗヴ 
Aヴｷゲデﾗヮｴ;ﾐWゲ ;ﾉﾉ┌SW デﾗが ヴWI;ﾉﾉが ﾗヴ ヮ;ヴﾗS┞ Hくげ ;ゲ けケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ;HﾉW W┗ｷSWﾐIWげ ;ﾐS デｴ;デ けｷデ ｷゲ デｴWヴWaﾗヴW 
impossible to date the so-I;ﾉﾉWS さヮ┌HﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐざ ﾗa デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾆげく  TｴW ケ┌ﾗデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ヴﾆゲ ;ヴﾗ┌ﾐS デｴW ┘ﾗヴS 
けヮ┌HﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐげ ｪｷ┗W W┗ｷSWﾐIW デﾗ AゲｴWヴｷげゲ HWﾉｷWa ｷﾐ デｴW W┝デヴWﾏW ﾉｷﾆWﾉｷｴﾗﾗS ﾗa デｴW W┝ｷゲデWﾐIW ﾗa ヴWIｷデ;デｷﾗﾐゲ 
ﾗa Hげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆが WｷデｴWヴ ヮ┌HﾉｷI ﾗヴ ヮヴｷ┗;デWが HWaﾗヴW or after 430; see also Asheri (op. cit. 3-4) for discussion on 
recitations.  For more detail on the associated recitation debate see my n.36. 
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けHWヴﾗSﾗデW;ﾐ ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ;ﾐS デｴW けThucydidean ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ, since I realise that 
to compare is to differentiate as well as to liken.  Apart, then, from considerations of 
time and space, which preclude a comparison of the complete works of the two 
historians, and a healthy recognition that we cannot read the speeches in either 
author without some reference and understanding of the main narrative, why should 
I consider an examination of the Speeches in particular a worthwhile enterprise?   
It has always been recognised that the Speeches have formed a substantial part of 
either work and, as I have already shown, a considerable number have been 
enumerated in both; for instance, Kennedy (1973ぶ ｴ;ゲ I;ﾉI┌ﾉ;デWS デｴ;デが ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ 
History, speeches comprise between one fifth and one quarter of the whole work.  
Because, then, the speeches are so numerous in both works and because, if we 
include those in ID and in letter form as mentioned above, they are omnipresent 
throughout the entire corpus if not always evenly spread,
22
 it is clear that both 
authors regarded them as an important medium and an indispensible part of their 
accounts.  Therefore, I believe we need to examine why both authors thought fit to 
insert them.  Was there a reason over and above the oft-stated but important idea, 
which I discuss in detail below, that both wヴｷデWヴゲ ┘WヴW デｴW IｴｷﾉSヴWﾐ ﾗa ;ﾐ け;ge of 
oralityげ?23  
And why, we may also ask, did Thucydides, if indeed he included Herodotus amongst 
those whom he so pointedly describes as purveyors of myth and therefore have 
been aware  of the dubious authenticity of the speeches in the Histories, decide to 
continue to employ them so prolifically in his own work?  Was it despite the practice 
of Herodotus or, perhaps, because of it?  We are told by How and Wells in the 
introduction to their commentary on Herodotus 
24
 that it was the purpose of 
Thucydides to improve his predecessorげs work.  To what extent, if at all, did 
Thucydides achieve this?  How and Wells also remind us of how Hecataeus, the 
logographer and immediate forerunner of Herodotus, introduces his work with the 
                                                          
22
N.B. especially in Book 2 of Herodotus, which is almost entirely devoted to geo- and ethnographic 
description, and in Book 7 of Thucydides, which contains only 10 items, in contrast to Book 8 which 
contains 45 items, but all in ID. 
23Tｴﾗﾏ;ゲ ふヱΓΒΓぶ ;ﾐS ふヱΓΓヲぶ Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪWゲ デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa ゲ┌Iｴ ;ﾐ け;ｪWげく 
24
HW i, esp. pp. 43 (character portrayal) & 50 (lack of political and military insight). 
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words:  薦く ぐ：゜，ゝ：‾ゞ 鱈~0 ´仝．0大〃ü：,25 ｷﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ デﾗ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ;ﾐﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWﾏWﾐデ (1.0):  
鮮.  仙゜：逝üヾ｀üゝゝ　＼ゞ 袋ゝ〃‾ヾ；。ゞ 蔵ヽ＿~0：¨：ゞ 柁~0, and the introduction of Thucydides 
(1.1): んく 雪．。｀ü大‾ゞ ¨仝｀　áヾü／0 〃托｀ ヽ＿゜0´‾｀く   
In one sense the words in bold print tell us how Herodotus, the earnest researcher, 
improved upon the work of Hecataeus, the reteller of stories,
26
 and how Thucydides, 
the accurate collector of information, improved upon Herodotus, together providing 
a kind of shorthand description of the progression of historiography throughout the 
fifth-century.  But these introductions refer to the Histories as a whole.  Can they, 
therefore, give us any clue as to the ways in which Herodotus and Thucydides 
constructed specifically the Speeches contained in them?  I believe they may provide 
a starting point for just that.  For Herodotus, despite the longstanding accusation of 
his being a liar and an inventor,
27
 was selective in what he chose to report and is at 
pains to tell us what he believes to be true and what he does not.  On the face of it 
there is no reason to suppose that a 貸ゝ〃＼ヾ,28 who travelled the known world in the 
search for true information about its wonders and marvels, should have been less 
than conscientious in researching the words he was to give to his speakers, bearing 
in mind the unreliability of his sources, about which he is genuinely honest, and the 
distance in time between himself and the subjects of his discourse.   
For his part, was Thucydides aware of some virtue in Herodotusげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ, despite 
his general criticism of his methods, that he does not communicate with us?  The 
story in Marcellinus,
29
 Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ Hｷﾗｪヴ;ヮｴWヴが デｴ;デ ｴW ┘Wヮデ ;デ ﾗﾐW ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 
recitations, even if apocryphal, may give us some reason to believe so; but it is 
SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ デﾗ ;ゲIWヴデ;ｷﾐ デｴW W┝デWﾐデ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ;Sﾏｷヴ;デｷﾗﾐ for Herodotus from such 
scanty evidence, although it is also true, while admittedly arguing ex silentio, that 
                                                          
25
FGrHist. Hecataeus, Fr. 338. 
26
See my Chapter 3, p.75ff. on the logographers for more detail. 
27
Cf. esp. in ancient times Plutarch, de Herodoti malignitate, and in modern times Armayor (1978), 
Sayce (1983), S. West (1985), and especially Fehling (1989); contra Pritchett (1993). 
28貸ゝ〃＼ヾ ｷゲ ; HﾗﾏWヴｷI ┌ゲ;ｪW and only found once in H.  LSJ render its meaning as either adjectival = 
けﾆﾐﾗ┘ｷﾐｪが ;Iケ┌;ｷﾐデWS ┘ｷデｴげ orが ;ゲ ; ゲ┌Hゲデ;ﾐデｷ┗Wが  Э けﾗﾐW ┘ｴﾗ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ゲ ﾉ;┘ ;ﾐS ヴｷｪｴデ ふｷくWく ; ﾃ┌SｪWぶげく  Tｴｷゲ 
ヴWﾐSｷデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ IﾗﾐﾐWIデWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ┗WヴH ‾苔~ü Э けI ﾆﾐﾗ┘げ, but also with the root 惜：~ Э けゲWWげ ;ﾐS SWゲIヴｷHWゲ 
Hげs method weﾉﾉ ;ゲ HWｷﾐｪ ; ヴWゲW;ヴIｴWヴ ヴWﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ ;┌デﾗヮゲ┞く  TｴW け‾苔~üげ IﾗﾐﾐWIデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ ヮヴﾗH;Hﾉ┞ more 
appropriate where speeches are concerned as, unlike T in some instances, H would have gathered 
knowledge of them from his sources rather than having heard them himself. 
29
Marcellinus, Vit.Thuc. 54. 
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there must be many personal thoughts and feelings that Thucydides does not 
vouchsafe to us about his motives and methods because, apart from his excursus on 
methodology at 1.22, he is normally reluctant to make authorial comments in or on 
his work.  
Wｴ;デが ｷﾐ デ┌ヴﾐが ┘;ゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ﾏﾗデｷ┗W for including so many speeches?  Was it in 
order to enrich even further his already lively narrative and story-telling?  Or was 
there some more けhistoricalげ or other motive which links him to his successor?  Are 
there occasions when, like Thucydides, he is attempting to share a political nicety or 
to make some universal comment on human nature?   My contention is that there 
are such occasions and that these bring him closer to Thucydides in thought and 
method than has sometimes been supposed.  The well-known tripartite debate on 
the respective merits of democracy, oligarchy and monarchy at 3.80-82 is the 
obvious example of a speech event in Herodotus with a Thucydidean-type political 
input.  More common than political speeches are the occasions when Herodotus is 
revealing the frailty of human life or the tragic consequences of greed and 
overconfidence, such as the sufferings, both physical and mental, of Croesus in Book 
One and the discourse between Xerxes and Artabanus (7.46-52).  Yet, even in this 
type of speech, we can detect perhaps unexpected similarities to Thucydides, who 
himself brings out the tragedy of human suffering ｷﾐ NｷIｷ;ゲげ ゲヮWWIｴ デﾗ ｴｷゲ ﾏWﾐ prior 
to the ultimate sea-battle of the Sicilian campaign in the Great Harbour at Syracuse 
(7.61-64), and in his final letter to the Athenian assembly (7.11-15).   
My second reason for choosing to investigate the speeches is that they seem to me 
to deserve a treatment separate from the narrative, not because they are not 
connected with it (indeed they are an integral part) but because they mark a change 
of literary style.  This change can be easily recognised by the discerning modern 
reader, but was also noted by the ancient critic Dionysius of Halicarnassus, who 
ヮヴ;ｷゲWゲ けIｴ;ﾐｪWげ ふ´0〃üé‾゜，ぶ ｷﾐ historiography inasmuch as it provides sweetness and 
variety: 打~但 ‐ヾ騨´ü 損｀ 袋ゝ〃‾ヾ；üゞ áヾüー泰 ´0〃üé‾゜駄 ゛ü台 ヽ‾；゛：゜‾｀.30    
                                                          
30
Letter to Pompeius  3.11. 
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The Speeches, moreover, allow both authors to digress from the main thesis in order 
to illuminate events described in the main narratives.  This aspect of the Histories 
has been well researched and commented upon in the past but usually in order to 
illustrate the differences between the historians in the use and purpose of their 
speeches rather than any similarities.  Thucydides, it has been acknowledged,
31
 will 
employ his speeches to add explication and sense to events being narrated in the 
main discourse, allowing his readership to draw general conclusions from incidents 
recently related in the text and enabling them, perhaps, to predict what is likely to 




Herodotus makes no such explicit claim for his work as a whole.
33
 As for his 
speeches, it can be easily detected from reading them that his principal purpose for 
デｴWﾏ ｷゲ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげぎ  デｴW┞ ;ヴWが for instance, often used as a vehicle for 
an excursus into past historical and mythical happenings; they may contain a story 
ふ゜＿á‾ゞ) of their own, which may carry a moral or ethical message.  These differences 
I acknowledge, but this does not mean that they have no points of similarity with the 
speeches in the History.  The very point I made earlier, that the Speeches are a 
feature of both Histories distinct from the narratives, leads us to a self-evident 
similarity: the distinction, in both accounts, between ゜＿á‾ゞ and 村ヾáü.34 This is a clear 
feature in the structure of both works.  How the ゜＿á‾： relate to the 村ヾáü has been 
explored in the past,
35
 but only in relation to Thucydides and not with a view to 
comparison with Herodotus.  
Another purpose of the Speeches is to introduce us to, or to acquaint us further with, 
characters which we meet in the drama of the main historical discourse.  The key 
word ｴWヴW ｷゲ けSヴ;ﾏ;げ because, for all that the Speeches may set out to comment 
                                                          
31
Cf. e.g. Hanson (1996, xvii).  
32
At 1.22.4: 卓ゝ‾： é‾仝゜，ゝ‾｀〃ü： 〃丹｀ 〃0 á0｀‾´　｀＼｀ 〃托 ゝüー詑ゞ ゝ゛‾ヽ0大｀ ゛ü： 〃丹｀ ´0゜゜＿｀〃＼｀ ... け;ゲ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ;ゲ 
┘ｷﾉﾉ ┘ｷゲｴ デﾗ デ;ﾆW ; IﾉW;ヴ ┗ｷW┘ ﾗa Hﾗデｴ ヮ;ゲデ ;ﾐS a┌デ┌ヴW W┗Wﾐデゲげ ふNくBく ;ﾉﾉ デヴ;ﾐゲﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ デｴWゲｷゲ ;ヴW 
mine unless otherwise stated). 
33
Although he states in his proem (1.0) that one of his purposes is to prevent great and wonderful 
deeds (村ヾáüぶ aヴﾗﾏ HWIﾗﾏｷﾐｪ ┌ﾐIWﾉWHヴ;デWS ふ束゛゜0測). 
34GヴWWﾆ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ｴ;ゲ デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞ ﾉｷﾐﾆWS けﾉﾗｪﾗゲげ ;ﾐS けWヴｪﾗﾐげ H┌デ ﾗaデWﾐ ;ゲ ヮ;ヴデﾐWヴゲ ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ 
ﾗヮヮﾗゲｷデWゲく  Caく PｴﾗWﾐｷ┝げゲ words at Iliad 9.443 where he reminds Achilles of the ideal to which he has 
HWWﾐ ﾏﾗ┌ﾉSWSぎ ´々．：‾｀ 〃0 拓。〃騨ヾろ 村´0｀ü： ヽヾ。゛〃騨ヾà 〃0 村ヾá＼｀く 
35
Cf. esp. Hunter (1973, 177-80); Parry (1981); Hornblower (2004, ch.10).  
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upon ideas in the narrative or to lay down lessons for posterity, I do not believe 
either author intended them only to be didactic.  They contain a clear dramatic 
element, stronger in Herodotus no doubt than in Thucydides but still recognisable in 
the latter.  Moreover, I believe that this dramatic element is purposefully included by 
both authors as a means of capturing the attention of the readership, or け;┌SｷWﾐIWげ 
as I would prefer to call them if we accept the idea that the Histories were recited to 
audiences before and/or after publication.
36
   
Less in doubt, I shall suggest, is that this strong dramatic element has a common 
origin.  For both historians would have been brought up and educated in the 
tradition of dramatic poetry; the tragic and comic dramatists of fifth century Athens 
would have been well known to themく  TｴWヴW ｷゲ ｷﾐデWヴﾐ;ﾉ W┗ｷSWﾐIW デｴ;デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 
;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa デｴW H;デデﾉW ﾗa “;ﾉ;ﾏｷゲ ﾗ┘WS ﾏ┌Iｴ デﾗ AWゲIｴ┞ﾉ┌ゲげ Persae,37 and Finley (1938, 
23-68)
38
 argues convincingly that Thucydides was strongly influenced by the plays of 
Euripides, and to a lesser extent by Sophocles.  Perhaps the best example of 
dramatic characterisation in the SpeWIｴWゲ ｷゲ デｴW ｷﾐ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW け┘ｷゲW adviserげ figure 
by Herodotus.  Lattimore (1939, 29) has no fewer than 21 examples of the けデヴ;ｪｷI 
┘;ヴﾐWヴげ ;ﾐS ンヵ ﾗa デｴW けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ in Herodotus.  There is a clear connection 
HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ and the concept of hybris and retribution, which is also 
prominent in fifth-century Attic drama, suggesting a close link between that and the 
                                                          
36
As with the associated publication question (see n. 21), the bibliography on the recitation debate is 
vast.  For full evidence of H having made recitations at Athens in 446-5 prior to publication, see HW i, 
6-Αが ┘ｴｷIｴ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ Tげゲ ﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa 蔵á～｀：ゝ´ü ふヱくヲヲくヴぶ ;ﾐS “┞ﾐIWﾉﾉ┌ゲ デｴW Iｴヴﾗnologer, who says that H 
損〃：´，．。 ヽüヾ束 〃騨ゞ 雪．。｀ü；＼｀ é‾仝゜騨ゞ 損ヽü｀àá｀‾仝ゞ ü沢〃‾大ゞ 〃束ゞ é；é゜‾仝ゞき aﾗヴ ; ゲ┌ﾏﾏ;ヴ┞ ﾗa ;ﾐIｷWﾐデ ┗ｷWws 
on Herodotean recitations see Myres (1953, 20-31).  T himself gives more than a hint that H made 
such pre-publication recitations, and perhaps a suggestion that he himself did not intend to, in his 
remark at 1.22.4 where he says that by avoiding storytelling his account may appear less attractive to 
the listener (損ゞ ´詑｀ 蔵゛ヾ＿üゝ：｀ぶが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴが ;ゲ M;ヴｷﾐIﾗﾉ; ふヲヰヰヱが ヶヵぶ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲが デｴｷゲ ゲ;ﾏW ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆ ﾏ;┞ ;ﾉゲﾗ 
indicate that T expected his work to be thus promulgated; Lattimore (1998, intro. pp. xviii-xix) argues 
that there is less evidence to suggest that T made public recitations than H.  Thomas (1992, 103-4), 
however, suggests oral features in T, while Hornblower (CT i, n. on 1.22) cites passages in T which 
might have been material for recitation at symposia, e.g. the highly polished section on the Corcyrean 
stasis.  Hornblower (CT ii, 27 n.63) thinks T may have even been prior to H, and (CT ii, 21) reminds us 
that T never mentions H by name; it has been assumed that he lumps him in with the logographers 
and has ﾐﾗ ゲWヮ;ヴ;デW ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ ;Hﾗ┌デ Hげゲ ┘ﾗヴデｴき デｴW a;Iデ デｴ;デが a;ﾏﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ;デ ヱくヲヲが ｴW SWﾐｷWゲ ┘ｷゲｴｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ 
work to be an 蔵á～｀：ゝ´ü SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ necessarily exclude recitation, although cf. Boedeker (1995), who 
suggests that the recitation of an historical poem might have been an example of the kind of 
蔵á～｀：ゝ´ü デｴ;デ T ｴ;S ｷﾐ ﾏｷﾐS.    
37
Cf. Parker (2007).                                         
38
Also a broad outline of the development of historical writing and its relation to poetry is provided by 
von Fritz (1967). 
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Histories.  It has been perceptively remarked by Fehling (1989, 203-9) in a discussion 
on this topic that Herodotus will use any available sage if the historical or mythical 
tradition does not already provide one.  I shall be contending and providing evidence 
that Thucydides was aware of this form of characterisation, and that there are 
echoes of it in his speeches.
39
  
Drama is not the only oral genre which can be said to have influenced the writing of 
the Speeches.  We need to consider epic and lyric poetry and rhetoric, the former 
two inherited from Homer and the lyric poets, notably Pindar and Bacchylides, both 
of whom make abundant use of speeches in their odes:
40
 The art of rhetoric was 
introduced into the social and cultural life of Athens from the middle of the fifth 
century having originated from the Sicilian School founded earlier by Corax.  The 
chief agents of the spread of rhetoric were the sophists, Hippias, Prodicus, 
Protagoras and Gorgias, and the art was well established at Athens by the end of the 
fifth
 
century.  There is, therefore, no doubt that rhetoric and sophistic teaching had a 
great influence on Thucydides towards the end of his life and there is also some 
evidence to suggest that Herodotus could also have been influenced in his later 
years.   
In their earlier lives there is evidence from ancient sources to support the theory that 
our authors both had personal contact with rhetoricians: Herodotus may have met 
the young Lysias at Thurii when he migrated there soon after its foundation (c. 444), 
while Thucydides is thought by some ancient sources to have been a pupil of the 
rhetorician Antiphon.  Whether or not this is true I shall adduce evidence that 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ certainly show his influence.  The visit of Gorgias to Athens in 
427 is very likely also to have had an influence on the early work of Thucydides and 
possibly on Herodotus as he was revising or completing his Histories.   
Herodotus could have been influenced as well by the earlier Sicilian School, since we 
know that it set out to teach the basic skills of marshalling facts and arguing from 
probability.  This latter technique uses the 〃0゜：゛束 ゛0ーà゜ü：üぎ the argument from 
probability (〃托 0滞゛＿ゞ), from W┝ヮWSｷWﾐI┞ ふ〃托 ゝ々´ー0ヾ‾｀ぶ ;ﾐS aヴﾗﾏ ﾃ┌ゲデｷIW ふ〃托 ~；゛ü：‾｀ぶが 
                                                          
39
See my Chapter 9.  
40
Hornblower (2004, 325-6) notes 26 speeches in DD in Pindar and 14 in Bacchylides.   
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which are present in varying degrees in the speeches of both authors and will be 
explored in this thesis.  It is scarcely credible, then, that the speeches in both writers 
should not have been affected by the absorption of rhetorical devices and 
techniques.  In particular I shall explore the idea that the use of antithetical 
argument is the most obvious example of a rhetorical device common to both sets of 
Speeches. 
I shall argue further that, through the Speeches, Herodotus and Thucydides sought 
to reveal the motives and the lives of the people who made them, and thus to add a 
human element to their writing.  What Lateiner (1989, 24) says of non-verbal 
behaviour in Herodotus can apply equally to verbal, namely that (in his speeches) 
けdrama and history complement each other: the narrative of the past is now more 
interesting because it is more human, and more significant because the roots of 
ﾏWﾐげゲ ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲ ;ヴW W┝ヮﾗゲWSげ.  Marincola (2011a, 132) says of the Speeches that けデｴW┞ 
made the past and its historical actors come alive with an immediacy that could not 
always be imagined in the narrative itselfくげ  I believe we have understood for some 
time the importance of this human element in the case of the speeches in Herodotus 
but that the same understanding has been lacking in the case of Thucydides and, 
certainly, few attempts have been made to compare the two.   
Marincola (ibid.) makes the additional point that modern historians tend to look for 
differences between the past and the present and to determine the essential 
uniqueness of an event at a particular time and place: this is what constitutes history 
as we know it nowadays.  The ancients, however, were more concerned with what 
they thought of as timeless truths, and so they usually sought what connected them 
to the past.  I would add that the recording of words spoken by influential people 
aided the credibility of this process. 
I am also concerned to support the trend of present day scholars to correct the time-
worn stWヴWﾗデ┞ヮWゲ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ;ゲ デｴW けscientific historianげ ;ﾐS HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ;ゲ デｴW 
けﾏ┞デｴﾏﾗﾐｪWヴげ, which have resulted in the former being regarded as lacking in human 
interest and the latter as being obsessed by it.  Therefore, I shall attempt to respond, 
as do Evans (1968) and Pritchett (1993), to the so-I;ﾉﾉWS けΚｷ;ヴ “Iｴool of Herodﾗデ┌ゲげ, 
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by reconstructing some of the lost cultural context that Thucydides and Herodotus 
shared with their audiences.  I have mentioned above the likelihood that they had 
audiences to which they would have given recitations of their work.  This was a 
powerful motive for both historians to make their accounts more engaging, 
interesting and, as far as they were able, factually accurate to their audience.
41
  The 
Speeches represent the single most important method whereby both authors could 
accomplish this, and I shall contend that Thucydides, in his own way, succeeded in 
this respect as triumphantly as Herodotus.  Speeches are made by real people even 
if, in the Histories, they contain some degree of invention, and a description of real 
people, their character, their trials and hopes, is what brings history to life.   
I regard this topic as a much neglected aspect of Herodotean and Thucydidean 
studies.  Therefore, throughout this account (and especially in Chapter 9), I shall take 
note of the Historiesげ ﾏﾗゲt vivid characters to illustrate this point.  It is largely 
through these characters and the speeches that they make that both authors extend 
the purview of their accounts beyond the mere chronicling of events.  That this is 
true of Herodotus has, I believe, already been long recognised, in particular his 
SｷS;IデｷI ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ けWS┌I;デWげ ｴｷゲ ヴW;SWヴゲｴｷヮ ｷﾐ ﾏorality through the portrayal of his 
characters.  The lives of his Croesus, his Polycrates and his Xerxes follow a similar 
pattern.  As noted by Hunter (1973b, 181), デｴW┞ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗W けa morality cycle of 濁éヾ：ゞが 
゛＿ヾ‾ゞが 贈〃。が ｀　´0ゝ：ゞが ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW ー．＿｀‾ゞ ﾗa デｴW ｪﾗSゲ ｷゲ ｷﾐゲデヴ┌ﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ ｷﾐ Hヴｷﾐｪｷﾐｪ 
about a tragic decline in forデ┌ﾐW ふ´0〃üé‾゜，ぶげ in order to restore equilibrium.42  But 
this also occurs in Thucydides, although here the tyrant/ruler is replaced by the polis, 
the polis in question being Athens.  It is no accident that the prime characters 
portrayed by Thucydides, whﾗ ;ヴW デｴW ;ｪWﾐデゲ ﾗa デｴｷゲ ´0〃üé‾゜，, are mainly Athenian 
politicians or generals (Pericles, Phormio, Cleon, Euphemus, Nicias, Alcibiades) and 
that the motivation for their actions, benevolent or malevolent, is expressed via their 
speeches. 
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Cf. Marincola (1997, 20-21) for how H and T may have viewed their audience/readership in terms of 
デｴW H;ﾉ;ﾐIW HWデ┘WWﾐ ;II┌ヴ;I┞ ;ﾐS けenargeiaげが ｷﾏヮﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ ; IﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲ need to entertain.  
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There is a further type of speech with which I shall deal and which has recently 
captured the interest of scholars.  These are the けｴ;ヴ;ﾐｪ┌Wゲげ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ prior to battle by 
generals.  This field of study was begun most notably by Albertus (1908) and 
Luschnat (1942) and continued into modern times by Hansen (1993) and Pritchett 
(1994).  But, again, this type of speech has been under-researched in Thucydides, 
with no attempt at all seriously to compare his usage with Herodotus in a sustained 
way. 
Method 
The analysis presented in this thesis consists of two types, quantitative and 
qualitative.  The quantitative is formally recorded in the Appendices, principally in 
Appendix A, which describes and annotates the Speeches in a new way by 
combining, where appropriate, what have hitherto been regarded as individual 
ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐデﾗ けW┗Wﾐデゲげが Iﾗﾏヮヴｷゲｷﾐｪ ﾏ┌ﾉデｷヮﾉW けｷデWﾏゲげく  Iデ ┘ｷﾉﾉ He seen that I have 
grouped the Speeches in a manner different from most other commentaries and 
analyses.  A full rationale of this grouping and method can be found in the 
introduction to Appendix A.  The titles of the other Appendices are sufficient to 
explain their function.   
For my own purposes in Appendix A and elsewhere I have found it most convenient 
to take an eclectic view of the different ways of categorising speeches made by the 
ancients.  Clearly, as most of the Speeches can be classed as symbouleutic according 
デﾗ AヴｷゲデﾗデﾉWげゲ デWヴﾏｷﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞,43 this term in its original Aristotelian sense is not 
particularly useful for the purposes of differentiation.
44
  I therefore elect to keep 
symbouleutic, but to limit its reference to consultations held between individuals or 
groups.  In order to differentiate more clearly the types of speeches included under 
AヴｷゲデﾗデﾉWげゲ original term symbouleutic, I have adopted the three terms proposed by 
Polybius (12.25a.3): demegoriae (public speeches); presbeuticoi (logoi) 
(ambassadorial speeches) and paracleseis ふｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉゲげ ｴ;ヴ;ﾐｪ┌Wゲぶく  TｴW AヴｷゲデﾗデWﾉｷ;ﾐ 
terms dicanic and epideictic I have also kept since, in the case of the former, there is 
                                                          
43
At Rhetoric, 1.3.5-6 (1358b-59a) and Rhetoric to Alexander, chapter 7. 
44
Despite acceptance of the term in this sense by Marincola (2001, 83).  
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a number of speeches in both authors which simulate the milieu of the courtroom 
;ﾐSが ┘ｴWヴW;ゲが ｷﾐ デｴW I;ゲW ﾗa デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴが ﾗﾐﾉ┞ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ F┌ﾐWヴ;ﾉ Oヴ;デｷﾗﾐ Iﾗﾐaﾗヴﾏゲ デﾗ 
this type in either work, it provides an accurate, and therefore useful, description.  In 
addition to these five, although Quintilian did not intend to classify the Speeches, I 
have adopted his sermones as a distinct category,
45
 referring as it does to the brief 
conversations characteristic mainly ﾗa デｴW HｷゲデﾗヴｷWゲく  MW;ﾐ┘ｴｷﾉWが Q┌ｷﾐデｷﾉｷ;ﾐげゲ デWヴﾏ 
contionesが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲデｷI ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ┘ﾗヴﾆが ;ゲ Q┌ｷﾐデｷﾉｷ;ﾐ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa ｷﾏヮﾉｷWゲが 
corresponds more or less to the Polybian categories of demegoriae and presbeuticoi, 
and I have therefore not needed to use it in my formal classification.   
The seven categories, then, which I use in my categorisation of the Speeches are, in 
ｴWﾉﾉWﾐｷゲWS aﾗヴﾏ ふ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ゜＿á‾ゞぶぎ ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞき 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞき ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞき 損ヽ：~0：゛〃：゛＿ゞき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  It will be 
noted that the distinguishing factor among these types is not always the speaker or 
deliverer of the speech but often the receiver or audience; this is the case with 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ ふデｴW ヮWﾗヮﾉW ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデWS ｷﾐ ;ﾐ ;ゲゲWﾏHﾉ┞ぶき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ ふデｴW ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉげs 
own troops and/or ﾗaaｷIWヴゲぶき ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ ふデｴW ヮヴﾗゲWI┌デor or defendant in a trial or 
け┗ｷヴデ┌;ﾉげ デヴｷ;ﾉぶき 損ヽ：~0：゛〃：゛＿ゞ ふ; ﾉ;ヴｪW ｪヴﾗ┌ヮ ┌ゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ﾗa Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ Iｷデｷ┣WﾐゲっIﾗ┌ﾐデヴ┞ﾏWﾐぶく  
The major part of the thesis contains a qualitative intertextual survey of the 
Speeches in such a way that both historians are continually compared across the 
following topics: authorial comment; the influence of poetic and prose predecessors; 
the influence of contemporary fifth-century drama and rhetoric; the relationship 
between speech and narrative; the characterisation of individuals and groups; the 
alleged debt owed by Thucydides to Herodotus.  There is a concluding summary.  
 
 
                                                          
45Fﾗヴ デｴW ゲ;ﾆW ﾗa IﾗﾐゲｷゲデWﾐI┞ I ｴ;┗W デ;ﾆWﾐ デｴW ﾉｷHWヴデ┞ ﾗa HWﾉﾉWﾐｷゲｷﾐｪ Q┌ｷﾐデｷﾉｷ;ﾐげゲ sermones into 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞく  Iデ ┘ｷﾉﾉ HW ゲWWﾐ aヴﾗﾏ ﾏ┞ ゲ┌ヴ┗W┞ デｴ;デ ﾏﾗゲデ ﾗa Hげゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ a;ﾉﾉ ｷﾐデﾗ デｴｷゲ I;デWｪﾗヴ┞が ;ゲ ┘;ゲ 
ﾐﾗデWS H┞ CヴﾗｷゲWデ ふヱΓヰヴが ヲΑンぶが ┘ｴﾗ ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆゲ デｴ;デ Hげゲ ゲヮWWIｴWs resemble conversations more closely 





Authorial Testimony  
In this section I propose to scrutinise those parts of the Histories where each author 
either makes an explicit comment about his method and purpose in using speeches, 
or uses language by way of introduction or summary to direct speeches in such a way 
that we may reasonably (a) make judgements about their authenticity and/or (b) 
infer what their purposes may have been.                                                                                                      
There is evidence that both writers, to varying degrees, were conscious of their use 
of speeches.  In the case of Thucydides the evidence is explicit and is contained in his 
so-I;ﾉﾉWS けヮヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏﾏWげ ;デ ヱくヲヲく1.  Herodotus does not make an equivalent explicit 
statement, but he makes frequent comments on the credibility or otherwise of his 
sources.  We have to decide, then, whether Herodotus derived his speeches from 
these sources or whether he simply invented all or some of them.  There is further 
evidence, which I believe has hitherto been largely overlooked,
46
 in the language 
both authors adopt in introducing and in following up their speech events in DD.  I 
shall begin with an analysis of this evidence.  
Introductions and Summaries 
It has been suggested
47
 that the way in which either author introduces and/or 
summarises his direct speeches is an indication of how much credence the reader 
may place in their authenticity.  For ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIWが HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ｷゲ ﾗaデWﾐ aﾗ┌ﾐS デﾗ ┌ゲW 〃à~0 
ふけデｴWゲW デｴｷﾐｪゲげЭ SWaｷﾐｷデWぶ ｷﾐ Iﾗﾐﾃ┌ﾐIデｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ ; ┗WヴH ﾗa ゲヮW;ﾆｷﾐｪ ふWくｪく 0胎ヽ0 or 村゜0¨0ぶ 
┘ｴWヴW;ゲ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ﾏ;┞ ┌ゲW 〃‾：à~0 ふけゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴWゲWげ Э ｷﾐSWaｷﾐｷデe).  Gomme (HCT i, 
144) W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐゲ デｴｷゲ ;ゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ｪｷ┗ｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ けｷﾐ デｴW ﾐﾗ┗Wﾉｷゲデげゲ ﾏ;ﾐﾐWヴが ;ゲ 
デｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｴW ﾆﾐW┘ デｴW ;Iデ┌;ﾉ ┘ﾗヴSゲ ┌ゲWSげが ┘ｴWヴW;ゲ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ┌ゲW ﾗa 〃à~0 ﾏ;┞ 
ｷﾐSｷI;デW デｴ;デ ｴW ｷゲ ケ┌ﾗデｷﾐｪ け┘ﾗヴS aﾗヴ ┘ﾗヴSげ ﾗヴ けケ┌ﾗデｷﾐｪ ┗WヴH;ﾉﾉ┞ aヴﾗﾏ ; SﾗI┌ﾏWﾐデげく48  I 
therefore surveyed the Speeches which I identify in Appendix A, in order to obtain 
                                                          
46
Although Westlake (1973) does analyse some of the settings of Tげゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲく 
47
By, for example, Finley (1942) and Hornblower (CT i, 1.85,3 n).                                                                                                         
48
Gomme (HCT i, 432, 1.128.6 n; 144).  T also uses 〃à~0 to introduce the short speech of Teutiaplus 




more exact data from which I might be able to come to some conclusion about what 
the use of this language may imply. 
In the speeches of Herodotus surveyed I found that, from a total of 369 items of DD, 
162 ;ヴW ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌IWS H┞ デｴW SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デｷ┗W ;SﾃWIデｷ┗W 〃à~0 デﾗｪWデｴWヴ ┘ｷデｴ ゲﾗﾏW ┗WヴH ﾗa 
ゲヮW;ﾆｷﾐｪが ┌ゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ 0胎ヽ0が 村゜0¨0 or plural form where appropriate.  30 more, where the 
;ﾐゲ┘Wヴ デﾗ ; ヮヴW┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ HWｷﾐｪ ｪｷ┗Wﾐが ;ヴW ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌IWS H┞ 〃‾：ゝ；~0 ヮﾉ┌ゲ 
蔵´0；é0〃ü：っﾗ or plural form.  DD ｷデWﾏゲ ;ヴW ゲ┌ﾏﾏ;ヴｷゲWSが aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ デｴW ｷデWﾏが H┞ 〃ü達〃ü 
(+ a verb of speaking) in another 30 cases.  Other けゲデヴﾗﾐｪげ SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デｷ┗Wゲ ┌ゲWS ;ヴWぎ 
〃＿｀~0 ふン デｷﾏWゲぶき 〃‾達〃‾ ふヲぶ ;ﾐS 卓~0 ふヱぶく  Iﾐ ﾗデｴWヴ ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIWゲが ┘ｴWヴW forms of 
introduction or summary are used, the following, less assertive, demonstrative 
;SﾃWIデｷ┗Wゲ ;ヴW ┌ゲWSぎ 〃‾：à~0 ふヱヰ デｷﾏWゲぶき 〃‾：‾々〃‾：ゝ： ふンぶき 〃‾：ü達〃ü ふヱぶき 〃‾；‾｀~0 ふヲぶく  Tｴ┌ゲが 
in all, in 228/36Γ ふЭ ヶンくヵヱХ ﾗaぶ I;ゲWゲ ; けSWaｷﾐｷデWげ 卓~0っ‾茸〃‾ゞ デ┞ヮW SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴative is 
used, and in only 16/36Γ ふЭ ヴくヴヶХ ﾗaぶ I;ゲWゲ ｷゲ ;ﾐ けｷﾐSWaｷﾐｷデWげ 〃‾：＿ゝ~0っ 〃‾：‾達〃‾ゞ デ┞ヮW 
used.  The remaining 125 items have no such introductory or summarising 
demonstratives.  
In the c;ゲW ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲが 〃‾：à~0 ｷゲ ┌ゲWS ;ゲ ;ﾐ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ ンΑ ﾗ┌デ ﾗa 87.5 (= 
42.29% of) DD items. Of these items, 25 are included individually, in my survey, from 
デｴW MWﾉｷ;ﾐ Sｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌Wが デｴ┌ゲ ヴWS┌Iｷﾐｪ デｴW デﾗデ;ﾉ WaaWIデｷ┗Wﾉ┞ デﾗ ヶヲくヵく  〃‾：ü達〃ü ｷゲ ┌ゲWS ｷﾐ ンヲ 
instancWゲ ;ゲ ; ゲ┌ﾏﾏ;ヴｷゲWヴ ふｷﾐ ヲΑ I;ゲWゲ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ 〃‾：à~0ぶ ;ﾐS 〃‾ゝü達〃ü ｷﾐ ; a┌ヴデｴWヴ ヱヱ 
ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIWゲ ふ;ﾉﾉ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ 〃‾：à~0ぶく  Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ┌ゲWゲ 〃à~0 ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ヵ デｷﾏWゲ ;ﾐS 鱈~0 デ┘ｷIW ;ゲ 
introductions.  Superficially, then, it appears that Thucydides is attempting to remain 
true デﾗ ｴｷゲ ヮヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏﾏ;デｷI ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデ デｴ;デ ｴW ┘ｷﾉﾉ けﾆWWヮ ;ゲ IﾉﾗゲWﾉ┞ ;ゲ ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW デﾗ デｴW 
ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ ;Iデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲ;ｷSげく  HW ｴ;ゲ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa ゲﾗﾏW ﾉWW┘;┞ ｷﾐ 
SWIﾉ;ヴｷﾐｪ デｴｷゲ ;ﾐS ｷﾐｪWﾐ┌ﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ┌ゲWゲ デｴW I;┌デｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞ 〃‾：à~0 ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ デｴW more 
;aaｷヴﾏ;デｷ┗W 〃à~0 on most occasions.49  
ASSｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ W┗ｷSWﾐIW デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ｷゲ IﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ  〃‾：à~0 Щ ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS words 
or phrases in connection with speeches made by groups or individual characters is 
                                                          
49
Hornblower (1987, 56) sees Tげゲ ┌ゲW ﾗa 〃‾：à~0 ;ゲ W┗ｷSWﾐIW for his allowing himself to compress 
speeches which feature two or more ゲヮW;ﾆWヴゲが Wくｪく けG┞ﾉｷヮヮ┌ゲ ;ﾐS デｴW ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉゲげ ふ7.5.3-4ぶき けCﾐWﾏ┌ゲが 
Bヴ;ゲｷS;ゲ ;ﾐS ﾗデｴWヴ PWﾉﾗヮﾗﾐﾐWゲｷ;ﾐ Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐSWヴゲげ ふ2.87-89); the Plataeans to Archidamus (2.71.2-74.2).   
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that when, by contrast, he refers to documents, such as treaties,
50
 he reverts to the 
┌ゲW ﾗa 〃à~0く  Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ ﾏﾗゲデ ﾐﾗデ;HﾉW ┘ｴWﾐ ｴW ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌IWゲ デｴW デWヴﾏゲ ﾗa デｴW PW;IW ﾗa 
Nicias of 422/421.
51
 HWヴW デｴW 〃à~0 ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗W ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ ;ﾐ WIｴﾗ ﾗa 
デｴW 〃à~0 ｷﾐ デｴW ヮｴヴ;ゲW ゛ü〃束 〃à~0 Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐWS ｷﾐ デｴW aｷヴゲデが ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌Iデory, sentence of the 
treaty itself.
52
 This affirmative language is backed up at 5.20.ヱ H┞ デｴW ヮｴヴ;ゲW も茸〃ü： ü袋 
ゝヽ‾｀~ü台,53 which leads us to suppose that Thucydides is quoting from a document he 
has seen or, which is more likely, a verbatim or near verbatim report of the terms of 
the treaty brought to him in exile by one of his reliable sources.   
Moreover, the terms of the abortive alliance made between Athens and Sparta 
aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ デｴW デヴW;デ┞ ;ヴW ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌IWS H┞ ゛ü〃束 〃à~0, although here Thucydides 
does not echﾗ デｴW 〃à~0 ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐく  E┗Wﾐ ゲﾗ ｴW SﾗWゲ ┌ゲW ; ヮｴヴ;ゲW Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ 
; SWaｷﾐｷデｷ┗W SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デｷ┗W ;SﾃWIデｷ┗Wが ¨仝´´ü‐；ü 柁~0が54 which again suggests a 
confidence in the accuracy and authenticity of the wording of the terms he quotes, 
and contrasts markedly wｷデｴ ｴｷゲ ┌ゲW WﾉゲW┘ｴWヴW ﾗa デｴW ﾉWゲゲ IﾗﾐaｷSWﾐデ 〃‾：à~0く   
Further use by Thucydides of the demonstrative adjective is in the introduction to 
the texts of two other treaties.  The first is at 5.76.3 where the phrase 村ゝ〃： ~詑 卓~0 ふ瀧 
゜＿á‾ゞぶ ｷゲ ┌ゲWS デﾗ ヴWaWヴ デﾗ ; proposed peace pact between Sparta and Argos, the text 
of which follows.  The second example is at 5.ΑΒ ┘ｴWヴW ゛ü台 損á　｀‾｀〃‾ ü貸~0 ふü袋 
ゝヽ‾｀~ü台) introduces the text of the eventual treaty made between the two states.  A 
secondary, but important, point is that the text of each of the Sparta/Argos treaties 
is written in the Doric dialect, a realism which Thucydides fails to include in the 
speeches which he attributes elsewhere to native Doric speakers,
55
 but which 
nevertheless indicates the same confidence in the fidelity of the treaty text he is 
quoting as that which he shows by his use of the demonstrative adjectives I have 
referred to above.   
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E.g. at 1.68-87.2(3&4) (Archidamus and Sthenelaidas); 1.139.3 (Spartan ambassadors at Athens); 




Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ ┌ゲWゲ 〃à~0 ┘ｴWﾐ SW;ﾉｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ ﾉWデデWヴゲが ;ﾐS ｴWヴW デｴWヴW ｷゲ ゲﾗﾏW 
evidence that it is because he is confident of the authenticity of the contents.  Thus 
1.128.7, the incriminating letter of Pausanias to Xerxes in betrayal of Sparta, is not 
only introduced by 損｀0á　áヾüヽ〃‾ ~詑 〃à~0が H┌デ ｷゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ ;IIﾗﾏヮ;ﾐｷWS H┞ デｴW explanatory 
棚ゞ 濁ゝ〃0ヾ‾｀ 蔵｀。仝ヾ　．。 ふけ;ゲ ┘;ゲ ﾉ;デWヴ SｷゲIﾗ┗WヴWSげぶが ;ﾐ ┌ﾐ┌ゲ┌;ﾉ ;ﾐS ｴWﾉヮa┌ﾉ ヮｷWIW ﾗa 
additional information by the author.  Again, at 1.129.3が XWヴ┝Wゲげ ﾏｷゲゲｷ┗W ｷﾐ ヴWヮﾉ┞ ｷゲ 
prefaced by 蔵｀〃0｀0á　áヾüヽ〃‾ ~詑 〃à~0 ;ﾐS ゲ┌ﾏﾏ;ヴｷゲWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW SWaｷﾐｷデｷ┗W 〃ü達〃ü 
゜üé誰｀ 瀧 ずü仝ゝü｀；üゞ 〃束 áヾà´´ü〃üく  A third example is proviSWS H┞ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ 
letter to Artaxerxes (1.137.4ぶぎ ｷデゲ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ┌ゲW 〃à~0 H┌デ ｷゲ ゲ┌ヮヮﾉｷWS H┞ 
the equally assertive 損~，゜‾仝 ~詑 打 áヾüー， ふけデｴW IﾗﾐデWﾐデゲ ┘WヴW ;ゲ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ゲ くくくげぶく  TｴW 
introduction to the much longer letter (more important to ThucydidWゲげ ﾏ;ｷﾐ デｴWﾏWぶ  
of Nicias in Sicily to the Athenian assembly (7.11-15) is partly revealing and partly 
I;┌デｷﾗ┌ゲぎ 〃駄｀ 損ヽ：ゝ〃‾゜駄｀ くくく ~。゜‾達ゝü｀ 〃‾：à~0く 
Tﾗ デWゲデ ｴﾗ┘ ヴW┗W;ﾉｷﾐｪ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ┌ゲW ﾗa 〃‾：à~0 ;ゲ ;ﾐ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ 
might be when considering authenticity, I reviewed 1.32-43 に 4.126 (see table 
below), these being the speeches which took place prior to his exile and which, 
therefore, he was most likely to have witnessed himself,
56
 or to have received 
reliable information about.  For completeness I also provide the relevant 
accompanying summarising words where they occur: 
Total number of items = 44 
Introductory words               occurrences         Summarising words      occurrences         
〃‾：à~0                                               ヲヶ                          〃‾：ü達〃ü                          23 
〃à~0                                                     ヴ                          〃‾ゝü達〃ü                           9 
鱈~0                                                      ヲ                          〃ü達〃ü                                1 
〃ü達〃üっ 〃‾：‾々〃‾仝ゞっ 〃‾ゝ＿｀~0            ヱ 
none                                                     9                         none                                11      
By way of conclusion in the case of Thucydides, my belief is that he was too 
conscientious about his use of language for his usage of weaker demonstratives to 
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Cf. 1.22.ヱぎ ü沢〃托ゞ 堕゛‾仝ゝü.  
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be a chance happening.  He was an inventive writer, as is shown by his coinage of 
neologisms, so that he could have found other ways of introducing and summarising 
his speeches if he had wanted to.  The inference, therefore, is simple enough to 
make and is backed up by his programmatic statement at 1.22.1: Thucydides, while 
attempting to get as close as possible to the true version, recognised that he could 
not attain exact verisimilitude for his speeches; thus he customarily uses the 
I;┌デｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞ 〃‾：à~0 WデIく デﾗ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌IW デｴWﾏく  Iデ ｷゲ ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ┌ゲW ﾗa 
〃‾：à~0 ｷゲ ; IﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲ ;デデWﾏヮデ to correct the negligence of his predecessor in not 
taking enough care in selecting and verifying his sources.
57
  
Although the evidence is not conclusive, since there were many other logographoi 
contemporary with and precedent to Herodotus,
58
 it may be that Thucydides is 
hitting specifically at Herodotus at this point (1.21.1).  If he is doing so, we may 
ヴW;ゲﾗﾐ;Hﾉ┞ ｷﾐaWヴ デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ IヴｷデｷIｷゲﾏ ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ I;ヴWﾉWゲゲﾐWゲゲ ┘ｷデｴ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲ ｷゲ 
directed as much to his speeches as to the rest of his narrative, although he does not 
bother to distinguish between these two modes of expression, as he does when 
referring to his own practice at 1.22.1.   
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ distinction between speech and narrative in his methodological 
けヮヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏげat 1.22.1 represents a conscious attempt to recognise the important part 
that speeches play in his narrative: Herodotus makes no such distinction.
59
  It is 
important to reiterate that Thucydides has no problem with the principle of including 
speeches in historical narrative.  How could he?  He follows, whether deliberately or 
subconsciously we do not know, the example of first Homer and then of Herodotus 
in using speeches himself, albeit for different purposes.  
TｴW IﾗﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ﾏ┞ ゲ┌ヴ┗W┞ ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ I;ゲW ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ;s clear.  Even if we agree to 
the criticism of Herodotus by Thucydides, it would be too simple, and too harsh, for 
┌ゲ デﾗ Iﾉ;ｷﾏ デｴ;デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ┌ゲW ﾗa 〃à~0 ｷﾏヮﾉｷWゲ デｴ;デ ｴW ｷゲ SｷゲｷﾐｪWﾐ┌ﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ;デデWﾏヮデｷﾐｪ 
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At 1.21.1 where T Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ デｴ;デ デｴW ゲ┌HﾃWIデゲ デヴW;デWS H┞ デｴW ﾉﾗｪﾗｪヴ;ヮｴWヴゲ ;ヴW けﾗ┌デ ﾗa デｴW ヴW;Iｴ ﾗa 
W┗ｷSWﾐIWげ ふ鷹｀〃ü 蔵｀0¨　゜0á゛〃üぶく 
58
Cf. Dionysius of Halicarnassus (On Thucydides, 5), where the eight most famous logographoi of the 
classical world are named.  See also Fowler (1996).    
59PWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ふヲヰヰヰが ヱヱΒぶ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴ;デ Tげゲ ;┌SｷWﾐIW ﾏｷｪｴデ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ゲデヴ┌Iﾆ H┞ ｴｷゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏ デﾗ ;ﾐ┞ ﾆｷﾐS ﾗa 
accuracy in his speeches, accustomed as they were to the inventions of his predecessors.  
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to convince his reader of the authenticity of his speeches.  The fact that it is such a 
common usage in Herodotus may merely suggest that he gave it little thought.  
Alternatively, it may be intended to increase the dramatic impact of a speech upon 
the reader or listener by capturing their attention and putting them, as it were, in 
situ, about to hear the very words that were spoken.  It is impossible to know 
┘ｴWデｴWヴ デｴｷゲ ┘;ゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ IﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐが H┌デ デｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗ Sﾗ┌Hデ デｴ;デ ｴｷゲ 
speeches do have a dramatic impact.  Fehling (1989, 175) has stated that his 
けゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ﾐS Sｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌Wゲ ;ヴW ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲWS ;ゲ aヴWW ｷﾐ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐゲげ ;ﾐS Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴWゲ 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ┘ｴﾗﾉW ﾏWデｴﾗSが ﾐﾗデ ﾃ┌ゲデ ｴｷゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲが ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ historical novel.  
Direct Authorial Comment 
I shall now go on to look at the parts of the respective Histories where each author 
makes some specific comment about his use of speeches, or where the reader may 
ヴW;ゲﾗﾐ;Hﾉ┞ ﾏ;ﾆW ;ﾐ ｷﾐaWヴWﾐIW ;Hﾗ┌デ ┘ｴ;デ デｴW ┘ヴｷデWヴげゲ ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ;ﾐS ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;┞ 
have been.  I shall begin with Thucydides, as he is at pains to explain, even to 
justify,
60
 his method. 
The so-calleS けヮヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏげ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲが W┝ヮﾗ┌ﾐSWS ;デ ヱくヲヲが ｴ;ゲ ﾉﾗﾐｪ HWWﾐ ; ゲﾗ┌ヴIW ﾗa 
analysis and debate among scholars; the bibliography on this topic is indeed vast and 
beyond the purview of this thesis fully to analyse.
61
  I shall only add to the debate 
insofar as it sheds light on the relationship between the Speeches in our two 
authors.  With regard to the speeches, we need to look at the first section of this 
chapter (1.22.1) in order デﾗ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヮヴﾗaWゲゲWS ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐゲく  I ;ﾏ ┘Wﾉﾉ 
disposed to agree with Develin (1990, 59), who makes the refreshingly simple but 
ヮWヴデｷﾐWﾐデ ﾗHゲWヴ┗;デｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ けﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ふ゜＿á‾：ぶ HWfore facts 
(村ヾáüぶ HWI;┌ゲW ｴW ゲ;┘ デｴWﾏ ;ゲ more important for the long term value of his workげく   
We may indeed sympathise with Thucydides when he says that it was difficult 
ふ‐ü゜0ヽ＿｀ぶ デﾗ ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデ ;ﾐ ;II┌ヴ;デW ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ ゲ;ｷS H┌デが ;ゲ G;ヴヴｷデ┞ ふヱΓΓΒが 
369)
62
 points out, it was not impossible.  Even so, it is difficult to believe that 
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See interestingly Hornblower (CT ｷが ヵΓぶが ┘ｴﾗ ｷﾏヮﾉｷWゲ デｴ;デ T ｴ;S ; けH;S IﾗﾐゲIｷWﾐIWげ ;Hﾗ┌デ ｴｷゲ ｷﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ 
of speeches.  
61
A useful list of the more modern contributors to this debate is given by Marincola (2001, 77, n.77). 
62
Esp. n.15, where he rightly criticises some scholars for taking ‐ü゜0ヽ＿｀ デﾗ ﾏW;ﾐ けｷﾏヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉWげく  
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Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ｷゲ HWｷﾐｪ ﾉWゲゲ デｴ;ﾐ ｷﾐｪWﾐ┌ﾗ┌ゲ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ けヮヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏげ ふ┘ｴ┞ WﾉゲW ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｴW HﾗデｴWヴ 
to write one?), and so we must surely accept the historicity of his speeches, that is 
that they actually took place.  As to their accuracy, it is difficult to be categorical but 
it seems most likely that where a speech was delivered at a recognised state event, 
such as the Funeral Oration of Pericles, or where the words were likely to be heard 
by many people such as in the assembly at Athens or Sparta, the rendition is close to 
the original.  Where Thucydides was able to hear the speech himself (鱈｀ ü沢〃托ゞ 
柁゛‾仝ゝüぶが ┘W ﾏｷｪｴデ expect even greater accuracy.  As we do not know how 
accurately his sources reported the speeches he did not hear, we cannot know how 
close to the original they are, but it is safe to assume that the style in which they 
┘WヴW ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS HW Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ﾗ┘ﾐが ｷa ﾗﾐﾉ┞ HWI;┌ゲW we have no evidence of the 
use of any form of shorthand until the Roman era, and because another two 
millennia would pass before the aid of sound recording  would make it possible to 
reproduce in written forﾏ デｴW ｷSｷﾗゲ┞ﾐIヴ;デｷI ﾐ┌;ﾐIWゲ ﾗa ; ゲヮW;ﾆWヴげゲ ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW ;ﾐS 
tone.  Therefore, my agreement with Gomme (HCT i, 141, n. on 1.22.1-3), when he 
ゲ;┞ゲ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ け┘;ゲ ゲ┌Hゲデｷデ┌デｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉｷデ┞ for デｴ;デ ﾗa デｴW ゲヮW;ﾆWヴげが ｷゲ 
subject only to the proviso I have outlined above, that this varied according to how 
close Thucydides may have been to the original speech event.    
Garrity (op. cit.ぶ ゲWWゲ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ﾏWデｴﾗS ﾗa IヴW;デｷﾐｪ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ゲ ﾗﾐW ﾗa 
reconstruction rather than construction.  I find this comment useful for, as I have 
explained above, I do not believe his speeches are pure inventions.  The first part of 
1.22.1, according to Garrity, refers to the content of the speeches while the second 
ヮ;ヴデ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ Hﾗデｴ デｴW IﾗﾐデWﾐデ ;ﾐS デｴW ゲデ┞ﾉWく  G;ヴヴｷデ┞げゲ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ for supposing that 
Thucydides is referring to style is his use of the correlatives 棚ゞ ;ﾐS ‾濁〃＼ゞく  G;ヴヴｷデ┞ 
believes the true force of this correlation has been overlooked and/or 
underestimated by previous commentators.  He assigns to this combination a 
specific and strong adverbial meaning of manner.  Thus a translation of the partial 
sentence 棚ゞ ~（ 贈｀ 損~＿゛‾仝｀ 損´‾台 くくく ‾濁〃＼ゞ 0胎ヾ。〃ü： ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ヴW;Sぎ けデｴW┞ ふデｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲぶ 
have been reported in the manner in which I believe each speaker is most likely to 
have spoken ..くげ This implies that Thucydides is referring here as much, if not 
exclusively, to how the speeches were spoken as to what was contained in them.   
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I find this analysis interesting in that it draws our attention to an alternative 
interpヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪく  But I do not find it conclusive evidence that 
he is referring specifically to style, since there is another way of construing 棚ゞ くくく 
‾濁〃＼ゞ, ┘ｴｷIｴ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ヴWaWヴ デﾗ ;ﾐ┞ ;デデWﾏヮデ ﾗﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヮart to reproduce the 
style but merely the actual words of the original as closely as possible, a difficult 
enough task in itself.  Thus, in this interpretation, the second corヴWﾉ;デｷ┗W ‾濁〃＼ゞ  
merely picks up the original 棚ゞ  H┌デ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ Wﾏヮｴ;ゲｷゲW ｷデ デﾗ デｴW ヮﾗｷﾐデ ┘ｴWヴW デｴW 
meaning crosses the boundary between simple correlation and an emphatic 
expression of manner.
63
   
This second part of 1.22.1 (棚ゞ ~（ 贈｀ 損~＿゛‾仝｀ 損´‾台 くくく ‾濁〃＼ゞ 0胎ヾ。〃ü： ぶ ｴ;ゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ HWWﾐ 
analysed, among others, by Adcock (1963, 27-42), who refers to the phrase 損‐‾´　｀単 
くくく ゜0‐．　｀〃＼｀ ;ゲ HWｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ ﾐWWS ﾗa a┌ヴデｴWヴ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲく  WｴｷﾉW I ;ｪヴWW デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ ヮｴヴ;ゲW SﾗWゲ 
indeed call for elucidation and, in particular, the words 〃騨ゞ ¨仝´ヽàゝ。ゞ á｀～´。ゞ 
contained in it, I do not agree that it is all that needs explanation.  We also need to 
HW IﾉW;ヴ ┘ｴ;デ W┝;Iデﾉ┞ ｷゲ ﾏW;ﾐデ H┞ デｴW ﾏ┌Iｴ ケ┌ﾗデWS 〃束 ~　‾｀〃üく  I should like to offer 
my own translation of this important section, which I hope will help to clarify its 
meaning: 
棚ゞ ~（ 造｀ 損~＿゛‾仝｀ 損´‾台 多゛üゝ〃‾： ヽ0ヾ台 〃丹｀ ü滞0台 ヽüヾ＿｀〃＼｀ 〃束 ~　‾｀〃ü ´à゜：ゝ〃ろ 0滞ヽ0大｀が 
損‐‾´　｀単 卓〃： 損áá々〃ü〃ü 〃騨ゞ ¨仝´ヽàゝ。ゞ á｀～´。ゞ 〃丹｀ 蔵゜。．丹ゞ ゜0‐．　｀〃＼｀が ‾濁〃＼ゞ 0胎ヾ。〃ü：く 
I have recorded what in my opinion were the words that each speaker was most 
likely to have spoken, bearing in mind the demands of the situation in which he 
found himself and keeping always as close as possible to the generally accepted view 
of what was actually said. 
I have said that the two phraゲWゲ ｴWヴW ┘ｴｷIｴ ﾐWWS ゲヮWIｷ;ﾉ W┝ヮﾉ;ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ヴW 〃騨ゞ 
¨仝´ヽàゝ。ゞ á｀～´。ゞ ;ﾐS 〃束 ~　‾｀〃üく  TｴW aｷヴゲデが ┘ｴｷIｴ I ｴ;┗W ヴWﾐSWヴWS ;ゲ けデｴW ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ 
;IIWヮデWS ┗ｷW┘げが ﾏ;┞ ゲWWﾏ ┗;ｪ┌W for someone like Thucydides with his reputation for 
precision to have written, but he may have had good reason to be vague; it may be 
that he consulted and discussed the authenticity of those speeches with which he 
had had no first hand experience with a number of friends and collaborators.  Add to 
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Cf. Hornblower (CT i, 59-ヶヰぶが ┘ｴﾗ HWﾉｷW┗Wゲ けデｴW デ┘ﾗ ｴ;ﾉ┗Wゲ ﾗa デｴｷゲ ゲWﾐデWﾐIW デﾗ HW ｷﾐIﾗﾏヮ;デｷHﾉWげく  
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this number the plethora of possible sources supplying the information and there is a 
considerable input into the debate beforW けデｴW ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ ;IIWヮデWS ┗ｷW┘げ ﾗﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴW 
would finally base his text could be decided upon.  Another possible reason is that 
Thucydides is being deliberately vague, not wishing to reveal the identity of his 
informants.  This seems to me quite likely when we remember that he is not in any 
case given to naming or mentioning his sources throughout the History as a whole.          
TｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS ヮｴヴ;ゲWが 〃束 ~　‾｀〃üが I ｴ;┗W ヴWﾐSWヴWS ;ゲ けデｴW SWﾏ;ﾐSゲ ﾗa デｴW ゲｷデ┌;デｷﾗﾐげく  
Harding (1973, 45) quite rightly reminds us that this expression is used several times 
by Thucydides in the first two books, and with different meanings, but uses this as an 
;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ デﾗ I;ﾉﾉ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ W┝;Iデ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ ｷﾐデﾗ Sﾗ┌Hデ in this passage.  I see no 
reason for this: Greek participial phrases can often be construed in different ways, 
H┌デ ﾗﾐW ﾏ┌ゲデ ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ デｴW IﾗﾐデW┝デく  TｴW ┗WヴH ~0大｀ I;ﾐ ｴ;┗W ; ゲデヴﾗﾐｪWヴ or a 
weaker meaning: here the stronger element expressing obligation is less appropriate 
than the weaker connoting appropriateness (to the occasion).  True, speech makers, 
especially those charged with state responsibilities such as ambassadors, envoys or 
speakers at public assemblies are sometimes compelled to say things, perhaps, that 
they do not want to.  The meaning here, however, is more neutral, more general.
64
  I 
do not pursue this well-worn debate any further here but have expounded my 
further thoughts on the issue in Appendix C. 
By contrast with Thucydides, Herodotus has no such professed programme and 
therefore no comment on their origin.  This does not mean that his speeches are all 
entirely constructed from his own imagination but, when we observe their ubiquity 
and variety, their mimetic tone, and the way in which they are used to emphasise 
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This interpretation deals effectively with the objection of FｷﾐﾉW┞ ふヱΓΑヲが ヲヶぶぎ けIa ;ﾉﾉ ゲヮW;ﾆWヴゲ ゲ;ｷS ┘ｴ;デが 
ｷﾐ Tげゲ ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐが デｴW ゲｷデ┌;デｷﾗﾐ I;ﾉﾉWS aﾗヴが デｴW ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆ HWIﾗﾏWゲ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪﾉWゲゲく  B┌デ ｷa デｴW┞ SｷS ﾐﾗデ くくく デｴWﾐ くくく 
ｴW Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ さﾆWWヮｷﾐｪ ;ゲ IﾉﾗゲWﾉ┞ ;ゲ ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW デﾗ デｴW ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa デｴW ┘ﾗヴSゲ ┌ゲWSざ げく  Iﾐ 
agreement is Wilson (1992); cf. however Hornblower (CT i, 60), who is not happy with the idea of 
け;ヮヮヴﾗヮヴｷ;デWﾐWゲゲげ ;ﾐS ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ M;IﾉWﾗS ふヱΓΒンが ヵヲぶが ┘ｴﾗ ゲデヴWゲゲWゲ デｴW ヴｴWデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ aﾗヴIW ﾗa 〃束 ~　‾｀〃üき Iaく 
supporting this Marincola (2001, 78).  
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Cf. Marincola 2001, 42-3.  
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We may also look at what Herodotus has to say about his sources to see if this may 
shed some light on how he regarded the authenticity of his speeches and whether he 
had a definite modus operandi for employing them.  There are eleven places in the 
Histories where Herodotus refers to and/or comments upon his sources.
66
 Only one 
of these, however, at 6.82, refers to a speech or, rather, to words reputedly spoken, 
since the speech is fairly short and in IDく  TｴW IﾗﾐデW┝デ ｷゲ CﾉWﾗﾏWﾐWゲげ SWaWﾐIW デﾗ デｴW 
accusation that he took bribes to spare Argos when that city was found guilty of 
medising.  Herodotus tells us that he cannot rightly judge whether Cleomenes was 
telling the truth or ﾐﾗデぎ  ‾濯〃0 0滞 ／0仝~＿´0｀‾ゞ ‾濯〃0 0滞 蔵゜。．　ü ゜　á＼｀が 村‐＼ ゝü席。　＼ゞ 
0苔ヽü： ふヶくΒヲく1).  The difference between this comment and the other ten is that he is 
not specifically referring to the reliability of the source of this reported speech 
(unless, as is unlikely, it was Cleomenes himself)が H┌デ デﾗ デｴW ┗Wヴ;Iｷデ┞ ﾗa CﾉWﾗﾏWﾐWゲげ 
words.   
This seems to suggest that, ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ﾏｷﾐSが デｴWゲW words are an accurate enough 
account of what Cleomenes actually said, albeit in reported form, to be given 
credence both by himself and, just as importantly for Herodotus, by his audience, to 
whom at any subsequent recital of his work
67
 he would have been accountable and 
to whom the story of the trial and acquittal of Cleomenes at Sparta would have been 
well known.  We might progress tentatively from here to suggest that Herodotus 
may have employed in this particular case some of the diligence that Thucydides 
professes in his statement that he kept 卓〃： 損áá々〃ü〃ü 〃騨ゞ ¨仝´ヽàゝ。ゞ á｀～´。ゞ 〃丹｀ 
蔵゜。．丹ゞ ゜0‐．　｀〃＼｀く   
In the other ten instances of authorial comment I have mentioned, Herodotus is 
decidedly non-committal, adopting what we might call ; けデ;ﾆW-it-or-leave-ｷデげ ;デデｷデ┌SWく  
At 2.123.1, for instance, he declares 損´‾台 ~詑 ヽüヾ束 ヽà｀〃ü 〃托｀ ゜＿á‾｀ 鐸ヽ＿゛0：〃ü： 卓〃： 〃束 
゜0á＿´0｀ü 鐸ヽ（ 他゛àゝ〃＼｀ 蔵゛‾泰 áヾà席＼ぎ けI ┌ﾐSWヴデ;ﾆW デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴﾗ┌デ ﾏ┞ ┘ｴﾗﾉW ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ デﾗ 
ゲWデ Sﾗ┘ﾐ ┘ｴ;デ I ｴ;┗W ｴW;ヴS aヴﾗﾏ ﾏ┞ ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲげが デｴW implication being ... 
け;ﾐS ﾐﾗデｴｷﾐｪ moreげく  Aデ Α.152 the comment on his authorial responsibility is even 
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 Pointed out by Fornara (1971, 21-22 n.34) as: 2.123; 2.130; 2.146; 4.96; 4.173; 4.187; 4.191; 4.195; 
6.82; 6.137; 7.152. 
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See n. 36 above.  
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more explicitが ;ﾐS I デ;ﾆW W;デWヴaｷWﾉSげゲ デヴ;ﾐゲﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ ｴWヴWぎ けI ;ﾏ ﾗHﾉｷｪWS デﾗ record the 
things I am told, I am certainly not required to believe them に this remark may be 
デ;ﾆWﾐ デﾗ ;ヮヮﾉ┞ デﾗ デｴW ┘ｴﾗﾉW ﾗa ﾏ┞ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデげ68 (損á誰 ~詑 題席0；゜＼ ゜　á0：｀ 〃束 ゜0á＿´0｀üが 
ヽ0；．0ゝ．ü； á0 ´詑｀ ‾沢 ヽü｀〃àヽüゝ：｀ 題席0；゜＼が ゛ü； ´‾： 〃‾達〃‾ 〃托 村ヽ‾ゞ 損‐　〃＼ 損ゞ ヽà｀〃ü 
゜＿á‾｀ぶく  TｴW ヮﾗｷﾐデ ｴWヴW ｷゲ デｴ;デ Hﾗデｴ ﾗa デｴWゲW ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデゲ ﾏ;ﾆW ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ けデｴW 
wholW ふﾗa ﾏ┞ぶ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデげ ふヽà｀〃ü ぷ〃托｀へ ゜＿á‾｀ぶ ;ﾐS デｴｷゲ ﾗa ﾐWIWゲゲｷデ┞ ｷﾐIﾉ┌SWゲ デｴW 
speeches.   
There is, however, another telling comment by Herodotus at 3.80.1 by way of 
preface to his Persian debate on the constitution: he tells us that the speeches held 
no credibility (贈ヽ：ゝ〃‾：) to some Greeks.  Did this imply that Herodotus distrusted the 
accuracy of speeches as a method of factual recording, as is suggested by Bowie 
(2001, 65)?  Possibly, although he is then very assertive that they did in fact take 
place (損゜　‐．。ゝü｀ ~（ 辿｀).  
Herodotus, then, unlike Thucydides, does not differentiate between narrative and 
speech when he comments on what he derived from his sources, nor do his 
comments tell us much about whether he considered them reliable, although he 
does give us on occasion more than one version of an event or story.  The best 
example of this, which is worth citing in full, is at the very beginning of the Histories 
(1.5.ンぶが ┘ｴWヴW ｴW ｪｷ┗Wゲ Hﾗデｴ デｴW PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ ;ﾐS デｴW PｴﾗWﾐｷIｷ;ﾐ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ﾗa デｴW け┘ﾗﾏWﾐ 
;HS┌Iデｷﾗﾐげ stories, which contain ID speeches (1.2.3 and 1.3.2); but, starting 
presumably as he means to continue, Herodotus typically absolves himself from 
responsibility for デｴW ;┌デｴWﾐデｷIｷデ┞ ﾗa WｷデｴWヴ ┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐぎ 〃ü達〃ü ´　｀ ｀仝｀ ず　ヾゝü： 〃0 ゛ü台 
ど‾；｀：゛0ゞ ゜　á‾仝ゝ：く  損á誰 ~詑 ヽ0ヾ台 ´詑｀ 〃‾々〃＼｀ ‾沢゛ 村ヾ‐‾´ü： 損ヾ　＼｀ 棚ゞ ‾濁〃＼ゞ 妥 贈゜゜＼ゞ 
゛＼ゞ 〃ü達〃ü 損á　｀0〃‾ ふけデｴｷゲ ｷゲ ┘ｴ;デ デｴW PWヴゲｷ;ﾐゲ ;ﾐS PｴﾗWﾐｷIｷ;ﾐゲ ゲ;┞が H┌デ I ;ﾏ ﾐﾗデ 
prepared to verify that these things happened one way or デｴW ﾗデｴWヴげぶく   
In conclusion to this section we can say that there is a significant difference in the 
way our authors comment on their speeches.  Herodotus finds no need to make any 
authorial intra-textual comment, so that we have to make inferences drawn from the 
way in which speeches are introduced and summarised, as we can also do with 
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Waterfield (1998, 457).     
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Thucydides.  Herodotus does, however, often make remarks upon the reliability or 
otherwise of his sources but this is not directed specifically at speech, although it is 
implied.   
Thucydides, by contrast gives us an assessment of the authenticity of his speeches in 
ｴｷゲ けヮヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏﾏWげが S┌ヴｷﾐｪ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴW ゲWデゲ ; ゲデ;ﾐS;ヴS for the whole of his work, which he 
finds it difficult to maintain.  If, furthermore, Thucydides professes to write a more 
accurate account than his predecessor, it is interesting to speculate the extent to 
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Chapter Two:  The Oral Tradition 
The origin of prose-written historiography is still uncertain, as is, therefore, the exact 
position of Herodotus and Thucydides within its chronological development.  Much 
recent debate on this question has centred around the relationship between orality 
and literacy.  Fowler (2001, 99) allows for け; ゲ┌ヴヮヴｷゲｷﾐｪ ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ ﾗa ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲげ 
aﾗヴ デｴW HｷゲデﾗヴｷWゲ ;ﾐS ┞Wデ ;Sﾏｷデゲ デｴ;デ けｴｷゲ ふｷくWく HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげぶ ﾏ;ｷﾐ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲ ┘WヴW ﾗヴ;ﾉげが ; 
view supported by Bertelli in the same publication.
70
        
Before the Histories of Herodotus and Thucydides and the earliest prose works of 
logographoi such as Cadmus and Hecataeus, the Greek world relied upon two main 
sources for its understanding of its own past, Homer and Hesiod.  And in the Archaic 
Period the Homeric epics, together with lyric and celebratory poetry, were 
transmitted orally.  This form of poetry, often performed publicly as choric song, was 
the most important medium in the transmission of a literary tradition, a tradition 
which via the Homeric epics included an embryonic historiography.   
For the Greek world ﾗa デｴW デｷﾏW ﾆﾐW┘ ﾐﾗ けhistoryげ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa ; ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ 
chronology of past events authenticated by reliable and accurate sources, impartially 
recounted.  Therefore, one would have expected that, as inheritors of this oral 
tradition, both Herodotus and Thucydides should include some record of speech in 
their accounts.  Achilles, after all, if we accept the powerful influence of Homer, is 
WﾐﾃﾗｷﾐWS H┞ PｴﾗWﾐｷ┝ デﾗ HWIﾗﾏW け; ゲヮW;ﾆWヴ ﾗa wordsげ ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ け; SﾗWヴ ﾗa SWWSゲげぎ 
´々．＼｀ 〃0 拓。〃騨ヾ（ 村´0｀ü： ヽヾ。゛〃騨ヾà 〃0 村ヾá＼｀ ふIliad  9.443).   
Although both historians advanced the progress of historical writing in their own 
way, their modes of thinking were alike.  Hunter (1982) has explained this mode of 
thinking as processual, meaning that they were both caught up in the process of 
history rather than being limited to a description of isolated events, unlike modern 
writers who are involved with linear time and causality.  Both historians were indeed 
part of a process involving a gradual cultural transition from an oral to a written 
transmission of literary art, of which historiography was a neophytic genre.  In short, 
they were, in their own connected ways, pioneers. 
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Luraghi (2001, 72).  But see also n. 75 HWﾉﾗ┘ ヴWく けヮゲW┌Sﾗ-ﾗヴ;ﾉｷデ┞げく 
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Nowadays, in a world of virtually instant communication and twenty-four hour news 
reporting, けsetげ speeches, as opposed to cut-and-thrust debate given even by 
prominent political figures, are very rare.  Added to this, the contemporary culture of 
デｴW けゲﾗ┌ﾐS-HｷデWげ Wﾐゲ┌ヴWゲ デｴ;デ ゲ┌Iｴ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ゲ ;ヴW ﾏ;SW ｷﾐ ヮ┌HﾉｷI ﾉｷ┗Wが ﾗﾐ デWﾉW┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐ 
or on radio, are usually too brief to convey more than a fraction of what the speaker 
could, should or would like to have said on any particular topic.  The American 
politician Mitt Romney in a short public address
71
 had to admit regrettably but 
realistically デｴ;デ けIｴ;ﾐｪW I;ﾐﾐﾗデ HW ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴWS H┞ ゲヮWWIｴWゲき ｷデ ｷゲ ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴWS H┞ ヴWゲ┌ﾉデゲくげ  
In other words, to return to a familiar ancient historiographical antithesis, the 
ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ヮﾗﾉｷデｷIｷ;ﾐ ｷゲ ﾃ┌SｪWS ﾐﾗデ H┞ ┘ｴ;デ ｴW ゲ;┞ゲ ふ゜＿á‾ゞぶ H┌デ H┞ ┘ｴ;デ ｴW SﾗWゲ ふ村ヾáüぶぎ 
not that ancient statesmen and generals would, in the final analysis, have been 
judged otherwise.   
The point is that live speeches given to live audiences, such as in the ecclesia or the 
law courts at Athens, together with conversations and debates conducted between 
individuals or within groups of friends at, for instance, the symposia and dinner 
parties that we re;S ﾗa ｷﾐ Pﾉ;デﾗげゲ Sｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌Wゲが ┘;ゲ デｴW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ﾏWSｷ┌ﾏ through which it 
was possible to conduct public political, legal and social communication in the Greek 
world of the fifth century B.C.  In an age before the existence of state documents, 
printed reports and memos, and certainly before the electronic emails and social 
media of our own century, even the recording of a speech by the written word was a 
novel departure.
72
   
It is Herodotus, rather than his successor, who has most often been thought of as an 
けoralげ ┘ヴｷデWヴ, on the grounds of his fluent and leisurely style and features such as ring 
composition; these, but interestingly not his speeches, are seen typically as archaic 
;ﾐS けoralげく73 An additional argument for this view has been that we know that 
Herodotus gave oral recitations of his work prior to publication.
74
 Such awareness of 
the value of oral recitation and performance has been shown in more recent times 
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During the U.S. presidential election on 5
th
 November 2012. 
72
As far as we know the earliest stenographical notes used to record speeches were invented by 
M;ヴI┌ゲ T┌ﾉﾉｷ┌ゲ Tｷヴﾗが ; aヴWWSﾏ;ﾐ ﾗa CｷIWヴﾗげゲが ｷﾐ デｴW aｷヴゲデ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ BくCく 
73
For instance by Flor┞ ふヱΓΒΑが ヱヶぶが ┘ｴﾗ ゲ;┞ゲぎ け┘W ﾐWWS さゲヮWIｷ;ﾉ ヮﾗWデｷIゲざ デﾗ ｴ;ﾐSﾉW HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが ;ゲ ｴｷゲ 
approach is largely oralげき ;ﾉゲﾗ H┞ N;ｪ┞ ヱΓΒΑが ヱΑヵ-184. 
74
See n.36 above. 
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by celebrated authors such as Charles Dickens, who between 1858 and 1870 gave no 
fewer than 472 recitations of his novels in the UK and the USA.  How much more 
likely would it have been the norm for an author to advertise his product in this way 
in an age devoid of mass media and swift communication?
75
   
Iﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ デﾗ デｴW けoralｷデ┞げ ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが デｴW ヮヴﾗゲW ゲデ┞ﾉW ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ｷゲ ┌ゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ 
Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷWS ;ゲ デｴW ヮヴﾗS┌Iデ ﾗa ; けﾉｷデWヴ;デW ﾏWﾐデ;ﾉｷデ┞げが SWゲデｷﾐWS デﾗ HW ヴW;S ヴ;ther than 
heard.  It might be inferred from this that to find speeches in the work of Thucydides 
ｷゲ ;ﾐﾗﾏ;ﾉﾗ┌ゲ ;ﾐS け┌ﾐﾏﾗSWヴﾐげが WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲｷﾐIW ｴW IヴｷデｷIｷゲWゲ W;ヴﾉｷWヴ ﾉﾗｪﾗｪヴ;ヮｴWヴゲが 
amongst whom he seems to include Herodotus, for being purveyors of myth (1.21.1).  
Tｴｷゲ ゲｷﾏヮﾉｷゲデｷI ┗ｷW┘ ﾗa ;ﾐ けoralげ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ;ﾐS ; けﾉｷデWヴ;デWげ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ 
challenged by Thomas (1992, 103), who wonders whether Herodotus is credited with 
an oral style simply because his sources are oral and because he is seen both 
historiographically and chronologically as the predecessor ﾗa ; けﾉｷデWヴ;デWげ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲく  
This challenge is well justified.   
Most importantly, we should be wary about how the modern world regards literacy 
and its relationship with orality.
76
 A remark by Edward Gibbon, made over two 
hundred years ago, and reported by Bury (1896, 218) is illustrative of an opinion still 
held in some quarters about the inferior ゲデ;デ┌ゲ ﾗa ;ﾐ けoralげ デﾗ ; けﾉｷデWヴ;デWげ ゲﾗIｷWデ┞ぎ けThe 
use of letters is the principal circumstance that distinguishes a civilised people from a 
herd of savages, incapable of knowledge or reflection.げ       
This presumptive and, as would be widely acknowledged today, politically incorrect 
statement has led to certain popular deterministic assumptions that these two types 
ﾗa ゲﾗIｷWデ┞が ｷa ｷﾐSWWS W;Iｴ ｷﾐ ｷデゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ヴｷｪｴデ I;ﾐ HW I;ﾉﾉWS ; けデ┞ヮWげが ;ヴW ﾏ┌デ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ 
exclusive.  With regard to the ancient Greek world and to fifth-century Athens in 
particular, Thomas (1989) points out the inappropriateness of such a strict 
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But cf. Fowler in Luraghi (2001, 95-115)が ﾗﾐ デｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けヮゲW┌Sﾗ-ﾗヴ;ﾉｷデ┞げ ｷﾐ H, who contests that 
by the early 5
th
 c. there was a massive quantity of fixed texts available as potential sources for H, 
although literate methods are not found in practice; the quantity of written texts did not therefore 
irrevocably transform the oral c┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ;ﾐS Hげゲ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲ ┘WヴW ﾏ;ｷﾐﾉ┞ ﾗヴ;ﾉく  Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ;ゲ ｷﾐSｷI;デWS H┞ 
Lateiner (1989, esp. 101-2, 254 n.43), H uses a surprising number of written sources.  Fowler (ibid. 99) 
IﾗﾐIﾉ┌SWゲぎ けHﾗデｴ ふﾉｷデWヴ;I┞ ;ﾐS ﾗヴ;I┞ぶ ゲｷデ ゲｷSW H┞ ゲｷSWき デｴW┞ ;ヴW ﾐﾗデ ﾗヮヮﾗゲWS ;ゲ WｷデｴWヴっﾗヴげく  “WW ;ﾉゲﾗが 
importantly, Thomas (1989; 1992).    
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A complete discussion of this issue and how it affects our understanding of fifth-century Athenian 
culture is given by Thomas (1989, 15-34).   
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distinction.  Research during the last century
77
 has shown up as a fallacy the notion 
that, as soon as writing is known within a society, it will at once be used for anything 
and everything and will immediately supersede oral methods.  A more likely theory is 
that orality and literacy will continue concurrently, with writing taking over functions 
performed hitherto orally only gradually.  Relating this specifically to ancient Athens 
and historiography we can point to a preference for oral debate among  
philosophical schools well into the fourth century and beyond; Plato, at best, 
restricts the value of a written text to nothing more than an aide-memoire to the 
giving or recording of a speech in the Phaedrus (274b-279b), and displays his 
preference for memory and oral transmission over writing in the recording of past 
events in the Timaeus (21e-25d) as well as, famously, in his retelling
78
 of the myth of 
Atlantis in the Critias (109d-110d).  Even Galen, as late as the second century A.D., 
reckoned books to be inadequate for the transmission of knowledge, unless 
;IIﾗﾏヮ;ﾐｷWS H┞ デｴW ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ ヮヴWゲWﾐIW ﾗa ; デW;IｴWヴぎ けI order that these notes be 
shared only with those who would read the book ┘ｷデｴ ; デW;IｴWヴげく79    
TｴWヴW ｷゲが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ; Hヴﾗ;SWヴ ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa けoral デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐげ ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉd be recognised by 
both ancients and moderns as a very simple and practical method of reconstructing 
the past.  It has been defined by Vansina (1965, 19-ヲヰぶ ;ゲぎ けreported statements ... 
which have been transmitted from one person to another through the medium of 
ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪWげく  “ｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ヮ┌デが デｴｷゲ ﾏWデｴﾗS ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗Wゲ デｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa ﾗﾐWげゲ ヮ;ヴWﾐデゲ ;ﾐS 
grandparents or others of the same generations.  Members of my own generation, 
including myself, born immediately after the Second World War, are well acquainted 
with this process, having often been subjected to a stream of unsolicited war 
memories.  Due to the lack of written sources, such verbal reports, as it were the 
Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐ;ﾉ けoral デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐげが ┘WヴW ﾗa ヮ;ヴ;ﾏﾗ┌ﾐデ importance in the times of our two 
ancient historians and, I would suggest, not just for W┗Wﾐデゲ けHW┞ﾗﾐS デｴW ヮヴWゲWﾐデ 
ｪWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐげく   
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Esp. by Ruth Finnegan (1988, Chapter 8) on oral poetry. 
78
He may have obtained it from the logographer Hellenicus. 
79
 Scripta Minora 2.118, 22-ヲヴく  Fﾗヴ ; ﾏﾗヴW IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ Iaく AﾉI;ﾏ;ゲげ ;デデ;Iﾆ けOﾐ TｴﾗゲW ┘ｴﾗ 
CﾗﾏヮﾗゲW WヴｷデデWﾐ “ヮWWIｴWゲげく   
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By this I mean that both Herodotus, even for his account of the relatively recent 
Persian Wars, and Thucydides, for the whole of his account except possibly for the 
Pentecontaetia (1.89-117) and the Archaeology (1.2-23), must have relied on reports 
of what were contemporary or near-contemporary events from informants with 
personal experience of them: indeed, Thucydides tells us as much at 5.26.5 when he 
describes his proximity to both sides, including the Peloponnesians, during his exile: 
゛ü台 ふ´‾：ぶ á0｀‾´　｀単 ヽüヾ（ 蔵´ー‾〃　ヾ‾：ゞ 〃‾大ゞ ヽヾàá´üゝ：が ゛ü台 ‾沢‐ 楕ゝゝ‾｀ 〃‾大ゞ 
ず0゜‾ヽ‾｀｀。ゝ；＼｀ ~：束 〃駄｀ ー仝á，｀く   
When we apply this idea to the Speeches, the need for our authors to acquire 
contemporary informants becomes even more urgent, simply because of the almost 
impossible task of remembering a speech verbatim.  Thucydides tells us (1.22.1) how 
SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ ふ‐ü゜0ヽ＿｀ぶ ｷデ ┘;ゲ デﾗ I;ヴヴ┞ デｴW words ﾗa ; ゲヮWWIｴ ｷﾐ ﾗﾐWげゲ memory 
(~：ü´｀。´‾｀0達ゝü：ぶ W┗Wﾐ ┘ｴWﾐ ｴW ｴ;S HWWﾐ ヮヴWゲWﾐデ ;デ ｷデゲ SWﾉｷ┗Wヴ┞ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉaく  DWゲヮｷデW 
the difficulties of recall, however, we should not underestimate the power of 




Herodotus, as we have seen, makes no explanation for the sources of his speeches 
but, if there is any authenticity in them at all beyond pure invention, he must 
perforce have relied on oral tradition, accurately or inaccurately relayed by 
intermediaries.  That our writers relied on oral tradition is further supported by 
Thomas (1989, 3 n.3), who accepts that Herodotus regularly mentions 蔵゛‾， 
ふけｴW;ヴｷﾐｪげ or けｴW;ヴゲ;┞げぶ ;ﾉﾗﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ 鷹／：ゞ ふけゲWWｷﾐｪげぶ ｷﾐ IﾗﾐﾐWIデｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW reports he 
gathers from his sources, and I have already mentioned how often he uses the verb 
゜　á‾仝ゝ：き 席üゝ； ｷゲ ;ﾉﾏﾗゲデ ;ゲ Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐく  Bﾗデｴ Tｴﾗﾏ;ゲ ふｷHｷSくぶ ;ﾐS H┌ﾐデWヴ81 note that 
Thucydides uses 蔵゛‾， ｷﾐ デｴW ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa けﾗヴ;ﾉ デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐげが Wくｪく ;デ ヱくヲヰく1, where he is 
criticising men for their uncritiI;ﾉ ;IIWヮデ;ﾐIW ﾗa 〃束ゞ 蔵゛‾束ゞ 〃丹｀ ヽヾ‾á0á0｀。´　｀＼｀; at 
1.73.2 where the Athenian delegation at Sparta refer to 蔵゛‾ü； HWｷﾐｪ デｴW W┗ｷSWﾐIW for 
;IIﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ふ゜＿á＼｀ ´àヾ〃仝ヾ0ゞぶ of archaic history; again at 6.53.3, where we are told the 
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Cf. my arguments (Chapter 10 below) ｷﾐ ヴWｪ;ヴS デﾗ KWﾐﾐWﾉﾉ┞げゲ ﾗヮヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗn to HﾗヴﾐHﾉﾗ┘Wヴげゲ デｴWゲｷゲ デｴ;デ 
T relied on H for historicity in his speeches. 
81
Cf. Hunter (1973, 27, n.5)ぎ けくくく ﾏﾗゲデ aｷaデｴ-century history ┘;ゲ ; ﾆｷﾐS ﾗa けｴW;ヴゲ;┞げが ゲｷﾐIW ｷデ ┘;ゲ H;ゲWS 
primarily on oral tradition or the oral reports of inforﾏ;ﾐデゲくげ 
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Athenians knew about the Pisistratid tyranny, a disデ;ﾐデ ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ W┗Wﾐデが けデｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ 
ｴW;ヴゲ;┞げ ふ蔵゛‾泰); and again, at 6.60.1, where, at the time of the affair of the Hermae 
and the abuse of the Mysteries, the Athenians suspected an oligarchic conspiracy 
when they recalled what they knew through hearsay (蔵゛‾泰) about former Pisistratid 
plots. 
It almost goes without saying that an enormous amount of material of public interest 
will have been lost from what we might call the post-heroic period.
82
 Much of this 
would have been recorded but for a reliance on an oral tradition dependent on 
human memory which, in the nature of things, would go back no further than three 
or four generations, before which information would be lost in the mists of time.  
Some of this tradition may have been maintained for a longer period by noble 
families, such as the recording of victories at the four games events of the Hellenic 
calendar, which was then set down in writing by encomiasts such as Pindar and 
Bacchylides
83
, or the memory of outstanding events such as victory in war, or the 
founding of a new city or colony.   
In addition, as Finley (1975, 28-9) indicates, any material which may have survived 
such as, in our case, the words of a significant speech, could have been subject to 
any number of random alterations, modifications and conflations.  An example here 
ﾏ;┞ HW Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW F┌ﾐWヴ;ﾉ Oration of Pericles at 2.35-46, which may  
contain material heard and handed down from a previous 損ヽ：〃àー：‾ゞ given by 
Pericles in 441 at the end of the war with Samos.
84
  
There is a further argument that suggests to us that the Speeches were the result of 
a common oral tradition.  Even if we accept the consensus opinion that Herodotus 
could not have been writing after about 424, and there are scholars who think that 
the Histories may not have been completed until as late as 414,
85
 and that 
Thucydides was still writing or revising his work, although not completing it, in 404, 
                                                          
82IくWく デｴW け;ｪW ﾗa ﾏWﾐげ ┘ｴWﾐ デｴW WヮｷI ヮﾗWﾏゲ ┘WヴW HWｷﾐｪ ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ Sﾗ┘ﾐ ;ゲ ﾗヮヮﾗゲWS デﾗ デｴW W;ヴﾉｷWヴ け;ｪW ﾗa 
ｪﾗSゲげく Caく FｷﾐﾉW┞ (1975, 24-5). 
83
See below (Chapter 3, pp.69-75). 
84
This speech and its historical context has been treated by many scholars, most recently by 
Hornblower (CT i, 294-316); Connor (1984, 66-Αヲぶき Bﾗゲ┘ﾗヴデｴ ふヲヰヰヰぶが けTｴW HｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ CﾗﾐデW┝デ ﾗa 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ F┌ﾐWヴ;ﾉ Oヴ;デｷﾗﾐげが JHS 120, 1-16.   
85
See n. 21 above; also Connor (1982). 
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we can easily judge that the two works are separated at the most by barely a 
generation.  In addition, the very fact that Thucydides bothers to explain how he 
formulated his speeches shows us that their inclusion would not have been 
unexpected or have seemed anomalous to his hearers and readers.  For his 
exposition at 1.22.1 is not a justification, much less an apology, for the inclusion of 
speeches but an explanation of how he formulated them, written in an earnest 
attempt to enlighten his readers as to his methods.  As with the main body of his 
ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗W ふ〃束 ~（ 村ヾáü 〃丹｀ ヽヾü‐．　｀〃＼｀ぶが ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴW ﾐﾗデｷIW;Hﾉ┞ Sｷゲデｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲｴWゲ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW 
speeches (卓ゝü ´詑｀ ゜＿á単 0苔ヽ‾｀ 多゛üゝ〃‾：ぶ ;ﾐS for which he also provides an 
explanation of its formulation (1.22.2), he clearly prided himself on attaining an 
authenticity superior to his predecessors, Herodotus included.  There is no 
intimation that he criticised the inclusion per se of speeches by Herodotus; the 
simplest way of doing this would have been to omit them altogether.  On the 
contrary, since it appears that other logographers did not include speeches of any 
length,
86
 it is more ﾉｷﾆWﾉ┞ デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ;ヮヮヴWIｷ;デWS HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ;ヴデｷゲデｷIが ｷa ﾐﾗデ ゲﾗ 
much his historical, use of speeches but, of course, wished to use them to better 
effect and for a different purpose.  If we further note that Thucydides, as he says 
himself at 1.1, began his History at the start of the Peloponnesian War (蔵ヾ¨à´0｀‾ゞ 
0沢．但ゞ ゛ü．：ゝ〃ü´　｀‾仝ぶが ┘W Iﾗ┌ﾉS Iﾗ┌ﾐデ デｴW ┘ヴｷデｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴW デ┘ﾗ Histories as partly 
contemporary.
87
   
The inclusion of speeches, then, in both authors, even if we can see a clear literary 
indebtedness to Homeric epic, is most likely to be a reflection of the overriding social 
and cultural importance of oracy in fifth-century Athenian society.  We may adduce 
as evidence of this the impact made by the sophists, such as Protagoras, Gorgias and 
Antiphon, at that time; their arguments were certainly intended to be heard and not 
read.  The antithetical rhetorical ゲデ┞ﾉW ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ IﾉW;ヴﾉ┞ ﾗ┘Wゲ ﾏ┌Iｴ デﾗ 
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See below pp.75-81.  Hornblower (CT ｷｷが ヲΑぶ ﾗﾐ W;ヴﾉｷWヴ ﾉﾗｪﾗｪヴ;ヮｴWヴゲ ヮﾗｷﾐデゲ デﾗ Tげゲ ┌ゲW ﾗa デｴW 
┗WヴH ¨仝｀〃；．。´： ;デ ヱくΓΑくヲ ふ¨仝｀0〃；．0ゝü｀ぶ ;ﾐS ;デ ヱくヲヱくヱ ふ¨仝｀　．0ゝü｀ぶが Hﾗデｴ ﾗa ┘ｴｷIｴ I;ﾐ HW 
taken as indicating either a written or an oral composition (see op.cit. 19-20 and 19 n.58).  In 
addition, 〃泰 蔵゛ヾ‾àゝ0： ;デ ヱくヲヱくヱ a┌ヴデｴWヴ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ ﾗヴ;ﾉ ヴWIｷデ;デｷﾗﾐが ;ゲ Sﾗ 蔵゛ヾ＿üゝ：｀ ;ﾐS 蔵゛‾々0：｀ 
at 1.22.4.  But the idea that ancient audiences would experience historical texts heard rather 
than read is not new: cf. Momigliano (1978).   
87
See n. 21 above.  
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Protagoras and Gorgias and he also praises the oratorical powers of Antiphon in 
making a defence speech on his own behalf at 8.68.  Indeed, from the start of the 
Histories, Herodotus (1.1) sets himself in the tradition of Homer, celebrating fame 
ふ゛゜　‾ゞぶ ;ﾐS recording famous events and wondrous deeds (村ヾáü ´0áà゜ü 〃0 ゛ü台 
．＼´üゝ〃àぶく  Oゲ┘┞ﾐ M┌ヴヴ;┞ ふヱΓΒΑぶ ゲデヴWゲゲWゲ デｴW ヮﾗｷﾐデ デｴ;デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ｷゲ ;ﾐ ﾗaaゲｴoot 
from the Ionian story-telling tradition and reminds us that Herodotus himself 
(7.152.3) tells us his task is to record ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ ゲ;ｷS ふ〃束 ゜0á＿´0｀üぶが ┘ｴWデｴWヴ or not he 
believed it.
88
 Given then that, unlike Thucydides, it is impossible for Herodotus to 
have heard any of the speeches he records personally, and virtually impossible for 
any of them to have been recorded verbatim, the most likely and most widely held 
explanation for the origin of his speeches is that he invented them based on what he 
could glean from his sources, these being, in the case of his travels, story-tellers 
ふ゜‾á；‾：ぶが ┘ｴﾗ ﾆﾐW┘ ﾗa デｴWﾏ aヴﾗﾏ ; ﾉﾗI;ﾉ oral tradition, as well as, in the case of his 
PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ W;ヴ ゜＿á‾ゞ ふBooks 7-9), actual surviving participants.89 
We now need to pass on from a general survey of the effects of orality on the 
Speeches to (in Chapters 3, 4 and 5) a more specific analysis of the influence of 
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For a full survW┞ ﾗa ┘ｴ;デ W┝;Iデﾉ┞ Iﾗﾐゲデｷデ┌デWS デｴW GヴWWﾆ けoral デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐげ ;ﾐS ｴﾗ┘ ｷデ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIWS 
Herodotus see Murray (1987, 93-115). 
89
But Stroud (1994, 275 n.10), in referring to H, T and Polybius, makes a similar claim for ;ﾉﾉ デｴヴWWぎ けくくく 




Chapter Three: Early Influences 
Intuitively one might suppose that the influence of a culture of orality and the use of 
oral sources might be a sufficient factor in explaining the presence of speeches 
within a work of historiography.  A little further thought, however, and one realises 
that other factors must come into play, such as an established tradition of the use of 
けゲヮWWIｴげが WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ DDが ｷﾐ デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾆs, poetic or prose, of preceding writers.  This, in 
turn, might lead to an expectation by the audience of such historical works that their 
form and style remain familiar, and this, in consequence, to a desire on the part of 
their authors to conform to a recognised stylistic pattern in order effectively to 
convey their message.   
Harder evidence even than this, however, is needed to establish a link between the 
Histories and preceding and contemporary
90
 works.  Which other works, for 
instance, even contained speeches?  Which, if they did contain them, were our 
historians acquainted with?  And, finally, what aspects of these speeches influenced 
Herodotus and Thucydides, and how did they progress them?  The present chapter 
considers these questions in relation to four genres: Homer and the Epic Cycle; 
Hesiod; lyric; and logography.  These represent works mainly precedent to 
Herodotus,
91
 and most probably to Thucydides.  A discussion of the role of drama in 
this regard, being a genre more contemporaneous to both authors, is the topic of the 
following chapter.  
Homer and the Epic Cycle 
The debt owed by our authors to the archaic Greek tradition of epic poetry cannot 
be overestimated.  Rutherford (2012, 13) ｴ;ゲ ヴWIWﾐデﾉ┞ ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ けimportant 
affinities between the epic and early prose historiography ... which are evident at 
every level, from small points of phraseology through the extensive use of speeches 
to the whole world-┗ｷW┘げく  IﾐSWWSが Dｷﾗﾐ┞ゲｷ┌ゲ ﾗa H;ﾉｷI;ヴﾐ;ゲゲ┌ゲが ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷゲﾗﾐ 
between Herodotus and Thucydides, recognises this close affinity when he uses the 
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Important here in establishing which works preceded H and which were contemporary is Fowler 
(1996), esp. 62-69, who challenges the long held orthodoxy of Jacoby on the question.  
91
But see n.90 above.  
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word ヽ‾；。ゝ：ゞ ｷﾐ デ┘ﾗ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ゲWﾐゲWゲぎ aｷヴゲデが ｴW ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ Hﾗデｴ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ けIﾗﾏヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐゲげ 
;ゲ HW;┌デｷa┌ﾉ ふ゛ü゜ü； ´詑｀ ü袋 ヽ‾：，ゝ0：ゞ 蔵´席＿〃0ヾü： ...), and then, in a statement which 
reveals the continuing primacy of poetry, adds in parenthesis that he would not be 
;ゲｴ;ﾏWS デﾗ I;ﾉﾉ デｴWﾏ けヮﾗWﾏゲげぎ  ‾沢 á束ヾ 造｀ ü滞ゝ‐仝｀．0；。｀ ヽ‾：，ゝ0：ゞ ü沢〃束ゞ ゜　á＼｀.92  
The mid-nineteenth-century historian George Grote (1846, 525) summed up the 
position of both our historians vis-a-vis epic poetry: neither had any alternative but 
to accept that the stories of the poets and mythographers referred to a real past.  
Even Thucydides, Grote comments, who inveighed against the exaggerations of the 
poets and the unsubstantiated accounts of the prose chroniclers of a previous era 
(1.21.ヱぶが ﾉｷﾆW HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ けｴ;S ｷﾏHｷHWS デｴ;デ IﾗﾏヮﾉWデW ;ﾐS ┌ﾐゲ┌ゲヮWIデｷﾐｪ HWﾉｷWa ｷﾐ デｴW 
general reality of mythical antiquity, which was interwoven with the religion and the 
patriotism, and all the public demonstrations of the Hellenic worldげく  Though this 
comment might seem radically overstated and rather simplistic, an important 
observation lies at its core.  
Before the rise of the so-I;ﾉﾉWS けﾉﾗｪﾗｪヴ;ヮｴWヴゲげ, who were the first recorders of 
history to write in prose
93
 and who were the immediate forerunners of Herodotus, 
history to the ancient Greeks meant tales (mythoi) of gods and heroes set in poetry 
and handed down through the oral tradition as well as by the written word.  From 
archaic times poets were the interpreters of divine law and the teachers of Greece.
94
 
Indeed, the tradition and influence of epic poetry, particularly of Homer, upon 
classical Greek education and literature of all genres has lasted well beyond the 
lifetimes of our historians.  Although describWS ;ゲ けﾏ┞デｴﾗｷげが ; デWヴﾏ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデｷ┗W デﾗ デｴW 
modern ear of fiction, these tales were regarded as a true account of the early 
history ﾗa HWﾉﾉ;ゲく  WW I;ﾐ Iﾗﾐ┗WﾐｷWﾐデﾉ┞ ゲWヮ;ヴ;デW デｴW W;ヴﾉ┞ けWヮﾗヮﾗｷﾗｷげ ｷﾐデﾗ aﾗ┌ヴ 
groups: first Homer; secondlyが デｴW ヮﾗWデゲ ﾗa デｴW けWヮｷI I┞IﾉWげ; thirdly, Hesiod and those 
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Letter to Pompeius, 3.  I have little doubt that this is a general remark on the part of Dionysius and 
that he has the lyric and dramatic poets in mind as well as the epic poets when making this 
Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷゲﾗﾐき Iaく AヴｷゲデﾗデﾉWげゲ a;ﾏous remark at Poetics 1457b2-4 on how H written in verse would still 
be history; also Guzie (1Γヵヵぶ ﾗﾐ デｴW ヮﾗWデｷI WﾉWﾏWﾐデ ｷﾐ Hげゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ. 
93
See in this chapter below. 
94Caく Aヴｷゲデﾗヮｴ;ﾐWゲげ Frogs ヱヰヵヴaaくが ┘ｴWヴW AWゲIｴ┞ﾉ┌ゲ ;ﾐS E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲ ;ヴｪ┌W ﾗ┗Wヴ デｴW ヮﾗWデげゲ S┌デ┞ WｷデｴWヴ デﾗ 
hide or to publicise shameful deeds such as the adulteries of Phaedra and Stheneboea. 
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(mostly unknown) poets who probably wrote much of what has been ascribed to 
him; aﾗ┌ヴデｴﾉ┞が デｴW ┘ヴｷデWヴゲ ﾗa デｴW けHﾗﾏWヴｷIげ H┞ﾏﾐゲく   
Homer   
That Homer was peerless and by far the greatest exponent of the epic genre is clear 
from the veneration in which he was held by all Greeks and many non-Greeks, 
arguably up to the present day.
95
 Thus, for example, Achilles, Agamemnon, Odysseus 
and Nestor, characters portrayed in the Iliad and the Odyssey, were, to the Greeks of 
the fifth century (for it is they who were the first recipients of the Histories), real 
historical personages from whom citizens could trace their aristocratic ancestry and 
derive their family and tribal origins.  Furthermore, that both Herodotus and 
Thucydides were not only acquainted with Homer but much influenced by his poetry 
is a longstanding communis opinio among scholars.  Herodotus is described by 
Longinus as 瀧´。ヾ：゛～〃ü〃‾ゞ96 and is linked by the same critic with Homer via the lyric 
poet Stesichorus.  Herodotus himself quotes Homer when describing how the 
Athenian envoy at Syracuse supports the Athenian claim to lead the fleet against the 
Persians: it is a reference to the Athenian Menestheus who, Homer tells us, was 
second only to Nestor in the art of marshalling infantry and cavalry.
97
  Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus also links Herodotus to Homer by judging him superior to Thucydides 
H┞ け┘ｷゲｴｷﾐｪ デﾗ ｪｷ┗W ┗;ヴｷWデ┞ デﾗ ｴｷゲ ┘ヴｷデｷﾐｪが デｴWヴWH┞ ゲｴﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa デﾗ HW ;ﾐ W;ｪWヴ 
;SﾏｷヴWヴ ﾗa HﾗﾏWヴげぎ  ヽ‾：゛；゜。｀ 損é‾仝゜，．。 ヽ‾：騨ゝü： 〃駄｀ áヾü席駄｀ 爽´，ヾ‾仝 、。゜＼〃駄ゞ 
á0｀＿´0｀‾ゞ.98  
Marcellinus, meanwhile, デWﾉﾉゲ ┌ゲ デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ け;SﾏｷヴWS HﾗﾏWヴ ﾗﾐ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa ｴｷゲ 
choice of words, because of the precision of his composition and for the strength, 
HW;┌デ┞ ;ﾐS ヮ;IW ﾗa ｴｷゲ W┝ヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐげぎ 損、，゜＼ゝ0｀  宋´。ヾ‾｀ ゛ü滞 〃騨ゞ ヽ0ヾ台 〃束 題｀＿´ü〃ü 
損゛゜‾á騨ゞ ゛ü台 〃騨ゞ ヽ0ヾ台 〃駄｀ ゝ々｀．0ゝ：｀ 蔵゛ヾ：é0；üゞが 〃騨ゞ 〃0 滞ゝ‐々‾ゞ 〃騨ゞ ゛ü〃束 〃駄｀ 他ヾ´。｀0；ü｀ 
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Evelyn-White (1967, introd. p.ix) enumerates three phases of epic poetry: development, maturity 
and decline.  The Homeric poems belong to the second of these periods: nothing as supreme as the 
Iliad and the Odyssey either preceded them or superseded them. 
96
De Subl. 13.4. 
97
H 7.161.3.  The reference is to Iliad 2. 552-555. 
98
Letter to Pompeius 3.  On how the ancients viewed the relationship between H and Homer generally 
see Strasburger (1972), Norden (1958) and Walbank (1960, 221-8).   
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゛ü台 〃‾達 ゛à゜゜‾仝ゞ ゛ü台 〃‾達 〃à‐‾仝ゞく99 Thucydides himself declares his historic debt to 
Homer in his Archaeologia even if he appears somewhat equivocal about his respect 
for the authority of Homer when he questions his reliability as a source of 
inforﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗﾐ Aｪ;ﾏWﾏﾐﾗﾐげゲ ﾐ;┗┞ぎ  ～ゞ 宋´。ヾ‾ゞ 〃‾達〃‾ ~0~，゜＼゛0｀が 0胎 〃単 袋゛ü｀托ゞ 
〃0゛´。ヾ：丹ゝü：く100 The question for us is how much these undoubted links are 
ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲ;HﾉW ｷﾐ デｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ﾗa HﾗﾏWヴげゲ デ┘ﾗ WヮｷIゲく    
Of modern scholars, Woodman (1988, 1-5) cites three important intertexts between 
Homer and Herodotus: (1) in his proem (1.1) Herodotus states that he wishes the 
ｪヴW;デ ;ﾐS ┘ﾗﾐSWヴa┌ﾉ SWWSゲ くくく ﾗa GヴWWﾆゲ ;ﾐS H;ヴH;ヴｷ;ﾐゲ ﾐﾗデ デﾗ HWIﾗﾏW け┌ﾐｪﾉorｷaｷWSげ 
(蔵゛゜0測), ;ﾐ ;ﾉﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ Iﾉｷ;S ΓくヱΒΓ ┘ｴWヴW AIｴｷﾉﾉWゲ ゲｷﾐｪゲ ﾗa デｴW けｪﾉorｷﾗ┌ゲ SWWSゲ ﾗa ﾏWﾐげ 
ふ゛゜　ü 蔵｀~ヾ丹｀ぶき101 (2) at Odyssey ヱくン デｴW ｴWヴﾗ けゲ;┘ デｴW IｷデｷWゲ ﾗa ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ﾏWﾐげ ふヽ‾゜゜丹｀ 
~（蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ＼｀ 胎~0｀ 贈ゝ〃0üぶ, echoed in Herodotus (1.5.3): けふHerodotus) investigated the 
IｷデｷWゲ ﾗa ﾏWﾐげ ふ贈ゝ〃0ü 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ＼｀ 損ヽ0¨：～｀ぶき ふンぶ Iﾐ ｴｷゲ ヴWIﾗ┌ﾐデｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴW ﾉWｪWﾐS ﾗa 
Helen (2.112-20), HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ IｷデWゲ HﾗﾏWヴげゲ ;Icount (Iliad 6.289-92) of Menelaus 
wandering off course to Sidon when bringing Helen home.  However, Woodman 
(ibid. 3) is equally willing to accept another parallelぎ けTｴWヴW ;ヴW ﾏ;ﾐ┞ HﾗﾏWヴｷI words 
and phrases in Herodotus, but the judgement (that Herodotus imitated Homer) 
ﾏｷｪｴデ ﾃ┌ゲデ ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ HW H;ゲWS くくくﾗﾐくくくｴｷゲ aヴWケ┌Wﾐデ ┌ゲW ﾗa SｷヴWIデ ゲヮWWIｴくくくげ 
Zali (2014, 21) emphasises the amount of rhetoric in Homer and its influence on 
Herodotus, giving examples of the three kinds of speech defined by Aristotle: 
deliberative, constituting the majorｷデ┞ ﾗa HﾗﾏWヴげゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲき forensic, which I 
SWゲｷｪﾐ;デW けSｷI;ﾐｷIげ ふWくｪく Iliad 18. 497-508); epideictic (e.g. Iliad 24. 723-776).  
Particularly strong, Zali notes (121-6), is the link between the Homeric and the 
Herodotean forms of literary debate, for example the rhetorical similarity between 
the Persian court けdebateげ conducted by Xerxes (7.8-18) and the divine debates of 
both the Iliad and the Odysseyぎ デｴW ｷゲゲ┌W ｷゲ ;ﾉヴW;S┞ SWIｷSWS SWゲヮｷデW XWヴ┝Wゲげ ｷﾐ┗ｷデ;デｷﾗﾐ 
to his courtiers to express their opinions.  Such scenarii, without the divine 
connotation but including the biting rhetoric, are a forerunner of the Thucydidean 
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Cf. also Immerwahr (1966, 17-19 and 80-81) on Hげゲ W┝デWﾐSWS ヮヴﾗWﾏ ふヱくヱ-5) and its connection and 
intertext with Homer.   
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agon, exemplified in the highly emotional debate at Sparta (1.68-87.2), the 
Mytilenean debate (3.37-49), where both antagonists criticise the ecclesia, the 
Melian dialogue (5.84-113), in which pragmatism wins the day over idealism, and in 
the Sicilian debate (6.8-26), where デｴW デ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴW け┘ヴﾗﾐｪげ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ W┝ヮﾗゲWゲ デｴW 
weaknesses of the Athenian democratic process.
102
             
When we first compare the speeches in Homer with those in Herodotus and 
Thucydides, a difference rather than a similarity immediately springs to mind:  in 
Homer speeches are made by men and gods, in the Histories only by men, except 
insofar as oracles and dreams intervene.  In both epic poems of Homer the gods 
WaaWIデｷ┗Wﾉ┞ けヴ┌ﾐ デｴW ゲｴﾗ┘げ ;ﾐS ﾏ;ﾆW ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ デ;ﾆW デｴW form of 
conversations with each other and with mortals; these comprise debates about how 
the course of events should proceed and injunctions upon, and warnings towards, 
each other and earthly heroes.  In the Odyssey in particular, Athena, in her 
passionate desire to protect Odysseus and Telemachus, is scarcely ever out of the 
action, whether in her own guise or in disguise as some other character.   
By contrast, in the Histories, the gods are absent, at least as participating characters, 
even from the main narrative.  Herodotus, it is true, although not giving the gods any 
けsetげ speeches in the Homeric vein, displays a reverence for the supernatural, as he 
shows in his inclusion of oracles and of stories originating from or involving them.  
Despite the absence of gods as individual characters in the Histories, there is much to 
suggest in the selection and orｪ;ﾐｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗W that it is based on a 
theological assumption, first that gods exist and, secondly, that they have some 
influence over the lives and affairs of humans.  Harrison (2000, 245) is a particular 
adherent of this position: けデｴWヴe is no necessary reason ... why democratic decision-
ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS Sｷ┗ｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ｷﾐIﾗﾏヮ;デｷHﾉWげく103 
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Cf. Scardino (2007, 46-49), who also compares the function of speeches in the political life of the 
archaic and classical periods.  For further on the agon in Homer and historiography (and tragedy) see 
Barker (2009); for further on rhetoric in the Histories, see Chapter 5 below. 
103
This represents a broader view than that proposed by Fornara (1971, 78), who does not deny that H 
┘;ゲ ヮWヴゲ┌;SWS ﾗa ; デヴ;ｪｷI ┗ｷW┘ ﾗa ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞が H┌デ ヮ┌デゲ デｴｷゲ Sﾗ┘ﾐ デﾗ ｴｷゲ けｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ ヮｴｷﾉﾗゲﾗヮｴ┞げ rather than 
to any overriding conviction concerning divination.  See also Mikalson (2002 & 2003), Gould (1994), 
;ﾐS “I┌ﾉﾉｷﾗﾐ ふヲヰヰヶが ヱΓヴぶが ┘ｴﾗ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ Hげゲ ;デデｷデ┌SW デﾗ ヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗﾐ ;ゲ け; Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ HWデ┘WWﾐ Hげゲ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデ ｷﾐ 
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Despite his evident respect for the gods, Herodotus has a legitimate claim to have  
demythologised history
104
, bringing, as it were, his characters down to earth from 
Olympus and so, by simply eliminating the direct presence of any supernatural deity, 
beginning a process of demystification and rationalisation which was to be continued 
;ﾐS ヮWヴaWIデWS H┞ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲく  AﾐS ゲﾗが SWゲヮｷデW Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ Sｷゲヮ;ヴ;ｪｷﾐｪ remarks 
ﾏ;SW ;Hﾗ┌デ ｴｷゲ HWｷﾐｪ ; けﾏ┞デｴﾗﾉﾗｪWヴげが ┘W ゲWW デｴ;デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが ゲﾗ a;ヴ aヴﾗﾏ HWｷﾐｪ ; 
purveyor, was in reality a debunker, of mythology.   
Turning back briefly to the History, Dover (1973, 42) summarises a commonly held 
ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗ┌ゲ views as:  けTｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa ゲpeak the 
ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW ﾗa ヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗﾐげ.105  Marinatos (1981a), however, challenged this opinion by 
ヴWｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデｷﾐｪ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ;ヮヮ;ヴWﾐデﾉ┞ Sｷゲヮ;ヴ;ｪｷﾐｪﾉ┞ Sｷゲﾏｷゲゲｷ┗W ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデゲ 
on oracles.  His argument is based on the idea that Thucydides, in believing that the 
onus was on the receiver(s) of an ambiguous oracle to interpret it correctly, was in 
accord with standard contemporary religious practice: to this extent Marinatos 
believes Thucydides was at one with Herodotus in an acceptance of the divine origin 
and validity of oracles.
106
  Hornblower (1992a) appears to be one of the subscribers 
to the view expressed by Dover in remarking upon the relative absence of any 
theological reference in Thucydides, except, interestingly for us, in his speeches, 
citing (op.cit. 170) in particular, the speech of the Plataeans (3.56.1), in which the 
Plataeans complain that the Thebans took advantage of a religious festival to attack 
け;デ ; ｴﾗﾉ┞ デｷﾏW ｷﾐ デｴW ﾏﾗﾐデｴげ ふ袋0ヾ‾´。｀；俗).  However, Hornblower does not attempt 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
ヴｷデ┌;ﾉ ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ ┘;ヴｷﾐWゲゲ ﾗa デｴWﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げく  Harrison (2003) further advances the hypothesis that the origins 
of history-writing in general were, to a significant degree, theological.   
104
This is not the same as saying that H was irreligious: a point made by Veyne (1998, 98) and cited by 
Harrison (2000, 14), for whom see full reference.  
105TｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾏ┌Iｴ ｷﾐSWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗﾐ デｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Tげゲ ヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗゲｷデ┞く  Cﾗﾐﾐﾗヴ ゲWWﾏゲ デﾗ ﾉW;┗W デｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ 
open, for example on oracles cf. 1984 143 n.9; 101 n.53; on divine retribution cf. 86 n.16; however, 
for a possible hint at sarcasm in connection with Spartan belief in the gods, cf. 48 n.57.  Marinatos 
(1981a) clearly supports the idea that T accepted oracles like most of his contemporaries and gives 
five ex;ﾏヮﾉWゲ デﾗ H;Iﾆ デｴｷゲ ┌ヮぎ けTｴ┌ゲがげ M;ヴｷﾐ;デﾗゲ IﾗﾐIﾉ┌SWゲが けhe (T) is hardly the irreverent atheist that 
he is often made out to be, but in some respects stands in the mainstream of fifth-IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐげ 
(140).  Both Gomme (HCT ii ad 2.17.2, 5.26.3) and Dover (HCT v ad 7.18.2) are cautious, the former 
implying that T respectWS Sｷ┗ｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐが デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデｷﾐｪ ｴW けﾏ;┞ ┘Wﾉﾉ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ;ﾐ ;デｴWｷゲデげく  
Hornblower (CT i, 270; CT iii, 49, 574-5) appears to make no certain pronouncement on the issue at 
any of these three references.     
106Caくが ｷﾐ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデ ﾗa デｴｷゲ ﾉｷﾐﾆが Hげゲ Hﾉ;ﾏｷﾐｪ ﾗa Cヴoesus for misinterpreting the oracle; see n.223 below re. 
this inter alia.  
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デﾗ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ beliefs and so does not in principle disagree with 
Marinatos on the matter.   
AﾐﾗデｴWヴ ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆ;HﾉW ;ﾐS W;ゲｷﾉ┞ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲ;HﾉW aW;デ┌ヴW デﾗ ﾐﾗデW ;Hﾗ┌デ HﾗﾏWヴげゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ 
is their number: 668 DD items of all lengths in the Iliad and 578 in the Odyssey, 
making 1,246 in total.  In all, DD takes up 6,912 lines out of 15,693 in the Iliad, or 
44.05% of the whole work.  The first twelve books of the Odyssey contain 3,198 lines 
of speech out of a total of 6,213, デｴ;デ ｷゲ ｷa ┘W Iﾗ┌ﾐデ デｴW けゲヮWWIｴげ ﾗa OS┞ゲゲW┌ゲ ｷﾐ 
books 9-12 relating the story of his journey to the court of Alcinous as narrative, 
which it is in effect.  Books 13-24 of the Odyssey contain 3,637 lines of speech out of 
a total of 5,898, making the proportion ﾗa けゲヮWWIｴげ ﾉｷﾐWゲ デﾗ けﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wげ ﾉｷﾐWゲ ｷﾐ デｴW 
Odyssey an overall 56.44%.  The overall proportion ﾗa けゲヮWWIｴげ デﾗ けﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wげ ｷﾐ デｴW 
┘ｴﾗﾉW ﾗa HﾗﾏWヴげゲ works, then, is 49.45%, or very nearly one half. 
It is hardly surprising, therefore, that educated Greeks such as our two historians, 
raised on a literary and moral diet of Homer, should have assimilated the notion that 
speeches were an important, if not indispensible, ingredient of the written poetic 
tradition.  What would be more natural as a consequence than that they should 
include this medium in their own work as a matter of course?  However, there is still 
a need to provide some evidence from the texts to show beyond doubt that this 
connection exists.  I shall therefore continue by citing the most important examples.   
First, in the Odyssey, as I have noted above, almost four complete books, 9 to 12, or 
ヲがヲンン ﾉｷﾐWゲが ;ヴW SW┗ﾗデWS デﾗ ; ゲヮWWIｴ ﾗa OS┞ゲゲW┌ゲげ デWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ story to Alcinous 
and the Phaeacian court.  It could be reasonably argued that this section of the epic 
SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ けゲヮWWIｴげ ｷﾐ デｴW デヴ┌W ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa デｴW word since it is merely an 
alternative method of recounting the story.
107
 But, in fact, when we look at this long 
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See pp. 171-2 below for a detailed comparison of this and the speech of Socles (5.92) in the context 
ﾗa ┘ｴ;デ I I;ﾉﾉ け“ヮWWIｴ ;ゲ N;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wげが ; ﾐ;ヴヴ;デﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ SW┗ｷIW WaaWIデｷ┗Wﾉ┞ Sｷゲデ;ﾐIｷﾐｪ デｴW ヮヴｷﾏ;ヴ┞ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デﾗヴ 
from a (often dramatic) story by embedding it in a speech made by a character in the primary 
narrative, i.e. using the character as aﾐ けWﾏHWSSWS aﾗI;ﾉｷゲWヴげく  Fﾗヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ﾗa けゲヮWWIｴ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ゲヮWWIｴげ 
see de Jong (2001b, 51) on Odyssey 2.96-ヱヰヲぎ け;ﾉﾉ ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIWゲ W┝IWヮデ ﾗﾐW ｷﾐ デｴW OS┞ゲゲW┞ aﾗヴﾏ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa 
WﾏHWSSWS ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wゲくげ  TｴWｷヴ ｷﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;┞ HW デｴW ヴWゲ┌ﾉデ ﾗa ; ﾉWｷゲ┌ヴWS ;ﾐS a┌ﾉﾉ ﾏ;ﾐﾐWヴ ﾗa ﾐ;ヴration ... 
but they often fulfil one or both of two specific rhetorical functions: (i) to increase the persuasiveness 
of the embedded narrative (it is as if we actually hear the person talking), (ii) to highlight a decisive 
point.  For other examples and uses of embedded narratives see de Jong (2014, 34-37, 159-63); Griffin 
(1980, 61-6)く  Fﾗヴ ; IﾉW;ヴ W┝ヮﾉ;ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けWﾏHWSSWS aﾗI;ﾉｷゲWヴげ ゲWW SW Jﾗﾐｪ (2014, 50-56). 
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section more closely, we see that it is not unlike the kind of digression that we find in 
Herodotus, although it has one specific purpose, namely to provide an analepsis, 
┘ｴWヴW;ゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ SｷｪヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐゲ ｴ;┗W ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲWゲ ;ﾐS Sﾗ ﾐﾗデ ﾐWIWゲゲ;ヴｷﾉ┞ デ;ﾆW デｴW 
form of speeches; we observe, by the way, that Thucydides eschews digression 
except where, as with the Archaeologia and the Pentecontaetia, it serves further to 
explain and illuminate his master narrative.   
Books 9-12 of the Odyssey, then, fill in the story ﾗa OS┞ゲゲW┌ゲげ ;S┗Wﾐデ┌ヴWゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ 
leaving Troy and reaching the cave of Calypso where we first meet him in Book Five, 
the first four bookゲ ｴ;┗ｷﾐｪ HWWﾐ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐWS ┘ｷデｴ AデｴWﾐ;げゲ ┗ｷゲｷデ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ TWﾉWﾏ;Iｴ┌ゲ 
and his subsequent journeys to Pylos and Lacedaemon to meet Nestor and 
MWﾐWﾉ;┌ゲく  Iデ ﾏ;┞ HW デｴ;デ HﾗﾏWヴげゲ ┌ゲW ﾗa ｴｷゲ ﾏ;ｷﾐ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ;ゲ ; ゲヮW;ﾆWヴ WﾏHWSSWSが 
as it were, within the wider narrative, and recounting his own saga is a device for 
varying his modus fabulae narrandae: it may have helped the reciting rhapsodist to 
recapture the interest of the listener when his attention began to flag.  In this case it 
is possible that Herodotus copied the idea of using speeches as a kind of digression, 
the uses of which he is very well aware of,
108
 with a view to envigorating his own 
recitals. 
Speeches which are shorter but which fulfil a similar purpose, to recall previous 
events, are found elsewhere in both the Odyssey and the Iliad.  Nestor, who is a 
prominent speech-maker in both works and is held up to be a paragon among 
orators, famed for his exhortatory and persuasive powers, makes two long speeches 
in the Odyssey (3.103-200 and 255-312) where he reminisces for the benefit of his 
ｪ┌Wゲデ TWﾉWﾏ;Iｴ┌ゲが aｷヴゲデ ﾗﾐ デｴW W┗Wﾐデゲ ﾗa デｴW ﾐｷﾐW ┞W;ヴゲげ ゲｷWｪW ﾗa Tヴﾗ┞ ;ﾐS デｴWﾐ ﾗﾐ デｴW 
fate which befell the various Greek heroes on their returns home (けﾐﾗゲデﾗｷげぶく  
Menelaus and Helen give similar accounts (4.78-112 & 235-264), the former of his 
own homecoming adventures and his lament for the loss of Odysseus, the latter of 
her meeting with Odysseus when he made his secret entry into Troy disguised as a 
beggar.   
                                                          
108Caく Hげゲ comment on digression at 7.171.1. 
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This reminiscence-type speech is found also in the Iliad (at 1.254-284), where Nestor 
recalls previous successes he has had in settling arguments but fails, in this instance, 
to reconcile Agamemnon with Achilles.  Also in the Iliad (11.656-803), and again 
involving Nestor, he recalls the victories and glories of his own halcyon days in an 
effort to persuade Patroclus to speak to Achilles with a view to returning him to the 
battle against Hector.  Prior to this, Phoenix, the former guardian and friend of 
Achilles, had tried to persuade his protégé, unsuccessfully, to return to the fray by a 
similar ruse, a long speech
109
 ヴWﾏｷﾐｷゲIｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ ｴﾗ┘ ｴW Hヴﾗ┌ｪｴデ AIｴｷﾉﾉWゲ ┌ヮ けデﾗ HW ; 
speaker of words ;ﾐS ; SﾗWヴ ﾗa SWWSゲげ ふ´々．＼｀ 〃0 拓。〃騨ヾ 村´0｀ü： ヽヾ。゛〃騨ヾü 〃0 
村ヾá＼｀ぶ,110 and warning him not to suffer the same fate as the dishonoured 
Meleager, who opted out of a war against the Curetes.   
In a similar fashion Herodotus sometimes uses the speeches given to his characters 
as vehicles for recounting an event to do with their past life or that of someone else, 
which explains or illustrates some point being made in the main narrative.  Pedrick 
ふヱΓΒンぶ ｴ;ゲ I;ﾉﾉWS デｴｷゲ デ┞ヮW ﾗa ゲヮWWIｴ けヮ;ヴ;Sｷｪﾏ;デｷIげ, and there are clear examples in 
Herodotus: at 3.65, where Cambyses, in a speech to Persian nobles in his retinue in 
Syria, expresses his regret, with reasons, at killing Smerdis; at 5.92, this time with an 
added didactic purpose, where Socles of Corinth opposes a Lacedaemonian plan to 
restore Hippias to the Athenian tyranny by recounting the long and convoluted story 
of how Periander came to power at Corinth with disastrous results.  In addition, akin 
to this type of speech is the story-within-a-speech or the speech-within-a-speech, a 
feature of the works of both Homer and Herodotus.  A good example from Homer is 
at Iliad 2.56-75, where Agamemnon speaks to his assembled host and tells them of 
his visitation by a dream-figure, whose words he quotes.  A version of this technique 
in Herodotus is at 6.86 where king Leotychidas of Sparta arrives in Athens to ask for 
the return of certain hostages being held by the Athenians.  He proceeds to tell a 
story about a Spartan named Glaucus, who failed to repay to the sons of a Milesian 
some money which their father had left to him a generation earlier for safe keeping 
(6.86).   
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Iliad 9.434-605.  
110
Iliad 9.443.  
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This passage, in fact, incorporates speeches within the main story-telling speech 
given by Leotychidas and so exactly parallels the Homeric Agamemnon dream model.  
B┌デ HﾗﾏWヴげゲ Aｪ;ﾏWﾏﾐﾗﾐ SヴW;ﾏ ゲWケ┌WﾐIW ｷゲ ┌ﾐSﾗ┌HデWSﾉ┞ ;ﾉゲﾗ デｴW forerunner of the 
celebrated incident in Herodotus (7.12-18), where Xerxes is visited in a dream on 
two successive nights by a tall handsome man, who eventually persuades him and 
XWヴ┝Wゲげ ┌ﾐIﾉW Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲが ┘ｴﾗ ゲﾉWWヮゲ ｷﾐ XWヴ┝Wゲげ HWS デｴW ﾐW┝デ ﾐｷｪｴデ ;ﾐS ｴ;ゲ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW 
dream, to invade Greece.  There are differences here, however: the visitation in 
Herodotus is not sent by a god as is the dream by Zeus in the Homeric passage; there 
is only one visit to Agamemnon, whereas Xerxes has two and is not so easily 
ヮWヴゲ┌;SWSが Sｷゲﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ デｴW aｷヴゲデ SヴW;ﾏ ;ゲ ｷﾐゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐデく  TｴW ;IIﾗﾏヮ;ﾐ┞ｷﾐｪ け┘ｷゲW 
;S┗ｷゲWヴゲげ ;ﾉゲﾗ ヮﾉ;┞ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ヴﾗﾉWゲが Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ ヴWﾉ┌Iデ;ﾐデﾉ┞ ;ｪヴWWｷﾐｪ デﾗ ヴWデヴW;デ デｴW 
following morning.   
MWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ヴﾗﾉWが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが Hヴｷﾐｪゲ ┌ゲ デﾗ ; SWaｷﾐｷデW ヮﾗｷﾐデ ﾗa Iﾗﾐデ;Iデ 
between Homer and our historians.  The presence of this figure is an important 
dramatic theme in Herodotus, and it has its parallels also in Thucydides.  I shall deal 
later in more detail with this as it pertains specifically to the Speeches.
111
 For now, 
let us explore this figure in Homer and see how it permeates through from epic to 
historiography.  I have already mentioned Phoenix, who advises Achilles in the Iliad, 
and Nestor, who plays this part admirably in the Odyssey.  Another such character 
from the Odyssey is Theoclymenus, who warns the suitorゲ H┌デ デｴWﾐ W┝ｷデゲ OS┞ゲゲW┌ゲげ 
palace and is not heard of again.
112
  While recognising the presence of this character-
type in the Odyssey, I shall draw my examples mainly from the Iliad because of their 
number and the diversity of the characters involved, on both the Greek and the 
Trojan sides.   
In the Iliad there are two characters, who ゲデ;ﾐS ﾗ┌デ ﾏﾗゲデ ｷﾐ デｴW ヴﾗﾉW ﾗa け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげが 
;ﾐS ﾗaデWﾐ ;ゲ け┘;ヴﾐWヴげく  OﾐW ｷゲ デｴW a;ﾏｷﾉｷ;ヴ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ Nestor, King of Pylos, to whom I 
have already referred above in a different context.  He is an ever-present figure, 
usually advising and backing up Agamemnon in his plans and decisions but not 
                                                          
111
See pp.218-225. 
112WW I;ﾐ ゲ;┞ ﾗa デｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ｷﾐ HﾗﾏWヴ デｴ;デが ;ヮ;ヴデ aヴﾗﾏ OS┞ゲゲW┌ゲが ゲ┌Iｴ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉｷデｷWゲ 
tend to be less involved in the main narrative than in either of the Histories. 
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always being taken notice of, particularly in his attempts to reconcile his master with 
the impetuous Achilles.  Agamemnon, however, does appreciate Nestorげゲ ゲWヴ┗ｷIWゲぎ  
けｪｷ┗W ﾏW デWﾐ Iﾗ┌ﾐゲWﾉﾉorゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴｷゲ ;ﾐS Pヴｷ;ﾏげゲ ciデ┞くくく┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ケ┌ｷIﾆﾉ┞ a;ﾉﾉくくくげ ふヲく372-3).  
Nestorげゲ shorter speeches are mostly conversations or brief exhortations to the 
soldiery to do battle.  The number of Nestorげゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐ デｴW Iliad of all lengths and 
types amounts to 30, 25 of which occur in the first twelve books and only 5 in Books 
13-24, which contain more action and where attention is drawn to the Trojan, 
particularly Hectorげゲが ┗ｷW┘ ﾗa デｴW IﾗﾐaﾉｷIデ.113     
TｴW ﾗデｴWヴ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ┘ｴﾗ ﾗaデWﾐ ;Iデゲ ;ゲ ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ｷゲ OS┞ゲゲW┌ゲ, who, although 
ﾐﾗデ デﾗ HW ﾐWｪﾉWIデWSが ｷゲ ゲ┌aaｷIｷWﾐデﾉ┞ ┌Hｷケ┌ｷデﾗ┌ゲ ｷﾐ Hﾗデｴ ﾗa HﾗﾏWヴげゲ WヮｷIゲ ;ﾐS ┘ｴﾗ 
performs so many different roles in the narratives, including warrior and trickster, as 
not to need special categorｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ゲ ゲヮWIｷaｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ aｷｪ┌re.  It is worth 
noting, however, that major heroes in the Iliad, such as Odysseus, who enjoys the 
WヮｷデｴWデ けヮﾗﾉ┞ﾏWデｷゲげ ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ けヮデﾗﾉｷヮorデｴﾗゲげが ;ヴW ﾗaデWﾐ ;ゲ ﾏ┌Iｴ a;ﾏWS for their 
powers of oratory ;ﾐS ┘ｷデ ふ┘W ﾏｷｪｴデ ゲ;┞ けrhetoricげぶ ;ゲ for their physical prowess.114  
Achilles himself employs as sharp a tongue against Agamemnon in Book One as he 
does a spear against Hector in Book 22.   
Hector in the Iliad has his own Trojan version of the けwise adviserげ, namely his 
constant companion Polydamas, although, as with Agamemnon on the Greek side in 
the Iliad, with Croesus, Cyrus and Xerxes in the Histories and with Archidamus, Nicias 
and Alcibiades in the History, his advice is not always taken.  The best example of 
Hector ﾐﾗデ デ;ﾆｷﾐｪ Pﾗﾉ┞S;ﾏ;ゲげ ;S┗ｷIW, although it is given at length, is at Iliad 18.254-
283, where his companion unsuccessfully tries to persuade Hector to retreat from 
the walls protecting the Greek ships.  At 18.312-313, Homer comments on the fact 
that nobody supported his good counsel but shouted approval for Hectorげゲ ﾏｷゲデ;ken 
plan of attack:                
                                                          
113
The locations of the speeches of Nestor in both epics (books highlighted in bold) are: Iliad: (1) 255-
284; (2) 79-83, 337-368, 434-440; (4) 303-309, 318-325; (6) 67-71; (7) 124-160, 327-343; (8) 139-144, 
152-156; (9) 53-78, 96-113, 163-172; (10) 82-85, 103-118, 129-130, 144-147, 159-161, 169-176, 193-
194, 204-217, 533-539, 544-553; (11) 656-803; (14) 3-8, 53-63; (15) 372-376, 661-666; (23) 304-348, 
626-663.  Odyssey: (3) 69-74, 103-200, 211-224, 254-328, 346-355, 375-384, 418-429, 475-476; (24) 
54-56. 
114
Demonstrated, for example, by Antenorげゲ SWゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa OS┞ゲゲW┌ゲぎ Iliad 3.221-24. 
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詮゛〃‾ヾ： ´詑｀ á束ヾ 損ヽ戴｀。ゝü｀ ゛ü゛束 ´。〃：＿＼｀〃：が                                                                                                 
ず‾仝゜仝~à´ü｀〃： ~ろ 贈ヾろ ‾濯 〃：ゞが 啄ゞ 損ゝ．゜駄｀ ーヾà、0〃‾ é‾仝゜，｀く                                                                                    
As with Nestorが PｴﾗWﾐｷ┝ ;ﾐS OS┞ゲゲW┌ゲが HﾗﾏWヴ Wﾏヮｴ;ゲｷゲWゲ Pﾗﾉ┞S;ﾏ;ゲげ ヮヴﾗ┘Wゲゲ ;ゲ ; 
speaker, comparing it with Hectorげゲ ヮヴﾗ┘Wゲゲ ｷﾐ H;デデﾉW ふ蔵゜゜ろ 瀧 ´詑｀ 造ヾ ´々．‾：ゝ：｀が 瀧 ~ろ 
村á‐0第 ヽ‾゜゜托｀ 損｀；゛üが Iliad 18.252).  Polydamas also features at Iliad 12.61-79 and at 
12.211-229, where he tells us that Hector often objects to his sound advice (... 蔵0台 
´　｀ ヽ～ゞ ´‾： 損ヽ：ヽ゜，ゝゝ0：ゞ 蔵á‾ヾ泰ゝ：｀ 損ゝ．゜束 ーヾü、‾´　｀単, ll.211-212).  Hector then 
threatens to kill him if he dissuades others from fighting ふü沢〃；゛ろ 損´端 鐸ヽ托 ~‾仝ヾ台 
〃仝ヽ0台ゞ 蔵ヽ托 ．仝´托｀ 題゜　ゝゝ0：ゞく ﾉくヲヵヰぶが ;ﾐ W┝デヴWﾏW ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴW ヮWヴｴ;ヮゲ for a hero to take 
towards a loyal companion, but then we may be reminded that, in Herodotus, Xerxes 
made it clear to Artabanus that it was only the fact that he was his uncle that saved 
him from a similar fate (7.8.ü-~2).  On the other hand, Hector speedily accepts 
Pﾗﾉ┞S;ﾏ;ゲげ ;S┗ｷIW ┘ｴWﾐ ｴW IﾗﾐゲｷSWrs it sound, for example at 13.726-753 during the 
battle at the ships.  Also, Polydamas acts as Hectorげゲ conscience at 22.99-100 when 
Hectorげゲ a;デｴWヴ ;ﾐS ﾏﾗデｴWヴ HWｪ ｴｷﾏ ﾐﾗデ デﾗ ｪﾗ ﾗ┌デ デﾗ a;IW AIｴｷﾉﾉWゲぎ 0滞 ´　｀ ゛0 ヽ々゜üゞ 
゛ü台 〃0；‐0ü ~々＼） ず‾仝゜仝~à´üゞ ´‾： ヽヾ丹〃‾ゞ 損゜0á‐0；。｀ 蔵｀ü．，ゝ0：く   
My final example from the Iliad of a け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげが デｴｷゲ デｷﾏW more ﾗa ; け┘;ヴﾐWヴげが ｷゲ 
Sarpedon, who makes a stinging rebuke of Hector and his male relations (5.472-492), 
ヴWﾏｷﾐｷゲIWﾐデ ﾗa M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲげ ｷﾐゲデｷｪ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲ デﾗ ;デデ;Iﾆ GヴWWIW ふ7.5.2), although 
less respectful of the senior party.  This use of rhetorical argument we find in many 
ﾗa デｴW けゲWデげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ H┌デが WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ｴWヴWが デｴW ┌ゲW ﾗa Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪｷﾐｪ 
questions is paralleled closely in the speech of Hermocrates (6.76-80), who is 
persuading the Camarinaeans of the mortal dangers of their not opposing the 
Athenian invasion.       
So far we have seen how Homeric speeches, and the characters that made them, 
foreshadowed similar features, mainly in Herodotus.  But to what extent was 
Thucydides influenced directly by Homer?  I have already remarked on his direct 
references to Homer but what evidence is there that he adopted any of his themes 
and techniques?  Immerwahr (1985, 456) has ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆWS デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ 
owe much to both Homer and Herodotus, but that it is from HﾗﾏWヴ デｴ;デ けデｴW┞ SWヴｷ┗W 
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in particular the concept of fame ふ゛゜　‾ゞぶ as we see it developed in several speeches 
of Periclesげ (2.41.4 and 42-43; 2.64.3-4).  Ironically, in view of the anti-poetic 
invective which it carries, デｴW HWゲデ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa HﾗﾏWヴげゲ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIe in this respect is 
probably the famous passage (2.41.4), where the historian claims that Athens けhas no 
need of a Homer to sing her praises or any other poet whose sweet words last only 
for ; ﾏﾗﾏWﾐデ ;ﾐS ┘ｴﾗゲW a;ﾐIｷWゲ デｴW ｴ;ヴS デヴ┌デｴ ﾗa ﾗ┌ヴ SWWSゲ ┘ｷﾉﾉ SWゲデヴﾗ┞げ: ゛ü台 ‾沢~詑｀ 
ヽヾ‾ゝ~0＿´0｀‾： ‾濯〃0 爽´，ヾ‾仝 損ヽü：｀　〃‾仝 ‾濯〃0 卓ゝ〃：ゞ 村ヽ0ゝ： ´詑｀ 〃托 ü沢〃；゛ü 〃　ヾ／0：が 〃丹｀ 
~（ 村ヾá＼｀ 〃駄｀ 鐸ヽ＿｀‾：ü｀ 打 蔵゜，．0：ü é゜à／0：く   
I argue elsewhere (below, Chapter 9ぶ デｴ;デ デｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ aｷｪ┌ヴW ｷゲ an idea 
inherited by Thucydides from Herodotus, his immediate predecessor, but it is 
difficult to believe that he was not influenced, even perhaps inspired, by his readings 
of the great epic poet.  From what we learn from the author himself about the 
composition and purposes of his speeches (1.22), together with his rejection of 
mythological invention, it will be clear that Thucydides does not attempt to emulate 
or parallel the kind of Homeric storytelling speech such as those of Nestor and 
Phoenix in the Iliad and of Menelaus and Helen in the Odyssey.  There are, however, 
some parallels to, and echoes of, other speech types which we may be able to 
attribute to a direct influence.   
The most likely example is the famous statement made by the Spartiate Melesippus, 
who is sent to Athens by Archidamus in advance of the initial Peloponnesian invasion 
force to see if Athens would yield to their attack.  Melessipus, however, is not 
admitted into Athens and is sent back under escort.  At the border he turns to his 
escorデゲ ;ﾐS ゲ;┞ゲ けデｴｷゲ S;┞ ┘ｷﾉﾉ HW デｴW HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa ｪヴW;デ ﾏｷゲfortunes for the 
HWﾉﾉWﾐWゲげぎ 柁~0 打 打´　ヾü 〃‾大ゞ 詮゜゜。ゝ： ´0áà゜＼｀ ゛ü゛丹｀ 贈ヾ¨0： ふヲくヱヲく3).  We can trace this 
idea back through Herodotus
115
 to Homer (Iliad 11. 604), ┘ｴWヴW P;デヴﾗIﾉ┌ゲげ SW;デh is 
predicted as sooﾐ ;ゲ ｴW WﾏWヴｪWゲ aヴﾗﾏ ｴｷゲ ｴ┌デ ;デ デｴW I;ﾉﾉ ﾗa ｴｷゲ aヴｷWﾐS AIｴｷﾉﾉWゲ ふ゛ü゛‾達 
~（ 贈ヾü ‾袋 ヽ　゜0｀ 蔵ヾ‐，), and to Iliad 5.62-ヶン ┘ｴWヴW PｴWヴWIﾉ┌ゲが P;ヴｷゲげゲ ゲｴｷヮH┌ｷﾉSWヴが 
meets his death at the hands of Meriones and the trim ships that he built are blamed 
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H 5.97. ン ぎ ü茸〃ü： ~詑 ü袋 ｀　0ゞ 蔵ヾ‐駄 ゛ü゛丹｀ 損á　｀‾｀〃‾ 詮゜゜。ゝ； 〃0 ゛ü台 éüヾéàヾ‾：ゝ：く  H is referring to the 
twenty ships sent by Athens to support Aristagoras of Miletus in his revolt against Persia.  The words 
of Melesippus are also alluded to in Aristophanes, Peace 435-6, suggesting that Tげゲ ケ┌ﾗデ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ 
authentic and that they were both using a well-known Homeric phrase. 
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for initiating Tヴﾗ┞げゲ ┘ﾗWゲぎ 啄ゞ ふど　ヾ0゛゜‾ゞぶ ... 〃0゛〃，｀ü〃‾ ｀騨üゞ 損隊ゝüゞ 蔵ヾ‐0゛à゛‾仝ゞが ü退 
ヽ測ゝ： ゛ü゛托｀ だヾ～0ゝゝ： á　｀‾｀〃‾く     
It is easy to see how all three writers we have been considering use speeches to 
illuminate the character of heroes, statesmen and other leading figures in their 
narratives.  But they do more than this.  As we have seen, the speeches are used, 
especially in Homer and Herodotus, as an alternative means of pursuing the main 
narrative in a voice separate from the author: they explain and emphasise important 
ヮ;ヴデゲ ﾗa デｴW けstoryげき they also provide, and this is especially true of Thucydides, a 
method of authorial analysis, and they are used as a medium for the art of rhetorical 
persuasion.   
One final parallel between Thucydides and Homer may be noted by way of codicile.  
Demodocus, the bard in the court of Alcinous is praised by Odysseus (Odyssey, 
8.487-91) for recalling famous events as if he had been there or heard them from 
one who was.  The accuracy of record and the reliability ﾗa ﾗﾐWげゲ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲ ┘WヴW IﾉW;ヴﾉ┞ 
important criteria for characters in Homer as they were also for Thucydides.  
The Epic Cycle         
The non-Homeric poets of the so-I;ﾉﾉWS けWヮｷI I┞IﾉWげが ゲﾗﾏWデｷﾏWゲ ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ ;ゲ デｴW 
けIﾗﾐｷI “Iｴooﾉげが116 either attempted to continue the Trojan theme of epic, choosing 
events which purportedly happened before or ;aデWヴ HﾗﾏWヴげゲ stories, or selected 
デｴWﾏWゲ デﾗ Sﾗ ┘ｷデｴ ﾗデｴWヴ W┗Wﾐデゲ ｷﾐ GヴWWﾆ けhistoryげ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW TｴWH;ﾐ ゲ;ｪ;く117  The 
                                                          
116
Notable here is Panyassis, as being the uncle (or cousin) of H, but there are very few fragments: cf. 
Matthews, V.J. (1974), Panyassis of Halicarnassus: text and commentary, Leiden, Brill.  Gould (1989, 
ヴΓぶ ゲ;┞ゲ P けｴ;S ｷﾐｴWヴｷデWS aヴﾗﾏ HﾗﾏWヴｷI WヮｷI デｴW ┌ゲW ﾗa long speeches to bring variation of pace and 
┘Wｷｪｴデ ;ﾐS デﾗ ｪｷ┗W ; ヮWヴゲヮWIデｷ┗W デﾗ デｴW ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wげく Matthews (op.cit. 19) accepts his birth as c. 505-
500, with his lifespan up to 455-450.  His poems are part of an undoubted Halicarnassian poetic 
tradition (21), of which only a few fragments of two survive: a Heracleia and an Ionica.  The Ionica, the 
Suda says, had 7,000 lines, and was about Codrus and his son Neleus and the founding of the Ionian 
colonies.  It is possible that H took his account of the Ionians (1.142-150) from this poem, but nothing 
certain can be stated (Matthews op.cit. ンヰぶが ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW デWﾏヮﾉW ﾗa EﾉW┌ゲｷnian 
Demeter at 9.97.  In fact it is more likely that fifth-century writers interested in the Ionian migrations, 
such as H, would have cited earlier prose writers (logographers) on the subject rather than this poem, 
as most works on the topic were written in prose.  It is, therefore, unlikely that Panyassis had any 
direct influence over either the content or, for our purposes, the form of the Histories (e.g. the 
speeches), since not only does H not mention Panyassis but nor do other extant writers of his period.                                     
117
On the epic cycle cf. especially West (2013) for full commentary; Howatson (2011, 214); West 
(2012) on Eumelus and the possibility of a Corinthian epic cycle; Huxley (1969) generally. 
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main extant works of this group were the Cypria
118
 and the Little Iliad, and of these 
we now have only fragments and excerpts handed down by later writers, scholiasts 
or commentators.
119
  By expanding and enriching the scope of their storylines, both 
dramatically and geographically, the poets of these works, some of whose names we 
know, in their own turn provided material for later tragedies, which would have 
been known to Herodotus and Thucydides, but of which only the Philoctetes of 
Sophocles and The Trojan Women of Euripides survive to us.   
Although no speeches oII┌ヴ ｷﾐ デｴW aヴ;ｪﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa デｴW ヮﾗWデゲ ﾗa デｴW けWヮｷI I┞IﾉWげ120 which 
we can ascribe for certain to the original author, there is every reason to suppose 
デｴ;デ デｴWゲW けWヮｷIゲげ SｷS contain them, since many were quite lengthy and clearly 
followed the Homeric pattern in structure and language.  We gather, for instance, 
that The Thebaid by Homer contained seven thousand verses,
121
 and that The Cypria 
took up eleven books
122
.  We cannot be certain that Herodotus derived ideas or 
templates for his speeches from this source but it is clear that he was acquainted 




Belonging also tﾗ デｴW けWヮｷI I┞IﾉWげ ;ヴW ┗;ヴｷﾗ┌ゲ burlesque poems of which two, The 
Margites and The Battle of Frogs and Mice, have been attributed, probably 
erroneously, to Homer.
124
 Very little of the former work survives, apart from short 
references by later authors.  However, but for a couple of brief lacunae which do not 
SWデヴ;Iデ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ヴW;SWヴげゲ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴW story, we have in its entirety The 
Battle of Frogs and Mice.  This work is by no means a masterpiece and, despite the 
authorげゲ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐが ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ｴ┌ﾏorous to the modern reader, but it is of 
                                                          
118TｴW aｷヴゲデ WヮｷI ｷﾐ デｴW けTヴﾗﾃ;ﾐ C┞IﾉWげが ;デデヴｷH┌デWS originally to Homer but later to Stasinus of Cyprus.  Cf. 
H 2.117 where H denies that the Cypria was written by Homer; also 2.117-120 where he displays an 
abundant knowledge of epic Greek poetry.  
119
Other worﾆゲ ﾗa デｴW けWヮｷI I┞IﾉWげが W┝ｷゲデｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ｷﾐ aヴ;ｪﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞ form and containing no speeches, are: 
The War of the Titans; The Story of Oedipus; The Thebaid; The Epigoni; The Cypria; The Aethiopis; The 
Sack of Ilium; The Returns (including the Return of the Atreidae); The Telegony; The Expedition of 
Amphiaraus; The Taking of Oechalia; The Phocais ; The Margites; The Cercopes.   
120
With the exception of The Battle of Frogs and Mice described below. 
121
See West (2003, 344), The Contest of Homer and Hesiod:  瀧 ~詑  宋´。ヾ‾ゞ ... 村゜0á0 ... ヽヾ丹〃‾｀ ... 〃駄｀ 
ん。éü；~üが 村ヽ。） 、く 
122
Proclus, Chrestomathy, ｷぎ くくく 〃蔵 ゜0á＿´0｀ü が々ヽヾ：ü 詑｀ é：é゜；‾：ゞ 席0ヾ＿´0｀ü 多｀~0゛üく 
123
H 1.3-5.   
124
Cf. Howatson (2011, 100-1 and 362), and West (2013, 1-54) on attribution and approximate dating. 
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particular interest to us as it contains a considerable number of speeches: to be 
precise DD constitutes 138, or ┗Wヴ┞ ﾐW;ヴﾉ┞ ｴ;ﾉaが ﾗa デｴW ヮﾗWﾏげゲ ンヰヴ ﾉｷﾐWゲく   
The whole poem is a parody of the Homeric epics and, as we would expect, the 
language of the speeches is a mock echo of the heroic tenor and aristocratic register 
of both the Iliad and the Odysseyく  TｴW ﾏﾗ┌ゲW けBヴW;S-ﾐｷHHﾉWヴげ ふだヾ＼¨àヾ〃。ゞぶ ゲ┘W;ヴゲ 
(ll.110-121) to avenge the death of his son けCヴ┌ﾏH-ゲﾐ;デIｴWヴげ ふぱ：‐àヾヽü¨ぶが ┘ｴﾗ ┘;s 
lured into believing he was being welcomed as a guest into the home of the king frog 
けP┌aa-ﾃ;┘げ ふど仝ゝ；á｀ü．‾ゞぶが ┘ｴﾗ ヮヴﾗﾏｷゲWS ｴｷﾏ けﾏ;ﾐ┞ ﾐﾗHﾉW ｪｷaデゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ ﾏWﾐ ｪｷ┗W デﾗ 
デｴWｷヴ ｪ┌Wゲデゲげ.125 Crumb-snatcher was then drowned at sea while being carried by 
Puff-jaw who, in his turn, denies any guilt and rouses the frogs to battle in an 
impassioned and persuasive call to arms (ll.145-159).  As in the two Homeric epics 
the gods intervene at timely intervals, as when Ares aids the mice in arming 
themselves and Athena refuゲWゲ )W┌ゲげ ｷﾐ┗ｷデ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デ;ﾆW デｴW ゲｷSW ﾗa WｷデｴWヴ ヮ;ヴデ┞が 
preferring to suggest that the gods amuse themselves as spectators to the strange 
ensuing battle (ll.178-196).   
A blood-thirsty descriptive narrative follows reminiscent of Iliadic battle scenes 
involving various characters from both sides, ┘ｴﾗ Wﾐﾃﾗ┞ デｴWｷヴ ヴWゲヮWIデｷ┗W け;ヴｷゲデWｷ;ｷげ 
before meeting their doom (ll.202-ヲヵΓぶく  E┗Wﾐデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ デｴW ﾏﾗ┌ゲW け“ﾉｷIW-ゲﾐ;デIｴWヴげ 
ふぐ0ヾ：~àヾヽü¨ぶが ┘ｴﾗ ｷゲ デｴW AIｴｷﾉﾉWゲ ﾗa デｴｷゲ storyが けW┝IWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ デｴW ヴWゲデげ ふ村¨‾‐‾ゞ 贈゜゜＼｀が 
l.260), enters the fray.  Thereupon, Zeus is minded to intervene on the side of the 
frogs and is persuaded by Hera to cast his thunderbolt, but this does not deter the 
mice.  Ironically the one-day war only ends when an army of crabs is sent by Zeus to 
disperse the mice.   
Wｴ;デ I;ﾐ ┘W SWS┌IW aヴﾗﾏ ;ﾉﾉ デｴｷゲ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐｷﾐｪ デｴW ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIW ﾗa デｴW けWヮｷI I┞IﾉWげ ┘ヴｷデWヴゲ 
on later speech composition and particularly Herodotus and Thucydides?  The truth 
is, not very much beyond conjecture and the almost certain fact that their works 
were known and heard by them.  As we have seen, the epic cycle speeches, in as 
much as we have them, resemble the Homeric model much more closely than 
anything we read in our authors. 
                                                          
125ﾉくヱヶぎ ~丹ヾü ~　 〃‾： ~～ゝ＼ ¨0：｀，：ü ヽ‾゜゜束 ゛ü台 損ゝ．゜束く  Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ デｴW けOS┞ゲゲW┞;ﾐげ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW story. 
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Hesiod   
The third influential group contained Hesiod
126
 and his unknown retinue of 
contemporary co-writers, representative of the Boeotian School of epic.  These were 
also inheritors and perpetuators, although inferior imitators, of the same Homeric 
WヮｷI デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐく  HWゲｷﾗSげゲ a;デｴer was a farmer from Aeolis but returned to mainland 
Greece through poverty where he settled at Thespiae in Boeotia.  We do not know 
whether Hesiod was born in Aeolia or Boeotia but we gather from The Contest of 
Homer and Hesiod
127
 that he was a contemporary of Homer.
128
  In any case his father 
ﾏ┌ゲデ ｴ;┗W ヮ;ゲゲWS ﾗﾐ デﾗ ｴｷﾏ ゲ┌aaｷIｷWﾐデ WﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa HﾗﾏWヴげゲ Sｷ;ﾉWIデ for ｴｷゲ ゲﾗﾐげゲ 
works to be comparable with his contemporary in language if not in subject 
matter.
129
   
Although shortWヴ デｴ;ﾐ HﾗﾏWヴげゲ WヮｷIゲが デｴW Works and Days, the Theogony and the 
Shield of Heracles
130
 of Hesiod can be regarded as epic poems having been written in 
the same hexameter measure as Homer albeit, in the case of the first two at least, 
with a less heroic storyline: the Works and Days concerns itself with everyday tips 
and information of interest to those who, like Hesiod, worked on the land; the 
Theogony, at base, is a chronological classification of the gods, a divine genealogy in 
effect, with no dramatic plot but a retelling of the main incidents of interest in each 
generation; the Shield of Heracles is virtually dependent on the Homeric account of 
the shield of Achilles
131
 and is a poor imitation of it.
132
 Another main extant work of 
                                                          
126
For general works on Hesiod see Evelyn-White (1967); West (1967, 1985, 1990 & 1999); Schegel 
and Weinfield (2006).   
127
A romantic and fanciful tract dating, in the form we have it, from the early 2
nd
c. A.D.  Its earliest 
version may have been written by the sophist Alcidamas (c. 400 B.C.) and therefore unknown to H and 
probably to T, although some evidence (Aristophanes, Peace, 1282ff.) suggests that the work was 
extant in some form long before Alcidamas (cf. Meyer, Hermes, 1892, 377ff.). 
128
By contrast we learn from a scholiast on Homer (Iliad, 23.683) that Hesiod is later in date than 
Homer; cf. Evelyn-White (1967, 164) for citation.  The question has been much debated by modern 
sIｴﾗﾉ;ヴゲ ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ ﾏ┌Iｴ IWヴデ;ｷﾐデ┞が ｷa ┘W ;IIWヮデ T;ヮﾉｷﾐげゲ ふヱΓΒヶが ヵヰぶ S;デWゲ for Homer as 750-650, and 
Gヴｷaaｷﾐげゲ (1986, 88) for Hesiod as c.700.  Cf. also West (1966, 40 and 47). 
129Fﾗヴ ; IﾗﾏヮﾉWデW SWゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa HWゲｷﾗSげゲ ﾉｷaWが ┘ﾗヴﾆ ;ﾐS デｴW Iﾗﾉﾗ┌ヴa┌ﾉ SWゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐゲ of his death see 
Evelyn-White (1967, introd. pp. ix に xlii). 
130
These three being the only complete extant けHWゲｷﾗSｷIげ ┘ﾗヴﾆゲ.  For evidence that the Theogony is 
ﾐﾗデ HWゲｷﾗSげゲ ゲWW E┗Wﾉ┞ﾐ-White (1967, introd. p.xv). 
131
 Iliad 18.478ff. 
132
Cf. eg. Evelyn-White (1967, ｷﾐデヴﾗSく ヮく┝┝ｷ┗ぶぎ けくくく an inferior description of the shield of Heracles, in 
ｷﾏｷデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW HﾗﾏWヴｷI ゲｴｷWﾉS ﾗa AIｴｷﾉﾉWゲげく  Iﾐ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデ ﾗa デｴｷゲ Hﾗデｴ Hﾗ┘;デゲﾗﾐ ふヲヰヱヱが ヲΓヴ ;ﾐS ヵヲヲぶ ;ﾐS 
WWゲデ ふヲヰヱヲが Αヰヰぶ SWﾐ┞ HWゲｷﾗSげゲ ;┌デｴﾗヴゲｴｷヮく  
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Hesiod in terms of authenticity and length, although not complete, is The Catalogues 
of which The Catalogues of Women and Eoiae
133
, a genealogical poem, forms the 
major part; another genealogical poem, The Melampodia, also contains minor 
speeches.  I list here the speeches in the works of Hesiod to which I have referred 
above, with the speeches they contain: 
Works and Days 
54-58ぎ )W┌ゲ ┘;ヴﾐゲ PヴﾗﾏWデｴW┌ゲ ﾗa デｴW Iﾗﾏｷﾐｪ けｪｷaデげ ﾗa デｴW ﾏ;ｷSWﾐ Pandora to 
mankind. 





26-28: The Muses address Hesiodぎ けwe know how to speak many false things as 
though they were true, but we know, when we willが デﾗ ┌デデWヴ デヴ┌W デｴｷﾐｪゲげ.135 
164-166 and 170-172: conversation between Ge and Cronos on punishing Uranus. 
543-545; 548-549; 559-560: Zeus is not fooled by PromeデｴW┌ゲげ デヴｷIﾆ ｷﾐデﾗ ;IIWヮデｷﾐｪ 
the dressed up bones of a sacrifice. 
644-653: Zeus exhorts the gods to fight the Titans. 
655-663: Cottus vows to aid Zeus in the fight. 
 
 
                                                          
133
So named from the introductory words 妥 ‾貸。 ふけﾗヴ ﾉｷﾆW ｴWヴげぶく 
134
Notable especially for its rhetorical content and similarity in argument to that of the Athenian 
representatives in the Melian dialogue (T 5.89): see Walker, J. (2000), け‘ｴWデﾗヴｷI ;ﾐS PﾗWデｷIゲ ｷﾐ 
Aﾐデｷケ┌ｷデ┞げ, Oxford, OUP; Kirby Jく ふヱΓΓヰぶが け‘ｴWデﾗヴｷI ;ﾐS PﾗWデｷIゲ ｷﾐ HWゲｷﾗSげが Ramus 21, 34-60.  
135
Cf. Harrison (2004) for the apparently equivocal attitude of Persians to truth-telling and lying, 
esp.(p.256) the speech of Darius to his fellow conspirators on how to gain admission to the palace of 
the false Smerdis (H ンくΑヲぶく  Fﾗヴ ヴｴWデﾗヴｷI ｷﾐ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ ｷﾐ HWゲｷﾗS ゲWW Cﾉ;┞が Jく“く ふヲヰヰΑぶが HWゲｷﾗSげゲ ‘ｴWデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ 
Art, in I. Worthington (ed.) A Companion to Greek Rhetoric, Oxford, OUP, 447-57; also Zali (2014, 21): 
the Theogony けｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS ;ﾐ W┝ample of epideictic, the Works and Days an amalgam of 




Shield of Heracles 
78-101; 103-114; 118-121: Heracles speaks to Iolaus his charioteer; Iolaus answers; 
Heracles, pleased with Iolaus, asks for his aid. 
327-337: Athena addresses Iolaus, デｴW けﾗaaゲヮヴｷﾐｪ ﾗa aar-a;ﾏWS Κ┞ﾐIW┌ゲげ. 
350-367: Heracles addresses Cycnus in hexametric style of Phoenix in Iliad. 
The Catalogues of Women and Eoiae 
14, ll.8(13)-20(25): Schoeneus, the father of Atalanta, makes his promise to 
HｷヮヮﾗﾏWﾐWゲが ｴｷゲ S;┌ｪｴデWヴげゲ ゲ┌ｷデor, if he be victorious and escape death. 
14, ll.28(34)-29(35): Hippomenes to Atalanta about to cast the first apple. 
58, ll.7-13: Peleus comes to Phthia and the people honour him. 
The Melampodia 
1 (apud Strabo, 14, 642): Calchas sets Molpus a problem and Molpus answers. 
2 (apud Tzetzes on Lycophron, 682): Teiresias addresses Zeus. 
The above speeches, written as they are in hexameter verse, naturally resemble 
Homer in form and style more closely than any speech in Herodotus or Thucydides.  
The content is also generally in the Homeric mode, comprising mainly duologues 
involving gods and heroes as opposed to real-life persons.  Some, however, contain 
themes reminiscent of certain topoi in the Speeches.  For example, the didactic and 
moralistic tone of the extracts from Works and Days is repeated in the Herodotean 
け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デｴWﾏW (see my Chapter 9); the warning of the futility of resisting the 
strong is echoed in the Thucydidean Melian dialogue (5.89).   
In the Theogonyが )W┌ゲげ exhortation to the gods to fight the Titans might have been 
the precursor of the typical Thucydidean pre-battle military address, or ﾗa C┞ヴ┌ゲげ 
invitation to the Persians to free themselves from their Median masters (1.126), 
┘ｴｷﾉW PヴﾗﾏWデｴW┌ゲげ ;デデWﾏヮデ デo trick the father of the gods reminds us of similar 
tricksters portrayed in the Speeches, such as Themistocles (e.g. 8.109.2-4 and 1.90.3-
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4), Cyrus (1.125.2) and Artayctes (9.116.3).  The conspiracy of Ge and Cronos to exact 
punishment on Uranus provides a precedent for デｴW デｴWﾏW ﾗa 〃；ゝ：ゞが Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐﾉ┞ 
encountered in Herodotus (see Chapter 4, pp. 97-100).    
In The Catalogues of Women, the conditional promise of marriage by Schoeneus to 
his would-be son-in-law Hippomenes might remind us of the encounter of the 
Athenian suitors, Hippoclides and Megacles, with Cleisthenes, the tyrant of Sicyon, in 
Herodotusげ account of the rise of the Alcmaeonidae (6.129.4 & 188).               
Finally, problems and puzzles, such as that posed by Calchas to Molpus in The 
Melampodia, can also be found in Herodotus, albeit usually in the form of prophesies 
or warnings emanating from ambiguous oracles rather than from human sources, 
sometimes being solved, as in the case of the wooden walls by Themistocles 
(7.142.1-143.3), and sometimes not, as Croesus regretfully admits at 1.87.3-4. 
The Homeric Hymns 
My final section under the デｷデﾉW ﾗa けWヮｷIげ ヴWaWヴゲ デo the thirty-three hymns, ascribed to 
Homer but possibly written by unknown writers of the Epic School at dates ranging 
from the second half of the seventh to at least the fifth century, although there is 
still much modern debate about the exact dating of this collection.
136
 Of special 
interest to us is that Thucydides (3.104) quotes the Delian Hymn to Apollo in his 
account of the purification of Delos in the winter of 426/5.  His interest appears to be 
more historical than religious, as one would expect, since he uses the Hymn as 
evidence from Homer that contests were regularly held at one time by the islanders 
and the Athenians.  He also mentions that Polycrates, at the height of his naval 
power, occupied Rheneia, a close neighbouring island of Delos.  Apart from this 
reference, and the extreme likelihood that both authors would have read or heard 
them, there is no clear evidence that either historian took any inspiration from the 
Homeric Hymns or the speech events in them, of which I have nevertheless 
identified 63, and of which I give the exact locations, with notes, in Appendix D.  
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See esp.: Janko (1982) and Clay (1997, 489-90).  West (2003, 5) thinks dates for some examples are 
けヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉ┞ W┗Wﾐ ﾉ;デWヴげ デｴ;ﾐ デｴW aｷaデｴ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞が ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ I;ゲW デｴWゲW ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W ﾐﾗ ヴWﾉW┗;ﾐIW デﾗ ﾗ┌ヴ 
enquiry.  Projected dates for ;ﾉﾉ ンン W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ I;ﾐ HW ｪﾉW;ﾐWS aヴﾗﾏ WWゲデげゲ ヮヴWﾉｷﾏｷﾐ;ヴ┞ ﾐﾗデWゲ ﾗn the 




Any discussion of lyric poetry
137
 and its relationship to the Speeches needs to be 
ヮヴWa;IWS H┞ ゲﾗﾏW Iﾉ;ヴｷa┞ｷﾐｪ SWaｷﾐｷデｷﾗﾐゲが ゲｷﾐIW デｴW デWヴﾏ けﾉ┞ヴｷIげが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ ;ﾐS 
linguistically referring to any poem sung to the accompaniment of a lyre, is 
commonly used loosely to refer to poems accompanied also by the pipe (け;┌ﾉﾗゲげぶ or 
harp.  Even more loosely it is (strictly incorrectly) used to refer to a number of 
related genres viz. melic, elegy and iambus.  These terms also overlap in usage.  
けMWﾉｷIげ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ ; ヮﾗWﾏ ゲヮWIｷaｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ for song, but then elegy and iambus 
were also often sung.
138
  けEﾉWｪ┞げ ｷゲ ﾏﾗゲデ W;ゲｷﾉ┞ SWaｷﾐWS H┞ デｴW WﾉWｪｷ;I Iﾗ┌ヮﾉWデ H┌デ 
does not carry the mournful and funereal overtones of its English literary 
Iﾗ┌ﾐデWヴヮ;ヴデく  けI;ﾏH┌ゲげ ┘;ゲ originally the designation given to popular songs which 
were performed at the festivals of Demeter and Dionysus and which were bawdy or 
ﾉ┌SｷIヴﾗ┌ゲく  Iデ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ SWaｷﾐWS H┞ デｴW けｷ;ﾏHｷIげ ﾏWデヴW, which is so called because it is a 
typical metre of iambus.  These definitions having been made, I shall continue to use 
デｴW デWヴﾏ けﾉ┞ヴｷIげ ｷﾐ ; generic sense for the sake of brevity.139 
The link between lyric and historiography is well established:
140
 the genre has long 
been an important source for the recognition of historical events.  The earliest choral 
lyric composition may have been the Prosodion written, according to Pausanias 
(4.33.2) by Eumelus for the Messenians to perform in honour of Delian Apollo in the 
mid-eight century.
141
 Of other early elegiac poets, we know that both Aristotle and 
Plutarch relied on Tyrtaeus for the history of seventh-century Sparta and on Solon 
for sixth-century Athens.  In particular, T┞ヴデ;W┌ゲげ WﾉWｪｷWゲ142 exhort fellow Spartans to 
                                                          
137
Fragment references for Greek lyric are complicated.  In this thesis I use either the numeration 
supplied in Campbell (1982-1993, vol. 3) followed by the equivalent in LPF or PMG where applicable, 
or the numeration in West 1992 (= W).  
138
Cf. Page (1962, v-x) on why he includes six major poets under this heading. 
139
For the above workｷﾐｪ SWaｷﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けﾉ┞ヴｷIげ I ;ﾏ ｷﾐSWHデWS ﾏ;ｷﾐﾉ┞ デﾗ デｴW ゲ┌IIｷﾐIデ W┝ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa 
Budelmann (2009, 2-ヵぶが ┘ｴﾗ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSゲ デｴW デWヴﾏ ｷﾐ ｷデゲ けHヴﾗ;S ゲWﾐゲWげ ┘ｴｷﾉW ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲｷng it as 
け;ﾐ;IｴヴﾗﾐｷゲデｷI H┌デ Iﾗﾐ┗WﾐｷWﾐデげ ふｷHｷSく ンぶく  B┌デ for more wide-ranging definitions see Bowra (1961, 1-15), 
and West (1993, introd. pp. vii-viii).  
140
See esp. for links: Hornblower (2004) for T ;ﾐS PｷﾐS;ヴげゲ WヮｷﾐｷIｷ;ﾐ ヮﾗWデヴ┞き Gヴ;┣ｷﾗゲｷ ;ﾐS H;┌HﾗﾉS 
(2009, 108-9) for H and Stesichorus.  Also Bowie (2001), Marincola (2006, 25), and Nagy (1990, 215-
338). 
141
Fr. 696 PMG.  Cf. Howatson (2011, 224); however, cf. West (2012, 567) on the dubious authenticity 
of this claim.   
142
E.g. Fr.9 in Prato (1968, Tirteo, Roma, Ateneo, 35-38).  
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fight and were made compulsory listening for Spartan armies in the Second 
Messenian War.  Other Tyrtaean ヮﾗWﾏゲが ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW けE┌ﾐﾗﾏｷ;げ (Law and Order),143 
upheld the traditional values and authority of the Spartan kings.  Bowie (1986, 30-31) 
ヮヴﾗヮﾗゲWS デｴ;デ デｴW ┗WヴH ヽ0：．～´0．ü ﾗII┌ヴヴｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ヮﾗWﾏ ┘;ゲ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa ; ゲヮWWIｴ 
which itself was contained in a narrative regarding the Spartan arrival in the 
Peloponnese, but later (47) suggested it could be part of an exhortatory poem which 
had narrative elements similar to those speeches assigned to characters in the Iliad.  
In either case it seems as if some form of speech was used.   
Also relevant is the work of another early elegiac poet, Mimnermus.
144
 This is the 
Smyrneis, which contains けｴｷゲデﾗヴｷIげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ﾗa H;デデﾉWゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ G┞ｪWゲ and Smyrna.  
Kowerski (2005, 68) claims that けデｴW ┌ゲW ﾗa aｷヴゲデ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ ┗WヴHゲ ｷﾐ デｴW aヴ;ｪﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa 
Mimnermus (and Tyrtaeus) is suggestive of the n;ヴヴ;デｷ┗W ┌ゲW ﾗa ゲヮWWIｴWゲげく  MﾗヴWﾗ┗Wヴ 
Bowie (1986), although apparently concluding (29-30) that only two fragments of 
Mimnermus (13 W and 13a W) appear to provide evidence that the Smyrneis 
contained a narrative long enough to introduce DD, nevertheless accepts (2001, 65) 
the presence of speeches in this work as well as in Simonides (14 W).  Bowie states 
(ibid.) デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ ｷゲ け┌ﾐヴWﾏ;ヴﾆ;HﾉWが ｪｷ┗Wﾐ デｴWｷヴ ヮヴWゲWﾐIW ｷﾐ WヮｷI ;ﾐS ｷﾐ さﾉﾗ┘Wヴざ forms of 
poetry like Archilochean and Hipponactian iamboiげ,145 ;ﾐS デｴ;デ けｷデ ｷゲ possible (my 
ｷデ;ﾉｷIゲぶ デｴ;デ デｴW ヮヴWゲWﾐIW ﾗa ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐ デｴWゲW ┗WヴゲW ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ けｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉげ 
W┗Wﾐデゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W ヮﾉ;┞WS ; ヮ;ヴデ ｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ ヴWデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ H┞ ヮヴﾗゲW ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞げく 
The elegiac fragments of the so-called New Simonides are the most relevant factor in 
our present discussion.
146
  While the debate continues as to whether their discovery 
entitles us to believe that there was such a literary genre as けｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ WﾉWｪ┞げが147 we 
can begin to draw some ideas about the relevance of these fragments to the 
question of the development of speech in historiographic narrative.  The fragments 
contain up to three poems apparently narrating incidents in the Persian Wars: the 
battles of Artemisium, Salamis and Plataea, although it is still contested as to 
                                                          
143
Cf. Prato op.cit. frr. 1a, 1b, pp. 23-4.  
144
The Suda offers 632-629 as his floruit.  
145
Archilochus 23 W, 177 W, 196a W; Hipponax 3a, 36. 
146
The circumstances and immediate importance of their discovery and subsequent publication in 
1992 are well summarised by Bowie (2001, 54-60).  
147
See Sider (2006), who questions this notion.   
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whether all three episodes are depicted in separate poems.
148
 We do know, 
however, that the Plataea poem contains a substantial prophetic speech by the seer 
Tisamenus prior to the battle, comparable to the speech by Calchas at Aulis in the 
Iliad (Book 1, ll. 92-100).  Tｷゲ;ﾏWﾐ┌ゲげ ゲデﾗヴ┞ ｷゲ ヴWデﾗﾉS H┞ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ at 9.33-36, the 
speech being represented by a short focalised reference at 9.36: the recent 
commentary on Book 9 by Flower and Marincola (2002, 318) provides a text, 
translation and commentary on this extract.   
The Homeric theme is found in the prophecy of Tisamenus before the battle of 
Pﾉ;デ;W;ぎ けぷI SWへIﾉ;ヴW デｴ;デが ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS デｴW ;ぷヴﾏ┞ ヮヴへWゲゲ ぷ;Iヴﾗゲゲへ デｴW ヴｷ┗Wヴ aｷヴゲデくくく; ｪヴW;デ 
Sｷゲ;ゲデWヴ ┘ｷﾉﾉ ぷHW デｴWｷヴゲき H┌デ ｷa デｴW┞ ┘;ｷデへくくくげ ふFヴくWﾉくヱヴぶく149 There is a direct link with 
Herodotus here when he describes Tisamenus performing the divination on behalf of 
the Greeks before the battle.
150
 Bowra (1961, 347-8) also points out that ideas of 
Thucydides in the Funeral Oration (打 ~＿¨ü ü沢〃丹｀くくく蔵0；´｀。ゝ〃‾ゞ ゛ü〃ü゜0；ヽ0〃ü：が 2.35-
46, 2.43.ヲぶ ;ヴW けa┌ﾐS;ﾏWﾐデ;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ デﾗ デｴﾗゲW ﾗa “ｷﾏﾗﾐｷSWゲげ ふFヴくヵンヱ Э ヲヶ PMGぶが 
where the fame of Leonidas is celebrated (ll.7-Γぶぎ ´üヾ〃仝ヾ0大 ~詑 ゛ü台 ぎ0＼｀；~üゞ 
゛‾ゝ´托｀くくく蔵ヾ0〃測ゞ ´　áü｀ ゜0゜‾：ヽ誰ゞ 蔵　｀ü＿｀ 〃0 ゛゜　‾ゞく151 Both authors here use praise as 
an essential element in remembrance.     
Two lyric poets stand out from among the rest as providers of speeches in their 
works, namely Pindar and Bacchylides.  I shall therefore treat them separately.  Apart 
from these two exceptions, West (1993, v-vi) cites 32 definitively named lyric poets 
who lived and wrote over a period of roughly 300 years from the mid-eighth to the 
mid-fifth century.  Of these the fragments of only four, Sappho, Stesichorus, 
Simonides and Archilochus,
152
 contain more than five lines of speech.   
                                                          
148
See Bowie (2001, 54-ヵヵが Wゲヮく ﾐく ンヱぶく  Kﾗ┘Wヴゲﾆｷ ふヲヰヰヵが ヵΒぶ ゲ;┞ゲぎ けthe current scholarly orthodoxy that 
デｴW けNW┘ “ｷﾏﾗﾐｷSWゲげ Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐゲ デｴヴWW ゲWヮ;ヴ;デW WﾉWｪｷWゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW H;デデﾉWゲ ﾗa AヴデWﾏｷゲｷ┌ﾏが “;ﾉ;ﾏｷゲ ;ﾐS 
Plataea is unsubstantiated, but this conclusion does not remove the possibility that the fragments of 
the NS are related as p;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ヮﾗWﾏ ﾗヴ ｪヴﾗ┌ヮ ﾗa ヮﾗWﾏゲげく   
149TｴW ﾐ┌ﾏWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ┌ゲWS ｴWヴW aﾗヴ WﾉWｪｷ;I ふけWﾉくげぶ ;ﾐS ｷ;ﾏHｷI aヴ;ｪﾏWﾐデゲ ｷゲ デｴW ﾉ;デWゲデ ゲデ;ﾐS;ヴSが aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ 
West (1989-92).    
150Aデ H Γくンヶぎ 〃‾大ゝ： ´　｀ ｀仝｀  詮゜゜。ゝ： ゛ü゜束 損á；｀0〃‾ 〃束 袋ヾ束 蔵´仝｀‾´　｀‾：ゝ：が ~：üé測ゝ： ~詑 〃托｀ 雪ゝ＼ヽ托｀ ゛ü台 
´à‐。ゞ 贈ヾ‐‾仝ゝ： ‾濯‘ ふけTｴW ﾗﾏWﾐゲ ┘WヴW ｪﾗﾗS aﾗヴ デｴW GヴWWﾆゲ ｷa デｴW┞ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ SWaWﾐSWS デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲが H┌デ ﾐﾗデ ｷa 
デｴW┞ IヴﾗゲゲWS デｴW Aゲﾗヮ┌ゲ ;ﾐS ｪ;┗W H;デデﾉWげぶく 
151
Cited by Diodorus Siculus (11.6.2).  
152Hげゲ ﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ふヱくヱヲくヲぶ ﾗa AヴIｴｷﾉﾗIｴ┌ゲ ﾗa P;ヴﾗゲが デｴW ﾉ┞ヴｷI ヮﾗWデ ふIく 680-c.645) as having written a poem 
in iambic trimesters on the story of Gyges, his contemporary, may suggest a close literary connection.  
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Sappho creates a conversation between herself and a deserting lover (Fr.1, 18-24 
PLF), a short speech to herself by the goddess Aphrodite,
153
 and some other lines, 
where Sappho addresses maidens and a bridegroom but which, although written as 
DD, cannot be distinguished from the first person styled narrative in which the 
remainder of her extant poems are composed, for example  Fr.44, 4-10 PLF (a speech 
of Idaeus, the Trojan herald) and Fr.44a, 5-7 PLF (a short speech by Artemis). 
The works of Stesichorus are very fragmentary, but evidence of speech occurs in The 
Song of Geryonぎ  けHW ゲヮﾗﾆW ;ﾐ ;ﾐゲ┘Wヴくくくげ (Fr.S11)154; in Eriphyleぎ けThe warrior 
Adrastus addressed him (Alcﾏ;Wﾗﾐぶ IｴｷSｷﾐｪﾉ┞くくくげ ;ﾐS けAﾏヮｴｷ;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ゲﾗﾐ ヴWヮﾉｷWSくくくげ 
(Fr.S148); in The Sack of Troy where there is an Homeric type exhortation by an 
unknown Trojan to ignore the horse which iゲ け; デヴｷIﾆ ﾗa デｴW D;ﾐ;;ﾐゲげ (Frr. S88 & S89); 
in The Returns of the Heroes where Helen addresses Telemachus, exhorting him to 
set off back home with the prophecy that Odysseus will soon follow him aided by 
Athena (Fr.209 = 32 PMG); in The Orestes Saga (Oresteia), where Apollo speaks to 
Orestes promising to give him his bow (Fr.217 = 40 PMG); in The Sons of Oedipus 
(Fr.222A),
155
 where Jocasta makes a substantial speech of 31 lines, as in a drama or 
an Homeric type speech, praying for her own death before her own sons kill each 
other.  In the same fragment, Teiresias advises Polynices to seek the house of king 
Adrastus.  Finally, in an unidentified poem (Fr.222B), an unknown person addresses 
Althaea, the daughter of Thestius, whose son was destined to kill his ┌ﾐIﾉWが Aﾉデｴ;W;げゲ 
brother.   
As I have indicated in two of these citations, the style of these speeches by 
Stesichorus owes much to the Homeric model.
156
  Even the setting in the case of 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
However, Waterfield (1998, 736) marks this reference as probably an interpolation (see also OCT ad 
loc., l.14n.); HW (i, 59) is undecided on this point. 
153
Cited by Dionysius of Halicarnassus (On Literary Composition  23). 
154TｴW aヴ;ｪﾏWﾐデゲ ﾏ;ヴﾆWS け“げ ｷﾐ C;ﾏヮHWﾉﾉ ふヱΓΒヲ-93, vol.3) refer to the new fragments from P.Oxy. 2617 
and are not included in PMG.  See Campbell (op. cit. 65) for an explanation. 
155
Fragments 222A & B are not recorded in PMG. 
156
Cf. Longinus (de Sublimitate 13.3), who cites Stesichorus and Antilochus as preceding H and as 
HWｷﾐｪ Wケ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ けHﾗﾏWヴｷIげぎ ´＿｀‾ゞ 鮮ヾ＿~‾〃‾ゞ 爽´。ヾ：゛～〃ü〃‾ゞ 損á　｀0〃‾き ぞ〃。ゝ；‐‾ヾ‾ゞ 村〃： ヽヾ＿〃0ヾ‾｀ 卓 〃0 
雪ヾ‐；゜‾‐‾ゞく  P;ヴゲﾗﾐゲ ふヱΓΓΒが ヶΓヰぶ ゲ;┞ゲ け“デWゲｷIｴor┌ゲげ works cover a wide range of myths...Their large 
scale and narrative sweep recall the traditional epic; theｷヴ ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW ｷゲ ﾗaデWﾐ HﾗﾏWヴｷIくげ  KWﾉﾉ┞ ふヲヰヱヵが ヲヱぶ 
goes further by claiming that we see something new in the interaction of Stesichorus with Homer, not 
ﾗﾐﾉ┞ HﾗﾏWヴｷI ;ﾉﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐゲ H┌デ けデｴWﾏWゲ ;ﾐS ゲWケ┌WﾐIWゲ ;Iヴﾗゲゲ ﾉ;ヴｪW ゲ┘;デｴWゲ ﾗa デｴﾗゲW ふЭ ｴｷゲぶ ヮﾗWﾏゲくげ  Iﾐ 
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HWﾉWﾐげゲ exhortation to Telemachus is reminiscent of Odyssey Book 4, where 
Telemachus is entertained richly by Menelaus and Helen, brought up to date on the 
returns of the heroes and then, gift laden, is despatched homewards.   
Of the remaining eight instances of speeches in lyric poems three can be designated 
as proto-comic (iambic).  These are: bawdy language by Hipponax (late sixth century) 
written in Lydian (Fr.92); a jestful speech reputed to be made by Pythagoras in 
Xenophanes (Fr.7-7a); a craH ゲ;┞ｷﾐｪ ;ゲ ｴW I;デIｴWゲ ; ゲﾐ;ﾆW けa friend should be 
straightforward, and thinﾆ ﾐﾗ SW┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデげ (from Anonymous Party Songs, 
Fr.892).  Two more, by Callinus (Fr.2, 2a) and Alcman (Fr.81) are short prayers to 
Zeus.  Archilochus (Fr.23) has a lengthy erotic epode addressed by an apparent third 
party to a female lover.  In the disconnected collection generally attributed to 
Theognis
157
 we find a reply to the gods conventionally in direct quotes, but spoken 
most probably by the author (ll. 520-2).  Finally, at Fr. 944 PMG, a woman appears to 
speak directly to an unknown partyぎ けSﾗ not wear out my own swift feet, or my 
HヴﾗデｴWヴげゲ ふゲｷゲデWヴげゲぶげく 
Apart from drawing attention to the debt owed to Homeric epic in many of these 
lyric fragments and the direct link to Herodotus in the case of the Simonides 
reference, it is difficult to assess how much influence this genre may have had on the 
Speeches beyond the undoubted fact that it would have been extremely likely that 
these poems were familiar to both historians in oral if not in written form. 
Pindar and Bacchylides 
There are no absolutely agreed dates for the lives of these two poets.  PｷﾐS;ヴげゲ S;デWゲ 
are conventionally set at c.518-438.
158
 Bacchylides is reputed to have been younger 
and to have been born c.507 and to have died c.428,
159
 although some scholars put 
him slightly earlier.  Thus it is probable that both lives overlap those of our two 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
general agreement are Howatson (2011, 537) and Campbell (1991, 4).  See also Davies and Finglass 
(2014). 
157DWゲIヴｷHWS H┞ WWゲデ ふヱΓΓンが ┝┝ｷぶ ;ゲ けｷﾐ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ ... characterised by a simplicity of language not out of 
place in the sixth or aｷaデｴ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞げが ;ﾐS デｴWヴWfore of interest here.  
158
Cf. Gaspar (1900) for dates of Pindarげゲ WヮｷﾐｷIｷ;ﾐ ヮﾗWﾏゲく 
159
According to the Chronicle of Eusebius, Bacchylides was in his prime (堕゛´ü、0｀ぶ IくヴヶΑく  For a full 
SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa B;IIｴ┞ﾉｷSWゲげ S;デWゲ ;ﾐS ﾉｷaWが ｷﾐIﾉ┌Sｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ ┘ｷデｴ PｷﾐS;ヴ ;nd his uncle 
Simonides, see Jebb (1905 intro., 1-26). 
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historians by varying amounts, and just about enough in the case of Thucydides and 
Pindar, the eldest and the youngest of the quartet, for the two to have met in person 
when Thucydides was in his formative teenage years and Pindar in his old age, 
assuming Thucydides to have been born in the early 450s.  There is no evidence, 
however, that either historian was personally acquainted with, or had actually met in 
person, either Pindar or Bacchylides, although Herodotus does mention Pindar at 
ンくンΒぎ ゛ü台 題ヾ．丹ゞ ´‾： ~‾゛　0： ず；｀~üヾ‾ゞ ヽ‾：騨ゝü： ｀＿´‾｀ ヽà｀〃＼｀ éüゝ：゜　ü ー，ゝüゞ 0苔｀ü：ぎ けI 
デｴｷﾐﾆ PｷﾐS;ヴ ┘;ゲ ヴｷｪｴデ デﾗ ｴ;┗W ゲ;ｷS ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ヮﾗWﾏ デｴ;デ I┌ゲデﾗﾏ ｷゲ ﾆｷﾐｪ ﾗa ;ﾉﾉげく 
In any case, as Hornblower argues (2004, 56-58), there is good reason to believe that 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ﾆﾐW┘ PｷﾐS;ヴげゲ work well and thus to have been influenced by him, even 
though, unlike Herodotus, he does not mention him in his History.  Perhaps the 
strongest argument for a link between Thucydides and Pindar with regard to the 
speeches, and which at least shows the historianげゲ ;┘;ヴWﾐWゲゲ ﾗa WヮｷﾐｷIｷ;ﾐ ヮﾗWデヴ┞が ｷゲ 
the speech given to Alcibiades at 6.16.2.  Here Alcibiades not only recalls his own 
achievements at the Olympian games of 416 by entering more chariots (seven) than 
any previous contestant and winning first, second and fourth prizes, but also reflects 
upon the prestige that this success brought to his own city in the eyes of the other 
Greeks, ┘ｴﾗ HWﾉｷW┗WS AデｴWﾐゲげ ヮﾗ┘Wヴ デﾗ HW W┗Wﾐ ｪヴW;デWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ｷデ ヴW;ﾉﾉ┞ ┘;ゲ ┘ｴWﾐ デｴW┞ 
┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W W┝ヮWIデWS AデｴWﾐゲ デﾗ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ W┝ｴ;┌ゲデWS H┞ ┘;ヴ ふ‾袋 á束ヾ 詮゜゜。｀0ゞ ゛ü台 
鐸ヽ詑ヾ ~々｀ü´：｀ ´0；、＼ 打´丹｀ 〃駄｀ ヽ＿゜：｀ 損｀＿´：ゝü｀ 〃端 損´端 ~：üヽヾ0ヽ0大 〃騨ゞ 喪゜仝´ヽ；ü、0 
．0＼ヾ；üゞ くくく ぷヶくヱヶく2]).  We may recall the sixth Isthmian Ode and the fourth Olympian 
ﾗa PｷﾐS;ヴ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ IﾗﾐデW┝デく  Iﾐ デｴW aｷヴゲデ ﾗa デｴWゲW デｴW AWｪｷﾐWデ;ﾐ Pｴ┞ﾉ;IｷSWゲ けHヴｷﾐｪゲ デﾗ ｴｷゲ 
city an adorﾐﾏWﾐデ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ;ﾉﾉ ゲｴ;ヴWげ ふ¨仝｀托｀ 贈ゝ〃0： ゛＿ゝ´‾｀ 他端 ヽヾ‾ゝàá＼｀が ﾉくヶΓぶき ｷﾐ デｴW 
second Psaumis is けW;ｪWヴ デﾗ ;ヴﾗ┌ゲW ｪﾉory for C;ﾏ;ヴｷﾐ;げ ふ゛達~‾ゞ 鷹ヾゝü： ゝヽ0々~0： 
がü´üヾ；｀俗, ll.11-12).   
On the same topic of human glory we may consider the fine phrase uttered by 
Pericles in his Funeral Orationぎ ~：（ 損゜ü‐；ゝ〃‾仝 ゛ü：ヾ‾達 〃々‐。ゞ 則´ü 蔵゛´泰 〃騨ゞ ~＿¨。ゞ 
´測゜゜‾｀ 妥 〃‾達 ~　‾仝ゞ 蔵ヽ。゜゜àá。ゝü｀ ふヲくヴヲく4).  Translators have had much difficulty 
with this sentence but I quote Lattimore (1998, 95): けthrough the fortune of the 
briefest critical moment, at the height of their glory rather than fear, (they) 
departedげく  Despite the fact that the text of Hornblowerげゲ book omits the crucial 
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word 蔵゛´泰, he rightly refers us to Rusten (1986, 67-71), who compares its use (i.e. 
without the usual 損｀) to a phrase at Pindar (Pyth.4.64): 谷〃0 ー‾：｀：゛ü｀．　´‾仝 惰ヾ‾ゞ 
蔵゛´尊が ふけ;ゲ ;デ デｴW ｴWｷｪｴデ ﾗa ヴWS-flowered ゲヮヴｷﾐｪげぶ.  For a thematic parallel we can turn 
to the speech of Nicias at 6.9-14, where the Athenian general is criticising fellow 
Athenians for their overweening ambition to conquer Sicily.  Cornford (1907, 206) 
points out that in this speech Thucydides is quoting from Pindar in using the 
W┝ヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐ ~仝ゝ　ヾ＼〃üゞ 〃丹｀ 蔵ヽ＿｀〃＼｀ (6.13.1), translated by Lattimore (1998, 313) as 
けゲｴ;ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW a;デ;ﾉ SWゲｷヴW for デｴW a;ヴ;┘;┞げ ;ﾐSが more poetically by Hornblower (2004, 
Αンぶが ;ゲ けSooﾏWS ﾉﾗ┗Wヴゲ ﾗa デｴｷﾐｪゲ ヴWﾏﾗデWげく  Cornford is referring to Pindar Pythian 3, 
where the poet remarks that Corﾗﾐｷゲが デｴW ﾏﾗデｴWヴ ﾗa AゲIﾉWヮｷ┌ゲが け┘;ゲ ｷﾐ ﾉﾗ┗W ┘ｷデｴ 
デｴｷﾐｪゲ ヴWﾏﾗデWげ ふ堕ヾü〃‾ 〃丹｀ 蔵ヽ0＿｀〃＼｀が ﾉくヲヰぶく  Tﾗ デｴｷゲ I ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ゲ;┞が ┘ｷデｴ Hornblower 
(2004, 335), that Thucydidesげ words are not exactly a quote, but they do echo the 
sentiment of Pindar, and are closely linked with him, in verbal expression. 
An expression of impatience with the human frailty of seeking what is distant while 
overlooking what is near at hand is not foreign to Bacchylides either, for instance at 
1.64-ヶΑぎ 〃托 ~詑 ヽà｀〃＼｀ 0沢´üヾ0大｀ ‾沢~詑｀ á゜仝゛但 ．｀ü〃‾大ゝ：｀が 蔵゜゜（ü滞0台 〃束 ー0々á‾｀〃ü 
~；、。｀〃ü： ゛：‐0大｀く けmortals find no sweetness in opulence but are ever pursuing visions 
that flee beforW デｴWﾏくげ  AﾐS ; ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ á｀～´。が デｴW デｴWﾏW ﾗa ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ a;ﾏｷﾉｷ;ヴ ｷﾐ 
Herodotus, is also found in Bacchylides 5.53-ヵヵぎ ‾沢 áàヾ 〃：ゞ 損ヽ：‐．‾｀；＼｀ ヽà｀〃ü 
á（0沢~ü；´＼｀ 村ー仝く けﾐﾗ mortal ﾏ;ﾐ ｷゲ HﾉWゲゲWS ｷﾐ ;ﾉﾉ デｴｷﾐｪゲげく  Cﾗﾏヮ;ヴW デｴｷゲ ｷSW;が for 
example, with the words of wisdom spoken by Solon to Croesus at 1.32.8, where he 
declares it impossible for mere mortals デﾗ ｴ;┗W ;ﾉﾉ デｴW HﾉWゲゲｷﾐｪゲ ﾗa ﾉｷaW ;デ ﾗﾐIWぎ 〃束 
ヽà｀〃ü ´　｀ ｀仝｀ 〃ü達〃ü ゝ仝゜゜üé0大｀ 贈｀．ヾ＼ヽ‾｀ 損＿｀〃ü 蔵~々｀ü〃＿｀ 損ゝ〃：く160 
Lefkowitz (1976, 97, 157 and 173) has drawn attention to the abstractions and 
ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐゲ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ PｷﾐS;ヴげゲ victory odes, particularly in the proem to Olympian 
One and Pythian One which, she says, bear comparison to speeches in Thucydides 
┘ｴｷIｴ け;デデWﾏヮデ デﾗ W┝ヮヴWゲゲ ;Hゲデヴ;Iデﾉ┞ デｴW WﾐS┌ヴｷﾐｪ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa W┗Wﾐデゲげ161 found in this 
very proem.  She does not, however, go on to address the specific question of the 
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relationship of the speeches in Pindar and Bacchylides with those in Thucydides or 
Herodotus, an omission which is pointed out by Hornblower (2004, 321).                                                    
Segal (1986, 35ff.) has indicated a similar technique in Pindar, which can also be 
found in Thucydides and Herodotus, that of characterisation conveyed through the 
speeches, for example in Pythian 4, where a masterful contrast is drawn between 
the polite and urbane Jason and the deceitful Pelias.  There are obvious parallels in 
both of our writers for this kind of contrast in characterisation via the Speeches, for 
example: in Thucydides, Nicias contrasted with Alcibiades in the Sicilian debate (6.9-
14に18); in Herodotus, Xerxes with Artabanus and Mardonius in the long discussion 
over the invasion of Europe (7.9-18).
162
                                                                                                                 
In all there are 42 speech items in DD contained in the epinician odes of these two 
poets, of which two are in poems whose authorship is disputed, although attributed 
by most scholars to Bacchylides.
163
 Hornblower (2004, 318) makes the important 
general point that speeches in the odes of both Bacchylides and Pindar only occur in 
the longer odes containing myths.
164
 These speeches are made solely by characters, 
whether mythological or quasi-mythical humans or gods, who feature in the myth in 
question.  Such a character is Croesus, whose dramatic portrayal by Bacchylides as 
he faces death on the pyre is closely linked with a similar scene in Herodotus (1.86-
87).  The Croesus who speaks at Bacchylides 3.37-47
165
 is a quasi-mythical character 
rescued by Apollo from his pyre and transported miraculously to the land of the 
Hyperboreans.
166
 In Herodotus, however, at 1.87.1, he regains his rightful historical 
status and the circumstances of his near immolation are different, inasmuch as 
Croesus is a prisoner of the invading Persians and suffers at the hands of Cyrus, 
┘ｴWヴW;ゲ B;IIｴ┞ﾉｷSWゲげ ┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐ ｴ;ゲ デｴW SWaW;デWS Κ┞Sｷ;ﾐ ﾆｷﾐg mounting his own funeral 
pyre with the intention of committing suicide.   
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See my Chapter 9 ﾗﾐ けCｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐげく 
163
These are listed by Hornblower (2004, 325-326). 
164
Apart from Pindar, Olympian 4, which is only 27 lines long but contains a myth and also DD in the 
form of an address by Erginus to Hypsipyle, as Hornblower (2004, 318) indicates. 
165
The ode is the first of three in the ms. addressed to Hieron of Syracuse in praise of his last chariot 
victory at Olympia in 468, the year before his death. 
166
See Burnett (1985, 79) for a critique on this myth-creation of Bacchylides. 
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The speech the Bacchylidean Croesus makes is a rebuke addressed to Apollo and 
ﾗデｴWヴ ｪﾗSゲ ┘ｴﾗ ｴ;┗W a;ｷﾉWS デﾗ ヴWヮ;┞ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ｪWﾐWヴﾗ┌ゲ ｪｷaデゲ ﾏ;SW ;デ DWﾉヮｴｷ H┞ ﾐﾗデ 
coming to his rescue and by not saving Sardis from destruction.  It is assertively 
interrogative, even accusator┞ぎ  ヽ‾達 ．0丹｀ 損ゝ〃：｀ ‐àヾ：ゞき ヽ‾達 ~詑 ぎü〃‾；~üゞ 贈｀ü¨き 
ヽ；〃｀‾仝ゝ： や゜仝à〃〃ü ~＿´‾：が 〃；ゞ ~詑 ｀達｀ ~～ヾ＼｀ 蔵´‾：é束 ´仝ヾ；＼｀ ーü；｀0〃ü： ず仝．＼｀＿．0｀き 
けWｴWヴW Sﾗ デｴW ｪﾗSゲ ｪｷ┗W ﾏW デｴ;ﾐﾆゲい WｴWヴW is the lordly son of Leto?  The house of 
Alyattes is in ruins, what recompense now do I see from Pythian Delphi for my 
ﾏ;ﾐｷaﾗﾉS ｪｷaデゲいげ   
The Herodotean Croesus, by contrast, at 1.87.1 appeals submissively to Apollo: 
ふ゜　á0〃ü：ぶ がヾ‾大ゝ‾｀ ... 損ヽ：é～ゝüゝ．ü： 〃托｀ やヽ＿゜゜＼｀ü 損ヽ：゛ü゜0＿´0｀‾｀が 0胎 〃； ‾袋 
゛0‐üヾ：ゝ´　｀‾｀ 損¨ ü沢〃‾達 損~＼ヾ，．。が ヽüヾüゝ〃騨｀ü： ゛ü台 拓々ゝüゝ．ü； ´：｀ 損゛ 〃‾達 ヽüヾ0＿｀〃‾ゞ 
゛ü゛‾達.  He is subsequently saved from the flames by a downpour of rain sent, we are 
to believe, by the god.  This appeal is recounted by Herodotus in ID, purposefully, I 
believe, to render it low-key compared to the strong diatrｷHW ﾗa B;IIｴ┞ﾉｷSWゲげ version.  
It is clearly intended to be subsidiary to the subsequent dialogue, in DD at 1.87.3-
1.90 between Cyrus, who is duly impressed by the apparently supernatural powers 
of his intended victim, and Croesus, who thankfully seizes the opportunity to become 
C┞ヴ┌ゲげ けwise adviserげ.   
Thus we note a contrast in authorial intent.  Bacchylides is keen to emphasise the 
part played, or rather not played, by the gods in this scene, while Herodotus, by 
ﾉﾗ┘Wヴｷﾐｪ デｴW Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷI ｷﾏヮ;Iデ ﾗa CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ;ヮヮW;ﾉ デﾗ Aヮﾗﾉlo by describing it in ID and 
by omitting the fanciful removal of Croesus by Apollo to the land of the 
Hyperboreans, has diminished the religious significance of the story.  This, I would 
submit, provides further evidence of how Herodotus attempted to demythologise 
much of the early history he recorded.  Meanwhile, the Herodotean Croesus still 
ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ ｷﾐ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ H┞ SWaｷ;ﾐデﾉ┞ Hﾉ;ﾏｷﾐｪ けデｴW ｪﾗS ﾗa デｴW GヴWWﾆゲげ ふ)W┌ゲぶ for his 
original decision to wage war against the Persians.   
A further comparison has to do with dialogue which is used by both Pindar and 
B;IIｴ┞ﾉｷSWゲ デﾗ Iﾗﾐ┗W┞ W┝デヴWﾏW Wﾏﾗデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ WaaWIデく  I ;ﾏ SWaｷﾐｷﾐｪ けSｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌Wげ here as an 
extended speech event in DD involving two parties and comprising alternate speech 
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items.  To give one instance of this technique in either poet, we find good examples 
at Pindar Nemean 10 and at Bacchylides 5.  The first of these odes reaches a climax 
in which Polydeuces appeals to Zeus to restore his twin brother Castor to life.  Zeus 
then presents Polydeuces with a choice, either to accept immortality for himself, or 
for himself and Castor but on alternate days.  The dialogue (Nemean 10.76-88) is the 
principal technique whereby Pindar dramatises the critical moment of choice for 
Polydeuces.  The second example, in Bacchylides, involves a dialogue between 
Heracles, who is entering Hades in order to retrieve Cerberus, ;ﾐS MWﾉW;ｪWヴげゲ ｪｴﾗゲデ: 
there are five exchanges,
167
 during which both heroes conclude that no mortal can 
enjoy lasting benefits.  The dialogue culminates in the declaration by Meleager that 
his sister, Deianeira, will be available for marriage to Heracles.  Another, humorous, 
example is at Pindar Pythian 9 where Apollo features in an exchange with the 
centaur Chiron. 
Both of these examples illustrate how, in the epinician poets, the gods and demi-
gods, here Zeus, Apollo and Heracles, are present not only as protagonists but as 
speakers.  This is a privilege which Herodotus, despite his predilection for dramatic 
dialogue,
168
 does not allow to immortals.  There are also two pieces of dialogue in 
Thucydides which illustrate this type of speech (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ): at 3.113.3-4, where the 
tragedy of the demise of the Ambraciot army is accentuated by the dramatic 
dialogue between the Ambraciot herald and an unknown Acarnanian; and at 5.84.3-
113, the Melian Dialogue.   
The final connection I should wish to make between the lyric poets and the Speeches 
is contained in a remark by Hornblower (2004, 317), that the interaction of narrative 
(村ヾá‾｀ぶ ;ﾐS ゲヮWWIｴ ふ゜＿á‾ゞぶ ｷゲ け; Iヴ┌Iｷ;ﾉ aW;デ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW ;ヴデ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ;ゲ ﾗa デｴW 
WヮｷﾐｷIｷ;ﾐ ヮﾗWデゲくげ  Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉaが ;ゲ ┘W ｴ;┗W ゲWWﾐが Sｷゲデｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲｴWゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ 
゜0‐．　｀〃ü ;ﾐS ヽヾü‐．　｀〃ü ;デ ヱ.22.1-2.  We may also include Herodotus in this 
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At Bacchylides 6.76-84, 86-92, 94-154, 160-168, 172-175.  
168
I would also identify the following comparable examples of dramatic dialogues in Herodotus: 
WﾐIﾗ┌ﾐデWヴゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ C;ﾐS;┌ﾉWゲ ;ﾐS G┞ｪWゲ ;ﾐS ゲ┌HゲWケ┌Wﾐデﾉ┞ HWデ┘WWﾐ G┞ｪWゲ ;ﾐS C;ﾐS;┌ﾉWゲげ ┘ｷaW 
(1.8.2-9 & 1.11.2-5); the famous conversation between Croesus and Solon (1.30.2-ンヲぶき CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ 
attempts to dissuade his son to go on the hunt (1.37-40); the discourse between Xerxes and 




comparison, who, at 3.72.2, as the seven conspirators set out to enter the royal 
palace to assassinate Smerdis, has Darius tell Otanes, in a double antithesis, that 
けﾏ;ﾐ┞ デｴｷﾐｪゲ I;ﾐﾐﾗデ HW Iﾉ;ヴｷaｷWS H┞ words, but can by action.  Then again, some 
デｴｷﾐｪゲ ﾏ;┞ HW IﾉW;ヴﾉ┞ SWゲIヴｷH;HﾉW H┌デ ﾉW;S デﾗ ﾐﾗデｴｷﾐｪ ゲヮWIデ;I┌ﾉ;ヴげ ふヽ‾゜゜束 損ゝ〃： 〃束 
゜＿á単 ´詑｀ ‾逮à 〃0 ~。゜丹ゝ：が 村ヾá単 ~　‘ 贈゜゜ü ~ろ 損ゝ〃台 〃束 ゜＿á単 ´詑｀ ‾逮à 〃0が 村ヾá‾｀ ~詑 ‾沢~詑｀ 
蔵ヽろ ü沢〃丹｀ ゜ü´ヽヾ托｀ á；｀0〃ü：くぶく169 Pindar, at Pythian 4.104, also uses this antithesis, in 
abbreviated forﾏが ｷﾐ ; ゲヮWWIｴ ﾗa J;ゲﾗﾐぎ ‾濯〃0 村ヾá‾｀ ‾濯〃ろ 村ヽ‾ゞく  The contrast between 
゜＿á‾ゞ and 村ヾá‾｀ will be explored further below in Chapter 6.   
I have shown that there is some evidence of a thematic link between the lyric poets 
and our historians with reference to the Speeches, which develops over a period of 
some two centuries but is in direct line with the epic tradition.  In the case of the 
earlier lyric poets, this evidence is weak, as we have examples of speech from only 
four authors, but by the time of Pindar and Bacchylides, the use of speech in 
epinician poetry to announce and promulgate celebrity has become almost 
commonplace, and I have given examples which indicate, but cannot ultimately 
prove, a connection in content and style with similar instances of dramatic episodes 
in the Speeches.   
We go on now to see how both Herodotus and Thucydides progress the use of 
speeches not only for dramatic effect, as in the style of Pindar and Bacchylides, but 
also, more functionally, in order to illustrate and elucidate their historical narratives. 
The Logographers 
TｴW デWヴﾏゲ ゜‾á‾áヾàー‾ゞ and ゜‾á‾ヽ‾：＿ゞ are both defined initialﾉ┞ H┞ Κ“J ;ゲ けヮヴﾗゲW-
writerげ,170 ;ゲ ﾗヮヮﾗゲWS デﾗ ┘ヴｷデWヴゲ ﾗa ┗WヴゲWが ;ﾐS ﾉ;デWヴ ;ゲ けIｴヴﾗﾐｷIﾉWヴゲげく  MﾗSWヴﾐ 
scholars
171
 have used the term to refer particularly to Ionian chroniclers and story-
tellers of the late sixth to early fifth centuries.  By the late fifth and into the fourth 
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Translation by Waterfield (1998, 200).   
170
Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Thuc. 5) names the most famous as: Charon of Lampsacus, Hecataeus of 
Miletus, Hellanicus of Lesbos, Melesagoras of Chalcedon, Pherecydes of Leros, and Xanthus of Sardis.  
M┌ヴヴ;┞ ふヲヰヰヱが ヲヵぶ aｷﾐSゲ ｷデ けｴ;ヴS デﾗ ヴWゲｷゲデ デｴW IﾗﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ ｴW ふHぶ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W SWゲIヴｷHWS ｴimself as 
けﾉﾗｪﾗヮﾗｷﾗゲげ ﾉｷﾆW HWI;デ;W┌ゲ ふヲくヱヴンき ヵくンヶが ヱヲヵぶ ;ﾐS AWゲﾗヮ ふヲくヱンヴぶが デｴ┌ゲ Wﾏヮｴ;ゲｷゲｷﾐｪ デｴW ﾗヴ;ﾉ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa 
his enquiry rather than the written. 
171
Following C. and T. Müller (1841), and Jacoby, F. (1923).  Cf. esp. Pearson (1939); Shotwell (1939); 
Badian (1966); Toye (1995); Marincola (1997), and Garfield (2011).   
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century the term was used disparagingly to refer to professional writers, who wrote 
bespoke speeches to be used by their clients in court without appearing in court 
themselves;
172
 subsequently these writers were often accused, in Thucydidean 
manner, of composing without regard for truth or relevance.  In this thesis I take the 
term to refer especially to the early Greek historians up to and including Herodotus, 
who are pejoratively described by Thucydides ;ゲ けヮヴﾗゲW IｴヴﾗﾐｷIﾉWヴゲげ, who have 
IﾗﾏヮﾗゲWS けfor attractive listening rather than for デヴ┌デｴa┌ﾉﾐWゲゲげ ふ損ヽ： 〃托 
ヽヾ‾ゝüá＼á＿〃0ヾ‾｀ 〃泰 蔵゛ヾ‾àゝ0： ぷ´測゜゜‾｀へ 妥 蔵゜。．　ゝ〃0ヾ‾｀ぶ.173 The works of these 
けﾉﾗｪﾗｪヴ;ヮｴﾗｷげ ;ヴW a┌ヴデｴWヴ ┌ﾐa;┗ﾗ┌ヴ;Hﾉ┞ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴWS H┞ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ デﾗ ｴｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ 
historiographical efforts: whereas theirs are poorly researched, unverifiable and 
written for entertainment, his are derived from the clearest of sources and the most 
reliable evidence (1.21.2). 
With regard to the presence of speeches in these early works we are in the realm of 
conjecture.  WWﾉﾉ ﾗ┗Wヴ ; IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ ;ｪﾗ JWHH ふヱΒΒヰが ヮ;ヴ;くヲぶ ┘ヴﾗデWぎ けIa デｴWゲW Iﾗﾐｷ;ﾐ 
writers introduced dialogues or speeches ... it may be conjectured that these were of 
デｴW ゲｷﾏヮﾉWゲデ ﾆｷﾐSげ ふIf. also Pearson (1939) and Toye (1995).  Fowler (2001, 97) 
Iﾗ┌ﾐデWヴゲ J;IﾗH┞げゲ ふヱΓヱンぶ long-held theory that Herodotus transformed himself 
through sheer fine intellect from ethnographer to historian
 174
.  In fact he believes 
the two types of history (more accurately 袋ゝ〃‾ヾ；。ぶ けゲヮヴﾗ┌デWS aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW W;ヴデｴげが 
and that HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ;IｴｷW┗WﾏWﾐデ ┘;ゲ デﾗ ﾉｷﾏｷデ デｴW ゲIﾗヮW ﾗa ｴｷゲ ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞ デﾗ デｴW デｴヴWW 
generations before the Persian Wars; whereas Thucydides took this concept a step 
further by insisting on writing only the history of his own time.  Fowler (op.cit. 95-6) 
SｷaaWヴWﾐデｷ;デWゲが ﾏﾗヴWﾗ┗Wヴが HWデ┘WWﾐ けﾉﾗI;ﾉげ ;ﾐS け┌ﾐｷ┗Wヴゲ;ﾉげ (panhellenic) historians, 
although want of evidence prevents us from knowing which came first.  Herodotus 
appears to have been the first to draw the two genres together to create a 
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Such is the definition given by Connor (1984, 28).  
173
1.21.1; trans. by S. Lattimore (1998, 12). 
174
See also Fowler (1996, 62-9), ┘ｴﾗ ｴ;ゲ Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪWS J;IﾗH┞げゲ ﾉﾗﾐｪ-standing development theory of 
early historiography by listing (62-8) many logographers, thought hitherto to have been predecessors, 
as contemporaries of H.  The work most akin to H, Fowler affirms, is the Hellenica of Charon of 
Κ;ﾏヮゲ;I┌ゲく  MﾗヴWﾗ┗Wヴが J;IﾗH┞げゲ ｷSW;が Fﾗ┘ﾉWヴ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲが ﾗa ; ﾐW;デが デWﾉWﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ヮヴﾗｪヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐが ┘ｴWヴWH┞ 
each of three authors, Hecataeus, H and Hellanicus, uniquely exhibits one of the three stages of 
historiography before T, is inherently unlikely; see aﾉゲﾗ M;ヴｷﾐIﾗﾉ;が Jくが けGWﾐヴWが Cﾗﾐ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐが ;ﾐS 
Innovation in Greco-‘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ Hｷゲデﾗヴｷﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞げ ｷﾐ Kヴ;┌ゲ ふヱΓΓΓが ヲΒヱ-324).  
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continuum between the remote and the recent past, thus apparently recognising the 
ヮｴWﾐﾗﾏWﾐﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW けaﾉﾗ;デｷﾐｪ ｪ;ヮげ SWゲIヴｷHWS H┞ Tｴﾗﾏ;ゲ ふヲヰヰヱが ヱΓΒ-210).   
Fowler, however, (2001, Γヶぶ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴ;デ ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞ ｷゲ けWﾏHWSSWSげ in the early 
genealogies, and it is therefore among the prose writers that Jacoby listed under his 
Band 1, けGWﾐW;ﾉﾗｪｷW ┌ﾐS M┞デｴﾗｪヴ;ヮｴｷWげ that we are most likely to find evidence of 
speeches, since these involve (we assume) characters from mytho-history, rather 
than those workゲ ﾉｷゲデWS ┌ﾐSWヴ け)WｷデｪWゲIｴｷIｴデWげ ふB;ﾐS ヲぶ ;ﾐS 
けHorﾗｪヴ;ヮｴｷWっEデｴﾐﾗｪヴ;ヮｴｷWげ ふB;ﾐS ンぶく175 This, then, is where the search for speeches 
has been made and, although fleeting reference may be made to other pre-
Thucydidean logographers
176
, emphasis will be placed upon two main exponents: 
Hecataeus of Miletus and Xanthus of Lydia, there being evidence of their works 
containing speeches.   
Hecataeus of Miletus (1)
177
 
Although of different ages, Hecataeus and Herodotus were both part of the Ionian 
intellectual enlightenment of the late sixth and early fifth centuries
178
 and, indeed, 
Hecataeus is recognised by some past aﾐS ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ゲIｴﾗﾉ;ヴゲ ;ゲ デｴW デヴ┌W けpater 
historiaeげ and as having had a significant influence on Herodotus in the fields of 
geography and ethnography.
179
 Similarly, the Suda ;Iﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ SWHデ デﾗ 
his predecessor, although perhaps as a result of being his junior rather than his 
inferior:  鮮ヾ＿~‾〃‾ゞ ~詑 瀧 仙゜：゛üヾ｀üゝゝ0但ゞ 脱席　゜。〃ü： 〃‾々〃‾仝 ふ薦゛ü〃ü；‾仝ぶが ｀0～〃0ヾ‾ゞ 
辿｀.180 However, the sparse ;ﾐS ゲI;ﾐデ┞ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ aヴ;ｪﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa HWI;デ;W┌ゲげ works181 
provide, unfortunately for us, a poor hunting ground for any evidence that 
Herodotus may have drawn ideas from him for the composition of his speeches.  Yet, 
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For a discussion of (i) the part played by ethnography in historiological development see Skinner 
(2012, esp. 242-253), (ii) the relationship between geography and history see Clarke (1999).   
176
For prose writers earlier than Hecataeus (i.e early sixth century) see Bury (1909, esp. 14-21). 
177
Numbers following the names of logographers refer to the identification numbers in BNJ.  
178
Cf. Raaflaub (2006, 156-160).  For a complete account of the genealogical origins of historiography 
デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ｷﾐ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けIｴヴﾗﾐﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ｪWﾐW;ﾉﾗｪ┞げ H┞ HWI;デ;W┌ゲ ゲWW BWヴデWﾉﾉｷが Κくが ｷﾐ Κ┌ヴ;ｪｴｷ ふヲヰヰヱが ヶΑ-
94).  
179
Cf. also Pearson (1939), Shotwell (1939), Badian (1966), Toye (1995), Marincola (1997). 
180
FGrHist. vol.1, Ty 1, p.1.  However, some ancient critics are more scathing in their remarks 
ヴWｪ;ヴSｷﾐｪ HWI;デ;W┌ゲげ ┌ﾐゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI ;デデｷデ┌SWが for example Strabo (8.3.9; 7.3.6) and Aelian (Hist. Animal. 
9.23).   
181
The Periegesis and the Genealogiae.  
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despite this lack of extant material, we do have some evidence of like-thinking 
between the two historians.  In the opening sentence to his Genealogiae
182
 
Hecataeus says: けI write what I believe to be the truth; for many and ridiculous, so 
they seem to me, are the stories ﾗa デｴW GヴWWﾆゲげ (〃à~0 áヾàー＼が 谷ゞ ´‾： ~‾゛0大 蔵゜。．　ü 
0苔｀ü：‘ ‾袋 á束ヾ 薦゜゜，｀＼｀ ゜＿á‾： ヽ‾゜゜‾； 〃0 ゛ü台 á0゜‾；‾：が 棚ゞ 損´‾台 ーü；｀‾｀〃ü：が 0滞ゝ；｀).  This at 
least indicates that Hecataeus, like Herodotus, was attempting to rationalise earlier 
mythographical accounts of archaic Greek history.   
It is too great a step from here to try to assess how much Herodotus may have owed 
to Hecataeus by way of historical fact or historiographical method, much less how 
much he owes in the way of speeches, but he does make four references in the 
Histories to his eminent logographic predecessor (2.143; 5.36, 125; 6.137).  Two of 
these (2.143 and 6.137) mention him as a source of information.   
Although there is no direct evidence from the fragments, we know that Hecataeus 
did include DD in his works from evidence supplied by the author of De Sublimitate 
(Pseudo-Longinus), who quotes a passage
183
 to show how Hecataeus would 
introduce a dramatic switch to the first person in the direct words of his characters 
comparable to Homer and Herodotus: 棚ゞ ゛ü台 ヽüヾ束 〃端 薦゛ü〃ü；単‘ が騨仝¨ ~詑 〃ü達〃ü ~0：｀束 
ヽ‾：‾々´0｀‾ゞ ü沢〃；゛ü 損゛　゜0仝0 〃‾但ゞ 鮮ヾü゛゜0；~üゞ 損ヽ：á＿｀‾仝ゞ 損゛‐＼ヾ0大｀‘ ‾沢 á束ヾ 鐸´大｀ 
~仝｀ü〃＿ゞ 0滞´： 蔵ヾ，á0：｀ ふけWW aｷﾐS デｴｷゲ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ｷﾐ HWI;デ;W┌ゲき さCeyx took this ill and 
immediately bade the younger descendants of Heracles be gone.  For I cannot help 
┞ﾗ┌くざ げ).  However, the passages from Homer (Iliad 5.85) and Herodotus (2.29) 
quoted by (Pseudo-) Longinus
184
 are not exact parallels, since they refer to sudden 
changes in person during a part of the narrative rather than in a speech or dialogue.  
Even so, the idea behind all these techniques, Longinus explains, is the same in all 
three authors, namely to set the hearer in the centre of the action and to make him 
more empathetic (損´ヽü．　ゝ〃0ヾ‾｀ぶ ;ﾐS more ;デデWﾐデｷ┗W ふヽヾ‾ゝ0゛〃：゛～〃0ヾ‾｀ぶく       
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FGrHist. vol. 1, Fr 1(a), 7-8.  
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De Sublimitate 27.2-3. 
184
Op.cit.  26.3. 
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Xanthus of Lydia (765) 
Aゲ ┘ｷデｴ HWI;デ;W┌ゲが デｴW ┌ﾐヴWゲﾗﾉ┗WS Sｷゲヮ┌デW ;Hﾗ┌デ デｴW S;デWゲ ﾗa X;ﾐデｴ┌ゲげ ﾉｷaW SWデヴ;Iデゲ 
somewhat from our ability to determine what influence he may have had upon our 
two historians.  Strabo (1.3.4) tells us that Xanthus described a great drought which 
happened in the reign of Artaxerxes, which gives a terminus a quo for the publication 
of his workゲ ﾗa ヴヶヴが デｴW ┞W;ヴ ﾗa Aヴデ;┝Wヴ┝Wゲげ ゲ┌IIWゲゲｷﾗﾐく  Iﾐ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐが Dｷﾗﾐ┞ゲｷ┌ゲ ﾗf 
H;ﾉｷI;ヴﾐ;ゲゲ┌ゲ ﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐゲ X;ﾐデｴ┌ゲ ;ゲ HWｷﾐｪ ;ﾏﾗﾐｪ ゲW┗Wヴ;ﾉ ┘ヴｷデWヴゲ ┘ｴﾗ ┘WヴW けﾉｷ┗ｷﾐｪ 
rather earlier than the time of the Peloponnesian War and extending as far as the 
;ｪW ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ.185 We know through Athenaeus (FGrHist. vol.1, Fr180, 70) that 
Ephorus says Xaﾐデｴ┌ゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ┘ｷデｴ けゲデ;ヴデｷﾐｪ ヮﾗｷﾐデゲげが けゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲげ or 
けヴWゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲげぎ  舛席‾ヾ‾ゞ 瀧 ゝ仝ááヾü席0但ゞ ´｀。´‾｀0々0： ü沢〃‾達 ふゲIく ごà｀．‾仝ぶ 棚ゞ ヽü゜ü：‾〃　ヾ‾仝 
鷹｀〃‾ゞ ゛ü台 わヾ‾~＿〃単 蔵席‾ヾ´束ゞ ~0~＼゛＿〃‾ゞく  TｴW ﾉｷﾆWﾉｷWゲデ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴｷゲ ｷゲ デｴ;デ 
given by Pearson (1939, 109), that Herodotus tooﾆ ｷﾐゲヮｷヴ;デｷﾗﾐ aヴﾗﾏ X;ﾐデｴ┌ゲげ Lydiaca, 
that is to say his version of historiography, ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ ; けIﾗﾏHｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa historical 
ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗W ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐWISﾗデWげく   
This evidence in itself is not enough to suppose that Herodotus took the idea of using 
speeches in his Lydian account, especially as we have no surviving speeches from the 
fragments of the Lydiaca.  The nearest we come to justifying such a proposition is in 
the evidence of two fragments of Nicolaus of Damascus (Fr 71 and Fr 68).  The first is 
a passage which has been set in parallel with a fragment of Xanthus quoted by 
Strabo (Fr 15 = Strabo 12.8.3), which tells how the Mysians derived their name from 
デｴW Κ┞Sｷ;ﾐ けﾏ┞ゲ;ゲげ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ けHWWIｴ-デヴWWげが ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷﾐ GヴWWﾆ ｷゲ 題¨々。く   
The Nicolaus passage is a classic Lydian tale involving Alyattes, the Lydian king, and a 
multi-talented Thracian woman whom he spies as he sits near the city wall of Sardis: 
she manages to carry a water jar on her head while spinning from a distaff and 
pulling a horse tethered to her girdle, all at the same time.  The king is impressed and 
asks the woman where she is from.  “ｴW ヴWヮﾉｷWゲ ゲｴW ｷゲ aヴﾗﾏ M┞ゲｷ;が けand this is a small 
デﾗ┘ﾐ ｷﾐ Tｴヴ;IWげ.  Alyattes later sends to Thrace to help populate his kingdom with a 
number of immigrants from that country.  The exchanged words in this passage are a 
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De Thucydide 5. 
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mixture of DD and ID.  A strikingly similar story is told by Herodotus  (5.12-14) 
involving Darius and the sister of two Paeonian men, who is dressed up by them and 
made to present herself to the sight of Darius, in a similar way to the woman in the 
Alyattes story, in order to impress the king.  The exchanged words this time are 
between the king and the two Paeonian brothers.   
The second passage of Nicolaus is a retelling of the story of Croesus on the pyre, 
paralleled in Herodotus (1.86-88).  Here longer passages of DD do appear, being at 
first interchanges between Croesus and his mute son, who offers to join his father on 
the pyre.  Croesus forbids this but, as in the Herodotean version, is forced to be 
;IIﾗﾏヮ;ﾐｷWS H┞ aﾗ┌ヴデWWﾐ Κ┞Sｷ;ﾐ ┞ﾗ┌デｴゲく  CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ゲﾗﾐ ｴ;ゲ デｴWﾐ デﾗ HW Sヴ;ｪｪWS ;┘;┞ 
from the pyre, but appeals to Apollo to rescue his father.  In the Herodotean version 
the son plays a different role, begging a Persian soldier not to kill his father when he 
is first captured at the fall of Sardis: these are the first words he ever spoke, thus 
fulfilling a previous prophecy delivered to Croesus from the Pythia (1.85.2).  Apart 
from the role of the son and the staged appearance of the Sibyl, which I take to be 
the Hellespontine Sibyl, and Zoroaster, the sequence of events and direct 
conversations in the Nicolaus account then follow the Herodotean version closely, 
even to the point where Croesuゲ ｷゲ デ;ﾆWﾐ H;Iﾆ デﾗ C┞ヴ┌ゲげ ヮ;ﾉ;IW, where he makes a 
request to Cyrus (1.90.2) that he be allowed to send the fetters he had been wearing 
to the Pythia to shame the god for having tricked him with his oracle.  A possible 
explanation of the link between the accounts is that Nicolaus borrowed from 
Herodotus,
186
 although he must have obtained the variations in the story, for 
W┝;ﾏヮﾉW デｴW ヴﾗﾉW ヮﾉ;┞WS H┞ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ゲﾗﾐ ;ﾐS デｴW ヮヴWゲWﾐIW ﾗa the Sibyl and Zoroaster, 
from a different source: this would probably have been Xanthus since he would have 
been a leading authority on Lydian mythology.  It is possible that Herodotus may also 
have inherited the story, along with its speeches, from Xanthus,
187
 but excluded the 
reference to the Sibyl and Zoroaster in an attempt to create more of a Greek saga, 
preferring to emphasise the importance of the reverence paid by Croesus to Solon, 
                                                          
186Aゲ PW;ヴゲﾗﾐ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ ふヱΓンΓが ヱンヰぶき ﾗヴ デｴW ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ; けヴﾗ┗ｷﾐｪ ;ﾐWISﾗデWげが ┘ｴｷIｴが  
Hornblower tells us (1987, 23-4), neither in H nor in T shouﾉS けHW ヴWｪ;ヴSWS ;ゲ ﾐWIWゲゲ;ヴｷﾉ┞ a;デ;ﾉ デﾗ デｴWｷヴ 
ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ デヴ┌ゲデ┘ﾗヴデｴｷﾐWゲゲげく   
187
I.e. from the Lydiaca, which provides a history of Lydia to the fall of Sardis.   
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an Hellenic as opposed to an oriental luminary, by exclaiming his name out loud 
while awaiting his fate.   
TｴW Iｴ;ﾐｪW ｷﾐ デｴW ヴﾗﾉW ﾗa CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ﾏ┌デW ゲﾗﾐ I;ﾐ ;ﾉゲﾗ HW W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐWS H┞ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 
wish to draw attention to the fulfilment of a previous oracle, a process much 
favoured by Herodotus throughout the Histories, in an attempt to explain how 
historical events are often the inevitable outcome of earlier prophecies, dreams and 
oracles.  Pearson (1939, 130), however, denies the Xanthian link: けデｴW SｷaaWヴWﾐIWゲ 
between the versions of this tale in Herodotus and Nicolaus are great enough to 
make it clear that the two authors ;ヴW Sヴ;┘ｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲくげ  I I;ﾐﾐﾗデ 
altogether agree with this: although there are undoubtedly differences, there are at 
least as many similarities in the narratives and in the use of speech in the two 
accounts.  Moreover, while the differences are explainable, as I have shown above, 
the similarities, in the main events of the story and in some of the detail, are striking.         
In conclusion we can say that, despite the closeness of the so-called けlogographersげ 
to our authors in terms of both genre and chronology, together with the fact that the 
earliest of them led the way in the development of written prose, there is 
remarkably little evidence, albeit partly explained by a lack of extant material, either 
that the logographers continued or developed the practice of speech writing from 
the epic poets or, much less, that they provided a precedent for the Speeches in 










Chapter Four: Drama 
Of all the influences on the Speeches, with the possible exception of Rhetoric, it 
could be argued that drama, by which I mean here Attic tragedy and comedy, is the 
greatest.  Yet it is worth noting that, considering the amount of material which has 
been written about the influence of drama on the Histories as a whole, 
comparatively little attention has been paid as to how, in particular, the Speeches 
relate to this genre.
188
   
In the case of Thucydides, however, we have Cornfordげゲ Thucydides Mythistoricus 
(1907), a work which, although over a century old, is seminal when it comes to a 
discussion of the literary aspects of the History.  Subsequently Finley (1938, 1967) 
has shown a close affinity existing between Thucydides and Euripides, while others 
have acknowledged a link between Thucydides and Attic drama.
189
 Oa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 
work, Lateiner (1989, 24) says: けDrama and history complement each other: the 
narrative of the past is now more interesting because it is more human, and more 
significant because the roots ﾗa ﾏWﾐげゲ ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲ ;ヴW W┝ヮﾗゲWSげ.   
A cornerstone of Cornfordげゲ original thesis is that Thucydides took up the dramatic, 
and particularly the tragic, element in the Histories of Herodotus and applied them 
to his own work, not just in portraying individual characters and events but as an 
overarching theme.  For just as Herodotus came to write the tragedy of Xerxes in 
Books 7-9, so Thucydides came to write the tragedy of Athens.  I shall show, 
therefore, in this chapter how our authors derived both inspiration and material 
from the Attic dramatists of the fifth century, both tragic and comic, in order to bring 
alive, through the dramatic effect of their speeches, the characters who feature in 
the stories and the historical events they describe, and thereby to illuminate and 
explain their narratives.   
Nor do I here neglect the courageous comic genius of Aristophanes, whose extant 
plays give us the window into contemporary everyday and political life which the 
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Cf. more recently, however, Lateiner (1989), Pelling (1997), and Scardino (2007). 
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E.g. de Romilly (1956, 1962), Connor (1977,1982,1984).  Pelling (2000) has highlighted in general 




tragedies, for all their didactic morality, lack.  It is as well to note, however, with 
Foley (1988, 47ぶが デｴ;デ けIﾗﾏWS┞ ┌ゲWゲ デｴW authority of tragedy to bolster its claims to 
aヴWW ゲヮWWIｴげ, ;ﾐS デｴ┌ゲ HWIﾗﾏWゲ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW けﾉWｪｷデｷﾏ;デW デｴW;デヴWげ ;デ AデｴWﾐゲ け┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴｷゲ 
ﾉｷIWﾐゲW デﾗ ;IIﾗﾏヮﾉｷゲｴ ┘ｴ;デ デヴ;ｪWS┞ SｷS ﾐﾗデ ┌ﾐSWヴデ;ﾆWげく  The character and speeches 
of Dicaeopolis in the Acharnians, which was presented in 425 after the dual trials of 
the devastation of Attica and of the plague had reduced the morale of the common 
Athenian citizen to a low ebb, managed to produce the kind of satirical 
representation of the Origins of the War and its consequences with which 
Thucydides, a victim of both disasters, would have identified; as he would have, no 
doubt, ┘ｷデｴ Aヴｷゲデﾗヮｴ;ﾐWゲげ SWﾐｷｪヴ;デｷﾐｪ portrayals of Cleon in the same play, in the 
Knights of 424, in the Clouds of 423 and in the Wasps of 422.
190
         
De Romilly (1956, 84 and 105-6) emphasises the close relationship between 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ﾐS デｴW Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷゲデゲ, when she explicitly describes Thucydides 
as けa kind of playwright-cum-stage directorげ, presenting characters as they would 
appear on stage and giving them lines to speak but leaving it to the 
audience/readership to decide the meaning of the play/narrative.  She believes 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ けデﾗ ﾉWデ デｴW a;Iデゲが ;ゲ a;ヴ ;ゲ ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉWが ゲヮW;ﾆ for 
デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲげ ふさﾉげｴｷゲデﾗｷヴW SW Tｴ┌I┞SｷSW デWﾐS ; laisser le plus possible les faits parler 
SげW┌┝-mêmesざ).191 But for Hunter (1973b, 177) this is not enough: she defines 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ;ゲ ふ;ぶ デﾗ ゲWﾉWIデ ;ﾐS SｷゲヮﾗゲW デｴW a;Iデゲ デｴ;デ W┗Wﾐデゲ デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ 
would conform to and so demonstrate the pattern of history and (b) (referring in 
part to the speeches) to show how far and by what means man is capable of 
ｷﾐデWヴ┗Wﾐｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ヮヴﾗIWゲゲく  H┌ﾐデWヴげゲ ｷSW; ﾉｷﾐﾆゲ ｷﾐ ┗Wヴ┞ IﾉﾗゲWﾉ┞ ┘ｷデｴ デｴ;デ ﾗa Κ;デWｷﾐWヴ 
(above) and agrees with the theory that, in the Speeches, the two historians shared a 
common purpose, to reveal and to explain the human element in history, what 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ ;ゲ 〃托 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ：｀‾｀ ふヱくヲヲく4). 
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Cf. Acharniansが ﾉくヶぎ けデｴW aｷﾐW デ;ﾉWﾐデゲ デｴ;デ CﾉWﾗﾐ Iﾗ┌ｪｴWS ┌ヮげが ヴWaWヴヴｷﾐｪ デﾗ ;ﾐ ;ﾉﾉWｪWS HヴｷHW H┞ 
けｷゲﾉ;ﾐSWヴゲげ デﾗ ヮWヴゲ┌;SW CﾉWﾗﾐ デﾗ ヴWﾉｷW┗W デｴWﾏ aヴﾗﾏ ヮ;┞ﾏWﾐデ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ デ;┝き ;ﾉゲﾗ DｷI;Wﾗヮﾗﾉｷゲげ ﾗHゲIWﾐW 
description of Cleon at l.664, and at ll.502-3, ; ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ CﾉWﾗﾐげゲ ;デデWﾏヮデ デﾗ ヮヴﾗゲWI┌デW 
Aristophanes in 426 over his (lost) play Babylonians.  For further comment on Cleﾗﾐげゲ SWﾐｷｪヴ;デWS 
character in Acharnians see Sommerstein (1980, 158).  In Knights, cf. ll. 230-2, where Cleon is 
depicted as a Paphlagonian slave.     
191
Op. cit. 84. 
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It may reasonably be proposed that, since Greek drama, by definition,
192
 concerns 
itself with actors and choruses speaking their parts live to an audience, there already 
exists a link, in method at least, between that genre and the speeches which 
contemporary or later historians may have inserted into their accounts.  There is a 
sense in which the historian in his speeches has the opportunity to communicate 
┘ｷデｴ ｴｷゲ け;┌SｷWﾐIWげ ｷﾐ ; ﾉWゲゲ ｷﾐｴｷHｷデWS ┘;┞ デｴ;ﾐ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wが ┘ｴWヴWが ｷa ｴW ｷゲ HWｷﾐｪ 
true to his avowed intention, he is committed to greater accuracy and detachment.  
However, it is the content of the Speeches which are here our concern, the main 
ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐゲ HWｷﾐｪぎ デﾗ ┘ｴ;デ W┝デWﾐデ I;ﾐ デｴW┞ HW ゲ;ｷS デﾗ HW けSヴ;ﾏ;デｷIげ193 or, more 
specifically, to convey a tragic or comic message to the listener or reader, to reveal 
the tragic or, more rarely perhaps, the comic side of the particular speaker.   
Of the Attic tragedians, Sophocles and Euripides, in regard to age, are closer to our 
historians than Aeschylus,
194
 but this does not mean necessarily that they were more 
influential.  Aeschylus undoubtedly influenced Herodotus
195
 and also, to a great 
extent, as Cornford (1907)
196
 has shown, Thucydides.  There is also some tentative 
evidence to show that Herodotus was a friend of Sophocles
197
 and that the 
playwright influenced his work, but I will seek to show that, with regard to his 
speeches, he took his ideas much more abundantly from Aeschylus and, in particular, 
from one play, the Persae, although, bearing in mind that only seven plays of 
Aeschylus have survived out of an estimated ninety, it is impossible to be categorical 
about the exclusivity of this influence.   
Aristophanes (c. 448-380), the comic playwright, although the youngest of the 
writers we are considering, was nevertheless a partial contemporary of all the other 
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At least by our modern definition, since the word けSヴ;ﾏ;げ ｷゲ SWヴｷ┗WS aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ┗WヴH ~ヾ測｀ ふけデﾗ Sﾗげぶ 
rather than from any verb of speaking. 
193Iﾐ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW デWヴﾏゲ けSヴ;ﾏ;げ ;ﾐS けSヴ;ﾏ;デｷIげ I ｴWﾐIWforデｴ ｷﾐIﾉ┌SW Hﾗデｴ けデヴ;ｪWS┞げ ;ﾐS けIﾗﾏWS┞げ ;ﾐS 
their derivatives.    
194
Aeschylus (525-456), Sophocles (496-406), Euripides (480-406). 
195
Although he only mentions Aeschylus once (2.156. 6).   
196Eゲヮく ヱンΓaa ;ﾐS ヱヵヴaaく ┘ｷデｴ ヴWｪ;ヴS デﾗ けヴW┗Wヴゲ;ﾉ ﾗa forデ┌ﾐWげ ふヽ0ヾ：ヽ　〃0：üぶ ;ﾐS けﾐWIWゲゲｷデ┞げ ふ蔵｀àá゛。ぶ 
respectively.   
197
This friendship is alluded to by Plutarch (Moralia 785b), in that Sophocles purportedly wrote a short 
epigram for H but, as Asheri notes (1989, 4), Herodotus was a common name in Ionia and the islands.  
Apart from this, the only trace of a link between the two writers is in the biographical tradition (that H 
at one time met and befriended Sophocles possibly during thW ﾉ;デデWヴげゲ stay at Thurii) and in the scholia 
に see Said (2002, 117) for details. 
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five except Aeschylus.  Since he was in his prime during the Peloponnesian War, 
Aヴｷゲデﾗヮｴ;ﾐWゲげ ゲ;デｷヴｷI;ﾉ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa W┗Wﾐデゲ ;ﾐS Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ｴWﾉヮ ┌ゲ デﾗ W┗;ﾉ┌;デW 
the authenticity of speeches in Thucydides purportedly made up to the time of his 
exile and what influence, if any, Sophocles and Euripides may have had upon them.  
Such is the paucity of fragments remaining of other tragedians and comic 
playwrights of the fifth century that it is almost impossible to assess what relevance, 
if any, they may have to this enquiry.
198
      
Herodotus                                                                                                                                                                    
I begin with what may seem, to the modern reader, an anomaly regarding the 
relationship of Herodotus with drama: while modern analysts and commentators so 
commend the Histories for their inventively dramatic stories, Herodotus is hardly 
praised at all by ancient critics for any dramatic quality or vividness of narrative.  This 
compares with the way in which Isocrates, for example, praises the tragedians 
(Nicoclem. 49), or as Dionysius of Halicarnassus (ad Pompeium 3.11) and (Pseudo-) 
Longinus (De Sublimitate 13.3) praise Thucydides or Xenophon.  In fact, Dionysius 
prefers to couple Herodotus with Homer, describing him as 爽´，ヾ‾仝 、。゜＼〃，ゞ ふｷHｷSくぶく  
Tｴｷゲが デﾗｪWデｴWヴ ┘ｷデｴ AヴｷゲデﾗデﾉWげゲ W;ヴﾉｷWヴ SWゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa “ﾗヮｴﾗIﾉWゲ ;ゲ けデｴW ゲ;ﾏW ﾆｷﾐS ﾗa 
さｷﾏｷデ;デorざ ;ゲ HﾗﾏWヴげ ふPoetics 1448a4), would seem to support the intuitive theory 
that Herodotus and Sophocles owed more to Homer than to each other.  This does 
not, however, preclude the possibility, as I indicate below, that Herodotus may owe 
a great deal to other dramatists.  
Two further perspectives on the Histories, this time modern, though mildly 
contradictory, provide a good introduction to the exact topic in hand, which is, what 
do the speeches in Herodotus owe to poetic drama?  First, Regenbogen (1961), in 
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Of the most celebrated tragedians, Phrynichus, Pratinas and Choerilus preceded Aeschylus.  
Agathon, whose first victory was in 416, the celebration of which at his house is the setting for Pﾉ;デﾗげゲ 
Symposium, is lampooned by Aristophanes in the Thesmophoriazusae for his effeminacy and died at 
the court of Archelaus of Macedonia in 400.  As is the case with many other Athenian playwrights of 
the fifth century, very few fragments of Agathon survive.  As for comic playwrights of the period, the 
so-called Old Comedy, apart from Aristophanes we know very little about them.  Cratinus (520-423) 
was the most successful of those we do know about (cf. Bakola, 2010), his most famous victory being 
The Bottle ｷﾐ ヴヲンが ┘ｴｷIｴ SWaW;デWS Aヴｷゲデﾗヮｴ;ﾐWゲげ Clouds and in which he defended himself against his 
having been mocked by his rival as a drunkard in the Knights the previous year.  Eupolis (c. 446-c. 411) 
was a contemporary, friend and collaborator of Aristophanes but, although he was much praised by 
ancient critics for his wit and his seven victories, very little of his work survives. 
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theorising about a division in the Histories between speech and action (Wort und 
Tat) inherited by Herodotus from both epic and tragedy, asserts that Herodotus is in 
a direct line from epic, via tragedy to Thucydides.  He makes the further point that it 
was via tragedy that Herodotus inherited the idea that it was only through powerful 
speeches that the heroes and heroines of myth could articulate their emotions and 
that great events could be presented and experienced by an audience.   
Secondly, and slightly in opposition to this, we have Griffin (2006, 54) telling us that 
けデｴW ;ﾉデWヴﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Iﾗﾐ┗Wヴゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wが ゲﾗ IWﾐデヴ;ﾉ デﾗ デｴW Histories, recalls the 
style of the Iliad and the Odyssey rather than the division of a tragedy into speech 
and song: moral comments and lessons are drawn not by a chorus, as in tragedy, but 
H┞ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲげく  I ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ Sｷゲ;ｪヴWW ┘ｷデｴ ‘WｪWﾐHﾗｪWﾐげゲ Sｷ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けWorデ ┌ﾐS T;デげが 
but would extend it also to Thucydides.   
The demarcation ﾗa けWorデ ┌ﾐS T;デげ is self-evident even upon first reading the texts of 
both Histories and is, indeed, the feature which above all others marks the main 
structural similarity between the two works.
199
 I would quibble, however, with 
‘WｪWﾐHﾗｪWﾐげゲ ゲWIﾗﾐS ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデが デｴ;デ ｷデ ┘;ゲ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ tragedy that Herodotus learnt 
to present great events through speeches, since I hope to have shown in Chapter 
Three (pp. 45-60) above that it is to the paradigm of speeches in epic that the 
successful presentation of characters and events in Herodotus owes a great deal.  
This is, in fact, what Griffin (2006) is partly trying to tell us when he persuasively 
makes the point that moral comments and lessons are often drawn by characters 
and, I would have added, via their speeches.
200
 However, unless it is being used in a 
technical sense to do with speech act theoryが Gヴｷaaｷﾐげゲ ┌ゲW ﾗa デｴW デWヴﾏ けIﾗﾐ┗Wヴゲ;デｷﾗﾐげ 
in the context of epic and history is unhelpful and even misleading  when, I assume 
aヴﾗﾏ デｴW IﾗﾐデW┝デが ｴW ﾏW;ﾐゲ けゲヮWWIｴげく  B┞ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴｷゲ デWヴﾏ ｴW ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ デｴ;デ ｴW 
completely undervalues the potency of speech in both genres since, among other 
uses and purposes, the speeches in Homer and Herodotus are at times capable of 
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See my Chapter 6, け゜＿á‾： ;ﾐS 村ヾáüげく 
200
The best examples, some of which I refer to in the main text, are: Solon at 1.30.2-32; Croesus at 
1.87; Artabanus at 7.10 & 7.46-52. 
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conveying drama, and tragic drama to boot: they transmit to the listener or reader 
far more than merW けIﾗﾐ┗Wヴゲ;デｷﾗﾐげく  
PｷIﾆｷﾐｪ ┌ヮ Gヴｷaaｷﾐげゲ ヮﾗｷﾐデ ;Hﾗ┌デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ﾏoral comments through 
speeches, I would add here that I agree with the observation of Fornara (1971, 61) 
and of Schmid-Stählin (1934, 569), the latter of wｴﾗﾏ ゲ;ｷS デｴ;デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ work is 
very like AデデｷI Sヴ;ﾏ; けｷﾐ ゲヮｷヴｷデ ;ﾐS ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ WaaWIデげく  Tｴ┌ゲが ﾉｷﾆW AWゲIｴ┞ﾉ┌ゲ ;ﾐS 
Sophocles, he involves his audience and expects them to come to their own 
conclusions about the moral implications of his story without the aid of the author.  
The best example of this is in his treatment of Pausanias, whom he praises highly as 
the saviour of Greece through the short speech he attributes to the Aeginetan 
Lampon, son of Pytheus at 9.78:  燥 ヽü大 が゜0‾´éヾ＿〃‾仝が 村ヾá‾｀ 損ヾáüゝ〃ü； 〃‾： 鐸ヽ0ヾ席仝詑ゞ 
´　áü．＿ゞ 〃0 ゛ü台 ゛à゜゜‾ゞが ゛ü； 〃‾： ．0托ゞ ヽüヾ　~＼゛0 拓仝ゝà´0｀‾｀ 〃駄｀ 薦゜゜à~ü ゛゜　‾ゞ 
゛ü〃ü．　ゝ．ü： ´　á：ゝ〃‾｀ 薦゜゜，｀＼｀ 〃丹｀ 打´0大ゞ 胎~´0｀く ふけO ゲﾗﾐ ﾗa CﾉWﾗﾏHヴﾗデ┌ゲが デｴW SWWS 
you have done is truly outstanding in its greatness and its magnificence; for saving 
Greece the god has surely bestowed upon you the greatest fame of any Greek we 
ｴ;┗W ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐげぶく  AﾐS ┞Wデ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デｴW 濁éヾ：ゞ ﾗa P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲ ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ 
eventual downfall except at 8.3.2, where he is talking about the Athenians using the 
濁éヾ：ゞ ﾗa P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲ ;ゲ ; ヮヴWデW┝デ for taking over the hegemony of Greece.201  The 
degeneration of Pausanias is so well known to his audience that it hardly needs to be 
ﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐWS ;ﾐSが ｷﾐSWWSが HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ┌ゲWゲ ｷデ ゲ┌Hデﾉ┞ ;ゲ ;ﾐ ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲデヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｴｷゲ けﾉ;┘ ﾗa 
historyげ ヮヴｷﾐIｷヮﾉW IﾗﾐIWヴﾐｷﾐｪ デｴW ｷﾐゲデ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa fortune for mortals and for states.202  
This principle is developed into a major theme by Herodotus, expressed dramatically 
H┞ ┘;┞ ﾗa デｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲが ﾐﾗ┘ｴWヴW HWデデWヴ ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲデヴ;デWS デｴ;ﾐ H┞ “ﾗﾉﾗﾐげゲ words to Croesus, 
which warn the Lydian king to count no man, including himself, fortunate until he is 
                                                          
201ヽヾ＿席üゝ：｀ 〃駄｀ ずü仝ゝü｀；0＼ 濁éヾ：｀ ヽヾ‾：ゝ‐＿´0｀‾：が ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ ┗ｷヴデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ; けデｴヴﾗ┘ ;┘;┞げ ヮｴヴ;ゲWく 
202
Cf. Fﾗヴﾐ;ヴ; ふヱΓΑヱが ヶヱぶが ┘ｴﾗ ゲ;┞ゲ デｴ;デ P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ヴW ;ﾐ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa Hげゲ Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷIっ;ヴデｷゲデｷI 
method, e.g. hｷゲ ｷヴﾗﾐ┞ デﾗ デｴW GヴWWﾆ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉゲ ;デ デｴW けaW;ゲデげ ;デ ΓくΒヲくヲき ｴｷゲ ﾆｷﾐS デヴW;デﾏWﾐデ ﾗa ; SWゲヮWヴ;デW 
woman about to be sold into slavery at 9.76: this in spite of or perhaps, as Fornara suggests, because 
of the fact that H knew his audience was well aware of Pausani;ゲげ ┌ﾉデｷﾏ;デW disgrace and demise.  
Fornara (1987, ヶヴぶ ゲデ;デWゲぎ けHげゲ dramatic treatment of Pausanias ... acquires its significance from the 
common knowledge of his time.  His portrait of P. is, in the light of that knowledge, a masterpiece of 
irony and a harHｷﾐｪWヴ ﾗa デヴ;ｪWS┞げ ;ﾐS けヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWゲ ; ゲデヴｷﾆｷﾐｪ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa Hげゲ ﾉ;┘ ﾗa ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞げ ;ゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS ｷﾐ 
“ﾗﾉﾗﾐげゲ ;Sﾏﾗﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲぎ ゝ゛‾ヽ　0：｀ ~詑 ‐ヾ駄 ヽü｀〃托ゞ ‐ヾ，´ü〃‾ゞ 〃駄｀ 〃0゜0仝〃駄｀ ゛泰 蔵ヽ‾é，ゝ0〃ü： 
(1.32.9).  See below (pp. 211-12) for a comparison with the Thucydidean portrait of Pausanias.  
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dead (1.32.Γぶく  “ﾗﾉﾗﾐ ;SSゲぎ け┘W ﾏ┌ゲデ look to the end of every matter to see how it 
┘ｷﾉﾉ デ┌ヴﾐ ﾗ┌デげ ふゝ゛‾ヽ　0：｀ ~詑 ‐ヾ駄 ヽü｀〃托ゞ ‐ヾ，´ü〃‾ゞ 〃駄｀ 〃0゜0仝〃駄｀ ゛泰 蔵ヽ‾é，ゝ0〃ü：ぶ.  
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ デWﾉﾉゲ ┌ゲ ┘ｴ;デ ; Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷI WaaWIデ デｴｷゲ ｴ;S ﾗﾐ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ﾉｷaW, since he ignored 
デｴW ┘;ヴﾐｷﾐｪが Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌WS デﾗ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa デｴW ｴ;ヮヮｷWゲデ ﾗa ﾏWﾐが ;ﾐS ゲﾗ I;┌ゲWS けデｴW 
┘Wｷｪｴデ ﾗa Sｷ┗ｷﾐW ;ﾐｪWヴ デﾗ SWゲIWﾐS ﾗﾐ ｴｷﾏげ ふ村゜üé0 損゛ ．0‾達 ｀　´0ゝ：ゞ ´0áà゜。 がヾ‾大ゝ‾｀が 
[1.34.1]).  If we are in any doubt as to whether this theme constitutes true drama, 
we can note that identical sentiments, if not the exact words, are represented in the 
works of all three major Attic tragedians.
203
 It is therefore well proven that 
Herodotus incorporates a dramatic element into his speeches to illuminate the 
strengths and faults of his characters.  
Perhaps the best example of how Herodotus uses speech to create a dramatic story 
ｷゲ デｴW ┗Wヴ┞ aｷヴゲデ けﾉﾗｪﾗゲげ ﾗa ｷデゲ デ┞ヮW ｷﾐ デｴW Histories, that is the transformation of the 
W┝ｷゲデｷﾐｪ aﾗﾉﾆデ;ﾉW ﾗa G┞ｪWゲ ;ﾐS C;ﾐS;┌ﾉWゲげ ┘ｷaW ｷﾐto a dialogue incorporating the tragic 
motif of a moral dilemma (1.8-12).  The story is well known, so I will not reiterate it 
whole, except to point out the dilemma facing Gyges, which was that he either 
undertook to kill his master Candaules or to die himself.  A crucial part of this story is 
the exchange of words HWデ┘WWﾐ G┞ｪWゲ ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ ﾏ;ゲデWヴげゲ ┘ｷaW ふ1.11.2-5).  We could 
point to some parallels in the Oresteia of Aeschylus such as the dilemma facing 
Agamemnon at Aulis (Agamemnon ll.192-257), or that confronting Orestes as he 
decides whether to kill his mother (Choephoroe ll.892-930).  The moral dilemma 
motif is continued in Herodotus with the story of Pactyes, the leader of a Lydian 
uprising against Cyrus (1.157-61), in which Pactyes, in taking refuge at Cyme, 
becomes a suppliant of the Cymeans, who are then ordered by the oracle at 
Branchidae to hand him over to the Persians.  Aristodocus, the Cymean spokesman, 
Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪWゲ デｴW ｪﾗSげゲ Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐS H┞ W┗ｷIデｷﾐｪ デｴW ゲヮ;ヴヴﾗ┘ゲ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ｪﾗSげゲ デWﾏヮﾉWが 
which eliIｷデゲ Sｷ┗ｷﾐW ;ﾐｪWヴが ┘ｴWヴW┌ヮﾗﾐ ｴW S;ヴWゲ デﾗ ﾉｷﾆWﾐ ｴｷゲ W┗ｷIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ｪﾗSげゲ 
ゲ┌ヮヮﾉｷ;ﾐデゲ ふデｴW ゲヮ;ヴヴﾗ┘ゲぶ ┘ｷデｴ デｴ;デ ﾗa デｴW ｪﾗSげゲ order to hand over Pactyes.   
Another, perhaps less close parallel, is provided in the Suppliants, an early play of 
Aeschylus produced c.470, in which Pelasgus, king of Argos, refuses to hand over his 
                                                          
203
Aeschylus, Agamemnon 928-9; Sophocles, Oedipus Rex 1528-30; Euripides, Andromache 100-1. 
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suppliants, the fifty daughters of Danaus, to their cousins, the sons of Aegyptus, 
incurring their wrath in the form of a declaration of war.  The essence of the 
dilemma for Pelasgus is that the maidens threaten to kill themselves within the 
temple if they are surrendered.  This takes place in a dramatic section of 
stichomythia (ll.455-67).  In the Herodotean story the crucial encounter is contained 
in 1.159, and can justly be described in this instance as a dramatic conversation 
between Aristodicus and the god who insists on the handing over, thus enforcing the 
moral ヮﾗｷﾐデ デｴ;デ デｴW ｪﾗSゲげ Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐSゲ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ HW Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪWS ;ﾐS ゲデヴWゲゲｷﾐｪ デｴW 
conflict between religion and politics.  This is a common theme in Attic tragedy to be 
aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ “ﾗヮｴﾗIﾉWゲげ Antigone and the Heraclidae of Euripides, the latter of which 
carries a plot involving the dilemma of whether or not to surrender suppliants, very 
similar to the Aeschylean play.     
Herodotus was interested in why and how the characters in his account were driven 
to act, what desires and considerations gave rise to decisions, as well as the much 
larger issue, which is the central and unifying theme of his Histories, expressed in his 
proem, namely, how the Persians and the Greeks came to war.
204
 To take an 
historical event of such magnitude as this as the subject of a complete work of art 
was a revolutionary idea.  But, except that it was composed in prose, it was not 
unique.  As far as we know, Phrynichus (fl. 512-476) was the first to write tragic 
dramas which took historical events as their subject.  One of these was The 
Phoenician Women,
205
 which celebrated the Greek victories of 480-479 over the 
Persians.  Following this, the Persae of Aeschylus was produced in 472 and 
constitutes the earliest complete tragedy that has come down to us.  Thenceforth 
the Persian Wars became an acceptable subject for drama.  Drews (1973, 35) says: 
けデｴW ヽ0ヾ：ヽ　〃0：ü ﾗa PWヴゲｷ; Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW ヴ;ﾐﾆWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW a;デW of the seven who marched 
against Thebes, or the career of the house of AtrW┌ゲげく  Iﾐ ﾗデｴWヴ words a near-
contemporary event became as exploitable a theme for tragedy as any myth 
depicting action from the distant past, and Herodotus became a subsequent 
exploiter of the tragic theme of the Persian Wars.  
                                                          
204
Whether the Histories contain a central theme has been a much discussed question.  My conclusion 
agrees with Pohlenz (1937); but see Immerwahr (1966, 19).   
205
TrGF vol.1, Fr. 8. p.75.            
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We can point to particular verbal echoes in the DD and ID of Herodotus which 
illustrate his use of the Persae of Aeschylus.
206
 One example is that both the 
Queen,
207
 in the Persae, and Artabanus, in a speech in the Histories, portray a king, 
XWヴ┝Wゲが ﾉWS ;ゲデヴ;┞ H┞ ｴｷゲ けIﾗﾐゲorデｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ H;S ﾏWﾐげぎ 〃ü達〃à 〃‾： ゛ü゛‾大ゞ 瀧´：゜丹｀ 
蔵｀~ヾàゝ：｀ ~：~àゝ゛0〃ü： ．‾々ヾ：‾ゞ ご　ヾ¨。ゞ‘ ふPersae 753-4)き くくく ゝ詑 ... 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ＼｀ ゛ü゛丹｀ 
瀧´：゜；ü： ゝーà゜゜‾仝ゝ： (H Αくヱヶü).  Another instance is where Themistocles, at 8.109.2-4, 
attributes Greek success to the gods and condemns the sacreligious and hybristic 
;Iデゲ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲ H┞ けH┌ヴﾐｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS デﾗヮヮﾉｷﾐｪ デｴW ゲデ;デ┌Wゲ ﾗa デｴW ｪﾗSゲき ｴW ;ﾉゲﾗ ┘ｴｷヮヮWS デｴW 
ゲW; ;ﾐS aWデデWヴWS ｷデゲ aWWデげぎ 損´ヽ：ヽヾàゞ 〃0 ゛ü台 ゛ü〃üéà゜゜＼｀ 〃丹｀ ．0丹｀ 〃束 蔵áà゜´ü〃ü‘ 啄ゞ 
゛ü台 〃駄｀ ．à゜üゝゝü｀ 蔵ヽ0´üゝ〃；á＼ゝ0 ヽ　~üゞ 〃0 ゛ü〃騨゛0く  Iﾐ デｴｷゲ, he almost precisely 
WIｴﾗWゲ デｴW ゲWﾐデｷﾏWﾐデ ﾗa D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ｪｴﾗゲデ ｷﾐ デｴW Persae (745-8), where the ghost 
upbraids Xerxes for having dared to think he could stop the flow of the Hellespont by 
aWデデWヴｷﾐｪ ｷデ ;ゲ ｷa ｷデ ┘WヴW ; ゲﾉ;┗Wぎ る゜゜，ゝヽ‾｀〃‾｀ 袋ヾ托｀ ~‾達゜‾｀ 狸ゞ ~0ゝ´～´üゝ：｀ 堕゜ヽ：ゝ0 
ゝ‐，ゝ0：｀ 拓　‾｀〃ü ... ゛ü台 ヽ　~ü：ゞ ゝー仝ヾ。゜à〃‾：ゞ ヽ0ヾ：éü゜誰｀ ..., and at 809-12, where 
Darius deplores the shameless Persian plundering of divine images and the burning 
ﾗa デWﾏヮﾉWゲ ┌ヮﾗﾐ ;ヴヴｷ┗ｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ GヴWWIWぎ ‾退 á騨｀ ´‾゜＿｀〃0ゞ 薦゜゜à~（ ‾沢 ．0丹｀ éヾ　〃。 堆~‾達｀〃‾ 
ゝ仝゜測｀ ‾沢~詑 ヽ：´ヽヾà｀ü： ｀0～ゞ.208  
The speeches of Artabanus contain other allusions to the Persae.  We might 
consider, as an example, his warning to Xerxes not to attack Greece (7.10), which 
parallels デｴW Q┌WWﾐげゲ ふAデﾗゲゲ;げゲ) report of how she was warned of Xerxesげ coming 
disaster (Persae 176-214), the difference being that Artabanus relies on his previous 
personal experience in the reign of Darius to argue against invasions into Europe, 
whereas the Queen recounts a terrifying dream in which a hawk viciously attacks an 
                                                          
206
Although H only mentions Aeschylus once (at 2.156.6). 
207
Probably Atossa, although Aeschylus does not name her.  For a list of scholars who have taken the 
ｷSWﾐデｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW けQ┌WWﾐげ ;ゲ Aデﾗゲゲ; ゲWW H;ヴヴｷゲﾗﾐ ふヲヰヰヰが ヱンヲ ﾐくンヲぶく  B┌デ Iaく “;ﾐIｷゲｷ-Weerdenburg 
ふヱΓΒンが ヲヴぶぎ デｴWヴW ｷゲ けﾐﾗデｴｷﾐｪ デﾗ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデ デｴ;デ W┝ヮﾉｷIｷデ ｷﾐaﾗヴﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ ;Hﾗ┌デ PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ ケ┌WWns was available to 
デｴW ヮﾗWデげき PﾗSﾉWIﾆｷ ふヱΓΓヱぶ I;┌デｷﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ SWゲｷｪﾐ;デWゲ デｴW Q┌WWﾐ ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ;ゲ けデｴW Q┌WWﾐげき H;ﾉﾉ ふヱΓΓヶが ヱヲヱぶ 
says the name of Atossa was probably imported from H or from the scholia by ancient scholars but, 
ゲｴW ;SSゲぎ けTｴｷゲ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾏW;ﾐ デｴ;デ AWゲIhylus did not know her name; her anonymity may reflect 
AWゲIｴ┞ﾉ┌ゲげ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW デｴ;デ PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ ヴﾗ┞;ﾉデ┞が ┌ﾐﾉｷﾆW GヴWWﾆが SｷS ﾐﾗデ ヮWヴﾏｷデ ┌ﾐSWヴﾉｷﾐｪゲ デﾗ ;SSヴWゲゲ デｴWﾏ H┞ 
ﾐ;ﾏWげく   
208Caく HW ふｷｷが ﾐく ﾗﾐ ΒくヱヰΓくンぶ aﾗヴ デｴW ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐIW ﾗa デｴｷゲ ;ゲ ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ ┗WヴｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐぎ けTｴW H┌rning of the 
temples is proved by instances adduced (see also 5.102.1 n.), and by the ruins of temples never 




W;ｪﾉWが デｴｷゲ HWｷﾐｪ ゲ┞ﾏHﾗﾉｷI ﾗa デｴW GヴWWﾆ ヴWゲｷゲデ;ﾐIW デﾗ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ｷﾐ┗;ゲｷﾗﾐ force (Persae 
205-10).  The ﾗ┗WヴヴｷSｷﾐｪ ｷSW; デｴ;デ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ｷﾐ┗;ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa GヴWWIW ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗Wゲ デｴW ﾃﾗｷﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa 
Europe and Asia, and that this constitutes 濁éヾ：ゞが ｷゲ Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ デﾗ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ;ﾐS 
Aeschylus.  In the very first chorus of the Persae attention is drawn to the bridging of 
the Bosphorus by tｴW ﾆｷﾐｪげゲ ;ヴﾏ┞が ┘ｴｷIｴ けｴ;ゲ デｴヴﾗ┘ﾐ ; ┞ﾗﾆW ;Hﾗ┌デ デｴW ゲW;げゲ ﾐWIﾆげぎ 
、仝á托｀ 蔵´席：éü゜誰｀ 蔵仝‐　｀： ヽ＿｀〃‾仝 ふ71).   
The same simile is re-emphasised (722) where the Queen uses the verb cognate with 
、仝á＿｀ ふ、0仝á｀々｀ü：ぶ デﾗ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐ デﾗ デｴW ｪｴﾗゲデ ﾗa D;ヴｷ┌ゲ ｴﾗ┘ ｴWヴ ゲﾗﾐ ﾏ;ﾐ;ｪWS デﾗ けIﾗﾐデヴｷ┗W 
デﾗ ┞ﾗﾆW デｴW ゲデヴ;ｷデ ﾗa HWﾉﾉW デﾗ IヴW;デW ; ヮ;デｴ┘;┞げぎ ´。‐ü｀ü大ゞ 村、0仝¨0｀ 詮゜゜。ゞ ヽ‾ヾ．´＿｀が 
谷ゝ〃（ 村‐0：｀ ヽ＿ヾ‾｀く  TｴW ゲｷﾏｷﾉW ｷゲ ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS IﾉﾗゲWﾉ┞ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ┞ﾗﾆW ﾗa ゲﾉ;┗Wヴ┞ ｷﾐ ゲW┗Wヴ;ﾉ 
other places in the Persae, notably (592-4), where the chorus, in antistrophe, delight 
ｷﾐ ｴﾗ┘ デｴW ヮWﾗヮﾉWが ﾗﾐIW ┌ﾐSWヴ けデｴW ┞ﾗﾆW ﾗa ふPWヴゲｷ;ﾐぶ ﾏｷﾉｷデ;ヴ┞ forIWげが ;ヴW ﾐﾗ┘ けaヴWW デﾗ 
ゲヮW;ﾆ デｴWｷヴ ﾏｷﾐSゲげぎ ゜　゜仝〃ü： á束ヾ ゜ü托ゞ 損゜0々．0ヾü éà、0：｀が 棚ゞ 他゜々．。 、仝á托｀ 蔵゜゛測ゞく  Also 
the Queen (181-99) recalls her dream in which two women are allotted respectively 
デｴW デ┘ﾗ Sﾗﾏ;ｷﾐゲ ﾗa E┌ヴﾗヮW ;ﾐS Aゲｷ;く  TｴW┞ ;ヴW けヮ┌デ ┌ﾐSWヴ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ┞ﾗﾆW H┞ XWヴ┝Wゲ 
ふけﾏ┞ ゲﾗﾐげぶ HWﾐW;デｴ ｴｷゲ Iｴ;ヴｷﾗデ ;ﾐS ゲWI┌ヴWS H┞ デｴW ﾐWIﾆ H┞ デｴW ┞ﾗﾆW-ゲデヴ;ヮげ ふIaく ﾉくΑヱ 
;Hﾗ┗Wぶぎ  ヽü大ゞ ~（ 損´托ゞ ... 、0々á｀仝ゝ：｀ ü沢〃誰 ゛ü台 ゜　ヽü~｀（ 鐸ヽ（ ü沢‐　｀＼｀ 〃；．。ゝ：く  B┌デ ﾗﾐW 
woman, the European, struggles and the yoke breaks, spilling Xerxes out.   
This tableau is paralleled by Herodotus when he pictures Xerxes boasting that he will 
HヴｷSｪW デｴW HWﾉﾉWゲヮﾗﾐデ ;ﾐS ﾉW;S ｴｷゲ ;ヴﾏ┞ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ E┌ヴﾗヮW ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ GヴWWIWぎ ´　゜゜＼ 
、0々¨üゞ 〃托｀ 薦゜゜，ゝヽ‾｀〃‾｀ 損゜測｀ ゝ〃ヾü〃托｀ ~：束 〃騨ゞ り沢ヾ～ヽ。ゞ 損ヽ： 〃駄｀ 薦゜゜à~ü ふΑくΒéく1), and 
┘ｴWﾐ Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ ┘;ヴﾐゲ XWヴ┝Wゲ ﾗa デｴW aﾗﾉﾉ┞ ﾗa ｴｷゲ ヮﾉ;ﾐが ヴWヮW;デｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ﾐWヮｴW┘げゲ words 
;ﾉﾏﾗゲデ ┗WヴH;デｷﾏ ;ﾐSが ｷﾐ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴが ヴW┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW ヮ;ヴデｷIｷヮﾉW 、0々¨üゞが ;ゲ ｷa ｴW Iﾗ┌ﾉS 
scarcely believe that Xerxes had dared to countenance such a scheme ふΑくヱヰéく1).  As 
if to emphasise to his listeners the importance ｴW ;デデ;IｴWS デﾗ XWヴ┝Wゲげ 濁éヾ：ゞ ｷﾐ デｴW 
total context of his work, Herodotus states an authorial opinion at 7.24.1 which, 
although not in a speech, is worth noting.  It has to do with the digging of the Athos 
I;ﾐ;ﾉき けXWヴ┝Wゲ orderWS ｷデがげ ｴW ゲ;┞ゲが けﾗ┌デ ﾗa ; ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa ｪヴ;ﾐSｷﾗゲｷデ┞ ;ﾐS ;ヴヴﾗｪ;ﾐIWげぎ 
´0áü゜‾ーヾ‾ゝ々｀。ゞ 0貸｀0゛0｀ ü沢〃托 ご　ヾ¨。ゞ 題ヾ々ゝゝ0：｀ 損゛　゜0仝0く  HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ｴ;S ;ﾉヴW;S┞ 
informed us about unnaturally turning land into sea at 1.174.3-6, when the Cnidians 
were forbidden to dig a canal in order to turn their peninsula into an island, thus 
92 
 
;ヴヴﾗｪ;ﾐデﾉ┞ ｷﾐデWヴaWヴｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ ﾐ;デ┌ヴWぎ けｷa )W┌ゲ ｴ;S ┘;ﾐデWS ;ﾐ ｷゲﾉ;ﾐSがげ デｴW P┞デｴｷ; 
ヮヴﾗIﾉ;ｷﾏWSがげ ｴW ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W ﾏ;SW ﾗﾐWげ ふれ0但ゞ á束ヾ ゛（ 村．。゛0 ｀騨ゝ‾｀が 0胎 ゛（ 損é‾々゜0〃‾くぶく   
Aゲ ┘W ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS W┝ヮWIデ ｷﾐ ;ﾐ AWゲIｴ┞ﾉW;ﾐ デヴ;ｪWS┞が デｴW Sﾗ┘ﾐa;ﾉﾉ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ W┝ヮWSｷデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ 
the Persae is put down to the intervention of the gods, for instance by the ghost of 
Darius
209
 at 739-40 and 827-28, by a messenger at 353-4, by the Queen at 472-3, by 
the chorus at 515-16 and even by Xerxes himself at 909-12, where he bewails his 
misforデ┌ﾐW ┞Wデ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲWゲ ｴｷゲ a;デW ;ﾐS ｷデゲ ┌ﾐヮヴWSｷIデ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ぎ ~々ゝ〃。｀‾ゞ 損á～が ゝ〃仝á0ヾ測ゞ 
´‾；ヾüゞ 〃騨ゝ~0 ゛仝ヾ，ゝüゞ 蔵〃0゛´üヾ〃‾〃à〃。ゞく  HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ┌ゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ Sistances  
ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa aヴﾗﾏ ; ┘ｴﾗﾉWﾉ┞ Sｷ┗ｷﾐW W┝ヮﾉ;ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ H┞ ヮヴWa;Iｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ┘ｷデｴ けｷデ ｷゲ ゲ;ｷSげ or 
け┝ ゲ;┞ゲっゲ;ｷS デｴ;デげ210 or by putting it in DD form, such as in the case of the declaration 
by Dicaeus to Demaratus
211
 when, just before the battle of Salamis, they saw a cloud 
Wﾏ;ﾐ;デｷﾐｪ aヴﾗﾏ EﾉW┌ゲｷゲ ;ﾐS ｴW;ヴS ; ┗ﾗｷIW Iヴ┞ｷﾐｪ けI;IIｴ┌ゲぁげく  DｷI;W┌ゲ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐゲ デｴ;デが ;ゲ 
there are no more people left in Attica, the voice must be of divine origin 
forewarning the coming defeat of the Persian navy aデ “;ﾉ;ﾏｷゲぎ けデｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗ ┘;┞ ; 
ｪヴW;デ Sｷゲ;ゲデWヴ ┘ｷﾉﾉ ﾐﾗデ ﾗ┗Wヴデ;ﾆW デｴW ﾆｷﾐｪげゲ forIWゲげ ふ‾沢゛ 村ゝ〃： 卓゛＼ゞ ‾沢 ´　áü 〃： ゝ；｀‾ゞ 
村ゝ〃ü： 〃泰 éüゝ：゜0＿ゞ ゝ〃ヾü〃：泰.).   
                                                          
209
For the possibility of Darius acting as a mouthpiece for the playwright cf. Hall (1996, ad loc.)  Also 
see Goldhill (1991, 167-222) for discussion of a connected question in Aristophanic comedy, notably in 
the case of Dicaeopolis in the Acharnians who speaks at ll. 377-ΑΒ ﾗa けくくく ┘ｴ;デ I ゲ┌aaWヴWS aヴﾗﾏ CﾉWﾗﾐ 
HWI;┌ゲW ﾗa ﾉ;ゲデ ┞W;ヴげゲ IﾗﾏWS┞げが ; IﾉW;ヴ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW ;ヮヮ;ヴWﾐデﾉ┞ デﾗ Aヴｷゲデﾗヮｴ;ﾐWゲげ ﾗ┘ﾐ W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIW ┘ｴWﾐ 
taken to law the previous year (426) by Cleon in response to his Babylonians (for discussion on this cf. 
Nﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗS ヱΓンヰぶく  DW “デWく Cヴﾗｷ┝ ふヱΓΑヲが ンヶンぶ ゲデ;デWゲ デｴ;デ DｷI;Wﾗヮﾗﾉｷゲ ｴWヴWが け;ﾉﾗﾐW ﾗa Aヴｷゲデﾗヮｴ;ﾐWゲげ 
Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ﾗa ┘ｴﾗﾏ ┘W ﾆﾐﾗ┘ ;ﾐ┞デｴｷﾐｪげ ｷゲ IﾉﾗゲWﾉ┞ ｷSWﾐデｷaｷWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷゲデ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉaく  Cﾗﾐデヴ;が Bﾗ┘ｷW 
(1982, 29 n.14), who suggests similar identifications in earlier plays.  There have been many other 
ﾗHﾃWIデｷﾗﾐゲ デﾗ DW “デWく Cヴﾗｷ┝げゲ ゲデヴﾗﾐｪ ;ゲゲWゲゲﾏWﾐデが aﾗヴ ; ゲ┌ﾏﾏ;ヴ┞ ﾗa ┘ｴｷIｴ Iaく GﾗﾉSｴｷﾉﾉ ふﾗヮくIｷデく ヱΓヱ-93), 
H;ゲWS ﾗﾐ デｴW ｷSW; デｴ;デ デｴW aﾗI;ﾉｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ゲヮWWIｴ ;デデヴｷH┌デWS デﾗ DｷI;Wﾗヮﾗﾉｷゲ ｷゲ IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ぎ けデﾗ ゲデヴWゲゲ ; 
rigid identification between the poet and one of his characters is to underemphasise the playful 
ﾏ;ﾐｷヮ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa IﾗﾏｷI Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ヴWゲｷゲデゲ ヮヴWIｷゲWﾉ┞ ゲ┌Iｴ ; ┌ﾐｷaｷWS ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;げ ふヱΓヲぶき Iaく ;ﾉゲﾗ 
on this point Whitman (1964, 22), Forrest (1963, 8-9), Dover (1963, 15), and Reckford (1987, 179).  
The situation, however, is quite different from the scene involving Darius in the Persae:  Dicaeopolis is 
IﾉﾗデｴWS ｷﾐ ; Sｷゲｪ┌ｷゲW Hﾗヴヴﾗ┘WS aヴﾗﾏ E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲげ ヮﾉ;┞ Telephus, thus imposing yet another level of 
fictionalisation onto the drama.  Goldhill (ibid.) concludes that these complications have led to the 
unwillingness of critics to accept the identification of Dicaeopolis and Aristophanes.  How much 
harder, then, to suppose that this occurrence supports the concept of the Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ﾗa D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ｪｴﾗゲデ 
being identified with Aeschylus. 
210
As at 7.189.1-3, ┘ｴWヴW デｴW ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ｷゲ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌IWS H┞ ゜　á0〃ü： ~詑 ゜＿á‾ゞき ;デ ΒくンΒが ┘ｴWヴW H distances 
himself with 棚ゞ 損á誰 ヽ仝｀．à｀‾´ü：き ;デ ンΓくヱ ;ﾐS Βヴくヲが Hﾗデｴ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌IWS H┞ ゜　á‾仝ゝ：く       
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The whole pendant is in the form of a report by Dicaeus, and so his direct words to Demaratus are, 
in effect, part of an account in ID, an interesting departure and usage by H.  
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The part played by natural, in contrast to supernatural, forces in Herodotus is further 
illustrated again by Artabanus who, like Darius in the Persae, plays the familiar part 
ﾗa デｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ or, to be more W┝;Iデ ｴWヴWが デｴW けデヴ;ｪｷI ┘;ヴﾐWヴげ.212 At 7.49.1-2, he 
tells Xerxes that the two mightiest powers in the world, namely the sea and the land, 
are his worst enemies, the sea because there are no harbours big enough for his 
fleet, the land because it cannot produce enough food to feed his enormous army.  
Similarly, in the Persae (792-ヴぶが D;ヴｷ┌ゲ ゲ;┞ゲ けデｴW ﾉ;ﾐS ｷデゲWﾉa ｷゲ デｴW GヴWWﾆゲげ ;ﾉﾉ┞ ;ﾐS ┘ｷﾉﾉ 
kill the huge Persian ;ヴﾏ┞ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ゲデ;ヴ┗;デｷﾗﾐぎ ü沢〃駄 á束ヾ 打 á騨 ¨々´´ü‐‾ゞ ゛0；｀‾：ゞ ヽ　゜0： 
くくく ゛〃0；｀‾仝ゝü ゜：´端 〃‾但ゞ 鐸ヽ0ヾヽ＿゜゜‾仝ゞ 贈áü｀が ; デヴ┌デｴ ;ﾉヴW;S┞ SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWS H┞ デｴW 
ﾏWゲゲWﾐｪWヴげゲ SWゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ ヴWデヴW;デ ;デ ヴΒΒ-91. 
Perhaps the most convincing evidence that Herodotus borrowed directly for his 
speeches from the Persae is shown at 8.68.ü-á, where Artemisia, through Mardonius, 
warns Xerxes not to allow the destruction of his fleet to cause the loss of his land 
forIWぎ ~0：´ü；｀＼ ´駄 瀧 ｀ü仝〃：゛托ゞ ゝ〃ヾü〃托ゞ ゛ü゛＼．0台ゞ 〃托｀ ヽ　、‾｀ ヽヾ‾ゝ~。゜，ゝ。〃ü：.213 Not 
only is the reference to the dual nature of the expedition stressed here but also the 
language is so similar to Persae (728) (瀧 ｀ü仝〃：゛托ゞ ゝ〃ヾü〃托ゞ ゛ü゛＼．0台ゞ ヽ0、托｀ 巽゜0ゝ0 
ゝ〃ヾü〃＿｀ぶ ;ゲ デﾗ HW ┌ﾐﾏｷゲデ;ﾆ;Hﾉ┞ SWヴｷ┗;tive, a conclusion which Garvie (2009, 288) 
makes a persuasive case for accepting.  This motif is further enhanced in the Persae 
(558-9), where the chorus ヴWﾏｷﾐSゲ ┌ゲ デｴ;デ ｷデ ┘;ゲ けゲｴｷヮゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ Hヴﾗ┌ｪｴデ Hﾗデｴ ﾉ;ﾐS ;ﾐS 
ゲW; ゲﾗﾉSｷWヴゲ ふﾏ;ヴｷﾐWゲぶ ;ﾐS SWゲデヴﾗ┞WS Hﾗデｴげ ふヽ0、‾但ゞ áàヾ 〃0 ゛ü台 ．ü゜üゝゝ；‾仝ゞ くくく ｀測0ゞ 
´0｀ 贈áüá‾｀ くくく ｀測0ゞ ~（ 蔵ヽ～゜0ゝü｀ぶく  
Even though it appears likely that Herodotus borrowed heavily from the Persae of 
Aeschylus, other quite subtle differences can be detected, apart from those 
mentioned above, which show how, in borrowing from the dramatists, he managed 
to temper both the tragedy and the drama of his account without losing either facet.  
He did this by retaining them in the speeches he gave to his main participants in 
order to reveal their characters.  A good example of how this tempering took place is 
the difference in the portrayal of the character of Xerxes between the two works.  In 
                                                          
212
Cf. Chapter 9, pp. 218ff. 
213
Cf. Lazenby (1988) on this and other verbal echoes of the Persae in H. 
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the Persae, Xerxes is portrayed as a passionate, vengeful autocrat, bent on punishing 
Athens for the defeat at Marathon.   
Again it is the Queen who emphasises the wayward character of her son by using 
strong words to question the idea that he could have ｴ;S ゲ┌Iｴ ;ﾐ けﾗ┗Wヴ┘WWﾐｷﾐｪ 
desire to hunt down that city as you would a wild animalげ: 蔵゜゜束 ´駄｀ 貸´0：ヾ（ 損´托ゞ ヽü大ゞ 
〃，｀~0 ．。ヾ測ゝü： ヽ＿゜：｀き ふヲンンぶく  TｴW ｪｴﾗゲデ ﾗa D;ヴｷ┌ゲ ;II┌ゲWゲ ｴｷゲ ゲﾗﾐ ﾗa けﾉ┌ゲデｷﾐｪ for other 
デｴ;ﾐ ┘ｴ;デ ｴW ;ﾉヴW;S┞ ヮﾗゲゲWゲゲWゲげ ふ贈゜゜＼｀ 損ヾüゝ．0台ゞぶ ふ826): Xerxes is affected, in turn, 
H┞ デｴW Hヴ;ゲｴﾐWゲゲ ﾗa ┞ﾗ┌デｴ ふ｀　単 ．ヾàゝ0：ぶ (Αヴヴぶが H┞ ｷﾏヮWデ┌ﾗゲｷデ┞ ふ．‾々ヾ：‾ゞ) (754), even 
by madness (損´～ヾü｀0｀ぶ ふ719).  Darius (765-Βヱぶ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐゲ XWヴ┝Wゲげ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ HW ;デ 
┗;ヴｷ;ﾐIW ┘ｷデｴ ヮヴW┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ ヮﾗﾉｷI┞ぎ XWヴ┝Wゲげ predecessorゲ けIﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉﾉWS デｴWｷヴ 
ヮ;ゲゲｷﾗﾐゲげ ふΑヶΑぶが ｴ;S けゲﾗ┌ﾐS ﾏｷﾐSゲげ ふΑΑヲぶが ┘WヴW けbeloved by the gods and successfulげ 
(768 & 772).  Cyrus, for instance, was wise enough to limit his conquests to Asia 
(770-1), that is to say the domain allotted to the barbarian by the gods (186-7); the 
Aeschylean Darius did not cross the Halys (864-6).   
Although revenge is spoken of in Herodotus in connection with Xerxes,
214
 we are not 
given the impression that it is his prime motive.
215
 Iデ ｷゲ SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ デﾗ ;ヴｪ┌W ┘ｷデｴ “;ｷSげゲ 
view (2002, 143) that revenge was more of a pretext for Xerxes than a direct cause, 
when we remember that it was primarily at the instigation of the ambitious 
Mardonius that Xerxes decided to act.  This was then backed up by the Aleuadae and 
the Peisistratidae.  It could be argued then that, notwithstanding all the similarities, 
echoes and parallels which exist between the Histories and the Persae, Xerxes is not 
デｴW ヴW;ﾉ デヴ;ｪｷI けｴWヴﾗげ ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ story; at least not in the Aeschylean sense, since, 
apart from the arrogance he displays in his speech to the assembled Persian nobles 
at 7.8, which one could even argue is nothing more than an assertion of monarchical 
ヮﾗ┘Wヴが ｴW W┝ｴｷHｷデゲ aW┘ ﾗa デｴW ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ a;ｷﾉｷﾐｪゲ ﾏ;ﾐｷaWゲデ ｷﾐ AWゲIｴ┞ﾉ┌ゲげ デヴ;ｪWS┞く216   
                                                          
214Eくｪく ｷﾐ Bﾗﾗﾆ Α ;デ ヵくンき Βüくヲ わ Βéくヱ-ヲき Γüくヱき ヱヱくヲ-ン わ Γが ┘ｴWヴW けヴW┗WﾐｪWげ デ┞ヮW ┘ﾗヴSゲ ﾗII┌ヴぎ 〃：´＼ヾ＿ゞ が 
〃：´＼ヾ；。 が 〃：´＼ヾ　0：｀く 
215Hが ｷﾐ a;Iデが ﾏ;ﾆWゲ ｷデ IﾉW;ヴ デｴ;デ XWヴ┝Wゲ け┘;ゲ ヮWヴゲ┌;SWSげぎ くくく 蔵｀0á｀～ゝ．。 ご　ヾ¨。ゞ くくく ふΑくΑくヱぶく 
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Harrison (2014, 11) points out that, unlike Mardonius, who uses the revenge (against Athens) 
argument to persuade Xerxes to invade Greece and unlike Artabanus, who advises caution, Xerxes is 
clear about his motives for imperial expansion: it is an imperative handed down through the 
Achaemenid line.  He cannot, therefore, achieve less than any of his ancestors; conquest for its own 
ゲ;ﾆW ｷゲ ; ゲﾗ┌ヴIW ﾗa ヮヴｷSW ふデｴｷゲ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデゲ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW けゲWﾉa-ｷﾐデWヴWゲデげ ﾏﾗデｷ┗W W┝ヮﾗ┌ﾐSWS H┞ デｴW Athenians at 
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There are grounds for ゲ;┞ｷﾐｪが ┘ｴWﾐ ┘W ┗ｷW┘ デｴW Hヴﾗ;S I;ﾐ┗;ゲ ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 袋ゝ〃‾ヾ；。 
and the statemWﾐデ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ヮヴﾗWﾏ デｴ;デ ｴｷゲ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ふ〃à 〃0 贈゜゜ü ゛ü台 ...) concern is to 
record the origins of the war between the Greeks and the barbarian, that his true 
tragic heroine is Persia itself.  But as Persia makes no speeches, except by means of 
its kings and rulers, that proposition is beyond the remit of this thesis.  There are 
certain other caveats that could be mentioned in order not to overplay the 
similarities of the Histories to the Persaeく  TｴW け‘WﾏWﾏHWヴ AデｴWﾐゲげ motif is perhaps 
the best illustration of this: it occurs in both works but in different contexts.
217
 In the 
Herodotean version Darius orders a slave constantly to remind him of that city, 
whereas in the Persae (823-6) he asks the chorus デﾗ ヴWﾏWﾏHWヴ AデｴWﾐゲげ victory in 
order to remind him not to send another expedition. 
The Histories are full of the characters of which tragic drama
218
 is made: Croesus, 
Candaules, Polycrates, Cleomenes, Cyrus, Cambyses, Xerxes, to name just some of 
his tyrannical tragic heroes.  Iﾐ H;ヴデﾗｪげゲ ┗ｷW┘ ふヱΓΒΒが ンンヵぶが HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ┌ゲWS デヴ;ｪｷI 
heroes such as these to make his recounting of the Persian Wars palatable to his 
contemporary audience, brought up, educated and entertained as they were on the 
stuff of Attic drama.  This opinion ｷゲ H;IﾆWS ┌ヮ H┞ E┗;ﾐゲ ふヱΓΓヱが ヵぶぎ けｷデ ゲWWﾏゲ 
Herodotus borrowed tragic elements when it suited his dramatic purposes, but they 
were literary devices to catch his audience; they did not inform his historical ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐくげ  
                                                                                                                                                                                    
T 1.75.4-5).  In an incidental comparison with T, Harriゲﾗﾐ SWゲIヴｷHWゲ デｴW Cﾗ┌ﾐIｷﾉ “IWﾐW ;ゲ け;ﾐ ｷﾐaﾗヴﾏWS 
ヴW;ゲﾗﾐWS ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ ﾏﾗデｷ┗Wゲが ;ﾉHWｷデ Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ Wﾉ;Hﾗヴ;デWS ;ﾐS さWﾐヴｷIｴWSざ げ ふヮくンぶく 
H;ヴヴｷゲﾗﾐ Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌Wゲぎ  けIﾐ ゲ┌ﾏ デｴW SWH;デW Iﾗﾐゲデｷデ┌デWゲ Hﾗデｴ ; ヴｴ;ヮゲﾗS┞ ﾗﾐ ｪWﾐ┌ｷﾐW PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ デｴWﾏWゲ ;ﾐS ; 
scintillating reconstruction of the manner in which pressure for a war may mount until it becomes 
ｷﾐW┗ｷデ;HﾉWくげ ふヮくヲΒぶく  Fﾗヴ ; Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷゲﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴｷゲ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ヮヴW-Sicilian expedition (T 6.9-23) debate at 
Athens and the speeches of Nicias and Alcibiades, see esp. my Chapter 10 below. 
217
Cf. Said (2002, 138).  
218Fﾗヴ ; ゲ┌ﾏﾏ;ヴ┞ ﾗa Hげゲ a;ﾏｷﾉｷ;ヴｷデ┞ ┘ｷデｴ, and knowledge of, Greek poetry cf. Chiasson (1982, 156 n.2).  
Chiasson is concerned with diction in H and poetry, and notes some vocabulary found rarely in prose 
┘ヴｷデWヴゲ H┌デ Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐﾉ┞ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮﾗWデゲが Wゲヮく デｴW デヴ;ｪWSｷ;ﾐゲ Wくｪく デｴW ┗WヴH ヽ仝ヾ＿＼が ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ XWヴ┝Wゲげ 
first speWIｴ デﾗ デｴW PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ ﾐﾗHﾉWゲ ;デ ΑくΒく éヲき デｴｷゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐゲ ; ゲ┌ゲデ;ｷﾐWS ｷ;ﾏHｷI ヴｴ┞デｴﾏぎ ヽヾ台｀ 妥 多゜＼ 
〃0 ゛ü台 ヽ仝ヾ～ゝ＼ 〃束ゞ 雪．，｀üゞく  Cｴｷ;ゲゲﾗﾐ ふｷHｷSくぶ デｴｷﾐﾆゲ デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ ﾏ;┞ WIｴﾗ デｴW ヴｴ┞デｴﾏ ﾗa デヴ;ｪｷI Sｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌Wき 
that, moreover, Artemisia later concludes her speech advisinｪ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ┘ｷデｴSヴ;┘;ﾉ ┘ｷデｴ ; ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ 
ヮｴヴ;ゲWぎ ゝ但 ~詑が 〃丹｀ 0貸｀0゛ü 〃托｀ ゝ〃＿゜‾｀ 損ヽ‾：，ゝü‾が ヽ仝ヾ～ゝüゞ 〃束ゞ 雪．，｀üゞ 蔵ヽ0゜尊ゞ ふΒくヱヰヲくンぶく  け くくく デｴ┌ゲが 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ﾏ;ヴﾆゲ デｴW HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS WﾐS ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WﾏWﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴW ｷﾐ┗;ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa GヴWWIW H┞ 
┌ゲｷﾐｪ ; ┗WヴH ふヽ仝ヾ＿0：｀ぶ デｴ;デ ﾏ;┞ ┘Wﾉﾉ ｴ;┗W ｴ;S ゲデヴﾗﾐｪ ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ┘ｷデｴ デヴ;ｪWS┞ aﾗヴ デｴW ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷ;ﾐげゲ 
ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ ;┌SｷWﾐIWげ ふｷHｷSくぶく  “WW ;ﾉゲﾗ ﾗデｴWヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲが Wくｪく ．0，゜ü〃‾ゞ ;ﾐS 〃束 ゝ゛騨ヽ〃ヾüく  Fﾗヴ XWヴ┝Wゲげ 





Although I do not believe that we can be ゲ┌ヴW W┝;Iデﾉ┞ ┘ｴ;デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ けhistorical 
┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐげ ┘;ゲが デｴW aｷヴゲデ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa E┗;ﾐゲげ ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデ ゲWWﾏゲ ; ヮﾉ;┌ゲｷHﾉW Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴ theory, 
especially when we consider, with Waters (1971, 86ff), how each of the above 
デ┞ヴ;ﾐデゲ HWIﾗﾏWゲ WﾏHヴﾗｷﾉWS ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ けﾉｷデデﾉW デヴ;ｪWS┞げ ｷﾐIorporated into the broader 
framework of the narrative.  Despots in Herodotus, such as Xerxes, reap their just 
reward, or rather their just punishment, for their hybristic behaviour just as they do 
ｷﾐ AWゲIｴ┞ﾉ┌ゲげ Persae (821-2) where: けﾗ┌デヴ;ｪW ｴ;ゲ HﾉﾗゲゲﾗﾏWS and has produced a crop 
of ruin, from which it reaps a harvest of universal sorヴﾗ┘げ  ふ濁éヾ：ゞ á束ヾ 損¨ü｀．‾達ゝ（ 
損゛àヾヽ＼ゝ0 ゝ〃à‐仝｀ 贈〃。ゞ が 卓．0｀ ヽàá゛゜ü仝〃‾｀ 損¨ü´尊 ．　ヾ‾ゞぶ.   
The list of characters who suffer a downfall in Herodotus is long, as is the number of 
expressions of human helplessness in the face of inevitable ill-fortune.  I give just two 
examples taken from the first six books, insofar as they relate to the speeches.  
Polycrates of Samos was so fortunate in every respect that fate was bound to 
overtake him eventually.  This was recognised by Amasis, his potential ally, who sent 
him a letter telling him to discard his most valuable possession because he, Amasis, 
aW;ヴWS Pﾗﾉ┞Iヴ;デWゲげ good fortune knowing how the gods are envious of success: 損´‾台 
~詑 ü袋 ゝü台 ´0áà゜ü： 0沢〃仝‐；ü： ‾沢゛ 蔵ヾ　ゝ゛‾仝ゝ：が 損ヽ：ゝ〃ü´　｀単 〃托 ．0大‾｀ 棚ゞ 村ゝ〃： 席．‾｀0ヾ＿｀ 
(3.40.2-4ぶく  Aﾏ;ゲｷゲ ┘;ゲ ヮヴﾗ┗WS ヴｷｪｴデ ┘ｴWﾐ Pﾗﾉ┞Iヴ;デWゲげ ﾏﾗゲデ デヴW;ゲ┌ヴWS ヮﾗゲゲWゲゲｷﾗﾐが デｴW 
ring which he threw into the sea, was miraculously recovered by a fisherman.  
Polycrates is then lured to his death by the Persian governor of Sardis by a promise 
to provide money for his navy.  Cambyses, who belatedly realised his tragic mistake 
in killing his own brother and who died from a similar injury to Miltiades, sums up 
this theme in a speech (3.65) to ｴｷゲ PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ ゲ┌HﾃWIデゲ ┘ｷデｴ ; a;デ;ﾉｷゲデｷI ﾏWゲゲ;ｪWぎ け; ﾏ;ﾐ 
does not に as I now see に ｴ;┗W デｴW ヴWゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲ デﾗ SWaﾉWIデ ｴｷゲ SWゲデｷﾐ┞げ ふ損｀ 〃泰 á束ヾ 
蔵｀．ヾ＼ヽ。；体 席々ゝ： ‾沢゛ 損｀騨｀ 贈ヾü 〃托 ´　゜゜‾｀ á；｀0ゝ．ü： 蔵ヽ‾〃ヾ　ヽ0：｀ぶく 
There is no doubt that Herodotus draws upon the same mythological treasure house 
plundered by the epic and dramatic poets for many of his stories.  The motif of 
┗WﾐｪW;ﾐIW ;ﾐS ﾃ┌ゲデ ヮ┌ﾐｷゲｴﾏWﾐデ ふ〃；ゝ：ゞぶが a;ﾏｷﾉｷ;ヴ ｷﾐ デヴ;ｪWSｷWゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW Oresteian 
trilogy of Aeschylus, is particularly strong in the Histories.  Speeches, commonly 
attributed to characters involved in such topoi, whether perpetrators or victims, and 
happening at critical points in the account, are a skilful means employed by the 
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author of injecting a dramatic nuance into his story.  However, Herodotus does not 
always follow the traditional dramatic formula: for instance, the moment of 
retribution is often closer in time to the act of hybris or fault than in stories taken by 
デｴW Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷゲデゲ aヴﾗﾏ ﾏ┞デｴﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ゲ┌HﾃWIデゲが ┘ｴWヴW 〃；ゝ：ゞ is visited upon the sons, 
grandsons or even more distant relatives of the original perpetrator.
219
  
Aﾐ W┝IWﾉﾉWﾐデ ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲデヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW HWヴﾗSﾗデW;ﾐ 〃；ゝ：ゞ W┗Wﾐデ ｷゲ デｴW story ﾗa H;ヴヮ;ｪ┌ゲげ 
revenge upon Astyages.  This story is interwoven into the account of the revolt by 
the Persians against the Medes and the subsequent rise to power of Cyrus (1.108-
129).  First Astyages, king of Media, punishes Harpagus for not carrying out his order 
to kill the infant Cyrus, who, according to the interpretation of a dream, is destined 
to replace him as kinｪく  HW SﾗWゲ デｴｷゲ H┞ I┌デデｷﾐｪ ┌ヮ H;ヴヮ;ｪ┌ゲげ ゲﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ｷﾐ┗ｷデｷﾐｪ 
Harpagus to dine upon the cooked body parts.
220
 Harpagus remains remarkably cool 
when he realises what has happened, but secretly plots revenge.  He instigates, and 
;Iデｷ┗Wﾉ┞ ヮ;ヴデｷIｷヮ;デWゲ ｷﾐが デｴW ヴW┗ﾗﾉデ H┞ C┞ヴ┌ゲ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ Aゲデ┞;ｪWゲ ┘ｴﾗが aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ C┞ヴ┌ゲげ 
victory, is brought before Harpagus as a prisoner of war and a slave (1.129) to be 
taunted by him.   
The ongoing drama is cleverly highlighted by Herodotus at critical points in the 
broader account of the rise of Cyrus by the use of speech, both DD and ID, but vividly 
begun and ended in DD.  First, at 1.108.4, Astyages warns Harpagus against any 
betrayal of duty, whereupon Harpagus, in turn at 1.108.5, assures him of his loyalty.  
Subsequently Astyages, at 1.117.2-5が ﾉW;ヴﾐゲ デｴW デヴ┌デｴ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ H;ヴヮ;ｪ┌ゲげ IﾗﾐaWゲゲｷﾗﾐ 
and then, at 1.118.2, treacherously gives his servant the impression he has forgiven 
him by inviting him to dinner.  1.119.5, where Astyages asks whether Harpagus has 
enjoyed his meal, is matched in its callousness only by the pretended 
ﾗHゲWケ┌ｷﾗ┌ゲﾐWゲゲ ﾗa H;ヴヮ;ｪ┌ゲげ ヴWヮﾉ┞ ;デ 1.119.7 デｴ;デ ｴW ｷゲ ヮﾉW;ゲWS デﾗ Sﾗ ｴｷゲ ﾏ;ゲデWヴげゲ 
will; in fact he is plotting revenge.  Eventually, at 1.129.1, Harpagus can gloat in his 
turn over the misfortune of his adversary.   
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E.g. the unfolding of the Atreid curse in the Oresteia.  
220Aﾐ ｷSW; ゲ┌ヴWﾉ┞ ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS ┘ｷデｴ けTｴ┞WゲデWゲげ aW;ゲデげく 
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The story of Hermotimus, the eunuch, and Panionius, described at 8.105-6 and 
containing 8.106.3, is another illustration of this type.
221
  Here Hermotimus, having 
previously been castrated by Panionius and gifted to the Persian court, bides his 
time, but eventually exacts revenge by forcing Panionius to castrate his sons and 
then forcing his sons to do the same to their father.  The historian puts forward in 
the narrative (8.106.4) the conventional idea, found also in tragedy, that this revenge 
ｷゲ ｷﾐW┗ｷデ;HﾉW ;ﾐS けI;ﾏW ;ヴﾗ┌ﾐSげ ふヽ0ヾ：騨゜．0ぶ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉ Iﾗ┌ヴゲW ﾗa デｷﾏWく  
HWヴﾏﾗデｷﾏ┌ゲが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ｷゲ ｴWヴW ゲヮWIｷaｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ｷSWﾐデｷaｷWS ┘ｷデｴ 〃；ゝ：ゞ ふ柁 〃0 〃；ゝ：ゞ ゛ü台 
薦ヾ´＿〃：´‾ゞぶが ｴ;┗ｷﾐｪ HWWﾐ デｴW ヮヴｷﾏW ﾏﾗ┗Wヴ ｷﾐ ｷデゲ W┝;IデﾏWﾐデが W┗Wﾐ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが 
;ゲ ｷa ┘ｷゲｴｷﾐｪ デﾗ ヴW;aaｷヴﾏ ｴｷゲ ヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗ┌ゲ ヮｷWデ┞が ヮ┌デゲ ｷﾐデﾗ HWヴﾏﾗデｷﾏ┌ゲげ ﾏﾗ┌デｴ ふ8.106.3) 
デｴW Iﾉ;ｷﾏ デｴ;デ P;ﾐﾗﾐｷ┌ゲ けHWﾉｷW┗WS デｴW ｪﾗSゲ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ﾗ┗Wヴlook what you were then 
ヮﾉ;ﾐﾐｷﾐｪげ (損~＿゛0　ゞ 〃0 ．0‾但ゞ ゜，ゝ0：｀ ‾逮ü 損´。‐ü｀丹 〃＿〃0ぶ, and that he was delivered 
into his hands (損ゞ ‐0大ヾüゞ 〃束ゞ 損´àゞぶ H┞ デｴW ｪﾗSゲ ┘ｴﾗ ┘WヴW けaﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ デｴW ﾉ;┘ ﾗa 
ﾃ┌ゲデｷIWげ ふ｀＿´単 ~：゛ü；単 ‐ヾ0～´0｀‾：ぶく222   
The notion that Herodotus does not quite abandon the divine intervention technique 
of earlier poets is further illustrated by the reply of the Pythia to the Lydian 
delegation sent by Croesus to Delphi.  This speech (1.91) is a lengthy diatribe on why 
CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ a;ｷﾉWS ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ;デデ;Iﾆ ﾗﾐ C┞ヴ┌ゲげ ﾆｷﾐｪSﾗﾏ ;ﾐS Iﾗﾐaｷヴﾏゲ ┘ｴ;デ デｴW ヴW;SWr is 
ｷﾐデWﾐSWS デﾗ ﾉW;ヴﾐ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデぎ デｴ;デ a;デW ｷゲ ｷﾐW┗ｷデ;HﾉW ;ﾐS デｴ;デ けﾐﾗデ W┗Wﾐ ; ｪﾗS 
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For the concept of reciprocity in the case of Hermotimus and Panionius (8.106.3-4) see Hornblower 
ふヲヰヰンぶが ┘ｴﾗ ヮﾗｷﾐデゲ ﾗ┌デ デｴ;デ HWヴﾏﾗデｷﾏ┌ゲげ ヴW┗WﾐｪW ｷゲ ｴ;ヴSﾉ┞ ヴWIｷヮヴﾗI;ﾉ ;ゲ ｴW W┝;Iデゲ ┗WﾐｪW;ﾐIW ﾗﾐ aｷ┗W 
victims; cf. also generally Braund (1998); Harrison (2000, 58 and n.69); Lateiner (1989, 143); 
Immerwahr (1966, 284ff); Gray (2002, 308ff). 
222
Cf. Harrison (2000, 102)ぎ けTｴ;デ H HWﾉｷW┗WS ｷﾐ デｴW ヮﾗゲゲｷHｷﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa Sｷ┗ｷﾐW ヴWデヴｷH┌デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ くくく ｷヴヴWa┌デ;HﾉWげ.  
H;ヴヴｷゲﾗﾐ ;ﾉゲﾗ H;Iﾆゲ ┌ヮ ﾏ┞ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa ヴW┗WﾐｪW ふHWヴﾏﾗデｷﾏ┌ゲ ﾗﾐ P;ﾐｷﾗﾐｷ┌ゲぶが ┘ｴｷIｴ H SWゲIヴｷHWゲ ;ゲ けデｴW 
ｪヴW;デWゲデ ヴW┗WﾐｪW ﾗa ;ﾐ┞ﾗﾐW ┘ｴﾗ ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ ┘ヴﾗﾐｪWS ﾗa ;ﾉﾉ デｴW ﾏWﾐ ┘W ﾆﾐﾗ┘げぎ 〃端 ´0á；ゝ〃。 〃；ゝ：ゞ 堕~。 
蔵~：゛。．　｀〃： 損á　｀0〃‾ ヽà｀〃＼｀ 〃丹｀ 打´0大ゞ 胎~´0｀ ふΒくヱヰヵくヱぶく  Fﾗヴ H ふ2.120.5) there was no greater act of 
vengeance than the outcome of the Trojan War, planned moreover by the gods in order to make it 
clear that great injustices receive great vengeances at their hands: 棚ゞ 〃丹｀ ´0áà゜＼｀ 蔵~：゛。´à〃＼｀ 
´0áà゜ü： 0滞ゝ台 ゛ü台 ü袋 〃：´＼ヾ；ü： ヽüヾ束 〃丹｀ ．0丹｀く  Fﾗヴ a┌ﾉﾉ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIWゲ ﾗa Sｷ┗ｷﾐW 
retribution in H see Harrison (2000, 102-121):  e.g. delayed vengeance is seen as more powerful and 
as strong evidence for divine intervention, for example Croesus paid the full price for his ancestor 
Gyges (1.91.1), ;ﾐS T;ﾉデｴ┞Hｷ┌ゲげ ┗WﾐｪW;ﾐIW ┘;ゲ ┘ヴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ┌ヮﾗﾐ デｴW ゲﾗﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW ｴWヴ;ﾉSゲ ┘ｴﾗ ｴ;S 
┗ﾗﾉ┌ﾐデWWヴWS デﾗ SｷW ｷﾐ W┝ヮｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ｴWヴﾗげゲ ┘ヴ;デｴ ふΑくヱンΑぶく  けTｴW SWﾉ;┞げが H;ヴヴｷゲﾗﾐ ゲ;┞ゲ ふﾗヮくIｷデく 113), 
け;ﾐS デｴW a;Iデ デｴ;デ ヮ┌ﾐｷゲｴﾏWﾐデ aWﾉﾉ ﾗﾐ デｴW ゲons of the very same men, indeed make that punishment 
WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ Sｷ┗ｷﾐWげぎ Gﾗ┌ﾉS ふヱΓΓヴが ΓΑぶ SWゲIヴｷHWゲ デｴｷゲ ;┗Wﾐｪｷﾐｪ ;ゲ け┌ﾐI;ﾐﾐ┞げく Fﾗヴ ;ﾐIWゲデヴ;ﾉ a;┌ﾉデ ｷﾐ ;ﾐIｷWﾐデ 
Greece see esp. Gagné (2013); for a list of impieties punished in H see Mikalson (2002, 193); also 
generally on H and religion cf. Scullion (2006).  
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can escape his orS;ｷﾐWS a;デWげぎ だ駄｀ ヽ0ヽヾ＼´　｀。｀ ´‾大ヾü｀ 蔵~々｀ü〃à 損ゝ〃： 蔵ヽ‾席仝á0大｀ ゛ü台 
．0端.223  
The theme of divine-inflicted punishment is pursued in many other parts of the 
Historiesが W┗Wﾐ ｷa ┘W I;ﾐﾐﾗデ W┝;Iデﾉ┞ SWaｷﾐW デｴWﾏ ;ゲ 〃；ゝ：ゞが ゲｷﾐIW デｴW┞ Sﾗ ﾐﾗデ ;ﾉﾉ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗W 
an act of revenge.  There is, nevertheless, usually some reference to divine origins. 
Pheretime, for example, was infested with worms in return for taking excessive 
veﾐｪW;ﾐIW ﾗﾐ デｴW B;ヴI;ﾐゲ け;ゲ if to show people that excessive vengeance earns the 
ｪﾗSゲげ SｷゲヮﾉW;ゲ┌ヴWげ:224 棚ゞ 贈ヾü 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ‾：ゝ： ü袋 ゜；。｀ 滞ゝ‐仝ヾü台 〃：´＼ヾ；ü： ヽヾ托ゞ ．0丹｀ 
損ヽ；席．‾｀‾： á；｀‾｀〃ü： ふヴくヲヰヵぶく  Mｷﾉデｷ;SWゲ SｷWゲ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ヮ┌デヴWa;Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ;ﾐ ｷﾐﾃ┌ヴWS デｴｷｪｴ 
after falling from the wall of a sacred shrine on Paros in an attempt to prevent 
himself from committing a sacrilege: even this last minute recantation did not avert 
ｴｷゲ SW;デｴ ゲｷﾐIWが ;ゲ デｴW P┞デｴｷ; W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐゲが けｷデ ┘;ゲ a;デWS デｴ;デ Mｷﾉデｷ;SWゲ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS SｷW ; 
horヴｷHﾉW SW;デｴげ ふ~0大｀ á束ヾ ぐ：゜〃：à~0ü 〃0゜0仝〃測｀ ´駄 0託 ... (6.135.3).   
Cleomenes goes mad and dies by self-mutilation, an end he deserved, according to 
Herodotus, for I;┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW P┞デｴｷ; デﾗ ヴWﾐﾗ┌ﾐIW DWﾏ;ヴ;デ┌ゲげ Iﾉ;ｷﾏ デﾗ デｴW “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐ 
kingship: 損´‾台 ~詑 ~‾゛　0： 〃；ゝ：｀ 〃ü々〃。｀ 瀧 が゜0‾´　｀。ゞ ら。´üヾ，〃単 損゛〃0大ゝü： ふヶくΒヴく3).  Here 
Herodotus insists on giving us his own explanation for CﾉWﾗﾏWﾐWゲげ SWath, referring to 
it as a punishment exacted on him presumably by some supernatural force; this 
despite the more mundane Spartan view, which is also reportWSが デｴ;デ デｴW ﾆｷﾐｪげゲ 
death was caused by his over-Sヴｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ け“I┞デｴｷ;ﾐ ゲデ┞ﾉWげく  Another example, this time in 
; ゲヮWWIｴが ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷI Wﾏヮﾉﾗ┞ﾏWﾐデ ﾗa デｴｷゲ デｴWﾏW ┘ｷﾉﾉ ;ﾉゲﾗ ゲWヴ┗W デﾗ 
demonstrate his eagerness to emphasise the inevitability of just punishment: the 
message (5.56.1) delivered by a tall, handsome man in the dream of Hipparchus, 
which he expeヴｷWﾐIWS ﾗﾐ デｴW W┗W ﾗa デｴW ヮヴﾗIWゲゲｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴW ┘;ゲ ;ゲゲ;ゲゲｷﾐ;デWSぎ けﾐﾗ 
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Dewald (1998, 605, n. on 1.91) reminds us that Croesus was guilty inasmuch as he failed to question 
the oヴ;IﾉW ﾏﾗヴW IﾉﾗゲWﾉ┞が デｴｷゲ HWｷﾐｪ ゲ┌aaｷIｷWﾐデ デﾗ ｷﾐI┌ヴ 〃；ゝ：ゞが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌gh not fatally in this instance; cf. p. 
50 and n.106 above re. a link here with T.  Fﾗヴ a┌ヴデｴWヴ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデ ﾗﾐ 〃；ゝ：ゞ ｷﾐ H cf. Dewald (1998, 598, n. 
on 1.9); Lateiner (1989, 141-3, 153-5, 203-4).    
224
H uses デｴW ヮ;ヴデｷIｷヮﾉW 〃0：ゝü´　｀。 ふヴくヲヰヵくヱぶ ﾗゲデWﾐゲｷHﾉ┞ ヴWaWヴヴｷﾐｪ デﾗ PｴWヴWデｷﾏWげゲ W┝IWゲゲｷ┗W ヴWデヴｷHution 
ﾗﾐ デｴW B;ヴI;ﾐゲ H┌デ ｷﾐ a;Iデが H┞ ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デｷﾗﾐが デﾗ デｴW 〃；ゝ：ゞ ﾗa デｴW ｪﾗSゲ ﾗﾐ ｴWヴゲWﾉaく  For the dramatic effect 




man who has committed a crime will fail to pay for ｷデげ ふ‾沢~0台ゞ 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ＼｀ 蔵~：゛丹｀ 
〃；ゝ：｀ ‾沢゛ 蔵ヽ‾〃；ゝ0：ぶく  
TｴW ヮヴW┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ;Hﾗ┗W ﾗa 〃；ゝ：ゞ ｷﾐ デｴW HWヴﾗSﾗデW;ﾐ story of Hermotimus recalls a 
related Aeschylean motif also to be found in the Oresteia, produced c.458.  Here, 
famously, the plot of the whole trilogy concerns the vengeance taken by Orestes on 
Clytemnestra and Aegisthus at the instigation of Apollo.  The parallel with the 
Hermotimus story lies in the fact that the vengeful punishment is meted out by 
means of the reciprocal mirroring of the original crime.  In the Agamemnon, for 
W┝;ﾏヮﾉWが C;ゲゲ;ﾐSヴ;が ｷﾐ ; ゲWﾐゲW デｴW ┌ﾉデｷﾏ;デW けデヴ;ｪｷI ┘;ヴﾐWヴげが ヮヴﾗヮｴWIｷWゲ ; デｷﾏW soon 
デﾗ IﾗﾏW け┘ｴWﾐ デｴW SW;デｴ of a woman for a woman will be exacted (that is 
Clytemnestra for Cassandra herself), and a man (Aegisthus) will fall in turn for a man 
(Agamemnon) who had an evil wifeげぎ 卓〃ü｀ á仝｀駄 á仝｀ü：゛托ゞ 蔵｀〃（ 損´‾達 ．à｀体 蔵｀，ヾ 〃0 
~仝ゝ~à´üヾ〃‾ゞ 蔵｀〃（ 蔵｀~ヾ托ゞ ヽ　ゝ体‘ (1318-19).   
So too, in the Choephoroe, Orestes instructs the chorus デﾗ ﾆWWヮ ゲWIヴWデ ｴｷゲ ヮﾉ;ﾐ けゲﾗ 
that those who by trickery killed a man of renown may be trapped by the same 
デヴｷIﾆWヴ┞げぎ 棚ゞ 造｀ ~＿゜単 ゛〃0；｀ü｀〃0ゞ 贈｀~ヾü 〃；´：‾｀ ~＿゜単 á0 ゛ü台 ゜。席．丹ゝ：｀が ふ556-7).  Or 
again, we could consider the fatal words of Clytemnestra in the same play (888), 
where she finally understands Orestesげ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ﾆｷﾉﾉ ｴWヴ ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ AWｪｷゲデｴ┌ゲ ;ﾐS 
declares that they both will have died by deception just as they killed by deception: 
~＿゜‾：ゞ 題゜‾々´0．（が 谷ゝヽ0ヾ ‾託｀ 損゛〃0；｀ü´0｀く   
It may be going too far to say that these themes and motifs are a sign of the direct 
influence of Aeschylus on Herodotus; rather, it may be an indication that both were 
using ideas that were prominent in contemporary Greek popular consciousness.  
However, it is strongly attested that there was a personal link of friendship between 
Herodotus and Sophocles.
225
 It would hardly be surprising, in that case, that one 
should have been influenced in his work by the other.  The question has long existed, 
however: who, if either, borrowed from whom?  The most celebrated instance of 
けHorヴﾗ┘ｷﾐｪげ ｷゲ ;デ 3.119.3-6, where Darius offers the wife of Intaphernes the 
possibility of saving the life of one member of her family, all of whom have been 
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Cf. Jacoby (1913, 233-7); Ehrenberg (1956, 35); HW ( i, 7). 
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IﾗﾐSWﾏﾐWS デﾗ SW;デｴく  M┌Iｴ デﾗ D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ゲ┌ヴヮヴｷゲW ゲｴW Iｴooses her brother rather than 
her husband on the grounds that, because her parents are dead, she can never 
acquire another brother.  This passage has been compared to the speech of 
Antigone, in SopｴﾗIﾉWゲげ Antigone (904-15), where the heroine makes a hypothetical 
choice as to which dead family member she might bury.  As we well know from the 
plot, she chooses her brother Polyneices, the last surviving male member of her 
natal family who, due to Creoﾐげゲ SWIヴWWが ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ ┌ﾐH┌ヴｷWSく   
Much scholarly debate has surrounded the authenticity of this passage: for example 
Griffith (1999, 278) reports デｴ;デ けｷﾐ ヱΒヲヵ Goethe expressed his wish that Sophocles 
ｴ;S ﾐW┗Wヴ ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ デｴWゲW ﾉｷﾐWゲくげ  TｴW GWヴﾏ;ﾐ ヮﾗWデ advocated its deletion on the 
ｪヴﾗ┌ﾐSゲ デｴ;デ AﾐデｷｪﾗﾐWげゲ declaration (454-60) was hypothetical, pedantic and 
seemingly inconsistent with her previous assertions regarding divine laws.  Griffith 
(op.cit. 277) is clear that, in this instance, Sophocles must be the borrower and not 
Herodotus, ゲｷﾐIW Iﾐデ;ヮｴWヴﾐWゲげ ┘ｷaW ｷゲ ;aforded a real IｴﾗｷIW ｷﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ デﾗ AﾐデｷｪﾗﾐWげゲが 
which is hypothetical.   
Gヴｷaaｷデｴ ふヱΓΓΓが ヲぶ IﾗﾐIﾉ┌SWゲ デｴ┌ゲ SWゲヮｷデW デｴW a;Iデ デｴ;デ “ﾗヮｴﾗIﾉWゲげ ヮﾉ;┞ ｷゲ S;デWS 
reliably to 442-1 and was therefore publicly produced as much as twenty years 
before the completion of the Historiesが ;ﾐS ｴW ﾃ┌ゲデｷaｷWゲ ｴｷゲ ;デデヴｷH┌デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けHorヴﾗ┘Wヴげ 
to Sophocles on the idea that the Histories け┘WヴW Sﾗ┌HデﾉWゲゲ IｷヴI┌ﾉ;デｷﾐｪ W;ヴﾉｷWヴげ ふﾗヮくIｷデく 
277), and that the two authors were friends.  Griffith (ibid.) ;デデWゲデゲ デｴ;デ けデｴWヴW I;ﾐ HW 
little doubt that Herodotus is the originalげ, but I would have thought that the twenty 
┞W;ヴ SｷゲIヴWヮ;ﾐI┞ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴWｷヴ けヮ┌HﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲげ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS I;ゲデ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;HﾉW Sﾗ┌Hデ ┌ヮﾗﾐ 
this theory.  Griffith also points to what he describes as the unmistakeable 
けゲ┞ﾐデ;Iデｷcal and lexical echoes from Herodotus ンくヱヱΓげ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾉｷﾐWゲ ΓヰΓ-12.  Syntactical 
echoes exist perhaps, since the arrangement and order of clauses is similar, but 
hardly lexical echoes, as the vocabulary is singularly different: Sophocles uses the 
ヮﾗWデｷI;ﾉ ヽ＿ゝ：ゞっー＼〃＿ゞが 妥´ヽ゜ü゛‾｀が ゛0゛0仝．＿〃‾：｀が é゜àゝ〃‾：が ┘ｴｷﾉW HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ｴ;ゲ デｴW 





The strongest and most convincing evidence for a link between our two historians 
and the Attic dramatists is that for a link between the works of Euripides and 
Thucydides.  This is, not least, because all the nineteen complete plays of Euripides 
that have come down to us were produced during or before the twenty-seven year 
period of the War, and so, whether we accept or not the unity of composition theory 
of the History, namely that it was written not before 404,
226
 Thucydides could 
possibly have had some knowledge and/or access to them.  The two authors were, 
then, almost exact contemporaries.  This establishes the opportunity for an exchange 
of ideas; the critical question is whether Euripides influenced Thucydides (if at all) or 
vice versa.  
What we know is that this final quarter of the fifth century saw a great change in the 
social and political climate at Athens,
227
 initiated not only by the onset of the 
Peloponnesian War but also by the death of Pericles during only its second year and 
the subsequent decline in control and statesmanship which eventually brought 
;Hﾗ┌デ AデｴWﾐゲげ SWaW;デく  TｴWゲW W┗Wﾐデゲ ┘WヴW ;IIﾗﾏヮ;ﾐｷWS H┞ デｴW ヴｷゲW ﾗa ゲﾗヮｴｷゲデヴ┞ ;ﾐS 
rhetoric which brought a new intellectualism, more dynamic and critical than any 
preceding mode of thinking, to the city.
228
   
It is not then surprising that two of the foremost writers of the day, albeit of differing 
genres, should have been commonly influenced by the Zeitgeist.  It could be 
objected that Thucydides spent twenty years of this time in exile, but we can imply 
from what he says at 5.26.5
229
 that he was in contact with affairs at Athens during 
                                                          
226
A theory supported by Finley (1940 and 1967, 118-169); but cf. Hanson (1996, xiii), who summarises 
other theories.  
227
See Thomas (2000, 161-7, Historie and the Histories, and 271)ぎ けデｴW Histories (my italics) are ... 
partaking of the gradual development of modes of argument ... which were developing in the latter 
ｴ;ﾉa ﾗa デｴW aｷaデｴ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞げき ;ﾉゲﾗ けTｴW IﾐデWﾉﾉWIデ┌;ﾉ MｷﾉｷW┌ ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげが ｷﾐ DW┘;ﾉS ;ﾐS M;ヴｷﾐIﾗﾉ; ふヲヰヰヶが 
60-75).  Cf. Zali (2014, 19-20): ; デｴWﾗヴ┞ ﾗa ヴｴWデﾗヴｷI ｴ;S ﾐﾗデ ┞Wデ W┗ﾗﾉ┗WS H┞ Hげゲ デｷﾏW H┌デ W;ヴﾉｷWヴ けヮヴﾗゲW 
writers and poets are valuable evidence for articulating such a theory and the interest in speech, 
persuasion, correct phrasing and adaptation of argument ... ｷゲ ;ﾉヴW;S┞ デｴWヴWげく   
228
Cf. Thomas (2000, 213-69), who discusses in detail the intellectual climate in which H formulated 
his ideas on persuasion, polemic and performance.   
229IくWく デｴ;デ T け┘;ゲ ヮヴWゲWﾐデ ;デ デｴW ;Iデｷ┗ｷデｷWゲ ﾗa Hﾗデｴ ゲｷSWゲげ ふ´‾： くくく á0｀‾´　｀単 ヽüヾ（ 蔵´席‾〃　ヾ‾：ゞ 〃‾大ゞ 
ヽヾàá´üゝ：｀ぶ ;ﾐS けｴ;S デｷﾏW デﾗ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS ;aa;ｷヴゲ W┗Wﾐ ﾏﾗヴW HWI;┌ゲW ﾗa ｴｷゲ W┝ｷﾉWげ ふ゛ü．（ 打ゝ仝‐；ü｀ 〃： 
ü沢〃丹｀ ´測゜゜‾｀ ü滞ゝ．　ゝ．ü：ぶく  Caく Gヴｷaaｷデｴ (1999, 277-9) for a very full discussion on this. 
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this time.  In any case, it has been argued that, as Thucydides was not exiled until the 
age of thirty-six, he would have had enough time in his younger years to assimilate 
the ideas and writing style prevalent in the Athens of his youth.  He would also have 
been in Athens in 427, as indeed would have Euripides also, to witness the embassy 
of Gorgias during which the famous orator is reputed to have introduced his 
rhetorical skills to a dazzled Athenian audience.  Alternatively, both authors could 
have absorbed these ideas well before 427, possibly from Protagoras, as the rational 
and skilful arguments of the Medea and the carefully crafted antithetical prose of the 
early speWIｴWゲ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ PWヴｷIﾉWゲ ﾏｷｪｴデ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデく230 I shall therefore begin by 
examining some of the best known recognised parallels between the speeches of our 
historian and his playwright contemporary.
231
 
As I have already postulated an affinity between some of Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ W;ヴﾉ┞ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ 
with the Medea of Euripides, let us first consider the well-known speech of the 
Corcyreans at Athens (1.31-36), the main argument of which is based on the idea 
that the Athenians, regardless of any former alliances or historical inclinations to the 
contrary, would be best advised to prepare for the inevitable war by allying with 
another strong naval power, namely themselves, Corcyra, on the grounds that it is 
better to act in anticipation rather than be forced to react later: ゛ü台 
ヽヾ‾0ヽ：é‾仝゜0々0：｀ ü沢〃‾大ゞ ´測゜゜‾｀ 妥 蔵｀〃0ヽ：é‾仝゜0々0：｀ ふヱくンンく4).  We can compare this 
with the plea of Creon in the Medea (349-51) that it is a weakness to be turned from 
ﾗﾐWげゲ ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデ H┞ ﾏoral scruple, and further (289) that evils should be 
anticipateS H┞ ;Iデｷﾗﾐぎ 〃ü達〃（ ‾託｀ ヽヾ台｀ ヽü．0大｀ 席仝゜à¨‾´ü：く  F┌ヴデｴWヴ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW Medea, 
Jason (551-ヵΑヵぶ ┌ゲWゲ ;ﾐ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ W┝ヮWSｷWﾐI┞ ふ〃托 ゝ々´席0ヾ‾｀ぶ ﾏ;ゲﾆWSが ;ゲ ｷデ 
┘WヴWが H┞ ﾗﾐW aヴﾗﾏ ﾃ┌ゲデｷIW ふ〃托 ~；゛ü：‾｀ぶ デﾗ ﾃ┌ゲデｷa┞ ｴｷゲ ﾏ;ヴヴｷ;ｪW デﾗ MWSW;が ｴｷゲ ヴW;ゲﾗﾐｷﾐｪ 
being that marriage into a royal family to a princess would bring him and his 
offspring honour and recognition.  Jason questions whether Medea has any need of 
IｴｷﾉSヴWﾐ ふゝ‾； 〃0 á束ヾ ヽü；~＼｀ 〃； ~0大; l. 565), but he may profit by them.  He then 
                                                          
230
Although cf. Finley (1967, 53-54), who gives examples of Gorgian figures from the Medea (408-9) 
and from a sentence attributed by Stesimbrotus to Pericles (in Plutarch Pericles, 8).  
231




embarks upon an attack on the unreasoning tendencies, as he sees them, of women 
towards jealousy.   
The argument from expediency is seen again at 3.9-14, where the Mytileneans plead 
for Spartan help in a lengthy speech, the essence of the argument being that it is in 
“ヮ;ヴデ;げゲ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデ デﾗ support any city under Athenian subjugation, since the subject 
ゲデ;デWゲ ;ヴW AデｴWﾐゲげ true means of income.  At 1.72.1, in the preamble to the Athenian 
speech at Sparta in counter to the Corinthians, they claim to be coming forward 
HWI;┌ゲW けデｴW┞ ┘;ﾐデWS ... to give the elder listeners a reminder of things they knew 
and the younger ones an account of things they were ignor;ﾐデ ;Hﾗ┌デげぎ 損é‾々゜‾｀〃‾ くくく 
鐸ヽ＿´｀。ゝ：｀ ヽ‾：，ゝüゝ．ü： 〃‾大ゞ 〃0 ヽヾ0ゝé仝〃　ヾ‾：ゞ 鱈｀ 対~0ゝü｀ ゛ü台 〃‾大ゞ ｀0＼〃　ヾ‾：ゞ 
損¨，á。ゝü｀ 鱈｀ 贈ヽ0：ヾ‾： 惰ゝü｀く  Iﾐ デｴW Suppliants of Euripides, Theseus asks Adrastus via 
the chorus to instruct the youth of Athens about the pedigree of the seven Argive 
IｴｷWaゲ ┘ｴﾗ aﾗ┌ｪｴデ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ TｴWHWゲぎ 0滞ヽ　 á（が 棚ゞ ゝ‾席～〃0ヾ‾ゞが ｀　‾：ゝ：｀ 蔵ゝ〃丹｀ 〃丹｀~（くくく 
(842-ンぶく  “┌Iｴ ｷゲ デｴW IﾉﾗゲW ;aaｷﾐｷデ┞ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIhes to passages in Euripides. 
Nor are parallels with Thucydides limited to the works of Euripides.  The effective 
debate in Thucydides engaged in by Archidamus 1.80-85.2 and assertions by Pericles 
in the Funeral Oration (2.37.3), where the iron discipline and traditional laws of 
“ヮ;ヴデ; ;ヴW Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW け┌ﾐ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ ﾉ;┘ゲげ ﾗa AデｴWﾐゲ,232 is foreshadowed in the 
Eumenides of Aeschylus (490-565), where the chorus of Furies threaten the loss of 
ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ;ﾐS デｴW ﾗ┗Wヴデｴヴﾗ┘ ﾗa けorS;ｷﾐWS ﾉ;┘ゲげが ｷa Orestes デｴW けﾏﾗデｴWヴ ﾆｷﾉﾉWヴげ ｷゲ ;Hゲﾗﾉ┗WS 
ﾗa ｴｷゲ ｪ┌ｷﾉデ H┞ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ Iﾗ┌ヴデ ヮヴWゲｷSWS ﾗ┗Wヴ H┞ AデｴWﾐ; ｴWヴゲWﾉaぎ ｀達｀ ゛ü〃üゝ〃ヾ‾ーü台 
｀＿´＼｀ ．0ゝ´；＼｀が 0滞 ゛ヾü〃，ゝ0： ~；゛ü ゛ü台 é゜àéü 〃‾達~0 ´ü〃ヾ‾゛〃＿｀‾仝く  Iﾐ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐが Hﾗデｴ 
the Ajax and the Antigone of Sophocles have similar antithetical debates.  In the Ajax 
(1073-80), Menelaus forbids Teucer to bury Ajax, enforcing his demand on the 
ｪヴﾗ┌ﾐSゲ デｴ;デ ﾉ;┘ I;ﾐﾐﾗデ WﾐS┌ヴW ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ aW;ヴ ふ~　‾ゞぶく  ΚｷﾆW┘ｷゲW CヴWﾗﾐが ｷﾐ デｴW Antigone 
(666-Αヶぶが ｷSWﾐデｷaｷWゲ Iｷ┗ｷﾉ ﾗHWSｷWﾐIW ┘ｷデｴ ﾏｷﾉｷデ;ヴ┞ SｷゲIｷヮﾉｷﾐWき け┘ｴﾗW┗Wヴ デｴW Iｷデy sets in 
ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ﾏ┌ゲデ HW ﾗHW┞WS ｷﾐ ;ﾉﾉ デｴｷﾐｪゲが ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉが ﾃ┌ゲデ ;ﾐS デｴW ﾗヮヮﾗゲｷデWげぎ 蔵゜゜（ 啄｀ ヽ＿゜：ゞ 
ゝ〃，ゝ0：0が 〃‾達~0 ‐ヾ駄 ゛゜々0：｀ ゛ü台 ゝ´：゛ヾ束 ゛ü台 ~；゛ü：ü ゛ü台 〃蔵｀ü｀〃；üく  ‘Wデ┌ヴﾐｷﾐｪ ;ｪ;ｷﾐ デﾗ 
                                                          
232
Here T has Pericles emphasise デｴW ゲ;ﾏW け;Iﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWS Sｷゲｪヴ;IWげ ふü滞ゝ‐々｀。｀ 瀧´‾゜‾á‾仝´　｀。｀ぶが 
┘ｴｷIｴ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ゲ デｴW HヴW;ﾆｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴWゲW け┌ﾐ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ ﾉ;┘ゲげが ;ゲ ｷゲ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲWS H┞ “ﾗヮｴﾗIﾉWゲげ Antigone and 
Odysseus in the Antigone and the Ajax respectively.  
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Archidamus in Thucydides at 1.84.3, in a description of the Spartan way of life 
(蔵á＼á，ぶが ┘W aｷﾐS ｴｷﾏが ｷﾐ ; ゲヮWWIｴ デﾗ troops, representing discipline as resulting from 
; IﾗﾏHｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ゲｴ;ﾏW ふü滞~～ゞぶ ;ﾐS Iﾗ┌ヴ;ｪW ふ0沢／仝‐；üぶ.233 
For the next comparison we will look at the speech of the Corinthians at Sparta 
(1.120-124), which, as well as encouraging the Lacedaemonians to go to war, has the 
sub-theme of the need to keep a cool head in a crisis.  The Corinthians accept that, 
け;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ┘W ﾏ;ﾆW ┘;ヴ ヮﾉ;ﾐゲ ｷﾐ ゲWI┌ヴｷデ┞が ┘W a;ﾉﾉ short of our purpose in action 
デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ aW;ヴげ:234 蔵゜゜束 ´0〃（ 蔵ゝーü゜0；üゞ ´詑｀ ~‾¨à、‾´0｀が ´0〃束 ~　‾仝ゞ ~詑 損｀ 〃端 村ヾá単 
損゜゜0；ヽ‾´0｀く  TｴWヴW ;ヴW デ┘ﾗ ヮ;ゲゲ;ｪWゲ ｷﾐ E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲ aヴﾗﾏ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴｷゲ ゲWﾐデｷﾏWﾐデ ﾏ;┞ 
have derived.  The first is at Iphigeneia in Tauris (729-30), produced c.413, where the 
heroine ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆゲぎ ‾沢~0台ゞ ü鐸〃托ゞ 損｀ ヽ＿｀‾：ゞ 〃（ 蔵｀駄ヾ 卓〃ü｀ 〃0 ヽヾ托ゞ 〃托 ．àヾゝ‾ゞ 損゛ 席＿é‾仝 
ヽ　ゝ体 ふけﾐﾗ ﾏ;ﾐ ｷﾐ デｷﾏWゲ ﾗa デヴﾗ┌HﾉW ｷゲ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ;ゲ ┘ｴWﾐ ｴW ヮ;ゲゲWゲ aヴﾗﾏ aW;ヴ デﾗ 
IﾗﾐaｷSWﾐIWげぶく  TｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS ｷゲ ;デ Ion (585), produced c.418, where the hero says to 
X┌デｴ┌ゲぎ ‾沢 〃ü沢〃托｀ 0苔~‾ゞ 席ü；｀0〃ü： 〃丹｀ ヽヾüá´à〃＼｀ ヽヾ＿ゝ＼．0｀ 鷹｀〃＼｀ 損áá々．0｀ ．（ 
瀧ヾ＼´　｀＼｀ ふけデｴW ゲｴ;ヮW ﾗa デｴｷﾐｪゲ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ;ヮヮW;ヴ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ┘ｴWﾐ デｴW┞ ;ヴW a;ヴ ﾗaa ;ゲ 
┘ｴWﾐ ┗ｷW┘WS aヴﾗﾏ IﾉﾗゲW ;デ ｴ;ﾐSげぶく  Iﾐ ヮ;ゲゲｷﾐｪ ┘W ﾏｷｪｴデ ;ﾉゲﾗ ﾐﾗデW デｴ;デが ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ 
speech, Ion anticipates all the problems which may be caused by his returning to 
AデｴWﾐゲ ;ﾐS デｴ┌ゲ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ デｴW ケ┌;ﾉｷデｷWゲ ﾗa ヽヾ＿á｀＼ゝ：ゞ ふforesight) which Thucydides 
values so much in the characters of Themistocles at 1.138.3, who was excellent at 
forWゲWWｷﾐｪ デｴW a┌デ┌ヴWぎ 〃‾達 á0｀。ゝ‾´　｀‾仝 贈ヾ：ゝ〃‾ゞ 0滞゛üゝ〃，ゞ, and of Pericles at 2.65.5, 
who when war broke out けclearly foresaw even at that time the power the city 
ヮﾗゲゲWゲゲWSげぎ 瀧 ~詑 席ü；｀0〃ü： ゛ü台 損｀ 〃‾々〃単 ヽヾ‾á｀‾但ゞ 〃駄｀ ~々｀ü´：｀.235  
In fact there is some evidence that the Thucydidean speeches of Pericles may owe 
some ideas and sentiments to Euripidean drama.  For instance, The Funeral Oration 
(2.35-46) as a whole corresponds in essence with a speech in the Suppliants of 
                                                          
233
Both of these qualities are judged to be, respectively, the ｪヴW;デWヴ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa ゝ＼席ヾ‾ゝ々｀。 ;ﾐS ﾗa 
ü滞ゝ‐々｀。く  Κ;デデｷmore ふヱΓΓΒが ヴヱぶ デヴ;ﾐゲﾉ;デWゲ ;ゲ け; ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa ヴWゲヮWIデ ｷゲ デｴW ｪヴW;デWヴ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa ﾏﾗSWヴ;デｷﾗﾐが ;ﾐS 
Iﾗ┌ヴ;ｪW ｷゲ デｴW ｪヴW;デWゲデ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa ヴWゲヮWIデげく  
234
I am minded here of the famous speech of F.D. Roosevelt during the great depression when he said 
け┘W ｴ;┗W ﾐﾗデｴｷﾐｪ デﾗ aW;ヴ H┌デ aW;ヴ ｷデゲWﾉaげく 
235
This quality was also valued by later generations as we see in Demosthenes, De Corona 246, where 
the task of an orator ふｷくWく ; けヮﾗﾉｷデｷIｷ;ﾐげぶ ｷゲぎ 滞~0大｀ 〃束 ヽヾàá´ü〃ü 蔵ヾ‐＿´0｀ü ゛ü台 ヽヾ‾ü：ゝ．　ゝ．ü： ゛ü台 
ヽヾ‾0：ヽ0大｀ 〃‾大ゞ 贈゜゜‾：ゞく 
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Euripides, produced soon after 424,
236
 of Adrastus (857-917) praising the virtues of 
the fallen Seven, while, earlier in the same play (403-8), Theseus waxes strong, a 
touch anachronistically for us perhaps, on the virtues of Athenian democracy, 
explaining how government is shared among the people: she is not ruled by one man 
ふ‾沢 á束ヾ 贈ヾ‐0〃ü： 他｀托ゞ ヽヾ托ゞ 蔵｀~ヾ托ゞぶ ;ﾐS a;┗ﾗ┌ヴゲ ﾐWｷデｴWヴ ヴｷIｴ ﾐor poor ふ‾沢‐台 〃端 
ヽ゜‾々〃単 ~：~‾但ゞ 〃托 ヽ゜0大ゝ〃‾｀が 蔵゜゜束 ‐脱 ヽ　｀。ゞ 村‐＼｀ 胎ゝ‾｀ぶく  PWヴｷIﾉWゲ (2.37.1) almost 
exactly echoes this eulogy using similar language and ideas, albeit more expansively: 
デｴW ｪﾗ┗WヴﾐﾏWﾐデ ｷゲ I;ﾉﾉWS ; SWﾏﾗIヴ;I┞ けHWI;┌ゲW it is administered in the interests of 
デｴW ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ﾐﾗデ デｴW aW┘げ ふ~：束 〃托 ´駄 損ゞ 題゜；á‾仝ゞ 蔵゜゜（ 損ゞ ヽ゜0；‾｀üゞ ‾滞゛0大｀ぶき けﾐWｷデｴWヴ 
poverty nor obscurity of renown is a bar to anyone from benefitting the city in any 
┘;┞げ ふ‾沢~（ ü託 ゛ü〃束 ヽ0｀；ü｀が 村‐＼｀ á　 〃： 蔵áü．托｀ ~ヾ測ゝü： 〃駄｀ ヽ＿゜：｀が 蔵¨：～´ü〃‾ゞ 蔵席ü｀0；俗 
゛0゛～゜仝〃ü：ぶく   
These speeches share a common irony as well as a common sentiment: both Theseus 
and Pericles, while extolling the virtues of democratic free speech, are absolute 
rulers, Theseus de iure king, Pericles de facto dictator, in the guise of an Augustus-
like princeps (損á；á｀0〃＿ 〃0 ゜＿á単 ´詑｀ ~。´‾゛ヾü〃；üが 村ヾá単 ~詑 鐸ヽ托 〃‾達 ヽヾ～〃‾仝 蔵｀~ヾ托ゞ 
蔵ヾ‐，が ヲくヶヵく9).  They also share common qualities as statesmen, the most obvious 
being an unwillingness to allow themselves to be dictated to by the enemy: Theseus 
(Suppliants, 518-521) refuses the peace offering of the Seven; Pericles (1.140.1) 
argues against acceptance of Peloponnesian demands at the beginning of the war: 
〃騨ゞ ´詑｀ á｀～´。ゞが 辿 や．。｀ü大‾：が ü滞0台 〃騨ゞ ü沢〃騨ゞ 村‐‾´ü：が ´駄 0胎゛0：｀ ず0゜‾ヽ‾｀｀。ゝ；‾：ゞ.    
In contrast to the egalitarian sentiments of Theseus, the Theban herald (Suppliants 
409-25) supports the rule of one man, the autocratic Creon, and opposes the idea of 
democratic debate, c;ヴｷI;デ┌ヴｷﾐｪ ｷデ ;ゲ デｴW ﾏﾗH け;ヮヮW;ﾉｷﾐｪ デﾗ ｴWヴ ふデｴW Iｷデ┞げゲぶ ┗;ﾐｷデ┞ 
with wordsげ ふü沢〃駄｀ ... 損゛‐ü仝｀丹｀ ゜＿á‾：ゞぶく  Hｷゲ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ ｷゲ ゲ┌ﾏﾏWS ┌ヮ ｷﾐ ﾉﾉく ヴヲヰ-22 
┘ｴWヴW デｴW ｴWヴ;ﾉS SWIﾉ;ヴWゲ デｴ;デ けｷデ ｷゲ ｷﾏヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW for a poor land-tiller, be he ever so 
ゲｴヴW┘Sが デﾗ デ┌ヴﾐ ｴｷゲ ;デデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ヮ┌HﾉｷI ;aa;ｷヴゲげぎ áüヽ＿｀‾ゞ ~（ 蔵｀駄ヾ ヽ　｀。ゞ 0滞 ゛ü台 á　｀‾：〃‾ 
                                                          
236TｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗ ヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ヴWﾉ;デｷ┗W S;デｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴｷゲ ｷa ┘W ;IIWヮデ デｴW け┌ﾐｷデ┞ ﾗa Iﾗﾏヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐげ 
argument for Tげゲ work; Gomme (HCT, vol.2, 126), however, puts the Funeral Oration けIﾉﾗゲWヴ デﾗ デｴW 
W;ヴﾉ┞ ヵヰげゲ デｴ;ﾐ デﾗ デｴW WﾐS ﾗa デｴW IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞げき Hornblower (CT i, 294-296; 1987, 62 and 62 n.66) is 
curiously non-commital but follows Loraux (1986), who, he points out (op.cit. 295), け┘ﾗHHﾉWゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ 
デｴW デ┘ﾗ ┗ｷW┘ゲげが デｴWゲW HWｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ デｴW Funeral Oration was written either soon after its purported date 
of delivery (431-430), or post-404. 
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´駄 蔵´ü．，ゞ ... ‾沢゛ 贈｀ ~々｀ü：〃‾ ヽヾ托ゞ 〃束 ゛‾；｀（ 蔵ヽ‾é゜　ヽ0：｀く  TｴWゲW┌ゲ デｴWヴW┌ヮﾗﾐ デ;ﾆWゲ 
up the debate on the side of freedom, in the guise of democracy, and proceeds to 
ヮ┌デ ┘ｴ;デ E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲ ﾐﾗ Sﾗ┌Hデ HWﾉｷW┗WS ┘;ゲ デｴW けHWデデWヴ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデげが aｷﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞ Sｷゲﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ 
both the herald and his long-winded diatribe with what I take to be a humorous 
ケ┌ｷヮぎ けｷﾐ a┌デ┌ヴW ﾉWデ CヴWﾗﾐ ゲWﾐS ; ﾉWゲゲ word┞ ﾏWゲゲWﾐｪWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ┞ﾗ┌ぁげ ふ〃托 ゜‾：ヽ托｀ くくく 
がヾ　＼｀ 楕ゝゝ‾｀ ゜à゜‾｀ ゝ‾仝 ヽ0´ヽ　〃＼ 〃：｀（ 贈áá0゜‾｀ ぷ462]).   
The irony of this passage conceals what was a serious contemporary debate on the 
relative constitutional merits of democracy as opposed to other regimes, notably 
oligarchy and monarchy.  That this debate was both serious and contemporary with 
the last years of the Periclean age is supported by the Old Oligarch (Pseudo-
Xenophon)
237
 who, characteristically in support ﾗa ﾗﾉｷｪ;ヴIｴ┞が ゲ;┞ゲぎ け;ﾏﾗﾐｪ デｴW HWゲデ 
people there is a minimum of wantonness and injustice but a maximum of 
scrupulous care and concern for what is good, whereas among the people there is a 
maximum of ignorance, disorder ;ﾐS ┘ｷIﾆWSﾐWゲゲげ (損｀ á束ヾ 〃‾大ゞ é0゜〃；ゝ〃‾：ゞ 村｀： 
蔵゛‾゜üゝ；ü 〃0 題゜：á；ゝ〃。 ゛ü台 蔵~：゛；üが 蔵゛ヾ；é0：ü ~詑 ヽ゜0；ゝ〃。 0滞ゞ 〃束 ‐ヾ。ゝ〃àが 損｀ ~詑 〃端 ~，´単 
蔵´ü．；ü 〃0 ヽ゜0；ゝ〃。 ゛ü台 蔵〃ü¨；ü ゛ü台 ヽ‾｀。ヾ；ü‘ぶ.  
WW I;ﾐ ゲWW デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ ヮ;ゲゲ;ｪW ｷﾐ E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲげ Suppliants provides us with a link not only 
with Thucydides but with Herodotus also, since it reminds us of the Constitutional 
Debate at 3.80-82, where Megabyxus prefers the rule ﾗa ; デ┞ヴ;ﾐデ ゲｷﾐIW けｴW ;Iデゲ ﾗ┌デ ﾗa 
knowledge, while the mob is not only incapable of any action but incapable of 
;Iケ┌ｷヴｷﾐｪ ;ﾐ┞ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWげぎ 瀧 ~詑 ふ〃々ヾü｀｀‾ゞぶ ´詑｀ á束ヾ 損； 〃： ヽ‾：　0： á：｀～ゝ゛＼｀ ヽ‾：　0：が 〃端 
~詑 ふ~，´単ぶ ‾沢~詑 á：｀～ゝ゛0：｀ 村｀：く  Iデ ｷゲ H┞ ﾐﾗ ﾏW;ﾐゲ IﾉW;ヴ ┘ｴWデｴer this link constitutes 
an influence by Euripides over Herodotus, although this would just be a possibility if 
we accept that the Constitutional Debate is a very late addition to the Histories, that 
the Suppliants was produced about 424, and that Herodotus survived beyond that 
date.
238
 This additional parallel further strengthens the theory that political debate in 
the form of arguments for and against democracy was rife in the final years of 
Periclean Athens and adds weight to the theory that the words Thucydides puts into 
                                                          
237
Ath. Pol. 1.5.  
238
For full discussion of the Constitutional Debate (CD) see pp.162ff.  
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the mouth of Pericles in books 1 and 2 of his History are more Periclean and less his 
own. 
To return to the Funeral Oration of Pericles, let us look at the famous sentence 
(2.41.1), where he says that Athens, a free city, prided itself on the wisdom and 
versatile grace of her citizens.  This is perhaps an echo of the chorus (824-45) of the 
Medea, which was produced only a few months before the outbreak of war (431) 
and less than a year before the Funeral Oration was delivered.
239
 This being the case, 
we might contemplate the possibility that this chorus made an impact on the 
historical Pericles as well as on the Thucydidean version, but this can only be 
surmised as we cannot know for ceヴデ;ｷﾐ ｴﾗ┘ IﾉﾗゲW デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴ IﾗﾏWゲ デﾗ PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ 
original wordsく  Iﾐ E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲげ ヮﾉ;┞ デｴW chorus contemplate whether the child-
murderess Medea could ever be welcomed in such a contented and peaceful city as 
Athens, ┘ｴﾗゲW ヮWﾗヮﾉW デｴW┞ ｴ;ｷﾉ ;ゲ けデｴW ヴ;IW ﾗa EヴWIｴデｴW┌ゲが ｴ;ヮヮ┞ aヴﾗﾏ ;ﾐIｷWﾐデ デｷﾏWが 
IｴｷﾉSヴWﾐ ﾗa デｴW HﾉWゲゲWS ｪﾗSゲげぎ 腺ヾ0‐．0；~ü： 〃托 ヽü゜ü：托｀ 鷹゜é：‾： ゛ü台 ．0丹｀ ヽü大~0ゞ 
´ü゛àヾ＼｀ ふ824-5).   
The chorus, too, in the Heracleidae, produced in the early part of the Peloponnesian 
War (429-427), ┘;ヴﾐ E┌ヴ┞ゲデｴW┌ゲ ┗ｷ; ｴｷゲ ｴWヴ;ﾉS ﾐﾗデ デﾗ ;H┌ゲW ┘ｷデｴ ｴｷゲ ゲヮW;ヴ けデｴ;デ Iｷデ┞ 
┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ デｴW a;┗ﾗ┌ヴｷデW ﾗa デｴW Gヴ;IWゲげぎ 〃束｀ 0託 ‐üヾ；〃＼｀ 村‐‾仝ゝü｀ ヽ＿゜：｀ ふﾉﾉく ンΑΓ-80).240 
Both of these passages from relatively early Euripidean plays may also have 
influenced Thucydides in his writing of the Funeral Oration.   
Goldhill (in Easterling 1997, 133) has also drawn attention to affinities between the 
Funeral Oration ;ﾐS “ﾗヮｴﾗIﾉWゲげ Antigone, where Creon, in his first speech, twice 
outlines his personal ideological position on duty and obligation in the polis.  On the 
first occasion (187-8) he argues that nobody who is hostile to the state can be his 
aヴｷWﾐSぎ ‾濯〃（ 造｀ ー；゜‾｀ ヽ‾〃（ 贈｀~ヾü ~仝ゝ´0｀騨 ‐．‾｀托ゞ ．0；´。｀ 損´ü仝〃端.  On the second 
occasion (209-10), more positively, he vows to honour anyone, living or dead, who 
will show good will towards the city: 蔵゜゜（ 卓ゝ〃：ゞ 0濯｀‾仝ゞ 〃泰~0 〃泰 ヽ＿゜0：が ．ü｀誰｀ ゛ü台 、丹｀ 
                                                          
239
The best full analyses of these theories are by Finley (1967) and Pelling (1991).  






瀧´‾；＼ゞ 損¨ 損´‾達 〃：´，ゝ0〃ü：く  TｴWゲW ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa ;ﾉﾉWｪｷ;ﾐIW デﾗ デｴW state Goldhill finds 
echoed in PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ words at 2.37.3ぎ け┘W Sﾗ ﾐﾗt publicly transgress the law through 
aW;ヴ ふ~：束 ~　‾ゞぶ ;ﾐS ｷﾐ ﾗHWSｷWﾐIW デﾗ デｴﾗゲW ｷﾐ ﾗaaｷIW ;ﾐS デｴW ﾉ;┘ゲげく  Tｴｷゲ ﾏ;┞ HW ;ﾐ 
けWIｴﾗげ ﾗa デｴW ゲWﾐデｷﾏWﾐデ ｷﾐ CヴWﾗﾐげゲ ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデゲが WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ﾗa デｴW aW;ヴ factor, but the 
language does not suggest as strong a dependence as, for ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIWが HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 
reliance on the Persae.   
CﾉﾗゲWヴ W┗Wﾐ ｷﾐ ゲWﾐデｷﾏWﾐデ デﾗ CヴWﾗﾐげゲ ｷSW; ﾗa ﾉﾗ┞;ﾉデ┞ ;ﾐS ;ﾉﾉWｪｷ;ﾐIW ﾏｷｪｴデ HW PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ 
injunction at 2.43.1 デｴ;デ AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ けゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS aｷ┝ デｴWｷヴ W┞Wゲ ﾗﾐ AデｴWﾐゲ くくく ;ﾐS HWIﾗﾏW 
her lovers (損ヾüゝ〃àゞ)げ.  This theme of extreme patriotism is also combined with 
freedom from corruptibility in the third and final speech of Pericles (2.60-64), where 
デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ SWIﾉ;ヴWゲ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa Hﾗデｴ けﾉﾗ┗Wヴ ﾗa Iﾗ┌ﾐデヴ┞ ;ﾐS ;Hﾗ┗W ﾏﾗﾐW┞げ 
ふー：゜＿ヽ‾゜；ゞ 〃0 ゛ü台 ‐ヾ。´à〃＼｀ ゛ヾ0；ゝゝ＼｀ぶ ふヲくヶヰ.ヵぶが ┘ｴｷﾉW ; ﾏ;ﾐ ┘ｴﾗ ｷゲ けｷﾉﾉ-disposed 
デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ ｴｷゲ Iｷデ┞げ ふ〃泰 ヽ＿゜0： ~々ゝ｀‾仝ゞぶ or けﾗ┗WヴIﾗﾏW H┞ ﾏﾗﾐW┞げ ふ‐ヾ，´üゝ： ~詑 
｀：゛＼´　｀‾仝ぶ ふ2.60.6) can bring disaster on his fellow citizens.  Of such a person might 
CヴWﾗﾐ HW デｴｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ ┘ｴWﾐ ｴW ゲ;┞ゲ デｴ;デ けデｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗ ｷﾐゲデｷデ┌デｷﾗn endemic in human 
ゲﾗIｷWデ┞ ;ゲ W┗ｷﾉ ;ゲ ゲｷﾉ┗Wヴげ ふAntigone, 295-6).   
We shall now look further at the third and final speech of Pericles (2.60-64), in which 
he attempts to assuage the anger of his citizens and to justify the war.  He speaks of 
デｴW ┘;ヴげゲ ﾏ;ｷﾐ purpose, which is to maintain the independence and freedom of 
Athens and to retain her empire, which was rightfully acquired.  Athens has not only 
the moral right but the power to maintain these interests and thereforW けｷデ ｷゲ ヴｷｪｴデ 
that you, her citizens, should defend that which you all enjoy, the prestige the city 
SWヴｷ┗Wゲ aヴﾗﾏ ｴWヴ WﾏヮｷヴWげぎ 〃騨ゞ 〃0 ヽ＿゜0＼ゞ 鐸´測ゞ 0滞゛托ゞ 〃端 〃：´＼´　｀単 蔵ヽ托 〃‾達 贈ヾ‐0：｀が 
湛ヽ0ヾ 則ヽü｀〃0ゞ 蔵áà゜゜0ゝ．0が é‾。．0大｀ ふヲくヶンく1).  The argument that Athenians are 
justified in maintaining and enjoying an empire, in order to preserve their freedom, 
is common in Thucydides and is aﾗ┌ﾐS ;ﾉゲﾗ ｷﾐ E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲげ Heracleidae (286-7) and 
Suppliants (517-23).  In the first of these, Demophon, king of Athens, dismisses 
Copreus, the herald of Eurystheus, and prepares to defend the children of Heracles 
;ﾐS デｴW Iｷデ┞ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ ;ﾐ Aヴｪｷ┗W ;デデ;Iﾆぎ ‾沢 á束ヾ 雪ヾá0；＼｀ ヽ＿゜0： 鐸ヽ，゛‾‾｀ 〃，｀~（ 蔵゜゜（ 
損゜0仝．　ヾü｀ 村‐＼ ふけデｴｷゲ Iｷデ┞ ┘ｴｷIｴ I ｴﾗﾉS ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ゲ┌HﾃWIデ デﾗ Aヴｪﾗゲ H┌デ ｷゲ aヴWWげぶく  Iﾐ デｴW 
Suppliants, Theseus, this time in support of Adrastus, dismisses the herald of Creon, 
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ﾆｷﾐｪ ﾗa TｴWHWゲが ;ﾐS ;ゲゲWヴデゲ AデｴWﾐゲげ ヴｷｪｴデ デﾗ ﾗヮヮﾗゲW CヴWﾗﾐげゲ SWIヴWW デﾗ ヴWa┌ゲW H┌ヴｷ;ﾉ デﾗ 
デｴW “W┗Wﾐぎ ‾沢゛ ‾苔~（ 損á誰 がヾ　‾｀〃ü ~0ゝヽ＿、‾｀〃（ 損´‾達 ‾鐸~詑 ゝ．　｀‾｀〃ü ´0大、‾｀が 谷ゝ〃（ 
蔵｀üá゛àゝü： ~ヾ測｀ 〃束ゞ 雪．，｀üゞ 〃ü達〃（‘ ふけI Sﾗ ﾐﾗデ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲW CヴWﾗﾐ ;ゲ ヴuling over me nor 
having greater power to force Athens to do this [give up the suppliants]げ).   
Pericles makes an even stronger case for empire when he exhorts his fellow citizens 
けﾐﾗデ デﾗ aﾉWW aヴﾗﾏ ｷデゲ ﾉ;Hﾗ┌ヴゲ ﾐor aヴﾗﾏ ヮ┌ヴゲ┌ｷﾐｪ ｷデゲ ｴﾗﾐﾗ┌ヴゲげぎ ´駄 席0々á0：｀ 〃‾但ゞ ヽ＿｀‾仝ゞ 
妥 ´。~詑 〃束ゞ 〃：´束ゞ ~：～゛0：｀ ふヲくヶンく1).  Again the Suppliants (323-25) furnishes a parallel 
with the words of Aethra, the mother of Theseus, who asserts that the city (Athens) 
けヮヴospers through labour unlike other states which, by being over-cautious, grope in 
デｴW S;ヴﾆげぎ 損｀ á束ヾ 〃‾大ゞ ヽ＿｀‾：ゝ：｀ ü濯¨0〃ü：‘ ü袋 ~ろ 柁ゝ仝‐‾： ゝ゛‾〃0：｀束 ヽヾàゝゝ‾仝ゝü： ヽ＿゜0：ゞ 
ゝ゛‾〃0：｀束 ゛ü台 é゜　ヽ‾仝ゝ：｀ 0沢゜üé‾々´0｀ü：く  TｴW ┌ゲW ﾗa 柁ゝ仝‐‾： ｴWヴWが ┘ｷデｴ ｷデゲ ｷﾏヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐ 
ﾗa ｷSﾉW ｷﾐ;Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞ ｷﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ デﾗ デｴW ヽ‾゜仝ヽヾüá´‾ゝ々｀。241 of the Athenians, is 
reminiscent of that part of the speech of the Corinthians at Sparta (1.69.4), where 
they reproach the Spartans for being the only Hellenic state to be at peace: 
打ゝ仝‐à、0〃0 á束ヾが ´＿｀‾： 薦゜゜，｀＼｀が 辿 ぎü゛0~ü：´＿｀：‾：く   
Remaining with the Suppliants of Euripides and on the same anti-Spartan theme, we 
ﾐﾗデW デｴW ゲI;デｴｷﾐｪ ;デデ;Iﾆ ﾗﾐ “ヮ;ヴデ; H┞ ASヴ;ゲデ┌ゲぎ ぞヽàヾ〃。 ´詑｀ 脱´駄 ゛ü台 ヽ0ヽ‾；゛：゜〃ü： 
〃ヾ＿ヽ‾仝ゞ ふけ“ヮ;ヴデ; ｷゲ ゲ;┗;ｪW ;ﾐS ｴWヴ ﾏoods unpredｷIデ;HﾉWげぶ ふ187): this can be 
compared with the Athenian assessment of the Spartan character in Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ 
Melian dialogue (5.105.4): 損ヽ：席ü｀　ゝ〃ü〃ü 鱈｀ 胎ゝ´0｀ 〃束 ´詑｀ 打~　ü ゛ü゜束 ｀‾´；、‾仝ゝ：が 〃束 
~詑 ¨仝´席　ヾ‾｀〃ü ~；゛ü：ü ふけデｴW┞ ;ヴW デｴW ﾏﾗゲデ ゲデヴｷﾆｷﾐｪ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ┘W ﾆﾐﾗ┘ ﾗa ﾏWﾐ ┘ｴﾗ 
ヴWｪ;ヴS ┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ ;ｪヴWW;HﾉW ;ゲ ﾐﾗHﾉW ;ﾐS ┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ W┝ヮWSｷWﾐデ ;ゲ ﾃ┌ゲデげぶ. 
Another forceful Periclean theme in this speech is the idea that a prosperous man in 
a failing state will nevertheless be ruined, whereas a man who fares poorly in a 
prosperous city (he means Athens) will be more ﾉｷﾆWﾉ┞ デﾗ ゲ;┗W ｴｷﾏゲWﾉaぎ ゛ü゜丹ゞ ´詑｀ á束ヾ 
席0ヾ＿´0｀‾ゞ 蔵｀駄ヾ 〃托 ゛ü．（ 他ü仝〃托｀ ~：üー．0：ヾ‾´　｀。ゞ 〃騨ゞ ヽü〃ヾ；~‾ゞ ‾沢~詑｀ 楕ゝゝ‾｀ 
¨仝｀üヽ＿゜゜仝〃ü：が ゛ü゛‾〃仝‐丹｀ ~詑 損｀ 0沢〃仝‐‾々ゝ体 ヽ‾゜゜端 ´測゜゜‾｀ ~：üゝ炭、0〃ü： ふヲくヶヰく3).  This 
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A word which T himself does not use in the Corinthian speech at Sparta but which, together with its 
opposite 蔵ヽヾüá´‾ゝ々｀。 ふﾉ;Iﾆ ﾗa ;Iデｷﾗﾐぶが elsewhere pervades the debate over the rights and wrongs of 
the Athenian empire under Pericles. 
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thought may have been inspired by a similar proposition put for┘;ヴS ｷﾐ E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲげ 
Erechtheus, produced around ヴヲヱぎ 0胎ヽ0ヾ á束ヾ 蔵ヾ：．´托｀ ‾苔~ü ゛ü台 〃‾沢゜àゝゝ‾｀‾ゞ 〃托 
´0大、‾｀が ‾鐸｀托ゞ ‾苔゛‾ゞ ‾沢 ヽ゜　‾｀ ゝ．　｀0： ヽ〃ü；ゝüゞ 側ヽàゝ。ゞ ヽ＿゜0‾ゞ ‾沢~（ 胎ゝ‾｀ 席　ヾ0： (けfor, if 
I know my arithmetic and can tell the greater from the lesser, the household of a 
single man counts no more than a whole city when it falls into ruin, nor even as 
muchげ).242 
I shall now move on to the post-Periclean part of the History; first to the interchange 
of speeches between Cleon and Diodotus over the question of the defection of 
Mytilene (3.37-48ぶく  CﾉWﾗﾐげゲ ヮﾗﾉｷI┞ デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ デｴW ヴWHWﾉﾉｷﾗ┌ゲ Iｷデ┞ ;S┗ﾗI;デWゲ for Athens 
the expedient and harsh execution of power which brooﾆゲ ﾐﾗ aWWﾉｷﾐｪ ﾗa ヮｷデ┞ ふ‾苔゛〃‾ゞぶく  
Thus, at 3.37-48, Cleon warns the Athenians to beware of the consequences: けｷa ┞ﾗ┌ 
make the mistake of being persuaded by their speeches or ｪｷ┗W ｷﾐ デﾗ ヮｷデ┞げ (造｀ 妥 ゜＿á単 
ヽ0：ゝ．　｀〃0ゞ 鐸ヽ（ ü沢〃丹｀ 側´àヾ〃。〃0 妥 ‾胎゛〃単 損｀~丹〃0), while (3.40.ヲぶ ｴW ;SSゲ けIﾉWﾏWﾐI┞げ 
(損ヽ：0；゛0：üぶ デﾗ けヮｷデ┞げ ;ﾐS けWﾐﾃﾗ┞ﾏWﾐデ ﾗa ゲヮWWIｴWゲげ ふ打~‾｀駄 ゜＿á＼｀ぶ デﾗ ﾏ;ﾆW ┌ヮ ; デヴｷ;S ﾗa 
forbidden emotions whicｴ ;ヴW けﾏﾗゲデ SWデヴｷﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ デﾗ WﾏヮｷヴWげ ;ﾐS ┘ｴｷIｴ ﾏ┌ゲデ ﾐﾗデ 
thereforW HW a;ﾉﾉWﾐ aﾗ┌ﾉ ﾗaぎ ´。~詑 〃ヾ：ゝ台 〃‾大ゞ 蔵¨仝´席‾ヾ＼〃à〃‾：ゞ 〃泰 蔵ヾ‐泰が ‾胎゛〃単 ゛ü台 
打~‾｀泰 ゜＿á＼｀ ゛ü台 損ヽ：0：゛0；俗, 側´üヾ〃à｀0：｀く  Iﾐ デｴW Medea Creon twice regrets his use of 
mild emotions, first at l.349, where, he says, けaWWﾉｷﾐｪゲ ﾗa ヮｷデ┞ ｴ;┗W I;┌ゲWS ﾏW デﾗ ヴ┌ｷﾐ 
ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ; ヮﾉ;ﾐげぎ ü滞~‾々´0｀‾ゞ ~詑 ヽ‾゜゜束 ~駄 ~：　席．‾ヾü,243 and then at ll.1051-52: けｷﾐ ; 
cowardly mood I allowed soft words デﾗ デﾗ┌Iｴ ﾏ┞ ｴW;ヴデげ (蔵゜゜束 〃騨ゞ 損´騨ゞ ゛à゛。ゞが 〃托 ゛ü台 
ヽヾ‾　ゝ．ü： ´ü゜．ü゛‾但ゞ ゜＿á‾仝ゞ 席ヾ0｀；)く  CﾉWﾗﾐげゲ ﾗヮヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ｷﾐデWﾉﾉｷｪWﾐデ SWH;デWが ┘ｴｷIｴ 
his disapproval of 打~‾｀駄 ゜＿á＼｀ ゲWWﾏゲ デﾗ ｷﾐSｷI;デWが ｷゲ ﾗﾐIW more convincingly 
exemplified by his words at (3.37.ンぶぎ ‾貸 〃0 席ü仝゜＿〃0ヾ‾： 〃丹｀ 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ＼｀ ヽヾ托ゞ 〃‾但ゞ 
¨仝｀0〃＼〃　ヾ‾仝ゞ 棚ゞ 損ヽ台 〃托 ヽ゜　‾｀ 贈´0：｀‾｀ ‾滞゛‾達ゝ： 〃束ゞ ヽ＿゜0：ゞ ふけデｴW ﾉWゲゲ ｪｷaデWS ﾗa ﾏWﾐ 
usually run their states better than the more ｷﾐデWﾉﾉｷｪWﾐデげぶく   
In another Euripidean parallel, the chorus of the Andromache, the production date of 
┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ ┌ﾐIWヴデ;ｷﾐ H┌デ ┘;ゲ ヮヴﾗH;Hﾉ┞ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾏｷS ヴヲヰげゲが ゲWWﾏs to agree with Cleonげゲ 
anomalous idea of how the politics of a city-state should be run and take up a similar 
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TrGF vol.5, Fr.360, 19-21.  For a survey of Periclean political rhetoric, see Brock (2013, 107-145). 
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To give the statement enhanced authorｷデ┞ E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲ SWﾉｷHWヴ;デWﾉ┞ ┌ゲWゲ デｴW ┗WヴH ü滞~0；ゝ．ü： ｴWヴWが 




position (481-3), although the phrasing is the reverse of the Thucydidean version: 
ゝ‾席丹｀ 〃0 ヽ゜騨．‾ゞ 蔵．ヾ＿‾｀ 蔵ゝ．0｀　ゝ〃0ヾ‾｀ 席ü仝゜‾〃　ヾüゞ 席ヾ0｀托ゞ ü沢〃‾゛ヾü〃‾達ゞ 他｀＿ゞ 
ふけデｴW IﾗﾉﾉWcted throng of the wise is weaker than the all-powerful mind of the united 
ﾏ;ゲゲWゲげぶ.  My understanding of these parallel passages is that Thucydides is putting 
the word 席ü仝゜＿〃0ヾ‾： ｷﾐデﾗ CﾉWﾗﾐげゲ ﾏﾗ┌デｴ ｷﾐ order デﾗ Wﾏヮｴ;ゲｷゲW CﾉWﾗﾐげゲ ;ﾐデｷ-
intellectual, and, by implication, anti-SWﾏﾗIヴ;デｷI ゲデ;ﾐIWき Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ﾗ┘ﾐ ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ 
clearly in opposition to Cleon.  In the chorus of the Andromacheが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲげ 
use of 席ü仝゜‾〃　ヾüゞ ｷゲ デﾗデ;ﾉﾉ┞ ヮﾗゲｷデｷ┗W ;ﾐS I;ヴヴｷWゲ ﾐﾗ SWヴﾗgatory nuance; he intends 
ｴWヴW デﾗ Wﾏヮｴ;ゲｷゲW ;ﾐS IWﾉWHヴ;デW デｴW ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ﾗa デｴW けﾉﾗ┘Wヴ Iﾉ;ゲゲWゲげ, which constitute 
デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ ~騨´‾ゞく  T;ﾆｷﾐｪ デｴW ﾐ┌;ﾐIWゲ ﾗa ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ デｴ┌ゲが ┘W ﾏ;┞ IﾗﾐIﾉ┌SW デｴ;デ 
both authorsが ｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ ﾗ┘ﾐ ┘;┞ゲが ;ヴW ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ; Hｷｪ けｴooヴ;┞げ for democracy.  
The Mytilenean debate speech of Cleon affords yet more parallels with poetic 
Sヴ;ﾏ;く  WW ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ W┝ヮWIデ ｴｷﾏ デﾗ ｴ;┗W ﾏ┌Iｴ ｷﾐ Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ Pｴ;WSヴ;げゲ ﾐ┌ヴゲW ｷﾐ 
E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲげ Hippolytus, produced in 428, but let us compare what Cleon has to say at 
(3.38.7), ┘ｴWヴW ｴW ;II┌ゲWゲ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ ﾗa けゲWWﾆｷﾐｪが デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデが デｴｷﾐｪゲ 
beyond their ken with no sufficient understaﾐSｷﾐｪ ﾗa IﾗﾐSｷデｷﾗﾐゲ ヮヴW┗;ｷﾉｷﾐｪげ  
(、。〃‾達｀〃　ゞ 〃0 贈゜゜‾ 〃： 棚ゞ 0滞ヽ0大｀ 妥 損｀ ‾逮ゞ 、丹´0｀が 席ヾ‾｀‾達｀〃0ゞ ~詑 ‾沢~詑 ヽ0ヾ台 〃丹｀ 
ヽüヾ＿｀〃＼｀ 袋゛ü｀丹ゞ), with the words ﾗa Pｴ;WSヴ;げゲ ﾐ┌ヴゲW デﾗ ｴWヴ ﾏｷゲデヴWゲゲ ;デ ﾉﾉくヱΒヴ-85: 
‾沢~　 ゝ（ 蔵ヾ　ゝ゛0： 〃托 ヽüヾ＿｀が 〃托 ~（ 蔵ヽ托｀ 席；゜〃0ヾ‾｀ 柁á体 ふけ┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ ﾐW;ヴ ;デ ｴ;ﾐS ヮﾉW;ゲWs 
you not, what is distant you find more ;デデヴ;Iデｷ┗Wげ).  Finley (1967, 31) notes that the 
けゲ┘WWヮｷﾐｪ ;II┌ゲ;デｷﾗﾐゲげ ﾗa CﾉWﾗﾐげゲ ゲヮWWIｴ ;ヴW WIｴﾗWS ｷﾐ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ E┌ヴｷヮｷSW;ﾐ Sｷ;デヴｷHWゲ 
such as that by Theseus in the Hippolytus (936-80) in banishing his son, and by Jason 
in the Medea (446-64).  However, I cannot agree with Finley that this latter 
illusデヴ;デWゲ けヴ;ゲｴ ｷﾐデWﾐゲｷデ┞げが H┌デ ヴ;デｴWヴ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ forebearance by Jason towards Medea 
and therefore is more akin to the conciliatory speech of Diodotus in response to 
Cleon (3.42-48), as does the reasoned defence made by Hippolytus on his own behalf 
(Hippolytus, 983-1035), which we could compare in its turn with the, for once, cool-
ｴW;SWS ゲヮWWIｴ ﾗa CヴWﾗﾐ ｷﾐ “ﾗヮｴﾗIﾉWゲげ Oedipus Tyrannus (577-615), in which he 
I;ﾉﾏﾉ┞ SWaWﾐSゲ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ OWSｷヮ┌ゲげ Iｴ;ヴｪW ﾗa デヴW;ゲﾗﾐく   
Similarly, the neatness and orderliness of Diodoデ┌ゲげ ゲヮWWIｴ ふンくヴヲく1), where he 
attacks those (i.e. Cleon) who would oppose careful debate and considered 
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argument through speech-making, can be compared with the succinct objection of 
MWﾐWﾉ;┌ゲ デﾗ T┞ﾐS;ヴW┌ゲげ ヴ;ｪW ｷﾐ デｴW Orestes of Euripides (490),244 where the latter is 
only too ready emotionally to condemn Orestes for the revenge killing of his mother, 
TynS;ヴW┌ゲげ S;┌ｪｴデWヴが Cﾉ┞デWﾏﾐWゲデヴ;く  T┞ﾐS;ヴW┌ゲ ｷゲ デﾗﾉSぎ け┞ﾗ┌ヴ anger combined with 
old age does not make for ┘ｷゲSﾗﾏげ (題ヾá駄 á束ヾ 則´ü ゝ‾仝 ゛ü台 〃托 á騨ヾüゞ ‾沢 ゝ‾席＿｀).  On 
the same topic, the neatness of antithesis can also be noted at 3.42.2, where 
DｷﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ﾗHゲWヴ┗Wゲ デｴ;デ デｴﾗゲW ┘ｴﾗ SWﾐ┞ デｴ;デ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ デW;Iｴ ヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉｷデ┞ ;ヴW けWｷデｴWヴ 
stupid or ｴ;┗W ゲﾗﾏW ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ ;┝W デﾗ ｪヴｷﾐSげ ふ妥 蔵¨々｀0〃＿ゞ 損ゝ〃：｀ 妥 滞~；俗 〃： ü沢〃端 
~：ü席　ヾ0：).  This is echoed in the earlier (416-414)245 Heracles by Amphitryon (347), 
where he dares to blame Zeus for being either unwise or unjust for not saving his 
grandchildren: 蔵´ü．，ゞ 〃：ゞ 0苔 ．0＿ゞが 妥 ~；゛ü：‾ゞ ‾沢゛ 村席仝ゞく  Tｴ┌ゲが ┘W ｴ;┗W ゲWWﾐ H┞ ┗ｷヴデ┌W 
of a sufficient number of examples drawn from just the first three books of the 
History and from a wide selection of the plays of Euripides how, through speeches 
made by their characters, both authors attempt the contrast between impetuosity 
and reason.  
I have only briefly touched upon the speech of Diodotus in the Mytilenean debate: 
this is because of the amount it, and other speeches in Thucydides, owe to the new 
rhetoric, as do many parallels from the plays of Euripides.  Suffice it to say here that 
DｷﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ゲヮWWIｴ W┝WﾏヮﾉｷaｷWゲ デｴW ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ W┝ヮWSｷWﾐI┞ ふ〃托 ゝ仝´席　ヾ‾｀ぶ ┘ｴｷIｴが 
in terms of tragic drama, expounds the view that, although men do no wrong, they 
often have no choice but to follow a certain course of action which inevitably brings 
about their downfall.  This provides the central theme for, among other dramas, 
“ﾗヮｴﾗIﾉWゲげ Oedipus Tyrannus (produced c. 429) as well as for the Medea and the 
Hippolytus of Euripides, in which latter two the heroines both claim to be following 
the irresistible course of their natures.  I shall now pass on to deal with later 
speeches in the History and how they relate to Attic drama. 
The speech of the Plataeans, at 3.52.4-67.7, is an example of where past events are 
revisited in order to defend an accusation or charge.  In this case, the Plataeans recall 
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But, again, only if we accept a composition or revision date later than 408, when the Orestes was 
produced. 
245
In this dating I follow the argument of Bond (1981, introd. p. xxx-xxxii). 
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that they were the only Boeotians not to medize, thus stating the debt owed to them 
in the eventuality by the rest of Greece, including their accusers, Thebes.  In the 
Medea (475-95), the eponymous heroine recalls her past services to Jason and, by 
implication, his debt to her.  Similarly, Orestesが デｴW Wヮﾗﾐ┞ﾏﾗ┌ゲ ｴWヴﾗ ﾗa E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲげ 
play produced in 408, justifies his support for his father Agamemnon in the eyes of 
Menelaus by reminding him of the reason his father led the expedition to Troy (that 
ｷゲが デﾗ ヴWIﾗ┗Wヴ MWﾐWﾉ;┌ゲげ ┘ｷaW HWﾉWﾐぶが ;ﾐS デﾗ HWｪ ｴｷゲ ┌ﾐIﾉW デﾗ ヴWゲI┌W ｴｷﾏ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW 
avenging Tyndareus.  Also, in the same Thucydidean speech (3.57-8), the Plataeans 
appeal to the Spartans, their judges, not to disgrace the religious laws of Greece by 
executing them, their former allies. 
Often where Euripides applies a truth, as he sees it, to an individual, such as in the 
case of Medea and Phaedra where expediency triumphs over justice, Thucydides 
applies it to a wider social context, for ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIW デｴW ヽ＿゜：ゞが H┞ ┘;┞ ﾗa ; ゲヮWWIｴく  For 
example, we have Euphemus at 6.85.1が ;ｪ;ｷﾐ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ 〃托 ゝ仝´席　ヾ‾｀が 
to justify both the rule of an individual autocrat and the wider Athenian Empire: 
蔵｀~ヾ台 ~詑 〃仝ヾà｀｀単 妥 ヽ＿゜0： 蔵ヾ‐駄｀ 損‐‾々ゝ体 ‾沢~詑｀ 贈゜‾á‾｀ 卓〃： ¨仝´席　ヾ‾｀  ふけfor a man 
who is a tyrant, or for a city which possesses an empire, nothing which is expedient is 
┌ﾐヴW;ゲﾗﾐ;HﾉWげぶく  Aｪ;ｷﾐが ｷﾐ デｴW Hecuba, produced c.423, we find a similar contrast 
HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW け┌ゲWa┌ﾉげ ふ〃托 脱ー　゜：´‾｀が ンヰヶaaくぶ ;ﾐS デｴW けﾃ┌ゲデげが ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ WIｴﾗWS ｷﾐ 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ Pﾉ;デ;W;ﾐ SWH;デW ふ3.52.4-67.7): Hecuba was of previous service to 
Odysseus when he infiltrated Troy, now she and the other prisoners are in fear of 
their lives; the Plataeans are asked by the Spartan judges (3.52.4) what use they have 
been to the Lacedaemonians and their allies in the present war.   
Both parties plead their case in the knowledge that their fate appears to be 
predetermined, as indeed it has been, in the case of Hecuba by the conquering 
Greeks, in the case of the Plataeans by the Spartans in punishment for the Plataean 
alliance with Athens.
246
 In the Hecuba, this common theme is picked up by 
Agamemnon, who, resignedly and pitilessly explains to the former Trojan queen that 
                                                          
246
We may incidentally note here that the appeal to traditional Hellenic religious law as made here by 
the Plataeans (3.59.1) is also a strong theme in drama, a good Euripidean example being in the 
Suppliants (297-319), where Aethra pleads with Theseus, her son, to support the campaign of 
Adrastus against Thebes in order to recover the dead bodies of the Seven for due burial at Eleusis.               
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デｴW ゲ;ﾏW a;デWが けｷﾉﾉ fortune for the bad, prosperity for the good, befalls both individual 
ﾏ;ﾐ ;ﾐS Iｷデ┞げぎ 滞~；俗 ．（ 他゛àゝ〃単 ゛ü台 ヽ＿゜0：が 〃托｀ ´詑｀ ゛ü゛托｀ ゛ü゛＿｀ 〃： ヽàゝ‐0：｀が 〃托｀ ~詑 
‐ヾ。ゝ〃托｀ 0沢〃仝‐0大｀ (ll.903-4).247  
It is, however, in the Melian dialogue (5.84.3-113) that Thucydides comes closest in 
form and style to Attic drama, and especially to Euripides.
248
 As Macleod points out 
(1983, 54), this dialogue in its form is unique in the History, coming close to Platonic 
dialectic but with clear similarities in style to tragic drama, most obviously the 
stichomythia-like lines from 5.92 to 95. According to what we are told in the 
preliminary speeches, the form of the debate was proposed by the Athenian 
delegation, namely a dialogue between a few representatives from either side rather 
than a lengthy and potentially fruitless speech before a multitude which might 
SWIWｷ┗W デｴW W;ヴ H┞ ゲWS┌Iデｷ┗W ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデく  Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ Iﾗﾏヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ WｷデｴWヴ ; ┗Wヴ┞ 
compressed version of what actually transpired between the antagonists or, what is 
more likely, an invention.  In either case, we are here concerned as much with what 
the dialogue owes in content as in form to contemporary drama.
249
    
The essence of the Athenian argument is once more デ;ﾆWﾐ aヴﾗﾏ 〃托 ゝ仝´席　ヾ‾｀ぎ aヴﾗﾏ 
their own viewpoint it is most advantageous in the war situation in which they find 
themselves not to forego their imperial hold over the Melians lest other subject 
states decide also to join the enemy or to declare neutrality.  The Melians, then, 
should look to their own safety, which lies in not resisting the power of Athens but in 
giving in to the inevitable.  As for the moral aspect, the Athenian delegates advise 
the Melians not to expect justice since that only exists between equals; けヮﾗゲゲｷHｷﾉｷデｷWゲ 
are what superiorゲ ｷﾏヮﾗゲWが ;ﾐS デｴW ┘W;ﾆ ;Iケ┌ｷWゲIW デﾗげぎ ~仝｀ü〃束 ~詑 ‾袋 ヽヾ‾々‐‾｀〃0ゞ 
ヽヾàゝゝ‾仝ゝ： ゛ü台 ‾袋 蔵ゝ．0｀0大ゞ ¨仝á‐＼ヾ‾達ゝ：｀ ふヵくΒΓぶく  EIｴﾗｷﾐｪ デｴｷゲ ゲWﾐデｷﾏWﾐデが デｴ;デ ｷデ ｷゲ 
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For a complete comparison between the Hecuba and the Plataean dialogue see esp. Hogan (1972, 
241-57); also Macleod (1983, 154-57).  De Romilly (1963, 39-40) provides a tentative argument for 
supposing that T ｷﾐIﾉ┌SWS デｴW TｴWH;ﾐゲげ ゲヮWWIｴが SWﾐﾗ┌ﾐIｷﾐｪ デｴW Pﾉ;デ;W;ﾐ ;ﾉﾉｷ;ﾐIW ┘ｷデｴ AデｴWﾐゲが ｷﾐ 
order to illustrate the tragic consequences of Athenian imperialism.  
248
Cf. Hornblower (1987, 117).  Finley (1967, 42) also agrees that the Melian dialogue uses arguments 
a;ﾏｷﾉｷ;ヴ ｷﾐ E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲ ;ﾐS けIﾉﾗゲWﾉ┞ デﾗ┌IｴWゲ デｴW デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ﾗa デｴW デｷﾏWげく  “WW ;ﾉゲﾗ Kｷヮ ふヱΓΒΑが ヴヱヴ-19) on 
けE┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲ ;ﾐS MWﾉﾗゲげが Wゲヮく ┘ｷデｴ ヴWaく デﾗ デｴW Troades, performed at the Dionysia of 415, although she 
does not suggest a Thucydidean dependency.  
249
For more on the form of the Melian Dialogue with reference to DD and ID see pp. 167-70.   
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expedient to bow to might,
250
 T;ﾉデｴ┞Hｷ┌ゲが ｷﾐ E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲげ Troades (728), produced in 
415, tells Andromache, having announced to her the coming death of her son, 
Astyanax, meekly to bow to superior forIW ;ﾐS ﾐﾗデ デﾗ Iﾉｷﾐｪ デﾗ ｴWヴ ゲﾗﾐ けﾐor think 
┞ﾗ┌ヴゲWﾉa ゲデヴﾗﾐｪが HWｷﾐｪ SWaWﾐIWﾉWゲゲげぎ ´，〃0 ゝ．　｀‾仝ゝü ´。~詑｀ 滞ゝ‐々0：｀ ~＿゛0：く   
The Melian dialogue has other parallel themes which we have already touched upon.  
At 5.105.1-2 the Athenians assert they are offending no divine law by their actions, 
the gods having the same laws as mortals.  Perhaps we should not be surprised when 
Hecuba in the Troades ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾆWゲ )W┌ゲが け┘ｴWデｴWヴ ｴW HW デｴW ヮﾗ┘Wヴ HWｴｷﾐS ﾐ;デ┌ヴW or the 
ﾏｷﾐS ﾗa ﾏ;ﾐげぎ  れ0々ゞが 0苔〃（ 蔵｀àá゛。 席々ゝ0＼ゞ 0苔〃0 ｀‾達ゞ éヾ‾〃丹｀ ふ886).  The Athenians 
デｴWﾐ ｪﾗ ﾗﾐ ;ﾏHｷ┗;ﾉWﾐデﾉ┞ デﾗ ヮヴ;ｷゲW デｴW MWﾉｷ;ﾐゲげ ｷﾐﾐﾗIWﾐIW H┌デ デﾗ deplore their folly in 
デヴ┌ゲデｷﾐｪ デｴW “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐゲ デﾗ IﾗﾏW デﾗ デｴWｷヴ ヴWゲI┌Wぎ ´ü゛üヾ；ゝü｀〃0ゞ 鐸´丹｀ 〃托 蔵ヽ0：ヾ＿゛ü゛‾｀ 
‾沢 、。゜‾達´0｀ 〃托 贈席ヾ‾｀ ふヵくヱヰヵくンぶが ヴWﾏｷﾐSｷﾐｪ ┌ゲ ﾗa HWヴ;IﾉWゲげ ヮヴ;ｷゲW ﾗa デｴW ｴﾗﾐﾗ┌ヴ;HﾉW 
HWｴ;┗ｷﾗ┌ヴ ﾗa ASﾏWデ┌ゲ ｷﾐ ヴ┌ｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ┘ｷaWげゲ SW;デｴ ┘ｴｷﾉW Hﾉ;ﾏｷﾐｪ ｴｷﾏ for bringing the 
aﾗﾉﾉ┞ ふﾗa ｪヴｷWaぶ ┌ヮﾗﾐ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉaぎ ü滞｀丹 ´詑｀ ü滞｀丹‘ ´＼ヾ；ü｀ ~（ 題席゜：ゝ゛à｀0：ゞ ふAlcestis, 1093). 
             A contrast between the attitudes of the young and the old is found in the plays of 
Euripides and Aristophanes on the one hand, and in Thucydidesげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW 
other.
251
  In Thucydides, the conflict of interests between the age groups is brought 
out by Nicias in his first speech in the Sicilian debate with Alcibiades before the 
Athenian assembly (6.12.2-13.1), not only in the way that he doubts the ability of his 
ヴｷ┗;ﾉが けWゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ HWｷﾐｪ too ┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪ ;ゲ ┞Wデ デﾗ デ;ﾆW Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐSげ ふ贈゜゜＼ゞ 〃0 ゛ü台 ｀0～〃0ヾ‾ゞ 
竪｀ 村〃： 損ゞ 〃托 贈ヾ‐0：｀ぶが H┌デ けalso by his ふNｷIｷ;ゲげぶ calling upon the elders not to be 
ashamedげ ふ゛ü台 〃‾大ゞ ヽヾ0ゝé仝〃　ヾ‾：ゞ 蔵｀〃：ヽüヾü゛0゜0々‾´ü： ´駄 ゛ü〃ü：ゝ‐仝｀．騨｀ü：ぶ to rally 
aｪ;ｷﾐゲデ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ supporters.  Alcibiades, in reply (6.16-18), argues against the 
蔵ヽヾüá´‾ゝ々｀。 of Nicias and tells the assembly to ignorW NｷIｷ;ゲげ Sｷ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪ 
aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ﾗﾉS ふ~：àゝ〃üゝ：ゞ 〃‾大ゞ ｀　‾：ゞ 損ゞ 〃‾但ゞ ヽヾ0ゝé仝〃　ヾ‾仝ゞぶき デｴW┞ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS け┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS 
that youth and old age can accomplish nothing ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ W;Iｴ ﾗデｴWヴげ ふ｀‾´；ゝü〃0 
                                                          
250Nﾗデ デｴ;デ けﾏｷｪｴデ ｷゲ ヴｷｪｴデげ ;ゲ ｷゲ ﾗaデWﾐが ｷﾐW┝;Iデﾉ┞が デ;ﾆWﾐ ;ゲ デｴW SWヴｷ┗;デｷ┗W ﾏ;┝ｷﾏ aヴﾗﾏ デｴｷゲ ｷﾐIｷSWﾐデが ゲｷﾐIW 
デｴ;デ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ﾏｷゲIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌W ┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ ｴ;ヮヮWﾐｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ SWH;デWく  TｴW MWﾉｷ;ﾐゲ ;ヴW ﾐﾗデ ;IIWヮデｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ けﾏｷｪｴデ 
ｷゲ ヴｷｪｴデげ ;ゲ ; ┌ﾐｷ┗Wヴゲ;ﾉ デヴ┌デｴ H┌デ ;ヴW HWｷﾐｪ forced to debate on Athenian terms; the argument from 
expediency is conquering that from justice, as the Melians admit to the Athenians at 5.89: 蔵｀àá゛。 
á束ヾが 損ヽ0：~駄 鐸´0大ゞ ‾濁〃＼ ヽüヾ束 〃托 ~；゛ü：‾｀ 〃托 ¨仝´席　ヾ‾｀ ゜　á0：｀ 鐸ヽ　ゝ．0ゝ．0く 
251
See Forrest (1975), Strauss (1993).  
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｀0＿〃。〃ü ´詑｀ ゛ü台 á騨ヾüゞ 贈｀0仝 蔵゜゜，゜＼｀ ´。~詑｀ ~々｀üゝ．ü：), a clever piece of rhetoric 
which no doubt helped to win the day for Alcibiades.   
The words of Nicias resemble those of Theseus in the Suppliants (232-3), where he 
accuses Adrastus of having been led astray by young men who love honour too 
highly and raise wars unjustlyぎ ‾貸〃：｀0ゞ 〃：´～´0｀‾： ‐ü；ヾ‾仝ゝ： ヽ‾゜　´‾仝ゞ 〃（ ü々¨à｀‾仝ゝ（ 
贈｀0仝 ~；゛。ゞ ｀　‾：ゞ ヽüヾü‐．0；ゞく  ΚｷﾆW┘ｷゲW デｴW ┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪ ;ヴW portrayed as revolutionary 
followers of Lycus by Amphitryon in the Heracles: they sowed sedition and ruined 
デｴW ﾉ;ﾐS ふゝ〃àゝ：｀ 村．。´ü｀ ゛ü台 ~：～゜0ゝü｀ ヽ＿゜：｀が ぷ590]), while Lycus himself is seen as 
no Cadmean, an arrivé of the worst ﾆｷﾐS ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ HWｷﾐｪ デｴWｷヴ ﾉW;SWヴぎ ‾沢 がü~´0大‾ゞ 
竪｀ 贈ヾ‐0： ゛à゛：ゝ〃‾ゞ 〃丹｀ ｀　＼｀ 村ヽ。゜仝ゞ くく. (256-7).   
We also find this generation conflict famously portrayed in the comedies of 
Aristophanes.  In the Acharnians, the chorus, despite Dicaeopolis being about to 
open up a free trade market, maintain that in law-suits henceforth the young should 
ゲ┌W デｴW ┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪ ;ﾐS デｴW ﾗﾉS デｴW ﾗﾉSぎ ゛蔵¨0゜ü々｀0：｀ ‐ヾ駄 〃托 ゜‾：ヽ＿｀が ゛造｀ 席々á体 〃：ゞが 、。´：‾達｀ 
〃托｀ á　ヾ‾｀〃ü 〃端 á　ヾ‾｀〃：が 〃托｀ ｀　‾｀ ~詑 〃端 ｀　単 (718-9).  Dicaeopolis himself earlier 
W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐゲ デﾗ Κ;ﾏ;Iｴ┌ゲ ┘ｴ┞ ｴW ﾏ;SW ｴｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ヮW;IWぎ けI ┘;ゲ ゲﾗ Sｷゲｪ┌ゲデWS ;デ デｴﾗゲW 
young layabouts who, like you, skeddadled off to Thrace on three drachmas a day, 
while I saw grey-haired veterans sWヴ┗ｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴW ヴ;ﾐﾆゲげぎ くくく 損á誰 é~0゜仝〃〃＿´0｀‾ゞ 
損ゝヽ0：ゝà´。｀が 瀧ヾ丹｀ ヽ‾゜：‾但ゞ ´詑｀ 贈｀~ヾüゞ 損｀ 〃ü大ゞ 〃à¨0ゝ：｀が ｀0ü｀；üゞ ~（ ‾貸‾仝ゞ ゝ但 
~：ü~0~ヾü゛＿〃üゞ 〃‾但ゞ ´詑｀ 損ヽ台 んヾ存゛。ゞ ´：ゝ．‾席‾ヾ‾達｀〃üゞ 〃ヾ0大ゞ ~ヾü‐´àゞ くくく ふ599-602).   
In the Clouds, the exasperation caused to Strepsiades by his profligate son 
Pheidippides is sufficiently well-known, I am sure, as not to require quotation.  
Indeed, the grief suffered by the older man and his peers at the hands of the new 
sophistically-educated young generation as a whole is one of the recurring comic 
motifs of the play.  Yet also we see such a conflict in an earlier drama: Creon and 
H;Wﾏﾗﾐ Sｷゲヮ┌デW ﾗ┗Wヴ デｴW ヴｷｪｴデゲ ;ﾐS ┘ヴﾗﾐｪゲ ﾗa デｴW H┌ヴｷ;ﾉ ﾗa Pﾗﾉ┞ﾐｷIWゲ ｷﾐ “ﾗヮｴﾗIﾉWゲげ 
Antigone, produced as early as 442/441.  Creon becomes indignant at being 
instructed in life-ゲﾆｷﾉﾉゲ H┞ ﾏWﾐ ﾗa ｴｷゲ ゲﾗﾐげゲ ;ｪWぎ ‾袋 〃。゜：゛‾；~0 ゛ü台 ~：~ü¨＿´0ゝ．ü ~駄 
席ヾ‾｀0大｀ ヽヾ托ゞ 蔵｀~ヾ托ゞ 〃。゜：゛‾達~0 〃駄｀ 席々ゝ：｀ ふ726-7).  Haemon responds that, if he is 
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┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪが ｴW ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS HW ﾃ┌SｪWS ﾗﾐ ｴｷゲ ﾏWヴｷデゲ ;ﾐS ﾐﾗデ ﾗﾐ ｴｷゲ ;ｪWぎ 0滞 ~（ 損á誰 ｀　‾ゞが ‾沢 〃托｀ 
‐ヾ＿｀‾｀ ‐ヾ駄 ´測゜゜‾｀ 妥 〃贈ヾáü ゝ゛‾ヽ0大｀ ふ728-9).                                           
The parallels which can be made between the works of Euripides and Thucydides are 
not limited to those evident in orthodox DD.  If we take letter writing as an extension 
of DD,
252
 as I have done in my initial definition (above, p.11-12), we can point to the 
letter of Nicias (7.11-15), in desperate straits with the ill-fated Athenian expedition at 
Syracuse, to the Athenian assembly as having similar purposes and carrying similar 
messages to pertinent remarks in the plays of Euripides.  Orestes in the Electra, 
before the recognition scene with his sister, laments to have to transmit the sad tale 
ﾗa Aｪ;ﾏWﾏﾐﾗﾐげゲ SW;デｴ デﾗ EﾉWIデヴ;げゲ けHヴﾗデｴWヴげが SWゲIヴｷHｷﾐｪ デｴW デ;ﾉW ;ゲ けﾃﾗ┞ﾉWゲゲ H┌デ ┘ｴｷIｴ 
must be ｴW;ヴSげ ふ゜＿á‾仝ゞ 蔵〃0ヾヽ0大ゞが 蔵゜゜（ 蔵｀üá゛ü；‾仝ゞ ゛゜々0：｀ ぷ293]) just as Nicias, in his 
ﾉWデデWヴが SWIﾉ;ヴWゲ デｴ;デ ｴW けIﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W ゲWﾐデ デｴWﾏ ゲﾗﾏWデｴｷﾐｪ ヮﾉW;ゲ;ﾐデWヴ デｴ;ﾐ デｴWゲW 
tidings, but not more ┌ゲWa┌ﾉげ ふΑくヱヴくヴぶぎ だ‾々〃＼｀ 損á誰 打~；＼ ´詑｀ 造｀ 0苔‐‾｀ 鐸´大｀ 多〃0ヾü 
損ヽ：ゝ〃　゜゜0：｀が ‾沢 ´　｀〃‾： ‐ヾ。ゝ：´～〃0ヾà á0 くくくが デｴW けá0げ ｴWヴW ┌ﾐSWヴﾉｷﾐｷﾐｪ NｷIｷ;ゲげ 
conviction that the epistolar route was better than the oral.   
By this reference to his letter, however, I do not intend to suggest that the direct 
words which Thucydides attributes to Nicias do not owe as much to tragic drama.  
Take, for instance, the speech he makes to his troops immediately before the final 
battle at Syracuse (7.61-64).  In this speech,
253
 NｷIｷ;ゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa デｴW HWﾐWaｷデゲ ﾗa ﾉｷ┗ｷﾐｪ 
in Athens, which are envied all over Greece and which include linguistic and cultural 
ties enjoyed by allies fighting in the Athenian forces, are very similar to those 
claimed for the privilege of residing in Hellas by Jason to Medea (Medea, 536-41).  
When we consider the impact these words of Nicias may h;┗W ｴ;S ﾗﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ 
readers and listeners in the light of the Athenian disaster in Sicily, it is worth 
comparing the two passages in some detail.  Many readers of the History will have 
recalled the corresponding lines of Euripides, recognising the commonality of 
citizenship and thought that both authors express:  
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T has the letデWヴ ヴW;S ;ﾉﾗ┌S H┞ ; áヾü´´ü〃0々ゞ ;ﾐS ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌IWS H┞ 〃‾：à~0 ふゲWW Αくヱヰぶ ;ゲ ｷa ｷデ Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐWS 





 ‾退 〃　＼ゞ 雪．。｀ü大‾： ｀‾´：、＿´0｀‾： ゛ü台 ´駄 鷹｀〃0ゞ 打´丹｀ 〃騨ゞ 〃0 席＼｀騨ゞ 〃泰 損ヽ：ゝ〃，´体 ゛ü台 〃丹｀ 
〃ヾ＿ヽ＼｀ 〃泰 ´：´，ゝ0： 損．ü仝´à、0ゝ．0 ゛ü〃束 〃駄｀ る゜゜à~üく ふHerodotus 7.63.3):  
け(you) who all this time have been considered Athenians, though you were not, 
understanding our language and imitating our customs as you do, are the envy of the 
Greek worldくげ   
ヽヾ丹〃‾｀ ´詑｀ 薦゜゜à~（ 蔵｀〃台 éüヾéàヾ‾仝 ‐．‾｀托ゞ                                                                                                
áü大ü｀ ゛ü〃‾：゛0大ゞ ゛ü台 ~；゛。｀ 損ヽ：ゝ〃àゝü：                                                                                                           
｀＿´‾：ゞ 〃0 ‐ヾ騨ゝ．ü： ´駄 ヽヾ托ゞ 滞ゝ‐々‾ゞ ‐àヾ：｀‘  ふEuripides Medea, 536-38) 
けFirst, then, in Helladic and not in barbarian land                                                                                                  
You dwell, knowing its justice                                                                                                                                    
And protected by its laws, without recourse to forceげ.    
The similarity in sentiment between the two extracts is notable.  On the one hand, 
Nicias emphasises the exclusivity of Athenian citizenship even for those sailors, 
ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉ┞ ﾏWデｷIゲが ┘ｴﾗ SｷSﾐげデ ケ┌ｷデW ケ┌;ﾉｷa┞ for ｷデ ふ゛ü台 ´駄 鷹｀〃0ゞぶ ;ﾐSが ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾗデｴWヴ ｴ;ﾐSが 
Jason reminds Medea of the blessings of not living in a barbarian land (蔵｀〃台 
éüヾéàヾ‾仝 ‐．‾｀托ゞ).  Both passages stress the security and protection enjoyed by 
those who live in Athens, even if they are not citizens.  
TｴW Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷI WaaWIデ ﾗa NｷIｷ;ゲげ デヴ;ｪｷI ゲｷデ┌;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ “ｷIｷﾉ┞ I;ﾐ HW aWﾉデ W┗Wﾐ ｷﾐ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ 
which are reported by Thucydides indirectly.  The pre-battle plea that Nicias makes 
to his trierarchs not to disgrace their wives, children and ancestral gods at 7.69.2, its 
ｷﾏﾏWSｷ;I┞ ｴWｷｪｴデWﾐWS H┞ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ｴ;ヴヴﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ デｴW a;Iデ デｴ;デ ゲ┌Iｴ 
entreaties were only made in times of desperate crisis,
254
 is comparable to the 
PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ ﾏWゲゲWﾐｪWヴげゲ report in Aeschylus Persae (402-405) concerning the cries of the 
Greek sailors he heard at the commenceﾏWﾐデ ﾗa デｴW H;デデﾉW ﾗa “;ﾉ;ﾏｷゲぎ け辿 ヽü大~0ゞ 
る゜゜，｀＼｀が 胎〃0が 損゜0仝．0ヾ‾達〃0 ヽü〃ヾ；~（が 損゜0仝．0ヾ‾達〃0 ~詑 ヽü大~üゞが á仝｀ü大゛üゞが ．0丹｀ 〃0 
ヽü〃ヾ旦＼｀ 多~。が ．，゛üゞ 〃0 ヽヾ‾á＿｀＼｀‘げく   
                                                          
254TｴW IヴｷデｷI;ﾉ ヮ;ヴデ HWｷﾐｪぎ ゛ü台 鐸ヽ詑ヾ 側ヽà｀〃＼｀ ヽüヾüヽ゜，ゝ：ü 村ゞ 〃0 á仝｀ü大゛üゞ ゛ü台 ヽü大~üゞ ゛ü台 ．0‾但ゞ 




Even so, Thucydides would rather reserve his most dramatic moments for DD, such 
;ゲ NｷIｷ;ゲげ ┗;ﾉｷ;ﾐデ words of encouragement, spoken in his state of illness, to his 
retreating soldiers at 7.77: けWW ｴ;┗W ゲ┌aaWヴWS Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴ ;ﾉヴW;S┞げ ふ蔵ヽ‾‐ヾ～｀〃＼ゞ 堕~。 
〃0〃：´＼ヾ，´0．ü くくくぶが け;ﾐS I;ﾐ W┝ヮWIデ ﾏｷﾉSWヴ デヴW;デﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ｪﾗSゲ aヴﾗﾏ ﾐﾗ┘ ﾗﾐげ ふくくく 
゛ü台 打´測ゞ 0滞゛托ゞ ｀達｀ 〃à 〃0 蔵ヽ托 〃‾達 ．0‾達 損゜ヽ；、0：｀ 唾ヽ：～〃0ヾü 多¨0：｀くぶく  P┞ﾉ;SWゲが ｷﾐ 
Iphigeneia in Tauris (721-2), similarly tries to comfort his comrade Orestes with the 
デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデ デｴ;デ Aヮﾗﾉﾉﾗげゲ oracle may not in the end destroy him: chance may cause even 
the most evil circumstance to change (... 村ゝ〃：｀ 打 ゜；ü｀ ~仝ゝヽヾü¨；ü ゜；ü｀ ~：~‾達ゝü 
´0〃üé‾゜àゞが 卓〃ü｀ 〃々‐体), while the eponymous heroine in the Helen (1082) assures 
MWﾐWﾉ;┌ゲ デｴ;デ ｴｷゲ けH;S ﾉ┌Iﾆ ﾏｷｪｴデ ケ┌ｷIﾆﾉ┞ デ┌ヴﾐ デﾗ good forデ┌ﾐWげぎ 〃托 ~（ 贈．゜：‾｀ ゛0大｀（ 
0沢〃仝‐詑ゞ 〃à‐（ 造｀ ヽ　ゝ‾：く 
One play of Euripides I have scarcely mentioned thus far is the Phoenissae; yet this 
play contains many parallels with the History, ma┞HW HWI;┌ゲW ｷデ ┘;ゲ ﾗﾐW ﾗa E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲげ 
later productions (c. 410).  The most obvious parallel between the two works, if 
again we accept a late composition or revision for Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ PWヴｷIﾉW;ﾐ ゲヮWWIｴWゲが is 
that between Pericles in his third speech to the Athenian people (2.64.2) and Jocasta 
(Phoenissae, 382) on the subject of bearing afflictions sent by the gods.  According to 
PWヴｷIﾉWゲが ｴｷゲ ヮWﾗヮﾉW けゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS HW;ヴ ┘ｴ;デ IﾗﾏWゲ aヴﾗﾏ ｴW;┗Wﾐ ┘ｷデｴ ヴWゲｷｪﾐ;デｷﾗﾐげぎ 席　ヾ0：｀ 
~詑 ‐ヾ駄 〃à 〃0 ~ü：´＿｀：ü 蔵｀üá゛ü；＼ゞく  JﾗI;ゲデ;げゲ W┝Iﾉ;ﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ more personally felt but 
W┝ヮヴWゲゲWS ｷﾐ ﾉｷﾆW ﾏﾗSWぎ ~0大 席　ヾ0：｀ 〃束 〃丹｀ ．0丹｀く  Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ デWﾉﾉゲ ┌ゲ デｴ;デ NｷIｷ;ゲが ｷﾐ 
the speech to his trierarchs, which I have already referred to above (7.69.2), does not 
fear to speak trite words (蔵ヾ‐ü：‾゜‾á0大｀) when he appeals to the memory of wives, 
children and ancestral gods; so neither does Eteocles in the Phoenissae (438), when 
he quotes the well-worﾐ ﾉｷﾐWゲ けWW;ﾉデｴ ｷゲ デｴ;デ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ ﾏﾗゲデ ｴﾗﾐﾗ┌ヴWS ;ﾏﾗﾐｪ ﾏWﾐが 
and of all things amonｪ ﾏWﾐ ｴ;ゲ デｴW ｪヴW;デWゲデ ヮﾗ┘Wヴげが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｴW ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲWゲ デｴWｷヴ 
デヴｷデWﾐWゲゲぎ ヽà゜ü： ´詑｀ ‾託｀ 鐸´｀。．詑｀が 蔵゜゜（ 卓´＼ゞ 損ヾ丹.     
To conclude this section on Thucydidesげ relationship with the dramatists, I would 
mention a remark made by Finley (1967, 49) to the effect that there was no question 
of direct borrowing from Euripides on the part of Thucydides but that, since he was 
recounting けwhat he had heard from witnesses, if anyone was the borrower it should 
be Euripidesげ.  Although Finley is specifically referring to the Phoenissae here, the 
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ﾗHゲWヴ┗;デｷﾗﾐ Iﾗ┌ﾉS Wケ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ;ヮヮﾉ┞ デﾗ ;ﾉﾉ ﾗa E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲげ works produced after the 
beginning of the Peloponnesian War, which would be fifteen out of nineteen of 
those extant.  And yet, as Finley goes on to remark, if we accept the Unitarian theory 
of Thucydides work, けIｴヴﾗﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ゲWWﾏゲ デﾗ ﾏ;ﾆW デｴ;デ ｷﾏヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉWげく  
I should find it difficult to be categorical about who owed what to whom, since we 
cannot be entirely sure at what stage Thucydides would have made any of his work 
public or available for Euripides to read or hear, except that this would have been 
unlikely during the twenty years of his exile from 424.  What is most likely is that 
both were affected by the rise of rhetoric, which at first influenced verse and then 
prose so that both Euripides and Thucydides, through the words they put into the 
ﾏﾗ┌デｴゲ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲが Iﾗ┌ﾉSが ;ゲ FｷﾐﾉW┞ ゲ;┞ゲ ふｷHｷSくぶが けwork by the same methods 
for デｴW ゲ;ﾏW WﾐSゲげく  Cornford (1907, 139) is more explicit about the link and sees an 
けｷﾐデWﾉﾉWIデ┌;ﾉ ﾆｷﾐゲｴｷヮげ HWデ┘WWﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ;ﾐS E┌ヴｷヮｷSWゲぎ  ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ けデｴW デ┘ﾗ ﾏWﾐ ;ヴW 
of different temperaments ... we find ... the same conscious resolve ... to present the 
ﾐ;ﾆWS デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデゲ ;ﾐS ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞が ﾃ┌ゲデ ;ゲ デｴW┞ ゲ;┘ デｴWﾏげく  M;IﾉWﾗS ふヱΓΒンが 
ヱヵΑぶが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが Sﾗ┌Hデゲ けｷa デヴ;ｪedy should be numbered among the literary influences 
ﾗﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ;ﾐS ｪﾗWゲ ﾗﾐ デﾗ ;Iﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ｪヴW;デWヴ SWHデ デﾗ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが 
け;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ デヴ;ｪｷI historianげが ┘ｴｷﾉW ;Sﾏｷデデｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ HﾗﾏWヴ ┘;ゲ ;ﾐ W┗Wﾐ ｪヴW;デWヴ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIW 
on both.                                                                                                   
Summary  
We can say that the speeches of both historians owe a debt to the Attic dramatists, 
but in different ways according to the age they lived in and the stage of development 
reached by drama during their time.  Cornford (1907, 137-8) was only partially right 
┘ｴWﾐ ｴW ゲ;ｷS デｴ;デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ けｴ;S IｴﾗゲWﾐ デｴW ﾉ;┝ form ﾗa WヮｷIげが in contrast to 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ┘ｴﾗ ┘;ゲ けデﾗ Sヴ;┘ ﾐﾗ ｷﾐゲヮｷヴ;tion from the tradｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Iﾗﾐｷ;ﾐ Eヮﾗゲげ ふﾗヮく 
cit. 138).  For, as we have seen, Herodotus, like his successor, turned to drama when 
the occasion and necessity arose.  Specifically, the dramatic account of the Persian 
Wars in his final three books and the speeches contained in them owes much to the 
historicalﾉ┞ H;ゲWS デｴWﾏW ﾗa AWゲIｴ┞ﾉ┌ゲげ Persae.  There are also echoes of Sophocles 
throughout the Histories in certain recurring tragic themes and motifs.  As for 
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Thucydides, we have seen in some detail how his speeches link in thought and 
purpose particularly with dramatic ideas and expression in Euripides, but also, at 
times, with Sophocles and Aeschylus.  This supports, I believe, one of the main points 
of comparison between the Speeches to which I have already alluded, namely that 
both Herodotus and Thucydides were interested in presenting dramatically, through 
their speeches, the more intimate motives of their characters and that this in turn 




















Chapter Five: Rhetoric 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the origin, types and usage of rhetoric as 
far as they relate to the Speeches, and to compare their uses in both authors.  I 
intend to go about this in six main sections: (i) a brief clarification of what I 
┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS H┞ デｴW デWヴﾏ けrhetoricげが ;ﾐS ｷデゲ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ デﾗ けゲヮWWIｴげ; (ii) the origins of 
rhetoric; (iii) a survey of the influence of fifth-century sophists on the Speeches; (iv) a 
description of the types of rhetorical argument found in the Speeches; (v) a summary 
of the opinions held by ancient critics and commentators on rhetorical method as it 
relates to our topic; (vi) a comparative survey of examples from each author.          
Rhetoric and Speech      
To the modern thinker there appears nothing anomalous in referring to written 
SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWが ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW “ヮWWIｴWゲが ;ゲ Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ けrhetoricげく  AﾐS ┞Wデ デﾗ デｴW W;ヴ ﾗa ; 
fifth-century Athenian I suspect that such a reference would seem strange, even 
contradictory, since the word けrhetoricげ ｷゲが ｷﾐ GヴWWﾆが IﾗﾐﾐWIデWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ┗WヴH 拓　＼ ふЭ I 
speak) and therefore rhetoric to a Greek speaker would be, linguistically at least, 
dissociated from the concept of writing.  Aristotle indeed (Rhetoric 1.2) defines 
rhetoric ;ゲ けデｴW a;I┌ﾉデ┞ ﾗa ﾗHゲWヴ┗ｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ ;ﾐ┞ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ I;ゲW デｴW ;┗;ｷﾉ;HﾉW ﾏW;ﾐゲ ﾗa 
ヮWヴゲ┌;ゲｷﾗﾐげが ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ デｴW ヮヴｷﾐIｷヮ;ﾉ ヴWケ┌ｷヴWﾏWﾐデ for a speaker was oral 
improvisation rather than the ability to read a script.  By way of support for this idea 
it is worth quoting in full the powerful invective, itself highly rhetorical and written, 
used by the fourth-century rhetorician Alcidamas of Elaea
255
:  
打á‾達´ü： ~（ ‾沢~詑 ゜＿á‾仝ゞ ~；゛ü：‾｀ 0苔｀ü： ゛ü゜0大ゝ．ü： 〃‾但ゞ á0áヾü´´　｀‾仝ゞが 蔵゜゜（ 谷ゝヽ0ヾ 
0胎~＼゜ü ゛ü台 ゝ‐，´ü〃ü ゛ü台 ´：´，´ü〃ü ゜＿á＼｀が ゛ü台 〃駄｀ ü沢〃駄｀ ゛ü〃（ ü沢〃丹｀ 0滞゛＿〃＼ゞ 造｀ 
~＿¨ü｀ 村‐‾：´0｀が 柁｀ヽ0ヾ ゛ü台 ゛ü〃束 〃丹｀ ‐ü゜゛丹｀ 蔵｀~ヾ：à｀〃＼｀ ゛ü台 ゜：．；｀＼｀ 蔵áü゜´à〃＼｀ ゛ü台 
á0áヾü´´　｀＼｀ 、炭＼｀が 谷ゝヽ0ヾ á束ヾ 〃ü達〃ü ´：´，´ü〃ü 〃丹｀ 蔵゜。．：｀丹｀ ゝ＼´à〃＼｀ 損ゝ〃；が ゛ü台 
〃　ヾ／：｀ ´詑｀ 損ヽ台 〃騨ゞ ．0＼ヾ；üゞ 村‐0：が ‐ヾ騨ゝ：｀ ~（ ‾沢~0´；ü｀ 〃端 〃丹｀ 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ＼｀ é；単 
ヽüヾü~；~＼ゝ：く 
                                                          
255
In his diatribe On Those Who Compose Written Speeches, para.27.  
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Written discourses, in my opinion, certainly ought not to be called real speeches, but 
they are as wraiths, semblances, and imitations.  It would be reasonable for us to 
think of them as we do of bronze statues, and images of stone, and pictures of living 
beings; just as these last mentioned are but the semblance of corporeal bodies, 
giving pleasure to the eye alone, and are of no practical value.
256
 
Wｴ;デ デｴWﾐ Sﾗ I ﾏW;ﾐ H┞ けrhetoricげ ｷﾐ ; ゲWﾐゲW ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS;HﾉW デﾗ ; aｷaデｴ-century 
Athenian?  I take it to mean the art of oratory, employed for the purpose of 
persuasion in a law court, in the assembly at Athens or elsewhere, by ambassadors 
seeking an alliance, or by a general to troops.
257
 And because rhetoric, in the oral 
context of the fifth century, demanded an immediacy of contact between speaker 
and listener, I shall show that its preferred medium in Herodotus and Thucydides is 
DD.  However, it might be argued that, since he already enjoys contact of a sort with 
his reader through the written word,
258
 either historian, at any particular time, could 
be using rhetorical language through ID,
259
 through any one of the other types of 
Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐ I ｴ;┗W ヮヴW┗ｷﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ SWaｷﾐWS ;ゲ けゲヮWWIｴげ, such as conversation or letters, 
or even in the normal course of his narrative.  Nevertheless, in this chapter I shall 
deal with rhetoric mainly where it appears in DD, but not in narrative as that is 
beyond the remit of this thesis.       
The Origins of Rhetoric  
The art of rhetoric is inseparably connected with, and arises from, the oral tradition 
which I have already described above and was developed during the fifth century at 
Athens.
260
  From that time onwards a 拓，〃＼ヾ ┘;ゲ WｷデｴWヴ ; ┘ヴｷデWヴ ﾗa HWゲヮﾗﾆW 
speeches, used to defend or oppose a proposition in litigation, that is to say in 
modern terms a legal advocate, or a public speaker in the ecclesia, what we should 
                                                          
256
Translated by LaRue Van Hook, Classical Weekly, January 20
th
, 1919.  For the text see Muir (2001). 
257
Although exhortatory speeches made by generals before battles in H and T may be considered 
rhetorical, they do have other features including the fact that they are all almost certainly inventions.  
I shall therefore deal with them separately in Chapter 8 below. 
258
Or perhaps through the spoken word by way of recitation, if we are not to ignore this medium as an 
outlet for either author (cf. n.36 above).  Caく ;ﾉゲﾗ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ﾗ┘ﾐ ヴWヮW;デWS ヴWaWヴWﾐIWゲ デﾗ ｴｷゲ hearing 
the evidence on which his narrative is based: 1.20.1; 2.29.1; 2.52.1; 2.148.6; 3.117.6; 4.14.1; 4.16.2.                                      
259
 This is precisely argued and illustrated by Scardino in Foster and Lateiner (2012, 80-94). 
260
 See Lloyd (1978, 79-86) for an excellent summary of the development of rhetoric. 
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ﾐﾗ┘ I;ﾉﾉ ; けヮﾗﾉｷデｷIｷ;ﾐげ.261 Perhaps the earliest critique of written rhetoric is by 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus in his treatise on Thucydides (87), who mentions 
antithesis (contrasting speeches, paragraphs, sentences etc.), isocolon (balanced 
clauses) and homoioteleuton (similar endings) being used in early fifth-century 
Athenian regulations regarding the Eleusinian mysteries.
262
 By far the most 
important of these techniques, as far as we are concerned, ┘;ゲ け;ﾐデｷデｴWゲｷゲげ デﾗ ┘ｴｷIｴ I 
devote a section below.  Aristotle tells us
263
 that professional oratory was beginning 
to be exported about 467 from Sicily where a new school of oratory had been 
founded by Corax and Tisias when the fall of the Deinomenid dynasty at Syracuse led 
to an increasing number of lawsuits being set up to recover property.   
Thus, among the several types of rhetoric later codified by Aristotle and others, it 
was forensic (dicanic) oratory which became the main driving force in the genre 
particularly post-462 at Athens, when political reforms enabled the law courts 
ふ~：゛üゝ〃，ヾ：üぶ デﾗ ｴW;ヴ more けaｷヴゲデ ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIWげ I;ゲWゲが デｴW ｷﾐIヴW;ゲWS ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIWゲ ﾗa ﾉｷデｷｪ;デｷﾗﾐ 
demanding more and better oratory.  Also, subject allies with no vote in the 
assembly needed trained Attic orators to plead their cases when reviewing rates of 
tribute.  Fragments of such speeches still survive, written by Antiphon on behalf of 
Rhodes and Samothrace.
264
 There may also have been wrangles between trierarchs 
over who was to pay for the fitting out of triヴWﾏWゲ ;ゲ デｴWヴW ┘WヴW ｷﾐ DWﾏﾗゲデｴWﾐWゲげ 
day, since the trierarchic system was operative in the mid-fifth century.
265
 All these 
situations called for well composed persuasive speeches.   
As the fifth century progressed, life at Athens became more complicated and 
competitive.  It was the aristocratic classes who first began to learn the new art of 
oratory, which was becoming an obligatory tool in statecraft,
266
 while the middle 
                                                          
261
There was in the aｷaデｴ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ ﾐﾗ IﾉW;ヴ SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ ; けrhetoricｷ;ﾐげ ;ﾐS ; けゲﾗヮｴｷゲデげが ふゲWW DG 
intro. xviii).                                             
262
See Pritchett (1975).         
263
Via Cicero, Brutus ヴヶ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾉﾗゲデ ぞ仝｀üá＼á駄 だ0‐｀丹｀が ; ゲ┌ﾏﾏ;ヴ┞ ﾗa W;ヴﾉ┞ rhetorical theory.                                                         
264
This would have been the Antiphon who was the author of the Tetralogies and other forensic 
speeches, who plotted the establishment of the Four Hundred in 411, and was subsequently 
condemned to death by the restored democracy.  See Hill (1951, 19-21) for references to his 
Samothracian speeches. 
265
Cf. Cawkwell (1969, 163). 
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classes found an opportunity to learn similar skills in order to succeed politically and 
in the law courts.  These skills the sophists purported to teach and did so, often in 
return for very handsome fees.  By the last quarter of the fifth century they had 
acquired a notoriously bad name in popular circles, being considered by many to be 
けtoo IﾉW┗Wヴ H┞ ｴ;ﾉaげ.267 The sophists inherited the function of the poets as interpreters 
of experience from a wider, more generic, world as evidenced by the relatively 
distant places they hailed from: Protagoras from Abdera, Gorgias from Leontini, 
Hippias from Elis, and Prodicus from Ceos.   
The Influence of the Sophists 
Although he is not specifically named as a pupil or follower of the sophists, 
Herodotus was an almost exact contemporary of both Protagoras (c. 490-c. 420) and 
Gorgias (c. 485-375), making it highly likely that he would have fallen under their 
influence at some stage during his writing career.  We know, for instance, that 
Herodotus visited Athens and knew Pericles; he is said to have made a public reading 
there of (part of) his history in 446 and the fact that he mentions events which 
happened early in the Peloponnesian War
268
 indicates that he returned to Athens 
some time after 431.   
Moreover, although we only have evidence of two visits by Protagoras, one in c. 433 
as represented in the Protagoras of Plato and the other in c. 422 attested by the 
comic poet Eupolis in his play The Flatterers, and one major visit by Gorgias, as a 
member of an official Leontine embassy in 427,
269
 they may well have made other 
visits, any of which could have coincided with sojourns by Herodotus.  Hornblower 
(1987, 16) has indeed pointed out that there are frequent signs in the Histories that 
Herodotus was alert to the intellectual movements of the third quarter of the fifth 
century, especially to dialectical debate as in a political or ﾉWｪ;ﾉ けIﾗﾐデWゲデげ ふ蔵á～｀ぶ, and 
when we analyse his speeches we find that Herodotus, like his successor, commonly 
                                                          
267
Cf. the unfair treatment (as we regard it) of Socrates in the Clouds of Aristophanes of 423.         
268
At 6.91 (the Athenian expulsion of the Aeginetans, cf. T 2.27, see also Lattimore [1998, 88, n. on 
2.27]); at 7.137 (the execution of Sparデ;ﾐ けゲヮｷWゲげが Iaく T 2.67); at 7.233 (the murder of Eurymachus, son 
of Leontiadas, Theban commander at Thermopylae, cf. T 2.2-5); at 9.73 (the sparing of Decelea by the 
Lacedaemonians). 
269
According to Philostratus, Lives of the Sophists, 1.9.492-3, although this could refer to an earlier 
occasion because Pericles is also mentioned as being present. 
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uses rhetorical devices, the exact derivation of which, it is true, is difficult to 
pinpoint, but which share features in common with the methods of the fifth-century 
sophists.   
The prime example of sophistic rhetoric in Herodotus is the well-known 
Constitutional Debate at 3.80-82.
270
 Despite the eagerness of Herodotus to convince 
us of the authenticity of the occasion of this debate,
271
 it is obvious from its form and 
language that it is Greek and not Persian in origin and character, adopting as it does 
デｴW けIﾉ;ゲゲｷI;ﾉげ デヴｷヮ;ヴデｷデW Sｷ;ﾉWIデｷI;ﾉ format fashionable in Attic oratory of the time.272  
The speech of Otanes (3.80.2-6), arguing in favour of democracy, is especially rich in 
oratorical device and language and will serve as the best example of how Herodotus 
here imitates contemporary sophistic rhetorical usage.  Despite its brevity (only 
eleven sentences), we can point to: the overall bipartite antithetical structure of the 
argument, now anti-monarchy (3.80.2-5), now pro-democracy (3.80.6); frequent use 
of antithetically balanced sentences, four marked by ´　｀ ... ~　 ふくくく ~　ぶき Wｷｪｴデ 
ﾗII┌ヴヴWﾐIWゲ ﾗa áàヾ ;ゲ ;ﾐ explanatory connector; a potent rhetorical question, 
attacking the licence enjoyed by monarchs (3.80.3); the emphatic and repeated use 
of superlative forms e.g. 贈ヾ：ゝ〃‾｀が 贈ヾ：ゝ〃‾：ゝ：が ゛ü゛；ゝ〃‾：ゝ：が 贈ヾ：ゝ〃‾ゞが 蔵｀üヾ´‾ゝ〃＿〃ü〃‾｀が 
´　á：ゝ〃üが ゛à゜゜：ゝ〃‾｀き デｴW ヴWヮWデｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa 堕｀ 〃0 くくく 堕｀ 〃0 and  贈‐．0〃ü： くくく 贈‐．0〃ü： as well as 
ﾗa デｴW Iﾗｪﾐ;デW ┗WヴHゲ ．0ヾüヽ0々0〃ü： ;ﾐS ．0ヾüヽ0々体 in the same chiasmically formatted 
sentence to bring home the contrasting ways in which a subject can incur the wrath 
of a monarch (3.80.5). 
There is also much evidence among ancient authors ;Hﾗ┌デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ｷﾐSWHデWSﾐWゲゲ 
to sophistic rhetoric, and in particular to Gorgias.  Philostratus tells us that 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ┘;ゲ けWﾐデｴヴ;ﾉﾉWSげ H┞ Gorgias S┌ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴげゲ ┗ｷゲｷデ デﾗ AデｴWﾐゲ ｷﾐ ヴヲΑ.273 
He further attests at Letters 73ぎ けCヴｷデｷ;ゲ274 and Thucydides are not unknown to have 
taken from Gorgias both grandeur of thought and dignity of style (題席ヾ々ゞぶ くくく ｷﾐ デｴW 
                                                          
270
On the Constitutional Debate see pp. 162-66 below; also esp. Pelling (2002); also Zali (2014, 146-
51).  On H as a link between Homer and T in debate (蔵á～｀) generally, cf. Zali (op.cit. 121-7).  
271
At 3.80. 1: 損゜　‐．。ゝü｀ ゜＿á‾： 贈ヽ：ゝ〃‾： 損｀；‾：ゝ： 薦゜゜，｀＼｀が 損゜　‐．。ゝü｀ ~（ 辿｀く 
272
E.g. the three speeches at H 8.140-144 discussed below (pp. 166-7). 
273
Lives of the Sophists 1.9. 492-3. 
274
The Athenian sophist and contemporary of T. 
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one through fluency of speech, in the other (Thucydides) through force of 
W┝ヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐげく  Iデ ｷゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ ;IIWヮデWS ;ﾏﾗﾐｪ ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ゲIｴﾗﾉ;ヴゲ ;ﾐS ;ﾐIｷWﾐデ IヴｷデｷIゲ 
alike that the style of Thucydideゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷゲ ﾉ;ヴｪWﾉ┞ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIWS H┞ デｴW ;ヴデｷゲデｷI 
expression advocated and practised by Gorgias: Marcellinus, in his Life of Thucydides 
(para.36)が ;デデWゲデゲ デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ けfor a short time ... strove to emulate the balanced 
Iﾉ;┌ゲ┌ﾉ;W ふヽüヾ：ゝ～ゝ0：ゞぶ ;ﾐS デｴW ┗WヴH;ﾉ ;ﾐデｷデｴWゲWゲ ふ〃束ゞ 蔵｀〃：．　ゝ0：ゞ 〃丹｀ 題｀‾´à〃＼｀ぶ 
practised by Gorgias ﾗa ΚWﾗﾐデｷﾐｷげ.  
In the Encomium of Helen Gorgias describes logos ふゲヮWWIｴが ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪWぶ ;ゲ けﾏ;ゲデWヴげ 
ふ~仝｀üゝ〃，ゞぶ ふヮ;ヴ;くΒぶく  Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ゲ┌ヴヮヴｷゲｷﾐｪが ;ゲ デｴW ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ﾗa ;ﾐ WﾐIﾗﾏｷ┌ﾏ H┞ 
SWaｷﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ WヮｷSWｷIデｷIく  Aゲ けﾏ;ゲデWヴげが ﾉﾗｪﾗゲ ｴ;ゲ デｴW ヮﾗ┘Wヴ デﾗ ;ﾉデWヴ ﾏWﾐげゲ Wﾏﾗデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ 
state by persuading and deceiving the soul (／仝‐，), thus putting an end to fear and 
grief by instilling joy and evoking pity, the ultimate medium for this being poetry.  
Gorgias parallels speech with medicine in that both can be either beneficial or 
harmful to the body (medicine) or the soul (speech).  For speeches, like medicine, 
may poison or HW┘ｷデIｴ デｴW ゲﾗ┌ﾉ H┞ ;ﾐ W┗ｷﾉ ﾆｷﾐS ﾗa ヮWヴゲ┌;ゲｷﾗﾐぎ ‾袋 ~詑 ふ゜＿á‾：ぶ ヽ0：．端 〃：｀： 
゛ü゛泰 〃駄｀ ／仝‐駄｀ 損ーüヾ´à゛0仝ゝü｀ ゛ü台 詑¨0á｀，〃0仝ゝü｀ ふヮ;ヴ;くヱヴぶく  Tｴｷゲ 
acknowledgement, that rhetoric can be used for deception, is a factor which links 
Gorgias with both Thucydides and Herodotus.  We might compare the above extract 
from the Helen with CﾉWﾗﾐげゲ speech in the Mytilenean debate (T 3.38-40), where he 
warns the Athenian assembly against the deceptive charms of oratorical speech-
ﾏ;ﾆWヴゲ ふ‾袋 〃0 〃　ヾヽ‾｀〃0ゞ ゜＿á単 拓，〃‾ヾ0ゞ [3.40.3]).  Cleon previously charges the 
AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ ﾗa ヴW┗Wヴゲｷﾐｪ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW H┞ HWｷﾐｪ けゲヮWIデ;デors of words ;ﾐS ﾉｷゲデWﾐWヴゲ デﾗ SWWSゲげぎ 
．0ü〃ü台 ´詑｀ 〃丹｀ ゜＿á丹｀ ... 蔵゛ヾ‾ü〃ü台 ~詑 〃丹｀ 村ヾá丹｀ ふンくンΒく4), that is they will trust what 
they hear to be a true account of events from a clever speaker more readily than 
they will believe the evidence of their own eyes.
275
 Another parallel with the Helen 
occurs later at T 7.11-15, where Nicias, in a letter, complains that the Athenians want 
デﾗ ｴW;ヴ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ ﾏﾗゲデ ヮﾉW;ゲ;ﾐデ ふé‾仝゜‾´　｀＼｀ ´詑｀ 〃束 柁~：ゝ〃ü 蔵゛‾々0：｀ぶ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ to 
attribute blame later (7.14.4).    
                                                          
275
That listening to sophists was a form of entertainment comparable to the theatre in fifth-century 
Athens is also implied in the same speech of Cleon at 3.38.7, where he blames his fellow citizens for 
being overcome by the pleasure of listening and beguiled H┞ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ がけﾉｷﾆW ﾏWﾐ ゲW;デWS for 
WﾐデWヴデ;ｷﾐﾏWﾐデ H┞ ゲﾗヮｴｷゲデゲげ ふゝ‾席：ゝ〃丹｀ ．0ü〃ü大ゞ 損‾：゛＿〃0ゞ ゛ü．。´　｀‾：ゞぶく 
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Hunter (1986, 425) believes Thucydides himself embraced Gorgiasげ デW;Iｴｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ デｴW 
theory that speech persuades, charms, bewitches and deceives enough to employ it 
in his History ｷﾐ ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾐｪ SWH;デWゲ ;デ AデｴWﾐゲく  Oa PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ oratorical abilities 
H┌ﾐデWヴ ゲ;┞ゲ デｴ;デ けｴW ふPWヴｷIﾉWゲぶ ﾆﾐW┘ デｴ;デ ﾏWﾐ I;ﾐ HW ヮWヴゲ┌;SWS デﾗ ｪﾗ デﾗ ┘;ヴが H┌デ 
デｴ;デ ┘ｴ;デ デｴW┞ aWWﾉ ┌ﾐSWヴ デｴW ゲ┘;┞ ﾗa ヽ0：．～ ｷゲ ; ﾏWヴW ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐげく  Tｴ┌I┞dides has 
Pericles at (1.140.ヱぶ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa ゲ;┞ デｴ;デ ｴW けﾆﾐﾗ┘ゲ デｴ;デ ﾏWﾐ Sﾗ ﾐﾗデ ヮ┌ヴゲ┌W ; ┘;ヴ ﾗﾐIW ｷﾐ 
ｷデ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW Iﾗﾐ┗ｷIデｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ ヮWヴゲ┌;SWS デｴWﾏ ｷﾐデﾗ ｷデげぎ 0滞~誰ゞ 〃‾但ゞ 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ‾仝ゞ ‾沢 
〃泰 ü沢〃泰 題ヾá泰 蔵｀üヽ0：．‾´　｀‾仝ゞ 〃0 ヽ‾゜0´0大｀ ゛ü台 損｀ 〃端 村ヾá単 ヽヾàゝゝ‾｀〃üゞく  Tｴ┌ゲ 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデゲ ﾗﾐ logos are similar to Gorgias, since for ｴｷﾏ ﾏWﾐげゲ ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ 
faculties are quite inadequate to deal with persuasive speech.  In the opinion of 




By way of comparison with Thucydides it is worth noting that Herodotus is also 
influenced by this idea that rhetoric in speech can be used to deceive.  Consider the 
ways in which, in the Histories, Themistocles tricks groups and individuals into acting 
or believing something contrary to their inclination.  Examples of this type of 
deception include the speech of Themistocles at 8.109.2-4, where he 
disingenuously
277
 persuades the Athenians not to pursue Xerxes to the Hellespont 
following the battle of Salamis, telling them to concentrate on repairing their 
homeland and warning them that a defeated enemy could strike back viciously, yet 
all the time intending to ingratiate himself with the Great King.  It might be deduced 
that, in showing Themistocles in this unfavourable light, Herodotus displays his 
dislike of him.  But other examples suggest that, for ;ﾉﾉ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ デヴｷIﾆWヴ┞ ;ﾐS 
duplicity, Herodotus, like Thucydides,
278
 admires his cleverness and persuasive talk. 
Another example is much shorter but equally forceful: at 8.5.1-2, where 
Themistocles bribes Adeimantas, the unwilling Corinthian commander, to stay and 
fight at Artemisium.  True, the chief incentive used here is bribery, to the sum of 
                                                          
276
This thinking can be traced back to the materialistic philosophy of Empedocles, who posited a 
theory of perception based on the idea of the existence of pores through which our eyes and ears 
convey knowledge of the outside world to the soul (see DK 31A86, 92,320 & 321, collected in Kirk et 
al. 1983).  
277〃ü達〃ü ゜　á＼｀ ~：　゜゜üé0 ふΒくヱヱヰく1). 
278Caく Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヮヴ;ｷゲW ﾗa TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ ﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉ ｷﾐデWﾉﾉｷｪWﾐIWが foresight and ability at 1.138.3 although 
he does not give Themistocles direct words to speak except through a letter to Artaxerxes at 1.137.4. 
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three talents of silver, but there is even more ゲｷﾉ┗Wヴ ｷﾐ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ デﾗﾐｪ┌Wぎ け┞ﾗ┌ 
┘ﾗﾐげデ HW ﾉW;┗ｷﾐｪ ┌ゲ デｴWﾐげ ふざ沢 ゝ々 á0 打´　üゞ 蔵ヽ‾゜0；／0：ゞぶく  DWIWヮデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ｷゲ 
;ﾉゲﾗ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ Hｷゲデｷ;W┌ゲげ デヴｷIﾆｷng of the Scythians at 4.139.2-3; ｷﾐ )ﾗヮｴ┞ヴ┌ゲげ aooling of 
the Babylonian council into believing his hatred of Darius at 3.155; ;ﾐS ｷﾐ D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ 
plan to get at Smerdis (3.72).
279
  
Nor is Gorgias the only sophist to have influenced Thucydides.  Cicero (Brutus, 12.47) 
デWﾉﾉゲ ┌ゲ デｴ;デ けAﾐデｷヮｴﾗﾐ ﾗa ‘ｴ;ﾏﾐ┌ゲ ヮヴﾗS┌IWS ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ writings (i.e. to Gorgias), about 
whom we have the reliable assurance of Thucydides (8.68) that no one ever pleaded 
; HWデデWヴ I;ゲW デｴ;ﾐ ┘ｴWﾐ ｴW ｴW;ヴS Aﾐデｷヮｴﾗﾐ SWaWﾐSｷﾐｪ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa ﾗﾐ ; I;ヮｷデ;ﾉ Iｴ;ヴｪWげく 
The evidence as to whether Thucydides was a pupil of Antiphon is equivocal.  There 
were as many as six contemporary Antiphons, of which the Suda
280
 refers to three, 
but it is probable that the orator and politician of that name from Rhamnus is the 
one cited by the Suda reputed to have been the teacher of Thucydides,
281
 although 
Thucydides himself, despite his eulogy of Antiphon at 8.68, does not mention any 
close personal connection with him.   
Types of Rhetorical Argument in the Speeches  
The Sicilian Canon 
This was a system of rhetorical argument reputedly devised by Corax of Syracuse and 
his pupil Tisias c.480 comprising: proem (introduction), prothesis (statement of 
argument), narration (giving necessary information), proof (refuting the opposition, 
supporting your own case), epilogue (summary and restatement of case).  The 
following are examples in Thucydides: Hermocrates to Syracusan assembly at 6.33-
34; Athenagoras to Syracusan assembly at 6.36-40; Euphemus at Camarina at 6.82-
87.  I take the speech of Euphemus to illustrate this technique:  
                                                          
279
An echo here perhaps of the entry of Odysseus into Troy (Iliad 4, 242ff).  Cf. Lateiner, D. (1990); 
Hesk (2000). 
280
DK vol.1, Ty1, 87. 
281
Pseudo-Plutarch, in Lives of the Ten Orators (832b), cites Caecilius of Caleacte as confirming that 
Antiphon was Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ デ┌デﾗヴく  
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proem (= 6.82): designed to gain the goodwill of the Camarinaeans but the 
arguments are dishonest since the Ionians did not willingly provide forces to the 
Persians nor did the Athenians overthrow the Persians single-handed. 
prothesis (= 6.83): we, the Athenians, are here in Sicily to preserve our safety and 
yours. 
narration (= 6.84): we are all motivated by fear; we want to save you from the 
Syracusans; they will overpower you if/when we leave. 
proof (= 6.85-87): do not rely on your Dorian connections; the motives of Syracuse 
are driven by expediency; we come by your own invitation; join with us against 
Syracuse. 
epilogue (= end 6.87): do not reject this opportunity for the sake of your own 
security.    
Aヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ W┝ヮWSｷWﾐI┞ ふ〃托 ゝ仝´ー　ヾ‾｀ぶ  
The argument from 〃托 ゝ仝´ー　ヾ‾｀ ｷゲ ﾏﾗゲデ Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐﾉ┞ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ 
but not, to the same extent, in Herodotus.
282
 It is closely allied to symbouleutic 
debate and particularly used in discourses where one side is attempting to persuade 
;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ ﾗa ; ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ けデヴ┌デｴげ ┘ｷデｴ ; ┗ｷW┘ デﾗ ┘ｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ デｴWﾏ ﾗ┗Wヴ デﾗ デｴWｷヴ ゲｷSW or to 
exhorting them to action against a common enemy.  The method is very well 
summarised again by the words of Euphemus (6.82-87), the Athenian representative 
at Camarina, who is attempting to justify Athenian rule in order to establish an 
alliance with the Camarinaeans against Syracuse (6.85.1): 蔵｀~ヾ台 ~詑 〃仝ヾà｀｀単 妥 ヽ＿゜0： 
蔵ヾ‐駄｀ 損‐‾々ゝ体 ‾沢~詑｀ 贈゜‾á‾｀ 卓〃： ¨仝´席　ヾ‾｀ ‾沢~（ ‾滞゛0大‾｀ 卓〃： ´駄 ヽ：ゝ〃＿｀‘  ヽヾ托ゞ 多゛üゝ〃ü 
~詑 ~0大 妥 損‐．ヾ托｀ 妥 席；゜‾｀ ´0〃束 ゛ü：ヾ‾達 á；á｀0ゝ．ü：く ふけfor a tyrant or a city ruling an 
empire nothing which is expedient is to be regarded as unreasonable, nor anything  
untrustworthy unfitting; in either case hostility or friendship must suit the 
ゲｷデ┌;デｷﾗﾐげぶ.283 In shortが デｴW á｀～´。 ｴWヴW ｷゲ けﾏWﾐ Sﾗ ┘ｴ;デ ヮヴﾗaｷデゲ デｴWﾏげく   
OデｴWヴ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSW;ﾐ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ﾗa ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ 〃托 ゝ仝´ー　ヾ‾｀ ;ヴWぎ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ 
ambassadors at Sparta at 1.73-78, justifying the empire on the grounds, amongst 
                                                          
282
On the question of whether this is due to the inherently political nature of Thucydidean speeches 
as opposed to the moral and ethical positioning of those in H see Raaflaub (2002, 183ff). 
283
Translation from Lattimore (1998, 347-8) adapted.   
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others, of self-interest (脱席0゜；üぶき PWヴｷcles, in his third speech at 2.63 advocating war, 
;Sﾏｷデデｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ WﾏヮｷヴW ｷゲ ; デ┞ヴ;ﾐﾐ┞ H┌デ デｴ;デ ｷデ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ｷﾐ AデｴWﾐゲげ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデゲ or safety to 
give it up (棚ゞ 〃仝ヾü｀｀；~ü á束ヾ 堕~。 村‐0〃0 ü沢〃，｀が 舵｀ ゜üé0大｀ ´詑｀ 贈~：゛‾｀ ~‾゛0大 0苔｀ü：が 
蔵席0大｀ü： ~詑 損ヽ：゛；｀~仝｀‾｀ぶき CﾉWﾗﾐが ｷﾐ デｴW M┞デｷﾉWﾐW;ﾐ SWH;デW ;デ 3.37-40, advocating the 
death penalty for the Mytileneans on the grounds of its setting a clear example 
towards other would-HW ヴWHWﾉﾉｷﾗ┌ゲ IｷデｷWゲ ふ゛‾゜àゝü〃0 ~詑 蔵¨；＼ゞ 〃‾々〃‾仝ゞ 〃0 ゛ü台 〃‾大ゞ 
贈゜゜‾：ゞ ¨仝´´à‐‾：ゞ ヽüヾà~0：á´ü ゝüー詑ゞ ゛ü〃üゝ〃，ゝü〃0ぶく  
The best example of argument from expediency in Herodotus is the speech given by 
Darius at 3.72, where he justifies at some length lying to the palace guards in order 
to gain access to assassinate the m;ｪ┌ゲ “ﾏWヴSｷゲぎ けヮWﾗヮﾉW ﾉｷW ┘ｴWﾐ デｴW┞ W┝ヮWIデ デﾗ 
profit from others falling for their lies, and they tell the truth for the same reason に 
to attract some profit to themselves or to gain more rooﾏ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デﾗ ﾏ;ﾐﾗW┌┗ヴWげ 
ふ‾袋 ´　｀ á0 ／0々~‾｀〃ü： 〃＿〃0 損ヽ0à｀ 〃： ´　゜゜＼ゝ： 〃‾大ゝ： ／0々~0ゝ： ヽ0；ゝü｀〃0ゞ ゛0ヾ~，ゝ0ゝ．ü：が 
‾袋 ~（ 蔵゜。．；、‾｀〃ü： 貸｀ü 〃： 〃泰 蔵゜。．0；体 損ヽ：ゝヽàゝ＼｀〃ü： ゛　ヾ~‾ゞ ゛ü； 〃：ゞ ´測゜゜＿｀ ゝー： 
　ヽ：〃ヾàヽ。〃ü：ぶく  TｴW ヴW;SWヴ aWWﾉゲ デｴW ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ﾗa デｴｷゲ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ H┞ D;ヴｷ┌ゲ ;ﾉﾉ デｴW ゲデヴﾗﾐｪWヴ 
for having read Herodot┌ゲげ ;ゲゲWヴデｷﾗﾐ ;デ ヱくヱンΒく1 that the telling of lies is the most 
Sｷゲｪヴ;IWa┌ﾉ ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW Iﾗﾐデヴ;┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ ｀＿´‾ゞぎ ü胎ゝ‐：ゝ〃‾｀ ~詑 ü沢〃‾大ゝ： 〃托 
／0々~0ゝ．ü： ｀0｀＿´：ゝ〃ü：く  HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが ;ﾐS ｷﾐSWWS Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲが ﾏ;┞ ｴ;┗W SWヴｷ┗WS デｴｷゲ 
form of argument from the Gorgianic  Defence of Helen (10-11), which contains a 
justification of deception.
284
   
Aヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデゲ aヴﾗﾏ ｴﾗﾐﾗ┌ヴ ふ〃托 ゛ü゜＿｀ぶ ;ﾐS ﾃ┌ゲデｷIW ふ〃托 ~；゛ü：‾｀ぶ 
TｴW ゲﾗヮｴｷゲデｷI ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ 〃托 ゝ仝´ー　ヾ‾｀ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデゲ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ HﾗﾏWヴｷI 
ｷSW;ﾉゲ ﾗa 〃托 ゛ü゜＿｀ ふｴﾗﾐﾗ┌ヴぶ ;ﾐS 〃托 ~；゛ü：‾｀ ふﾃ┌ゲデｷIWぶが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴWゲW ﾉ;デデWヴ デ┘ﾗ Sﾗ 
appear in the Histories.  T托 ゛ü゜＿｀ ｷゲが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ゲI;ﾐデｷﾉ┞ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデWS ｷﾐ Hﾗデｴ 
Herodotus and Thucydides, the only obvious example being the Funeral Oration of 
Pericles (2.35-46), this speech corresponding デﾗ デｴW けWヮｷSWｷIデｷIげ formula noted by 
Aristotle (see below).  T托 ~；゛ü：‾｀ ｷゲ W┝WﾏヮﾉｷaｷWS H┞ デｴﾗゲW ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐ 
forensic rhetorical discourse.  In Thucydides these are notably the speeches of the 
Plataeans and the Thebans at the trial of the Plataeans before the Spartans at 3.52.4-
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On deceit in H cf. Zali (2014, 26, esp. n. 127) re. D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ﾉｷW ;ﾐS デｴW Gﾗヴｪｷ;ゲ IﾗﾐﾐWIデｷﾗﾐく 
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67.7.  In Herodotus there are no such set court-room speeches, unless we count the 
brief self-defence by the young ten year old Cyrus at 1.114.3-115 or the even briefer 
defence in reported form by Cleomenes against the charge of treachery at 6.82.   
The antithetical debate between the Athenians and the Tegeans at Plataea at 9.26-
27 is not held in a forensic setting H┌デ SﾗWゲ Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデゲ aヴﾗﾏ 〃托 ~；゛ü：‾｀, since 
each side is appealing for the right to hold the second wing of the battle line based 
on their past record of prowess in war.  Moreover, both sides employ a form of the 
word ~；゛ü：‾ゞ ｷﾐ デｴW IヴｷデｷI;ﾉ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa their argument: the Tegeans at 9.26.Α ふ‾濁〃＼ 辿｀ 
~；゛ü：‾｀ 打´　üゞ 村‐0：｀ 〃托 多〃0ヾ‾｀ ゛　ヾüゞぶき デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ ;デ ΓくヲΑく6 (促ヾ（ ‾沢 ~；゛ü：‾； 0滞´0｀ 
村‐0：｀ 〃ü々〃。｀ 〃駄｀ 〃à¨：｀ぶく  Iデ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW ;ヴｪ┌WS デｴ;デ デｴW ┌ゲW ﾗa デｴW word ~；゛ü：‾： ｴWヴW H┞ 
Herodotus rather than, say, 贈¨：‾： ﾏｷｪｴデ be a deliberate attempt to add weight to the 
Athenian case.   
TｴW ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ 〃托 ~；゛ü：‾｀ I;ﾐ HW ﾗ┗WヴヴｷSSWﾐ H┞ 〃托 ゝ仝´ー　ヾ‾｀ ;ゲ ｷゲ ゲｴﾗ┘ﾐ ｷﾐ 
Thucydides at 2.60-64, where Pericles in his third speech defends his conduct of the 
war up till now: 棚ゞ 〃仝ヾü｀｀；~ü á束ヾ 堕~。 村‐0〃0 ü沢〃駄｀ ふ〃駄｀ 蔵ヾ‐駄｀ぶが 舵｀ ゜üé0大｀ ´詑｀ 
贈~：゛‾｀ ~‾゛0大 0苔｀ü：が 蔵席0大｀ü： ~詑 損ヽ：゛；｀~仝｀‾｀ ふけfor you hold it [your empire] like a 
tyranny which, if it seems ┌ﾐﾃ┌ゲデ デﾗ ｴ;┗W ;Iケ┌ｷヴWS ｷデが ｷデ ｷゲ ヮWヴｷﾉﾗ┌ゲ デﾗ ﾉWデ ｪﾗげぶく  
Aヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ ヮヴﾗH;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ ふ〃托 0滞゛＿ゞぶ  
The arｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ 〃托 0滞゛＿ゞ, as used in the Histories, is a rhetorical tool designed to 
enable the speaker to use his experience or knowledge of past events to predict 
what is likely to happen in the future, and thence to persuade people that it actually 
will happen.  It derives directly from the early Sicilian school of rhetoric which sought 
to teach both this skill and the marshalling of facts upon which it depends.  Both of 
these skills, being indispensible in the Syracusan law courts, were used by both sides 
in court to persuade the judges that their own version of past events was correct, 
and so became highly prized by the time they reached the litigious atmosphere of 
late fifth-century Athens.  
TｴW ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ 〃托 0滞゛＿ゞ ┘;ゲ SW┗WﾉﾗヮWS ｷﾐ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ H┞ デｴW sophists and appears 
strikingly in the Old Oligarch (Pseudo-Xenophon), Constitution of Athens in 424.  It is, 
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;ﾉﾗﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ 〃托 ゝ仝´ー　ヾ‾｀が デｴW IﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐWゲデ form of rhetorical 
argument in the Histories where, however, it is used in a much wider context than 
just the dicanic.  Within the speeches of Thucydides it is ubiquitous; many examples 
can be found in speeches of all types involving warnings, advice, consultation and 
exhortation
285
 but at this point I shall offer just one illustration,
286
 from the speech, 
at 2.87-89, by the Peloponnesian generals, of whom only Brasidas and Cnemus are 
named, to the sailors of their fleet immediately following their first defeat by the 
smaller Athenian fleet commanded by Phormio.   
We can distinguish three parts: (i) a review and attempted explanation of the defeat 
recently suffered (87.1-3), (ii) encouragement and advice for the coming second 
encounter (87.4-7), and (iii) a final exhortation (87.8-9).  Of these we are only 
concerned with (i) and (ii).  The sailors are told in (i) that, whatever the cause for 
their defeat, and it may have been inexperience (蔵ヽ0：ヾ；üぶが Iﾗ┘;ヴSｷIW ふ´ü゜ü゛；üぶ ┘;ゲ 
not a contributory factor; in (ii) that 蔵ヽ0：ヾ；ü ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ W;ゲｷﾉ┞ ﾗ┗WヴIﾗﾏW H┌デ I;ﾐ HW 
ﾗ┌デ┘WｷｪｴWS H┞ Iﾗ┌ヴ;ｪW ふ〃＿゜´。ぶく  A ┌ﾐｷ┗Wヴゲ;ﾉ けデヴ┌デｴげ ふá｀～´。ぶ ｷゲ デｴWﾐ ﾗaaWヴWSぎ け;ヴデ 
ふ〃　‐｀。ぶ ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ ┗;ﾉﾗ┌ヴ ふ蔵゜゛，ぶ ｷゲ ┌ゲWﾉWゲゲげく  TｴWﾐ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ á｀～´。ぎ けsuperior numbers 
(which the Peloponnesian fleet possesses), and better preparation (which they can 
ensure) usually bring victoryげく  TｴWヴWfore, the men are persuaded, defeat is at no 
ヮﾗｷﾐデ ヮヴﾗH;HﾉWぎ ｴWﾐIW デｴW ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ 〃托 0滞゛＿ゞく 
Argument from nature (打 席々ゝ：ゞぶ    
I have already discussed (p. 112ff.) examples of argument from 打 席々ゝ：ゞ ｷﾐ 
connection with drama and, in particular, in the Medea and Hippolytus of Euripides: 
the speeches of Jason and the nurse respectively in these plays reflect the move 
towards a greater naturalism prevalent in all forms of Attic art in the second half of 
the fifth-century.  We have some strong evidence that the sophists contributed 
greatly to this movement in a fragment of the や゜，．0：ü of Antiphon (the sophist),287 
where Antiphon argues that the laws of nature (打 席々ゝ：ゞぶ ｪﾗ┗Wヴﾐ デｴW ;Iデゲ ﾗa ﾏWﾐ 
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An excellent explanation of its use by Thucydides throughout the whole of his History is supplied by 
Hunter (1973b), especially Chapter 2. 
286
Summarised from Hunter (1973b, 47-48). 
287
DK vol. 1, Fr. 44, 346-355.  
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much more ゲデヴﾗﾐｪﾉ┞ デｴ;ﾐ デｴﾗゲW ﾗa ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ Iﾗﾐ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐ ふ｀＿´‾ゞぶく  Tｴ┌ゲが ┘ｴWデｴWヴ or not 
under the influence of Antiphon as his tutor, we find Thucydides making his speakers 
appeal to the authority of the laws of nature, for example in the speech of the 
Athenian ambassadors to Sparta at 1.73-78: 蔵゜゜（ ü滞0台 ゛ü．0ゝ〃丹〃‾ゞ 〃托｀ 柁ゝゝ＼ 鐸ヽ托 〃‾達 
~仝｀ü〃＼〃　ヾ‾仝 ゛ü〃0；ヾá0ゝ．ü： ふけｷデ ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ ｴ;┗ｷﾐｪ HWWﾐ ;ﾐ Wゲデ;HﾉｷゲｴWS ﾉ;┘ デｴ;デ デｴW 
┘W;ﾆWヴ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS HW ゲ┌HﾃWIデ デﾗ デｴW ゲデヴﾗﾐｪWヴげぶ ;ﾐS ｷﾏﾏWSｷ;デWﾉ┞ ;ｪ;ｷﾐ H┌デ W┗Wﾐ more 
emphatically at 1.76.3: 損ヽü：｀0大ゝ．ü； 〃0 贈¨：‾： ‾貸〃：｀0ゞ ‐ヾ。ゝà´0｀‾： 〃泰 蔵｀．ヾ＼ヽ0；俗 席々ゝ0： 
谷ゝ〃0 他〃　ヾ＼｀ 贈ヾ‐0：｀ ~：゛ü：＿〃0ヾ‾： 妥 ゛ü〃束 〃駄｀ 鐸ヽàヾ‐‾仝ゝü｀ ~々｀ü´：｀ á　｀＼｀〃ü： ふけ;ﾐS 
those who follow human nature by ruling others are praiseworthy whenever they 
become more ﾃ┌ゲデ デｴ;ﾐ デｴW ヮﾗ┘Wヴ デｴW┞ W┝Wヴデ SｷIデ;デWゲげぶく   
In the second passage, which the modern critic may think exceeds the bounds of 
moral ;IIWヮデ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞が 〃泰 席々ゝ0： ｷゲ ヴWｷﾐforced by 蔵｀．ヾ＼ヽ0；俗 leaving us in no doubt that 
Thucydides is referring here to human as opposed to divine laws and reminding us of 
the famous dictum of Protagoras, reputedly the first sophist, quoted by Socrates in 
Pﾉ;デﾗげゲ Theaetetus デｴ;デ けM;ﾐ ｷゲ デｴW ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴW ﾗa ;ﾉﾉ デｴｷﾐｪゲげく288   
J┌ゲデ ;ゲ ┘W ｴ;┗W ゲWWﾐ ｴﾗ┘ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ 〃托 ゝ仝´ー　ヾ‾｀ I;ﾐ ﾗ┗WヴヴｷSW 〃托 ~；゛ü：‾｀が ゲﾗ ｷデ 
can be supported by 打 席々ゝ：ゞく  DｷﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが ;デ 3.42-48, in reゲヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ CﾉWﾗﾐげゲ ヮヴﾗヮﾗゲ;ﾉ 
of the death penalty for the seceding Mytileneans, does not argue for their reprieve 
on moral grounds but from expediency; he backs this up by arguing that the death 
ヮWﾐ;ﾉデ┞ ｷゲ ｷﾐWaaWIデｷ┗W ゲｷﾐIW けｷデ ｷゲ ﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉ for all men ... to make mistakes and there is 
ﾐﾗ ﾉ;┘ デｴ;デ ┘ｷﾉﾉ ヮヴW┗Wﾐデ デｴｷゲげぎ ヽ0席々゛üゝ； 〃0 則ヽü｀〃0ゞ くくく 側´üヾ〃à｀0：｀が ゛ü台 ‾沢゛ 村ゝ〃： 
｀＿´‾ゞ 卓ゝ〃：ゞ 蔵ヽ0；ヾ¨0： 〃‾々〃‾仝く    
Other sophistic arguments 
Some speeches in Herodotus would appear to reflect and to discuss in depth ethical 
problems previously explored by sophists.  We may point to the problem of 
involuntary murder explored by Protagoras
289
 and by Antiphon (Tetralogies 2), which 
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Although reference to the divine element in human affairs is made strongly in the Melian Dialogue, 
esp. 5.105.   
289
Cf. examples of model cases of the unintentional killing of an opponent or innocent bystander by 
Plutarch (Pericles 36) in Stadter (1989, 328). 
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is discussed again in the story of Adrastus (1.35-45),
290
 while Raaflaub (2002, 160) 
further suggests, with reason, that Artabanuゲげ ﾗ┌デH┌ヴゲデ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ ゲﾉ;ﾐSWヴ ;デ Α.ヱヰ0 ﾏ;┞ 
reflect a similar condemnation by the sophist Hippias.        
Examples of Rhetoric in the Speeches  
Herodotus 
I have detected thirty-one speech events in Herodotus which contain examples of 
rhetorical language; I list them here and tag them with a description according to the 
divisions mentioned above.  
1.30.2-32  “ﾗﾉﾗﾐげゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ デﾗ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ ﾗﾐ ┘ｴ┞ ｴW SｷS ﾐﾗデ Iｴoose him as the happiest 
of men employs much antithetical language, especially in Chapter 32 (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ). 
1.114.3-115  The ten year old Cyrus, as if on trial, justifies his treatment of a 
playmate (~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ). 
1.155  Croesus uses a specious argument to persuade Cyrus not to enslave the 
Lydians (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ).  
3.71-73  Darius uses sophistic argument in his reply to Otanes in the three-speaker 
debate on how to kill the imposter Smerdis (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ).  
3.80-82  The Constitutional Debate among Darius, Otanes and Megabazus, forming 
;ﾐ け;ｪﾗﾐげ ﾗa デｴWゲｷゲ ;ﾐS ;ﾐデｷデｴWゲｷゲ ;ゲ ｷﾐ ; GヴWWﾆ ゲWデ-piece sophistic discussion 
(~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ).  
3.137.2-3  The Persians try to persuade the Crotonians to hand over Democedes 
using rhetorical questions (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
4.119.2-4  TｴW “I┞デｴｷ;ﾐ ﾆｷﾐｪゲ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐS デﾗ デｴWｷヴ ﾐWｷｪｴHﾗ┌ヴゲげ ヴWケ┌Wゲデ for help against 
Darius (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ).  
4.136.3-4  The first Scythian division persuade the Ionians to abandon the bridge on 
the Hellespont (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
                                                          




5.49-50  Aristagoras attempts to persuade the Spartans to free Ionia from Persian 
rule (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ).  
5.97.1-2  A reported version of Aristagoras persuading the Athenians to support the 
Ionian revolt (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ).  
6.65.3-4  Leotychidas gives evidence against Demaratus on oath (~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ) (ID). 
6.82  Cleomenes defends himself in forensic rhetorical style against the accusation of 
not taking Argos (~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ). 
6.109.3-6  Miltiades persuades Callimachus to make the casting vote to attack the 
Persians at Marathon (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ). 
7.5.2  Mardonius uses mild rhetoric to persuade Xerxes to invade Greece 
(~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ).  
7.8  XWヴ┝Wゲげ plan to invade Europe (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ and ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ).  
7.38  Pythius pleads with Xerxes for his son to be spared military service 
(~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ).   
7.46-52  A conversation between Xerxes and Artabanus on the vicissitudes of life and 
the dangers of the coming war, comparable in structure if not in topic with the 
exchange between Nicias and Alcibiades at 6.9-14 and 6.16-18 (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ). 
7.147.3  A clever reply by Xerxes to his courtiers on the subject of grain ships heading 
towards the Greek mainland (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ). 
7.157-162.1  The Greek delegation to Gelon of Syracuse, especially the Athenian 
claim to naval superiority and the right to overall command, which is comparable to 
the speech of Euphemus at Camarina in Thucydides (6.82-87) (ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ). 
7.172.2-3  The Thessalian speech at the Isthmus asking for help but supporting the 
Hellenic cause (ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ).  
8.60-62  Themistocles persuades Eurybiades to fight at Salamis (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ).    
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8.68.ü-á  Artemisia, using rhetorical questions, attempts to persuade Xerxes not to 
fight at Salamis (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ).   
8.79.3-81  Themistocles persuades Aristeides to tell the Greek commanders they are 
hemmed in by the Persians at Salamis (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ).   
8.101-102  Artemisia gives diplomatic advice to Xerxes on whether to accept 
M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲげ ﾗaaWヴ デﾗ aｷｪｴデ ﾗﾐ ;ﾉﾗﾐW ;aデWヴ “;ﾉ;ﾏｷゲ ふ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ).   
8.109.2-4  Themistocles disingenuously persuades the Athenians not to pursue 
Xerxes to the Hellespont (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ).    
8.111.2-3  TｴW AﾐSヴｷ;ﾐゲげ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ ヮ;┞ｷﾐｪ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲ Iﾗntains an element 
of courtroom rhetoric (~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ). 
8.142-4  TｴW SWH;デW aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ AﾉW┝;ﾐSWヴげゲ ;デデWﾏヮデ デﾗ ヮWヴゲ┌;SW デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ デﾗ 
accept Xerxesげ offer of an alliance (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ and ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ). 
9.26-27  An adversarial verbal contest (蔵á～｀) between the Tegeans and the 
Athenians on the right to hold the right wing at Plataea (~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ). 
Thucydides 
As to how Thucydides came to construct his speeches, we have already seen that he 
ｪｷ┗Wゲ ｴｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ けヮヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏmeげ ;デ ヱくヲヲく1.  Hornblower (1987, 56) regards 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ けW┝IWゲゲｷ┗W ﾗHWSｷWﾐIW デﾗ デｴW さヴ┌ﾉWゲざ ﾗa rhetoricげ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ゲ ; 
good reason for supposing they were invented.  On the other hand (op.cit. 65), 
referring again to 1.22.1, he concludes: けnone of the arguments for artificiality is so 
strong that we are forIWS デﾗ デｴｷﾐﾆ ｷﾐ デWヴﾏゲ ﾗa さ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ ;ヮヮヴﾗヮヴｷ;デWざ ふ〃束 ~　‾｀〃üぶ 
ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ さ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ ヴW;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲ;ｷSざ ふ〃束 蔵゜。．丹ゞ ゜0‐．　｀〃üぶげく  WｴWﾐ ┘W IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ ｴﾗ┘ 
important a part rhetorical argument would have played in contemporary speeches, 
we must surely incline to the belief that Thucydides did his best to represent them 
accurately.  As for their compositional worth, even von Ranke (1921, 224), writing in 
an era which was perhaps more insistent on historiographical rigour than literary 
embellishment, found himself able to praise the rhetorical IﾗﾐデWﾐデ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ 
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ゲヮWWIｴWゲぎ けTｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ┘;ゲ ;デ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW デｷﾏW orator and history writer; his narrative 
is free from all rhetoricき デｴ;デ IWﾉWHヴ;デWゲ ｷデゲ ｪヴW;デWゲデ デヴｷ┌ﾏヮｴ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲげく     
On the value of rhetoric itself, we can detect similarities between Thucydides and 
Plato: in the Phaedrus (267cd), where 拓，〃＼ヾ Wケ┌;デWゲ ┘ｷデｴ けヮﾗﾉｷデｷIｷ;ﾐげが Tｴヴ;ゲ┞ﾏ;Iｴ┌ゲ 
speaks of the ability of the 拓，〃＼ヾ デﾗ Iool people down and to warm them up.  We 
might compare this with Thuc┞SｷSWゲげ ﾗHｷデ┌;ヴ┞ ﾗa PWヴｷcles at 2.65.9, where we are 
told that Pericles used his oratorical powers both to shock the Athenians out of 
complacency and to restore them to confidence when they were fearful.  Also, at 
2.59.ンが ｷﾐ デｴW ヮヴWﾉ┌SW デﾗ PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ aｷﾐ;ﾉ speech, we are told he called together the 
assembly in order to encourage them and to make them calmer by ridding their 
minds of anger: 損é‾々゜0〃‾ ．üヾゝ達｀ü； 〃0 ゛ü台 蔵ヽüáüá誰｀ 〃托 題ヾá：、＿´0｀‾｀ 〃騨ゞ á｀～´。ゞ 
ヽヾ＿ゞ 〃托 唾ヽ：～〃0ヾ‾｀ ゛ü台 蔵~0　ゝ〃0ヾ‾｀ ゛ü〃üゝ〃騨ゝü：く   
Not only is Thucydides, like Herodotus, alert to the dialectical 蔵á～｀, as is obvious 
from the style of debate adopted by him for the Melian Dialogue as a whole, but he 
also has the Athenian delegation admit at 5.85, in a disingenuous attempt to assist 
デｴW MWﾉｷ;ﾐゲげ SWﾉｷHWヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲが デｴ;デ ; ヮ┌HﾉｷI ﾏWWデｷﾐｪ ふ;ゲ ﾗヮヮﾗゲWS デﾗ デｴW ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉ ゲWﾉWIデ 
ﾏWWデｷﾐｪ デｴWﾐ ｷﾐ ヮヴﾗｪヴWゲゲぶ ﾏｷｪｴデ HW けデ;ﾆWﾐ ｷﾐげ ふ蔵ヽü〃。．丹ゝ：｀ぶ H┞ けデｴｷﾐｪゲ デｴ;デ ﾏ;┞ 
;ヮヮW;ﾉ デﾗ デｴWﾏ ┘ｷデｴ ﾐﾗ Iｴ;ﾐIW ﾗa ヴWH┌デデ;ﾉげ ふ損ヽüá＼á束 ゛ü台 蔵｀　゜0á゛〃üぶく  TｴWヴW ｷゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ 
evidence that Thucydides rejected sophistic values when the occasion suited, the 
best example being the speech of Nicias to his troops at 7.69.2, when the expedition 
was in dire straits and Nicias suffering from a mortal illness.  Here Nicias appeals to 
ｴｷゲ ﾏWﾐげゲ デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ┗;ﾉ┌Wゲ ﾗf family, honour and patriotism, his speech exhibiting a 
lack of specious rhetoric and reflecting the kind of simplicity ふ〃托 0濯。．0ゞぶ to which he 
refers at 3.83 in his treatment of the Corcyrean stasis.
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I have found thirty-eight speech events which contain rhetorical devices in 
Thucydides: 
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At 3.83 T デWﾉﾉゲ ┌ゲ デｴ;デ ゲｷﾏヮﾉｷIｷデ┞ ふ〃托 0濯。．0ゞぶ ｷゲ WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ ﾐﾗHﾉW ﾐ;デ┌ヴWゲ ふ〃托 á0｀｀ü大‾｀ぶが H┌デ ｷゲ 
particularly lacking in time of Iｷ┗ｷﾉ ┘;ヴく  WW ﾏｷｪｴデ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴW デｴｷゲ ┘ｷデｴ KW;デゲげ ヮﾗWデｷI ゲWﾐデｷﾏWﾐデ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ 
famous prologue to Endymion ┘ｴWヴWが ｴW ゲ;┞ゲが デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデゲ ﾗa HW;┌デ┞ ヮWヴゲｷゲデ ｷﾐ ﾗ┌ヴ ﾏｷﾐSゲ けゲヮｷデW ﾗa 




1.32-43  The assembly at Athens; speech of the Corcyreans and of the Corinthians 
(ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ). 
1.68-87.2  The first conference of the Peloponnesian League at Sparta 
(ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ). 
1.120-124  The Corinthians speak at the second conference at Sparta 
(ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ).                                                                                                                                                          
1.140-144  Speech of Pericles before the assembly at Athens (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
2.11  King Archidamus addresses the Spartan army at the Isthmus (ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 
2.13  Pericles reminds the Athenians of their resources (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
2.35-46  PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ Funeral Oration (損ヽ：~0：゛〃：゛＿ゞ). 
2.60-64  Pericles exhorts the Athenians to fight on and win the war (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
2.87-89  Combatants prepare for a naval battle near Rhium; Cnemus, Brasidas et alii 
encourage the Peloponnesian forces; Phormio does likewise for the Athenians 
(ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 
3.30  A proposal by Teutiaplus of Elis to surprise the Athenians at Mytilene is 
rejected (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ). 
3.37-48  The Mytilenean debate in the Athenian assembly; Cleon speaks for 
execution, Diodotus for clemency (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
3.52.4-67  The trial of the Plataeans by the Spartans (~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ). 
4.10  Demosthenes addresses his troops on Sphacteria (ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 
4.11.4  Brasidas exhorts his fellow trierarchs and steersmen during the battle at Pylos 
(ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 




4.27.3-28.4  Cleon and Nicias clash over the Sphacteria question (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
4.59-64  Hermocrates at Gela calls upon the Sicilian cities to unite against Athens 
(~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
4.92  At Tanagra, Pagondas the Boeotarch encourages the Boeotian army to attack 
Athens (ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 
4.95  Hippocrates encourages the Athenian army at Delium (ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 
4.126  Brasidas addresses the Peloponnesians at Lyncus (ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 
5.9  Brasidas reveals his plan of attack at Amphipolis (ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 
5.69  Before Mantinea, the Argives and Spartans rally their troops (ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 
5.84.3-113  The Melian Dialogue (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ). 
6.9-14  Speech of Nicias at the Athenian assembly on the Sicilian expedition 
(~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
6.16-18  Alcibiades opposes Nicias (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
6.20-23  Nicias advocates a powerful Athenian force for the invasion of Sicily 
(~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
6.33-41.4  The assembly at Syracuse (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
6.68  Nicias addresses his soldiers at Syracuse (ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 
6.76-80  Hermocrates urges the Camarinaeans to join the Sicilian allies 
(~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 
6.82-87  Euphemus assures the Camarinaeaﾐゲ ﾗa AデｴWﾐゲげ HWゲデ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐゲ 
(~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ). 




7.5.3-4  Gylippus addresses his soldiers after his abortive attack on the Athenian wall 
at Epipolae and prepares them for the next assault (ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 
7.61-64  Nicias addresses his troops before the final Sicilian sea battle 
(ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 
7.69.2  Nicias tries to raise morale despite the need to retreat (ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ). 
8.27.1-4  Phrynichus sensibly advocates Athenian withdrawal from Miletus to Samos 
(~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ) (ID). 
8.48.4-7  At Samos, Phrynichus argues unsuccessf┌ﾉﾉ┞ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ヴWデ┌ヴﾐ 
(~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ) (ID). 
8.53  At Athens, Pisander and the Samian envoys persuade the assembly to vote in 
an oligarchy and to restore Alcibiades (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ) (ID). 
8.81.2  At Samos, Alcibiades makes extravagant promises of Persian help 
(~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ) (ID). 
Antitheses and Linked Speeches  
Antithesis was deeply ingrained into the Greek psyche, the concept of balance and 
proportion being the basis of many art forms such as sculpture, pottery and 
architecture.  We have already seen from the evidence of Marcellinus that 
Thucydides was enthusiastic about using balanced clauses and verbal antitheses.  As 
to the probable origin of this technique in his longer speeches, Finley (1963, 46) has 
ﾐﾗ Sﾗ┌Hデゲぎ けヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐゲが ヮｴヴ;ゲWS H┞ デｴW ﾏWデｴﾗS ﾗa ゲW;ヴIｴｷﾐｪ ;ﾐデｷデｴWゲｷゲ 
introduced by Protagoras, must have forﾏWS デｴW WゲゲWﾐIW ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ W;ヴﾉ┞ 
デヴ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪげく  TｴW ヮヴ;IデｷIW I;ﾐ HW seen also at the macro level in the Speeches of both 
Thucydides and Herodotus but, although the speeches are linked,
292
 there is 
sometimes an important difference.  Whereas in Herodotus speeches occur within 
the same spatial and temporal framework, this is not always the case in Thucydides, 
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Speeches in both authors are ﾗaデWﾐ ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ ;ゲ けヮ;ｷヴWSげ H┌デ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ﾗデｴWヴ IﾗﾏHｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗII┌ヴ ふゲWW 
my Appendix A, and Lang [1984] for the full gamut of combinations in H).  I therefore prefer the 
Hヴﾗ;SWヴ デWヴﾏ けﾉｷﾐﾆWSげ ┘ｴWﾐ ヴWaWヴヴｷﾐｪ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ デﾗ デｴWゲW IﾗﾏHｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐゲく 
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where a speech may be understood to refer or reply to another delivered some time 
in the past and/or in a distant location.   
The best example of this is the first speech of Pericles at 1.142.2, which, as de 
Romilly points out (1963, 28-29), corresponds in its structure with the earlier speech 
of the Corinthians at the second congress at Sparta at 1.122.1.
293
  Even a cursory 
examination of the progress of the argument in the two speeches shows them to be 
linked antithetically.  Moreover, the speech of Archidamus, 1.80-85, at the first 
congress at Sparta can be linked with these two as complementary.
294
 I give here a 
short summary of the three arguments as given by the speakers in historical order as 
presented by Thucydides to illustrate my point:
295
  
Archidamus - admits Athenian superiority - the Peloponnesians have no fleet - 
training will take a long time - they have no money or contributions of ships unlike 
Athens - there is no way of causing the Athenian subject states to revolt - therefore 
the war will be long.   
The Corinthians - claim Peloponnesian superiority - they will obtain a fleet through 
loans - thus they can corrupt the loyalty of the Athenian sailors - therefore the war 
will be short if they win a victory, if not they will have the time and money for 
training - they will be able to use this to effect a revolt - they will be able to place a 
fort in enemy territory. 
Pericles - declares the Peloponnesians are inferior as (a) they have no money, (b) 
contributions from their allies will be difficult to obtain - the war will thus be long - 
they will not be able to built a fort in Athenian territory - they will have no fleet - no 
money for training - no means to raise a loan - no way to corrupt Athenian sailors.       
Despite the separation in time and space, the links here are clear.  I use this example 
to illustrate how the chronological continuity of narrative, which might be of 
importance to the modern reader, is subordinated by Thucydides to the interests of 
ｷﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ヴW;SWヴ ｷﾐ デｴW け┘ｴ┞ゲげ ;ﾐS けｴﾗ┘ゲげ ﾗa W┗Wﾐデゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴW ｷゲ SWゲIヴｷHｷﾐｪく  TｴW 
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Cf. Moles (2010).  
294
As agreed by Jacoby in Zahn (1934, 46). 
295
See de Romilly (1963, 31 n.3) for a more detailed analysis. 
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reader benefits from this technique since, as he progresses through the three 
speeches, the writer succeeds in clarifying and then emphasising for him the salient 
points of the overall argument.  There is, however, more often a closer chronological 
linkage or pairing between speeches in Thucydides, which are equally obviously 
intended to be antithetical.  I shall cite examples of these without analysing them 
deeply, as the links between them are self-explanatory: Hermocrates and Euphemus 
at Camarina at 6.76-80, 6.82-87; Nicias and Alcibiades in the Athenian assembly at 
6.9-14, 6.16-18; Cleon and Diodotus in the Mytilenean debate at 3.37-48; the 
Plataeans and the Thebans at 3.53-67; the Spartan generals and Phormio before the 
battle at Rhium at 2.87-89; the Corcyreans and the Corinthians at Athens at 1.32-
43.
296
   
Where there are two linked antithetical speeches (蔵｀〃：゜‾á；ü：ぶ, Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヴW;SWヴ ｷゲ 
invited to chooゲW HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴWﾏ ;ゲ デﾗ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ デｴW HWデデWヴ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ ふ゛ヾ0；〃〃＼｀ ゜＿á‾ゞぶ 
and which therefore is the lesser (柁〃〃＼｀ ゜＿á‾ゞぶく  TｴW ゲ┌HゲWケ┌Wﾐデ Iﾗ┌ヴゲW ﾗa W┗Wﾐデゲ 
(村ヾáüぶ SWIｷSWゲ デｴW ｷゲゲ┌W for the reader.297 The ability to distinguish between the 
け┘W;ﾆWヴげ ;ﾐS デｴW けゲデヴﾗﾐｪWヴげ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ ┘;ゲ ; ゲﾆｷﾉﾉ ﾏ┌Iｴ ;S┗ﾗI;デWS H┞ Protagoras and 
would have been an important デﾗヮｷI ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ W;ヴﾉ┞ デヴ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ rhetoric.298 Such 
was its currency that when, towards the end of the century, the reputation of the 
ゲﾗヮｴｷゲデゲ I;ﾏW ｷﾐデﾗ SWIﾉｷﾐWが デｴW け┘W;ﾆWヴげ ┗Wヴゲ┌ゲ けゲデヴﾗﾐｪWヴげ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ  ┘;ゲ a;ﾏﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ 
lampooned by Aristophanes in the mock 蔵á～｀ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW J┌ゲデ PﾉW; ;ﾐS デｴW Uﾐﾃ┌ゲデ 
Plea in the Clouds (889-1104), which constitutes the core of the play. 
The antithetical linking of speeches also occurs in Herodotus, especially where 
speeches by two or more characters are juxtaposed in the form of an 蔵á～｀く  TｴW 
most obvious example is the Constitutional Debate, which has already been 
mentioned above, but there are others.
299
 For instance, the deputation of the Greek 
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Jaeger (1939, 389) adds the speeches of Archidamus at 1.80-85 and Sthenelaidas at 1.86 to this list.   
297
A development of this is the 村ヾáü-゜＿á‾：-村ヾáü theory, for which cf. Hunter (1973 passim) and my 
Chapter 6. 
298Caく FｷﾐﾉW┞ ふヱΓヶンが ヴヶぶぎ けくくく ｷデ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ too much to say that political questions, phrased by the method of 
searching antithesis introduced by Protagoras, must have formed the essence of Thucydidesげ W;ヴﾉ┞ 
デヴ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪげく  DW ‘ﾗﾏｷﾉﾉ┞ ふヱΓヵヶが ヱΒヱぶ ;ﾉゲﾗ ;デデWゲデゲ デﾗ デｴｷゲ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIW ﾗa Protagoras ﾗ┗Wヴ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲぎ けｷﾉ ﾐげWゲデ 
pas improbable que Protagoras lui ait fourni ses bases et son essorくげ 
299
Cf. esp. Lang (1984, App.2, 80-131) for a full analytical list of Herodotean speeches including various 
forﾏゲ ﾗa けﾉｷﾐﾆWSげく 
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allies to Gelon, the tyrant of Syracuse, at 7.157-162.1 comprises six speeches 
presented in a balanced format opening with the request of the allies for help and 
WﾐSｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ GWﾉﾗﾐげゲ IﾗﾏヮﾉWデW ヴWﾃWIデｷﾗﾐく  Iﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐが Gelon makes two proposals, 
the first that he command the land forces, which is rejected by the Spartan Syagrus, 
the second that he command the naval forces, which is rejected by the Athenian 
representative.  Additionally, the speech here of the Athenian ambassador claiming 
Athenian naval superiority is comparable to the embassy of the Athenian Euphemus 
to Camarina, at T 6.82-87, prior to the Sicilian Expedition.  
The commonality between Herodotus and Thucydides in their usage of linked 
speeches has not escaped the notice of modern scholars.  De Romilly (1963, 30), 
although writing in the Thucydidean context, makes a helpful remark which could be 
;ヮヮﾉｷWS ;ﾉゲﾗ デﾗ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲぎ け;ゲ デｴW デｴWﾏWゲ ふｷﾐ ﾉｷﾐﾆWS ゲヮWWIｴWゲぶ ;ヴW ヴWヮW;デWS aヴﾗﾏ 
one speech to another, they grow in precision and accuracy, exactly as an idea takes 
ゲｴ;ヮW ｷﾐ デｴW Iﾗ┌ヴゲW ﾗa ;ﾐ ;Iデ┌;ﾉ ふゲｷﾐｪﾉWぶ Sｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌Wげふﾏ┞ ヮ;ヴWﾐデｴWゲWゲぶ.300 She also, like 
Finley (see above), thinks it likely that Thucydides derived his inspiration and taste 
for antithesis from Protagoras.  J;WｪWヴ ふヱΓンΓが ンΒΒaaくぶ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデゲ デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ 
ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ヴW けaｷﾉﾉWS ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐデｷデｴWゲWゲ デｴ;デ ゲWWﾏ ;ヴデｷaｷIｷ;ﾉ デﾗ ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ デ;ゲデWげ H┌デ デｴ;デ 
thW┞ ;ヴW けthe most diヴWIデ W┝ヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐげ ﾗa ｴｷゲ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデ.301 Jaeger goes on to consolidate 
the idea of a commonality of usage when he says rather coyly (op.cit. ンΒΒぶぎ けデｴｷゲ 
technique of constructing speeches to suit various characters may have been 
externally modelled on the Homeric epics, and to some slight extent ﾗﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 
(my italics).  This last quotation illustrates well my contention that the similarities 
between the speeches in our two authors have been sadly underestimated. 
Summary 
I have shown in this chapter that the undoubted importance of oratorical skills in the 
public life of late fifth-century Athens, the contemporary influence of the sophists, 
together with the prolific number of instances of rhetoric to be found in the 
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See also similar comments of Hornblower (1991, 196-197). 
301J;WｪWヴ ふヱΓンΓが ンΒΓぶ ;ﾉゲﾗ IｷデWゲ デｴW MWﾉｷ;ﾐ Dｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌W ;ゲ け; work of rhetoric ﾗﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヮ;ヴデげ ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ 
デﾗ W┝ヮヴWゲゲ けデ┘ﾗ ｷヴヴWIﾗﾐIｷﾉ;HﾉW ヮヴｷﾐIｷヮﾉWゲが ﾃ┌ゲデｷIW ;ﾐS ヮﾗ┘Wヴげが デｴ┌ゲ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲｷﾐｪ デｴW ;ﾐデｷデｴWデｷI;ﾉ 
relationship within the subject matter as well as between the human antagonists.   
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Speeches of both works (see pp.136-142 above and my Appendix A), all leads us to 
the conclusion that both Herodotus and Thucydides regarded the usage of this genre 






















Chapter Six:  ゜＿á‾： ;ﾐS 村ヾáü 
As I have already indicated in my introduction (pp. 9-10), it is a given in Thucydidean 
ゲデ┌SｷWゲ デｴ;デ デｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ふ゜＿á‾：ぶ ｷﾐ デｴW History cannot be understood, either as to 
their content or as to their purpose, without reference to the narrative (村ヾáüぶく  M┞ 
intention in this chapter is to show that this is equally, although perhaps not so 
obviously, true for speeches in the Histories.
302
  First, however, a brief explanation 
and definition of 村ヾáü ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ IﾗﾐデW┝デ ｷゲ ﾐWIWゲゲ;ヴ┞く   
By 村ヾáüが ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ヮ┌デが I ﾏW;ﾐ けSWWSゲげ ;ゲ ﾗヮヮﾗゲWS デﾗ けwordsげが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｷデ ｷゲ ｷﾐ;II┌ヴ;デW 
to suppose that the non-speaking parts of the Histories describe only action.  The 
feelings, the motives and even the prognostications of characters in both works are 
sometimes expressed via the author within the narrative.  It is, in fact, often difficult 
デﾗ Sｷゲデｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲｴ HWデ┘WWﾐ ┘ｴ;デ ┘W ﾏｷｪｴデ I;ﾉﾉ けヮ┌ヴW ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wげ ;ﾐS デｴW authorial 
ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴげゲ ﾏｷﾐS-set expressed outside of either DD or ID.303 We 
might borヴﾗ┘ Kｷヮﾉｷﾐｪげゲ ゲｷ┝ け┘ﾗヴﾆｷﾐｪ ﾏWﾐげ ふけ┘ｴﾗげが け┘ｴ;デげが け┘ｴWﾐげが け┘ｴWヴWげが け┘ｴ┞げが ;ﾐS 
けｴﾗ┘げぶ ｷﾐ order to explain this further.  Thucydides is clear about the overall purpose 
of his History: it is, partly, to describe the Peloponnesian War as far as possible in the 
way that it happened, that is to report け┘ｴﾗげ SｷS け┘ｴ;デげが け┘ｴWﾐげ ;ﾐS け┘ｴWヴWげく   
But he has another purpose: at 1.22.4 he pointedly tells us that for ｴｷﾏ けｷデ ┘ｷﾉﾉ HW 
satisfying enough if my work is judged useful by those who will
304
 desire not only to 
investigate the past clearly but also to gain an understanding of the future, which 
according to the course of human events will inevitably come close to resembling, 
W┗Wﾐ ｷa ﾐﾗデ デﾗ ヴWヮW;デｷﾐｪが ｷデげ ふ卓ゝ‾： ~詑 é‾仝゜，ゝ‾｀〃ü： 〃丹｀ 〃0 á0｀‾´　｀＼｀ 〃托 ゝüー詑ゞ 
ゝ゛‾ヽ0大｀ ゛ü台 〃丹｀ ´0゜゜＿｀〃＼｀ ヽ‾〃詑 ü託．：ゞ ゛ü〃束 〃托 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ：｀‾｀ 〃‾：‾々〃＼｀ ゛ü台 
ヽüヾüヽ゜。ゝ；＼｀ 村ゝ0ゝ．ü：が 脱ー　゜：´ü ゛ヾ；｀0：｀ ü沢〃束 蔵ヾ゛‾々｀〃＼ゞ 多¨0：ぶく  Wｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ｷゲ 
implying here, even if he does not categorically state it, is that in order to gain a full 
understanding of past events, which in turn will enable him to understand the 
a┌デ┌ヴWが ｴｷゲ ヴW;SWヴ ﾏ┌ゲデ HW ｪｷ┗Wﾐ デｴW ﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ WﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wが デｴW け┘ｴ┞げ ;ﾐS 
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Cf. Pelling (2006, 103), who, in referring to Hが ;ﾉﾏﾗゲデ Wケ┌;デWゲ デｴW デ┘ﾗぎ けｷﾐ ;ﾐ important sense 
speeches are action.  TｴW┞ ヮﾉ;┞ デｴWｷヴ ヮ;ヴデ くくく ｷﾐ ; Iｴ;ｷﾐ ﾗa W┗Wﾐデゲくげ    
303“WW デｴW ゲWIデｷﾗﾐ け“ヮWWIｴ ;ゲ N;ヴヴ;デｷ┗W ﾗヴ N;ヴヴ;デｷ┗W ;ゲ “ヮWWIｴげ ｷﾐ Cｴ;ヮデWヴ Α, p. 171-2. 
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デｴW けｴﾗ┘げ.305 AﾐS デｴW ﾏWSｷ┌ﾏ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴｷゲ ｷゲ ;IｴｷW┗WS ｷゲ デｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ふ゜＿á‾：ぶく  
Thucydides nowhere makes this method explicit,
306
 but we shall see that it becomes 
evident as we read through the account.   
For Herodotus, 村ヾáü ﾏW;ﾐゲ more デｴ;ﾐ けSWWSゲげき ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ヮヴﾗWﾏが for instance, he uses 
the word デﾗ ﾏW;ﾐ けﾏﾗﾐ┌ﾏWﾐデゲげ or けH┌ｷﾉSｷﾐｪゲげ Iﾗﾐゲデヴ┌IデWS H┞ ﾏWﾐ ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ as the 
ｪヴW;デ ;ﾐS ┘ﾗﾐSWヴa┌ﾉ ふ´0áà゜ü 〃0 ゛ü台 ．＼´üゝ〃àぶ けデｴｷﾐｪゲ デｴW┞ ｴ;┗W SﾗﾐWげふヱくヰぶく  E┗Wﾐ ゲﾗが 
throughout the account we can still see an antithesis between 村ヾáü ;ﾐS ゜＿á‾：が ﾃ┌ゲデ 
as we can in Thucydides.  Hunter (1973b), taking up the lead of de Romilly (1956), 
ｴ;ゲ ;ﾉヴW;S┞ ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲデヴ;デWS デｴW ｷﾐデWヴSWヮWﾐSWﾐIW HWデ┘WWﾐ ゜＿á‾： ;ﾐS 村ヾáü ｷﾐ 
Thucydides.
307
 I will therefore not reiterate her argument at length, but will use only 
two of her examples as a basis for comparison with the usage of Herodotus, adding 
points of my own in the process.  
The pattern or ヮヴﾗIWゲゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ I;ﾐ HW SWデWIデWS HWﾐW;デｴ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ;ﾉデWヴﾐ;デW ┌ゲW ﾗa 
゜＿á‾： ;ﾐS 村ヾáü I;ﾐ HWゲデ HW ゲ┌ﾏﾏ;ヴｷゲWS ;ゲ けヴW;ゲﾗﾐｷﾐｪ  post factumげく  DW ‘ﾗﾏｷﾉﾉ┞ 
(1956, 123-128 & 159ff) observed that a speech in Thucydides often previews events 
that follow, preparing the reader for what is to come later in the narrative.  An 
example of this given by Hunter (1973b, 12) is the speech by Archidamus at 2.11 
where Archidamus speaks to the army, as the Peloponnesian allies assemble at the 
Isthmus, calling for caution, vigilance and discipline.  He warns that Athens will be 
prepared for an invasion, the Athenians will already have sent out a force to defend 
their land, they will become annoyed at having their land ravaged and therefore will 
fight with vigour to keep it.  When we look at the 村ヾáü ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴｷゲ ゲヮWWIｴ ;ﾐデｷIｷヮ;デWS 
we find (at 2.22-23) language very similar to the previous words of Archidamus: the 
                                                          
305
Peter Derow (in Hornblower 1994, 86) is correct in stating that it was Polybius (11.19a.3) who 
W┝ヮﾉｷIｷデﾉ┞ ｷﾐゲｷゲデWS け┌ヮﾗﾐ デｴW ヮ;ヴ;ﾏﾗ┌ﾐデ ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐIW ﾗa デｴW さｴﾗ┘ざ ;ﾐS ;Hﾗ┗W ;ﾉﾉ デｴW さ┘ｴ┞ざ げが デｴ┌ゲ 
デ;ﾆｷﾐｪ デｴW SWaｷﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷ;ﾐげゲ デ;ゲﾆ デﾗ ; ﾉW┗Wﾉ ;Hﾗ┗W Tげゲ け蔵゛ヾ；é0：ü conducing to 〃托 ゝüー　ゞげ ふT 
1.22.2-4). 
306
Although, as I have noted above, he does give equal weight to the explanation of his use of speech 
and narrative in his programme at 1.22. 
307
Nor should we imagine that this is a purely modern observation.  For if T postulated a close link 
between words and deeds, Polybius makes a remark at 12.25b.1 which indicates that he thought the 
link even closer: next to the accurate recording of events, he says, the main task of a historian is to 
;ゲIWヴデ;ｷﾐ デｴW I;┌ゲW け┘ｴy a deed or speech succeeded or a;ｷﾉWSげく  TｴWヴWfore, as Marincola points out 
(2011, 123), advice given by a character in a speech is bound up causally with the action which 
emanates from it, and the historian is duty bound to report what was actually said in order for the 
reader or listener to understand why subsequent events took place.   
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Athenians were not accustomed to seeing such terrible devastation before their eyes 
(... 損｀ 〃‾大ゞ 鷹´´üゝ： ゛ü台 損｀ 〃端 ヽüヾü仝〃；゛ü 瀧ヾ測｀ ヽàゝ‐‾｀〃üゞ 〃： 贈。．0ゞ ぷ゜＿á‾：へ っ 蔵゜゜（ 
ü沢〃‾大ゞ くくく 損｀ 〃端 損´席ü｀0大, 啄 ‾濯ヽ＼ 他‾ヾà゛0ゝü｀ くくく ~0：｀托｀ 損席ü；｀0〃‾ くくく ぷ村ヾáüへぶき デｴW ┘ｴﾗﾉW 
Iｷデ┞ ┘;ゲ け┌ヮ ｷﾐ ;ヴﾏゲげ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ PWヴｷIﾉWゲ ふ題ヾá駄 ヽヾ‾ゝヽ；ヽ〃0： ぷ゜＿á‾：へ っ ヽü｀〃； 〃0 〃ヾ＿ヽ単 
蔵｀。ヾ　．：ゝ〃‾ 打 ヽ＿゜：ゞが ゛ü台 〃托｀ ず0ヾ：゛゜　ü 損｀ 題ヾá泰 0苔‐‾｀ ぷ村ヾáüへぶく  WW ﾆﾐﾗ┘ デｴ;デ 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ┘;ゲ historically true if only because of the opposition the 
Acharnians put up against Archidamus, who set up camp within their deme, and the 
ヴWゲWﾐデﾏWﾐデ デｴW┞ aWﾉデ デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ order to abandon the countryside.308  
One other example of this technique in Thucydides, from a later part of his account, 
ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ゲ┌aaｷIW デﾗ ﾏ;ﾆW デｴW ヮﾗｷﾐデく  Iﾐ a;Iデが デｴｷゲ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW W┝デWﾐSゲ デｴW ヮ;デデWヴﾐ ﾗa ゜＿á‾：-
村ヾáü デﾗ 村ヾáü-゜＿á‾：-村ヾáüが ; ヮ;デデWヴﾐ ｷﾐSｷI;デWS ;ｪ;ｷﾐ by Hunter (op.cit. 125f).  If we 
look at 5.26.ヲが ｷﾐ ┘ｴ;デ ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ I;ﾉﾉWS デｴW けゲWIﾗﾐS ヮヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏﾏWげが ┘W aｷﾐS Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ 
arguing that the so-I;ﾉﾉWS PW;IW ﾗa NｷIｷ;ゲ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗデ ヮW;IWa┌ﾉ ;デ ;ﾉﾉく  HW ゲ;┞ゲぎ けLooked at 
in the light of the facts it cannot, it will be found, be rationally considered a state of 
ヮW;IWげぎ309 〃‾大ゞ 〃0 á束ヾ 村ヾá‾：ゞ 棚ゞ ~：戴ヾ。〃ü： 蔵．ヾ0；〃＼が ゛ü台 0鐸ヾ，ゝ0： ‾沢゛ 0滞゛托ゞ 滝｀ 0滞ヾ，｀。｀ 
ü沢〃駄｀ ゛ヾ：．騨｀ü：く  HW デｴWﾐ ｪﾗWゲ ﾗﾐ デﾗ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐ ┘ｴ┞ ｴW デｴｷﾐﾆゲ デｴｷゲ ｷゲ デヴ┌Wが ﾃ┌ゲデｷa┞ｷﾐｪ デｴW 
statement and setting the scene, as it were, for the whole of the remainder of his 
History.   
Now we should go forward to the important speech of Nicias at 6.9-14 following the 
Athenian decision in 415 to send an expedition to Sicily.  Nicias tries unsuccessfully to 
argue against the sending of any force away from the home theatre of operations, 
;SS┌Iｷﾐｪ ;ゲ ｴｷゲ ﾏ;ｷﾐ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ デｴW aヴ;ｪｷﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa デｴW ヮヴWゲWﾐデ けヮW;IWげが SWゲヮｷデW デｴW aｷaデ┞ 
year treaty.
310
 NｷIｷ;ゲ ゲ;┞ゲ デｴ;デ ｷデ ｷゲ ; デヴW;デ┞ ふゝヽ‾｀~ü；ぶ け┘ｴｷIｴ ┘ｷﾉﾉ HW ; デヴW;デ┞ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ｷﾐ 
name as long as you (the Athenians) Sﾗ ﾐﾗデｴｷﾐｪげ ふü退 打ゝ仝‐ü、＿｀〃＼｀ ´詑｀ 鐸´丹｀ 題｀＿´ü〃： 
村ゝ‾｀〃ü：ぶ ふヶくヱヰく2).  Picking up from this basis, Nicias then proceeds to present dire 
prognostications concerning the possible consequences of an expedition to Sicily: (a) 
many enemies await an opportunity to attack us nearer home (10.2); (b) Sicily is too 
                                                          
308Caく Wゲヮく Aヴｷゲデﾗヮｴ;ﾐWゲげ ヮﾉ;┞ The Acharnians, albeit not produced until 425 but still providing 
evidence of the kind of popular divisions created by the Peloponnesian invasions of the Archidamian 
War.  See also Hunter (1973b, 16 n.6). 
309
Translation by Crawley (revised in Strassler 1996, 316). 
310
Described at 5.23. 
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distant to be permanently governed even if initially subdued (11.1); (c) it would need 
only one reverse in Sicily for the Athenian reputation for invincibility to be destroyed 
(11.4); (d) the barbarian Egestaeans, although pretending to be allies, should not be 
trusted (11.2 & 7 and 13.2); (e) Athens faces the greatest danger in her history 
ふ´　á：ゝ〃‾｀ ~駄 〃丹｀ ヽヾ台｀ ゛；｀~仝｀‾｀ぶ ふヱンくヱぶ ;ﾐS ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ┌ゲW デｴW ヴWゲヮｷデW ﾗa デｴW けヮW;IWげ デﾗ 
recover from the plague and from losses already suffered (12.1).   
Iデ I;ﾐ HW W;ゲｷﾉ┞ ゲWWﾐ デｴ;デ デｴWゲW けヮヴWSｷIデｷﾗﾐゲげ So indeed come true: (a) at 6.88.8 when 
Corinth answered an appeal for help from Syracuse, at 6.93.2 when the Spartan 
Gylippus was sent to take command in Sicily, but especially at 7.18 when, at the 
instigation of Alcibiades (6.89-92), the Spartans intensified the mainland war by 
forデｷa┞ｷﾐｪ DWIWﾉW;き ふHぶ デｴｷゲが HWI;┌ゲW ﾗa AデｴWﾐゲげ SWaW;デが ﾐW┗Wヴ ヴW;IｴWS デｴW ヮﾗｷﾐデ ﾗa 
testing but in a way was proved true by events; (c) as early as the winter of 415/414 
Hermocrates was sufficiently heartened by the Athenian inability to follow up a 
victory over the Syracusans to use this fact in a speech to bring Camarina onto his 
side (6.79.3); (d) the ruse of the Egestaeans is discovered by Athenian envoys at 
6.46.3-5; (e) the words of Nicias at 13.1 are echoed after the final defeat in the 
harbour at Syracuse (7.75.Αぎ ´　á：ゝ〃‾｀ á束ヾ ~駄 〃托 ~：àー‾ヾ‾｀ぶ ;ﾐS ﾉ;デWヴ H┞ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲが 
who, impartially and magnanimously as an Athenian, describes the final defeat at 
SyracuゲW ;ゲ けデｴW ｪヴW;デWゲデ HWﾉﾉWﾐｷI ;IｴｷW┗WﾏWﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ┘;ヴげぎ 村ヾá‾｀ 〃‾達〃‾ 薦゜゜。｀：゛托｀ 
〃丹｀ ゛ü〃束 〃托｀ ヽ＿゜0´‾｀ 〃＿｀~0 ´　á：ゝ〃‾｀ ふΑくΒΑく5).  These examples are complemented 
ｷﾐ H┌ﾐデWヴげゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ふ1973b, passim) and, I feel, justify her remark (op.cit. 126 n.4) 
デｴ;デ けデｴW 村ヾáü-゜＿á‾：-村ヾáü デWIｴﾐｷケ┌W ｷゲ ﾗﾏﾐｷヮヴWゲWﾐデげ ｷﾐ デｴW History.  I shall now turn 
to Herodotus by way of comparison. 
Aゲ ┘W ｴ;┗W ゲWWﾐが デｴW ﾉﾗﾐｪ ;IIWヮデWS ┗ｷW┘ ﾗa ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ふ゜＿á‾：ぶ311 in the Histories was 
that they were little more than fictitious embellishments created to provide 
entertainment, diversion and variety to the narrative (村ヾáüぶ ;ﾐS デﾗ ;ゲゲｷゲデ ｷﾐ 
enlivening the process of story-telling.  However, we do not have to believe that the 
                                                          
311TｴW デWヴﾏ ゜＿á‾ゞが ｷﾐ デｴW ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa け;IIﾗ┌ﾐデげ ﾗヴ けゲデﾗヴ┞げ ;ゲ ｷデ ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ ;ヮヮﾉｷWS デﾗ デｴW Histories, covers a 
wider area of topics than in the History, since H deals with geographical and ethnographical as well as 
デｴW ゲデヴｷIデﾉ┞ けｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉげ デﾗヮｷIゲく  MﾗヴWﾗ┗Wヴが デｴWヴW ;ヴW ゜＿á‾： ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ゜＿á‾：が ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW Aデ┞ゲ ゜＿á‾ゞが IｷデWS ｷﾐ 
デｴW デW┝デが ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐWS ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW Hヴﾗ;SWヴ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ ゜＿á‾ゞく  Fﾗヴ ; a┌ﾉﾉ SWゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴWゲW ゜＿á‾： 
ゲWW IﾏﾏWヴ┘;ｴヴ ふヱΓヶヶが ヶΑaaぶく  ゜＿á‾： ｷゲ ;ﾉゲﾗが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ﾏﾗゲデ Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐﾉ┞ ┌ゲWSが ;ゲ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ thesis, to refer to 
the Speeches in both works; see also my introduction (pp.7-10).     
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words ゲヮﾗﾆWﾐ H┞ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ;ヴW ;┌デｴWﾐデｷIが or even that in real life they 
spoke at all on the occasions portrayed, for us to accept the idea that the speeches in 
the Histories, or some of them, are closely related to the rest of the narrative.  We 
can surely accept, even if the speeches were inventions, that the author strove to 
have his speakers say what may have been necessary or appropriate for the 
occasion, in short what, in relation to his own workが Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ I;ﾉﾉゲ 〃束 ~0＿｀〃üく  Ia 
デｴWヴW ｷゲ ; IﾉﾗゲW ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ HWデ┘WWﾐ ゜＿á‾： ;ﾐS 村ヾáü ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが ;ゲ デｴWヴW ｷゲ ｷﾐ 
Thucydides, デｴWﾐ ｷデ ﾏ;デデWヴゲ ﾐﾗデ ｷa WｷデｴWヴ ｷゲ ;ﾐ ｷﾐ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐく  Wｴ;デ ﾏ;デデWヴゲ ｷゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 
purpose in creating this link and how it relates, if at all, with a similar link in 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲく  Tｴｷゲ ヮﾗｷﾐデ ;IIWヮデWSが ┘W ﾏ;┞ ヮヴﾗIWWS デﾗ aｷﾐS W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ﾗa デｴW ゜＿á‾： - 
村ヾáü デWIｴﾐｷケ┌W in the Histories.312   
A useful starting point might be a remark by Hunter (1973b, 135 n.13) in relation to 
デｴW ゜＿á‾： - 村ヾáü ヮ;デデWヴﾐ ┘W ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾐｪぎ けIﾐ Hﾗデｴ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ;ﾐS 
Herodotus there is a kind of pattern or ヴｴ┞デｴﾏ デﾗ I;デ;ゲデヴﾗヮｴWげく  TｴW ﾆW┞ ｷSWa here is 
catastrophe: we have seen above (Chapter 4) that both historians owe a great deal 
to the fifth-century Attic tragedians, that elements of tragedy are present in both 
Histories.  In Thucydides the chief element is the tragedy of Athens, in Herodotus 
that of Xerxes;
313
 H┌デ デｴWヴW ;ヴW ﾗデｴWヴ ゜＿á‾： ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗ｷﾐｪ デヴ;ｪｷI aｷｪ┌ヴWゲが Hﾗデｴ ;ゲ ゲ┌aaWヴWヴゲ 
and as warners, in both works.
314
 Iデ ｷゲ ｷﾐ デｴW デヴW;デﾏWﾐデ ﾗa デｴWゲW デヴ;ｪｷI ゜＿á‾： デｴ;デ ┘W 
see Herodotus employing a similar technique to his successor.   
Let us take the story ふ゜＿á‾ゞぶ ﾗa Aデ┞ゲが デｴW ゲﾗﾐ ﾗa CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲが ;デ ヱくンヴ-44.315 In this, 
Croesus tries to protect his son from a death he foresaw in a dream, whereby Atys 
would be killed by a spear.  He therefore removes him from any contact with 
weapons of warfare, although Atys had previously shown himself to be a brave 
warrior.  Croesus takes in a noble Phrygian, Adrastus, who asks for refuge as a 
                                                          
312
I exclude here the famous Constitutional Debate (H 3.80-2), which I discuss elsewhere (esp. pp. 
162-6); for the Persian Council Scene (H 7.8-18) see Chapters 9 & 10 passim. 
313
Cf. Hunter (1973bが ヱΒヱ ﾐくΑぶが ┘ｴﾗ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴｷデ┞ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW け; ヮﾗｷﾐデ ﾗa SWヮ;ヴデ┌ヴW aﾗヴ ; 
aヴWゲｴ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷゲﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW デ┘ﾗ ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷ;ﾐゲげ.  
314
We have already seen Archidamus, as a warner, and Nicias, as a warner and a sufferer, in such roles 
in T. 
315
For a narratological close reading of this story see de Jong (2014, 174-90), who offers it (190) as an 
example of the Herodotean view that a mortal cannot escape fate.  OﾐW デｴWﾗヴ┞ ﾗa Hげゲ IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa 
causation (〃托 ‐ヾ0托｀ á0｀　ゝ．ü：) is put forward by Derow (in Hornblower 1994, 74-9).  
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suppliant having killed his brother by accident.  Later, Atys asks Croesus to allow him 
to go on a hunting expedition to kill a huge boar which has been ravaging the fields 
of the neighbouring Mysians.  Croesus remembers the dream and refuses, but his 
son persuades him otherwise by making an earnest plea to let him go, as he does not 
wish to appear cowardly to his new wife.  Croesus, in turn, persuades Adrastus, who 
is at first unwilling, to take Atys on the hunt.  The result is that Adrastus involuntarily 
kills Atys with his spear and on arrival back with Croesus, he commits suicide.  Thus 
there are two tragic characters, Atys and Adrastus, who meet their deaths while 
Croesus tragically pays the price for trying to outwit the prophecy brought by the 
dream.   
Although the structure of this episode bears a close resemblance to that of an Attic 
デヴ;ｪWS┞が デｴW I;┌ゲ;ﾉ ﾉｷﾐﾆ;ｪW ﾗa デｴW ゜＿á‾：が デｴ;デ ｷゲ デｴW Iﾗﾐ┗Wヴゲ;デｷﾗﾐゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ 
and Atys and between Croesus and Adrastus, and the 村ヾáüが デｴ;デ ｷゲ ふ;ぶ デｴW SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ H┞ 
Croesus to allow his son to go on the expedition and (b) the subsequent deaths of 
Atys and Adrastus, is very similar to the Thucydidean technique.  The main difference 
is that Thucydides, unlike his predecessor, has no truck with supernatural causes, the 
origin ﾗa デｴW デヴ;ｪWS┞ ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ HWｷﾐｪ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ W;ヴﾉｷWヴ ;ヴヴﾗｪ;ﾐIW ｷﾐ デｴｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ 
himself the most fortunate of men and his subseケ┌Wﾐデ ヮ┌ﾐｷゲｴﾏWﾐデ H┞ デｴW けｪヴW;デ 
┗WﾐｪW;ﾐIW ﾗa デｴW ｪﾗSげ ふ損゛ ．0‾達 ｀　´0ゝ：ゞ ´0áà゜。ぎ ヱくンヴく1),316although, as with 
Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ｷﾐ AデデｷI デヴ;ｪWS┞が ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ “ﾗヮｴﾗIﾉWゲげ OWSｷヮ┌ゲが CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ 
escape blame, as being the responsible agent of his own misfortune.  Ultimately, 
then, the common causal link between the respective tragic accounts in both 
Herodotus and Thucydides is the human factor ふ〃托 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ：｀‾｀ぶが デｴW ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐゲが 
motives and predictions of the human characters involved, whether they be 
sufferers or warners, being communicated by both authors ┗ｷ; デｴWｷヴ ゜＿á‾：く                                                                                                          
For a second example from Herodotus we may return to the court of Xerxes, the 
tragic hero par excellence of the Histories.  At 7.10, after Xerxes has finished 
outlining to the Persian nobles his plans for the invasion of Greece, Artabanus, 
XWヴ┝Wゲげ ┌ﾐIﾉWが Iﾗ┌ﾐゲWﾉゲ I;┌デｷﾗﾐ H┞ ヴWﾏｷﾐSｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ﾐWヮｴW┘ ﾗa デｴW ｴ;┣;ヴSゲ ゲ┌aaWヴWS H┞ 
                                                          
316
We are not told exactly which god, although at 1.44.2 Croesus calls upon Zeus to witness his 
SｷゲデヴWゲゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ ;ヴﾗゲW けaヴﾗﾏ ﾏｷゲforデ┌ﾐWげ ふ〃泰 ゝ仝´席‾ヾ泰). 
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Darius when he refuseS デﾗ デ;ﾆW Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲげ ;S┗ｷIW ┘ｴWﾐ ｷﾐ┗;Sｷﾐｪ “I┞デｴｷ;く317 We can 
already see that the process here begins to take on the appearance of the 
Thucydidean 村ヾáü-゜＿á‾：-村ヾáü ヮ;デデWヴﾐ ｷﾐ デｴ;デ Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ ｷゲ ヴWﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ ヮヴW┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ 村ヾáü 
デﾗ HﾗﾉゲデWヴ デｴW ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮヴWゲWﾐデ ゜＿á‾ゞく  Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ ｷゲ ｷﾐゲｷゲデWﾐデ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ 
デｴ;デ ヴWゲデヴ;ｷﾐデ ふ〃托 損ヽ：ゝ‐0大｀ぶ ｷゲ HWデデWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ｴ;ゲデ┞ ;Iデｷﾗﾐ aヴﾗﾏ ┘ｴｷIｴ ゲW┗WヴW ヮWﾐ;ﾉデｷWゲ 
ふ、。´；ü： ´0áà゜ü：ぶ I;ﾐ ヴWゲ┌ﾉデく  HW デｴWﾐ ｪﾗWゲ ﾗﾐ デﾗ ;II┌ゲW M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲ ﾗa HWﾉｷデデﾉｷﾐｪ デｴW 
prowess of the Hellenes in battle in order to persuade Xerxes to attack (7.10.。ぶく   
Once again we have a ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ けデｴW ｪﾗSげ ;デ Αくヱヰく0, who humbles those who 
become too ﾏｷｪｴデ┞ ;ﾐS ヮﾗ┘Wヴa┌ﾉぎ けfor the god will not tolerate pride in anyone but 
ｴｷﾏゲWﾉaげ ふ‾沢 á束ヾ 損尊 ーヾ‾｀　0：｀ ´　áü 瀧 ．0托ゞ 贈゜゜‾｀ 妥 他＼仝〃＿｀ぶが ;ﾐS ﾗﾐIW ;ｪ;ｷﾐ ┘W I;ﾐ 
see that a supernatural moral agent is an involvement which is lacking in the 
Thucydidean version of this technique.  To this extent this example is consistent with 
the previous one above and therefore does not detract from the validity of the 
comparison; in fact it supports the possible view that Thucydides may have derived 
this technique from his predecessor, if we accept the contested view, namely that 
Thucydides has little or no interest in assigning religious or supernatural causes to 
events.
318
   
The 村ヾáü ┘ｴｷIｴ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲげ ゜＿á‾ゞが ヴWゲ┌ﾉデｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴW ┌ﾉデｷﾏ;デW SWﾏｷゲW ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ 
expedition, are sufficiently well known for my argument not to need further 
elaboration.  It is true that much narrative intervenes before this particular cycle of 
村ヾáü-゜＿á‾：-村ヾáü ｷゲ IﾗﾏヮﾉWデWSが H┌デ デｴｷゲ ｷゲ ﾐﾗ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS W┝;ﾏヮﾉW I 
have cited from Thucydides, where well over a whole book elapses between the 
prognostications of Nicias and the final declaration by Thucydides of the 
completeness of the Athenian disaster.
319
  
Overall I have shown that it is possible to detect a pattern of the 村ヾáü-゜＿á‾：-村ヾáü 
cycle in both authors within which one or more speeches, usually by critical 
characters, play a central linking role.          
                                                          
317
Described by H at 1.134ff. 
318Oﾐ Tげゲ ヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗ┌ゲ ┗ｷW┘ゲ ゲWW n.105 above. 
319
I.e. from 6.15 to 7.75.     
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Chapter Seven: Direct and Indirect Discourse 
In this chapter I will compare the usage of DD and ID
320
 in the Histories, in particular 
with reference to the different types of speech in either category.  But before I move 
on with this, I must deal briefly with two important preliminary questions: (i) how I 
recognise and differentiate between DD and ID in the texts; (ii) how do our own 
けﾏﾗSWヴﾐげ ｷSW;ゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW ┌ゲ;ｪW ﾗa デｴWゲW デ┘ﾗ ┘ays of reporting speech compare with 
those of our two historians?   
(i) DD presents the lesser problem, since words spoken directly are easier to 
recognise than indirect forms of communication.  The recognition is, superficially at 
least, assisted by modern texts using speech marks and/or capital letters to 
commence sections of DD.
321
 A consistent and accurate identification of ID is, 
however, more difficult, since it is sometimes hard to distinguish between instances 
where the authorげゲ ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ｷゲ デﾗ record, on the one hand, the thoughts or intentions 
of a character in the narrative and, on the other, to report, more or less, the words, 
either factually or fictionally, that a character may have spoken.  I have used what I 
believe to be a simple but effective test in order to make this distinction: where the 
verb introducing the reported words is clearly a verb of speaking, indicating an 
attempt verbally to communicate with another person or persons, I have counted 
the passage as ID, whether that be in the grammatical form of statement, question 
or command and however those structures may be expressed in Greek. 
(ii) Modern practical usage has long accepted that there are two clear ways in which 
a speech may be represented in formal documents, such as official reports (e.g. 
Hansard with respect to parliamentary debates) or historical treatises: either the 
direct words may be reported verbatim, or a summary of the main points may be 
given using ID.  This may still be a helpful approach for those who compile official 
reports, but its usefulness in the reading and understanding of historical narrative 
                                                          
320
For an instructive comparison of ID only in H and T see Scardino (2012); see also my definition of 
both usages in the introduction to Appendix A.  Zali (2014, 45-52) gives an excellent summary of the 
alternation of speech modes in H, together with a comparison to Homer.  For a fuller account of T, see 
Κ┌ゲIｴﾐ;デが Oく ふヱΓΑΒぶが けTｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげが RE Suppl. XII, 1085-354. 
321
But cf. Wilson (1982, 102), ┘ｴﾗが ;II┌ゲｷﾐｪ ┌ゲ ﾗa HWｷﾐｪ けHW┘ｷデIｴWS H┞ ｷﾐ┗WヴデWS Iﾗﾏﾏ;ゲげが ヴWﾏｷﾐSゲ ┌ゲ 
that T does not differentiate between DD and ID at 1.22.1. 
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has been challenged recently, most notably by Laird (1999, 140), who, in referring to 
modern historical narrative, comments that the formal differentiation between DD 
and ID けｴ;ゲ ﾉWS デﾗ ;ﾐ ﾗ┗WヴWゲデｷﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ゲWﾏ;ﾐデｷI ;ﾐS ヮヴ;ｪﾏ;デｷI SｷaaWヴWﾐIWゲ 
between the two modes ... these differences are largely significant only as a matter 
ﾗa ゲデ┞ﾉW ;ﾐS ゲ┞ﾐデ;┝くげ  TｴW important consideration, Laird believes, is that, whether DD 
or ID HW ┌ゲWSが けデｴW ﾏWゲゲ;ｪW ｷデ ｪﾗ┗Wヴﾐゲ ｷゲ not the narratorげゲ ヮヴﾗヮWヴデ┞げ ふｷHｷSくぶが デｴW 
division between the narratorげゲ デW┝デ ;ﾐS デｴW ゲヮW;ﾆWヴげゲ ｷﾐデヴ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ HWｷﾐｪ Iﾉearly 
demarcated by a verbum declarandi vel dicendi.
322
 If this is true for the modern age, 
how much more does it apply to the ancient context, at a time when there was no 
way of recording the spoken word, apart from extraordinary memorisation on the 
part of someone present.  Thus, for Herodotus and Thucydides, some degree of 
invention was inevitable in the reporting of speeches and the choice between the 
use of DD or ID rested upon factors other than the achievement of verisimilitude.   
These other choices may not, in fact, have been too far removed from our own.  DD, 
for instance, could have added to a speech a sense of drama, a vivid feeling of reality 
and an impression, at least, of authenticity.
323
 In addition, it would have served to 
distance the narrator from the reader/listener further than ID.  Scardino (2012, 70), 
on the other hand, argues that ID would have provided the narrator with a stronger 
ヮヴWゲWﾐIW ;ﾐS デｴ┌ゲ Wﾐ;HﾉWS ｴｷﾏ デﾗ けｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIW デｴW ヴWIWヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ゲヮWWIｴ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｴｷゲ 
choice of words ;ﾐS ヮ;ヴWﾐデｴWデｷI;ﾉ ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆゲげく 
My analysis of ID ┘ｷﾉﾉ HW ﾉｷﾏｷデWS デﾗ デｴﾗゲW ヮ;ヴデゲ ﾗa デｴW デW┝デ ┘ｴWヴW デｴW けW┝デWヴﾐ;ﾉ 
narratorげ ふｷくWく デｴW historian) reports the spoken words of characters involved in the 
action and will not include those occasions where, as Scardino (2012, 69) explains, 
the author けｷﾐSｷヴWIデﾉ┞ reports ... non-verbal sensual perceptions, thoughts and 
memoriesげが ﾐor will it include those passages where the writer allows focalisation324 
                                                          
322I aｷﾐS Κ;ｷヴSげゲ W┝ヮﾉ;ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴｷゲ a┌ﾐIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ID more enlightening than that of Lanser (1981, 188), 
which is unnecessarily over-analytical, viz. けデｴW デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデゲ ;ﾐS aWWﾉｷﾐｪゲ ヮヴWゲWﾐデWS ;ヴW デｴW Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴげゲ 
but they are filtered through the narratorげゲ IﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲﾐWゲゲげく  DﾗWゲ デｴｷゲ ゲ;┞ ;ﾐ┞ more than that the 
narrator reports what the character has to say?  
323Caく Κｷ ふヱΓΒヶが ヴヰぶ けゲｷﾐIW SｷヴWIデ ゲヮWWIｴ ヴWケ┌ｷヴWゲ デｴW reporter-speaker to act out the role of the 
reported speaker, it is a natural vehicle for ┗ｷ┗ｷS ;ﾐS Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷI ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐくげ 
324
For the best full general explanation of this narratological term cf. Genette (1980) and Bal (1997); 




to sources external to the text, for example at H. 1.1.1; 1.2; 4.3; 5.1; 5.3, where the 
ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗W ｷゲ ゲWWﾐ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW W┞Wゲ ﾗa デｴW PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ ゜＿á：‾：く   
DD is a much simpler narratological technique than ID,
325
 being only one step 
removed from simple narrator text, where the author, in our case Herodotus or 
Thucydides, himself tells the story.  In DD a character, usually already introduced, 
becomes both the narrator and the focaliser, that is to say he takes over the role of 
the author and tells the story from his/her own viewpoint.  Looking at the statistical 
summary of my surveys (Appendix B) we see that, in terms of the percentage of DD 
and ID items to the total (which is the only meaningful way of analysing the statistic), 
DD items in Herodotus exceed those in Thucydides by roughly the same amount as 
ID items in Thucydides exceed those in Herodotus.  Although this statistic does not 
take into account the length of items,
326
 it indicates a simple but salient fact that will 
not surprise the discerning reader of the Histories: that Herodotus uses DD 
significantly more often than Thucydides.   
TｴW ヴW;ゲﾗﾐが I HWﾉｷW┗Wが ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ デﾗ SWS┌IWぎ ｷデ ｷゲ HWI;┌ゲW HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ 
includes many more individual characters デｴ;ﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ふIaく Appendix E), most of 
whom he wishes to highlight dramatically and some of whom he uses as focalisers, in 
both respects in order to vary his narratological method.  Further evidence for this 
┘W ﾏ;┞ SWヴｷ┗W aヴﾗﾏ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW ヮWヴIWﾐデ;ｪW ﾗa ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛‾； ゜＿á‾： ふЭ 
conversational category speeches) within speech events in both works.  This 
category is easily the most frequently occurring in Herodotus, while being only the 
second most frequent in Thucydides.   
Direct Discourse 
It is only recently
327
 that any attempt has been made to compare the uses of DD in 
Herodotus and Thucydides.  Indeed, the study of DD in our two historians has been 
almost exclusively the preserve of Thucydidean scholars.  This is surprising when one 
considers the large contribution, in terms of the number of occurrences, that DD 
                                                          
325
Cf. Scardino (2012, 69 table 4.1) for a convenient summary of DD and ID narratological types.   
326
Or デｴW けヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏげ ﾗa ┘ｴWデｴWヴ ;ﾐ┞ ﾗa デｴW ID ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐ Bﾗﾗﾆ Β ﾗa T were destined to become DD; 
but see below, in this chapter, for a discussion of this.  
327
By Scardino, 2007, 717-42. 
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plays in the Histories: the statistical summary of my survey (Appendix B) shows that 
direct discourse in Herodotus, as a percentage of all speech items, exceeds that in 
Thucydides by about a quarter, and that, again in terms of speech items, it exceeds 
indirect discourse numerically in the Histories by an even greater margin. 
け“Wデげ “ヮWWIｴWゲ 
The ways in which our authors employ DD is quite different from their usage of ID.  
Those acquainted with the work of Thucydides will immediately associate the idea of 
けゲヮWWIｴWゲげ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ﾉWﾐｪデｴ┞ けゲWデげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ﾏ;SW H┞ ヮﾗﾉｷデｷIｷ;ﾐゲが ゲデ;デWゲﾏWﾐ ;ﾐS 
ambassadors,
328
 which dominate most of the non-narrative sections of the History, 
apart from Book 8.  These can be listed as follows: 1.32-43; 1.68-87.2; 1.120-124; 
1.140-144; 2.35-46; 2.60-64; 3.9-14; 3.37-48; 4.17-20; 4.59-64; 4.85-87; 6.9-14; 6.16-
18; 6.20-23; 6.33-41.4; 6.76-80; 6.82-87; 6.89-92; 7.11-15.  Of these the following are 
lengthy single DD speech events, spoken by an individual or a group: 1.120-124 (the 
Corinthians at the Peloponnesian conference), 1.140-144 ふPWヴｷIﾉWゲげ aｷヴゲデ ゲヮWWIｴ デﾗ 
the Athenian assembly), 2.35-46 (the Funeral Oration of Pericles), 2.60-64 ふPWヴｷIﾉWゲげ 
final speech), 3.9-14 (the Mytileneans defend their actions), 4.17-20 (Spartan envoys 
sue for peace at Athens), 4.59-64 (Hermocrates at Gela), 4.85-87 (Brasidas at 
Acanthus), 6.9-14 & 6.20-23 ふNｷIｷ;ゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐ デｴW “ｷIｷﾉｷ;ﾐ W┝ヮWSｷデｷﾗﾐ SWH;デWぶが 6.16-
18 (Alcibiades opposing Nicias), 6.76-80 (Hermocrates at Camarina), 6.82-87 
(Euphemus at Camarina), 6.89-92 (Alcibiades at Sparta), 7.11-15 ふNｷIｷ;ゲげ ﾉWデデWヴ デﾗ デｴW 
Athenian assembly).  These constitute what are arguably some of the best known 
and most memorable speeches in Thucydides, and yet there are no exact parallels of 
this type in Herodotus.  The two closest are sizeable speeches which come within the 
category ﾗa ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞぎ 5.91.2-3 (the Spartans attempt unsuccessfully to 
persuade their allies to assist them in restoring Hippias as tyrant of Athens); 8.109.2-
4 (Themistocles persuades the Athenians not to pursue the retreating Persians). 
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I.e. those I categorｷゲW ;ゲ ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞが ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ ;ﾐS ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞく  TｴW ﾏｷﾉｷデ;ヴ┞ 




Next, we can recognise a type of DD, prevalent in Thucydides, but this time also 
commonly present in Herodotus, involving a debate, discussion or argument 
between two individuals or groups with antithetical viewpoints.
329
  These are either 
doubles, two complementary events, or complementary items within an event
330
.   
In Thucydides they are:  
1.32-43 (= T1); Corcyreans/Corinthians. 
1.68-71 & 1.73-78 (=T3[1/2]); Corinthians/Athenians. 
1.80-85.2 & 1.86 (= T3[3/4]); Archidamus/Sthenelaidas. 
3.37-48 (=T27); Cleon/Diodotus. 
6.9-14 & 6.16-18 (= T56 & T57); Nicias/Alcibiades. 
6.76-80 & 6.82-87 (= T68 & T69); Hermocrates/Euphemus. 
These types correspond in Herodotus with:  
1.37-40 (= H10[1/2] & H10[3/4]); Croesus/Atys. 
3.142.3-5 (= H110); Maeandrius/a Samian subject. 
4.118.2-5 & 4.119.2-4 (= H124 & H125); the Scythians/their neighbouring kings. 
4.126 & 4.127 (= H 126 & H127); Darius/Idanthyrsus. 
7.8.ü-~2 & 7.9; 7.9 & 7.10.ü-．3; 7.10.ü-．3 & 7.11 (= H196-H199); 
Xerxes/Mardonius/Artabanus at the Persian Council.   
7.157-162.1 (= H227ぶき デｴW GヴWWﾆ WﾏH;ゲゲ┞ ;デ GWﾉﾗﾐげゲ Iﾗ┌ヴデく 
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See esp. Barker (2009, 148-9).  Jacoby (1913, 205-ヵヲヰぶ Sｷゲデｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲｴWS HWデ┘WWﾐ Hげゲ けﾐﾗ┗WﾉｷゲデｷIげ ゲデ┞ﾉW 
in Bks 1-ヶ ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ けヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ-ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐ Α-9 (492).  Barker (op.cit. 148) says this distinction 
may not be so clear-cut; early egs. of DD けデWﾐS デﾗ HW IﾗﾐS┌IデWd in private circumstances among 
notable individuals, the later exchanges in publiI ;ﾏﾗﾐｪ Iｷデｷ┣Wﾐ HﾗSｷWゲげ.    
330
See my Appendix A for definitions of these types; I include here my numbering in bold for easy ref. 
to Appendix A.  
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 9.26-27 (= H 281); the Athenean/Tegean debate before Plataea.   
I shall consider H 4.118.2-119.5 first as this pair is most often cited
331
 as being the 
closest to the Thucydidean model, comparable in particular with the 蔵á～｀ ;デ T 6.76-
87, which constitutes the debate at Camarina between Hermocrates of Syracuse and 
Euphemus the Athenian envoy, who are both attempting to woo the Camarinaeans, 
and through them other cities of Sicily, onto their respective sides prior to any 
Athenian invasion of the island.  In the Herodotus speeches the Scythians have 
already sent messengers to assemble the kings of neighbouring nations in the 
context of the Persian invasion of Scythia; these nations have been listed by 
Herodotus at 4.102.2.  The purpose of the Scythians is to persuade the kings to take 
up arms against the invading enemy.  Their arguments in this speech are closely 
parallel to those used by the Thucydidean Hermocrates to the Camarinaeans.   
I select a sentence from each to illustrate the similarity in the use of rhetorical 
language: (from Herodotus [4.118.3]) 柁゛0： á束ヾ 瀧 ず　ヾゝ。ゞ ‾沢~　｀ 〃： ´測゜゜‾｀ 損ヽろ 打´　üゞ 
妥 ‾沢 ゛ü台 損ヽろ 鐸´　üゞが ‾沢~　 ‾袋 ゛ü〃ü‐ヾ，ゝ0： 打´　üゞ ゛ü〃üゝ〃ヾ0／ü´　｀単 鐸´　＼｀ 蔵ヽ　‐0ゝ．ü： 
ふけくくく the invader has no more come to conquer us than you also; he will not be 
satisfied in conquering us and lea┗ｷﾐｪ ┞ﾗ┌ ;ﾉﾗﾐWくげぶく  ΚｷﾆW┘ｷゲWが ;デ T 6.77.2, 
Hermocrates asks rhetorｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ぎ ゛ü台 ‾滞＿´0．ü 〃‾達 贈ヽ＼．0｀ ¨仝｀‾；゛‾仝 ヽヾ‾üヽ‾゜゜仝´　｀‾仝 
‾沢 ゛ü台 損ゞ ü沢〃＿｀ 〃：｀ü 柁¨0：｀ 〃托 ~0：｀＿｀が ヽヾ托 ~詑 ü沢〃‾達 ´測゜゜‾｀ 〃托｀ ヽàゝ‐‾｀〃ü ゛ü．ろ 
他ü仝〃托｀ ~仝ゝ〃仝‐0大｀き ふけSﾗ ┘W ゲ┌ヮヮﾗゲW デｴ;デが ┘ｴWﾐ Sｷゲ;ゲデWヴ ｴ;ゲ ﾗ┗Wヴデ;ﾆWﾐ ; Sｷゲデ;ﾐデ 
neighbour, the same evil will not be visited upon each of us in turn, or that he who 
suffers beforW ┌ゲ ┘ｷﾉﾉ ゲ┌aaWヴ ;ﾉﾗﾐWいげぶく  Bﾗデｴ ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲ ┌ゲW ; デ┘ﾗ-part argument, the 
ヮ;ヴデゲ ﾗa デｴW aｷヴゲデ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾉｷﾐﾆWS H┞ ‾沢~　が デｴﾗゲW ﾗa デｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS H┞ ; ゲｷﾏヮﾉWが H┌デ 
Wケ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ WaaWIデｷ┗Wが ~詑き デｴW ┌ゲW ﾗa ´測゜゜‾｀ ｷゲ ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆ;Hﾉy apposite and similar in both, as 
are the participial phrases which condense, and thereby augment, the rhetorical 
WaaWIデき Hﾗデｴ Wﾏヮﾉﾗ┞ デｴW ゲデヴﾗﾐｪ ;ﾐS Wﾏヮｴ;デｷI ヮｴヴ;ゲW ‾沢 ゛ü台, while the Herodotean 
┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐ ｪﾗWゲ a┌ヴデｴWヴ H┞ ヴWヮW;デｷﾐｪ ‾沢 in different forﾏゲぎ ‾沢~　｀くくく ‾沢くくく ‾沢~　く  Iﾐ short, 
both sentences display a degree of craft and artistry that we might associate closely 
with sophistic oratory.   
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There is also an incidental but clear linkage in subject matter and tone between H 
7.161, where an unnamed Athenian envoy clarifies the point that Athens will not 
cede command of the navy to Gelon even at the cost of his not agreeing to support 
the Greeks against the Persian invasion, and the much longer speech of Euphemus in 
the Camarina debate (T 6.82-87).  Both speeches justify Athenian naval power and 
ヮヴﾗ┘Wゲゲが E┌ヮｴWﾏ┌ゲげ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ ;SﾏｷデデWSﾉ┞ HWｷﾐｪ デｴW ゲデヴﾗﾐｪWヴ ;ゲ ｴW I;ﾐ ;ﾉﾉ┌SW デﾗ デｴW 
Athenian victory over the Persians.  By contrast, the Athenian envoy in Herodotus, in 
order to make his point, has to make a reference to a Homeric character, 
Menestheus the Athenian, who Homer says was the best man to go to Troy to 
marshal troops (Iliad 2.552-554). 
T 1.68-78 and H 7.157-162.1 have a number of similarities.  They each contain two 
pairs of complementary items in DD: in the Thucydides passage we have the 
competing and contrasting speeches of the Corinthians and the Athenians, while in 
the Herodotean speeches ┘W ｴW;ヴ GWﾉﾗﾐげゲ SWﾏ;ﾐS デﾗ Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐS ;ﾉﾉ デｴW HWﾉﾉWﾐｷI 
forces, which is then rejected by Syagrus of Sparta.  At T 1.80-86 ArIｴｷS;ﾏ┌ゲげ 
admonitory speech is countered by the practical advice of Sthenelaidas, while, at the 
same Herodotean reference, GWﾉﾗﾐげゲ ゲWIﾗﾐS SWﾏ;ﾐS デﾗ Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐS デｴW aﾉWWデ ｷゲ 
rejected, this time by the envoy from Athens.   
H 1.37-40 also bears some resemblance to T 1.68-78 and H 7.157-162.1 as it contains 
two pairs of complementary DD items.  This time, however, the content and context 
are quite different: Croesus and his son Atys discuss the merits and dangers of Atys 
going on the boar hunt.  The event is a two-part duologue, comprising four items, 
with the participants sharing the speeches alternately.
332
       
The remaining four Herodotean examples in this grouping (Maeandrus/Samian; 
Darius/Idanthyrsus; Xerxes/Mardonius/Artabanus ; Atheneans/Tegeans) share at 
least one characteristic with the Thucydidean (Corcyreans/Corinthians; 
Cleon/Diodotus; Nicias/Alcibiades): they all involve two characters, or groups, who 
are in an adversarial conflict of some kind, except for H 7.9 where Mardonius 
                                                          
332Κ;ﾐｪ ふヱΓΒヴぶ ﾏｷｪｴデ ｴ;┗W ﾏ;ヴﾆWS デｴｷゲ ;ゲ け;H;Hげく  
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actually supports XWヴ┝Wゲげ ヮﾉ;ﾐゲ デﾗ ｷﾐ┗;SW E┌ヴﾗヮW, albeit for the wrong reasons.333    
The other three are: (3.142.3-5) M;W;ﾐSヴｷ┌ゲげ ヴｷｪｴデ デﾗ ヴ┌ﾉW ;ゲ デ┞ヴ;ﾐデ ;デ “;ﾏﾗゲ ｷゲ 
challenged by an unnamed, but obviously courageous, subject; ( 4.126-127) 
IS;ﾐデｴ┞ヴゲ┌ゲげ SWaｷ;ﾐデ ヴWヮﾉ┞ デﾗ D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ヮWデ┌ﾉ;ﾐデ ヴWケ┌Wゲデ for him to remain in one place 
and give battle; (9.26-27) the Atheneans and the Tegeans contesting the honour of 
holding the right wing at Plataea, a debate which is highly adversarial, although 
honourable, as it is conducted as if it were a courtroom trial.   
The three Thucydidean examples are well known and all involve lengthy items, which 
are designed to bring to the reader further understanding and comment to key 
moments in the narrative and, indeed, in the history of the War in general: (1.32-43)  
the competing arguments of Corcyra and Corinth concerning a Corcyrean alliance 
with Athens; (3.37-48) the two sides of the Mytilenean debate presented by Cleon 
and Diodotus; (6.9-18) the adversarial clash between Nicias and Alcibiades on the 
merits of the Sicilian expedition.   
The examples from the Histories do not further the narrative to the same degree as 
in the History, being as much concerned with the portrayal of character and the 
promotion of a story, but they nevertheless indicate a crisis or turning point of some 
proportion in the lives of individuals or groups important in the narrative,
334
 such as 
at 4.ヱヲΑが ﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐWS ;Hﾗ┗Wが ┘ｴWヴW デｴW aW;ヴﾉWゲゲ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW ﾗa IS;ﾐデｴ┞ヴゲ┌ゲ デﾗ D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ 
message brings it home forcibly to the Persian king that his Scythian campaign will be 
more difficult than he had anticipated.    
However, other Herodotean speeches in this grouping are used by the author as 
vehicles for political, cultural or historical comment: 3.142.3-5 contains an example 
of fierce anti-tyrannical rhetoric on the part of Maeandrius, the delegate of 
Polycrates, who condemns the authoritarian rule of his predecessor, invites the 
Samian people to accept equal rights (滞ゝ‾｀‾´；。ぶ, but is then rejected by the citizenry 
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These two adversarial speeches are, however, immediately followed by another two: first 
Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ Iﾗﾐデヴ;SｷIデゲ M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲげ ヮヴ;ｷゲW ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲ ;ﾐS デｴWﾐ XWヴ┝Wゲ Hヴ;ﾐSゲ Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ ; Iﾗ┘;ヴS aﾗヴ 
opposing the opinioﾐ ﾗa M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲが ゲヮ;ヴｷﾐｪ ｴｷﾏ ｴｷゲ ﾉｷaW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ HWI;┌ゲW ｴW ｷゲ Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲげ ﾐWヮｴW┘く  TｴWヴW 
ｷゲが デｴWヴWaﾗヴWが ;ゲ ┘W I;ﾐ ゲWWが ;ﾐ ｷﾐデWヴIﾗﾐﾐWIデWS ﾉｷﾐﾆ W┗Wﾐ ;ﾏﾗﾐｪ ;ﾉﾉ aﾗ┌ヴ ﾗa デｴWゲW W┗Wﾐデゲ ;デ XWヴ┝Wゲげ 
court.  
334
Cf. Corcella (2007, 663)ぎ けTｴW デ┌ヴﾐｷﾐｪ ヮﾗｷﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴW SW┗WﾉﾗヮﾏWﾐデ of events is signalled by a pair of 
ゲヮWWIｴWゲが ;ゲ ｷゲ ┌ゲ┌;ﾉ ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデW;ﾐ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wげく 
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as baseborﾐ ;ﾐS ; ゲIﾗ┌ﾐSヴWﾉ ふá0á‾｀～ゞ 〃0 ゛ü゛丹ゞ ゛ü台 損誰｀ 鷹゜0．ヾ‾ゞぶく  H 9.26-27, which 
for DD speeches approaches Thucydidean proportions in length, expounds the 
mytho-historical background to each of the arguments by the Tegeans and the 
Athenians as to who should occupy the right wing at the battle of Plataea.  At 7.9, 
Mardonius, in order to embolden Xerxes, takes the opportunity to rehearse the 
names of various nations conquered previously by the Persians and to deny, 
ultimately to his cost, the ability of the Hellenic states to withstand the power of the 
Persian empire.   
The tripartite 蔵á～｀  
This type of speech involves three parties, usually understood to be individuals, 
although I would include groups, engaged in a debate.  In a けデヴ┌Wげ デヴｷヮ;ヴデｷデW 蔵á～｀ one 
would assume, in logical progression from the more common dual 蔵á～｀, that each 
participant would propose and support a different argument from the other two.  
However, I have detected only one けtrueげ example in DD335 of this species in either 
history: the so-I;ﾉﾉWS けConstitutional Debateげ at H 3.80-82. 
The Constitutional Debate 
336
  
This is a debate in which three of the seven conspirators vying for the Persian throne, 
Darius, Otanes and Metabyxus, argue the case each for one of three forms of 
government: monarchy, democracy and oligarchy.  It holds a unique place among the 
speeches in Herodotus and has been much commented upon, notably by Pelling 
(2002), in an important monograph; by Asheri (2007, 471-3) in his commentary; and 
most recently by Zali (2014, 146-51).  These three consider chiefly its historical 
authenticity and its contribution to rhetoric.   We must also consider, in addition, 
how it compares with any similar Thucydidean speech event.  
The first, and principle, judgement is that it is highly untypical of speeches in 
Herodotus, both in content and in style and, as is agreed by most commentators, 
owes its origin to Greek rhetoric of the last quarter of the fifth century rather than to 
                                                          
335OデｴWヴ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ W┝ｷゲデ ｷﾐ ID ;ゲ けデヴｷヮﾉWゲげ ふゲWW ﾏ┞ AヮヮWﾐSｷ┝ A aﾗヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲぶ ｷﾐ Hﾗデｴ ┘ﾗヴﾆゲく 
336HWﾐIWaﾗヴデｴ ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ ;ゲ けデｴW CDげく  
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any Persian or Asiatic influence.
337
 Pelling (op.cit. 124) makes the point that the 
Greeks found it impossible either to accept (i) that Otanes proposed a democratic 
government for Persia (6.43.3), or (ii) that the debate took place at all.  Free debate, 
as Pelling says (ibid.), ｷゲ ; けデヴ;┗Wゲデ┞げ ┘ｴWヴW PWヴゲｷ; ｷゲ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐWSき ｷn short the whole 
episode is a ．丹´ü (123).  Surely Herodotus would have realised that his audience 
would recognise its anachronistic nature for a sixth-century Persian fake?
338
   
E┗Wﾐ ゲﾗ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが HW;ヴｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ ﾏｷﾐS ｷデゲ IﾗﾐデW┝デ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲ;ｪ; ﾗa D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ゲWｷ┣┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW 
monarchy, would have us believe it was historically authentic, despite disbelief on 
デｴW ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa ゲﾗﾏW GヴWWﾆゲぎ ゛ü台 損゜　‐．。ゝü｀ ゜＿á‾： 贈ヽ：ゝ〃‾： ´詑｀ 詑｀；‾：ゝ： 薦゜゜，｀＼｀が 
損゜　‐．。ゝü｀ ~ろ 辿｀ ふンくΒヰく1).  
 
The style of the debate is compressed, all three constituent speeches being shorter 
デｴ;ﾐ ﾏﾗゲデ ﾗデｴWヴ けゲWデげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSotus cited above.  This is possibly because, 
;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ; IﾗﾏヮﾉWデW Wﾐデｷデ┞ ｷﾐ ｷデゲWﾉaが ｷデ ｷゲ ; ﾆｷﾐS ﾗa SｷｪヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐ ふヽüヾ0｀．，゛。ぶが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｷデ 
has to be admitted that digressions elsewhere in the Histories are often lengthy.  The 
argument, in places, is at best perfunctory and often weak.  Despite the fact he is 
arguing in its favour, Otanes (3.80.2-6) has very little which is positive to say about 
democracy: he does not mention democracy by name (although Herodotus does so 
elsewhere), but as 滞ゝ‾｀‾´；。.  Megabyxus (3.81) similarly has little to say on 
oligarIｴ┞が ;ヮ;ヴデ aヴﾗﾏが ;ゲ PWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ゲ;┞ゲ ふﾗヮくIｷデく ヱヴヱぶが けaWWHﾉW IﾉｷIｴYゲげ.  Darius (3.82), in 
supporting monarchy, employs the cleverest rhetoric of the three speakers by 
ゲデW;ﾉｷﾐｪ MWｪ;H┞┣┌ゲげ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ SWﾏﾗIヴ;I┞が ゲ┌Iｴ as it is, and dismissing 
oligarchy as corrupt, conveniently overlooking the possibility that a single ruler could 
also become corrupted by power or money.  The final point about freedom being an 
argument for tyranny is particularly odd. 
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Cf. Asheri (2007, 471-ンぶが ┘ｴﾗ ｪｷ┗Wゲ ; a┌ﾉﾉ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ﾗa デｴW ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ ﾗa デｴｷゲ SWH;デWが IﾗﾐIﾉ┌SWゲ ふヴΑヲぶぎ けIﾐ 
デｴW aﾗヴﾏ ｷデ ｴ;ゲ ヴW;IｴWS ┌ゲ ｷデ ｷゲ ; GヴWWﾆ SWH;デW ﾗﾐ GヴWWﾆ ｷSW;ゲげき PWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ふヲヰヰヲが ヱヲΓ ;ﾐS ﾐくヲヱぶが Wゲデｷﾏ;デWゲ 
its purported date as 522, following the killing of the false Smerdis, and explores the possibility that 
some such debate may have been mediated to H by Hellenised Persians; see also HW i, 277-8, Gould 
(1989, 15), Lateiner (1989, 167) on its origins.  The tripartite classification had already been 
mentioned by Pindar (Pyth. 2, 158ff.). 
338
Perhaps it is evidence for Hげゲ けﾉ┞ｷﾐｪげき see Fehling (1989, 120-2)が ┘ｴﾗ デ;ﾆWゲ Hげゲ ;ゲゲ┌ヴ;ﾐIW ﾗa 
truthfulness as an e.g. ﾗa けﾉｷW-ゲｷｪﾐ;ﾉゲげ ぷΚ┑ｪWﾐゲｷｪﾐ;ﾉW).  Pelling (op.cit. 125 n.9) asks whether H took it 
from another composition, e.g. of Protagoras or Hippias. 
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As Pelling (op.cit. 130) remarks, the debate is closely attuned to the narrative, since 
Book 3 also contains accounts of the two tyrants, Polycrates and Periander and, as 
Zali (op.cit. 132) points out, Oデ;ﾐWゲげ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデゲ on the evil nature of tyrants are 
exemplified in Socles speech at H 5.92.  Thus, Pelling answers his own question (132) 
(けhow do the narrative and the debate complement each other?げぶ H┞ ゲ;┞ｷﾐｪ けpartly by 
the debate picking up points from the narrative and the narrative illustrating the 
themes of the debateげく339 The close relationship between speech and narrative, as 
we have already seen (Chapter 6), is also a prominent feature in the History. 
How similar, then, is the CD to anything in the History?  As I have indicated above, 
the CD has no exact parallels in either work, but the debate at Syracuse among 
Hermocrates, Athenagoras and a Syracusan general (T 6.33-41.4), comes closest to it, 
being in DD and having three participants.  However, the Syracusan general does not 
truly take an independent stand, but acts as a kind of arbiter between the basic 
proposition of Hermocrates, that the Athenians are coming, and the opposition of 
Athenagoras, that they are not: this is a similar situation to that at T 1.86, where 
Sthenelaidas, the Spartan ephor, effectively adjudicates over the preceding three 
speeches (of the Corinthians, the Athenians and Archidamus) on the question of 
whether Sparta should declare war on Athens.
340
      
It is nevertheless significant perhaps, as we compare the CD and the Syracusan 
debate, that the speech of Athenagoras (T 6.36-40) contains a short but telling 
argument (6.39) on the merits of democracy as opposed to oligarchy or aristocracy, 
as if it were an abbreviated version of Oデ;ﾐWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴ ｷﾐ デｴW CD.  Moreover, although 
Athenagoras, unlike Otanes or either of his adversaries, uses the word ~。´‾゛ヾü〃；ü｀ 
and the phrase 損｀ ~。´‾゛ヾü〃；ü (39.1), he explains the concept ﾗa けSWﾏﾗIヴ;I┞げ itself in 
デWヴﾏゲ ﾗa デｴW けWケ┌;ﾉ ゲｴ;ヴｷﾐｪげ ﾗa ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ｷﾐ ｴW;ヴｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS ﾃ┌Sｪｷﾐｪが ｷくWく 滞ゝ‾´‾：ヾ0大｀, which is 
close to the idea of 滞ゝ‾｀‾´；。｀, a word  used by Otanes at 3.80.6. 
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Cf. Lateiner (1989, 172-9). 
340Oﾐ デｴW ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ;ﾐS ;┌デｴWﾐデｷIｷデ┞ ﾗa デｴｷゲ ゲヮWWIｴ ゲWW Aﾉﾉｷゲﾗﾐが JくWく ふヱΓΒヴぶ “デｴWﾐWﾉ;ｷS;ゲげ “ヮWWIｴぎ 
Thucydides 1.86, Hermes 112: 9-15. 
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Other tripartite-type speeches in Thucydides, which are in any way comparable to 
the CD, are all in ID:
341
 5.44.3-46.1 (the debate at Athens on the alliance with Argos); 
6.28.2-29 (the accusation of Alcibiades and his defence); and 6.47-49 (the debate on 
future strategy at Rhegium among the three generals).  Of these, the last is the 
closest in ilk to the CD since Nicias, Alcibiades and Lamachus, like Otanes, Megabazus 
and Darius, put forward independent ideas which are mutually exclusive.  In the 
other two examples, two individuals support one side of the argument and only one 
the other.  
Can we say, then, that the CD had any influence on Thucydides; or perhaps, more 
controversially, whether Herodotus derived this format from Thucydides?  Since 
there is only one speech event in DD in Thucydides which in any way resembles the 
CD, I think the former proposition highly unlikely.  In order to accede to the second 
possibility, we must assume, with Fornara (1971, 25-34), that the CD is a late 
inclusion in the Histories, reflecting an interest in sophistic rhetoric gained by 
Herodotus in the latter part of his life, assuming, in turn, that we accept that Gorｪｷ;ゲげ 
visit to Athens in 427 was the initiating point for the dissemination of this genre of 
rhetoric and, moreover, that Herodotus survived the Archidamian War, beyond the 
generally accepted date of his death (around 425) and published his own work at a 
date close to 414.  But two further assumptions still need to be made for the theory 
to hold.   
The first, in accordance with the so-I;ﾉﾉWS けゲWヮ;ヴ;デｷゲデげ デｴWory, is that by 421, or soon 
after, Thucydides had completed his account, including the speeches in their 
rhetorical style therein contained, to the end of the Archidamian War, that is to what 
we now know as Book Five chapter 24, the argument for this being that Thucydides 
tells us that he began recording the war from its outset: 蔵ヾ¨à´0｀‾ゞ 0沢．但ゞ 
゛ü．：ゝ〃ü´　｀‾仝 ふヱくヱく1).  But I have already indicated that I favour the contrary 
け┌ﾐｷデ;ヴｷ;ﾐげ デｴWory on this point.342   
                                                          
341);ﾉｷ ふヲヰヱヴが ヵンぶ ヮﾗｷﾐデゲ ﾗ┌デ デｴ;デ Hげゲ IﾗﾏヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa GヴWWﾆ SWH;デWゲ ｷゲ ┌ゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ;Icomplished by putting 
デｴWﾏ ｷﾐデﾗ IDく  Tｴｷゲが ゲｴW ゲ;┞ゲが IヴW;デWゲ け; ヮｷIデ┌ヴW ﾗa ｴ;ﾏヮWヴWS SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ;ﾏﾗﾐｪ GヴWWﾆゲげが ┘ｴｷIｴが ｷa デヴ┌Wが 
ｷゲ IWヴデ;ｷﾐﾉ┞ ｷﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ デﾗ Tげゲ ┗Wヴ┞ ﾉWﾐｪデｴ┞ ;ﾐS IﾉW;ヴ けゲWデ ゲヮWWIｴげ デ┞ヮW SWH;デWゲ ｷﾐ DDく   
342
See nn. 21and 36 above.  
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The other assumption is that Herodotus had the opportunity, by reason of being in 
possession of the relevant manuscripts or by being in the right place at the right 
time, to read at least some of the speeches written by his successor or to hear them 
;デ ヴWIｷデ;デｷﾗﾐく  Tｴｷゲ Hヴｷﾐｪゲ ┌ゲが ﾗﾐIW ;ｪ;ｷﾐが デﾗ デｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｴﾗ┘ a;ヴ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ｴ;S 
advanced in his work, if at all, by 414, the latest possible date for the death of 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲく  TｴW け┌ﾐｷデ;ヴｷ;ﾐげ デｴWory seems to rule out any kind of part-completion, 
such that Thucydides would have been able or willing to give preview-type 
recitations.  I therefore conclude that the theory that Herodotus borrowed the 
concept and format of the CD from Thucydides is highly unlikely to be true.   
To me the CD reads like an exercise in rhetoric rather than an attempt to recapture 
;ﾐ ;┌デｴWﾐデｷI ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ W┗Wﾐデく  E┗Wﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ;ヮヮW;ﾉ デｴ;デ ｷデ ｷゲ ;┌デｴWﾐデｷIが ｷデゲWﾉa ｴ;ゲ ; 
rhetorical ring about it.  In any event, there is no direct equivalent in Thucydides, 
who, although he commonly uses rhetorical speeches to explain and enhance his 
narrative, certainly has no need of blatant falsification, and shows no desire to make 
any further appeal of authenticity to his readers other than that at 1.22.1.     
 
Other けデヴｷヮ;ヴデｷデWげ parallels 
TheヴW ;ヴW ﾗデｴWヴ DD けデヴｷヮﾉWゲげ ｷﾐ Hﾗデｴ ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷWゲが ┘ｴｷIｴ I ﾏ;ヴﾆ ;ﾐS ヴWaWヴ デﾗ ｷﾐ AヮヮWﾐSｷ┝ 
A; these are mainly conversations (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛‾台 ゜＿á‾：) rather than 蔵á丹｀0ゞ, for which I 
would claim no meaningful parallel between the two works other than their three-
fold composition.  
The nearest parallel in Herodotus to the CD, in form if not in purpose, is the 
combination of the three complementary speech events at 8.140, 8.142 and 8.143-
4,
343
 a combination which is also worth considering in relation to a parallel in 
Thucydides.  8.140 concerns the proposition of Xerxes, brought to the Athenians by 
AﾉW┝;ﾐSWヴが デｴ;デ デｴW┞ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ;ｪヴWW デﾗ デｴW GヴW;デ Kｷﾐｪげゲ デWヴﾏゲぎ デｴWヴW ;ヴW デ┘ﾗ ｷデWﾏゲが デｴW 
aｷヴゲデ HWｷﾐｪ AﾉW┝;ﾐSWヴげゲ デヴ;ﾐゲﾏｷゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ﾗaaWヴが デｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS AﾉW┝;ﾐSWヴげゲ ;S┗ｷIW デｴ;デ 
the Athenians accept.  8.142 is a plea by the Spartans that Athens should refuse to 
come to terms with Xerxes.  8.143-144 comprises two separate items which are the 
                                                          
343
= H268, H269 and H270 in Appendix A.  
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Athenian replies, first to Alexander and then to the Spartans, that nothing will induce 
them to go over to the Persians.  The three events together form a kind of triangular 
蔵á～｀が W┝IWヮデ デｴ;デ デｴWヴW ;ヴW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ デ┘ﾗ ゲｷSWゲ デﾗ デｴW ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデが aﾗヴ ﾗヴ ;ｪ;ｷnst.  Each 
speech is quite long by Herodotean standards of DD but not by Thucydidean.    
Herodotus is clearly here making much of the Athenian dedication to the Hellenic 
cause and, just as importantly, her moral superiority over the Lacedaemonians, 
tempered only by an expression of thanks to the Spartans for supporting their 
dispossessed families.  Generally, the highly moral and patriotic language used by the 
unnamed Athenians to express the utter refusal of their city ever to submit to 
PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ Sﾗﾏｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ ヴWﾏｷﾐｷゲIWﾐデ ｷﾐ デﾗﾐWが ｷa ﾐﾗデ ｷﾐ IﾗﾐデW┝デが ﾗa PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ F┌ﾐWヴ;ﾉ 
Oration in Thucydides (2.35-ヴヶぶが ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ デｴW ;ヴIｴWデ┞ヮ;ﾉ けゲWデ-ヮｷWIWげ ゲヮWWIｴ ｷﾐ WｷデｴWヴ 
work.  The Athenian avowal is, at any rate, the nearest Herodotus comes to an 
epideictic speech:
344
 損ヽ；ゝ〃üゝ．　 〃0 ‾濁〃＼ くくく 村ゝ〃ろ 造｀ ゛ü台 0逮ゞ ヽ0ヾ：泰 雪．。｀ü；＼｀が ´。~ü´束 
瀧´‾゜‾á，ゝ‾｀〃üゞ 打´　üゞ ご　ヾ¨体.  Critics might even accuse Herodotus of hyperbole 
ｴWヴWが WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ｷﾐ デｴW ヴｴWデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ ;ﾐS Wﾏﾗデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ゲWﾐデWﾐIWが ┘ｴｷIｴ ヮ;ヴ;ﾉﾉWﾉゲ Cｴ┌ヴIｴｷﾉﾉげゲ 
け┘W ┘ｷﾉﾉ aｷｪｴデ デﾗ デｴW ﾉ;ゲデ ﾏ;ﾐが ┘W ┘ｷﾉﾉ ﾐW┗Wヴ ゲ┌ヴヴWﾐSWヴげ ゲヮWWIｴ HWaﾗヴW デｴW B;デデﾉW ﾗa 
Britain.  
The Melian Dialogue 
If the Constitutional Debate differs in form from other speeches in Herodotus, so too 
does the Melian Dialogue (5.84.3-113) differ from other speeches in Thucydides.  It is 
this very uniqueness that would appear to exclude it from the possibility of 
meaningful comparison with any other speech event in either Herodotus or 
Thucydides within the context of this thesis.
345
  There are, however, speeches in both 
works in which we can discern possible generic influences on the Melian Dialogue at 
two related levels: language and morality.
346
  But before passing on to a comparison 
with Herodotus, let us first consider a speech in Thucydides which foreshadows, to a 
                                                          
344
I have, however, categﾗヴｷゲWS ｷデ ;ゲ ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ ふambassadorial) to fit the context demanded by the 
previous three items. 
345
For extensive analysis of the dialogue see CT iii, 216-25; Macleod (1983, 52-67); Connor (1984, 147-
57); also Scardino (2007, 467-83), but without any detailed comparison with H. 
346
There is also a precedent for the rapid interchange DD style of this dialogue, viz. 3.113 (the 
Ambraciot herald); cf. CT i ad loc.n.   
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degree, both the language and the morality of the Melian Dialogue.  This is 1.73-78, 
the speech of the unnamed Athenian envoys at Sparta prior to the beginning of the 
war.  It contains two passages in particular which express sentiments similar to those 
which permeate the Melian Dialogue, namely that no state can be faulted for 
ヮ┌ヴゲ┌ｷﾐｪ ｷデゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデゲぎ ヽ測ゝ： ~詑 蔵｀0ヽ；席．‾｀‾｀ 〃束 ¨仝´席　ヾ‾｀〃ü くくく 0託 〃；．0ゝ．ü： 
(1.75.ヵぶき ;ﾐS デｴ;デ ヮヴ;ｷゲW ｷゲ S┌W デﾗ デｴﾗゲW ┘ｴﾗ ﾏ;ｷﾐデ;ｷﾐ ;ﾐ WﾏヮｷヴW H┌デ ┘ｴﾗ け;ヴW ﾏore 
ﾃ┌ゲデ デｴ;ﾐ デｴWｷヴ ┌ﾐSWヴﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ ヮﾗ┘Wヴ IﾗﾏヮWﾉゲ デｴWﾏ デﾗ HWげぎ ~：゛ü：＿〃0ヾ‾： 妥 ゛ü〃束 〃駄｀ 
鐸ヽàヾ‐‾仝ゝü｀ ~々｀ü´：｀ á　｀＼｀〃ü： ふヱくΑヶく3).   
This thinking could well be the beginning of the deterioration in Athenian morality 
and political stability caused by the debilitating effects of the war that we can detect 
in the Melian Dialogue.  Indeed, FｷﾐﾉW┞ ふヱΓヶΑが ンΒぶ ｴ;ゲ I;ﾉﾉWS デｴW MWﾉｷ;ﾐ Dｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌W け; 
symbol of the increasinｪ Hヴ┌デ;ﾉｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW GヴWWﾆ ﾏｷﾐSげく347 It would appear to be, 
at any rate, a symbol of the brutalization of the Athenian mind and represents a 
transitional moment between mild and aggressive democracy, a stage along the road 
from the stable principate of Pericles, through the disruptive demagogic rule of 
Cleon, to the self-seeking autocracy of Alcibiades.  Hornblower (1987, 69-71) goes 
further into the question and decides that the dialogue is part of a Thucydidean 
theme, which illustrates how Athenian morals deteriorated as the war progressed, 
デｴW ｷSW; HWｷﾐｪ デｴ;デが ｷﾐ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ ヮゲ┞IｴWが 〃托 ~；゛ü：‾｀ HWI;ﾏW ヮヴﾗｪヴWゲゲｷ┗Wﾉ┞ ﾉWゲゲ 
imporデ;ﾐデ デｴ;ﾐ 〃托 ¨々´ー0ヾ‾｀く348   
To deal now with the comparison with Herodotus: in the first point, language, we 
note that the Melian Dialogue, like other speeches in Thucydides, is highly rhetorical.  
Indeed, as its accepted title suggests, it is not strictly ; けゲヮWWIｴげ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲWﾐゲW ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ 
we have defined the term in this thesis; it is a dialogue or, to be more exact, an 
eristic discussion, using a dialectic technique with which, it appears, Thucydides was 
familiar,
349
 but which might seem more at home in a work of Plato,
350
 or even in an 
                                                          
347
Cf. also GﾗﾏﾏWげゲ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデ ふヱΓヴヵが Γヰぶ on Tげゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ┘orSゲ デｴ;デ け┘;ヴ ｷゲ ; ┗ｷﾗﾉWﾐデ デW;IｴWヴげぎ 瀧 ~詑 
ヽ＿゜0´‾ゞ くくく é；ü：‾ゞ ~：~àゝ゛ü゜‾ゞ ふンくΒヲく2). 
348




349WW I;ﾐ ｷﾐaWヴ デｴｷゲ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲげ ｷﾐﾃ┌ﾐIデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴW MWﾉｷ;ﾐゲ ﾐﾗデ デﾗ ﾏ;ﾆW ; けゲWデ ゲヮWWIｴげ H┌デ デﾗ 
Sｷゲヮ┌デW デｴW ﾏ;デデWヴ H┞ ;ﾐゲ┘Wヴｷﾐｪ W;Iｴ ヮﾗｷﾐデ ｷﾐ デ┌ヴﾐぎ ゛ü．ろ 多゛üゝ〃‾｀ á束ヾ ゛ü台 ´。~ろ 鐸´0大ゞ 他｀台 ゜＿á単, 蔵゜゜束 
くくく 0沢．但ゞ 鐸ヽ‾゜ü´éà｀‾｀〃0ゞ ゛ヾ；｀0〃0 ふヵくΒヵぶく 
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Euripidean drama when, as noted by Dionysius of Halicarnassus (On Thucydides 37), 
the historian changes from narrative to full dramatic form, as in a script, by prefixing 
デｴW ﾐ;ﾏWゲ ﾗa デｴW ゲヮW;ﾆWヴゲ デﾗ デｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲぎ ヽヾ‾ゝ＼ヽ‾ヽ‾：0大 〃托｀ くくく ~：à゜‾á‾｀ ゛ü台 
~ヾü´ü〃：゛＿｀く  Iデ ﾏ;┞, therefore, owe its origin to the same style of eristic oratory 
which inspired the Constitutional Debate in Herodotus.
351
 Against this is the still 
widely held opinion that the Melian Dialogue was written after the end of the war in 
404 or later, reminiscent, as it is, more of a Socratic dialogue than of an earlier 
sophistic-styled 蔵á～｀く352    
Secondly, there is the morality aspect of the comparison.  We note that the Athenian 
envoys threaten coercion and violence without having suffered any provocation; 
they make constant reference to the inequality of power as between themselves and 
the Melians.  Worst of all, and contrary to all Greek religious tradition, they 
blasphemously discount, if not actually ridicule, the value of any appeal to the gods 
for help.  Such language is fit, Dionysius says, only for H;ヴH;ヴｷ;ﾐ ふЭ けorｷWﾐデ;ﾉげぶ ﾆｷﾐｪゲぎ 
éüゝ：゜0達ゝ： á束ヾ éüヾéàヾ‾：ゞ 〃ü達〃ü ヽヾ托ゞ 詮゜゜。｀üゞ 柁´‾〃〃0 ゜　á0：｀ ふOn Thucydides 39).  
This reference to barbarian kings recalls a passage in Herodotus 7.8, where Xerxes 
begins the announcement to the Persian court of his intended invasion of Greece by 
reminding them that he is merely following a tradition of conquest handed down 
from his ancestorゲ ;ﾐS ｪ┌ｷSWS H┞ デｴW ｪﾗS ふん0＿ゞ 〃0 ‾濁〃＼ 贈á0：ぶく   
See how this callous renunciation of Melian piety combines with the Athenianゲげ ﾗ┘ﾐ 
self-justifying ;デデｷデ┌SW デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ 〃托 ．0大‾｀ ┗oiced repeatedly in the dialogue (5.105): 
けﾐWｷデｴWヴ Sﾗ ┘W W┝ヮWIデ デﾗ HW ﾉWaデ HWｴｷﾐS ┘ｴWﾐ ｷデ IﾗﾏWゲ デﾗ Sｷ┗ｷﾐW ｪooS┘ｷﾉﾉげ ふ〃騨ゞ ´詑｀ 
〃‾；｀仝｀ ヽヾ托ゞ 〃托 ．0大‾｀ 0沢´0｀0；üゞ ‾沢~ろ 打´0大ゞ ‾滞＿´0．ü ゜0゜0；／0ゝ．ü：ぶき け┘W Iﾉ;ｷﾏ ﾐor do 
;ﾐ┞デｴｷﾐｪ HW┞ﾗﾐS ﾏWﾐげゲ ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW Sｷ┗ｷﾐW or their wishes for デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲげ ふ‾沢~詑｀ 
á束ヾ 村¨＼ 〃騨ゞ 蔵｀．ヾ＼ヽ0；üゞ 〃丹｀ ´詑｀ 損ゞ 〃托 ．0大‾｀ ｀‾´；ゝ0＼ゞが 〃丹｀ ~ろ 損ゞ ゝ席束ゞ ü沢〃‾但ゞ 
é‾仝゜，ゝ0＼ゞ ~：゛ü：‾達´0｀ 妥 ヽヾàゝゝ‾´0｀ぶき け┘W HWﾉｷW┗W デｴ;デ デｴW Sｷ┗ｷﾐW ふﾉｷﾆW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾆｷﾐSぶ 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
350Caく デｴW Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ ﾏ;SW aﾗヴ Sｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌W ﾗ┗Wヴ ﾗヴ;デﾗヴ┞ ｷﾐ Pﾉ;デﾗげゲ Protagoras, 329 a-b, 336 c-d, noted by  
Macleod (1983, 54)  
351
Hornblower (CT ｷｷｷが ヲヱΓぶ SﾗWゲ ｷﾐSWWS ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデ デｴ;デ Hげゲ Cﾗﾐゲデｷデ┌デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ DWH;デW ﾏ;┞ ｴ;┗W ｴ;S ; 
けｪWﾐWヴｷIげ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIW ﾗﾐ デｴW MWﾉｷ;ﾐ Dｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌Wく 
352
Cf. esp. de Romilly (1963, 275-286).  Andrewes (HCT iv, 166-7) is uncertain about the dating but 





ヴ┌ﾉWゲ ┘ｴWヴW┗Wヴ ｷデ I;ﾐ ｪ;ｷﾐ ﾏ;ゲデWヴ┞げぎ ふ打á‾々´0．ü á束ヾ 〃＿ ふ〃0ぶ ．0大‾｀ くくく ‾茸 造｀ ゛ヾü〃泰, 
贈ヾ‐0：｀ぶく  Dｷﾗﾐ┞ゲｷ┌ゲ ふOn Thucydides, 41) picks up on this linguistic lack of propriety by 
;II┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ ﾗaaｷIｷ;ﾉゲが ;ﾐS デｴWヴWH┞ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲが ﾗa けHヴｷﾐｪｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾉ;┘ ﾗa 
┗ｷﾗﾉWﾐIW ;ﾐS Iﾗ┗Wデﾗ┌ゲﾐWゲゲげ ふ〃托｀ 〃騨ゞ é；üゞ ゛ü台 ヽ゜0‾｀0¨；üゞ ｀＿´‾｀ 0滞ゝàá‾｀〃0ゞぶく  Connor 
(1984, 156-7) draws attention to the similarity of language here to that of the 
Herodotean Xerxes in speaking to his councillors (7.8 ü.1) in justification of his 
SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ;デデ;Iﾆ GヴWWIWぎ けTｴ┌ゲ the god leads us and, as far as we ourselves are 
willing to obey him in all things, guides us to ; HWデデWヴ a┌デ┌ヴWげ (蔵゜゜ü ．0＿ゞ 〃0 ‾濁〃＼ 贈á0： 
゛ü台 ü沢〃‾大ゝ： 打´大｀ ヽ‾゜゜束 損ヽ　ヽ‾仝ゝ： ゝ仝´ー　ヾ0〃ü： 損ヽ台 〃托 贈´0：｀‾｀).  This assertion of the 
divine righteousneゲゲ ﾗa ; I;┌ゲWが デﾗｪWデｴWヴ ┘ｷデｴ XWヴ┝Wゲげ idea that aggression is justified 
by ancestral ｀＿´‾ゞ, illustrates how, in Coﾐﾐﾗヴげゲ ┘ﾗヴSゲ (ibid.)が けデｴW ヴWゲデﾉWゲゲ WﾐWヴｪ┞ ﾗa 
the Athenians becomes a reflection of (the) aggressive designs of the Persian 
ﾏﾗﾐ;ヴIｴげく  
Here we are also reminded of another parallel passage from Herodotus, at 8.111.2-3, 
where Themistocles attempts to bully the medising Andrians into paying tribute.
353
  
As in the Melian Dialogue, the gods here are also invoked but only, one supposes, 
ｷヴﾗﾐｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ぎ PWヴゲ┌;ゲｷﾗﾐ ふず0：．～ぶ ;ﾐS NWIWゲゲｷデ┞ ふ雪｀üá゛ü；。ぶ H┞ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲき Pﾗ┗Wヴデ┞ 
ふず0｀；。ぶ ;ﾐS HWﾉヮﾉWゲゲﾐWゲゲ ふ雪´。‐ü｀；。ぶが ｷﾐ ヴWデort, by the Andrians.  The scene 
presented is, like the Melian Dialogue, quasi-forensic (hence I categorise it as 
~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ), a category which could arguably be assigned to the Melian Dialogue 
itself.  Both encounters have evoked a critical discussion on the question of power 
;ﾐS ｷデゲ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ デﾗ ﾃ┌ゲデｷIW ふ〃托 ~；゛ü：‾｀ぶく  TｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲが ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデWS ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ 
H┞ デｴW ｀ü仝゛ヾà〃‾ヾ0ゞ ;ﾐS ｷﾐ Herodotus by Themistocles, have the monopoly on 
けﾏｷｪｴデげ ｷﾐ Hﾗデｴ SWH;デWゲ ;ﾐS ﾗﾐW ｪｷ┗Wゲ ﾉｷデデﾉW Iｴ;ﾐIW ﾗa ┗ｷIデory to the weaker side,354 
although, in the case of the Andrians, we are left in doubt as to their eventual fate: 
the fate of the Melians, meanwhile, is well attested.
355
 
                                                          
353
Cf. Hornblower (CT iii, 219).  
354
TｴW ﾗヮヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けﾏｷｪｴデげ ;ﾐS けヴｷｪｴデげが aｷﾐSゲ ;ﾐ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデｷﾐｪ ヮ;ヴ;ﾉﾉWﾉ ｷﾐ HWゲｷﾗSげゲ ヮ;ヴ;HﾉW ﾗa デｴW ｴ;┘ﾆ 
and the ﾐｷｪｴデｷﾐｪ;ﾉWぎ け; aooﾉ ｷゲ ｴW ┘ｴﾗ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ┘ｷゲｴ デﾗ ｪﾗ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ デｴﾗゲW ┘ｴﾗ ;ヴW ゲデヴﾗﾐｪWヴげ ふ贈席ヾ＼｀ ~ろが 卓ゞ 
゛ろ 損．　゜体 ヽヾ托ゞ ゛ヾ0；ゝゝ‾｀üゞ 蔵｀〃：ー0ヾ；、0：｀ぶが Works and Days, 210. 
355
Macleod (1983, 54) draws a further (incidental) comparison with H: between the recommendation 
of the Athenians (5.85-9) that a dialectic format be adopted for the debate rather than uninterrupted 
ゲヮWWIｴが ｷﾐ ﾗヴSWヴ デﾗ ;┗ﾗｷS デｴW HWｪ┌ｷﾉWﾏWﾐデ ﾗa ;ﾐ ;┌SｷWﾐIWが ;ﾐS デｴW け┘ヴ┞ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデげ ;デデヴｷHuted to 
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けSpeech as Narrativeげ and けSpeech within Speechげ 
Herodotus makes one use of DD that is not seen at all in the History.  Like many of 
his ideas and motifs it is derived from Homer.  At Odyssey 8, 572-574 Alcinous calls 
upon Odysseus to give a true account of his wanderings:  蔵゜゜（ 贈á0 ´‾： くくく 蔵〃ヾ0゛　＼ゞ 
゛ü〃à゜0¨‾｀ 卓ヽヽ体 蔵ヽ0ヽ゜àá‐．。ゞ 〃0 ゛ü台 則ゞ 〃：｀üゞ 貸゛0‾ ‐～ヾüゞ 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ＼｀ くくく く  He 
Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌Wゲ H┞ ;ゲﾆｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ｪ┌Wゲデき けデﾗ ┘ｴ;デ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW ｷﾐｴ;HｷデWS ┘orld did they take you; 
what lovely cities did you see; what people in them; did you meet hostile tribes and 
lawless savages, or did you fall in with some god-aW;ヴｷﾐｪ aﾗﾉﾆいげ  OS┞ゲゲW┌ゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ 
then proceeds to take up four whole books (IX に XII) or 2298 lines.  What is 
happening here is that Homer is using the direct words of Odysseus to Alcinous and 
his court as an alternative way of narrating the stor┞ぎ ┘W ﾏｷｪｴデ I;ﾉﾉ デｴｷゲ けゲヮWWIｴ ;ゲ 
ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wげく  Iﾐ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ デWヴﾏゲ デｴｷゲ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW Iﾗﾐforms to the model for historical 
and epic writing proposed by Bal (1997) and tabulated by Scardino (2010, 69),
356
 
where the character, speaking in DD, is also the narrator and the point of 
focalisation.  
As this ingenious idea was adopted by later poets, including Vergil in the Aeneid 
(Books 2 and 3), where Aeneas recounts the story of the sack of Troy and of his 
デヴ;┗Wﾉゲ デﾗ S;デW デﾗ デｴW C;ヴデｴ;ｪｷﾐｷ;ﾐ Iﾗ┌ヴデ ;デ ケ┌WWﾐ DｷSﾗげゲ ｷﾐ┗ｷデ;デｷﾗﾐが ｷデ ｷゲ SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ デﾗ 
believe that Herodotus, four centuries closer to Homer, would not have been 
influenced by the same literary device.  Would he not have had this part of the 
Odyssey in mind when writing the account of his journeys?  Indeed, the speech that 
Herodotus gives to Socles, the Corinthian, at 5.92 is clearly of this type.
357
 The 
speech, characteristically in DD, follows a request by the Lacedaemonians to their 
allies to aid them in restoring Hippias as tyrant to Athens.  The allies are clearly 
unwilling but, in the absence of any response, Socles comes forward to reply.  His 
speech is an anti-tyrannical polemic by Herodotus, thinly disguised as a recounting of 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
Aristagoras by H ｷﾐ ID ふヵくΓΑくヲぶ デｴ;デ けｷデ ゲWWﾏゲ W;ゲｷWヴ デﾗ SWIWｷ┗W ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ヮWﾗヮﾉW デｴ;ﾐ ﾃ┌ゲデ ﾗﾐWげ ふヽ‾゜゜‾但ゞ 
á束ヾ ‾苔゛0 0沢ヽ0〃　ゝ〃0ヾ‾｀ ~：üéà゜゜0：｀ 妥 多｀üぶく     
356
Also applied by de Jong (1987) to the Iliad and (1999) to Herodotus; cf. also Scardino (2007, 37ff); 
Fehling (1989, 184-88) rWaWヴゲ デﾗ デｴWゲW ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ゲ けｷﾐ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐゲ ┘ｷデｴ ; Iﾗﾏヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ a┌ﾐIデｷﾗﾐげが ;ﾐS デｴW 
story-within-a stor┞ デWIｴﾐｷケ┌W ;ゲ ; けaヴ;ﾏｷﾐｪげ ゲデory; see also n.107 below.  This type is marked in 
Appendix A as SAN. 
357
Cf. my notes on 5.92 (= H157 in Appendix A). 
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the story of Cypselus and his son Periander, former tyrants of Corinth.  The tale of 
their cruel deeds and despotic reigns is intended to persuade the Lacedaemonians 
against aiding Hippias.  It constitutes the longest piece of DD by one speaker in the 
Histories ;ﾐSが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｷデ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ;ヮヮヴﾗ;Iｴ デｴW ﾉWﾐｪデｴ ﾗa OS┞ゲゲW┌ゲげ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW 
Odyssey, its purpose is similar, to provide an analepsis in the narrative while 
simultaneously proｪヴWゲゲｷﾐｪ デｴW けヮﾉﾗデげ ;ﾐSが ﾃ┌ゲデ ;ゲ ｷﾏヮortantly, providing a good 
story.   
Similar speech events occur at 6.86 and at 3.65.  In the first of these Leotychidas tells 
the story of Glaucus to the Athenians, who were reluctant to give up their hostages; 
there are three separate speakers, in DD and ID, tied into the overall DD account of 
Leotychidas.
358
 In the second example Cambyses recalls a dream he had, in which a 
messenger told him (in ID) that his brother Smerdis had usurped his throne.  Both of 
these examples, like the Socles event, contain speeches within speech; however, 
;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW I;┌デｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞ デ;ﾉW ﾗa Gﾉ;┌I┌ゲげ ゲデory is intended to express a moral, neither 
speech, unlike SoclWゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデが furthers the main narrative.   
There is nothing like either of these two types of event in Thucydides.  They thus 
provide examples of an important difference in the usage of DD between the two 
writers.   
Indirect Discourse 
I propose to investigate four principle uses of ID in both authors: to separate from 
the main narrative (a) less important themes and incidents often involving minor, 
including unnamed, characters
359
 or groups; (b) unsuccessful ideas and proposals; (c) 
arguments repeated from DD; (d) occasional lengthy debates, negotiations and 
councils. Types (b),(c) and (d) I have based on the analysis of Scardino (2012), and 
can be found in the conclusion to his article (92-94), whilst type (a) is based partly on 
the impression I have formed from reading the Speeches and cataloguing them, and 
ヮ;ヴデﾉ┞ ﾗﾐ ; デ┞ヮW ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ H┞ “I;ヴSｷﾐﾗ ふｷHｷSくぶ ;ゲ ヮﾗゲゲWゲゲｷﾐｪ けﾉWゲゲ ｷﾐデWﾐゲW Wﾏﾗデｷﾗﾐげく 
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Cf. Johnson (2001).   
359TｴW SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ けminorげ ;ﾐS けmajorげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ Iﾗﾐforms to that used in Chapter 9. 
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These types are by no means mutually exclusive, and so the same speech item
360
 
may be found in more than one group.   
Type a 
This constitutes the largest group and I have adopted the purview proposed by 
Scardino (2012, 76) by including (in my lists below) speech events, usually single, and 
items involving a minor character or characters, but I have also taken in examples of  
trickery, apophthegms and other incidental events only distantly related to the main 
narrative.  Also included are some events which are quite lengthy but which are 
spoken by unnamed individuals or groups; these may also appear under type d. 
Herodotus 
1.24.3,7; 1.59.2; 1.111.2; 1.112.1; 1.126.4; 1.152.1; 1.164.2; 1.170.2; 2.2.2; 2.91.6; 
2.107.2; 2.121; 2.126.1; 2.132.3; 2.160; 2.162.3 (Patarbemis); 2.181.4; 3.4.3; 
3.32.2,3; 3.36.6; 3.46.2; 3.68.4; 3.69.4; 3.124.2; 3.140.3; 4.84.1; 4.144.2; 4.149.1; 
5.13.1,2,3; 5.30.3,6; 5.33.3; 5.36.2; 5.73.3; 5.79.1; 5.80.2; 5.118.2; 5.125; 6.50.2,3; 
6.52.6; 6.86.1; 6.134.1; 6.139.4; 7.120; 7.132.2; 7.136.1; 7.142.2,3; 7.148.4; 7.168.1; 
7.173.3; 7.203; 7.219.1; 7.226.2; 7.239.4; 8.27.3; 8.38; 8.134.2; 9.16.2; 9.31.2; 9.38.2; 
9.53.2; 9.72.2; 9.90.2-3; 9.107.1; 9.109.2; 9.110.2; 9.117 (= 83 items). 
Thucydides 
2.2.4; 2.3.1; 2.4.7; 2.5.5; 5.27.2; 5.30.1; 5.30.2-4; 5.43.3; 5.55.1; 5.60.2; 5.65.2; 5.69; 
5.84.3; 6.19.1; 7.25.9; 8.40.1; 8.55.2; 8.74.3; 8.78; 8.92.10; 8.93.2-3; 8.98.3 (= 21 
items).  
The commonest feature in both authors in this group is the minor, and sometimes 
anonymous, speaker/character.  Overall, Herodotus is much more likely to name his 
minor characters than Thucydides: e.g. Phanes (3.4.3), Megabazus (4.144.2), Theras 
(4.149.1), Megacreon (7.120), Dianeces (7.226.2), Gorgo (7.239.4), Amphiaraus 
(8.134.2), Callicrates (9.72.2), Masistes and Artyantes (9.107.1).
361
  Moreover, 
Herodotus will take pains to identify a connexion with a main character where the 
                                                          
360
Where an event has mixed DD and ID items I refer to the specific ID item(s).  
361
See Appendix E for a complete list of named speakers in both works.  
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speaker might otherwise remain anonymous: thus, at 2.132.3, it is the daughter of 
Myceratus, who asks to see the sun once a year; at 3.124.2, it is Pﾗﾉ┞Iヴ;デWゲげ 
daughter, who tries to prevent her father from falling into OroeデWゲげ デヴ;ヮく   
By contrast, Thucydides prefers to cloak this class of speakers in anonymity; of the 21 
instances I have cited, only 4 items have named speakers: 5.55.1 (Euphamidas of 
Corinth), 8.55.2 (Xenophantidas), 8.74.3 (Chaereas) and 8.98.3 (Aristarchus).  In one 
instance (5.69), Thucydides would rather construct an impersonal periphrasis 
ふヽüヾü：｀　ゝ0：ゞ くくく 鐸ヽ托 〃丹｀ ‾滞゛0；＼｀ ゝ〃ヾü〃。á丹｀ 〃‾：ü；~0 損á；á｀‾｀〃‾ぶ デｴ;ﾐ デWﾉﾉ ┌ゲ デｴW 
names of the commanders who rallied the Mantinean and Argive troops before the 
battle of Mantinea.  It is SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ デﾗ HWﾉｷW┗W ｴW SｷSﾐげデ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ ┘ｴﾗ デｴW┞ ┘WヴWが or could 
not have found out, especially since every other commander who gives a martial 
address in the History is named.  This example can only give weight to the idea that 
Thucydides was primarily concerned with historical events, and less interested than 
Herodotus in personalities.
362
 Other notable absentees in Thucydidean discourse are 
female characters; this in direct contrast to the Histories.  One reason for this may be 
the cultural convention that to mention a woman is to shame her; we may refer to 
PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ ┘Wﾉﾉ-ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴW F┌ﾐWヴ;ﾉ Oヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ふヲくヴヵくヲぶぎ け; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげゲ 
reputation is the greater the less it is voiced abroad (éヾü‐0；俗 ヽüヾü：｀　ゝ0：ぶげく363   
We usually associate the reporting of trickery and deceit to Herodotus, and my 
survey can point to 9 instances of this in speeches, mostly in DD (viz. 1.59.2; 1.59.4; 
1.125.2; 3.156.3; 4.139.2-3; 4.201.2; 5.19-20; 5.30.4; 9.89.3), but this particular 
grouping (a) also throws up some Thucydidean examples: at 1.90.3-4 Themistocles 
tricks the Spartans into giving the Athenians time to rebuild their walls; at 1.137.2, in 
attempting to evade his Athenian pursuers in exile, Themistocles deceitfully 
threatens to denounce a sea captain with a charge of bribery if he is not transported 
to Ephesus; at 8.74.3 Chaereas deliberately exaggerates the carnage at Athens in 
reporting the oligarchical takeover to troops on Samos; at 8.98.3 Aristarchus tricks 
                                                          
362
See further Chapter 9 on characterisation.  
363
Cf. Schaps (1977). 
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the Athenian garrison at Oenoe to abandon the fort.  The Themistoclean examples 
have parallels in Herodotus, but in DD this time, at 8.75.2-3 and 8.79.3.
364
 
Other events in Thucydides, which could possibly be included in group (a) are single 
speeches made by ambassadors, which in Appendix A I have categorised as 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞぎ 5.45.1; 5.61.2; 8.32.3; 8.53.1.  In fact, there are only three single 
ambassadorial speech events standing in DD in Thucydides: 1.139.3, 4.50.2 and 6.82-
87, of which 4.50.2 is a letter and 6.82-87 is the lengthy rhetorical speech of 
Euphemus at Camarina.  By contrast, Herodotus has 18 speeches of this usage in DD, 
and only 2 in ID. 
Type b 
The items comprising unsuccessful speeches in ID, can be listed as follows: 
Herodotus 
1.2.3; 1.3.2; 1.45.1; 1.59.2; 1.170.2; 3.124.2; 4.83.1; 4.84.1; 4.162.3; 5.36.3-4; 
5.118.2; 6.133.2.  
Thucydides 
4.21.3; 6.44.3; 8.32.3; 8.45.1; 8.55.2.  
Direct comparisons among examples in this grouping are difficult to make because 
each event deals with a different circumstance.  The most that can be said is that 
there are sufficient examples to suggest that both historians, not unnaturally, 
regarded a failed outcome as less valuable than a successful one, and therefore 
allotted an inferior speech usage to their reportage.  This theory, however, relies 
upon the idea that ID was in some way regarded by our authors as second best to 
DD, a supposition that is supported by no evidence beyond the tenuous theory that 
the indirect speeches of Thucydides Book 8 are an unfinished work-in-progress 
awaiting the refinement of a metamorphosis into DD, a theory to which, for lack of 
substantive evidence, I cannot subscribe. 
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Here we find examples of ID which repeat information given in previous DD or in the 
narrative and which, in addition, often provide supplementary material to augment 
the narrative.  First, in Herodotus, at 7.8.ü-~2, in DD, Xerxes declares his desire to 
conquer the whole of Europe, while at 7.54.2, in ID, he prays to the sun to be 
allowed to do that same thing.  At 7.173.3, in DD, messengers from Alexander the 
Macedonian warn the Greeks in Thessaly to retreat from the advancing Persians; this 
;S┗;ﾐIW ｷﾐデﾗ TｴWゲゲ;ﾉ┞ H┞ XWヴ┝Wゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ヴW;SWヴ ;ﾉヴW;S┞ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW 
narrative at 7.128ff.   
In Thucydides, at 7.25.9 in ID, we find the Syracusan ambassadors reporting the 
outcome of the battle at Plemmyrium to their allies, the essential details of which 
have already been narrated at 7.23.3;
365
 but we learn, in addition, about the state of 
mind of the Syracusans and how they are determined to do better next time.  It is 
also worth noting the three speeches given by Brasidas in greeting the Acanthans 
(4.85-87), the Toroneans (4.114.3-5) and the Scioneans (4.120.3).  By means of 
authorial comment, both 4.114.3-5 and 4.120.3, in ID, recall 4.85-87, which is in DD, 
while 4.120.3 also recalls 4.114.3-5.  Both later speeches, however, add details not 
present in the original Acanthan address.
366
 At Torone, Brasidas needed to direct the 
citizens not to undertake any reprisals against those who had come over to him 
(損゜0¨0 くくく 卓〃： ‾沢 ~；゛ü：‾｀ 0胎。 くくく 〃‾但ゞ ヽヾà¨ü｀〃üゞ ヽヾ托ゞ ü沢〃托｀ 〃駄｀ ゜騨／：｀ 〃騨ゞ ヽ＿゜0＼ゞ 
‐0；ヾ‾仝ゞ ‾沢~詑 ヽヾ‾~＿〃üゞ 打á0大ゝ．ü：ぶく  Aデ “IｷﾗﾐWが ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴ;S ;ﾉヴW;S┞ IﾗﾏW ﾗ┗Wヴ デﾗ デｴW 
Spartan side without force, Brasidas was able to add congratulatory language to his 
well-デヴｷWS AI;ﾐデｴ;ﾐ ゲヮｷWﾉ ふくくく ゛ü台 ヽヾ‾ゝ　〃： ーàゝ゛＼｀ 蔵¨：＼〃à〃‾仝ゞ ü沢〃‾但ゞ 0苔｀ü： 損ヽü；｀‾仝ぶく   
As well as employing the ID speeches to provide variants, Thucydides continues 
certain topoi present in the original DDが デｴW ﾏﾗゲデ ヮヴﾗﾏｷﾐWﾐデ HWｷﾐｪ けaヴWWSﾗﾏげが ゲｷﾐIW 
デｴｷゲ ｷゲ デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ デｴ;デ WヮｷデﾗﾏｷゲWゲ Bヴ;ゲｷS;ゲげ ﾗゲデWﾐゲｷHﾉW ヮ┌ヴヮﾗse in annexing the cities 
to the Spartan cause: 損゜0仝．0ヾ；俗 〃騨ゞ ヽ＿゜0＼ゞ ふ4.85-87); 損゜0仝．0ヾ‾達｀〃0ゞ くくく ‾沢゛ 損ヽ台 
゛ü゛端, 損ヽろ 損゜0仝．0ヾ～ゝ0： くくく 損゜0仝．0ヾ‾達｀ ふ4.114.3-5); 損‐～ヾ。ゝü｀ ヽヾ托ゞ 〃駄｀ 損゜0仝．0ヾ；ü｀ 
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See my notes on 7.25.9 (= T73) in Appendix A; also Scardino (2012, 77 n.53). 
366
Cf. Hornblower (1996, 87)ぎ けTｴｷゲ ｷゲ ; ﾐW┘ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSW;ﾐ デWIｴﾐｷケ┌W for handling speeches: he gives in 





 Again, at 2.13 in ID, Thucydides amplifies the previous lengthy DD 
account by Pericles (1.140-144), in which he sets out his basic strategy for the war, 
by proposing some very specific tactics: bringing in their portable property from the 
country into the city; preparing the navy; keeping a tight (monetary) rein upon their 
;ﾉﾉｷWゲ ふ〃束 損゛ 〃丹｀ 蔵áヾ丹｀ 損ゝ゛‾´；、0ゝ．ü： くくく 〃托 ｀ü仝〃：゛＿｀ くくく 損¨üヾ〃々0ゝ．ü： くくく 〃à 〃0 〃丹｀ 
¨仝´´à‐＼｀ ~：束 ‐0：ヾ托ゞ 村‐0：｀ぶく  TｴW ゲ┌IIｷﾐIデ ヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa デｴW ID passage contrasts 
markedly with the full-blown rhetorical style of the earlier DD speech.
368
 Although ID 




This group includes occasions when both historians describe lengthy debates, 
councils etc. in ID and is well exemplified by Scardino (2012, 78).  Of those he cites, I 
would discount as invalid the example of Amompharetus and the Pitana brigade 
(9.53.2), since this is a relatively unimportant event in the prelude to the battle of 
Plataea and has only obtained notoriety through the famous correction of Herodotus 
by Thucydides (1.20) in denying the existence of any brigade or regiment originating 
aヴﾗﾏ デｴWヴWく  TｴW ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW け┘ooSWﾐ ┘;ﾉﾉゲげ oracle (7.142.1-143.3) and the 
post-Salamis tactical discussion (8.108.2-4) are both important historical events, not 
least because they involve Themistocles and instruct us greatly on the subject of his 
political prowess and cunning.  These are not the only occasions when we might 
have expected to be given a more character- revealing speech in DD by 
Themistocles; there is also the occasion of his brief martial harangue before Salamis 
(8.83.1-2).  
Examples of this type in Thucydides included by Scardino (2012, 78) are: 1.90.3-4; 
4.27.3-28.4; 4.97.2-99; 6.28.2-29; 6.44.3; 6.47-49; 7.47.3-49.  To these I would add  
the following: 1.91.4-7 (a quite lengthy and important piece of diplomacy by 
Themistocles); 2.13 (a significant speech by Pericles and might have been in DD but 
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For other examples of repeated topoi in T cf. Scardino (2012, 77). 
368
Fantasia (2003, 265) is surely correct ｴWヴW ｷﾐ ﾗHゲWヴ┗ｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ Tげゲ reason for choosing ID at 2.12.3 is 
デｴ;デ デｴW ゲヮWWIｴ ｷゲ けヮ┌ヴWﾉ┞ a;Iデ┌;ﾉ ;ﾐS ｷﾐforﾏ;デｷ┗Wげぎ けIﾉ ﾏﾗデｷ┗ﾗ ヮWヴ I┌ｷ ケ┌Wゲデﾗ ゲWIﾗﾐSﾗ SｷゲIorso è in 
forma indiretta ha probabilmente a che fare con il suo contenuto quasi puramente fattuale e 
inforﾏ;デｷ┗ﾗくげ 
369
Contra this Hornblower (1996, 87 and 2008, 24); also Foster (2010, 162-3).  
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for 2.35-46 and 2.60-64 which follow fairly closely); 4.17-20 (represents the first 
appearance of Cleon as he demands the Spartan surrender at Pylos); 5.44.3-46.1 (the 
SWH;デW ｷﾐ デｴW ;ゲゲWﾏHﾉ┞ ;デ AデｴWﾐゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW ;ﾉﾉｷ;ﾐIW ┘ｷデｴ Aヴｪﾗゲが ｷデ HWｷﾐｪ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ 
debut).   
It is possible to argue for all of these Thucydidean examples to be candidates for 
inclusion as DD speeches, some perhaps more than others, especially 1.91.4-7 where 
Themistocles makes it clear to the Spartans that Athens will go her own way; one 
could argue that this is an important preliminary text for Thucydides in his 
consideration of the rise of Athenian imperialism, and thereby a cause of the 
Peloponnesian War.  One could also argue for 4.27.3-28.4, as being, like 4.21.3-22, a 
crucial event in the rise of Cleon and his influence over the Athenian demos in 
resisting a peace deal with Sparta.  However, it may be that Thucydides regarded 
CﾉWﾗﾐげゲ Iﾉ;ゲｴ ┘ｷデｴ DｷﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ﾗ┗Wヴ デｴW M┞デｷﾉWﾐW;ﾐ ;aa;ｷヴ ふ3.37-48) and the Sicilian 
expedition debate between Nicias and Alcibiades (6.9-14-6.16-18) as being sufficient 
to bring out the essential personalities of both characters. 
The discussions among the generals which go to make up 6.47-49 and 7.47.3-49 are 
also worthy of consideration for DD, especially 6.47-49, as this is a turning point in 
the strategic conduct of the Sicilian campaign.  Of the three proposals put forward at 
this debate, that of Nicias was the weakest, to settle the war with Selinus and then, 
ﾏWWﾆﾉ┞が ヴWデ┌ヴﾐ ｴﾗﾏWく  ζWデ NｷIｷ;ゲ ┘;ゲ デﾗ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏW ゲ┌ヮヴWﾏW Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐSく  AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ヮﾉ;ﾐ 
was more ambitious, but he was on the point of being summoned home and was 
abouデ デﾗ SWaWIデ デﾗ “ヮ;ヴデ;く  Iﾐ ヴWデヴﾗゲヮWIデが Κ;ﾏ;Iｴ┌ゲげ ヮﾉ;ﾐ ﾗa ;デデ;Iﾆｷﾐｪ “┞ヴ;I┌ゲW 
ｷﾏﾏWSｷ;デWﾉ┞ ﾏ;┞ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ デｴW HWゲデ ﾗヮデｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ┞Wデ ｴWが ;ヮヮ;ヴWﾐデﾉ┞ ┌ﾐSWヴ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ 
Iｴ;ヴｷゲﾏ;デｷI ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIWが ｪ;┗W ┘;┞ デﾗ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ヮﾉ;ﾐが ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷデゲWﾉa ┘;ゲ SWゲデｷﾐWS ﾐW┗Wヴ 
to be carried out.  I am sure the drama and irony of this situation would not have 
escaped the notice of a modern author, but then we are not dealing with modern 
authors, and it is easy to assume, as I have noted above, that ID cannot do justice to 
a dramatic event.  Finally in this group, the following ID speeches in Book 8 of the 
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7.  I would also propose these as the best candidates in Book 8 for conversion to DD.  
In addition to the above types, Scardino (2012, 78-9) has pointed out examples of 
where ID is often juxtaposed to DD.  However, I do not find all of his examples 
convincing because they are not exactly けﾃ┌┝デ;ヮﾗゲWSげが ｷくWく ｷﾏﾏWSｷ;デWﾉ┞ ;Sﾃ;IWﾐデ デﾗ 
the associated direct speech in the text.  Those I do find convincing in Herodotus are: 
7.5.2が ┘ｴWヴW M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲげ SｷヴWIデ words are immediately amplified by a short passage 
in ID; 7.168.1, where the negotiations on Corcyra in ID, which have already been 
mentioned, are followed by the Corcyreansげ ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐ;ヴ┞ ゲヮWWIｴ デﾗ XWヴ┝Wゲ ｷﾐ DD 
(7.168.3); 8.108.2-4, where the disagreement between Themistocles and Eurybiades 
ｷゲ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘WS H┞ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ ;S┗ｷIWが ;デ 8.109.2-4 in DD, to the Athenians to let the 
Persians escape; 9.90.2-91, where a quick interchange in DD aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ゲ HWｪWゲｷゲデヴ;デ┌ゲげ 
instigation, in ID, of the Ionians to revolt; 9.122.3が ┘ｴWヴW C┞ヴ┌ゲげ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW ;ｪ;ｷﾐ 
follows immediately from the proposal of Artembares.   
On this point iﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲが I ;IIWヮデ “I;ヴSｷﾐﾗげゲ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ﾗa 2.13, 2.71.2-74.2 and 
4.21.3-22 except that, in the case of 2.13が PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ ID is separated by a considerable 
ｷﾐデWヴ┗;ﾉ aヴﾗﾏ AヴIｴｷS;ﾏ┌ゲげ ゲヮWWIｴが S┌ヴｷﾐｪ ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘W ｴW;ヴ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐ Wﾏｷゲゲ;ヴ┞ 
Melesippus.  And yet they are still closely linked in the narrative, as I have indicated 
in my listing by marking them as complementary (cpy.).  My system of recording 
ゲヮWWIｴ けW┗Wﾐデゲげ ふAヮヮWﾐSｷ┝ Aぶ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ デｴW W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa 2.71.2-74.2 particularly well; 
after the initial two items in DD deal with the plea of the Plataeans and the offer of 
Archidamus, the remaining six items run alternately ID/DD according as the 
Plataeans respond or the main players, the Spartans and Athenians, attempt to 
negotiate a settlement.  4.21.3-22 is virtually a structural reversal of H 8.108.2-
4/8.109.2-4: in the Herodotean encounter the DD event follows the ID; in 4.21.3-22 
the preceding lengthy rhetorical and overly optimistic speech in DD of the 
Lacedaemonians offering peace (4.17-20) is given short shrift in ID by the Athenians 
instigated by Cleon.   
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For a full analysis of this speech cf. McCoy (1973, 78-89). 
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I I;ﾐ ;ｪヴWW ┘ｷデｴ “I;ヴSｷﾐﾗげゲ ｷﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa 6.25.1, the Athenians demanding to know 
from Nicias what forces he required for the Sicilian expedition, if we understand 
けﾃ┌┝デ;ヮﾗゲWSげ ;ゲ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ け;Sﾃ;IWﾐデ ゲデヴｷIデﾉ┞ ｷﾐ デWヴﾏゲ ﾗa Iｴヴﾗﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wぎ ｷデ 
certainly is not juxtaposed in the text, since Thucydides has interjected the very 
important narrative passage (6.24.2-4) describing how the Athenian passion for the 
W┝ヮWSｷデｷﾗﾐ ┘;ゲ ;ヴﾗ┌ゲWS ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ゲ┌HS┌WS H┞ NｷIｷ;ゲげ speech.  In all, then, although 
this line of enquiry throws up some interesting examples, I do not think there are 
enough to justify saying that both authors use ID habitually in this way in relation to 
DD. 
There is one other usage for ID speeches, which Scardino seems to have overlooked 
but which is detectable in my system, which illustrates not a similarity but a notable 
difference between the two historians.  This is the usage, common in Herodotus but 
not noticeable in Thucydides, whereby a short speech, or speeches, in ID lead(s) into 
a dramatic speech or series of speeches in DD.  I have noted as many as 13 events of 
this type altogether in Herodotus: 1.126; 3.32.4; 5.51; 6.80; 6.139.3-4; 8.5.1-2; 
8.65.2-5; 8.101-102; 8.111.2-3; 8.118.2-3; 9.5.2; 9.6-7; 9.90.2-91.   
The most common form of this usage is a single ID leading into a single DD: 6.139.3-
4が デｴW PWﾉ;ゲｪｷ;ﾐゲ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐS デﾗ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲげ SWﾏ;ﾐS デﾗ ﾉW;┗W デｴWｷヴ ﾉ;ﾐS ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐ 
impossible condition; 8.5.1-2, when Adeimantus refuses to fight at Artemisium, 
Themistocles bribes him; 8.111.2-3が デｴW AﾐSヴｷ;ﾐゲ Iﾗ┌ﾐデWヴ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ SWﾏ;ﾐS for 
tribute money; 9.5.2, the Boeotians follow up their invitation to Mardonius to camp 
in their territory with the suggestion he bribe the Greeks; 9.6-7, after complaining of 
the lack of Lacedaemonian support, the Athenian messengers declare that Athens 
has refused a Persian peace offer.  There are three examples of a single ID leading up 
to two speeches in DD: 8.65.2-5; 8.101-102; 8.118.2-3: one example (9.90.2-91) of a 
single ID leading to three DD speeches: two examples (5.51 and 6.80) of two ID 
speeches leading to one DD: and one example each of DD following three and four 
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See my list in Appendix A for a description of these last eight examples. 
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The Rarity or Absence of DD in Thucydides Books 5, 7 & 8  
I must now turn briefly to a consideration of the much debated question of the 
absence of DD speeches in long stretches of the History, and in particular throughout 
the whole of Book Eight.  The earliest explanation for this can be found in a citation 
by Dionysius of Halicarnassus (On Thucydides 16, 349) from a work by the historian 
Cratippus (FGrHist. 64, Fr 1), who, being a contemporary and continuator of 
Thucydides, possibly had some influence upon him on デｴW ゲ┌HﾃWIデ ﾗa ゲヮWWIｴWゲぎ けthey 
(the speeches) not only by their nature impede the flow of narrative, but are also 
デWSｷﾗ┌ゲ デﾗ ﾉｷゲデWﾐWヴゲげぎ ‾沢 ´＿｀‾｀ 〃ü大ゞ ヽヾà¨0ゝ：｀ ü沢〃束ゞ 損´ヽ‾~誰｀ á0á0｀騨ゝ．ü： ゜　á＼｀が 
蔵゜゜束 ゛ü台 〃‾大ゞ 蔵゛‾々‾仝ゝ：｀ 題‐゜。ヾ束ゞ 0苔｀ü：く   
There are two conflicting current views, which bear upon the further question of the 
composition of Book Eight.  The first originates from Eduard Meyer (1899, 406), 
which holds that Book Eight was completed by Thucydides and therefore does not 
stand in need of revision.  The opposing view, and the one I consider to be the more 
likely, is expressed by Andrewes (HCT 1981, vol. 5, 382),
373
 who has no doubt that 
the absence of DD speeches from Book Eight is due to its being an early stage in the 
process of composition.   
To support this latter opinion we could point out other long stretches of narrative 
without DD speech, for example in Book Five where, if we discount the unusual 
nature of the Melian Dialogue, there is only one item of DD in all 116 chapters, this 
being the fourth of a succession of addresses by Brasidas (4.114 to 5.9), which bridge 
Bookゲ ヴ ;ﾐS ヵが ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデｷﾐｪが デﾗｪWデｴWヴ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW けﾐW┘ ヮヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏﾏWげ ;デ ヵくヲヶが デｴ;デ デｴW 
existing division between the two books is artificial.  5.44.3-46.1, which involves 
three items where Nicias and Alcibiades disagree over whether to ally with Argos, 
could well have been in DD, except for the possibility that Thucydides, in a desire to 
avoid repetition, may not have wished to record more than one heated dispute 
between these two antagonists, the Sicilian debate (6.9-22) being the more 
important.   
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See also Westlake (1973, 103), who argues similarly for Book 5.25-116.  
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Book Eight has two speeches in ID (8.27.1-4 and 8.48.4-7), which could well have 
been presented in DD by Thucydides.  They have three characteristics in common 
┘ｴｷIｴ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデ ; けヮヴﾗﾏﾗデｷﾗﾐげ デﾗ DD status might have been in the authorげゲ ﾏｷﾐSぎ デｴW┞ 
contain information as well as argument, they are lengthy and they are both spoken 
by Phrynichus, for ┘ｴﾗﾏ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ｴ;ゲ ;ﾐ ﾗH┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ ヴWｪ;ヴSが  SWゲIヴｷHｷﾐｪ ｴｷﾏ ;ゲ ‾沢゛ 
à¨々｀0〃‾ゞが け; ﾏ;ﾐ ﾗa ゲWﾐゲWげ ふΒくヲΑく5).   
Apparent preference on the part of Thucydides for ID where we may have expected 
DD is not, however, proof enough that Book 8 is in an unfinished or unrevised 
state.
374
 In other parts of the History, 2.13, a most important speech for Pericles in 
which he outlines his strategy for the war and reportゲ AデｴWﾐゲげ aｷﾐ;ﾐIｷ;ﾉ ;ﾐS ﾏｷﾉｷデ;ヴ┞ 
resources to the people, might well have been a candidate for DD in a revised 
version.  Unlike other lengthy passages in ID elsewhere, it has a series of connecting 
verbs of introductｷﾗﾐが W;Iｴ ゲﾉｷｪｴデﾉ┞ ┗;ヴｷ;ﾐデ ｷﾐ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪぎ ヽüヾ戴｀0： ふヲくヱンく2); 損゛　゜0仝0 
(2.13.ンぶき ヽヾ‾ゝ0〃；．0： ;ﾐS 蔵ヽ　席ü：｀0 ふヲくヱンく5), suggesting a subtlety in the character of 
the speaker that the author was intending to bring out more dramatically in DD at a 
later stage.  The long exchange between the Athenians and the Boeotians at 4.97.2-
99 could also be considered possible DD material, when one considers the highly 
charged emotional atmosphere which no doubt prevailed at this interchange.
375
   
Finally, while surmising on the possible substitution of ID for DD in Thucydides, I 
must disagree with Andrewes (op.Iｷデく ンΑΒぶ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW けゲヮWWIｴﾉWゲゲげ 
stretch in Book 7 16-60, where he implies that the status of 7.47.3-49 in ID is 
satisfactory.  I would suggest that by not presenting this important debate at 
Epipolae between Nicias and Demosthenes in DD, an opportunity to heighten the 
dramatic tension of the narrative was lost, seeing that its outcome decided the 
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In fact, Andrewes (HCT 1981, 369-75 and 382-3) draws upon other evidence to support this theory. 
375
I have recognised the adversarial nature of this event by categorｷゲｷﾐｪ ｷデ ;ゲ ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞく   
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Chapter Eight:  Military Harangues 
Doit-ﾗﾐ S;ﾐゲ ﾉげｴｷゲデﾗｷヴW ｷﾐゲYヴWヴ SWゲ ｴ;ヴ;ﾐｪ┌Wゲ Wデ a;ｷヴW SWゲ ヮortraits?  Si, dans une occasion 
imporデ;ﾐデWが ┌ﾐ ｪYﾐYヴ;ﾉ Sげ;ヴﾏYWが ┌ﾐ ｴﾗﾏﾏW SげYデ;デ ; ヮ;ヴﾉY Sげ┌ﾐW ﾏ;ﾐｷXヴW ゲｷﾐｪ┌ﾉｷXヴW Wデ forte 
qui caratérise son génie et celui de son siècle, il faut sans doute rapporter son discours mot 
pour mot, de telles harangues sont peut-ZデヴW ﾉ; ヮ;ヴデｷW SW ﾉげｴｷゲデﾗｷヴW ﾉ; ヮﾉ┌ゲ ┌デｷﾉWく  M;ｷゲ 
ヮﾗ┌ヴケ┌ﾗｷ a;ｷヴW SｷヴW < ┌ﾐ ｴﾗﾏﾏW IW ケ┌げｷﾉ ﾐげ; ヮ;ゲ Sｷデい  CげWゲデ ┌ﾐW aｷIデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾏｷデYW SげHﾗﾏXヴWく  
(Voltaire 1765, けHistoireげ.  In Κげ EﾐI┞IﾉﾗヮYdie ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, 
des arts et des métiers, vol. 8, 225)                  
This comment, H┞ ﾗﾐW ﾗa ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞げゲ ﾏﾗゲデ ヮWヴIWヮデｷ┗W IヴｷデｷIゲが despite its negative 
tenor, would seem to cast approval, in principle at least, upon the reporting of 
ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉゲげ ｴ;ヴ;ﾐｪ┌Wゲ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲデorical writing, provided only that they are genuine.  In this 
chapter I shall identify and compare examples of this genre in the Speeches.
376
 First, 
however, it is worth recalling what other previous commentators have had to say on 
this topic.   
There are two ancient authorities who speak to us on the subject, Polybius by 
implication, and Quintilian directly, with reference to rhetorical devices.  Polybius 
(12.25b.1), in the same spirit as Voltaire but not limiting his remark to harangues, 
says the historian is obligated to discover in the case of speeches the words actually 
spoken, and then decide why what was done or spoken resulted in success or failure.  
As it happens, this opinion is particularly pertinent in the case ﾗa ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉゲげ 
harangues, since the reader can soon make his own assessment of their success, 
depending upon an ensuing victory or defeat.  In this respect, the speech of Brasidas 
to the Peloponnesians and other allies at Amphipolis (T 5.9) is a good example and 
has, indeed, been used by Hunter
377
 to illustrate the close relationship between logoi 
and erga in the History.
378
 There is a good chance also, in the case of Thucydides, 
that the words he puts into the mouths of his generals in harangues may be closer to 
〃束 ~　‾｀〃ü デｴ;ﾐ ｷﾐ ﾗデｴWヴ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ H┞ ヴW;ゲﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ;┌デｴor having been a general 
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In my survey (Appendix A) these are categorｷゲWS ;ゲ ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞく  The best modern analysis of this 
genre is given by Zali (2014, 237-302) with specific ref. to H but also with some comparison to T (esp. 
237-51). 
377
Cf. Hunter (1973), table on p.37.  Also, on the authenticity of this speech, see esp. Hornblower (CT 
ii, 442). 
378
See my Chapter 6 on this topic. 
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himself, not only because he would have known what to say in the circumstances but 
also because he could have gathered the major part of a speech from former 




It is not clear exactly what Quintilian (9.4.18) meant when he opined that military 
harangues were ill-suited to the elaborate methods of rhetorical devices.  Was he 
discounting them from the writing of history, since history was still in his day 
regarded as an offshoot of rhetoric?  In fact, judged by modern criteria of what 
constitutes rhetoric, much of the language in the examples I give below from both 
historians is rhetorical, more so in Thucydides than in Herodotus simply because his 
ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉゲげ speeches tend to be longer, with the marked exception of the brief 
exhortation of Brasidas in ID at 4.11.4, which is very short and comparable to 8.83.1-
2が TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ ;SSヴWゲゲ before Salamis, the substance of which takes less than a 
sentence to report.   
The harangues contain common and familiar themes: appeals to patriotism, to 
traditions for bravery, to standing firm in the face of the enemy; reminders of past 
heroic deeds; dismissive denigration of the enemy.  Even in the final emotional 
addresses by Nicias to his men in Sicily (7.69.2 and 7.77), where the tunes of glory 
give way to notes of desperation, we can still find no shortage of rhetorical language, 
in apparent contraSｷIデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ Q┌ｷﾐデｷﾉｷ;ﾐげゲ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデく 
The modern inaugurator of discussion on this topic was Albertus (1908),
380
 who 
listed 105 speeches from historians to which, as Hansen (1993, 161) implies, we must 
add innumerable passages in which a historian refers to an exhortation without 
reporデｷﾐｪ ｷデき ｴW Iﾗ┌ﾉS ┘Wﾉﾉ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ デｴｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ ﾗa TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴ ふ8.83.1-2) 
here.
381
 Pritchett (1985), not referring solely to ancient writers but making a general 
assessment, claims to have proved that exhortations before battle are presented by 
historians in a form in which they could realistically have been presented in real life.  
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Cf. at 5.26.5 where T tells us he had contact as much with the Peloponnesians as with the 
AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲぎ ゛ü台 ‾沢‐ 楕ゝゝ‾｀ 〃‾大ゞ ふヽヾàá´üゝ：ぶ ず0゜‾ヽ‾｀｀。ゝ；＼｀く   
380
Followed successively by Luschnat (1942), Hunter (1973, 35-37), and Leimbach (1985). 
381
Other passages adduced from historians can be found in Erhardt (1995, 120-1). 
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Hansen (op.cit. 165-6) demurs and suggests that such deliveries are inventions, a 
literary genre only, added later by historians for dramatic effect.  He claims that 
PヴｷデIｴWデデげゲ ;ﾉﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ HWﾐヴ┞ デｴW Fｷaデｴげゲ ゲヮWWIｴ HWfore Agincourt is not enough 
evidence upon which to rest such an all-enveloping theory.  My own opinion comes 
down on the side of Hansen (op.cit. 163) on this, especially since he also claims to 
have found no examples of such military exhortations in ancient rhetorical literature.    
An example relevant to our discussion would be Bヴ;ゲｷS;ゲげ ゲヮWWIｴ HWfore Amphipolis 
(5.9ぶが ┘ｴｷIｴ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ デWﾉﾉゲ ┌ゲ ｴW SWﾉｷ┗WヴWS デﾗ け;ﾉﾉ ｴｷゲ ゲﾗﾉSｷWヴゲげ ふ〃‾但ゞ ヽà｀〃üゞ 
ゝ〃ヾü〃：～〃üゞぶく  AヴW ┘W デﾗ デ;ﾆW デｴｷゲ ﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞い  Gomme (HCT iii, 643) says けnoげぎ けit is 
better not to try to visualise these addresses too IﾉW;ヴﾉ┞げ.  Except that it is not 
colourfull┞ SWヮｷIデWS ﾗﾐ IWﾉﾉ┌ﾉﾗｷS ｷﾐ ; ヱΓヵヰげゲ WヮｷI ゲデ;ヴヴｷﾐｪ Κ;┌ヴWﾐIW Oﾉｷ┗ｷWヴが デｴｷゲ ｷゲ ; 
ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ I;ゲW ｷﾐ ヮﾗｷﾐデ デﾗ デｴW H;ヴaﾉW┌ヴ ;ﾐS “デく Cヴｷゲヮｷﾐげゲ D;┞ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ﾗa HWﾐヴ┞ V 
mentioned above.  In any case, Thucydides himself gives us a big clue as to the 
probable disposition of armies in these circumstances, when he tells us how Brasidas 
at Amphipolis divided his forces up into three sections (5.9.6), his own 150 select 
ﾏWﾐが CﾉW;ヴｷS;ゲげ force, and the northern Greek allies.  We could also employ another 
harangue involving Brasidas at 2.87 to illustrate this point.  Here Brasidas is not alone 
in delivering the speech.  In fact, Thucydides mentions Cnemus
382
 ;ﾐS けデｴW ヴWゲデ ﾗa デｴW 
PWﾉﾗヮﾗﾐﾐWゲｷ;ﾐ Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐSWヴゲげ ;ゲ ;ゲゲWﾏHﾉｷﾐｪ デｴW ﾏWﾐ ;ﾐS ｪｷ┗ｷﾐｪ デｴWﾏ 
encouragement.  He does not say how many commanders all this involved but it 
suggests that, rather than each commander addressing the whole army in turn, 
which could have taken an interminable length of time and become unbearably 
tedious, the host was split into manageable groups to be addressed each by its own 
commander.   
What, then, each commander actually said and to what extent they all spoke from 
the same hymn sheet remains a mystery, but if my conjecture about the disposition 
of the men is correct, the version of the speech given by Thucydides is obviously a 
composite.  A further speech by Brasidas at Lyncus (4.126) gives weight to the theory 
that we cannot take the circumstances of this genre of speech described by 
Thucydides completely seriously; at the start the men are addressed as 
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Interestingly before Brasidas, who at that time would have been a relatively junior officer. 
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けPWﾉﾗヮﾗﾐﾐWゲｷ;ﾐゲげ ふ贈｀~ヾ0ゞ ず0゜‾ヽ‾｀｀，ゝ：‾：ぶ ┘ｴWﾐが ;ゲ GﾗﾏﾏW ヮﾗｷﾐデゲ ﾗ┌デ,383 most were 
Chalcidians.  The mode of address, and therefore possibly the whole speech, is, in 
GﾗﾏﾏWげゲ ┗ｷW┘が けヮ┌ヴWﾉ┞ ; Iﾗﾐ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐげく  AゲｷSW aヴﾗﾏ デｴWゲW ﾉ;ゲデ デｴヴWW W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ふ;ﾉﾉが ;ゲ ｷデ 
happens, taken from the Brasidas speeches), it is not altogether impossible to 
suppose that harangues could have been delivered to whole armies, since armies 
were considerably smaller in Greek times than in modern times, and could therefore  
have been addressed toｪWデｴWヴ ｷﾐ ﾗﾐW ヮﾉ;IW ふ¨々゜゜‾á‾ゞぶ ;ﾐS ;デ ﾗﾐW デｷﾏWく 
H;ﾐゲWﾐ Sｷ┗ｷSWゲ ﾏｷﾉｷデ;ヴ┞ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐデﾗ デ┘ﾗ デ┞ヮWゲが けSWﾉｷHWヴ;デｷ┗Wげ ;ﾐS けW┝ｴorデ;デｷ┗Wげ ;ﾐS 
it may well be that the speeches he considers in his own study fall neatly into these 
categories.  Ours, however, do not, as can be seen from the lists I make below, 
where I have indicated my assessment in the attached notes.  In considering which 
category might be appropriate, I have recorded the verbs of speaking which 
introduce, or finalise, the speeches,
384
 together with the principal meaning of the 
verb, or its cognate(s), according to LSJ.  Hansen makes the further point that both 
Thucydides and Xenophon knew what they were talking about on this as they were 
generals.  Therefore, if Thucydides has transformed their brief exhortations into 
fully-fledged speeches, he has not strayed from his principle to reporデ 〃駄｀ ¨々´ヽüゝü｀ 
á｀～´。｀ 〃丹｀ 蔵゜。．丹ゞ ゜0‐．　｀〃＼｀く  HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ was not a general, which could explain 
why his military addresses are relatively brief and lack the emotional intensity and 
detailed tactical exegeses of the Thucydidean versions.   
I now list the examples in both authors which I consider fall into the description of 
けﾏｷﾉｷデ;ヴ┞ ｴ;ヴ;ﾐｪ┌Wげく  Aﾉﾉ ゲ┌Iｴ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ヴW ﾏ;SW H┞ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉゲ デﾗ デｴWｷヴ デヴoops and/or 
officers.  In most cases they are made immediately prior to a battle and have two 
main purposes: to bolster morale (exhortatory) and/or to explain tactics 
(deliberative).  In the case of Thucydides my selection numbers 16 items and agrees 
with Harding (1973), except that I include two more than he: Brasidas during the 
battle at Pylos at 4.11.4, and Gylippus after the first battle on Epipolae at 7.5.3-4.  
The first I justify as being a genuine exhortation, albeit brief and in ID, but in the 
spirit of other military harangues.  The second, although given after a battle, 
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HCT iii, 614. 
384“ｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ デﾗ デｴW ﾏWデｴﾗS I Wﾏヮﾉﾗ┞ ｷﾐ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW ┌ゲWゲ ﾗa 〃ü達〃üが 〃à~0 WデIく ｷﾐ Chapter 1, p.25ff. 
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ヮヴWヮ;ヴWゲ G┞ﾉｷヮヮ┌ゲげ デヴoops for the next, and is conducted in a similar spirit to the 
Brasidas speech.  It could also be argued that 4.92 and 6.72.2-5 are not true 
harangues since they do not occur immediately before a battle.  However, I have 
counted 4.92 as it is delivered by Pagondas to the soldiers of the line,
385
 in order to 
explain general tactics.  6.72.2-5 is in ID and spoken after the first battle at Syracuse, 
but is clearly intended to be a speech of encouragement to an assembly, as 
Thucydides tells us that HWヴﾏﾗIヴ;デWゲ けｴW;ヴデWﾐWS デｴWﾏ ;ﾐS SｷS ﾐﾗデ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘ デｴWﾏ デﾗ 
ｪｷ┗W ｷﾐ デﾗ ┘ｴ;デ ｴ;S ｴ;ヮヮWﾐWSげ ふ損．àヾゝ仝｀　 〃0 ゛ü台 ‾沢゛ 0胎ü 〃端 á0á0｀。´　｀単 損｀~：~＿｀ü：ぶく   
The full list from Thucydides is as follows:  
2.87  Brasidas and others to Spartans at Rhium; deliberative/exhortatory; 
ふヽüヾ0゛0゜0々ゝü｀〃‾ Э W┝ｴort/advise). 
2.89  Phormio to Athenians at Rhium; deliberative/exhortatory ふヽüヾ0゛0゜0々ゝü〃‾ぶく 
4.10  Demosthenes to Athenians at Sphacteria; deliberative/exhortatory 
ふヽüヾü゛0゜0仝ゝü´　｀‾仝ぶく 
4.11.4  Brasidas to Lacedaemonians at Pylos (ID); exhortatory (損ヽ　ゝヽ0ヾ‐0 Э ┌ヴｪW 
on/hasten). 
4.92  Pagondas to Boeotians at Tanagra; SWﾉｷHWヴ;デｷ┗W ふヽüヾü：｀　ゝüゞ Э 
advise/recommend). 
4.95  Hippocrates to Athenians at Delium; deliberative/exhortatory 
ふヽüヾü゛0゜0仝‾´　｀‾仝ぶく 
4.126  Brasidas to Peloponnesians at Lyncus; SWﾉｷHWヴ;デｷ┗W ふヽüヾü：｀　ゝüゞぶく 
5.9  Brasidas to Peloponnesians and allies at Amphipolis; SWﾉｷHWヴ;デｷ┗W ふ〃‾ゝü達〃ü 
0滞ヽ誰｀ Э ゲヮW;ﾆっゲ;┞ぶく  
5.69.1  The Argives are exhorted by unknown commanders at Mantinea (ID); 
SWﾉｷHWヴ;デｷ┗W ふヽüヾü：｀　ゝ0：ゞ  くくく 鐸ヽ托 〃丹｀ くくく ゝ〃ヾü〃。á丹｀ くくく 損á；á｀‾｀〃‾ぶく  
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T sa┞ゲが けI;ﾉﾉｷﾐｪ デｴWﾏ for┘;ヴS Iﾗﾏヮ;ﾐ┞ H┞ Iﾗﾏヮ;ﾐ┞げぎ ヽヾ‾ゝ゛ü゜丹｀ 他゛àゝ〃‾仝ゞ ゛ü〃束 ゜＿‐‾仝ゞく 
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6.68  Nicias to his troops before the first battle at Syracuse; deliberative/exhortatory 
ふヽüヾü゛0゜0仝ゝà´0｀‾ゞぶく   
6.72.2-5  Hermocrates after the first battle at Syracuse; exhortatory (損．àヾゝ仝｀0 Э 
encourage/cheer). 
7.5.3-4  Gylippus after Epipolae (ID)
386き SWﾉｷHWヴ;デｷ┗W ふ¨仝á゛ü゜　ゝüゞ くくく ‾沢゛ 村席。 Э 
summon ... speak/say). 
7.61-64  Nicias before the final sea battle in the Great Harbour; 
deliberative/exhortator┞ ふヽüヾü゛0゜0仝ゝà´0｀‾ゞぶく   
7.66-68  Gylippus and the Syracusan generals before the final sea battle; 
deliberative/exhortator┞ ふヽüヾü゛0゜0仝ゝà´0｀‾：ぶく    
7.69.2  Nicias addresses his captains; exhortatory (ヽüヾ体｀騨ゝ．ü： [7.69.3]) 
7.77  Nicias prior to the Athenian retreat; deliberative/exhortatory 
ふヽüヾü゛0゜0仝＿´0｀‾ゞぶく       
In comparison with Thucydides, we are hard pressed to find examples of military 
harangues in the Histories, which fit the exact model we find in the subsequent 
work.
387
 This is scarcely because there is a dearth of battles, or generals, in 
Herodotus; quite the contrary.  Nor is there a lack of emphasis on the subject of war; 
┘W ﾏ;┞ HW ヴWﾏｷﾐSWS デｴ;デ ｷデ ┘;ゲ ﾗﾐW ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲWゲが ゲデ;デWS ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ヮヴﾗWﾏが デﾗ 
record the causes of the war HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW GヴWWﾆゲ ;ﾐS デｴW H;ヴH;ヴｷ;ﾐ ふ〃à 〃0 贈゜゜ü ゛ü台 
~：' 舵｀ ü滞〃；。｀ 損ヽ‾゜　´。ゝü｀ 蔵゜゜，゜‾：ゝ：ぶが ;ﾐS デｴ;デ ｴｷゲ aｷﾐ;ﾉ デｴヴWW Hooks are devoted 
almost entirely to the expedition of Xerxes and its consequences.  The likely 
explanation is one already made: that Herodotus, although he was interested in 
depicting the characters of military leaders, such as Themistocles, Miltiades and 
Mardonius, had never commanded an army in battle and so was unable, or 
disinclined, to see a battle through the eyes of its participants.  In terms of military 
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Hornblower (CT iii, ad loc.) does not count this, as it is not in DD. 
387Caく H;ﾐゲWﾐ ふヱΓΓンが ヱヶヱぶぎ けIﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ Histories there is not yet any genuine battlefield exhortation 
デﾗ HW aﾗ┌ﾐSく  Iデ ﾏ┌ゲデ HW Tｴ┌ﾆ┞SｷSWゲ ┘ｴﾗ ｷﾐ┗WﾐデWS デｴW ｪWﾐヴWくくくげ  
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field tactics, his descriptions of the battles themselves are comparatively brief and 
lacking in detail.   
Despite this dearth of Thucydidean type pre-battle speeches in Herodotus, Zali 
(2014, 237-302), in her excellent study of Herodotean rhetoric, devotes a whole 
chapter to the subject.  She sees Herodotus pre-battle speeches as an undeveloped 
ゲデ;ｪW ｷﾐ け; long process that started with the Homeric epics and continued in elegy, 
tragedy くくくげ (237), reaching a culmination in Thucydides.  Zali stretches the criteria for 
the recognition of the pre-battle exhortation as a distinctive type of speech in order 
デﾗ ゲｴﾗ┘ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ デｴ;デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ┘;ゲ けﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ┌ゲW ﾗa Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴ;HﾉW ﾏﾗデｷaゲが デWヴﾏｷﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ;ﾐS 
forms, as well as mixing diverse strands of rhetorical ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデげ (247), rather than 
being the inventor of a new genre.     
I have identified eight speeches, two of which (8.83.1-2 and 9.90.2-3) are in ID, which 
could be described as being exhortatory and of a military character; I list them below 
and provide a short description and comment on each:
388
 
1.  Cyrus invites the Persians to free themselves from their Median masters (1.126.5-
6); an incitement to revolt, military in tone, but also political and not relating to a 
ゲヮWIｷaｷI H;デデﾉWき SWﾉｷHWヴ;デｷ┗W ふヽüヾ0á々´｀‾仝 くくく 〃托｀ ヽà｀〃ü ゜＿á‾｀ Э けHWｪ;ﾐ デﾗ SｷゲIﾉﾗゲW ｴｷゲ 
デﾗデ;ﾉ ヮﾉ;ﾐげぶく 
2.  Dionysius, the Phocaean general, exhorts the Ionian fleet to fight (6.11.2-3). 
(゜　á＼｀ 〃à~0); exhortatory. 
3.  Xerxes addresses the gathered Persians on invading Europe (7.8.ü-~ぶき ﾏore an 
assertion of military policy than a harangue, but has elements of exhortation. (村゜0á0 
くくく 0胎ヽüゞ Э ゲヮW;ﾆっゲ;┞ぶき SWﾉｷHWヴ;デｷ┗Wく 
4.  Xerxes exhorts the Persian nobles (7.53.1-2); a more immediate and personal 
exhortation than 7.8.ü-~ and in a military context, being immediately prior to the 
invasion of Europe; (村゜0á0 くくく ゲヮW;ﾆっゲ;┞ぶき SWﾉｷHWヴ;デｷ┗Wく 
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Zali (op.cit. 247-8) presents a similar list based on hortatory topoi she has detected in the speeches 
of H (both DD and ID).   
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5.  Themistocles gives a pre-battle speech before Salamis (8.83.1-2); ID; a 
disappointingly brief report; it would have been interesting to have known more of 
what Themistocles actually said; why did Herodotus not take this opportunity to tell 
us?  It is hard to imagine Thucydides not doing so.  Maybe it was because 
Themistocles was not strictly a commander, his country having been conquered.  It is 
difficult to categorise this as there is so little of it, but its context (being close to the 
battle) suggests its affinity to the Thucydidean model, ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS HW けW┝ｴortator┞げが 
;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ヽüヾü：｀　ゝüゞ ｷﾐSｷI;デWゲ けSWﾉｷHWヴ;デｷ┗Wげく 
6.  Harmocydes rouses the Phocian troops (9.17.4); a short rallying speech of the 
type most like the Thucydidean model in tone and language, if not in length; 
ヽüヾü；｀00 ｷﾐSｷI;デWゲ けSWﾉｷHWヴ;デｷ┗Wげ H┌デ デｴW ﾗ┗Wヴ;ﾉﾉ けSﾗ or SｷWげ デﾗﾐW ﾗa デｴW ゲヮWWIｴ 
ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ けW┝ｴortator┞げく  
7.  Hegesistratus of Samos urges Leotychidas and the Greek fleet to fight at Mycale 
(9.90.2-3); ID; ヽ‾゜゜托ゞ 惰｀ ゜：ゝゝ＿´0｀‾ゞ Э けaWヴ┗Wﾐデﾉ┞ ヮﾉW;Sｷﾐｪげ Э deliberative/persuasive. 
8.  Mardonius encourages his generals on the eve of battle in the light of a 
favourable oracle (9.42.2-4); at 9.44.1 this speech is described by Herodotus as a 
ヽüヾü；｀0ゝ：｀ (i.e. exhortatory). 
Summary 
Pre-battle speeches have been a recognised feature of the History for many years, 
but it is only recently that a similar genre has been acknowledged in Herodotus and 
adequately commented upon.
389
  However, bearing in mind the military background 
of Thucydides and the lack of it in Herodotus, it cannot be argued that Thucydides 
derived the concept of this speech-デ┞ヮW aヴﾗﾏ ｴｷゲ ヮヴWSWIWゲゲﾗヴく  IﾐSWWS Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ 
harangues are ﾏﾗヴW ｴﾗﾏﾗｪWﾐWﾗ┌ゲ ｷﾐ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ デｴ;ﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげが HWｷﾐｪ SWﾉｷ┗WヴWS ﾗﾐ 
the eve of battle, immediately before it or, in the case of Brasidas at Pylos, actually 
during it.  Of the Herodotean version, only the speeches of Harmocydes (no. 6 
above) and Mardonius (no. 8) come into this category. 
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E.g. by Zali (2014) as cited above at nn.376 and 388.   
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Chapter Nine:  Characterisation 
As long ago as the middle of the nineteenth century, Jules Girard, a Parisian 
professor of Greek literature, in a prize-winning essay on Thucydides (1860, 52), 
made a case for speeches in historical writing on the grounds that it created interest 
H┞ Hヴｷﾐｪｷﾐｪ デｴW け;Iデﾗヴゲげ デﾗ ﾉｷaWぎ けHｷゲデﾗヴ┞ くくく ﾗ┘Wゲ ┌ゲ くくく ｷﾐデWヴWゲデｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS ;ﾐｷﾏ;デWS ゲIWﾐWゲ 
┘ｴｷIｴ ﾏ;ﾆW デｴW ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉゲ ;Iデ ;ﾐS ゲヮW;ﾆ ;ﾐS ｪｷ┗W ┌ゲ デｴW ｷﾏヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ヴW;ﾉｷデ┞げく 
This chapter explores the differences and similarities in the techniques of our two 
historians in presenting the speech-making characters who けappearげ in their 
narratives.  There are seven main sections: (i) character versus personality, (ii) 
realism and reliability, (iii) named individual speakers, (iv) national groups, (v) ethnic 
characterisation, (vi) comparable individual characters, ふ┗ｷｷぶ デｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ aｷｪ┌ヴWく 
Character versus Personality 
The close link historiographically between speech and characterisation is 
indisputable:
390
 speeches are made by individuals and individuals have character.  
HWヴW I Sヴ;┘ ; SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ けIｴ;ヴ;IデWヴげ ;ﾐS けヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉｷデ┞げ.391  けCｴ;ヴ;IデWヴげ ｷゲ 
essentially a term involving a moral or ethical judgement which regards individuals as 
moral agents, thus holding them responsible fﾗヴ Sﾗｷﾐｪ けｪﾗﾗSげ ﾗヴ けH;Sげ デｴｷﾐｪゲく  “uch a 
portrait would be perfectly in place in the context of historiography, the primary 
purpose of which is to record events as accurately as possible, since in this kind of 
narrative individuals are introduced in order to explain the causes and outcomes of 
events, either directly by the author/narrator or indirectly by way of secondary 
aﾗI;ﾉｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐく  けPWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉｷデ┞げ ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾗデｴWヴ ｴ;ﾐS ｷゲ ; デWヴﾏ ┘ｴｷIｴ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ ; ﾏﾗre 
intimate portrait of an individual, such as we might find in a novel.   
With this distinction in mind, even the casual reader might suggest that Herodotus 
comes closer to revealing the personality of his individuals than does Thucydides.  
Indeed, the comparison with Thucydides which I shall describe in this chapter shows 
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Close enough, indeed, and including enough controversial material to be the subject of a thesis in 
itself.    
391
As does C. Gill (in Pelling 1990, 1-31), whose distinction, although drawn in the context of a 
comparison between Homeric epic and tragedy, could equally well apply to historiography in general 
and to our two historians in particular.    
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that Herodotus does enlarge upon character, at least beyond the degree necessary 
for simple historical reference.
392
  Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ デﾗ ゲ;┞ デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾉ;Iﾆゲ 
characterisation.  Although some scholars have unreasonably minimised its 
importance in Thucydides,
393
 my survey (Appendix E) argues quantitatively, and I 
shall further argue qualitatively, that Hornblower (1987, 57) is correct in saying 
けデｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾏﾗヴW Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ デｴ;ﾐ ｷゲ ゲﾗﾏWデｷﾏWゲ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘WSげ.394   
Realism and Reliability 
Herodotus 
Are the characters in the Histories realistic?  Can we be sure that they really were as 
they are portrayed?   Asheri (2007, 39), at least, is positive in his assessment of 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴく  HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが ｴW 
ﾐﾗデWゲが けwas impressed by the variety of human reactions just as much as by different 
human customs and beliefs; and he knew how to turn them into exemplary types, 
skilfully personify them, and suitably place them in his great paradigmatic history.げ  
Guzie (1955) goes further by referring specifiI;ﾉﾉ┞ デﾗ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲぎ デｴW┞ ﾗaaWヴ 
instances, he suggests, of the けヮﾗWデｷIげく395 As in Homer, they bring out the characters 
of the protagonists.  The examples he gives involve the stating of á｀～´ü： H┞ ﾉW;Sｷﾐｪ 
individuals: Croesus at 1.87.4 ふけｷﾐ ヮW;IW ゲﾗﾐゲ H┌ヴ┞ a;デｴWヴゲが ｷﾐ ┘;ヴ a;デｴWヴゲ H┌ヴ┞ ゲﾗﾐゲげぶき 
Mardonius at 7.5.2 ふけﾐﾗデｴｷﾐｪ IﾗﾏWゲ ﾗa ｷデゲWﾉaが ;ﾉﾉ ﾏWﾐげゲ ｪ;ｷﾐゲ ;ヴW デｴW aヴ┌ｷデゲ ﾗa 
;S┗Wﾐデ┌ヴWげぶき TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲ ;デ 8.109.2-4 ふけIﾗﾐケ┌WヴWS ﾏWﾐ ┘ｷﾉﾉ デ;ﾆW ┌ヮ the fight again 
and retrieve デｴWｷヴ ヮヴW┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ Sｷゲ;ゲデWヴげぶく  This kinship between the speeches of 
ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉゲ ;ﾐS デｴW けヮﾗWデｷIげ ｷゲ ;lso remarked upon by GﾗﾏﾏW ふヱΓヵヴが ΓΒぶぎ けデｴW ﾆW┞ 
ゲヮWWIｴ ﾗa Mｷﾉデｷ;SWゲ ふヶくヱヰΓぶ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｪﾗ ;Sﾏｷヴ;Hﾉ┞ ｷﾐデﾗ ┗WヴゲWげが ;ﾐS ふｷHｷSく ヱヰヰぶぎ けｷデ ｷゲ 
Herodotusげ ﾏWデｴﾗS デﾗ ┘ヴｷデW ｷﾐ デｴW けヮﾗWデｷIげ ﾏ;ﾐﾐWヴが ;ゲ ; IヴW;デive artist ... This is 
                                                          
392B┌デ Iaく HﾗヴﾐHﾉﾗ┘Wヴ ふヱΓΒΑが ヵΑぶが ┘ｴﾗ ヮﾉ;┞ゲ Sﾗ┘ﾐ Hげゲ ヮﾗヴデヴ;┞;ﾉ ﾗa ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉゲ H┞ Wくｪく Iｷデｷﾐｪ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲが 
Xerxes, Cypsel┌ゲ ;ﾐS DWﾏ;ヴ;デ┌ゲ ;ゲ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ﾗa ｴﾗ┘ Hく け;デデWﾏヮデWS Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; ゲﾗヴデげく  I 
┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ;ｪヴWW デｴ;デ デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴ デ┘ﾗ ;ヴW けﾏｷﾐﾗヴげが H┌デ デｴW aﾗヴﾏWヴ デ┘ﾗ ;ヴW ゲ┌ヴWﾉ┞ けﾏ;ﾃﾗヴげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲが デｴW 
ﾗHﾃWIデが デｴWヴWaﾗヴWが ﾗa ﾏﾗヴW デｴ;ﾐ ; ﾏWヴW け;デデWﾏヮデげく  I I;ﾐﾐﾗデが ｷﾐ ;ﾐ┞ I;ゲWが ;ccept here the inclusion of 
Cypselus, as we only hear about him relatively briefly in the analeptic speech of Socles (5.92). 
393
E.g. Cornford (1907, 146ff). 
394Caく ;ﾉゲﾗ WWゲデﾉ;ﾆW ふヱΓヶΒぶが ┘ｴﾗ ゲヮWIｷaｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴWゲ Tげゲ デヴW;デﾏWﾐデ ﾗa ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉゲ ┘ｷデｴ Hげゲ ふヱヶ-17), 
although he does not limit his account to the speeches, either here or elsewhere.   
395Caく AヴｷゲデﾗデﾉWげゲ IWﾉWHヴ;デWS ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆ ;デ Poetics 1457b2-ヴく  TｴW ﾉｷﾐﾆ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW “ヮWWIｴWゲ ;ﾐS けデｴW 
ヮﾗWデｷIげ ﾗa WヮｷI ;ﾐS Sヴ;ﾏ; ｷゲ W┝ヮﾉﾗヴWS ;Hﾗ┗W (Chapter 3, pp.45-60 and Chapter 4, pp.82-122).  
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W;ゲｷWゲデ デﾗ ゲWW ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲげく  GﾗﾏﾏW ｪｷ┗Wゲ デｴW ゲデﾗヴ┞ ﾗa G┞ｪWゲ ;ﾐS C;ﾐS;┌ﾉWゲ ふヱくΑ-
13) and the discussion of Xerxes and Artabanus (7.46-52) as examples.   
In neither of the Histories, however, are individuals portrayed entirely factually, as 
historically authentic characters; they, together with the words they speak, provide a 
vehicle for whatever explanation for events either author deems necessary.  In the 
Histories, for instance, where both narrative and speeches are perfused by religious 
themes such as 濁éヾ：ゞが ー．＿｀‾ゞ ;ﾐS 〃；ゝ：ゞが ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉゲ ;ヴW ﾗaデWﾐ ヮﾗヴデヴ;┞WS ;ゲ ｴ;┗ｷﾐｪ 
little control over their own futures or that of others, since the destiny of the main 
participants is decided by a predetermined fate, the commandments of which are 
often transmitted through dreams, portents or oracles.  Thus characters, such as 
Croesus and Xerxes, are typically motivated by their understanding, or more often 
their misunderstanding, of messages sent from some unexplained system of divine 
consciousness, which is beyond their control but which nevertheless determines the 
course of their lives, and thus their behaviour as individuals.
396
   
But, unlike the gods in Homer, these divine powers are rarely referred to by 
Herodotus, or even named,
397
 and take no overt or active part in affairs.  This 
concession
398
 ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘ゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ゲﾗﾏW ヴoom to associate with, and to be 
influenced by, other real human beings.  For instance, Croesus, while being all the 
time subject unwittingly to a wider fate, may show the generous side of his nature 
towards Adrastus, first at 1.35.4, where he welcomes him into his home, then again 
at 1.45.2, where he exonerates him from the death of his son; Xerxes, 
uncharacteristically perhaps as an autocrat, communes with his nobles and 
counsellors, albeit somewhat haughtily and undemocratically, in debate prior to his 
invasion of Greece (7.8-18).  Furthermore, we are permitted to observe some 
emotional and intimate scenes, which involve such masterful character cameos as  
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For a full discussion of fate and human responsibility in H see Harrison (2000, 223-242).  Powell 
(1979, 45-50), who SW;ﾉゲ Wゲヮく ┘ｷデｴ Tげゲ ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ﾗヴ;IﾉWゲが IﾗヴヴWIデﾉ┞ ﾐﾗデWゲ ふヴΓが ﾐくΓぶ デｴ;デ ;ヮヮ;ヴWﾐデﾉ┞ 
disparaging references to divination in his speeches, e.g. in the Melian Dialogue at 5.103.2, while 
ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉ┞ ヴWaﾉWIデｷﾐｪ Tげゲ ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐが I;ﾐﾐﾗデ HW ┌ゲWS デﾗ Wゲデ;Hﾉｷゲｴ ｴｷゲ W┝;Iデ HWﾉｷWaゲく     
397
Not even Zeus, to whom Croesus sent his shackles, is named at 1.90.2が H┌デ ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ ;ゲ けデｴW ｪﾗS ﾗa 
the Greeksげ; Apollo, however, is named at 1.87.1, when called upon to rescue Croesus, and Zeus 
mentioned, although not invoked, at 1.89.3  For the naming of gods see the index in Harrison (2000, 
304). 
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Mｷデヴ;S;デWゲげ ┘ｷaW, who begs her husband not to expose the infant Cyrus (1.112.1); or  
CﾉWﾗﾏWﾐWゲげ S;┌ｪｴデWヴ Gﾗヴｪﾗ, who warns her father against being corrupted by the 
bribes of Aristagoras (5.51.2).  Therefore, thanks to the speeches, made in the 
context of critical situations, which reveal the more intimate personalities of their 
protagonists, we observe in the Histories WﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa 〃托 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ：｀‾｀が a term more 
usually applied to Thucydides.  
Clearly, Herodotus derived his knowledge of his characters from his sources, along 
with the anecdotes that went with them.  How reliable, therefore, were the 
character sketches he obtained?  They would have been gathered partly on his 
travels, probably having been handed down through generations with their own 
private and, no doubt, prejudiced views of the people whose personalities they 
portrayed.  How and Wells (1912, 47-48), somewhat unfairly on Herodotus in 
probably reflecting the nineteenth-century positivist cﾗﾐIWヴﾐ aﾗヴ けデｴW デヴ┌デｴげが ゲデヴWゲゲ 
the dubious authenticity of oral character portraits, even of historical individuals 
ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ XWヴ┝Wゲぎ けｷデ ｷゲ デﾗ HW aW;ヴWS デｴ;デ デｴW ﾐﾗHﾉW デヴ;ｷデゲ ｷﾐ デｴW Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ;ヴW aｷIデｷデｷﾗ┌ゲげ 
(ヴΒぶく  Cｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ﾏﾗヴW ヴWﾏﾗデW aヴﾗﾏ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ デｷﾏe, they continue, such as Croesus, 
け;ヴW ヮ;ｷﾐデWS ┘ｷデｴ ; ┞Wデ aヴWWヴ ｴ;ﾐSげ ふibid.ぶく  HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ゲﾆWデIｴWゲが ﾏﾗヴWﾗ┗Wヴが 
are morW け;ヴデｷゲデｷI デｴ;ﾐ ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷIげ ふ47): for instance, we are not told whether 
Cambyses and Cleomenes were clinically insane or driven mad as a punishment for 
impiety.  Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが I Sﾗ ﾐﾗデ HWﾉｷW┗W ┘W I;ﾐ ヴW;ゲﾗﾐ;Hﾉ┞ W┝ヮWIデ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ヮﾗヴデヴ;┞;ﾉゲ 
of individuals to be perfectly accurate, since he was not close, as was Thucydides, 
either in time or space to his subjects.
399
   
Thucydides 
Although the question of デｴW ヴW;ﾉｷゲﾏ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ﾏ;┞ HW moot, we 
should not be as unkind in our judgement as Cornford (1907, 146), who compares 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヮヴｷﾐIｷヮ;ﾉ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲが ;ﾏﾗﾐｪ ┘ｴﾗﾏ ｴW ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴゲ PWヴｷIﾉWゲが CﾉWﾗﾐ ;ﾐS 
Alcibiades, with those of the W;ヴﾉ┞ デヴ;ｪWSｷ;ﾐゲぎ けふデｴW┞ ;ヴWぶ ﾐW;ヴﾉ┞ ;ゲ a;ヴ ヴWﾏﾗ┗WS aヴﾗﾏ 
ヴW;ﾉｷゲﾏ くくく ;ゲ デｴW ｴWヴﾗｷI Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ｷﾐ AWゲIｴ┞ﾉ┌ゲげく  As with Herodotus, we surely 
cannot expect totally detailed and realistic characterisation from a historian: he is 
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For a general summary of characterisation in H, not just in the speeches, see Marincola (2001, 43-
48).    
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not a novelist or a playwright.
400
  He was writing a historyが ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ けIｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲげが ｷa 
present at all, are there to serve the main purpose of the narrative, that is to 
illuminate and to help to explain the causes and consequences of events.  The 
ｷﾐIﾗﾏヮﾉWデW ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ portrayals, of which Cornford complains, 
is no more than an inevitable consequence of the historiographical priority, whereby 
characterisation, although at times through the Speeches providing an enlightening 
accessory, is always subsidiary to the main discourse.
401
 
The idea that characterisation is present in Thucydides, but only insofar as it assists 
in the explanation of the causation of events, is expressed by Macleod (1983, 53): 
けデｴW ゲヮW;ﾆWヴゲ (in Thucydides) have a character, at least in so far as they impinge on 
W┗Wﾐデゲげく  As in a drama, Macleod suggests, it is the speeches which reveal, to a 
limited degree, the characters of the speakers and, through them, more importantly 
for the historian, the situations in which they are involved, thus enabling him to 
illustrate the motives and purposes which underlie decisions at critical moments in 
the narrative.  In other words, characterisation is, for M;IﾉWﾗS ふｷHｷSくぶが け;ﾐ WゲゲWﾐデｷ;ﾉ 
part of Thucydidean historyげが ﾐﾗデ for its own sake, as perhaps it might be for a 
dramatist, but as a means to an end.  I hope, however, to show in this chapter that 
デｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾏﾗヴW ゲ┌Hゲデ;ﾐIW デﾗ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ デｴ;ﾐ デｴWｷヴ ﾏWヴW ;ゲゲｷゲデ;ﾐIW ｷﾐ デｴW 
explanation of the causation of events. 
As to reliability, Thucydides, unlike Herodotus, was able to rely on his own 
experiences and his personal knowledge, first- or second-hand, of most of his 
characters since they were his contemporaries.  Therefore his portrayals were almost 
certainly more accurate.  But he was under greater pressure than his predecessor on 
the political front.  During his twenty year exile and, especially, on his return in 404 
to an Athens which had changed in many ways, not least politically, he must have 
thought carefully about how he could, whether he should, set down a permanent 
representation of the characters of politicians of the day, particularly of those who 
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Cornford (ibid.) compares him unfavourably with Ibsen. 
401
But the speeches themselves are not subsidiary.  T implies (1.22.1) that they are as much part of 
〃丹｀ ヽヾü‐．　｀〃＼｀ as the narrative (村ヾáü), as we are reminded by Macleod (1993, 146). 
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were opposed to one another and possibly to himself,
402
 or even of statesmen of 
bygone times but whose influence was still felt, such as Pericles, Cleon or Nicias. 
M;ヴIWﾉﾉｷﾐ┌ゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデが ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ Life of Thucydides (para.57), although written in the sixth 
IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ AくDく aヴﾗﾏ ┌ﾐﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲが ｪｷ┗Wゲ ┌ゲ ; Iﾉ┌W デﾗ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ 
as a recorder of character vis-à-vis such celebrated statesmen.  While crediting the 
historian with a salutary modicum of political tact, it says unfortunately very little for 
his powers of characterisation:   
けくくく ｷデ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ヮヴﾗヮWヴ デﾗ ヮ┌デ ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW ﾏﾗ┌デｴゲ ﾗa PWヴｷIﾉWゲが AヴIｴｷS;ﾏ┌ゲが 
Nicias and Brasidas, noble men of great standing and heroic reputation, speeches of 
dissimulation and mischief ... Therefore, [in his speeches] he practised the 
┌ﾐｷﾐ┗Wﾐデｷ┗W ;ﾐS デｴW Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴﾉWゲゲ ふ〃托 贈ヽ゜üゝ〃‾｀ ゛ü台 蔵｀。．‾ヽ‾；。〃‾｀ 損ヽ0〃，~0仝ゝ0ぶが 
preserving, however, even by these means what was fitting and appropriate to his 
art: that is to say, maintaining for his characters their fair share of honour and for 
デｴWｷヴ SWWSゲ ;ﾐ ;ヮヮヴﾗヮヴｷ;デW ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴW ﾗa IヴWSｷデくげ    
C┌ヴｷﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞が M;ヴIWﾉﾉｷﾐ┌ゲ ふﾗヮくIｷデく ヮ;ヴ; ヵヰぶ ゲデ;デWゲ デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ け┘;ゲ IﾉW┗Wヴ ;デ Sヴ;┘ｷﾐｪ 
characterゲげ ふ~0：｀托ゞ ~詑 唾．‾áヾü席騨ゝü：ぶく  Iデ ｷゲ デヴ┌W デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ ﾏ;┞ ﾐﾗデ ;ヮヮﾉ┞ デﾗ ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ 
characters,
403
 as opposed to general stylising, such as national and ethnic 
characteristics, but it is an unexpected contradiction of the statement at para. 57.  
There appears to be no obvious reason for this anomaly beyond the speculation that 
either Marcellinus was thinking of the narrative in para. 50 and the speeches in para. 
57, or that he was simply confused.
404




                                                          
402
The controversial question of whether T finished his days as a supporter of oligarchy or democracy 
is explored by McGregor, M.F. (1956), The Politics of the Historian Thucydides, Phoenix 10: 93-102.  
403
Cf. Hornblower (1987, 58). 
404
Cf. Hornblower (1984, n.48).  F┌ヴデｴWヴ ヮヴ;ｷゲW aﾗヴ Tげゲ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;┞ HW aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ Plutarch (De 
Glor. Ath. 3.347A-B), who compares the vividness (〃駄｀ 損｀àヾá0：ü｀ぶ ﾗa Tげゲ writing with that of a painter.  
Pﾉ┌デ;ヴIｴ ふｷHｷSくぶ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲWゲ デｴｷゲ ケ┌;ﾉｷデ┞ ;ゲ ﾏ┌Iｴ ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヮﾗヴデヴ;┞;ﾉ ﾗa H;デデﾉW Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐSWヴゲげ 
speeches as in his narrative when he refers to the harangue Demosthenes gives to his troops at the 
┘;デWヴげゲ WSｪW ;デ P┞ﾉﾗゲ ふヴくヱヰぶ, and the corresponding exhortation to his crews by the yet-to-be-
promoted Brasidas (4.11.4). 
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Named Individual Speakers 
It can be seen from my Appendix E
405
 that both Histories possess a plethora of 
named individual characters.  In total, Herodotus has 469, of whom 125 speak; 
Thucydides has 365, of whom 34 speak.  Thus, surprisingly perhaps, there are almost 
as many characters who do not speak in Thucydides (331) as in Herodotus (344); less 
surprisingly, the proportion of speakers to total characters is much higher in 
Herodotus (26.7%), compared to Thucydides (9.3%).   
Both historians were writing substantially about war and its origins, but from 
differing perspectives.  Herodotus wrote, as it were, retrospectively, and for two 
reasons: first in order that the great deeds of the past should not go unrecorded; 
secondly, to explain the origins of the conflict between the Persians and the Greeks 
(1.0).  Thucydides wrote contemporaneously but with an eye to the future, 
contemporaneously because he believed his war would be the greatest so far 
experienced by the Hellenes (1.1.1) and also because, being alive at the time, he was 
confident that he could record its events accurately (1.22.2); and with an eye to the 
a┌デ┌ヴW ふｴWﾐIW ; ゛〃騨´ü くくく 損ゞ ü滞0；ぶが ゲﾗ デｴ;デ ﾗデｴWヴゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS ┘ｴ;デ ｷデ ┘;ゲ デｴ;デ 
ﾏﾗデｷ┗;デWS ﾏWﾐ ふ〃托 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ：｀‾｀ぶ デﾗ ｪﾗ デﾗ ┘;ヴ ;ﾐS ｴence, perhaps, to learn from 
events, if not actually to prevent them from happening again (1.22.4).  From these 
professed intentions it is reasonable to suppose that there was a strong motive for 
each historian to portray the characters of the respective proponents of their 
Histories as much as space in their narratives, and as accurately as their sources, 
allowed.   
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ヴWIording of great deeds and causes of conflict would have been 
pointless and, moreover, uninteresting to his audience without accrediting them to 
identifiable persons, whilst readers of Thucydides were more likely to benefit in the 
a┌デ┌ヴW aヴﾗﾏ ｴｷゲ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ﾗa 〃托 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ：｀‾｀ ｷa デｴｷゲ ヴ;デｴWヴ S┌ﾉﾉ ;ﾐS ;Hゲデヴ;Iデ Iﾗncept 
could be translated into living human exemplars.  Moreover, I believe it was vital for 
both authors to describe their principal characters in some detail since, while the 
historian may use characterisation in a fashion similar to the dramatist or writer of 
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Taken from the Indexes in Strassler, (1996 and 2007); the name of each speaker is accompanied by 
the reference of his/her first speech as listed in my Appendix A.   
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epic, he carries the additional burden of establishing the authenticity and objective 
truth of the events about which he writes.  Therefore, any major character involved 
in the narrative must be real, identifiable and, where possible, named.  As we can 
ascertain from my survey (Appendix E), both our authors comfortably comply with 
this requirement. 
In fact, Herodotus goes beyond this basic requirement by including a plethora of 
named individuals who speak: he has nearly four times as many named speakers as 
Thucydides.  Not only does he exceed Thucydides numerically but also in the variety 
of types and roles he assigns to his characters, many of whom are people of low or 
subordinate status.  There are many examples to illustrate this point, some of which 
a;ﾉﾉ ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ category (which we consider in more detail below).  We 
may take a few examples from the first third of Book One alone: Gyges (1.8.2-
9/1.11.2-5); Bias of Priene (1.27.3-4); Atys (1.37-40); Chilon the Lacedaemonian 
(1.59.2); the Tegean smith (1.68.2-3); Sandanis (1.71.2-4).   Many characters of this 
type ;ヴW けﾗﾐW-ﾗaaゲげ ;ﾐS デ;ﾆW ﾉｷデデﾉW or no further part in the account. 
Gribble (2006, 440) perceptively notes two points which define the Thucydidean 
treatment of individual characters, and which conveniently summarise for us how his 
treatment differs from that of Herodotus: (a) the avoidance of personal detail and (b) 
the failure to develop デｴW けa┌ﾉﾉげ ゲデﾗヴ┞ ﾗa ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉゲく  Iデ ゲWWﾏゲ デｴ;デ Thucydides made a 
conscious attempt to avoid personal anecdotal detail, possibly in compliance with his 
;┗ﾗ┘WS ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ WゲIｴW┘ 〃托 ´仝．丹~0ゞ ふヱくヲヲくヴぶ ;ﾐS ｷﾐ ﾆWWヮｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ ｴｷゲ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ 
principle of causation, which is tied to the collective politico-military character of 
けデｴW ゲデ;デWげ ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ デﾗ デｴW HWヴﾗSﾗデW;ﾐ IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ ヴWゲponsibility.406 
This theory is supported by Westlake (1968), who studies the characterisation of 
named individuals in Thucydides by comparing the speeches, and associated 
authorial commentsが ｷﾐ デｴW デ┘ﾗ けｴ;ﾉ┗Wゲげ ﾗa デｴW History (i.e. up to and including 5.25, 
and 5.26 onwards) and considering each in turn, in order to discover the extent to 
┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW┞ ヴW┗W;ﾉ デｴW ゲヮW;ﾆWヴゲげ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉｷデｷWゲく  WｴｷﾉW I デWﾐS デﾗ ;ｪヴWW ┘ｷデｴ WWゲデﾉ;ﾆWげゲ 
IﾗﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ふンヱΑぶ デｴ;デ けゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐ デｴW aｷヴゲデ ｴ;ﾉa H┞ WﾏｷﾐWﾐデ ﾏWﾐが ｷﾐIﾉ┌Sｷﾐｪ W┗Wﾐ 
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Cf. Gribble (2006, 441) for an expansion of this line of thought in T; also Marincola (2001, 91). 
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Pericles, provide the reader with relatively little enlightenment on their 
ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉｷデｷWゲげ, we have to remember that the History is primarily concerned with the 
presentation and explanation of military and political affairs rather than with 
personal details.  It is, therefore, surprising to my mind that as much evidence on 
character is to be gleaned from its DD speeches as is actually the case.  In fact, my 
ゲ┌ヴ┗W┞ ﾗﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ふAヮヮWﾐSｷ┝ Aぶ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ デｴ;デが ﾗa デｴW ンヰ DD ゲヮWWIｴ 
events in the first half of the work, only 7 do not contain a speech item made by a 
ﾐ;ﾏWS ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉく  M;ﾐ┞ ﾗa デｴWゲW ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉゲが ﾗﾐ WWゲデﾉ;ﾆWげゲ IヴｷデWヴｷﾗﾐが Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW 
SWゲIヴｷHWS ;ゲ けWﾏｷﾐWﾐデげぎ PWヴｷIﾉWゲ ふヴ ﾏ;ﾃﾗヴ ゲヮWWIｴWゲが ｷﾐIﾉ┌Sｷﾐｪ デｴW F┌ﾐWヴ;ﾉ Oヴ;デｷﾗﾐぶき 
Brasidas (7); Archidamus (3); Cleon (2); Xerxes, Pausanias and Themistocles (one 
letter each); Demosthenes (1); Hermocrates (1) (although 3 later); Phormio (1).   
Moreover, although Westlake uses authorial personal descriptions from within the 
narrative, his survey does not take sufficient account of ID speech items by named 
characters.  My survey (Appendix A), on the other hand, shows that there are as 
many as thirty-one of these in the first half and no fewer than seventy in the second 
half.
407
 Using even some of these 101 ID speech items, there is, I believe, an 
adequate source of material with which to make some kind of judgement concerning 
the character of individuals, even if, as Gribble asserts, Thucydides still falls short of 
recording theｷヴ けa┌ﾉﾉ ゲデﾗヴ┞げ. 
Gribble (1999, 167-8), also notes that Thucydides is not diverted from his main 
purpose by desiring to tell the story of a single individual as, for example, is 
Herodotus, at length, with Croesus and Cyrus.  Furthermore, he continues, because 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ヴW ﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉﾉ┞ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ H┞ ﾐ;ﾏWS individuals, it does not 
ﾐWIWゲゲ;ヴｷﾉ┞ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ デｴ;デ デｴW ゲヮW;ﾆWヴ け;ﾉゲﾗ W┝WヴIｷゲWゲ ; SWIｷゲｷ┗W ;ﾐS ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌al role on 
the events described ... The classic case of when it is historically important who 
speaks...ｷゲ デｴ;デ ﾗa デｴW さｪヴW;デ ﾏ;ﾐざが ┘ｴﾗ ｷゲ ;Iデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲWWﾐ SWIｷゲｷ┗Wﾉ┞ デﾗ ｷﾐaﾉ┌Wﾐce or 
W┗Wﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉ W┗Wﾐデゲげ.  Pelling (1991, 141) develops this point in relation to 
Thucydides by expanding on the relative importance of who speaks and what is said.  
By way of example ｴW ﾗaaWヴゲ DｷﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ゲヮWWIｴ ｷﾐ デｴW M┞デｷﾉWﾐW;ﾐ debate (3.42-48), 
where, he claims, what is said is more important than the speaker; nor is it 
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Of which 45 are in Book 8. 
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ﾐWIWゲゲ;ヴ┞が ｴW a┌ヴデｴWヴ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲが デｴ;デ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉげゲ ゲヮWWIｴ ;デ ‘ｴｷ┌ﾏ ふヲくΒΓぶ 
should have been made by Phormio.   
In relation to the presentation of character, I do not entirely agree with these 
;ゲゲWゲゲﾏWﾐデゲく  A ヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏ ;ヴｷゲWゲ ┘ｷデｴ GヴｷHHﾉWげゲ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ ┘ｴWﾐ ┘W IﾗﾏW デﾗ SWaｷﾐW 
┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ ﾏW;ﾐデ H┞ ; さｪヴW;デ ﾏ;ﾐざぎ ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｴW ﾗaaWヴゲ ;ﾐ W┝ヮﾉ;ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW デWヴﾏ ;ﾐS 
contrasts it ┘ｷデｴ さindividual personalityざが ﾐﾗデ Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ;ヴW ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ﾗa WｷデｴWヴ 
category to establish a clear definition.
408
  Nﾗヴ ;ﾏ I Iﾗﾐ┗ｷﾐIWS ﾗa PWﾉﾉｷﾐｪげゲ ｷSW;が since, 
in the cases he cites, it seems to me more likely that Thucydides intended to give 
credit where credit was due by specifically identifying and naming the individuals 
concerned in either event: Diodotus, who, in the Mytilenean debate, had the 
courage to counter the extreme position of Cleon; Phormio, who, in his pre-battle 
speech, displayed an exemplary ability to command the loyalty of his men.  The  
importance of the two events as paradigms of their respective manly virtues 
outweighs the fact that they are the only speeches made by these characters.  In 
short, they deserve the credit they are given by being named. 
Where I connect once more with Gribble is in his comment (op.cit. 169) on the 
デｴWﾏ;デｷI ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐIW ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ｷﾐデWヴ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗W ;デ ヲくヶヵ ｷﾐ ﾗヴSWヴ デﾗ 
W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐ デｴW ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐIW ﾗa PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ SｷヴWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW W;ヴ ;ﾐS ｴﾗ┘ デｴｷﾐｪゲ SWIlined 
;aデWヴ ｴｷゲ SW;デｴ けS┌W デﾗ ヮヴｷ┗;デW ;ﾏHｷデｷﾗﾐゲ ;ﾐS ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ ｪ;ｷﾐげ ふ゛ü〃束 〃束ゞ 滞~；üゞ 
ー：゜‾〃：´；üゞ ゛ü台 胎~：ü ゛　ヾ~。ぶ ふヲくヶヵくΑぶく  I ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ;SS デﾗ デｴｷゲ デｴ;デ デｴW ｷﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa 
speeches thereafter by specific characters, often in situations of 蔵á～｀,409 emphasises 
this decline along with the inability of the Athenian democracy to halt it, which 
constitute one of the most important politically causative themes in the whole work.   
National Groups 
An outstanding feature of both works (although I believe it has not been sufficiently 
recognised in Herodotus) is how speeches are given to groups of unnamed citizens 
representing a variety of Greek poleis.  These groups, often in the guise of 
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I return to this question below in my review of the character of Alcibiades in this chapter.  
409
For example Cleon v. Diodotus in the Mytilenean debate (3.37-48); Cleon v. Nicias in the debate on 
the Pylos campaign (4.27.3-28.4); Nicias v. Alcibiades in the Sicilian expedition debate (6.9-18).   
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ambassadorial delegations, commonly represent the policies and decisions of their 
respective cities.
410
   
In terms of how speeches relate to overall narrative themes, this technique is 
especially important in the History: for instance, the Thucydidean leitmotif of the 
initial pre-eminence and subsequent decline of Athenian imperialism is not only 
conveyed successively through the speeches of individuals such as Pericles, Cleon 
and Alcibiades, but also by ┌ﾐﾐ;ﾏWS けAデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲげが Wくｪく ;デ ヱくヵン.4 and 1.73-78, who, 
Macleod (1983, 53) stateゲが け;ヴW ゲデｷﾉﾉ Sﾗｷﾐｪ ゲﾗ ┘ｷデｴ ゲﾗﾏWデｴｷﾐｪ デﾗ ゲ;┞が something to 
ｴｷSWが ゲﾗﾏWデｴｷﾐｪ デﾗ ;IｴｷW┗W ;デ ; ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ デｷﾏW ;ﾐS ヮﾉ;IWげ ┘ｴWﾐ デｴW┞ ゲヮW;ﾆく  These 
speeches are especially prevalent in the pre-Sicilian logos part of the narrative 
(Books 1-5), but I give a list here of all the fifteen major examples I have noted (see 
Appendix A), mostly in DD.  There are thirteen distinct national groups mentioned (in 
bold): 
1. The Corcyreans at Athens (1.32-36);  
2. The Corinthians and Athenians at Sparta (1.68-78);  
3. The Corinthians again at Sparta (1.120-4);  
4. The Spartan ultimatum to Athens (1.139.3);  
5. The Plataeans appeal to the Spartans against Theban accusations (2.71.2-
4);  
6. The Mytileneans at Olympia (3.9-14);   
7. The Plataeansげ SWaWﾐIW ;デ デｴWｷヴ けデヴｷ;ﾉげ ふンくヵン-59) (although Astymachus and 
Leon are named here as spokesmen);  
8. The Theban response (3.61-67);  
9. The Spartans sue for peace at Athens (4.17-20);  
10. Interchange between Athenians and Boeotians after the battle of Delium 
(4.97.2-99);  
11. Corinthian and Spartan envoys on the proposed Argos alliance (5.27.2-
5.30.4 passim);  
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And hence have been designated in Appendix A as ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
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12. The Melians and the Athenians ｷﾐ デｴW けMWﾉｷ;ﾐ Dｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌Wげ ふヵくΒヴくン-113);  
13. Egestaean and Leontine exiles ask for Athenian aid (6.19.1);  
14. The Rhegians refuse an Athenian alliance (6.44.3);  
15. Syracusan ambassadors announce victory (7.25.9).   
The significance of these speeches is that Thucydides finds it unnecessary (except in 
example 7) to identify any individuals within these national groups; the 
delegations/embassies represent the collective view of their respective poleis, the 
resultant outcome, whether beneficial or disastrous, being therefore the 
ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲｷHｷﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa デｴW けゲデ;デWげ ;ﾐS ﾐﾗデ ﾗa ;ﾐ┞ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐく   
There is an important difference here with the practice of Herodotus, whose major 
national leaders (Croesus, Cyrus, Cambyses, Darius, Xerxes of the non-Greeks; 
Themistocles, Pausanias, Gelon, Demaratus of the Greeks) often speak in private to a 
single individual, usually of equal status, or to a small group, as opposed to the open, 
public-;ゲゲWﾏHﾉ┞ デ┞ヮW けゲWデげ speeches in Thucydides.  The effect is to create an 
intimate and exclusive scenario, emphasising the highly personalised nature of the 
decision making process, in which nobody other than the leader in question has a 
say.  Even when others are allowed to contribute to a more inclusive discussion, as 
notably in the Persian Council scene, where Xerxes invites comments on his proposal 
to invade Greece (H 7.8), their contributions are either blatantly subservient, as with 
Mardonius, or ultimately rejected, as with Artabanus.  I list below the principal 
speeches of this type which I have noted in my analysis (see Appendix A).  
Croesus sends his (personal) agents to request an alliance with Sparta 
ふヱくヶΓくヲぶき ヮWヴゲ┌;SWゲ C┞ヴ┌ゲ ﾐﾗデ デﾗ Wﾐゲﾉ;┗W デｴW Κ┞Sｷ;ﾐゲ ふヱくヱヵヵぶき ;Iデゲ ;ゲ C┞ヴ┌ゲげ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ 
け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ふBﾗﾗﾆ OﾐW passim). 
Cyrus in person gives the orders for attacking the Lydian army (1.80.2-3); 
announces a reward for the first man to scale the wall at Sardis (1.84.1); invites the 
Persians to revolt from the Medes (1.126); warns Astyages of his coming (1.127.2); 




Cambysesげ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ ┗ﾗ┘ デﾗ Iﾗﾐケ┌Wヴ Eｪ┞ヮデ ふンくンくヱぶ ふけI ゲｴ;ﾉﾉ デ┌ヴﾐ Eｪ┞ヮデ ┌ヮゲｷSW 
Sﾗ┘ﾐぁげ Э も滞á々ヽ〃〃‾仝 〃束 ´詑｀ 贈｀＼ ゛à〃＼ ．，ゝ＼が 〃束 ~詑 ゛à〃＼ 贈｀＼ぶく  
Darius orders his attendant to remind him of the Athenians (5.105); orders 
Histiaeus to quell the Ionian revolt (5.106.1-6).   
Xerxes explains his decision to invade Europe (7.8ü-~2); his indecision due to 
a dream (7.11-13); he lashes the sea (7.35)
411
; his personal fears revealed to 
Artabanus (7.46-52).  
Demaratus explains Greek prowess to Xerxes (7.101-ヴぶき Iﾗ┌ﾐデWヴゲ M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲげ 
sneering (7.9); again praises the prowess of the Greeks (7.209.2-5).  
Gelon offers to aid the Greeks in return for overall command and is refused 
(7.158-162).  
Themistocles persuades Eurybiades to fight at Salamis (8.59-62 passim); gets 
a secret message to the Persians (8.75.2-3); invites Aristides to inform the Greek 
commanders of the situation at Salamis (8.79.3-81); his pre-battle speech (8.83.1-2). 
Pausanias protects the woman of Cos (9.76.3); rejects the idea of impaling 
the corpse of Mardonius (9.79); compares the Persian and Spartan dinners (9.82.3).  
However, despite this preference for individual political manoeuvring, a major point 
of comparison not often noted is that Herodotus too, like Thucydides, commonly 
includes ethnic or national groups as participators in speech events of importance in 
the narrative.  I have accounted for twenty instances in all, with thirteen different 
nationalities (in bold) mentioned:  
1. The Greeks and the Trojans in the myths of the abductions of Medea and  
Helen (1.2.3-3.2 passim). 
2. The Samians give their opinion of Spartan laconism, the Spartans their  
opinion of Samian long-windedness (3.46.2).  
                                                          
411H ゲ;┞ゲ ｴWヴW デｴ;デ ﾐﾗ GヴWWﾆ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W ┌ゲWS XWヴ┝Wゲげ ┘ﾗヴSゲ ふゲWW Aヮヮendix A, H 208), an interesting 
;┌デｴﾗヴｷ;ﾉ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデ ﾗﾐ GヴWWﾆゲ ┗Wヴゲ┌ゲ けﾗデｴWヴげく 
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3. The Libyans ヮWヴゲ┌;SW デｴW GヴWWﾆゲ デﾗ ﾏﾗ┗W デｴWｷヴ Iﾗﾉﾗﾐ┞ デﾗ Aヮﾗﾉﾉﾗげゲ “ヮヴｷﾐｪ  
(4.158.3). 
4. Athenian envoys offer Artaphrenes earth and water at Sardis (5.73.2)  
(important as the first mention by Herodotus of an Athenian alliance with  
Persia). 
5. The Thebans send to Delphi to seek revenge on Athens (5.79-80).  
6. The Athenians demand the return of statues from the Aeginetans (5.84)  
(the purported origin of Athenian/Aeginetan hostility).  
7. The Spartans appeal to their allies for assistance in restoring Hippias as  
tyrant to Athens (5.91.2-3). 
8. The Spartans refuse to aid Plataea prior to the battle of Marathon (6.108.2- 
3), thus driving the Plataeans into the Athenian camp (cf. later in T Book 2). 
9. The Greek delegation to Gelon includes speeches by Athenians and 
Spartans (7.157-162.1).
412
   
10. The Corcyreans promise to send help to the Greeks, and their imagined  
speech to Xerxes (7.168.1-3).  
11. The Phoenicians accuse the Ionians of treachery at Salamis (8.90.1).  
12. The Athenians assure both Alexander and the Spartans that they will  
never medise (8.143-4).  
13. The Boeotians advise Mardonius to make his base in Boeotia (9.2).  
14. An Athenian delegation complains to the ephors about lack of Spartan  
support (9.6-7).  
15. Then they threaten to ally with Persia (9.11.1-2).  
16. The Megarians request help from Pausanias against the Persian cavalry 
(9.21.2-3).  
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Significant as the first major recorded contact with western Greece, although the account is strictly 
unhistorical according to HW ii, 195. 
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17. The Tegeans and the Athenians dispute over holding the one wing of the  
Greek army at Plataea (9.26-7).  
18. The Athenians accepデ P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲげ ┗WヴSｷIデ ふΓくヴヶくヲ-3).  
19. The Thebans advise Mardonius on his battle line (9.31.2).  
20. The Athenians request their commanders be allowed to leave the siege of 
Sestos (9.117).    
It will also be noted that, as in Thucydides, these groups (i) are Greek (apart from 
Trojans, Libyans and Phoenicians on one occasion each), (ii) are non-Persian
413
 and 
(iii) in most instances (with the possible exceptions of 1, 11, 17 and 18) form 
;ﾏH;ゲゲ;Sﾗヴｷ;ﾉ WﾏH;ゲゲｷWゲく  HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ﾏ;ﾃﾗヴ ﾉW;SWヴゲ ┘ｴﾗ ﾏ;ﾆW ゲヮWWIｴWゲが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが 
are more often non-Greek and their speeches tend to be longer and more detailed 
than Greek speakers.  An exception to this are the three closely connected speeches 
of Gelon (7.158.1-5, 160.1-5, 162.1), although, it is true to say, Gelon is a Sicilian 
GヴWWﾆ ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ; けﾏ;ｷﾐﾉ;ﾐSWヴげく  TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲが ; ﾏ;ﾃﾗヴ ﾉW;SWヴが け;ヮヮW;ヴゲげ ｷﾐ ヱン 
speech events but with relati┗Wﾉ┞ ゲｴﾗヴデ ゲヮW;ﾆｷﾐｪ ヮ;ヴデゲき デｴWヴWaﾗヴW GWﾉﾗﾐげゲ ;ヴW デｴW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ 




Allusions to specific national or ethnic characteristics by groups are rare in the 
Speeches.  The most notable in each author are: (in Thucydides) the speech of the 
Corinthians at Sparta (1.68-71); (in Herodotus) the apparently light-hearted 
interchange between the Samians and the Spartans (3.46.2).
414
 
In the Thucydidean example the Corinthians are urging the Spartans into war with 
Athens.  They have already spoken at Athens (1.37-43) against the Corcyrean 
proposal of alliance with Athens, threatening retaliation if it took place.  This later 
speech, which indisputably places them in the Peloponnesian camp, is designed to 
                                                          
413‘WaﾉWIデｷﾐｪ デｴW ;┌デﾗﾐﾗﾏﾗ┌ゲ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW GヴW;デ Kｷﾐｪげゲ ヴ┌ﾉWく  
414
Cf. Appendix A, H 86, comprising three very short items in ID.  
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stir Sparta into action by highlighting some unpalatable home truths about the 
differences between the Athenian and the Spartan national character.  This 
devastatingly unfavourable comparison
415
 is presented in an extended litany of 
unmerciful rhetoric, marked by stark contrasts and antithetical phrasing (1.70.2-5).  
While the Athenians display innovation (｀0＼〃0ヾ‾ヽ‾：‾；), sharpness of thought and 
readiness to accomplish their purposes (損ヽ：｀‾騨ゝü： 題¨0大ゞ ゛ü台 損ヽ：〃0゜　ゝü： 村ヾá単 即 造｀ 
á｀丹ゝ：｀), are daring (〃‾゜´。〃ü；) and willing to take risks (゛：｀~仝｀0仝〃ü；), the Spartans 
are over-cautious (´0゜゜。〃ü；), inveterate stay-at-homes (損｀~。´‾〃à〃‾仝ゞ), and 
mistrustful of even their securest judgements (〃騨ゞ 〃0 á｀～´。ゞ ´。~詑 〃‾大ゞ é0éü；‾：ゞ 
ヽ：ゝ〃0達ゝü：).  A further fulsome eulogy of Athenian virtues follows well into the next 
chapter (1.71.4). 
The Herodotean example could scarcely be more of a contrast.  It is casual and light-
hearted, almost comical, exemplifying one important major difference in the 
purpose and tenor of the speeches in the respective works, namely a leaning 
デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ デｴW けSヴ;ﾏ;デｷIげく  Here, one suspects, Herodotus is playing to his audience, as 
he makes fun of the well-known and popularly lampooned difference between the 
Dorian and Ionian races, that of laconism versus long-windedness.  As in the 
Thucydidean passage, we see the use of contrast, but this time employed for a 
literary rather than for a rhetorical purpose.  Herodotus here is not trying to 
persuade, but striving for an effect; the kind of effect, one of caricature, that we 
might expect to find in the old comedy, in Aristophanes perhaps.  The long speech of 
the Samians is described HヴｷWaﾉ┞が ﾐﾗデ デヴ┌ﾉ┞ けヴWヮﾗヴデWSげが 416 the retort of the Spartans 
デｴ;デ デｴW┞ ｴ;S aﾗヴｪﾗデデWﾐ デｴW HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS ﾐﾗデ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデﾗﾗS デｴW ヴWゲデ ﾗa デｴW “;ﾏｷ;ﾐゲげ 
speech is suitably blunt, the attempt at a laconic riposte by the Samians in producing 
a sack (．々゜ü゛‾ゞ), to which only barley needed to be added, is laughable, and the 
parody is complete when the Spartans say that even the sack is superfluous to the 
speech.      
                                                          
415
We suspect a degree of invention with this speech: when addressing a prospective ally one 
normally tends towards flattery rather than opprobrium; thus the Corinthians are hardly speaking 〃束 
~　‾｀〃ü. 
416
Qualifying arguably as an RSA (Reported Speech Act) in Κ;ｷヴSげゲ ふヱΓΓΓが ΓΓ-101) terminology, and 
ヮWヴｴ;ヮゲ ;ﾐ ;デデWﾏヮデ ﾗﾐ Hげゲ ヮ;ヴデ デﾗ ;ﾐデｷIｷヮ;デW デｴW ゲ┌IIｷﾐIデﾐWゲゲ ﾗa デｴW “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐ ヴWヮﾉ┞く  “WW ﾏﾗゲデ ヴWIWﾐデﾉ┞ 




Ethnic characteristics may also be presented in speech by an individual, designated 
narratologically as a secondary focaliser.  This may be accomplished (i) by direct 
reference on the part of the speaker to the characteristic of his/her own or another 
ethnic group, (ii) through characteristics of the speaker him/herself revealed by the 
narrator, either by what s/he says or by the way s/he says it.   
These methods are present particularly in Thucydides.  I give as an example of 
method (i) a speech of the Spartan king, Archidamus: 
(i)   At 1.80-Βヵ AヴIｴｷS;ﾏ┌ゲげ ﾏ;ﾆWゲ ; I;┌デｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞ ゲヮWWIｴ デﾗ デｴW “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐゲ ヮヴｷﾗヴ デﾗ デｴW 
outbreak of war in which he warns his countrymen against an over-hasty entry into a 
war with a superior enemy:
417
  The Spartan king (1.84.1) acknowledges the 
commonly expressed vice of the Spartans, viz. their slowness and hesitation (〃托 
éヾü~但 ゛ü台 ´　゜゜‾｀), but makes no apology for it, preferring to turn it into a virtue, 
ゲ;┞ｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ ｷデ ┘ｷﾉﾉ ﾏ;ﾆW デｴWﾏ けﾉﾗﾗﾆ HWaﾗヴW デｴW┞ ﾉW;ヮげ ｷﾐデﾗ ; ┘;ヴ aﾗヴ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW┞ ;ヴW 
┌ﾐヮヴWヮ;ヴWSく  HW Wﾏヮｴ;ゲｷゲWゲ ;ﾐS ﾉ;┌Sゲ ふΒヴくヲぶ デｴW “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐ ケ┌;ﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa けゲWﾐゲｷHﾉW 
ヮヴ┌SWﾐIWげ ふゝ＼ーヾ‾ゝ々｀。 村´ーヾ＼｀): け(it is) through our orderliness (that) we are 
rendereS Hﾗデｴ ┘;ヴﾉｷﾆW ;ﾐS ┘ｷゲWげ ふΒヴくンぶ (ヽ‾゜0´：゛‾； 〃0 ゛ü台 0濯é‾仝゜‾： ~：束 〃托 0濯゛‾ゝ´‾｀ 
á：á｀＿´0．ü).  In short, in a well composed display of rhetoric, he stresses Spartan and 
ignores Athenian virtues, thus countering the unflattering assessment of the Spartan 
character given earlier by the Corinthians (1.68-71) mentioned above. 
In Thucydides, method (ii) is best illustrated by the way he portrays the Dorian 
character.  We may point first to the example I have just given, Archidamus, who, in 
extolling the characteristic virtues of his homeland as well as by the well measured 
tone of his address, displays, unwittingly to himself perhaps if not to Thucydides, his 
own native Dorian caution and sagacity.  In addition, despite the fact that Thucydides 
does not vary the language of his speeches even when a speaker would naturally be 
using a dialect form, for example Doric in the cases of Spartan speakers, Dorian 
characteristics come over on more than this one occasion ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲく  
                                                          
417Aﾉゲﾗ ┌ゲWS ;ゲ ; W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ゲヮWWIｴ, and as a parallel to the Herodotean Artabanus in 
this chapter.  
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For we also have the speech of Sthenelaidas (1.86), who speaks in a laconic, straight-
to-the-point style, urging his fellow Spartans to war unhesitatingly, as if in defiance 
ﾗa AヴIｴｷS;ﾏ┌ゲげ ヴWIWﾐデ ;S┗ｷIW デﾗ デｴW Iﾗﾐデヴ;ヴ┞が ;ﾐS ヮヴWゲWﾐデｷﾐｪ デｴW ｴﾗﾏW-spun 
philosophy that if the Athenians had been correct in opposing the Persian empire, 
they now deserved double the penalty (~：ヽ゜üゝ；üゞ 、。´；üゞ) for promoting their own. 
Whereas it is difficult to find a parallel to the second of these types in Herodotus, 
examples of the first are plentiful.  I record these here in note form: 
ヱくヱヵンくヱ ふHヴΒぶ C┞ヴ┌ゲげ ヮ┌デ Sﾗ┘ﾐ ﾗa デｴW “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐゲく 
3.21-23 (H78) the Ethiopian king criticises the Persian diet. 
5.13-14.1 (H138) Darius praises Paeonian women.  
ヵくヱヰヵ ふHヱヶヲぶ D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デhe Athenians.  
ΑくΓ ふHヱΓΑぶ M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲげ ﾏｷゲデ;ﾆWﾐ ┗ｷW┘ ﾗa GヴWWﾆ ヮヴﾗ┘Wゲゲく  
7.101-104 & 209.2-5 (H214 and 233) Demaratus (twice) explains Spartan martial 
prowess and pride to the unreceptive Xerxes.  
9.18.3 (H279) Mardonius praises the courage of the Phocians.  
9.48. (H288) Mardonius taunts the Spartans (this speech matches 7.9).  
9.82.3 (H295) Pausanias derides Persian motives for invading Greece by comparing 
the quality of a Greek and a Persian meal.     
Comparable individual characters 
Although comparison is the primary concern of this thesis, any attempt, Plutarch-
like, to find parallel characters across the two Histories, though methodologically 
tempting, is not particularly fruitful, apart from the single instance of Themistocles 
and Pausanias which I explain below.    
In searching for comparisons, we come to realise two significant points.  First, many 
of the major participants (e.g. Croesus, Cyrus and Cambyses in Herodotus; Pericles, 
Brasidas and Hermocrates in Thucydides) do not correspond easily with any others.  
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Secondly, and contrastingly, there are a number of individuals who may be linked, in 
varying degrees of closeness, with more than just one other.  For example, one might 
link Alcibiades with Mardonius as well as with Xerxes, as both advocating and 
planning for war.  I therefore expand below on these three characters, in order to 
bring out some similarities and differences in treatment of character across the two 
works.  Nicias, who likewise has much in common with two other characters, 
Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ ;ﾐS AヴIｴｷS;ﾏ┌ゲが I SWゲIヴｷHW ｷﾐ デｴW ゲWIデｷﾗﾐ SWSｷI;デWS デﾗ デｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ 
figure.   
Themistocles and Pausanias  
As a pair these two individuals are unique in the Histories, being the only two who 
are both roughly contemporaneous with both authors (and are therefore well known 
to them), and who also appear as speakers in both accounts.  It is worthwhile, 
therefore, to note their contrasting treatments. 
The character trait these individuals share above all otheヴゲ ｷゲ デｴ;デ ﾗa けデヴｷIﾆゲデWヴげが ; デｷデﾉW 
which has been well defined by Dewald (1985, 54):  
けTｴW デヴｷIﾆゲデWヴ aｷｪ┌ヴWゲ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ デｴW┞ I;ﾐﾐﾗデ ｪWデ ┘ｴ;デ デｴW┞ ┘;ﾐデ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ﾗヮWﾐ ﾏW;ﾐゲき H┞ 
looking at the elements of the situation carefully, they find a way to exploit its 
possiHｷﾉｷデｷWゲ デﾗ デｴWｷヴ ﾗ┘ﾐ ;S┗;ﾐデ;ｪWくげ  
Themistocles 
In Herodotus, Themistocles is a major character in terms of the number of speech 
events (13) and items (16) in which he features, although his speeches are brief,
418
 
apart from 8.109.2-4, where he deliberately misleads the Athenians into allowing the 
Persians to escape, and also at 8.59-62 in his heated debate with the Corinthian 
commander Eurybiades.  From the Herodotean speeches we derive a mixed 
ｷﾏヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴぎ デｴW ┗WヴSｷIデ ┗;ヴｷWゲ aヴﾗﾏ aavourable to 
condemnatory.
419
 At 7.142.1-143.3が デｴW ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW け┘ooSWﾐ ┘;ﾉﾉゲげ oracle, 
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Fornara (1971, 73) W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐゲ デｴｷゲぎ けHげゲ デヴW;デﾏWﾐデ ﾗa TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲが ﾉｷﾆW デｴ;デ ﾗa P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲが ｷゲ SｷヴWIデWS ;デ 
IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴｷWゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;┘;ヴW ﾗa ┘ｴ;デ ｴW ﾉW;┗Wゲ ┌ﾐゲ;ｷSくげ 
419




and at 7.144.1, his earlier investment in the Athenian navy, we see the power of his 
persuasiveness and wisdom.  At 8.59 and 8.125.1-2 his swift responses to 
Adeimantus and Timodemus reveal his quick thinking and pithy wit.  At 8.60 he 
displays a mastery of military strategy, although at 8.57.2 the credit for siting the 
decisive naval battle at Salamis would seem to go to Mnesiphilus, who persuades 
Themistocles not to fight at the Isthmus.  On the other hand, at 8.79.2-3, in 
TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ SW;ﾉｷﾐｪゲ ┘ｷデｴ AヴｷゲデｷSWゲが ;ﾐS ;デ 8.111.2-3 and 8.112.1, where he 
attempts to obtain money from the islanders with menaces, Herodotus draws our 
attention respectively to Themistocleゲげ S┌ヮﾉｷIｷデ┞ ;ﾐS ｪヴWWSく  TｴW Iｴ;ヴｪW ﾗa corruption 
against him is perhaps somewhat mitigated at 8.5.1-2, where, although he resorts to 
bribery in order to entice Adeimantus to stay at Artemisium, it is done to the 
ultimate benefit of Hellas.  
WW aｷﾐS ; ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ ﾏｷ┝WS ┗ｷW┘ ﾗa TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｴWヴW 
the evidence must be drawn from a much thinner account, five events, of which only 
one is in DD.  Even so, we can derive a clear enough impression of his 
foresightedness and diplomacy at 1.91.4-7, where he confidently tells the Spartans 
that Athens can defend herself against all-comers, and of his clever trickery at 1.90.3-
4 in employing delaying tactics in order to win time for the Athenians to build their 
wall.  This impression is supported by Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ;ゲゲWゲゲﾏWﾐデ ﾗa TｴWﾏｷstocles in the 
narrative (1.138.ンぶ ;ゲ け;ﾐ W┝IWﾉﾉWﾐデ ;S┗ｷゲWヴ くくく ;ﾐS ; aｷﾐW ﾃ┌SｪW ﾗa a┌デ┌ヴW W┗Wﾐデゲげぎ 
゛ヾà〃：ゝ〃‾ゞ á｀～´＼｀ ゛ü台 〃丹｀ ´0゜゜＿｀〃＼｀ くくく 贈ヾ：ゝ〃‾ゞ 0滞゛üゝ〃，ゞが ; ﾃ┌SｪWﾏWﾐデ ┘ｴｷIｴ ﾐﾗ 
doubt prompted How and Wells (i, 43) to remark that Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ けｴ;ゲ ; ﾃ┌ゲデWヴ 
appreciation of his originality aゲ ; ゲデ;デWゲﾏ;ﾐ ふデｴ;ﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲぶげく  Contrast this 
ヮﾗゲｷデｷ┗W ヮﾗヴデヴ;┞;ﾉ ┘ｷデｴ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ SWIWｷデa┌ﾉ ﾉWデデWヴ デﾗ Aヴデ;┝Wヴ┝Wゲ at 1.137.4, which 
seems to support the Herodotean view of Themistocles as self-seeking. 
Finally, at 1.137.2, as if to emphasise the complexity of TheﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ character, or 
perhaps rather デｴW ;ﾏHｷｪ┌ｷデ┞ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｷデが ┘W aｷﾐS ｴｷﾏ ;デ aｷヴゲデ 
threatening to accuse with bribery the captain of the ship taking him to a secure 
haven if he does not keep safe, but later rewarding him with money for successfully 




To judge entirely from his speeches, we might suppose that Herodotus had not 
heard of the fall from grace of the victor of Plataea, or else was unwilling to record it.  
All four of his speech events involving the Spartan regent tell of a man of moral 
uprightness.  He plays the part of the fair arbiter at 9.46.2-3, where he proposes that 
the Athenians swap wings prior to the battle of Plataea, and of a merciful potentate 
at 9.76.3, where he spares the daughter of a guest-friend from slavery.  He boosts 
the morale of the Hellenic high command at 9.82.3 by comparing Persian food 
unfavourably with Greek, and even treads the moral high ground at 9.79 in his 
ヴWﾃWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Κ;ﾏヮﾗﾐげゲ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ;H┌ゲW デｴW corpse of Mardonius. 
A possible explanation for this apparent whitewashing of a known traitor is given by 
Fornara (1971, 62-ヶヶぶが ┘ｴﾗ ゲ;┞ゲ デｴ;デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ ;ヴデｷゲデｷIが デヴ;ｪｷI ;ﾐS 
ｷヴﾗﾐｷIが ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉぎ ｴｷゲ ;┌SｷWﾐIW ﾆﾐW┘ ﾗa P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲげ デヴW;IｴWヴ┞ ;ﾐS 
Herodotus knew they knew.
420
 Pausanias, therefore, like Oedipus, is unwittingly 
condemning himself when he berates Lampon (9.79.1) for suggesting he should 
maltreat the corpse of Mardonius with the words 〃束 ヽヾ　ヽ0： ´測゜゜‾｀ éüヾéàヾ‾：ゝ： 
ヽ‾：　0：｀ 堕ヽ0ヾ 詮゜゜。ゝ： ふけデｴｷゲ ｷゲ ゲﾗﾏWデｴｷﾐｪ ﾏﾗヴW aｷデデｷﾐｪ aﾗヴ ; H;ヴH;ヴｷ;ﾐ デｴ;ﾐ aﾗヴ ; 
GヴWWﾆげぶく   
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲﾗﾉW ゲヮWWIｴ W┗Wﾐデ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐｷﾐｪ P;┌ゲanias is at 1.128.7, consisting of his 
letter to Xerxes, and it is from this alone, if we were to read only the Speeches, that 
┘W ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ﾉW;ヴﾐ ﾗa P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲげ ヴWケ┌Wゲデ デﾗ ﾏ;ヴヴ┞ デｴW GヴW;デ Kｷﾐｪげゲ S;┌ｪｴデWヴ ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ 
attempt to betray Hellas to the Persians.  Thus we can glean some inkling of his 
ultimate demise.  Herodotus, for his part, does not mention this letter, which is 
strange, since Pausanias was such a celebrated (and notorious) character in later 
years, and it seems improbable that Herodotus would not have known about it.   
Therefore, as I have intimated above, unless we believe it to be a Thucydidean 
fabrication, either Herodotus omitted mention of it in the knowledge that his readers 
┘WヴW ;ﾉヴW;S┞ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;┘;ヴW ﾗa P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲげ a;ﾉﾉ aヴﾗﾏ ｪヴ;IWが or he did not want to stain his 
memory further, or both.  He does, however, mention an unsubstantiated story that 
                                                          
420
See n.202 aHﾗ┗W aﾗヴ a┌ヴデｴWヴ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデ H┞ Fﾗヴﾐ;ヴ; ﾗﾐ Hげゲ ヮﾗヴデヴ;┞;ﾉ ﾗa P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲく  
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Pausanias was already betrothed to a daughter of Megabates (5.32), a reference 
┘ｴｷIｴ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデｴｷﾐｪ デﾗ ヴWゲデﾗヴW デｴW Sｷゲｪヴ;IWS ﾆｷﾐｪげゲ ヴWヮ┌デ;デｷﾗﾐく       
Alcibiades 
WｴｷﾉW AヴｷゲデﾗデﾉW ﾏ;┞ ｴ;┗W ｪｷ┗Wﾐ け┘ｴ;デ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ SｷSげ421 as a paradigm for the nature 
ﾗa ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ Wﾐケ┌ｷヴ┞が け┘ｴ;デ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ ゲ;ｷSげ ;ﾐS ｴﾗ┘ ｴW ゲ;ｷS ｷデ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWSが ｷﾐ ;ﾐデｷケ┌ｷデ┞が 
;ゲ ｪヴW;デ ;ﾐ ｷﾐSｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｴｷゲ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴく  Fﾗヴ Pﾉ┌デ;ヴIｴ ｴW ┘;ゲ け; ヮﾗ┘Wヴa┌ﾉ ゲヮW;ﾆWヴが ;s 
デｴW IﾗﾏｷI Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷゲデゲ HW;ヴ ┘ｷデﾐWゲゲげ ふAﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ ヱヰくヴぶき ΚｷH;ﾐｷ┌ゲ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲWゲ デｴW 
IWﾉWHヴｷデ┞ ﾗa AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ ┘ｴWﾐ ｴW ;ゲﾆゲ ヴｴWデﾗヴｷI;ﾉﾉ┞が けWｴ;デ ヮﾉ;┞ SｷS ﾐﾗデ ｷﾐIﾉ┌SW ふｴｷﾏぶ 
among the cast of characters? ... It is to him that comedy owed ｷデゲ ゲ┌IIWゲゲげ 
(Lib.Fr.50.2.21), and Aristophanes himself confirms him as the darling of 
IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ AデｴWﾐゲ ｷﾐ デｴW Fヴﾗｪゲ ふﾉく ヱヴヲヵぶぎ けデｴW┞ ﾉﾗ┗W ｴｷﾏが デｴW┞ ｴ;デW ｴｷﾏが デｴW┞ 
I;ﾐﾐﾗデ Sﾗ ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ ｴｷﾏげく  AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲが ｷﾐ a;Iデが ｷゲ デｴW ヮヴWSﾗﾏｷﾐ;ﾐデ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ｷﾐ デｴW 
second half of the History (i.e. from 5.25 onwards), as Westlake notes (1968, 319).  It 
is therefore worthwhile to search his speeches for traces of character and to 
compare these with individuals in Herodotus, notably Xerxes and Mardonius.
422
  
Gribble (1999, 2006, 462-4) differentiates betweWﾐ デｴW けｪヴW;デ ﾏWﾐげ ふデ┞ヮW ヱぶ ;ﾐS デｴW 
けSｷaaWヴWﾐデｷ;デWSげ ﾗヴ けｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉげ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ ふデ┞ヮW ヲぶが デ┞ヮW ヱ HWｷﾐｪ Wﾏヮﾗ┘WヴWSが IﾗﾐaｷSWﾐデ 
and assertive, type 2 being distinguished by a distinct blend of characteristics which 
mark him from the crowd.
423
  Of these I take Alcibiades to belong to the second 
category, while the Thucydidean Pericles, or the Herodotean Themistocles (in his 
early career), would be an example of the first.  It is the individuality of Alcibiades, a 
figure who cannot be contained within the polis, which is claimed by Westlake 
(op.cit. 1-4, 319) and Hornblower (1987, 145-6) to be the cause of a change by 
Thucydides in his treatment of the rôles of individuals.
424
    
 
                                                          
421
Poetics 1451a86ff. 
422Aゲ W;ヴﾉ┞ ;ゲ デｴW HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴW ﾉ;ゲデ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ CﾗヴﾐaﾗヴS ﾗヮｷﾐWゲ ふヱΓヰΑが ヲヱンぶぎ けデｴWヴW ｷゲ ｴ;ヴSﾉ┞ ; ヮﾗｷﾐデ ｷﾐ 
the speeches of Mardonius and Xerxes which is not echoed in the ┘ﾗヴSゲ ﾗa AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげく  “I;ヴSｷﾐﾗ 
(2007, 719-722) makes a similar comparison among these three.  
423
Cf. Ellis (1989).  
424
Westlake (ibid.) detects a more developed and personalised treatment of individuals in the second 
half of the History; Hornblower (ibid.) sa┞ゲぎ けPWヴｴ;ヮゲ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ デｴｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ SW┗WﾉﾗヮWS くくく デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ ; 
ヴW;ﾉｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ヮﾗ┘Wヴ aﾗヴ ｪﾗﾗS ﾗヴ S;ﾏ;ｪW ﾗa ;ﾐ WaaWIデｷ┗W ;ﾐS ヮWヴゲ┌;ゲｷ┗W ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉげく  
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At 5.43.2-3 Alcibiades, in opposing the treaty with Sparta, shows his aggressive and 
contrary side.  He is portrayed by Thucydides as personally slighted by the Athenian 
political establishment, especially Nicias, whom he sees as a rival.  He feels he has 
been passed over on account of his youth and despite his distinguished aristocratic 
;ﾐIWゲデヴ┞く  TｴW Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ｴWヴW ｷゲ ヮ;ヴデﾉ┞ SWﾉｷ┗WヴWS デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ HヴｷWa 
speech in ID but also in the narrative, from which it is barely discernible.   
In his response at 6.16-ヱΒ デﾗ NｷIｷ;ゲげ ﾗHﾃWIデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴW “ｷIｷﾉｷ;ﾐ W┝ヮWSｷデｷﾗﾐが AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ 
shows himself to be a passionate proponent of the plan.  He begins with a personal 
SWaWﾐIW ふ゜々ゝ：ゞ ~：üé‾゜騨ゞぶ ｷﾐ ヴWヮﾉ┞ デﾗ NｷIｷ;ゲげ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデゲ ;デ ヶくΓ-14 regarding his youth 
and suspect character; this is a persistent aspect of his speeches and recurs at 6.82-
87, where he defends his reputation at Sparta.  Alcibiades makes much of this theme 
of rejection and disrespect from his fellow citizens; such honour, he says (6.16.3), as 
he receiveゲ H┞ デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ ふ｀＿´単) from his Olympic victories is offset naturally by envy 
(席．‾｀0大〃ü： 席々ゝ0：ぶ ;ﾏﾗﾐｪ デｴW Iｷデｷ┣Wﾐゲく  Cﾗﾏヮ;ヴW デｴｷゲ ｷSW; デﾗ ; ヮヴﾗ┗WヴH ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ  
(7.237.2) where Xerxes, speaking of Demaratus, concedes that a citizen will, as a 
matter of couヴゲWが Wﾐ┗┞ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ ゲ┌IIWゲゲa┌ﾉ Iｷデｷ┣Wﾐぎ ヽ‾゜：，〃。ゞ ´詑｀ ヽ‾゜：，〃体 0託 
ヽヾ，ゝゝ‾｀〃： ー．‾｀　0：く 
AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ゲWﾐデｷﾏWﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴW ┗Wヴ┞ aｷヴゲデ ┘ﾗヴSゲ ﾗa ｴｷゲ ヴWヮﾉ┞ デﾗ NｷIｷ;ゲ ヶくヱヶくヱが ┘ｴWヴW ｴW 
;aaｷヴﾏゲ ｴｷゲ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ ｷﾐSｷゲヮ┌デ;HﾉW ヴｷｪｴデ デﾗ Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐS ふがü台 ヽヾ‾ゝ，゛0： ´‾： ´測゜゜‾｀ 
他〃　ヾ＼｀ くくく 贈ヾ‐0：｀ぶが ｷゲ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴ;HﾉW デﾗ デｴ;デ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ Wｪﾗｷゲﾏ ;デ ΑくΒくü-~ヲが HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ 
with a diatribe on how he does not wish to be left behind by previous Persian kings 
(損á誰 ~詑 ... 損ーヾ＿｀〃：、‾｀ 卓゛＼ゞ ´駄 ゜0；／‾´ü： 〃丹｀ ヽヾ＿〃0ヾ‾｀ á0｀‾´　｀＼｀ぶ ｷﾐ Iﾗﾐケ┌Wヴｷﾐｪ 
foreign lands.   
On the ゲ;ﾏW デｴWﾏWが M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ゲ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ゲヮWWIｴ ┘ｷデｴ ; a;┘ﾐｷﾐｪﾉ┞ aﾉ;デデWヴｷﾐｪ 
reply (7.9), in which he completely underestimates the opposition awaiting any 
PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ W┝ヮWSｷデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ E┌ヴﾗヮWぎ デｴW ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ふ~々｀ü´：｀ぶ ﾗa デｴW GヴWWﾆゲ ｷゲ ┘W;ﾆ ふ蔵ゝ．0｀　üぶき 
he got to Macedonia, ;ﾉﾏﾗゲデ ;ゲ a;ヴ ;ゲ AデｴWﾐゲが ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ ﾗヮヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ふ‾沢~0台ゞ 唾｀〃：～．。 損ゞ 
´à‐。｀ぶき デｴW GヴWWﾆゲ ┘;ｪW デｴWｷヴ ┘;ヴゲ ┌ﾐSWヴ ; Iﾉﾗ┌S ﾗa ｷｪﾐﾗヴ;ﾐIW ふ鐸ヽ＿ 〃0 
蔵á｀＼´‾ゝ々｀。ゞ ゛ü台 ゝ゛ü：＿〃。〃‾ゞぶく  Iﾐ ﾃ┌ゲデ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ┘;┞ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ Sｷゲヮ;ヴ;ｪWゲが ｷﾐ ﾗヴﾐ;デW 
language, the resources of the Sicilian cities at 6.17.2-5: their populations are mixed 
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and heterogeneous (鷹‐゜‾：ゞ くくく ¨仝´´0；゛〃‾：ゞ ヽ‾゜仝ü｀~ヾ‾達ゝ：｀ぶき ゲ┌Iｴ ; ﾏﾗH ふ卓´：゜‾｀ぶ ┘ｷﾉﾉ 
ﾐﾗデ ﾉｷゲデWﾐ デﾗ ;ﾐ┞ ヮﾉ;ﾐ ふ‾濯〃0 ゜＿á‾仝 くくく 蔵゛ヾ‾測ゝ．ü：ぶ ┘ｷデｴ ; ┌ﾐｷデWS ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ﾗヴ ;Iデ ｷﾐ ; 
Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ I;┌ゲW ふ‾濯〃0 くくく ゛‾：｀丹ゞ 〃ヾ　ヽ0ゝ．ü：ぶ; their hoplites are not as numerous as 
デｴW┞ Hﾗ;ゲデ ふ゛‾´ヽ‾達｀〃ü：ぶく   
Mardonius is an underling, a status that neither Alcibiades or Xerxes would brook or 
admit to; but he nevertheless has power, influence and the ability to persuade; in 
these respects he possesses traits similar to Alcibiades. 
B┞ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ SWﾏW;ﾐﾗ┌ヴ ;デ ヶくヲΓくヱ-2, in ID, displays self-possession and 
tenacity in denying his involvement in the affair of the Hermae and, at the same 
time, honesty and courage in offering to stand trial before embarking for Sicily.   
In contrast to Xerxes, who is an absolute monarch, Alcibiades is a private citizen 
holding power only by democratic election.  In theory he holds sway over nothing 
more than the minds of his fellow citizens, whereas Xerxes controls a great 
proportion of the known world.  Despite this inequality, they both have seemingly 
boundless ambitions and energy, summed up by Thucydides, in the case of 
AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲが ;ゲ ヽ‾゜仝ヽヾüá´‾ゝ々｀。く  Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴｷゲ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ; デWヴﾏ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが ﾗﾐW 
could say that it applied to Xerxes,
425
 in that, like Alcibiades, he is unwilling to sit 
back and do nothing, as we see in his first speech at 7.8ü-~ヲく  TｴW┞ ;ヴW Hﾗデｴ ;ﾐ┝ｷﾗ┌ゲ 
about falling behind the tradition of expansionism and imperialism established by 
previous generations.  XWヴ┝Wゲ ゲヮWIｷaｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐゲ ｴｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ a;デｴWヴ D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ヮ;ヴデ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲが 
;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ デｴ;デ ﾗa C┞ヴ┌ゲ ;ﾐS C;ﾏH┞ゲWゲ ふΑくΒüぶき AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ ;デ ヶくヱヶ-18 refers, more 
ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞が デﾗ けﾗ┌ヴ a;デｴWヴゲげ ふ‾袋 á束ヾ ヽü〃　ヾ0ゞ 打´丹｀ぶく  B┌デ デｴWｷヴ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ デｴW ゲ;ﾏWが デﾗ 
stir their people into action.
426
  
There is, however, an important difference psychologically between these two 
Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲぎ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ヮﾗヴデヴ;┞;ﾉ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ デｴ;デ ｴW SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデが ┌ﾐﾉｷﾆW 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲが ヴWｪ;ヴS デｴW SWゲｷヴW aﾗヴ W┝ヮ;ﾐゲｷﾗﾐｷゲﾏ ;ゲ ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;デｷﾐｪ aヴom 
                                                          
425Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ SW ‘ﾗﾏｷﾉﾉ┞ ふヱΓΒヵが Γヴぶ ゲWWﾏゲ デﾗ SWﾐ┞ ヽ‾゜仝ヽヾüá´‾ゝ々｀。 デﾗ XWヴ┝Wゲ ┘ｴWﾐ ゲｴW ゲデ;デWゲ デｴ;デ 
けAﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ ｷゲ the first theorWデｷIｷ;ﾐ ﾗa ふﾏｷﾉｷデ;ヴ┞ぶ ;Iデｷﾗﾐげぎ AﾉIｷHｷ;SW Wゲデ ﾉW ヮヴWﾏｷWヴ デｴYoricien de 
ﾉげ;Iデｷ┗ｷゲﾏWげく  
426
Cf. Scardino (2007, 724)ぎ けXWヴ┝Wゲ ┌ﾐS AﾉﾆｷHｷ;SWゲ ﾉWｷデWﾐ ;┌ゲ SWヴ GWゲIｴｷIｴデW ┌ﾐS Tヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ ｷｴヴWゲ VﾗﾉﾆWゲ 
S;ゲ Pヴｷﾐ┣ｷヮ SWヴ ヴ;ゲデﾉﾗゲWﾐ D┞ﾐ;ﾏｷﾆ ふヽ‾゜仝ヽヾüá´‾ゝ々｀。ぶく 
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ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ ;ﾏHｷデｷﾗﾐが ;ゲ ;ﾐ W┝ヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ふー々ゝ：ゞぶが H┌デ ;ゲ ; I┌ゲデﾗﾏ ﾗヴ 
ｷﾐゲデｷデ┌デｷﾗﾐ ふ｀＿´‾ゞぶ ｴ;ﾐSWS Sﾗ┘ﾐ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ｪWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲく427 Immerwahr (1966, 207) 
┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ゲWW ;ﾐ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ ｴWヴWぎ けデｴW ;Iデｷ┗ｷゲﾏ ふヽ‾゜仝ヽヾüá´‾ゝ々｀。ぶ ﾗa ゲデ;デWゲ ｷﾐ 
Herodotus ｷゲ S┌W くくく デﾗ さｴ┞Hヴｷゲざ ｷﾐ ゲﾗﾏW aﾗヴﾏが ;ﾐS デｴ┌ゲ ; ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ ﾃ┌SｪWﾏWﾐデ ｷゲ ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ 
ｷﾏヮﾉｷWSくげ  I Sﾗ ﾐﾗデ デｴｷﾐﾆが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが デｴ;デ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ ｷゲ デﾗデ;ﾉﾉ┞ aヴWW aヴﾗﾏ ; Iｴ;ヴｪW ﾗa 
けｴ┞Hヴｷゲげ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ IﾗﾐﾐWIデｷﾗﾐが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ SｷﾏWﾐゲｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ ﾏﾗヴW ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;デWS ｷﾐ 
Thucydides than in Herodotus.  
Xerxes 
XWヴ┝Wゲ ｷゲ ﾗﾐW ﾗa デｴW HｷゲデﾗヴｷWゲげ ﾏﾗゲデ IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ;ﾐSが ;ゲ ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾉﾉ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ｷﾐ 
Herodotus, if we were only considering the historical value of his portrait, we should 
approach the question of its authenticity with caution.  Sancisi-Weerdenburg, for 
ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIWが ゲデ;デWゲ ふヲヰヰヲが ヵΒΒぶ デｴ;デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ヮﾗヴデヴ;ｷデ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲ ｷゲ け;ゲ ﾏ┌Iｴ ; ヮヴﾗS┌Iデ 
ﾗa ふｴｷゲぶ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲ ;ゲ ﾗa デｴW ;┌デｴﾗヴげゲ IﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲ Iﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｴｷゲ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wくげ  Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが 
turning this statement around, we could interpret it as saying that the portrait of 
XWヴ┝Wゲ ﾗ┘Wゲ ;ゲ ﾏ┌Iｴ デﾗ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ｷﾐ┗Wﾐデｷ┗WﾐWゲゲ ;ゲ ｷデ SﾗWゲ デﾗ デｴ;デ ﾗa ;ﾐ┞ ﾗa ｴｷゲ 
sources and this, as we have seen, could apply a fortiori デﾗ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ 
as to the speeches of other characters.
428
  Their dubious historical authenticity, 
however, does not diminish their artistic contribution to the overall account.       
“ﾗﾏWが ;ｪ;ｷﾐが ｴ;┗W ゲWWﾐ デｴW ヮﾗヴデヴ;ｷデ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ;ゲ IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ H┌デが デﾗ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 
discredit, inconsistent, even contradictory.  Scardino (2007, 340), for instance, points 
デﾗ デｴW Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ HWデ┘WWﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ｷSW;ﾉが WヮｷI-like description of Xerxes at 7.187.2, 
┘ｴWヴW ｴW ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴ;デ デｴW GヴW;デ Kｷﾐｪげゲ ｪﾗﾗS ﾉﾗﾗﾆゲ ;ﾐS ゲデ;デ┌ヴW ┘WヴW Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴ デﾗ 
make him worthy of his position, and the many-sided and contradictory picture he 
paints of him in many of his speeches.  However, Immerwahr (1966, 182) sees merit 
within this apparently contradictory picture, in the balance it affords to the overall 
;ゲゲWゲゲﾏWﾐデ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ふﾏ┞ ｷﾐデWヴﾃWIデﾗヴ┞ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲぶぎ けXWヴ┝Wゲげ ﾏ;ｪﾐｷaｷIWﾐIW is 
balanced by weakness (and hybris e.g. scourging the sea at 7.35), his courage by fear 
(e.g. the retreat from Salamis at 8.100.2-5/8.101-102), his nobility by baseness (e.g. 
the story of Pythius the Lydian at 7.38-ンΓぶくげ   
                                                          
427
Cf. Evans (1991, 28). 
428Caく H;ヴヴｷゲﾗﾐ ふヲヰヱヱぶ ﾗﾐ デｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ ;II┌ヴ;I┞ ﾗa Hげゲ ヮﾗヴデヴ;┞;ﾉ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲく  
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Abrahamson (1960, 8-9) sees even more merit in these speech events; there is a 
ゲデヴ┌Iデ┌ヴWS ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW HWｴｷﾐS HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ┌ゲW ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴが ﾐ;ﾏWﾉ┞ デﾗ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐが 
ﾉｷﾆW Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲが ゲｷデ┌;デｷﾗﾐゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ ﾗII┌ヴ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wぎ けくくく ｴW ふHWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲぶ IﾗﾐﾐWIデゲ 
with conscious and subtle artistry the various scenes in which he characterises 
XWヴ┝Wゲ くくく デﾗ ゲｴﾗ┘が ｷﾐ デｴW ﾆｷﾐｪげゲ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴが デｴW I;┌ゲWゲ aﾗヴ デｴW Iﾗ┌ヴゲW ;ﾐS デｴW ﾗ┌デIﾗﾏW 
ﾗa デｴW ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ W┗Wﾐデくげ  HWヴW ┘W ｴ;┗W ;ﾐ ;ゲゲWゲゲﾏWﾐデ ┘ｴｷIｴ IヴWSｷデゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ┘ｷデｴ 
the kind of historiographical creativity more usually attributed to his successor.
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Despite the objection of some scholars that Herodotus brings out only individual 
traits in Xerxes and does not develop them into a full description of his character,
430
 I 
think most readers would agree that, by the end of Book 9, we have a more than 
adequate idea of the type of human being he was, even if we have to make some 
allowances for dramatic invention as, for instance, in his exchanges with Artabanus 
(7.11, 15, 47.1, 48, 50, 52) and with Demaratus (7.101, 103, 209, 234, 237).  It would 
not be too difficult, in any event, as below (in bold type), to produce a list of 
individual traits from the Speeches which would amount to as near a full description 
as we could expect from a historian who was not writing a biography.   
Xerxes shows generosity to those who have served him well, e.g. at 7.27-29 (DD), 
where Pythius, the rich Lydian, who offers Xerxes a large share of his wealth to 
aｷﾐ;ﾐIW ｴｷゲ W┝ヮWSｷデｷﾗﾐ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ GヴWWIWが ｷゲ ヴW┘;ヴSWS H┞ XWヴ┝Wゲ H┞ HWIﾗﾏｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ¨0大｀‾ゞく  
Clemency is displayed at 7.136, where Xerxes frees the two Spartan heralds, 
Sperthias and Bulis, who had come to Susa to pay the penalty for the death of 
Persian heralds sent earlier by Darius to Sparta, although Xerxes did have the 
possible ulterior motive of not wanting to absolve them or the Spartans of their guilt 
by killing them.  Clemency is also evident at 7.146.2-147, but this time combined 
with foresight, when Xerxes releases Greek spies from a death sentence at Sardis in 
order to let them see his army and return to Greece with a report of its size.  He 
recognises and shows loyalty to Demaratus at 7.237, whom he orders to be 
ヴWゲヮWIデWS ;ゲ ｴｷゲ ¨0大｀‾ゞ SWゲヮｷデW ﾐﾗデ ;IIWヮデｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ;S┗ｷIWく   
                                                          
429
As noted, for example, by Hunter (1973) in Thucydides: the Artful Reporter.     
430
E.g. How and Wells (i, 47). 
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There are anomalies, also, in his character which are not unattractive: while he is 
swift to anger, as when he denounces Artabanus as a coward at 7.11, he is 
immediately apologetic ;デ Αくヱンく  TｴW S;ヴﾆ ゲｷSW ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが IﾗﾏWゲ 
out at 7.39.1-2, where upon the request of Pythius for Xerxes to spare his eldest son 
from military service, he displays cruelty by seeking out the son and having him cut 
in half; also at 9.109-111 in his treatment of Masistes and his wife.  Arrogance is 
shown at 7.35 with the infamous lashing of the sea; cowardice at 8.103.1 following 
earlier misplaced courage at 7.46-52, where he admonishes Artabanus for his 
pessimism regarding his invasion plans.   
PWヴｴ;ヮゲ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ｪヴW;デWゲデ a;ｷﾉｷﾐｪが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ｷゲ ｴｷゲ egoism ゲｴﾗ┘ﾐ ヮヴｷﾐIｷヮ;ﾉﾉ┞ ;デ ΑくΒü-~ヲが 
where he calls a meeting ostensibly to consult his counsellors on his invasion plans 
but then proceeds simply to announce them.  This forms ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ ﾏ;ｷﾐ a;┌ﾉデが 
his obstinate refusal to take advice from those well placed to give it; I shall deal with 
a┌ヴデｴWヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ﾗa デｴｷゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾉ;デWヴ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa デｴｷゲ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ ﾗﾐ デｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげく     
Mardonius  
Oa M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲが E┗;ﾐゲ ふヱΓΓヱが ヶΓぶ ゲ;┞ゲぎ けHW was the last spokesman for Persian 
W┝ヮ;ﾐゲｷﾗﾐｷゲﾏ ;ﾐS ｷデゲ ﾏﾗゲデ ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐデ ┗ｷIデｷﾏげく  Iﾐ デｴｷゲ ヴWゲヮWIデが M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲ ｷゲ 
comparable with Alcibiades on the first count (but not on the second, which can be 
claimed by Nicias).  That they both advocated imperial expansionism is indisputable, 
but they did it in different ways: Mardonius, as the spiritus rector of Persian 
ｷﾏヮWヴｷ;ﾉｷゲﾏが ;ヮヮW;ﾉゲ aｷヴゲデ デﾗ ｴｷゲ Iﾗ┌ゲｷﾐげs family duty to punish Athens (7.5.2), and 
then to his egoism (7.5.3) by describing a Europe, rich in cultivated lands, as 
WﾐデｷIｷﾐｪﾉ┞ ヴｷヮW aﾗヴ Iﾗﾐケ┌Wゲデき AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ;SSヴWゲゲが ;デ ヶくヱヶ-18, in appealing to the wider 
audience of the Athenian assembly, is perforce more detailed and more rhetorical, 
;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ ｷﾐ デｴ;デ ｴW デﾗﾗ ;ヮヮW;ﾉゲ デﾗ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲげ ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa S┌デ┞ Hy urging 
them not to neglect their promises made to support their Egestaean and Leontine 
allies.  But what the two speeches have most in common, beside the fact that they 
are both successful in their persuasiveness, is the way in which they underestimate 




Iﾐ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐが AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗHﾗS┞げゲ デﾗ;S┞ W┝IWヮデ ヮWヴｴ;ヮゲが ﾉ;デデWヴﾉ┞が Tｷゲゲ;ヮｴWヴﾐWゲげが 
whereas the career of Mardonius, both military and political, was characterised by 
his obsequious deference to Xerxes,
431
 to whom he was always conscious that he 
owed his elevated position.  This is illustrated nowhere better than at 7.9 where he 
ゲヮW;ﾆゲ ┌ヮが ;ﾉﾉ デﾗﾗ ヴW;Sｷﾉ┞が ｷﾐ a;┗ﾗ┌ヴ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ ヮﾗﾗヴﾉ┞ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ﾗ┌デ ヮﾉ;ﾐゲ aﾗヴ デｴW 
invasion of Europe. 
TｴW けWｷゲW AS┗ｷゲWヴげ Fｷｪ┌ヴW  
Iﾐ ｴｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ デ;ﾆW ﾗﾐ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐが AゲｴWヴｷ ふヱΓΒΓが ヴヱぶ ゲ;┞ゲぎ けHWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ┘;ゲ 
interested in why and how the characters in his Histories ;ヴW Sヴｷ┗Wﾐ デﾗ ;Iデくげ  HW ｪﾗWゲ 
ﾗﾐ デﾗ ﾉｷゲデが ┘ｴ;デ ｴW I;ﾉﾉゲが け┗WｴｷIﾉWゲ ﾗa デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデげが which precede action, among which 
are: political speeches, counsels and debates.  Among the characters who help to 
IヴW;デW デｴWゲW け┗WｴｷIﾉWゲ ﾗa デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデげが I ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｷﾐIﾉ┌SW デｴW ┌Hｷケ┌ｷデﾗ┌ゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデW;ﾐ aｷｪ┌ヴW 
┘W ｴ;┗W IﾗﾏW デﾗ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ ;ゲ デｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげく432  It is a motif which Fornara (1971, 22) 
ｴ;S W;ヴﾉｷWヴ SWゲIヴｷHWS ;ゲ ; けﾏﾗﾏWﾐデﾗ┌ゲ ｷﾐﾐﾗ┗;デｷﾗﾐげく  B;ゲWS ﾗﾐ ;ﾐ WヮｷI ;ﾐデWIWSWﾐデが433 
it enabled Herodotus to clarify and point out the issues which he wished to 
emphasise in his narrative, and is especially relevant to this account since it is 
presented mainly through the medium of speech, whether long or short, DD or ID.  
The motif can also be detected, linked with certain key characters, in Thucydides.  
Iﾐ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW デWヴﾏ け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ I aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ Κ;デデｷmore (1939, 29), who gives the fullest 
account to date on this topic
434
 ;ﾐS Sｷゲデｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲｴWゲ デ┘ﾗ デ┞ヮWゲぎ デｴW けデヴ;ｪｷI ┘;ヴﾐWヴげ ;ﾐS 
デｴW けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴげく  Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW┞ ﾏ;┞ HW W;ゲ┞ デﾗ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲW ;ゲ け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴゲげ H┞ 
virtue of the dramatic situation they are placed in and the fact that they are given 
speeches, it is not always an easy task to differentiate between these two types.  The 
けデヴ;ｪｷI ┘;ヴﾐWヴげ ｷゲ SWIｷSWSﾉ┞ デｴW more dramatic of the two, and well named by 
                                                          
431
Scardino (2007, 342), marks hiﾏ ﾗ┌デ ;ゲ けSWヴ Pヴﾗデﾗデ┞ヮ SWゲ ゲIｴﾉWIデWﾐ ┌ﾐS WｪﾗｷゲデｷゲIｴWﾐ ‘;デｪWHWヴゲげ ｷﾐ 
XWヴ┝Wゲげ Iﾗ┌ヴデく  
432M┞ ﾉｷゲデ ﾗa け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ for both authors, together with notes on each example, can be 
found in Appendix F, to which I refer henceforth, using italicised numbers in bold print.  
433
Unless we follow Kurke (2011, 429), who, in what I believe to be an overstated claim, sees the 
conversations of Aesop as a possible precedent.  The dialogue between Croesus and the unnamed 
adviser (1.27.3-4, in the Herodotean version), shW デｴｷﾐﾆゲが ヮヴWaｷｪ┌ヴWゲ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ ﾉ;デWヴ WﾐIﾗ┌ﾐデWヴゲぎ けデｴｷゲ 
small fable ... WﾐIﾗ┌ヴ;ｪWゲ ┌ゲ デﾗ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ WﾐデｷヴW デW┝デ ;ゲ Hﾗ┌ﾉW┌デｷI a;HﾉW ┘ヴｷデ ﾉ;ヴｪWげく  See 
above (p. 53ff.) for an account of the Homeric precedent. 
434
Surprisingly, in an otherwise comprehensive survey of rhetoric in Books 5-9 of H, Zali (2014) 
comments very little on this ubiquitous motif beyond fleeting references (136, 310) and footnotes.   
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Lattimore, since s/he gives a warning, sometimes derived from an oracle or a dream, 
which is intended to deter or encourage the recipient from or into a course of action 
which, if not desisted from or acted upon, could lead to a catastrophe.  Any future 
tragic consequences depend, of course, upon the reaction of the recipient, according 
to whether they acquiesce to or reject the warning.   
B┞ ┘;┞ ﾗa Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ デﾗ デｴW けデヴ;ｪｷI ┘;ヴﾐWヴげが デｴW けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ｷゲ ; ﾏｷﾉSWヴ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ 
who relates more closely and personally with the recipient and who seeks to be 
sympathetic and resourceful rather than foreboding and didactic.
435
 Finally, a 
ﾐﾗデｷIW;HﾉW Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲデｷI ﾗa Hﾗデｴ デ┞ヮWゲ ﾗa け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ aｷｪ┌ヴWが ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ ｷﾐ 
Herodotus, is that s/he is almost invariably inferior ｷﾐ ゲデ;デ┌ゲ デﾗ デｴW けヴWIｷヮｷWﾐデげ ﾗa デｴW 
advice
436
 but nevertheless enjoys a close relationship with him/her. 
TｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ｷﾐ Herodotus 
In the Histories I have identified (in Appendix Fぶ ΑΒ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ﾗa ゲヮWWIｴWゲ H┞ け┘ｷゲW 
;S┗ｷゲWヴげ aｷｪ┌ヴWゲが ヲヶ H┞ けデヴ;ｪｷI ┘;ヴﾐWヴゲげ ;ﾐS ヵヱ H┞ けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴゲげぎ ﾗﾐW ゲヮWWIｴ ふ12) 
I adjudge to contain elements of both types.  I have noted no fewer than 45 different 
Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ┘ｴﾗ ;デ ゲﾗﾏW デｷﾏW ;Iデ ;ゲ け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴゲげく  ΚｷﾆW Κ;デデｷmore (op.cit. 29), who 
ﾐﾗデWS ヵヶ ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIWゲ ;ﾉデﾗｪWデｴWヴ ふヲヱ けデヴ;ｪｷI ┘;ヴﾐWヴゲげ ;ﾐS ンヵ けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴゲげぶが I 
recognise that any listing of these types depends on how they are defined.  The 
difference between my overall number and Lattimoreげゲ I;ﾉI┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ ヮ;ヴデﾉ┞ 
explained by the fact that I refer to the number of separate speech items given by 
each individual adviser
437
 rather than the number either of individual characters or 
of complete conversations.  There are also some I have added to Lattimoreげゲ ﾉｷゲデ ;ﾐS 
some I have excluded.
438
 
                                                          
435
My survey, summarised in Appendix F, distinguishes between these types by indicating t/w or p/a.  
BｷゲIｴﾗaa ふヱΓンヲぶ SWゲIヴｷHWS デｴW け┘;ヴﾐWヴげ aｷｪ┌ヴW ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ H┌デが ┌ﾐﾉｷﾆW Κ;デデｷmore, did not differentiate 
HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴｷゲ ;ﾐS デｴW けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴげく  
436
Slightly contra this cf. Lattimore (op.cit. 34), who includes a greater proporデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けｪヴW;デ ﾐ;ﾏWゲげ ｷﾐ 
ｴｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ﾉｷゲデ ;ゲ け┘;ヴﾐWヴゲげ デｴ;ﾐ I Sﾗく 
437Eくｪく Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲが ┘ｴﾗ ;ヮヮW;ヴゲ ｷﾐ デｴW SWH;デW ┘ｷデｴ XWヴ┝Wゲ ;ﾐS M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾏWヴｷデゲ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ ヮﾉ;ﾐ 
to invade Europe at 7.46-51, gives three separate items of advice (48-50), whereas Lattimore counts 
them as one. 
438
Added is: Themistocles to Eurybiades at 8.62, since this is a definite stern warning; excluded is: 
Dionysius to the Ionians at 6.11.2-3, which I reckon to be a martial address.   
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It is a feature of this motif in Herodotus that some characters appear repeatedly, and 
almost exclusively, as adviser/warners: Demaratus (40, 51, 52, 56, 57, 58, 66), 
Artabanus (25, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50), Themistocles (54, 55, 63, 64, 65), and Croesus (7, 
8, 11, 14, 17) are the best examples, while, of the female characters, Atossa (20, 21) 
and Artemisia (67, 69) feature strongly in this regard, although in three instances as a 
result of male instigation (Democedes and Mardonius respectively).  Croesus (3, 5, 7, 
8, 11, 14, 17) and Cleomenes (22, 30) appear as both adviser/warners and as 
recipients.  As may be expected, by far the greatest recipient of advice and warnings 
is Xerxes, who is engaged in no fewer than nineteen episodes of this type (40-44, 46-
52, 56-59, 67-69).   
Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ;ヴW H┞ ﾐﾗ ﾏW;ﾐゲ ｷﾐ S;ﾐｪWヴ ﾗa HWIﾗﾏｷﾐｪ けデype-I;ゲデげ 
ｷﾐ デｴW ヴﾗﾉW ﾗa け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげく  M;ﾐ┞ ;ヮヮW;ヴ ;ゲ ゲヮW;ﾆWヴゲ ｷﾐ ﾗデｴWヴ ｪ┌ｷゲWゲ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴﾗ┌デ デｴW 
course of the narrative, for example: Harpagus the Mede, who speaks at 1.108.4-5 
agreeing to the orders of Astyages to kill the infant Cyrus; Zopyrus, who executes his 
plan to capture Babylon by duping the inhabitants with a speech at 3.156.3; Gobryas, 
who speaks fine words in supporデ ﾗa D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ Iﾉ;ｷﾏ デﾗ デｴW デｴヴﾗﾐW ;デ 3.71-73; 
Megabazus, who at 4.144.2 remarks on the blindness of the Chalcedonians for not 
choosing to settle at neighbouring Byzantium when they had the chance; Mardonius 
at 9.48 for his ill-timed mocking of the Spartans for retreating prior to the battle of 
Plataea. 
As I have already intimated, there is a variety of situations thrown up by this motif in 
the Historiesく  A けデヴ;ｪｷI ┘;ヴﾐWヴげ ゲIWﾐ;ヴｷﾗが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ;ゲ デｴW デｷデﾉW ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲが ｷゲ ﾉｷﾆWﾉ┞ デﾗ 
have much more ゲWヴｷﾗ┌ゲ IﾗﾐゲWケ┌WﾐIWゲ デｴ;ﾐ ; けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ W┗Wﾐデく  TｴW I;ゲW par 
excellence ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲデヴ;デWゲ デｴｷゲ ｷゲ デｴW a;ｷﾉ┌ヴW ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ ｷﾐ┗;ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa GヴWWIWく  HWヴW デｴW 
Great King receives ten warnings of this type, but still proceeds with his plans.  
Herodotus clearly sees this kind of human error as an important causative factor in 
the course of historical events; where the recipient of a warning or, ｷﾐ XWヴ┝Wゲげ I;ゲW, 
multiple warnings, fails to heed the message and the consequences are particularly 
far-reaching, the author may introduce a Homeric-like theological moral.  The 
character, for instance, may be considered to be guilty of 濁éヾ：ゞが WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ┘ｴWﾐ ;ﾐ 
oracle or other divine message has been ignored.     
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But dire consequences in Herodotus do not always result from a character rejecting 
advice: sometimes the recipient accedes to the advice but the warner is simply 
wrong.  The case of Xerxes is again a good example.  Consider 43 and 44 in my list, 
where the dream figure supports XWヴ┝Wゲげ ゲIｴWﾏW ;ﾐS ｴﾗ┌ﾐSゲ ｴｷﾏ デﾗ デｴW ヮﾗｷﾐデ ┘ｴWヴW 
Xerxes changes his mind twice, to his ultimate detriment.  Even XWヴ┝Wゲげ ヴWケ┌Wゲデ デﾗ 
Artabanus, his closest adviser, to sleep in his bed and witness the same dream, 
results in Artabanus changing his mind and agreeing to the ill-fated expedition.  We 
may wonder why Herodotus chose to complicate the plot, as it were, by creating this 
けSヴW;ﾏ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴげく  Iデ ﾏ;┞ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ デﾗ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ XWヴ┝Wゲげ alter ego in conversation 
with himself and Artabanus, illustrating human indecisiveness and insecurity.  Or 
perhaps the author was conscious, again, of an Homeric precedent in the Iliad (2.23-
ンヴぶが ┘ｴWﾐ Aｪ;ﾏWﾏﾐﾗﾐ ｷゲ ;SSヴWゲゲWS ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ゲﾉWWヮ H┞ ; けSｷ┗ｷﾐW SヴW;ﾏげ ふ．0大‾ゞ  壮｀0：ヾ‾ゞ が 
l.22), sent by Zeus to trick him into taking an errant course of action.   
TｴW ┗;ヴｷWデ┞ ﾗa ゲｷデ┌;デｷﾗﾐゲ ｷゲ ｷﾐIヴW;ゲWS ┘ｴWﾐ ┘W ｷﾐIﾉ┌SW デｴﾗゲW ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗ｷﾐｪ デｴW けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ 
advisWヴげく  TｴW majority of this type (38 out of 51) give advice on military matters, 
including strategems for engaging (or avoiding) the enemy and advice on gaining 
alliances, viz. numbers: 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 16, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 31, 34, 35, 
38, 39, 41, 46, 50, 54, 55, 58, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75.  This 
type of advice can vary from the mundanely strategic, such as 61が TWﾉﾉｷ;ゲげ ｷSW;ゲ for 
defeating the Thessalians, to the creatively innovative, such as 6が H;ヴヮ;ｪ┌ゲげ 
strategem to Cyrus for ┌ゲｷﾐｪ I;ﾏWﾉゲ デﾗ ;デデ;Iﾆ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ;ヴﾏ┞く   
In the remaining thirteen instances (3, 9, 13, 15, 22, 32, 36, 40, 47, 53, 60, 66, 76), 
the advice itself might be quite low key, more in the nature of counselling than 
admonition, and arise from a variety of circumstances which cannot be classified, but 
which reflect the enormous range of personalities and situations to which Herodotus 
introduces us in the course of his account.  The response evoked in the recipient is 
often no more than a casual remark; for example 47 in my list, where the response 
of Xerxes to Artabanus is merely to express a wish to cease harping on the 
┗ｷIｷゲゲｷデ┌SWゲ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ W┝ｷゲデWﾐIWぎ é：‾〃騨ゞ ´　｀ ｀仝｀ 蔵｀．ヾ＼ヽ。；。ゞ ヽ　ヾ： くくく ヽü仝ゝ～´0．üく  B┞ 
contrast, however, some instaﾐIWゲ ﾗa けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷIWげ ヴWゲ┌ﾉデ ｷﾐ IﾗﾐゲWケ┌WﾐIWゲ 
;ﾉﾏﾗゲデ ;ゲ SｷヴW ;ゲ デｴﾗゲW aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ XWヴ┝Wゲげ W┝ヮWSｷデｷﾗﾐが ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ;S┗ｷIW デﾗ C┞ヴ┌ゲ 
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to invade the Massagetae (14ぶ ;ﾐS Aデﾗゲゲ;げゲ ヮﾉW; デﾗ D;ヴｷ┌ゲ デﾗ ;H;ﾐSﾗﾐ デｴW “I┞デｴｷ;ﾐ 
campaign and invade Greece (20, 21).                                                                                                     
TｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ｷﾐ Thucydides 
TｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ aｷｪ┌ヴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ゲﾗ aヴWケ┌Wﾐデﾉ┞ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲく  PWヴｴ;ヮゲ デｴW ﾉ;デWヴ 
historian ゲ;┘ デｴｷゲ ﾏﾗデｷa ;ゲ ;ﾐ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa デｴW けstory-デWﾉﾉｷﾐｪげ ゲデ┞ﾉW ﾗa ｴｷゲ predecessors 
and so wished to eschew it.  Lattimore (1939, 39n.), indeed, is of the opinion that 
けデｴｷゲ ｷゲ ; ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ﾏWデｴﾗS ┘ｴｷIｴ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ I;ヴWa┌ﾉﾉ┞ ;┗ﾗｷSWSげく  This 
comment reflects the idea already noted that as well as the style, the purpose of 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ History is at variance with Herodotus:  being nowhere near as wide-
ranging in its scope, it does not admit of the plethora of characters and the variety of 
situations which we meet in the Histories.  The narrative rarely strays from the 
military or the political, and so lacks the personal and intimate touches we associate 
with Herodotus.  ThereforWが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デヴ;IWゲ ﾗa デｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ I;ﾐ HW SWデWIデWS ｷﾐ 
the History, the reader recognises the characters embodying this role
439
 as being 
more evidently engaged in other, more public, situations.  However, as in Herodotus, 
where they are portrayed ;ゲ け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴゲげ ｷデ ｷゲ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴWｷヴ ゲヮWWIｴWゲく   
My listing of the Thucydidean examples in Appendix F is presented in a similar 
forﾏ;デ デﾗ デｴW HWヴﾗSﾗデW;ﾐ ﾉｷゲデが W┝IWヮデ デｴ;デ I Sﾗ ﾐﾗデ SｷaaWヴWﾐデｷ;デW ｴWヴW HWデ┘WWﾐ けデヴ;ｪｷI 
┘;ヴﾐWヴげ ;ﾐS けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ, as this is almost impossible to do with the 
Thucydidean characters.  While, for ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐIWが デｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗ Sﾗ┌Hデ ; けデヴ;ｪｷIげ WﾉWﾏWﾐデ ｷﾐ 
NｷIｷ;ゲげ ゲｷデ┌;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ 82, or even 81,440 there are simply not enough examples of this 
type of character in the History to justify the categorisation I feel able to give to the 
Herodotean version.   
Archidamus  
Of the Thucydidean speakers in my list the one bearing the closest resemblance to a 
warner figure in Herodotus is Archidamus (79), whose cautionary character has been 
likened to that of Artabanus in the Histories, especially as Artabanus is portrayed in 
                                                          
439
E.g. Archidamus and Nicias.  See below in this chapter. 
440
On Nicias as an example of both sub-types, cf. Marinatos (1980). 
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25, 42, 48 and 49.
441
 Although not in the Herodotean position of inferiority which I 
ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆWS ┌ヮﾗﾐ ;Hﾗ┗Wが AヴIｴｷS;ﾏ┌ゲ a┌ﾉaｷﾉゲ ; ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ ヴﾗﾉW デﾗ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ;S┗ｷゲWヴく  HW ┘;ヴﾐゲ 
his Spartan subjects against the dangers of underestimating an enemy with whom 
they are about to engage in a war.  His argument, however, goes into much greater 
detail than that of Artabanus, probably because Thucydides was more 
knowledgeable than Herodotus in military and political affairs and had been 
personally involved in the events he was recounting.  His speech (79) is therefore 
both more factual and realistic than the generalities concerning the sea and the land 
Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐWS ｷﾐ デｴW ﾗHﾃWIデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ デﾗ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ヮﾉ;ﾐゲ ふ48, 49).     
The uncle of Xerxes, Artabanus is best known for his caution and rationality.  He has 
been previously and exhaustively compared with Archidamus in an important article 
by Pelling (1991), who has pointed out their mature cautiousness and wisdom drawn 
from their experience in previous military campaigns, as well as their comparability 
;ゲ け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴゲげく  Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ places his dependence on planning rather than chance 
as he declares himself at 7.10.~ヲぎ 〃托 á束ヾ 0託 é‾仝゜0々0ゝ．ü： ゛　ヾ~‾ゞ ´　á：ゝ〃‾｀ 0鐸ヾ；ゝ゛＼ 
損＿｀く442 In this respect, and in that of applying caution, he may as well be compared 
wiデｴ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ NｷIｷ;ゲ ;ゲ ┘ｷデｴ ｴｷゲ AヴIｴｷS;ﾏ┌ゲく443 Scardino counts him as ; け┘ｷゲW 
;S┗ｷゲWヴげ aｷｪ┌ヴW W┝Iﾉ┌ゲｷ┗Wﾉ┞く444  
In purely Thucydidean terms Archidamus is the Spartan Nicias, as well as being 
comparable in character to Artabanus.  Caution and rationality are the hallmark of 
his speeches.  He shows caution at 1.80-85, where he is careful to warn the Spartans 
not to underestimate their enemy; in this he is the antithesis of Alcibiades.  We may 
;ﾉゲﾗ ﾐﾗデW ｴｷゲ á｀～´。 ;デ ヲくヱヱぎ けｷﾐ ｴﾗゲデｷﾉW デWヴヴｷデﾗヴ┞ ｷデ ｷゲ ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ ﾐWIWゲゲary to fight 
ヴWゲﾗﾉ┌デWﾉ┞が H┌デ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ;aデWヴ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ヮヴWヮ;ヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲ H;ゲWS ﾗﾐ aW;ヴくげ  Cﾗﾏヮ;ヴW デｴW ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴｷデ┞ 
HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴｷゲ ゲWﾐデｷﾏWﾐデ ;ﾐS デｴW ﾃ┌SｷIｷﾗ┌ゲ ┘ﾗヴSゲ ﾗa Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ ;デ ΑくヴΓくヵぎ けｷa ; ﾏ;ﾐ ﾉ;┞ゲ 
ｴｷゲ ヮﾉ;ﾐゲ ｷﾐ aW;ヴ くくく ｴW ┘ｷﾉﾉ ;Iデ ┘ｷデｴ Hヴ;┗Wヴ┞くげ  AヴIｴｷS;ﾏ┌ゲげ ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉity combines with 
                                                          
441
Cf. esp. Pelling (1991). 
442
Cf. Asheri (1989, 41)ぎ けAヴデ;H;ﾐﾗ くくく Iﾗﾐ┗ｷﾐデﾗ IｴW ﾉ; ┗;ﾉｷSｷデ< SWﾉﾉ; ゲIWﾉデ; ﾐﾗﾐ SｷヮWﾐS; S;ｷ I;ヮヮヴｷIIｷ 
della forデ┌ﾐ;げ ふｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ ｷﾐデヴﾗSuction). 
443
Cf. Frassoni (2005, 231), who notes the Homeric Nestor ;ゲ ; IﾉﾗゲW ;ﾐデWIWSWﾐデ ｷﾐ デ┞ヮWぎ けΚげ;ﾐ┣ｷ;ﾐﾗ W 
ゲ;ｪｪｷﾗ IﾗﾐゲｷｪﾉｷWヴｷ ﾗﾏWヴｷIﾗ Iﾗゲデｷデ┌ｷゲIW くくく ｷﾉ ヮヴWゲデｷｪｷﾗゲﾗ ;ﾐデWIWSWﾐデW WヮｷIﾗ ヮWヴ ﾉげAヴデ;H;ﾐﾗ Sｷ EヴﾗSﾗデﾗげく 
444




his caution and features at 2.72.1, 3 and 74.2 in the debate with the Plataeans prior 
to their trial before the Spartan judges.  The essence of his first speech is conciliation 
┘ｴWﾐ ｴW ﾗaaWヴゲ デﾗ ;IIWヮデ デｴW Pﾉ;デ;W;ﾐゲげ ﾐW┌デヴ;ﾉｷデ┞が ┘ｴｷﾉW ｷﾐ his second he makes an 
offer to hold Plataean land in trust and to hand it back over at the end of the war.  It 
is not until the third speech, when his hand is forced, that he orders a siege, but only 
then after showing piety by appealing to the gods for justification.   
Nicias                                                                                                                                                        
Ia デｴWヴW ｷゲ ; デヴ┌ﾉ┞ けデヴ;ｪｷI ┘;ヴﾐWヴげ ｷﾐ デｴW History, then it must be Nicias.  It is important, 
however, to point out a major difference between Nicias in this role with comparable 
Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ ;ﾐS XWヴ┝Wゲく  Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ デｴ;デが ｷﾐ NｷIｷ;ゲげ I;ゲWが ｷデ ｷゲ 
not the recipients of the warnings (81, 82) who suffer from the ignoring of the advice 
but Nicias himself, unless we say either that Nicias brought his fate upon himself as a 
result of his indecision or that, in the end, it was the Athenian people, Athens herself 
perhaps, who suffered.  Whether Thucydides himself was aware of these nuances it 
is impossible to know for sure, but I suspect he was.  Like many other characters in 
the Histories, Nicias is multi-faceted.
445
 We may be able to understand him best by 
reference to another Thucydidean figure, Alcibiades,
446
 who in many ways is his 
opposite.  In one respect, especially, they differ most importantly: if Alcibiades is 
IWﾉWHヴ;デWS aﾗヴ ｴｷゲ ヽ‾゜仝ヽヾüá´‾ゝ々｀。が デｴWﾐ NｷIｷ;ゲ ｷゲ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲWS H┞ 蔵ヽヾüá´‾ゝ々｀。く   
GヴｷHHﾉW ふヱΓΓΓが ヲヱヲぶ ｷゲ ゲ┌IIｷﾐIデ ﾗﾐ NｷIｷ;ゲぎ けE┝IWゲゲｷ┗Wﾉ┞ I;┌デｷﾗ┌ゲが デｷﾏﾗrous, 
ゲ┌ヮWヴゲデｷデｷﾗ┌ゲくげ  B┌デ デｴｷゲ ;ゲゲWゲゲﾏWﾐデが デWﾏヮデｷﾐｪ ;ゲ ｷデ ｷゲ デﾗ ﾏ;ﾆW ｷﾐ ┗ｷW┘ ﾗa デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ 
disaster in Sicily, is surely incomplete and unfair.  Remembering a time before the 
Sicilian War, when he brought back victories and established a restorative peace for 
ｴｷゲ Iｷデ┞が Wｷﾉﾉｷ;ﾏゲ ふヱΓΓΒが ヲンΒぶ ゲWWゲ NｷIｷ;ゲ ｷﾐ ; ﾏﾗヴW ヮﾗゲｷデｷ┗W ﾉｷｪｴデぎ けゲ┌IIWゲゲa┌ﾉ ｷﾐ ┘;ヴが 
ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ヮWﾗヮﾉWが W;ｪWヴ デﾗ HWﾐWaｷデ ｴｷゲ ヽ＿゜：ゞげく  ΚｷﾆW┘ｷゲW Eﾉﾉｷゲ ふヱΓΑΓが ヴΑぶが ┘ｴﾗ 
けﾉﾗﾗﾆゲ デﾗ デｴW WﾐSげ HWaﾗヴW ゲ┌ﾏﾏｷﾐｪ NｷIｷ;ゲ ┌ヮぎ けIﾐ W┗Wヴ┞ ヴWゲヮWIデ くくく NｷIｷ;ゲ is correct in 
ｴｷゲ ヮヴﾗｪﾐﾗゲデｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ ;ﾐS AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ ｷﾐIﾗヴヴWIデげく  NW┗WヴデｴWﾉWゲゲが ｷデ ｴ;ゲ デﾗ HW ;SﾏｷデデWS 
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As in the Knights of Aristophanes where, as Sommerstein (1981, 3) observes, he is portrayed 
unflatteringly as timid (ll. 16-18), excessively religious (ll. 30-33), pessimistic (ll. 34, 111-112), and 
morally conservative (ll. 87-88, 97).  His timidity is also commented on in the Birds (l. 640). 
446
As Macleod (1983, 71) notes: けデｴW Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ﾗa AﾉIｷbiades (is) ... illumined by the contrast with 
Nicias.  Where Nicias is cautious, Alcibiades is impetuous.  Where Nicias is motivated by patriotism 




デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヮﾗヴデヴ;┞;ﾉ ﾗa NｷIｷ;ゲ ｷﾐゲデｷﾉゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ヴW;SWヴ ; ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa デヴ;ｪWS┞く  Ia NｷIｷ;ゲ 
and Alcibiades were opposites, they had at least one characteristic in common, the 
SWゲｷヴW aﾗヴ ｴﾗﾐﾗ┌ヴ ふ〃：´，ぶが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｷﾐ SｷaaWヴｷﾐｪ ┘;┞ゲぎ AﾉIｷHｷades through public 
ostentation; NｷIｷ;ゲ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ケ┌ｷWデ ゲWヴ┗ｷIW デﾗ ｴｷゲ ヽ＿゜：ゞく  Tｴ┌ゲ NｷIｷ;ゲ ┘;ゲ Hﾗデｴ 
ー：゜＿〃：´‾ゞ ;ﾐS 蔵ヽヾàá´＼｀が ;ﾐ ┌ﾐaﾗヴデ┌ﾐ;デW IﾗﾏHｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐが ;ゲ a;デW IﾗﾐゲヮｷヴWS デﾗ ヮヴﾗ┗Wく 
As for a comparison between Nicias and the Herodotean Artabanus, Marinatos 
(1980, 306) notes a clear contrast: けAヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ ｷゲ ; aｷｪ┌ヴW ┘ｴｷIｴ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ ﾗ┌デゲｷSW 
political and military action ...  Nicias is a general who leads an expedition for the 
failure of whicｴ ｴW ｷゲが デﾗ ゲﾗﾏW W┝デWﾐデが ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲｷHﾉWくげ  Tｴｷゲ ﾃ┌SｪWﾏWﾐデ ﾏ;┞ ゲWWﾏ ｴ;ヴゲｴ 
on Nicias, since he could not help being the character he was, but the point about 
their respective responsibilities is correct, and crucial.  Whatever the extenuating 
circumstances may have been, Nicias was in charge, and failed; had he survived, he 
would certainly have been fined or exiled, or both.  Artabanus was in the kind of 
privileged position that Nicias did not enjoy: he was, to all intents and purposes, an 
onlooker, and able to take advantage of his family connection in initially speaking out 
;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ヮﾉ;ﾐゲく   
Despite these differences, both appear as strong けwise-adviserげ figures.  The 
fundamental goodwill of their nature is brought out in two remarks, made in their 
speeches, which express their wish that their respective expeditions should turn out 
as their people would want: Artabanus at 7.47.2 (棚ゞ é‾仝゜＿´0．ü 〃0゜0仝〃，ゝ0：0ぶき NｷIｷ;ゲ 
;デ ヶくヲヰくヱ ふ¨仝｀0｀　á゛‾： ´詑｀ 〃ü達〃ü 棚ゞ é‾仝゜＿´0．üぶく  They also both display a 
determination, for which neither, perhaps, has been given sufficient credit, in their 
willingness to stand up against powerful adversaries.  We may compare the effect of 
NｷIｷ;ゲげ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ ;デ ヶくヱヲくヲが ┘ｴWヴW ｴW ;デデ;Iﾆゲ ｴｷゲ ヴｷ┗;ﾉげゲ Wｪﾗｷゲﾏ ;ﾐS 
expensive life-style as being incongruent with high military command, with the 
concluding address of Artabanus to Mardonius (7.10。-．ンぶが ┘ｴWヴW ｴW デWゲデゲ デｴW 
overweening ambition of Mardonius by challenging him to take his own army to 
conquer Greece.  Both, in addition, have courage enough to charge their opponents 
with underestimating the power of their potential enemies and the enormity of the 




In this chapter we have seen that characterisation is a major feature of both 
Histories, injecting dynamism into their on-going narratives, in a way similar to 
earlier and contemporary poetic epic and drama.  Both historians, in their different 
ways, exploit the dramatic power of characterisation in order to explain the causes 
of historical events.  Furthermore, it is through the medium of the Speeches that the 
authors are able to account for the motivation and purposes which prompt the 



















Chapter Ten: Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ けUses of Herodotusげ 
This final chapter highlights two important and outstanding instances in the Histories 
which provide intertextual links and which may constitute examples of Thucydides 
using, or being influenced by, Herodotus.
447
  Both are largely concerned with the 
Speeches, and both have been the subject of much discussion among scholars of 
recent time: they are therefore worthy of special consideration.  The first is the 
Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴ;HﾉW デヴW;デﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ W;ヴゲ ;ﾐS Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ “ｷIｷﾉｷ;ﾐ 
E┝ヮWSｷデｷﾗﾐく  TｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS ｷゲ HﾗヴﾐHﾉﾗ┘Wヴげゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ ｴ┞ヮﾗデｴWゲｷゲ ふCT ii, 122-145) that 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ448 when dealing with past historical events.  I 
shall comment on these two areas of comparison in turn, and deal with the second in 
some detail.  
The Persian Wars and the Sicilian Expedition 
Both Harrison (2000) and Rood (1999)
449
 provide excellent analyses of the parallels 
between the accounts of these two key events, which are central to their respective 
histories.  There is therefore no need for me to reiterate these parallels in detail, 
only to emphasise and to comment upon their significance in relation to the 
Speeches. 
Rood (op.cit. 165) suggests: けｷデ ｷゲ ;ゲ ┗;ﾉｷS デﾗ ヴW;S Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ PWﾉﾗヮﾗﾐﾐWゲｷ;ﾐ W;ヴ ;ゲ 
in some sense a commentary on the Persian War ... as it ｷゲ デﾗ ヴW;S HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 
Persian W;ヴゲ ;ゲ ｷﾐ ゲﾗﾏW ゲWﾐゲW ; IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞ ﾗﾐ デｴW PWﾉﾗヮﾗﾐﾐWゲｷ;ﾐ W;ヴげく  Iゲが デｴWﾐが 
Thucydides picking up an idea from Herodotus when, as Rood (ibid.) notes, 
Sthenelaidas, the Spartan ephor, in resヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ Iﾉ;ｷﾏ デﾗ HW け┘ﾗヴデｴ┞ ﾗa 
WﾏヮｷヴWげが ゲ;┞ゲ (1.86.1-2)ぎ けｷa デｴW┞ ┘WヴW ｪﾗﾗS ふ蔵áü．‾；ぶ デｴWﾐ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ デｴW MWSWゲが H┌デ H;S 
ふ゛ü゛‾；ぶ ﾐﾗ┘ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ ┌ゲが デｴW┞ ;ヴW ┘ﾗヴデｴ┞ ﾗa Sﾗ┌HﾉW ヮ┌ﾐｷゲｴﾏWﾐデが ゲｷﾐIW デｴW┞ ｴ;┗W 
HWIﾗﾏW H;S ｷﾐゲデW;S ﾗa ｪﾗﾗSげく  Tｴｷゲ SﾗWゲ ゲWWﾏ デﾗ echo the words of the Athenians in 
the debate over the holding of the left wing at Plataea (H 9.27.4), where the 
Athenians appear to anticipate, in an unusually defensive manner, the way in which 
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Rood (1999, 143) makes the caveat デｴ;デ けｷﾐデWヴデW┝デ┌;ﾉ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮゲげ Sﾗ けﾐﾗデ ゲデヴｷIデﾉ┞ ｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ;ﾐ┞デｴｷﾐｪ 
WｷデｴWヴ ;Hﾗ┌デ ;┌デｴﾗヴｷ;ﾉ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ﾗヴ ;Hﾗ┌デ ;┌デｴﾗヴｷ;ﾉ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWげく   
448‘ﾗﾗS ふﾗヮくIｷデく ヱヶヴぶ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ デｴｷゲ ;ゲ ;ﾐ けW┝ヮﾉﾗｷデ;デｷﾗﾐげ ﾗa H H┞ Tく  
449
Cf. also Raaflaub (2002).   
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appeals to Athenian prowess at Marathon were later challenged, as by Sthenelaidas, 
;ゲ ﾃ┌ゲデｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴ HWﾉﾉWﾐｷI ｷﾏヮWヴｷ;ﾉ ｴWｪWﾏﾗﾐ┞ぎ  けヮWﾗヮﾉW ┘ｴﾗ ┘WヴW ｪﾗﾗS ふ‐ヾ。ゝ〃‾；ぶ 
デｴWﾐ ﾏｷｪｴデ HW ┘ﾗヴゲW ﾐﾗ┘ ;ﾐS デｴﾗゲW ┘ｴﾗ ┘WヴW H;S ふー゜ü達ヾ‾：ぶ デｴWﾐ ﾏｷｪｴデ HW HWデデWヴ 
ﾐﾗ┘げく    
It is noteworthy that both Herodotus and Thucydides express so much of the 
eagerness for, and the flawed nature of, these respective expeditions through the 
speeches of major characters.  In the case of the frenzied desire for empire, this is 
;IｴｷW┗WS デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲ ふH ΑくΒくü-~ヲぶが M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲ ふH ΑくΓぶ ;ﾐS 
Alcibiades (T 6.16-ヱΒぶく  AヴデｷI┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW W┝ヮWSｷデｷﾗﾐゲげ Sｷゲ;ゲデWヴゲが ﾏW;ﾐ┘ｴｷﾉWが Hﾗデｴ 
potential and actual, is conveyed to a great extent through the speeches of 
Artabanus (H 7.10, 16) and Nicias (T 6.9-14, 20-23; 7.11-15, 69.2, 77).
450
    
Both Mardonius and Alcibiades, using similar language and sentiment, make the 
serious mistake of underestimating their enemy at a number of points in their 
speeches, the most striking strategically being their unthinking reliance on pure 
numbers as a determinant of power: MaヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲ ふΑくΓくüヱぶ ;ゲﾆゲ け┘ｴ;デ ゲデヴWﾐｪデｴ ｷﾐ 
ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴゲい くくく  WW ﾆﾐﾗ┘ デｴWｷヴ ヮﾗ┘Wヴ デﾗ HW ┘W;ﾆげ ふ゛‾；。｀ ヽ゜，．0‾ゞ ゝ仝ゝ〃ヾ‾席，｀き くくく  
損ヽ：ゝ〃à´0．ü ~詑 〃駄｀ ~々｀ü´：｀ 損‾達ゝü｀ 蔵ゝ．0｀　üぶき451 Alcibiades (7.17.5) professes to 
ﾆﾐﾗ┘ デｴ;デ デｴW┞ ふデｴW “ｷIｷﾉｷ;ﾐゲぶ けSﾗ ﾐﾗデ ｴ;┗W ;ゲ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ｴﾗヮﾉｷデWゲ ;ゲ デｴW┞ Hﾗ;ゲデげ ふ゛ü台 ´駄｀ 
‾沢~（ 瀧ヽ゜大〃ü： くくく 損゛0；｀‾：ゞ 卓ゝ‾：ヽ0ヾ ゛‾´ヽ‾達｀〃ü：ぶが ;ﾐS ;S┗ｷゲWゲ ｴｷゲ Iﾗ┌ﾐデヴ┞ﾏWﾐ ふΑくヱΑくヲぶ 
けﾐﾗデ デﾗ デｴｷﾐﾆ デｴ;デ ┞ﾗ┌ ;ヴW ゲ;ｷﾉｷﾐｪ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ ; ｪヴW;デ ヮﾗ┘Wヴげ ふ〃托｀ くくく ヽ゜‾達｀ ´駄 
´0〃üá：á｀～ゝ゛0〃0 棚ゞ 損ヽ台 ´0áà゜。｀ ~々｀ü´：｀ 損ゝ‾´　｀‾｀ぶく  Further criticism of their 
WﾐWﾏｷWゲ SWゲIWﾐSゲが ｷﾐ Hﾗデｴ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデゲが デﾗ ┗ｷヴデ┌;ﾉ ヴｷSｷI┌ﾉWぎ M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲ ふΑくΓくéヱぶ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ ｴｷゲ 
SｷゲS;ｷﾐ aﾗヴ GヴWWﾆ H;デデﾉW デ;IデｷIゲ ;ゲ HWｷﾐｪ け┗Wヴ┞ ｷﾉﾉ-;S┗ｷゲWSげ ふ蔵é‾仝゜＿〃ü〃üぶが ;ヴｷゲｷﾐｪ aヴﾗﾏ 
けｷｪﾐﾗヴ;ﾐIW ;ﾐS ゲデ┌ヮｷSｷデ┞げ ふ鐸ヽ＿ 〃0 蔵á｀＼´‾ゝ々｀。ゞ ゛ü台 ゝ゛ü：＿〃。〃‾ゞぶく  ΚｷﾆW┘ｷゲW AﾉIｷHｷades 
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See pp. 213-15 above for an outline of the similar over-optimistic attitude towards expansionism 
and conquest held by Xerxes, Mardonius and Alcibiades, and the comparable cautionary 
characteristics of Artabanus and Nicias.  Rood (op.cit. 142-3) remarks generally upon the relationship 
between the Nicias/Alcibiades debate and that between Mardonius and Artabanus. 
451Caく ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ IｷヴI┌ﾏゲデ;ﾐIWゲ ｷﾐ Hげゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲぎ ;デ ヵくヴΓくΒが Aヴｷゲデ;ｪﾗヴ;ゲ デWﾏヮデゲ CﾉWﾗﾏWﾐWゲ ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐ けW;ゲ┞げ 
conquest of parts of the Persian empire; at 7.101.2, Xerxes expresses his belief in the weakness of the 






(T 7.17.2 & 4), disparagingly, declares a Sicilian lack of unity and weakness of 
ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲWぎ けデｴWｷヴ IｷデｷWゲ ;ヴW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;デWS H┞ Sｷゲヮ;ヴ;デW Iヴﾗ┘Sゲ ふ鷹‐゜‾：ゞぶ ﾗa ;ﾉﾉ ゲﾗヴデゲ ﾗa 
people ... such a mob (卓´：゜‾｀ぶ ;ヴW ┌ﾐﾉｷﾆWﾉ┞ デﾗ ﾗHW┞ ; ゲｷﾐｪﾉW Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐS ﾗヴ デﾗ ;Iデ 
together ｷﾐ IﾗﾐIWヴデげく    
Further similarities within the context of the link between the Persian Wars and the 
Sicilian Expedition also come to light in the Speeches through the words of Xerxes (H 
ΑくΒくü-~ヲぶ ;ﾐS AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ ふΑくヱヶ-18), as they express their motives for foreign invasion.  
Although the portraits of both characters are complex,
452
 these motives can be seen 
to fall into four interconnected categories: (i) immediate pretext, (ii) ancestral 
precedence, (iii) choice between expansion or atrophy, (iv) personal ambition.   
ふｷぶ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ｷﾐｷデｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ふΑくΒくéンぶ ﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐゲ デｴW ヮ┌ﾐｷゲｴﾏWﾐデ ﾗa AデｴWﾐゲ ;ゲ ; ヮヴｷﾏW ヴW;ゲﾗﾐ aﾗヴ 
the invasion of Greece.  There are two disasters to be avenged, both the 
ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲｷHｷﾉｷデ┞が ｷﾐ XWヴ┝Wゲげ W┞Wゲが ﾗa デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲぎ aｷヴゲデ ふヽヾ丹〃üぶ ;デ “;ヴSｷゲが ┘ｴWヴW けデｴWy 
H┌ヴﾐWS デｴW ゲ;IヴWS ｪヴﾗ┗Wゲ ;ﾐS ゲ;ﾐIデ┌;ヴｷWゲげ ふ損｀　ヽヾ。ゝü｀ 〃à 〃0 贈゜ゝ0ü ゛ü台 〃束 袋ヾàぶき ;ﾐS 
ゲWIﾗﾐSﾉ┞ ふ~0々〃0ヾüぶ ;デ M;ヴ;デｴﾗﾐが ┘ｴWヴW ふ;ﾐS ｴWヴW XWヴ┝Wゲ SﾗWs not dare to mention 
SWaW;デぶ け┞ﾗ┌ ;ﾉﾉ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ ┗Wヴ┞ ┘Wﾉﾉ ┘ｴ;デ デｴW┞ SｷSげ ふ‾逮ü 村ヾ¨ü｀ くくく ぷ〃束] 損ヽ；ゝ〃üゝ．　 ゛‾仝 
ヽà｀〃0ゞぶく 
AlIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ｷﾏﾏWSｷ;デW ヮヴWデW┝デ aﾗヴ ゲWﾐSｷﾐｪ ;ﾐ W┝ヮWSｷデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ “ｷIｷﾉ┞ ｷゲ デﾗ a┌ﾉaｷﾉ ;ﾐ 
Athenian obligation to support Sicilian allies.  This, he argues with strong rhetoric 
ふヶくヱΒくヱぶが ｷゲ ;ﾐ ｷﾐWゲI;ヮ;HﾉW S┌デ┞が けゲｷﾐIW ┘W IﾉW;ヴﾉ┞ ゲ┘ﾗヴW ;ﾐ ﾗ;デｴ ﾗﾐ ｷデげ ふ損ヽ0：~， á0 ゛ü台 
¨仝｀＼´＿ゝü´0｀ぶく  B┌デ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ヴW;ﾉ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐゲ ┘WヴW ﾐﾗデ ┌ﾐﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ デﾗ ｴｷゲ WﾐWﾏｷWゲぎ 
although they make no specific mention of Alcibiades personally, Thucydides allows 
other important personalities to provide testimony as to the real motives and 
ambitions of Athens in regard to Sicily.
453
 Hermocrates, for example, at 6.33.2, warns 
デｴ;デ デｴWｷヴ ヮヴWデW┝デ ふヽヾ＿ーüゝ：｀ぶ ｷゲ ;ﾉﾉｷ;ﾐIW ┘ｷデｴ EｪWゲデ;が H┌デ ｷﾐ ヴW;ﾉｷデ┞ デｴW┞ IﾗﾏW けｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ 
SWゲｷヴW aﾗヴ “ｷIｷﾉ┞ ;ﾐS ﾗ┌ヴ Iｷデ┞ ｷﾐ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴげ ふぞ：゛0゜；üゞ 損ヽ：．仝´；俗が ´à゜：ゝ〃ü ~詑 〃騨ゞ 
打´0〃　ヾüゞ ヽ＿゜0＼ゞぶき ;ﾐS ;ｪ;ｷﾐ ;デ ヶくΑヶくヲが けデｴW┞ IﾗﾏW ┘ｷデｴ ; ヮヴWデW┝デ ふヽヾ‾ーàゝ0：ぶ ┘ｴｷIｴ 
┞ﾗ┌ ﾆﾐﾗ┘が H┌デ ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ふ~：ü｀‾；俗ぶ ┘W ;ﾉﾉ ゲ┌ゲヮWIデげき G┞ﾉﾉｷヮ┌ゲが ;デ Αくヶヶくヲが 
                                                          
452
See Chapter 9 on Characterisation.  
453
As Harrison (2000, 85) points out.  
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ヴW;aaｷヴﾏゲ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ Wﾐゲﾉ;┗W ふ゛ü〃ü~‾仝゜～ゝ0：ぶ aｷヴゲデ “ｷIｷﾉ┞が けデｴWﾐ デｴW 
Peloponnese, then all Hellasげく  
(ii) Xerxes, as an hereditary monarch, is conscious of his duty to his ancestors as well 
;ゲ デﾗ ｴｷゲ ヮWﾗヮﾉW ;ﾐSが ﾗゲデWﾐゲｷHﾉ┞が SWIﾉ;ヴWゲ ふΑくΒくéヲぶ デｴ;デ ｴW ┘ｷﾉﾉ I;ヮデ┌ヴW ;ﾐS SWゲデヴﾗ┞ 
Athens on behalf of Darius and all Persians: 鐸ヽ　ヾ 〃0 損゛0；｀‾仝 ふらüヾ0；‾仝ぶ ゛ü台 〃丹｀ 
贈゜゜＼｀ ず0ヾゝ　＼｀ ふﾏ┞ Hヴ;IﾆWデゲぶく 
Alcibiades also displays a consciousness of his own heritage and that of his city; 
ヮ;ヴデﾉ┞ ┘ｴWﾐ ｴW HWｪｷﾐゲ ｴｷゲ ヴWヮﾉ┞ デﾗ NｷIｷ;ゲげ ;デデ;Iﾆ ﾗﾐ ｴｷゲ WﾉｷｪｷHｷﾉｷデ┞ デﾗ Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐS ふヶくヱヶくヱぶ 
by protesting that the very accusations levelled againゲデ ｴｷﾏ ふ〃ü達〃üぶ ｷﾐ a;Iデ けHヴｷﾐｪ 
ｪﾉﾗヴ┞ デﾗ ﾏ┞ゲWﾉa ;ﾐS ﾏ┞ aﾗヴHW;ヴゲ ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ HWﾐWaｷデ デﾗ デｴW ゲデ;デWげぎ 〃‾大ゞ ´詑｀ ヽヾ‾á＿｀‾：ゞ 
´‾仝 ゛ü台 損´‾台 ~＿¨ü｀ ー　ヾ0： 〃ü達〃üが 〃泰 ~詑 ヽü〃ヾ；~： ゛ü台 脱ー0゜；ü｀き ヮ;ヴデﾉ┞ ┘ｴWﾐ ｴW ヴWﾏｷﾐSゲ 
ｴｷゲ ;┌SｷWﾐIW ふヶくヱΑくΑぶ デｴ;デ デｴWｷヴ a;デｴWヴゲ ふ‾袋 á束ヾ ヽü〃　ヾ0ゞぶ Huilt an empire from naval 
power in the face of Persian and Peloponnesian opposition. 
(iii) Harrison (2000, 84) summarises the common argument of both protagonists of 
デｴW ﾐWWS デﾗ Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌W デｴWｷヴ Iﾗﾐケ┌Wゲデゲ H┞ SWゲIヴｷHｷﾐｪ XWヴ┝Wゲ ;ﾐS AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ ;ゲ けデ┘ﾗ 
impetuous ┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪ ﾏWﾐ くくく デヴ;ﾐゲﾉ;デｷﾐｪ ｷﾏヮWヴｷ;ﾉ W┝ヮ;ﾐゲｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐデﾗ ; ﾏ;デデWヴ ﾗa ゲ┌ヴ┗ｷ┗;ﾉげく  
Indeed, the similarity between the foreign policies of the two leaders is striking.  The 
ﾐ┌H ﾗa AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ ふヶくヱΒく ヲ-3) is that the principal enemy of Athens in the 
situatiﾗﾐ ゲｴW ｴ;ゲ ヴW;IｴWSが ｷくWく デｴ;デ ﾗa ;ﾐ ｷﾏヮWヴｷ;ﾉ ｴWｪWﾏﾗﾐが ｷゲ 〃托 柁ゝ仝‐‾｀ ふｷﾐ;Iデｷﾗﾐぶぎ 
to do nothing is to invite domination by others.   
XWヴ┝Wゲげ ﾗ┗Wヴ;ﾉﾉ ゲデヴ;デWｪ┞ ｷゲ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ H┌デが HWaｷデデｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ゲ┌ヮWヴｷﾗヴ ゲデ;デ┌ゲが ｷゲ ﾗﾐ ; ﾏ┌Iｴ 
grander scale and stated more positively ;ﾐS ﾏﾗヴW ;ﾏHｷデｷﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ふΑくΒくáヲぶぎ ｷﾐ ﾗヴSWヴ デﾗ 
ヮヴW┗Wﾐデ ;ﾐ┞ a┌デ┌ヴW ﾗヮヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ｴW ┘ｷﾉﾉ W┝デWﾐS PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ デWヴヴｷデﾗヴ┞ デﾗ デｴW ゲﾆ┞げゲ WﾐS H┞ 
;ﾐﾐW┝ｷﾐｪ ;ﾉﾉ ﾗa GヴWWIW デﾗ ｴｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ﾉ;ﾐS ;ﾐS けゲ┘WWヮｷﾐｪ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ┘ｴﾗﾉW ﾗa E┌ヴﾗヮWげ 
ふ~：束 ヽàゝ。ゞ ~：0¨0゜．誰｀ 〃騨ゞ り沢ヾ～ヽ。ゞぶく            
(iv) Even without further reference to these speeches we can be fairly sure that an 
element of private ambition exists in the respective plans for the conquest of Greece 
and Sicily.  However, in the case of Xerxes, any doubt on this score is surely 
eliminateS ┘ｴWﾐ ｴW ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌IWゲ ; ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ ﾐﾗデW ｷﾐデﾗ ｴｷゲ ヴW;ゲﾗﾐｷﾐｪ ;デ ΑくΒくüヲぎ 
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損ーヾ＿｀〃：、‾｀ 卓゛＼ゞ ´駄 ゜0；／‾´ü： 〃丹｀ ヽヾ＿〃0ヾ＼｀ á0｀‾´　｀＼｀ 損｀ 〃：´泰 〃泰~0 ´。~詑 損゜àゝゝ＼ 
ヽヾ‾ゝ゛〃，ゝ‾´ü： ~々｀ü´：｀ ず　ヾゝ体ゝ： ふけI HWｪ;ﾐ デﾗ デｴｷﾐﾆ ｴﾗ┘ I ┘ﾗ┌ﾉSﾐげデ HW ﾉWaデ HWｴｷﾐS H┞ 
my predecessors, or acquire any ﾉWゲゲ ヮﾗ┘Wヴ デｴ;ﾐ デｴW┞げぶく   
Although no such explicit personal statement is forthcoming from Alcibiades at this 
point in the narrative, we should note the self-congratulatory tone of the broader 
passage I referred to above (6.18), which, together with ThucydｷSWゲげ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌Iデﾗヴ┞ 
;┌デｴﾗヴｷ;ﾉ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデ ふヶくヱヵくヲぶ デｴ;デ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲ ┘;ゲ けｷﾐ ｴﾗヮWゲ ﾗa I;ヮデ┌ヴｷﾐｪ “ｷIｷﾉ┞ ;ﾐS 
デｴWヴWH┞ W┗Wﾐ C;ヴデｴ;ｪWげ ふ損゜ヽ；、＼｀ ぞ：゛0゜；ü｀ 〃0 ~：（ ü沢〃‾達 ゛ü台 がüヾ‐。~＿｀ü ゜，／0ゝ．ü：ぶが 
reinforces the idea of a personal, if not entirely private, agenda.  However, there is 
ｪヴW;デWヴ IﾗﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷ┗W W┗ｷSWﾐIW ﾗa ゲ┌Iｴ ｷa ┘W ﾉﾗﾗﾆ ;デ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ﾉ;デWヴ ゲヮWWIｴ ;デ “ヮ;ヴデ; 
(6.90.2-3), in which he reveals that the true Athenian ambition was not only to 
subdue Sicily but Italy as well, and then to conquer Carthage and her empire.  
Alデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｴW ┌ゲWゲ デｴW け┘Wげ aﾗヴﾏ ｴWヴW ふ損ヽ゜0々ゝü´0｀が ~仝｀ü；´0．üが 損´　゜゜‾´0｀ぶが ｷデ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ 
SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ デﾗ ｷﾐaWヴ デｴ;デ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ｴ;S IﾉﾗゲW ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ;aa;ｷヴが WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ 
as, in the context, he had nothing to lose in pouring out his frustrations to his 
erstwhile enemies.     
HﾗヴﾐHﾉﾗ┘Wヴげゲ H┞ヮﾗデｴWゲｷゲ 
Hornblowerげゲ ふヱΓΓヲぶ ;ヴデｷIﾉW けTｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ UゲW ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ454 contains a challenging 
ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐぎ けDﾗ デｴW ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐ ;ﾐ┞ major item of information 
about earlier history, i.e. about the periods covered by Herodotus, which is not also 
ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ デﾗ ┌ゲ aヴﾗﾏ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲいげ  Hornblower goes further in his commentary455 when 
he states that, if the answer to this original ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ けﾐﾗげが けデｴWﾐ デｴWヴW ｷゲ ゲ┌ヴWﾉ┞ ; 
prima facie case for supposing that in speeches Thucydides was to an unusual degree 
dependent on Herodotus for ｴｷゲ ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉ ;Hﾗ┌デ デｴW ヮ;ゲデくげ  Tｴｷゲ ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデ H;Iﾆゲ ┌ヮ ; 
hypothesis which he had made in his original ;ヴデｷIﾉW デｴ;デ けTｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ 
follow Herodotus when dealing wiデｴ デｴW ヮ;ゲデくげ Tｴｷゲ ｷﾐ デ┌ヴﾐ ┘;ゲ デｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS ﾗa デ┘ﾗ 
hypotheses relevant to us concerning the relationship between the Histories, the 
aｷヴゲデ ﾗa ┘ｴｷIｴが けTｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏWゲ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげが I ｴ;┗W ;ﾉヴW;S┞ ;IIWSWS 
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 as have most modern analysts and commentators.  A notable exception is 
Kennelly (1992), who denies that Thucydides had any knowledge of Herodotus,
457
 a 
notion against which Hornblower argues convincingly,
458
 and one with which I find 
myself also in disagreement.  However, I shall provide my o┘ﾐ ヴWヮﾉ┞ デﾗ KWﾐﾐWﾉﾉ┞げゲ 
thesis as a result of the analysis I undertake in this chapter. 
The object of this chapter is to investigate the extent to which the speeches in 
Thucydides are paralleled intertextually with Herodotean passages of speech, or 
passages of narrative with associated speech, specifically with regard to knowledge 
of historical events.  A list of possible parallels is to be found in CT ii, 137-145.  This 
investigation will incidentally show up those speech passages, if any, in Thucydides, 
which are dependent on Herodotus for material relating to the past, and thereby 
help to provide evidence towards proving or disproving Hornblowerげゲ ｴ┞ヮﾗデｴWゲｷゲ 
stated above.  
Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ I Sﾗ ﾐﾗデ ;ｪヴWW WﾐデｷヴWﾉ┞ ┘ｷデｴ KWﾐﾐWﾉﾉ┞げゲ デｴWゲｷゲが I Sﾗ ゲ┌Hﾏｷデ デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ 
was not wholly dependent on Herodotus for his information on pre-479 history.  
There were other possible sources available, not only the logographers, lyricists and 
dramatists that we know of,
459
 but also the wealth of personal and collective 
memory that would still have been current in Athens at the time Thucydides was 
beginning to collect
460
 material for his History.  This was in 431, if we are to believe 
ｴｷゲ ヮヴﾗWﾏｷI ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデ ふヱくヱぶ デｴ;デ ｴW HWｪ;ﾐ ｴｷゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ けｷﾏﾏWSｷ;デWﾉ┞ デｴW ┘;ヴ ゲデ;ヴデWSげ 
(蔵ヾ¨à´0｀‾ゞ 0沢．但ゞ ゛ü．：ゝ〃ü´　｀‾仝ぶが or possibly earlier if he saw the war coming.  Even 
if he had not begun writing up his work until after the end of the war in 404, or later, 
as many scholars now believe,
461
 he would surely have continued to collect material 
during the preceding twenty-seven years of the action.  How else could he have 
                                                          
456
See my introduction above (p.14). 
457
Cf. Kennelly (1994, 1ぶぎ けふT) worked largely, if not entirely, in independence (or W┗Wﾐ けignor;ﾐIWげぶ ﾗa 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげく  Kennelly is not entirely alone in this belief: for a list of nineteenth century doubters see 
Jebb (1973, 233 n.1).  
458
CT ii, 25-37. 
459
See Chapters 3 and 4 above. 
460
This is my take on Tげゲ ┌ゲW ﾗa ¨仝｀　áヾü／0が デｴW ¨仝｀ ﾗa ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷﾏヮﾉｷWゲ デｴ;デ ｴW けｪ;デｴWヴWSげ ｷﾐformation 
together first and then wrote it up.  I believe this supports very closely the view that T was most likely 
collecting material throughout the twenty-seven years of the war, beginning in 431.      
461
See p.14 and n.21 above. 
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ｴﾗヮWS デﾗ H;Iﾆ ┌ヮ デｴW ヮヴﾗｪﾐﾗゲｷゲ ふヱくヱぶ デｴ;デ ｴｷゲ ┘;ヴ ┘;ゲ ｪﾗｷﾐｪ デﾗ HW けmore noteworthy 
than all that had gone beforWげ ふ蔵¨：‾゜‾á～〃ü〃‾｀ 〃丹｀ ヽヾ‾á0á0｀。´　｀＼｀ぶい   
This accepted, although many of the generation who saw action in the Persian Wars 
may have died, those who could possibly have been present at, say, Salamis or 
Plataea would only have reached the age of 68 by 431, or 78 by 421.  Life expectancy 
in Athens in the fifth century was not so short as to admit the impossibility of some 
veterans of the wars against the Persian invader having survived to recount such a 
memorable tale, either from personal experience or derived from others slightly 
senior to themselves, to anyone interested enough to listen; and Thucydides 
certainly comes into that category.  In any case, the stories would also have been 
passed on, perhaps with a few exaggerations and inaccuracies, by the Persian War 
ｪWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴWｷヴ ゲﾗﾐゲ ;ﾐS S;┌ｪｴデWヴゲが デｴ;デ ｷゲ デﾗ ゲ;┞ デﾗ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ｪWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐく  “ﾗ 
the likelihood is that he grew up listening to them just as I, who was born in 1945, 
was brought up with countless tales from my parents, and friends of my parents, 
about incidents to do with the Second World War.  How much more likely, then, is it 
that, in an oral culture such as that of fifth-century Athens,
462
 the memories of an 
event regarded with such fierce patriotic pride as the saving of the Greek world 
should be passed down from generation to generation by word of mouth, and that 
Thucydides, as an interested observer, should have been in a position to receive 
them?   
I have reproduced below the list from CT ii, 137-145, which cites the passages from 
both authors considered to be parallel.  I have selected only those passages from 
Thucydides which refer to speech and I have created two lists.  In my List A 
Thucydidean speech passages are matched against supposed parallel Herodotean 
speech events or items; in List B they are matched against parallel narrative, or 
narrative plus related speech, passages from Herodotus.  The items in the lists are 
numbered consecutively.  A brief note on the right-hand side describes the context, 
followed in brackets by any related speech or narrative passage referred to in my 
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Cf. Chapter 2 above.  
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analysis.  The text references in bold denote Thucydides, those in plain denote 
Herodotus.      
A  Speech events or items in Thucydides paralleled ( = ) to similar in Herodotus 
 
1.  1.32.1&4 = 7.168                                    Corcyrean isolationism  (cf. H 7.145) 
2.  1.69.5 = 7.157,1                                      XWヴ┝Wゲげ ;ヴﾏ┞ aヴﾗﾏ ;ﾉﾉ Aゲｷ; 
3.  1.74.1 = 8.60é                                         “;ﾉ;ﾏｷゲ aﾗ┌ｪｴデ ｷﾐ けﾐ;ヴヴﾗ┘ ┘;デWヴゲげ 
4.  1.74.3 Э Βくヶヱくヱ                                        AデｴWﾐゲが け ; Iｷデ┞ ┘ｴｷIｴ SｷS ﾐﾗデ W┝ｷゲデげ  
5.  1.80-85 = 7.10                                         AヴIｴｷS;ﾏ┌ゲ ;ﾐS Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ ;ゲ け┘;ヴﾐWヴゲげ 
6.  1.137.4 =  8.75 & 110.3                         TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ ﾉWデデWヴ 
7.  2.39.4 = 7.104                                         ｀＿´‾ゞ 
8.  2.41.1 = 1.32.8                                        self-sufficiency 
9.  2.62.1f. = 7.49                                         imperialism/land and sea 
10.  3.55.1 = 6.108.2-3                                  Plataean rejection by Cleomenes in 519 
11.  3.62.3 = ヵくΓヲüヱ                                      け; forﾏ ﾗa ｪﾗ┗WヴﾐﾏWﾐデくくくげ 
12.  3.64.3 = 5.80.1                                        Thebes-Aegina link 
13.  4.61.5 = ΑくΒü                                           rule of the stronger (5.104) 
14.  4.62.4 = 3.36,1                                        ヽヾ‾´。．；俗っ ヽヾ‾´。．；。 
15.  5.65.2 = 3.53.4                               ゛ü゛托｀ ゛ü゛端 滞測ゝ．ü：っ ´騨 〃端 ゛ü゛端 〃托 ゛ü゛托｀ 滞丹 
16.  5.104 = 8.143                                          Melian trust in the gods 
17.  5.105.2 = ΑくΒü                                         rule of the stronger  (4.61.5) 
18.  6.9-18 = 7.8-18                                        Sicily SWH;デWっXWヴ┝Wゲげ ;デデ;Iﾆ ﾗﾐ AデｴWﾐゲ 
19.  6.18.7 = ΑくΒü                                           expansion (Alcibiades/Xerxes) 
20.  6.18.7 = 3.82.5                                        ┌ゲW ﾗa ｀＿´‾ゞ 
21.  6.33.5 = 8.109.2-4                                   preventing withdrawal of invader.                                       
B  Speech events/items in Thucydides which are paralleled to a narrative, or 
narrative + speech, passage in Herodotus 
22. 1.41.2 = 6.89                   Corinthian loan of 20 ships to Athens (5.93; 6.108.2-3) 
23. 1.74.1 = 8.44,48 & 61                   number of Athenian ships at Salamis (7.144.1) 
24. 1.74.1 = 7.139. 3-4 & 144.2                        Themistocles saved the Peloponnese 
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25. 1.75.2 = 8.3.2                                                           beginning of the Delian League 
26. 1.128.7 = 5.32                                                                    P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲげ ﾏ;ヴヴｷ;ｪW ﾗaaWヴ 
27. 2.12.3 = 5.30.1 & 97.3                                                            蔵ヾ‐駄 ゛ü゛丹｀ ふ6.67.2-3) 
28. 2.41.4 = proem                                                                                             marvelling  
29. 3.58.5 = 9.61.3                                                Plataean gods (Hera) invoked in 479 
30. 3.62.2 = 9.86-87                                                             Theban medising (9.87.1-2) 
31. 5.89ff. = 8.111                                                               Melian Dialogue (8.111.2-3) 
32. 5.112.2 = 2.145.4                                                         date of foundation of Melos  
33. 6.76.3-77 = 1.169.1 & 6.32                                                                  slavery theme 
34. 6.76.3 = 8.3.2                                             beginning of Delian League  (cf. 1.75.2) 
35. 6.82.4 = 8.85.1                                                         Ionians betrayed Athens in 480 
36. 6.89.4 = 6.123.1                      AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ a;ﾏｷﾉ┞ ふAﾉIﾏ;WﾗﾐｷSゲぶ ;ゲ デ┞ヴ;ﾐデ-haters.  
I shall deal with each of these 36 examples in turn, indicating how closely I believe 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ follows or depends upon that of Herodotus. 
List A 
1.   In the issue of Corcyrean isolationism, their ambassadors to Athens confirm this 
general historical policy in their speech before the Athenian assembly at 1.32.1&4 by 
referring to their isolationism as 贈゜‾á‾｀ ふｷヴヴ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉぶ ;ﾐS 蔵¨々´席‾ヾ‾｀ ふｷﾐW┝ヮWSｷWﾐデぶが 
and this is, indeed, how it would probably have appeared to the Athenians in 431, 
when the possibility of an alliance with the second most powerful navy in Greece 
would have seemed attractive.  In the account of Herodotus, the Corcyreans are 
seen to be hedging their bets before the battle of Salamis by promising ships, then 
not sending them but communicating instead with Xerxes (7.168.1-3).  But there is 
nothing to suggest that Thucydides may owe his account to this of Herodotus except 
the phrase 損｀ 〃端 ヽヾ托 〃‾達 ‐ヾ＿｀単 ふけｷﾐ forﾏWヴ デｷﾏWゲげぶく  Iデ ｷゲ ﾃ┌ゲデ ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW デｴ;デ 
Thucydides may have the previous incident in mind but not necessarily that of 
Herodotus, I would suggest, as the embassy of the Hellenes to both Sicily and 
Corcyra prior to Salamis would have been a well-known historical event at Athens.  
Therefore there is only the faint possibility of an echo here. 
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2.   Another celebrated fact is referred to by Thucydides at 1.69.5 and by Herodotus 
at 7.157.1, namely that the army of Xerxes was raised from all Asia.  The words used 
by Thucydides are 損゛ ヽ0ヾà〃＼｀ á騨ゞ  ふaヴﾗﾏ デｴW a┌ヴデｴWゲデ ヮ;ヴデゲ ﾗa デｴW W;ヴデｴぶ ;ﾐS H┞ 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ヽà｀〃ü 〃托｀ 唾端‾｀ ゝ〃ヾü〃托｀ ふデｴW ┘ｴﾗﾉW ﾗa ぷｴｷゲへ W;ゲデWヴﾐ ;ヴﾏ┞ぶく  Again, it is 
ゲデヴWデIｴｷﾐｪ ; ヮﾗｷﾐデ デﾗ ゲ;┞ デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ﾐWWSWS デﾗ ヴWﾉ┞ ﾗﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ デﾗ HW 
reminded of this well-known fact.  Kennelly (1992,7) also makes the additional point, 
┘ｴｷIｴ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ;ヴｪ┌W ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ SWヮWﾐSWﾐIWが デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW ｴWヴW ｷゲ prosaic 
┘ｴWヴW;ゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ｷゲ Wﾉ;Horate, even poetic (e.g. 唾端‾｀ぶが ;ﾐS デｴ;デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ 
デ┞ヮｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ デｴW ｷﾐ┗;SWヴ ;ゲ ; ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ ふず　ヾゝ。ゞ 蔵｀駄ヾ くくく ｷくWく XWヴ┝Wゲぶ, whereas 
Thucydides uses the more ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ 〃托｀ ぐ騨~‾｀く 
3.   Perhaps slightly less well-known to AthWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ S;┞ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W 
HWWﾐ デｴW a;Iデ デｴ;デ デｴW H;デデﾉW ﾗa “;ﾉ;ﾏｷゲ ┘;ゲ aﾗ┌ｪｴデ けｷﾐ ﾐ;ヴヴﾗ┘ ┘;デWヴゲげく Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ 
referred to by Thucydides at 1.74.1 (損｀ 〃端 ゝ〃0｀端) and twice by Herodotus through 
the mouth of Themistocles at 8.60é (損｀ ゝ〃0：｀端).  There is, therefore, some credibility 
ｷﾐ デｴW ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ;SﾗヮデWS HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ヮｴヴ;ゲWき H┌デ ┘ｴ┞ デｴWﾐ SｷS ｴW 
add the definite article?  Was it in order to emphasise the idea that, by his time, it 
was indeed a well-known fact that the battle was fought in the narrows?  If this is 
true, then it seems that Thucydides did not need to rely on Herodotus for the 
historicity of this piece of information but was merely, at most, echoing his turn of 
phrase. 
4.   The paralleling of the statement by the Athenian envoys to Sparta at 1.74.3 with 
that of the remark by Adeimantus, the Corinthian, in his challenge to Themistocles at 
8.61.1 may well be based upon the same historical event, namely the abandonment 
of their city by the Athenians in the face of the Persian invasion of 480-479.  This, 
however, is the total sum of any similarity between the two accounts that I can 
detect.  Herodotus refers to the personal insult, directed by Adeimantus at 
Themistocles, that he was stateless (贈ヽ‾゜：ゞぶ ;ﾐSが デｴWヴWfore, by implication 
powerless, whereas the remark by the Athenian envoys was made in order to remind 
デｴW “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲげ デWヴヴｷデorial sacrifice and the Peloponnesian tardiness in 
lending support at Salamis.  The difference in intention and purpose between these 
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two references renders it unlikely that their relationship is anything more than 
coincidental.   
5.   Hornblower has accredited the parallelism between the speech of Archidamus at 
1.80-85 and that of Artabanus at 7.10 as strong. They can both be designated as 
け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デ┞ヮW ゲヮWWIｴWゲく463 However, although this genre is very common in 
Herodotus and well recognised as such by scholars as thematic, there are only four 
other characters in Thucydides, apart from Archidamus, whom I can equate with 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デ┞ヮWぎ NｷIｷ;ゲが AﾉIｷHｷ;des, Phrynichus and Teutiaplus.464 Of 
these only Nicias who, in his two speeches to the Athenian assembly in 415, warns 
against the advice of Alcibiades on the question of the proposed invasion of Sicily, 
I;ﾐ デヴ┌ﾉ┞ HW ゲ;ｷS デﾗ HW けデヴ;ｪｷIげ ｷﾐ ;ﾐ┞デｴｷﾐｪ ;ヮヮヴﾗ;Iｴing the Herodotean sense, and 
only then because of the eventual disastrous outcome of the expedition in which he 
himself was involved.  In Herodotus, the tragic figure is invariably the receiver of the 
warning and not the giver.  I therefore find it difficult to argue that Thucydides owed 
this particular characterisation to Herodotus or W┗Wﾐ けaﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘WSげ ｴｷﾏく  Iデ ｷゲ more likely 
that his reason for giving Archidamus this speech was to show up the deficiencies in 
the Spartan war plan and to contrast it with the more considered strategy of Pericles, 
whereas the warning of Artabanus and its attendant speeches (7.10.ü-．3) are 
intended by the author デﾗ ｴｷｪｴﾉｷｪｴデ デｴW ┘W;ﾆﾐWゲゲWゲ ｷﾐ XWヴ┝Wゲげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ;ゲ ﾏ┌Iｴ ;ゲ 
in his military strategy. 
6.   1.137.4 puts into speech format the letter of Themistocles sent to Artaxerxes 
ヴWﾏｷﾐSｷﾐｪ ｴｷﾏ ﾗa TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ good ゲWヴ┗ｷIWゲ デﾗ Aヴデ;┝Wヴ┝Wゲげ a;デｴWヴが XWヴ┝Wゲが ┘ｴWﾐ ｴW 
warned Xerxes to retreat from Salamis, while at the same time telling him that the 
bridges over the Hellespont would not HW SWゲデヴﾗ┞WS デｴ;ﾐﾆゲ デﾗ ｴｷゲが TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげが 
orders.  There are two passages in Herodotus to which this account purportedly 
refers.  The first is at 8.75.2-3, which is about a warning given to Xerxes concerning 
the impending retreat of the Greeks from Salamis, which, if it had been true, would 
have put the whole of Hellas in danger.  For this reason it is thought by some that 
Themistocles could not in fact have sent this message.  In reality, of course, the 
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Cf. Pelling 1991.  
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Cf. Chapter 9, pp. 218ff, where I identify and discuss 78 speeches of this type. 
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message was a ruse designed to lure Xerxes into advancing on Salamis and 
destroying the Hellenic fleet while he had the chance.
465
   
The second passage, at 8.110.3, refers to a message from Themistocles to Xerxes 
given by his servant Siccinus to the effect that Xerxes may now safely retreat from 
Europe as Themistocles has forbidden the Hellespontine bridges to be broken.  The 
second passage clearly refers directly to the same event as the Thucydidean passage, 
while the first clearly does not.  However, all three passages have in common the 
effect of illustratiﾐｪ デｴW SWIWｷデa┌ﾉﾐWゲゲ ﾗa TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ or, if one wishes to 
be more charitable, his cunning: Thucydides uses the phrase 舵｀ ／0仝~丹ゞ 
ヽヾ‾ゝヽ‾：，ゝü〃‾ ふけ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴW SｷゲｷﾐｪWﾐ┌ﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ﾉｷWS ;Hﾗ┌デげぶ ┘ｴWﾐ ヴWaWヴヴｷﾐｪ デﾗ 
TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ ﾏWゲゲ;ｪW デﾗ XWヴ┝Wゲく  Iﾐ デｴｷゲ ｷﾐゲデ;nce I find it quite possible that 
Thucydides derived his account from Herodotus even though the event was, like the 
previous examples, well celebrated, for two reasons: first, the part of the History in 
which this passage occurs is a diversion, in which the fate of Pausanias and 
Themistocles is being described, and not part of the mainstream account.  Thus 
Thucydides may have felt inclined to rely upon Herodotus as being the most up-to-
date and reliable source available, as far as we know.  The second reason is that the 
;IIﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ;ヴW ┗Wヴ┞ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ ｷﾐ デﾗﾐW ┘ｷデｴ ヴWゲヮWIデ デﾗ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ ゲ┌HデWヴa┌ｪW ;ﾐS 
blatant self-interest.  Gomme (HCT i, 441) does point to a difference between the 
two speeches (the Herodotean was sent from Andros, the Thucydidean from 
Salamis), as well as indicating that Thucydides may be following a different authority 
and perhaps be correcting Herodotus.   
But in other respects the two versions agree, particularly in respect of my second 
reason, the emphasis on the deceitfulness of Themistocles.  Although Herodotus 
does not condemn him as blatantly as Thucydides, he does make it clear that it was 
TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ original idea to destroy the Hellespontine bridge, but that it was 
Eurybiades and the Peloponnesian generals who decided against it (8.108.2-4).  
Themistocles then went on to persuade the Athenians to let the Persians escape 
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As is correctly noted by Gomme (HCT i, 440-441), although he does also believe that T is following  
this first passage in H, ┘ｴｷIｴ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ デｴW けｷﾏヮWﾐSｷﾐｪ ヴWデヴW;デ ﾗa デｴW GヴWWﾆゲ aヴﾗﾏ “;ﾉ;ﾏｷゲげ ふ〃騨ゞ 
蔵｀ü‐＼ヾ，ゝ0＼ゞぶが ; HWﾉｷWa ┘ｴｷIｴ I Sﾗ ﾐﾗデ ゲｴ;ヴWく 
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from Europe (8.109.2-4) in order to ingratiate himself with Xerxes.  There is, then, a 
close fit between the two passages, which could be construed as more than 
coincidental. 
7.   I do not understand how the passage from the Funeral Oration of Pericles  
(2.39.4) and  DWﾏ;ヴ;デ┌ゲげ ゲヮWWIｴ デﾗ XWヴ┝Wゲ (7.104) can be thought to be closely 
comparable.
466
  Tヴ┌Wが Hﾗデｴ ﾏ;ﾆW ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ ｀＿´‾ゞが H┌デ ｷﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデｷﾐｪ ┘;┞ゲく  WｴｷﾉW 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲが デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ PWヴｷIﾉWゲが ｷゲ ゲ;┞ｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ デｴW け┘;┞ゲ ﾗa ﾏ;ﾐｴooSげが 
ｷくWく けSﾗ デｴｷﾐｪゲ ﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉﾉ┞げが ;ﾐS デｴWヴWfore do not need artificial laws to motivate 
デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ ふ´駄 ´0〃束 ｀＿´＼｀ぶが DWﾏ;ヴ;デ┌ゲが ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ I;ヮ;Iｷデ┞ ;ゲ けwise adviserげ, is telling 
Xerxes that the Spartans fear their law more デｴ;ﾐ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ﾏWﾐ aW;ヴ ｴｷﾏく  I Sﾗ ﾐﾗデ aWWﾉ 
that Thucydides needed to make any conscious allusion デﾗ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ヮ;ゲゲ;ｪW ｴWヴW 
in order to have Pericles bring out the contrast between the Athenian and the 
Spartan character and way of life, if indeed that is what he is doing.  This would have 
HWWﾐ ゲ┌aaｷIｷWﾐデﾉ┞ ┘Wﾉﾉ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ Hﾗデｴ デﾗ デｴﾗゲW ｴW;ヴｷﾐｪ PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ ゲヮeech and to 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ヴW;SWヴゲ or hearers.  Thus a parallel or dependence here is only a remote 
possibility. 
8.   In his speech to Croesus on the subject of who is the happiest of men, Solon 
asserts at 1.32.8 that nobody can be completely self-sufficient but that what some 
ｴ;┗Wが ﾗデｴWヴゲ ﾉ;Iﾆく  Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ;ﾉゲﾗが ｷﾐ PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ 損ヽ：〃àー：‾ゞ ふ2.35-46), refers to self-
sufficiency (2.41.1).  What makes it credible that Thucydides may here be echoing 
Herodotus is not just his use of the word ü濯〃üヾ゛0ゞ ふゲWﾉa-sufficient) but its 
ケ┌;ﾉｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ゝ丹´ü ふHﾗS┞ぶく  Iデ ｷゲ デｴｷゲ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW H┞ PWヴｷIﾉWゲ デﾗ AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ ﾗaaWヴｷﾐｪ 
their bodies as being self-ゲ┌aaｷIｷWﾐデ ふ〃托 ゝ丹´ü 蔵濯〃üヾ゛0ゞ ヽüヾ　‐0ゝ．ü：ぶ デｴ;デ ﾉW;Sゲ ﾏW デﾗ 
think this may be a borrowing from Herodotus.
467
 In the case of Herodotus, Solon 
refers generally to the human body (蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ‾仝 ゝ丹´üぶが ┘ｴｷIｴが ｴW ゲ;┞ゲが ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ゲWﾉa-
sufficient but relies on others, since no one person can have everything he needs to 
make him prosperous.  Pericles, on the other hand, is challenging the teaching of his 
distinguished forHW;ヴ H┞ ;ゲゲWヴデｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ AデｴWﾐゲげ ゲデヴWﾐｪデｴ ﾉｷWゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ┗Wヴ┞ ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ 
autonomy and self-reliance that Solon denies.  That Solon is stating a negative, and 
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Macleod (1983, 151-2) agrees.  
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Pericles a positive, case does not detract from the likelihood of this being an echo, 
and it may be yet another example of Thucydidean antithesis.
468
 
Another parallel between the speeches of Solon and Pericles is missed by 
Hornblower but remarked upon by Gomme (HCT ii, 140-141).  This is the similarity in 
sentiments expressed both by Pericles (2.44.1) and by Solon (1.32.9) on the subject 
ﾗa ┘ｴ;デ Iﾗﾐゲデｷデ┌デWゲ ; HﾉWゲゲｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ ﾉｷaWく  “ﾗﾉﾗﾐげゲ ヮﾗｷﾐデ ｷゲ デｴ;デ ; けgoodげ SW;デｴ ｷゲ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ヮ;ヴデ 
of a good life, but nevertheless necessary for a man to be counted 鷹゜é：‾ゞく  “ｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ 
Pericles, in the Funeral Oration, comforts the bereaved of Athens with the thought 
that they can share the good forデ┌ﾐW ふ〃托 0沢〃仝‐　ゞぶ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ a;ﾉﾉWﾐ ヴWﾉ;デｷ┗Wゲ ┘ｴﾗ ｴ;┗W 
died a noble death. 
9.   At 7.49 Artabanus warns Xerxes that he will encounter two enemies in attacking 
GヴWWIWが デｴW ﾉ;ﾐS ;ﾐS デｴW ゲW; ふá騨 〃0 ゛ü台 ．à゜üゝゝüぶく  B┞ デｴｷゲ ｴW ﾏW;ﾐゲ デｴ;デ ｷa XWヴ┝Wゲげ 
army strays too much from its home bases into Europe (by land) it may not be able 
to feed itself, and that the fleet will not be able to supply it or transport it, if the 
supply line becomes overstretched or cut off by enemy action.  Sound advice, and 
;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa デｴW け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲが H┌デ ｴ;ヴSﾉ┞ ; 
parallel one would think with PericlWゲげ ;ゲゲWヴデｷﾗﾐ ;デ 2.62.2 that his fellow citizens can 
take comfort from the strength of their navy which allows them to go anywhere (by 
sea), in contrast to the Peloponnesians who, although superior in power on land, are 
limited in their scope of operations.   
True, there is in both passages mention of the two environments.  But Artabanus 
combines them into a single potential enemy to express a warning, whereas Pericles 
distinguishes between them in order to assuage the anger of the Athenians directed 
towards him as a result of his surrendering of their farms and country estates to the 
enemy.  This he does by emphasising the strategic naval advantage the Athenians 
have over their adversaries.   
Thus, there are only two similarities between the two passages that I can detect, 
neither of which supports the notion that Thucydides owed a historical fact or 
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reference here to Herodotus.  One similarity is the juxtaposition of the two words 
けﾉ;ﾐSげ ;ﾐS けゲW;げが ;デ a;IW ┗;ﾉ┌W ﾐﾗ more than a coincidence, unless one considers the 
other similarity, the persuasive intention of either speaker, in which case it could be 
argued that the combining of the two ideas, although commonplace in a purely 
literary context, creates in these passages a resonant antithesis which carries some 
rhetorical force.
469
   
10.  This paralleled passage concerns the Plataeans and is, I believe, a good 
illustration of how Thucydides may have followed Herodotus historically in his 
speeches.  In their plea to their Spartan judges following the fall of their city at 
3.55.1, the Plataeans justify their alliance with Athens on the grounds that earlier, in 
519, they had approached Cleomenes, then king of Sparta, with a view to an alliance 
against the threat of their neighbours Thebes.  The approach was rejected, the 
Plataeans say, by Cleomenes, who explained that he could not guarantee that Sparta 
could muster a force in time to assist due to the distance between Sparta and 
Boeotia: Athens was nearer and would afford a better prospect as an ally, he argued.  
6.108.2-3 has a short speech by Cleomenes using the same argument, although with 
the help of more colourful language, when he explains that any assistance the 
Spartans might give would be 損ヽ：゛‾仝ヾ；。 ／仝‐ヾ， ふけIﾗﾉS Iﾗﾏforデげぶく  TｴWヴW ｷゲ ; good 
reason to suppose that Thucydides might have derived knowledge of this event from 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ;ゲ ｷデ ｷゲ ﾉｷﾆWﾉ┞ デﾗ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ﾉWゲゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ H┞ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ デｷﾏWが ｴ;┗ｷﾐｪ 
occurred 88 years before the beginning of the Peloponnesian War and before the 
Persian Wars.  Hornblower (CT ii, 131) concurs.
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11.  At 3.62.3 the Thebans reply to the accusation of the Plataeans that they medised 
while the Plataeans remained loyal to the Greek cause by arguing that Thebes was 
under a tyrannical regime at the time and medised against the wishes of the majority 
of her citizens.  At ヵくΓヲüヱが “ﾗIﾉWs the Corinthian cynically challenges the Spartans to 
adopt a tyranny at home, since it seems they are so willing to impose it upon others.  
Both speeches provide strong anti-tyrannical statements, in a forensic situation in 
the case of the Thebans and, in Socleゲげ I;ゲWが ｷﾐ ヴWヮﾉ┞ デﾗ ; ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐ ヴWケ┌Wゲデ デﾗ 
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Cf. also CT i, 448-9.  
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other Greek cities to support their attempt to foil the perceived Alcmaeonid bid for 
power by reinstating the Peisistratid Hippias to the tyranny of Athens in 504.  The 
strength of feeling expressed in these speeches may or may not provide sufficient 
evidence that both historians were opposed to tyranny as a form of government,
471
 
but it does not show that Thucydides necessarily owed this view to his predecessor: 
Alcmaeonid type anti-tyrannical government was well established at Athens by the 
time both historians were writing. 
12.  In the same speech (3.64.3) the Thebans go on to accuse the Plataeans of 
harming other Hellenes through their alliance with Athens, in particular Aegina, with 
whom Athens had long been in dispute.  At 5.80.1, the Thebans decide to interpret 
an oracle as meaning that they should ally with Aegina in order to exact revenge on 
Athens for their defeats in Boeotia in 506.  There is, however, no mention of Plataea 
in this passage unless the oracle intended Plataea to be included among those 
けIﾉﾗゲWゲデげ デﾗ デｴW TｴWH;ﾐゲぎ ｷa ゲﾗが HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ｷﾐIﾉ┌SW デｴWﾏ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾉｷゲデ ﾗa TｴWHWゲげ 
neighbouring cities.  If he had, it may have shown that Thebes thought it worthwhile 
to conclude an alliance with Plataea against Athens, which would not have been the 
case if Plataea had been allied with Athens against Aegina.  The absence of Plataea 
from the list may be an oversight by Herodotus, or it may infer that, unlike the 
Tanagrans, the Coronaeans and the Thespians, all of whom are mentioned, the 
Plataeans never fought, or did not always fight, on the side of Thebes.  It is just 
possible from this omission to infer that Thucydides picked up the origins of the 
Thebes-Plataea enmity from Herodotus.  But it is often dangerous to argue ex 
silentio. 
To be exact, the claim is that this parallel is evidence that Thucydides obtained the 
idea of an historical link between Thebes and Aegina rather than of hostility between 
Thebes and Plataea.
472
  For this there is some circumstantial evidence but, again, it 
┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ┘Wﾉﾉ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ デﾗ AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲが ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ｷﾐヮ┌デが ┘ｴﾗ AWｪｷﾐ;げゲ 
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were made strong in war by having an equal voice in government (滞ゝ。á‾ヾ；。ぶ ;ﾐS H┞ ｪWデデｷﾐｪ ヴｷS ﾗa 
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allies, and thereforW AデｴWﾐゲげ WﾐWﾏｷWゲが ┘WヴW ｷﾐ デｴW ﾉﾗﾐｪ ゲデヴ┌ｪｪﾉW HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW デ┘ﾗ 
cities. 
13.  Hermocrates, described by Thucydides as the most persuasive of the Syracusans, 
does not blame the Athenians for wishing to rule the Sicilians at 4.61.5 ゲｷﾐIW けｷデ ｷゲ ｷﾐ 
ﾏWﾐげゲ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW デﾗ ヴ┌ﾉW デｴﾗゲW ┘ｴﾗ ゲ┌Hﾏｷデ デﾗ デｴWﾏげぎ ヽ　席仝゛0 á束ヾ 〃托 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ0：‾｀ くくく 
贈ヾ‐0：｀ くくく 〃‾達 0胎゛‾｀〃‾ゞく  WW ;ヴe invited to go to another speech in Thucydides, at 
5.104 by way of comparison, the statement of the Athenian ambassadors in the 
MWﾉｷ;ﾐ Sｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌Wぎ けｷデ ｷゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa ｪﾗSゲ ;ﾐS ﾏWﾐ デﾗ ヴ┌ﾉW ┘ｴWヴW┗Wヴ デｴW┞ ｴ;┗W 
ヮﾗ┘Wヴげ ふ〃＿ 〃0 ．0大‾｀ くくく 〃托 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ0：＿｀ 〃0 くくく ‾茸 造｀ ゛ヾü〃泰, 贈ヾ‐0：｀ぶく  Aﾉﾗﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ デｴｷゲが ;デ 
ΑくΒüが ┘W ｴ;┗W XWヴ┝Wゲげ ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデ デｴ;デ けデｴW ｪﾗSゲ ｪ┌ｷSW ┌ゲ ふデｴW PWヴゲｷ;ﾐゲぶ ;ﾐS Wﾐゲ┌ヴW 
things turn out well for ┌ゲげ (my brackets) in the context of extending the Persian 
empire into Europe and of gaining revenge on Athens.   
Here I feel that the two Thucydidean passages owe more to each other, which is 
┌ﾐゲ┌ヴヮヴｷゲｷﾐｪが デｴ;ﾐ WｷデｴWヴ ﾗﾐW デﾗ デｴW ヮ;ゲゲ;ｪW aヴﾗﾏ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲく  Iﾐ HWヴﾏﾗIヴ;デWゲげ I;ゲW 
it is the potential victim rather than the aspiring victor who makes the, perhaps 
surprising, admission that the strong have a right to rule.  One is not so surprised 
that this sentiment is expressed either by the Athenians in the Melian dialogue or by 
the ambitious Xerxes.  As for a parallel, it is more in the theme, that of empire and 
W┝ヮ;ﾐゲｷﾗﾐｷゲﾏ ふ〃托 ヽ゜0‾｀0゛〃0大｀ぶが デｴ;デ ┘W ゲWW Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ﾉW;S 
here.  As has been well explained, especially by de Romilly (1963), the imperial 
ambition of a succession of Persian kings from Cyrus to Xerxes described by 
Herodotus becomes, in Thucydides, the imperial ambition of Athens.  Surely, 
however, this is too large and too obvious a theme, pervading the whole of both 
Histories, for us to believe that Thucydides derived it solely from Herodotus.
473
 
14.  Croesus advises Cambyses not to commit outrageous atrocities such as burying 
twelve Persian nobles alive up to their heads but to exercise ヽヾ‾´。．；。 
ふけforWデｴﾗ┌ｪｴデげぶ ふ3.36.1).  Hermocrates, in the same speech as the last example  
(4.62.4), tells the conference of Sicilian states at Syracuse that the uncalculable 
WﾉWﾏWﾐデ ﾗa デｴW a┌デ┌ヴW ふ〃托 ~詑 蔵ゝ〃à．´。〃‾｀ 〃‾達 ´　゜゜‾｀〃‾ゞぶ ｷゲ HWゲデ IﾗﾏH;デWS H┞ ﾗ┌ヴ 
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322 n.40), who notes a けsimilarityげが ;ﾐS CﾗヴﾐaﾗヴS ふヱΓヰΑが ヱΒヲぶが ┘ｴﾗ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ ; けヴWﾏｷﾐｷゲIWﾐIWげく  
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┌ゲｷﾐｪ ヽヾ‾´。．；俗 when embarking upon any enterprise.  The link must be unlikely on 
the basis of one word which is not uncommon (cf. LSJ, 1489).
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15.  TｴW ヮｴヴ;ゲW ゛ü゛托｀ ゛ü゛端 滞測ゝ．ü： ;デ 5.65.2 ｷゲ けIﾉW;ヴﾉ┞ ; ヮヴﾗ┗WヴHｷ;ﾉ ヮｴヴ;ゲWげ according 
to Andrewes,
475
 ;ﾐS ｴW Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴWゲ ｷデ ┘ｷデｴ ´騨 〃端 ゛ü゛端 〃托 ゛ü゛托｀ 滞丹 at 3.53.4.  If the 
expression is indeed proverbial, as seems very probable, there is no reason to 
suppose that Thucydides is following Herodotus here or relying on him to supply it, 
as it would have been common currency.  Despite this, the contexts in which the 
phrases are used are similar; both are employed in an attempt to persuade, even if 
one is expressed positively and the other negatively.  In the Thucydides example a 
veteran Spartan soldier is trying to persuade Agis to attack a strong Argive position 
to make up for his retreat from Argos, in other words けデﾗ I┌ヴW ﾗﾐW W┗ｷﾉ ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴげく  
TｴW HWヴﾗSﾗデW;ﾐ ヮ;ゲゲ;ｪW ｷゲ ゲヮﾗﾆWﾐ H┞ PWヴｷ;ﾐSWヴげゲ S;┌ｪｴデWヴが ┘ｴﾗ has been sent by 
him to persuade his son Lycophron, who up till now has obstinately refused, to 
return to Corinth to prevent his father being deposed; the words are best translated 
けSﾗ ﾐﾗデ デヴ┞ デﾗ I┌ヴW ﾗﾐW W┗ｷﾉ ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴげく  Therefore, an intertextual link here is only 
a possibility.  
16.  Both the Melians at 5.104 and the Athenians at 8.143 affirm their trust in the 
gods, the Melians that the gods will bring them justice, the Athenians that they will 
rely on the gods and will never form an alliance with the Great King; in other words, 
they make avowals to or about the gods, but for different reasons and different 
purposes.  Although Thucydides does not give us the impression of being a pious 
person himself or make as frequent references to divine matters as Herodotus, he 
does recognise the importance of religion within individual Greek communities and 
often makes mention of certain religious festivals: e.g. at Sparta, the Carneia (5.75.2) 
and the Hyacynthia (5.23.4); at Athens, the Panathenaea (6.56.2), the Dionysia 
(5.23.4), and the Eleusinian Mysteries (8.53).  I therefore see no reason to suppose 
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Connor (1984, 125 n.37) notes this earlier use but does not claim any link.  
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HCT iv, 97. 
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that Thucydides owes this affirmation of belief in the gods in the Melian dialogue to 
that of the Athenians in response to the offer of Mardonius.
476
 
17.  See 13  
18.  I have no argument against the idea that, on a large scale, the debate in the 
Athenian assembly between Nicias and Alcibiades at 6.9-18 parallels the discussion 
;デ デｴW PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ Iﾗ┌ﾐIｷﾉ ┘ｴWヴW XWヴ┝Wゲげ ヮヴﾗヮﾗゲWゲ ｴｷゲ ;デデ;Iﾆ ﾗﾐ GヴWWIW ふ7.8-18).  They 
are both to do with massive expeditions, which could decide the fate of their 
respective nations.  However, I do not think that this really tells us much beyond the 
fact, which we already knew, that both Histories are concerned with major wars.  
Moreover, the two scenarii depicted in these speech events are politically very 
different.  The final decision regarding the Persian expedition rests with one all-
powerful man, Xerxes, whereas Nicias and Alcibiades, however well they may argue 
their respectｷ┗W I;ゲWゲが ;ヴW ゲ┌HﾃWIデ デﾗ デｴW ┘ｷﾉﾉ ﾗa ; ゲﾗ┗WヴWｷｪﾐ ヮWﾗヮﾉWげゲ ;ゲゲWﾏHﾉ┞く  
Additionally, in the Persian case there are three viewpoints put forward, those of 
Mardonius and Artabanus as well as that of Xerxes, as opposed to two at Athens. 
Again, if we extend the parallel to 7.18 in Herodotus, as Hornblower proposes, we 
must include the dream sequence involving Xerxes, Artabanus and the mysterious 
tall and handsome apparition, to which there is no parallel in Thucydides.  I should, 
therefore, prefer to limit the parameters under discussion to those parts devoted to 
the speeches of Alcibiades (6.18.7) and Xerxes (7.8ü).   
19.  Looking, then, at these two speeches we find a distinct similarity of theme, 
namely the expansion of empire as the activity of an already powerful state.  There is 
still, however, an important SｷaaWヴWﾐIW HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW デ┘ﾗ ゲｷデ┌;デｷﾗﾐゲく  XWヴ┝Wゲげ 
motivation is twofold: a desire to emulate or outdo his predecessors, coupled with 
the need to punish the Athenians for their support of the Ionian revolt and the 
burning of Sardis.  Alcibiades (6.18.7), for his part, speaks of the dangers of 
蔵ヽヾüá´‾ゝ々｀。 ふけｷﾐ;Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞げぶぎ ; Iｴ;ﾐｪW デﾗ デｴｷゲ ゲデ;デW ﾗa ;aa;ｷヴゲが ｴW ゲ;┞ゲが ｷゲ デｴW ゲ┘ｷaデWゲデ 
way for ; Iｷデ┞ ﾐﾗデ ヮヴW┗ｷﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ｷﾐaWIデWS デﾗ IﾗﾏW デﾗ SWゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ふヽ＿゜：｀ ´駄 蔵ヽヾàá´‾｀ü 
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Connor (1984, 156-7) notes a resemblance between the two passages; also Deininger (1939, repr. 
1987), Der Melier-Dialog, diss, Erlangen.  
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〃à‐：ゝ〃（ 贈｀ くくく 蔵ヽヾüá´‾ゝ々｀。ゞ ´0〃üé‾゜泰 ~：üー．üヾ騨｀ü：ぶく  HW ┌ゲWゲ デｴｷゲ ;ゲ ｴｷゲ ヮヴｷﾏW 
argument for going ahead with the Sicilian expedition.  This match I find perhaps the 
most convincing of those put forward by Hornblower, since Thucydides can hardly 
have failed to see the parallel between the imperial ambitions of Persia and those of 
Athens half a century later.  It would have been a short step from here for 
Thucydides to recognise in the character of Alcibiades the self-confidence and 
arrogance of a Xerxes, and then have him make the kind of rhetorical tour-de-force 
which would have been necessary to win over the popular Athenian vote. 
20.  Again at 6.18.7 Alcibiades advocates that Athens live up to her existing 
ｷﾐゲデｷデ┌デｷﾗﾐゲ ;ﾐS I┌ゲデﾗﾏゲ ふ｀＿´‾：ゞぶが デｴ;デ ｷゲ デﾗ ゲ;┞ continue to develop her empire, in 
order to avoid stagnation.  Darius, in his apology for monarchy at 3.82.5, similarly 
;S┗ｷゲWゲ デｴ;デ デｴW PWヴゲｷ;ﾐゲ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ ﾉWデ ｪﾗ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ ;ﾐIWゲデヴ;ﾉ I┌ゲデﾗﾏゲ ふヽü〃ヾ；‾仝ゞ 
｀＿´‾仝ゞぶ ┘ｴｷIｴ ;ヴW aｷﾐW ;ゲ デｴW┞ ;ヴW ふ村‐‾｀〃üゞ 0託).  Does this tell us any more than that 
different cultures share a common respect for custom and tradition?  I think not, and 
should not be inclined to imagine that Thucydides needed Herodotus to make him 
aware of this historical truism.
477
 
21.  The final match in List A is between the remarks of Hermocrates at 6.33.5 and 
those of Themistocles at 8.109.2-4.  Hermocrates says the Athenian armada is so big 
that it may not be able to feed itself, and that it will create so much fear among the 
“ｷIｷﾉｷ;ﾐ IｷデｷWゲ デｴ;デ デｴW┞ ┘ｷﾉﾉ デｴWﾐ ┌ﾐｷデW ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ ｷデく  TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ ヮﾗｷﾐデ ｷゲ デｴ;デ ゲ┌Iｴ ; 
large army as the Persian should be allowed to escape while it has a mind to, lest it 
renew itself and fight on (蔵｀ü´à‐0ゝ．ü：ぶく  Bﾗデｴ ヴWaWヴ デﾗ デｴW ヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏゲ ﾗa ﾉ;ヴｪW ;ヴﾏｷWゲ 
and how to deal tactically with them.  However, the military situations are quite 
SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ｷﾐ ﾆｷﾐSく  Iﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ デｴW Aデhenian armada has not arrived and is 
only, as yet, a distant threat.  Hermocrates, then, is speaking of a hypothetical 
situation, which may or may not arise.  Themistocles, on the other hand, is speaking 
after the battle of Salamis, proposing a plan, to allow the enemy to escape, which is 
not his and which he hopes will buy him favour with Xerxes.  To say, therefore, that 
                                                          
477WW Iﾗ┌ﾉS ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ヮヴﾗヮﾗゲW ; ヮ;ヴ;ﾉﾉWﾉ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴｷゲ T ヮ;ゲゲ;ｪW ;ﾐS H ΑくΒü ふゲWW I;ゲW ヱン ;Hﾗ┗Wぶく  
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Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ｷゲ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ｴWヴW ｷゲ ゲ┌ヴWﾉ┞ ゲデヴWデIｴｷﾐｪ ; ヮﾗｷﾐデ too 
far.
478
   
List B 
22.  In the case of the Corinthian loan
479
 of 20 ships to Athens, the Corinthians in 
1.41.2 ヴWﾏｷﾐS デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ Wﾏヮｴ;デｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ デｴ;デ け┞ﾗ┌ tooﾆげ ふ損゜àé0〃0ぶ ヲヰ ゲｴｷヮゲ aヴﾗﾏ 
Corinth.  In the Herodotean version (6. 89) the Athenians apparently requested a 
loan of ships which the Corinthians ｪ;┗W デｴWﾏ ふ~：~‾達ゝ：ぶ H┌デ Iｴ;ヴｪWS デｴWﾏ aｷ┗W 
drachmas each for デｴWﾏ ふヽ0｀〃ü~ヾà‐´‾仝ゞ 蔵ヽ‾~＿´0｀‾：ぶく  Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ﾏ;┞ ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉ┞ HW 
correcting Herodotus here; at any rate the passage is good evidence that he was 
aware of Herodotus.
480
  But, as Gomme notes (HCT i, 175), this favour is surely less 
important than the services rendered by the Corinthians to Athens in c.504 when 
they prevailed upon the Spartans not to restore the tyrant Hippias at Athens (5.93), 
or when they intervened in the dispute between Thebes and Athens over Plataea 
(6.108.2-3).   
Why, then, does Thucydides prefer to put a lesser argument into the mouths of the 
Corinthian envoys to the Athenian assembly when they could so easily have 
amplified their case?  Perhaps, as Gomme suggests,
481
 Thucydides rejected 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ;IIount of the conference at Sparta of 504 as untrue.  In which case, one 
wonders how many other accounts in Herodotus were disregarded by Thucydides by 
reason of historical inaccuracy. 
23.  At 8.44 Herodotus accounts for 180 Athenian ships, presumably triremes, 
present on the Greek side at the battle of Salamis.  At 8.48 he tells us the total 
number of ships, not counting penteconters, came to 378.  But at 8.61 Themistocles 
is made to say that Athens had 200 fully-armed ships, which leads us to ask whether 
there were twenty ships in reserve or whether Herodotus is being approximate with 
                                                          
478
Contra Hunter, J. (1977), The Compositioﾐ ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ Hｷゲデﾗヴ┞が Historia 26, 287.  Connor (1984, 
198) contrasts rather than parallels the two accounts; cf. also Connor (1984, 175 n.44).   
479I Hﾗヴヴﾗ┘ デｴW ┘ﾗヴS けﾉﾗ;ﾐげ aヴﾗﾏ GﾗﾏﾏW ふHCT ｷが ヱΑヵが ヴヱくヲ ﾐくぶが H┌デ デｴW SW;ﾉ ;ﾏﾗ┌ﾐデWS デﾗ ; けヴWﾐデ;ﾉげ ｷﾐ 
reality. 
480
For the idea that H made insertions as a result of the historical Corinthians see Jeffery, L.H. (1962), 
けTｴW C;ﾏヮ;ｷｪﾐ BWデ┘WWﾐ AデｴWﾐゲ ;ﾐS AWｪｷﾐ; ｷﾐ デｴW ζW;ヴゲ BWaﾗヴW “;ﾉ;ﾏｷゲげが AJP, 44ff.  
481
See n. 479 for ref.  
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his numbers.  In fact, Herodotus tells us previously in a speech
482
 that Themistocles 
persuaded the Athenians to use the income from the Laurium silver mine to build 
200 ships for the war against Aegina.  It seems reasonable to suppose, as Strassler 
(2007, 556, n. on 7.144.1) notes, that Themistocles must have known these ships 
would eventually be used against the Persians.  Thucydides, at 1.74.1, also refers to 
the Athenian ship numbers at Salamis, when the Athenian envoys in their speech at 
“ヮ;ヴデ; ゲ;┞ デｴ;デ デｴW ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ ┘;ゲ けﾉｷデデﾉW ﾉWゲゲ デｴ;ﾐ ; デｴｷヴS ﾗa デｴW デﾗデ;ﾉ ヴヰヰげ ふ｀ü達ゞ ´　｀ á0 
損ゞ 〃束ゞ 〃0〃ヾü゛‾ゝ；üゞ 題゜；á単 損゜àゝゝ‾仝ゞ 〃丹｀ ~々‾ ´‾：ヾ丹｀ぶく   
On this calculation the Athenian contingent would have numbered slightly less than 
266 ships.  I would submit that 200 is considerably fewer than 260 and that 180 is 
self-W┗ｷSWﾐデﾉ┞ W┗Wﾐ aW┘Wヴく  Oﾐ デｴｷゲ H;ゲｷゲが ;ﾐS HWI;┌ゲW ンヰヰ ｷゲ デｴW け┌ゲ┌;ﾉげ ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ 
by other ancient sources,
483
 an argument has existed in a;┗ﾗ┌ヴ ﾗa ヴW;Sｷﾐｪ 〃ヾ：ü゛‾ゝ；üゞ 
ｴWヴW ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ 〃0〃ヾü゛‾ゝ；üゞ in the text.484 This would square up the arithmetic and 
seem to suggest that Thucydides has borrowed the figure from Herodotus but, 
relying as it does on an emendation made in only one scholarly edition,
485
 I am led to 
デｴW IﾗﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ｷﾐSWHデWSﾐWゲゲ デﾗ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ｷゲ 
possible but unproven. 
24.  This same speech by the Athenian envoys at Sparta at 1.74.1 is also paralleled 
with Herodotus 7.139.3-4 and 144.2 on the subject of how Themistocles saved the 
Peloponnese from Persian attack.
486
  In the Thucydidean version the envoys remind 
the Spartans of how they, the Spartans, received Themistocles as an honoured guest 
in recognition of his having saved Hellas from the Persian invasion.  Herodotus does 
not mention Themistocles by name at the two reference points stated, but gives his 
own opinion that Athens was responsible for saving Hellas.  Themistocles, however, 
is mentioned by Herodotus at 7.144.1, as I have noted in the previous example 
above, where he persuades his fellow citizens to build 200 ships ostensibly for the 
war against Aegina but in the almost certain knowledge that they would eventually 




E.g. Aeschylus, Persae 338; Democritus, 18.238; Nepos, Themistocles 3. 
484
Cf. HCT i, 234-5, 1.74,1 n. 
485
That of Poppo and Stahl (1821-40).  See Kallett (2001) for full discussion of financial resources in T. 
486
Although Immerwahr (1966, 139 n.177) links the H topic with T 1.73.4. 
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be used to counter a Persian invasion.  I do not believe that Thucydides needed to be 
reminded by Herodotus that it was Themistocles who led the fleet at Salamis, or that 
he needed his predecessorげゲ ヮヴﾗﾏヮデｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ ゲｴﾗ┘Wヴｷﾐｪ ヮヴ;ｷゲW ┌ヮﾗﾐ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ 
saviours of Hellas in a later speech by their descendants to the Spartans. 
25.  Both 1.75.2 and 8.3.2 refer to the beginnings of the Delian League.  The 
references, however, arise from very different contexts and carry different 
ｷﾐaWヴWﾐIWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ デｴW ;ﾏﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa ｪ┌ｷﾉデ ;デデ;IｴWS デﾗ AデｴWﾐゲげ ;Iケ┌ｷゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa WﾏヮｷヴWく  TｴW 
passage in Herodotus imputes blame, unusually in the Histories, upon Athens 
ｷﾐ;ゲﾏ┌Iｴ ;ゲ ゲｴW けtooﾆ デｴW ﾉW;SWヴゲｴｷヮ ;┘;┞ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW Κ;IWS;Wﾏﾗﾐｷ;ﾐゲげ ;ﾐSが ﾗﾐ デﾗヮ ﾗa 
デｴ;デが け┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW ヮヴWデW┝デ ﾗa P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲげ ;ヴヴﾗｪ;ﾐIWげ ふヽヾ＿ーüゝ：｀ 〃駄｀ ずü仝ゝü｀；0＼ 濁éヾ：｀ 
ヽヾ‾：ゝ‐＿´0｀‾： 蔵ヽ0；゜‾｀〃‾ 〃駄｀ 打á0´‾｀；。｀ 〃‾但ゞ ぎü゛0~ü：´‾｀；‾仝ゞ ).  Thucydides, on the 
other hand, by way of the Athenian envoys, justifies the takeover on the grounds 
that the Lacedaemonians did not pursue the Persian Wars to their conclusion and 
therefore forfeited the right to the hegemony of Hellas.  Moreover, say the envoys, 
AデｴWﾐゲ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏWS Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐS け;デ デｴW ;ヮヮヴﾗ;Iｴ ;ﾐS ヴWケ┌Wゲデ ﾗa デｴW ;ﾉﾉｷWゲげ 
ふヽヾ‾ゝ0゜．＿｀〃＼｀ 〃丹｀ ¨仝´´à‐＼｀ ゛ü台 ü沢〃丹｀ ~0。．　｀〃＼｀ぶく  WW ﾏ┌ゲデが ヮWヴｴ;ヮゲが ﾏ;ﾆW 
some allowance for the pro-Athenian tone in which the envoys speak, assuming that 
┘W ;IIWヮデ デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ｴ;S デｴWﾏ ゲ;┞ ┘ｴ;デ ｴW デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ┘;ゲ け;ヮヮヴﾗヮヴｷ;デW for the 
ﾗII;ゲｷﾗﾐげ ふ〃束 ~　‾｀〃üぶく 
26.  Elsewhere, both authors show their distaste for the overweening ambition of 
Pausanias by referring to his proposal to marry the daughter of Megabates, in 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ I;ゲW ふヵくンヲぶ ;ﾐSが ｷﾐ デｴW Historyが ﾐﾗ ﾉWゲゲ ; ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ｪW デｴ;ﾐ XWヴ┝Wゲげ S;┌ｪｴデWヴ 
according to 1.128.7.  Here, it looks at first sight as if Thucydides may have derived 
his story from Herodotus, but the fact that he proposes a loftier union than 
Herodotus suggests that he was following another source and possibly correcting 
him. 
27.  けTｴｷゲ S;┞ ┘ｷﾉﾉ HW デｴW HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa ｪヴW;デ W┗ｷﾉゲ for デｴW GヴWWﾆゲげ ふ柁~0 打 打´　ヾü 〃‾大ゞ 
詮゜゜。ゝ： ´0áà゜＼｀ ゛ü゛丹｀ 贈ヾ¨0：ぶ ふ2.12.3).487 Such are the foreboding words of 
Melessipus, the last Spartan herald sent to Athens to forestall the war.  Can we see a 
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Gomme (HCT i, 432, n. on 1.128.7) notes the formal tone of 柁~0 打 打´　ヾü ;ﾐS Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴWゲ it with 
Aristophanes Peace 435-436, and Xenophon Hellenica 2.2.23. 
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parallel in Herodotus (5.97.3), where he describes the twenty Athenian ships sent to 
;ｷS Iﾗﾐｷ; ;ゲ けHWｷﾐｪ デｴW HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa H;S デｷﾏWゲ for Hﾗデｴ HWﾉﾉWﾐWゲ ;ﾐS H;ヴH;ヴｷ;ﾐゲげ 
(蔵ヾ‐駄 ゛ü゛丹｀ くくく 詮゜゜。ゝ； 〃0 ゛ü台 éüヾéàヾ‾：ゝ：ぶい  Aﾉゲﾗ IｷデWS ;ゲ ; ヮ;ヴ;ﾉﾉWﾉ ;ヴW デｴW reported 
words of Demaratus, insulted by his successor Leotychidas at 6.67.2-3, デｴ;デ けデｴｷゲ 
question (how much Demaratus enjoyed the office of magistrate after being king) 
will be the beginning either of a multitude of evils or a multitude of blessings for the 
Κ;IWS;Wﾏﾗﾐｷ;ﾐゲげ ふ〃駄｀ くくく 損ヽ0：ヾ～〃。ゝ：｀ 〃ü々〃。｀ 贈ヾ¨0：｀ ぎü゛0~ü：´‾｀；‾：ゝ： 妥 ´仝ヾ；。ゞ 
゛ü゛＿〃。〃‾ゞ 妥 ´仝ヾ；。ゞ 0沢~ü：´‾｀；。ゞぶく  Κｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲデｷI;ﾉﾉ┞, I can see the possibility of a 
ｪWﾐ┌ｷﾐW ;ﾉﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW aｷヴゲデ HWヴﾗSﾗデW;ﾐ ヮ;ゲゲ;ｪWが デｴW ﾃ┌┝デ;ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ゛ü゛丹｀ with 
蔵ヾ‐駄 or 贈ヾ¨0： HWｷﾐｪ ﾐﾗデｷIW;HﾉW ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ デｴW Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ ヮヴWゲWﾐIW ﾗa  詮゜゜。ゝ：が488 but 
not in the second, which only possesses one of these elements, as does the third 
cited passage of Herodotus (5.30.1), which is an authorial comment: 損゛ 〃‾仝〃　＼｀ 〃丹｀ 
ヽ‾゜；＼｀ 鱈~0 堕ヾ‐0〃‾ ゛ü゛束 くくく 〃泰 素＼｀；体.489 We should also note that the original claim is 
for a dependence on historical fact and not a linguistic parallel.
490
 
28.  It is claimed to be able to detect
491
 some common tone between the language of 
PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ F┌ﾐWヴ;ﾉ Oration at 2.41.4 ;ﾐS デｴW けﾏ;ヴ┗Wﾉﾗ┌ゲ SWWSゲげ ふ村ヾáü くくく ．＼´üゝ〃àぶ ﾗa 
Greeks and barbarians in the proem of the Histories (1.1).  Some have claimed
492
 that 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ┌ゲW ﾗa デｴW ┗WヴH ．ü仝´üゝ．。ゝ＿´0．ü ｷﾐ Iﾗﾐﾃ┌ﾐIデｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ 〃‾大ゞ 〃0 ｀達｀ ゛ü台 
〃‾大ゞ 村ヽ0：〃ü ふけ┘W ゲｴ;ﾉﾉ HW ;SﾏｷヴWS H┞ Hﾗデｴ ヮヴWゲWﾐデ ;ﾐS a┌デ┌ヴW ｪWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲげぶ ┘;ゲ 
influenced by his knowledge of this iconic passage in Herodotus especially if, as is 
widely thought, the Histories had only recently been written or were in the process 
of being written.  If so, it may well be further evidence that Thucydides wrote the 
Funeral Oration soon after its dramatic date (i.e. c. 431) and not in 404 or later.  But I 
consider this conclusion, based upon the coincidence of the cognate relationship of 
only one fairly common word, to be very flimsy evidence.  
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Also, for デｴW ┌ゲW ﾗa ゛ü゛‾達 ... 蔵ヾ‐，, cf. Iliad ヱヱくヶヰヴが ┘ｴｷIｴ SWゲIヴｷHWゲ デｴW HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa P;デヴﾗIﾉ┌ゲげ 
unlucky fate.   
489
Although note the absence of the definite article in H. 
490
See Sommerstein, A.H. (1985), who sees ll. 435-ヶ ;ゲ ;ﾐ ;ﾉﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ MWﾉWゲｷヮヮ┌ゲげ ;Iデ┌;ﾉ ┘ﾗヴSゲく  
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E.g. by Scanlon, T. (1994, 165); Cobet, J. (1986), in I. Moxon et al. (eds.), Past Perspectives, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 8.   
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29.  Better, I think, is the evidence for a direct parallel between 3.58.5 and 
Herodotus 9.61.3, where, at the battle of Plataea, when the Spartans are hard-
pressed and the sacrifices are unfavourable, it is reportWS デｴ;デ けP;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲ looked 
デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ デｴW Pﾉ;デ;W;ﾐゲげ ゲ;ﾐIデ┌;ヴ┞ ﾗa HWヴ; ;ﾐS ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾆWS デｴW ｪﾗSSWゲゲげ ふ蔵ヽ‾é゜　／ü｀〃ü 
〃托｀ ずü仝ゝü｀；。｀ ヽヾ托ゞ 〃托  前ヾü：‾｀ 〃托 ず゜ü〃ü：　＼｀ 損ヽ：゛ü゜　ゝüゝ．ü： 〃駄｀ ．0＿｀ぶく  Iﾐ 
Thucydides, the Plataeans tell the Spartans that, in laying waste Plataea, there is a 
S;ﾐｪWヴ け┞ﾗ┌ ┘ｷﾉﾉ ﾏ;ﾆW SWゲﾗﾉ;デW デｴW デWﾏヮﾉWゲ ﾗa デｴW ｪﾗSゲ デﾗ ┘ｴﾗﾏ デｴW┞ ふデｴW HWﾉﾉWﾐWゲ 
led by Pausanias) prayed before overcoming the Persi;ﾐゲげ ふ袋0ヾà 〃0 ．0丹｀ ‾逮ゞ 
0沢¨à´0｀‾： ぐ，~＼｀ 損゛ヾà〃。ゝü｀ 損ヾ。´‾達〃0 くくくぶく  Iﾐ;ゲﾏ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴｷゲ ｷﾐIｷSWﾐデ ｷゲ ; ﾉWゲゲWヴ 
known historical event, the possibility of Thucydides following Herodotus here is 
greater than in those examples previously mentioned. 
30.  On the topic of Theban medising, the Thebans at Plataea (3.62.2) defend the 
good name of their city by insisting that Thebes was at the time ruled by a dynastic 
oligarchy which amounted to a tyranny (損áá仝〃à〃＼ ~詑 〃仝ヾà｀｀‾仝ぶ ;ﾐS デｴ;デ デｴWヴWfore 
the general citizenry could not be held responsible for going over to the Persians.  At 
9.86-87, Herodotus typically describes the same event on a more personal level and 
introduces a speech, at 9.38.1, by Timagenides, one of the allegedly responsible 
oligarchs, who courageously offers to be handed over to the avenging Hellenic forces 
under Pausanias along with his colleague Attaginus.  Unfortunately for the allies, 
Attaginus flees the city apparently escaping their wrath as we hear no more about 
him.  The other members of the oligarchy are handed over and executed by 
Pausanias.   
The fact that Thucydides does not mention any of the medisers by name is not proof 
that he did not obtain this reference from Herodotus.  It is also possible that the 
Thebans giving the speech at Plataea may not have known or have been able to 
recall the names of their medising fellow citizens as the incident occurred some fifty-
two years earlier.  Thucydides would have realised this and decided to keep the 
reference in the mouths of the Theban apologists as short and concise as possible in 
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ﾉｷﾐW ;ｪ;ｷﾐ ┘ｷデｴ ｴｷゲ 〃束 ~　‾｀〃ü ヮﾗﾉｷI┞く  I デｴWヴWforW aｷﾐS Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ SWヮWﾐSWﾐIW ﾗﾐ 
Herodotus for this reference possible.
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31.  There is an obvious similarity between the Athenian imperial attitude towards 
Melos, described by Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ｷﾐ デｴW けMWﾉｷ;ﾐ Dｷ;ﾉﾗｪ┌Wげ ;デ 5.89 and that of 
Themistocles, in command of the Hellenic fleet, towards the islanders of Andros at 
8.111.2-3.
494
 In both cases the theme is the use of power and the concept of 
justifiable rule where the superior force shows no mercy towards its victims but 
ﾃ┌ゲデｷaｷWゲ ｷデゲ ;ｪｪヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デWヴﾏゲ ﾗa けPWヴゲ┌;ゲｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS NWIWゲゲｷデ┞げ495 in the Andrian 
incident and by arguing, in the Melian case, that Athens is justified, even compelled, 
by circumstances to confirm her hegemony by force, or risk displaying a dangerous 
weakness to her subject states, who would then be induced into doing something 
ヴ;ゲｴ ;ﾐS けﾉW;Sｷﾐｪ Hﾗデｴ デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ ;ﾐS ┌ゲ ｷﾐデﾗ ; ヮヴWSｷIデ;HﾉW S;ﾐｪWヴげ ふゝ席測ゞ 〃0 ü沢〃‾但ゞ 
゛ü台 打´測ゞ 損ゞ ヽヾ‾達ヽ〃‾｀ ゛；｀~仝｀‾｀ ぷ造｀へ ゛ü〃üゝ〃，ゝ0：ü｀ぶ ふヵくΓΓぶが ｷくW. by revolting.  
The essence of the specious rhetoric in this latter case amounts to the use of the 
same argument as the former, namely that of necessity backed up by persuasion, if 
possible, or by force if the other party refuses to submit.  In both cases force was 
indeed used, the Melian male population being executed while their women and 
children were sold into slavery.  In the case of Andros, the island was besieged 
unsuccessfully, and Herodotus does not give us any further details abo┌デ デｴW ｷゲﾉ;ﾐSげゲ 
relations with Athens or the future Delian League.   
Despite these similarities there is no reason to suppose that Thucydides relied upon 
Herodotus for his story.  Indeed, the stories relate to different historical events even 
if they do illustrate the excesses of Athenian imperialism.  In the Herodotean case 
                                                          
493
But cf. Hornblower (CT ii, 131).  Gomme (HCT ii, 348, 3.62.3 n.) claims that the account here by the 
Thebans of a small group of autocratic mediseヴゲ けﾏ┌ゲデ HW a;ヴ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW デヴ┌デｴげが but he neglects to tell us 
why.  It is interesting to compare the attitude expressed here by H with 8.30 where he asserts the 
same fault of the Phocaeans, for which Plutarch takes him to task at Moralia 868B (de Herodoti 
Malignitate 35). 
494
Cf. my Chapter 7 (on DD and ID) where another aspect of the comparison between these two 
speeches is analysed.  Cf. also Immerwahr (1966, 322 n.40), who notes this comparison. 
495TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲ ゲﾉ┞ﾉ┞ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐｷaｷWゲ デｴWゲW ﾐﾗデｷﾗﾐゲ ｴWヴW ;ゲ ｪﾗSゲぎ けPWｷデｴﾗげ ;ﾐS けAﾐ;ﾐﾆ;ｷWげく  For further 
SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けPWｷデｴﾗげ ｷﾐ H ゲWW Comparini, B. (1977) PWｷデｴﾗ ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ SヮWWIｴWゲ, PhD. diss. Yale 




the Athenian empire is about to be born, in the Thucydidean case it has passed its 
maturity and is showing signs of decline. 
32.  At 5.112.2 the Melians say their city was founded by Sparta 700 years ago.  This 
date cannot be ascertained exactly, but it has a connection with the return of the 
Heracleidae, the foundation of Sparta itself, and the fall of Troy.  The chronological 
issue raised here is discussed by Andrewes,
496
 ┘ｴﾗ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴ;デ けTｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ｴ;d a 
relatively high date for the fall of Troy, something like the date implied in Herodotus 
ヲくヱヴヵくヴげく  HﾗヴﾐHﾉﾗ┘Wヴ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa ふCT ii, 130) points out that this may suggest a 
dependence on Herodotus.                                                                                                
33.  The theme of slavery is picked up in the next pair of paralleled passages.  
Hermocrates, in his speech to the assembled Camarinaeans (6.76.3-77), warns of 
AデｴWﾐゲげ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ Wﾐゲﾉ;┗W “ｷIｷﾉ┞ ;ﾐS I;ﾉﾉゲ for unity to thwart the Athenian invasion 
of their island.  In Herodotus, at 1.169.1 and 6.32, we have an account of how Ionia 
was enslaved twice in succession by Harpagus, the Persian general and conqueror of 
Asia Minor.  It is difficult to see how these events are related to each other, other 
than through the similarity they reveal between the earlier imperial ambitions of the 
Persians and those later of the Athenians.  In the Persian instance the imposition of 
slavery was real, in the Sicilian instance it was only forewarned and possibly only 
imagined.                                                                                                                                    
34.  The references at 6.76.3 and 8.3.2 are brought together as parallels on the 
subject of the beginning of the Delian League and are compared also to 1.75.2, cited 
in example 25 above.  As I have already commented on all three of these references, 
I shall not dwell upon them except to say that, although they share common 
references to the origins of the Delian League, they are sufficiently lacking in detail 
or reference to any specific historical incident for it to be deduced that Thucydides 
derived the account he puts into the mouth of Hermocrates from Herodotus. 
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HCT  iv, 180-1, 5.112.2 n. 
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35.  The passages at 6.82.4 and 8.85.1 both refer to the alleged Ionian betrayal of 
Athens in 480.
497
  The passage in Thucydides is from the speech of Euphemus, the 
Athenian ambassador at Camarina, made in response to the speech of Hermocrates 
IｷデWS ;Hﾗ┗Wが ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ E┌ヮｴWﾏ┌ゲ SWaWﾐSゲ AデｴWﾐゲげ ヴｷｪｴデ デﾗ ｪﾗ┗Wヴﾐ デｴW Iﾗﾐｷ;ﾐゲ ;ﾐS 
ｷゲﾉ;ﾐSWヴゲ けゲｷﾐIW デｴW┞ ﾏWSｷゲWS ;ﾐS I;ﾏW ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ ┌ゲが デｴWｷヴ ﾏﾗデｴWヴ Iｷデ┞げ ふ惰゜．‾｀ á束ヾ 損ヽ台 
〃駄｀ ´。〃ヾ＿ヽ‾゜：｀ 損席（ 打´測ゞ ´0〃束 〃‾達 ぐ，~‾仝ぶく  TｴW ヮ;ゲゲ;ｪW ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ 
most of the Ionians who, ignorｷﾐｪ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐS デﾗ aｷｪｴデ ;ゲ Iﾗ┘;ヴSゲ ;デ デｴW 
battle of Salamis, fought bravely against the Hellenes, thus betraying them, the 
Athenians included.  Although it is true that both passages refer to the Ionians 
fighting on the Persian side, this, like other events mentioned above, would have 
been sufficiently well known to Thucydides through tradition for him not to have 
needed any prompting from previous written accounts.
498
                                                                               
36.  Alcibiades, in his speech to the Spartans (6.89.4), claims that his family had 
always been tyrant-ｴ;デWヴゲ ふ〃‾大ゞ á束ヾ 〃仝ヾà｀｀‾：ゞ ü滞0； ヽ‾〃0 ~：àー‾ヾ‾； 損ゝ´0｀ぶが H┌デ ｷデ ｷゲ 
ﾐﾗデ IﾉW;ヴ ┘ｴWデｴWヴ デｴｷゲ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ ｴｷゲ ﾏﾗデｴWヴげゲ ゲｷSW (the Alcmaeonids) or デﾗ ｴｷゲ a;デｴWヴげゲが 
because Thucydides does not make the connection.  This could be a reference to, but 
ｴ;ヴSﾉ┞ ; SWヮWﾐSWﾐIW ﾗﾐが HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW AﾉIﾏ;WﾗﾐｷSゲげ ｴﾗゲデｷﾉｷデ┞ デﾗ 
tyranny at 6.123.ヱ ふくくく ‾袋 雪゜゛´0＼｀；~ü： くくく 惰ゝü｀ ´：ゝ‾〃々ヾü｀｀‾：ぶく 
Summary 
If we were coming to our two authors for the first time, with no other knowledge 
about them save the dates of their births and deaths, and that both were concerned 
with the recording of great wars separated by a time distance of roughly sixty years, 
it would not be unreasonable to suppose that the second author might rely on 
factual historical information from his predecessor in order to help explain the 
causes of the later conflict, just as, for instance, in the past century historians of the 
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Cf. Immerwahr (1966, 232 n.128), who notes the similarity of topic but makes no comment on 
dependency.  
498
There is no doubt, however, that the supposed desertion of Athens by the Ionians baulked large in 
AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ ﾏWﾏﾗヴ┞ ;ﾐS ヴWゲWﾐデﾏWﾐデ Sﾗ┘ﾐ デﾗ デｴW aﾗ┌ヴデｴ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞が ;ゲ ｷゲ ゲｴﾗ┘ﾐ H┞ IゲﾗIヴ;デWゲげ ｴW;ヴデaWﾉデ 
remark at 12.69 referring to the support Athens gave to Ionia, enabling it to recover and prosper 
aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ デｴW PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ Iﾗﾐケ┌Wゲデぎ けふデｴWゲW W┗Wﾐデゲぶ I;┌ゲWS デｴW Iﾗﾐｷ;ﾐ IｷデｷWゲ デﾗ ヴW┗ﾗﾉデ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ﾏﾗデｴWヴ ┘ｴﾗ 




Second World W;ヴ ﾏｷｪｴデ ヴWﾉ┞ ﾗﾐ デｴWｷヴ WﾉSWヴ IﾗﾉﾉW;ｪ┌Wゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ﾗa デｴW GヴW;デ W;ヴ ﾗa 
1914-18.  We should expect this to be even more likely if we knew that the lives of 
our two subjects overlapped to the extent that they were probably writing parts of 
their respective accounts simultaneously.  Since, however, Thucydides, as we know 
(1.21), goes out of his way to dissociate himself and his work from much of what 
went before, his disavowal makes it more difficult for us to believe that, for historical 
a;Iデゲが ｴW ｷﾐ ;ﾐ┞ ┘;┞ けヴWﾉｷWSげ ┌ヮﾗﾐ ﾗヴ けHﾗヴヴﾗ┘WSげ aヴﾗﾏ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲく   
Add to this the fact that, in comparisons of this type, the internal textual evidence 
for the dependence of one historian upon another is very thin, and it is almost 
impossible to come to definitive conclusions in specific cases such as the above: 
general impressions are about as much as can be expected.  However, as generalities 
are unlikely to carry our knowledge much further forward, I offer the following 
assessment: in five of the 36 examples (6, 8, 10, 29 and 30) I judge the likelihood of 
dependence to be high; in seven cases (3, 4, 7, 20, 21, 33 and 34) I see nothing to 
convince me of their validity.  As for the remaining 24 instances (i.e. two thirds of the 














This thesis contains the results of original research I have conducted in comparing 
the Speeches in the Histories of Herodotus and Thucydides.  My stated purpose in 
undertaking this research has been twofold.  First, to contribute to a field of enquiry 
which has, until very recently, been singularly neglected.  Secondly, to support the 
post-positivist stance adopted by most scholars from the middle of the last century 
to the present date, namely that earlier thinking, well summarised by Fornara 
(1971a, ヶヱぶ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮｴヴ;ゲW けｷa Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ ｷゲ WﾏｷﾐWﾐデﾉ┞ さゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷIざ, Herodotus is 
WゲゲWﾐデｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ;ﾐ ;ヴデｷゲデげ, was as crudely over-simplistic in relation to the Speeches as it 
was when applied to the Histories as a whole, recognising neither the precision of 
Herodotus nor the artistry of Thucydides.   
The main points of difference and similarity between the Speeches of our two 
historians may be summarised as follows:   
Differences 
From the quantitative viewpoint, the Histories of Herodotus contain three times as 
many speech items as the History of Thucydides and twice as many speech events 
featuring more than one speaker (cf. Appendix A).  These two simple facts, amplified 
by my statistics on characterisation, which tell us that there are nearly three times as 
many named speakers in Herodotus as in Thucydides (cf. Appendix E), support the 
idea, hinted at by Thucydides, that Herodotus used many of his speeches to create 
cameo portraits, often of relatively minor characters, in order to entertain his 
audience.  This conclusion is supported by two further observations (again reported 
in Appendix A), the first デｴ;デが ﾗﾐ ;┗Wヴ;ｪWが HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ヴW shorter and more 
varied in topic than those of Thucydides, the second that well over one half (65.78%) 
of speeches in the Histories can be categoriseS ;ゲ けIﾗﾐ┗Wヴゲ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉげ (~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ), as 
opposed to only 18.2% in the History.  Another related feature, strikingly at variance 
┘ｷデｴ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲが ｷゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ┌ゲ;ｪW ﾗa ゲヮWWIｴWゲ デﾗ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デW stories, often 
themselves containing their own internal speeches, which, although apparently 




There are four principal functions, revealed in this thesis, which the Speeches hold in 
common.  These functions are interrelated, although not all are found in the same 
proportion or given the same prominence in either work.  They may be described as: 
the dramatic, the explanatory, the didactic, and the rhetorical.  
To take the first point, I have shown how both authors have been influenced by the 
ancient epic poets and by the dramatists of fifth-century Athens, and how the 
Speeches, particularly those in DD and spoken by the leading characters, inform and 
enhance the dramatically tragic theme of both Histories.  In the case of Herodotus in 
Books 7-9, this dramatic theme is the tragedy of Persia, personified and localised 
especially in the character of Xerxes and enhanced through his conversations with 
Artabanus and Mardonius; there are, however, other earlier logoi which recount 
tragic stories.  The corresponding theme in Thucydides is the tragedy of Athens, 
which is enacted principally through the contrasting characters of Pericles, Cleon, 
Nicias and Alcibiades, but without the accompanying Herodotean mark of implied 
supernatural intervention.  In addition to promoting the ongoing theme of tragedy, 
the Speeches provide interspersed episodes of high drama, which, but for the fact 
that they are written in prose, one might associate more with the work of an 
Aeschylus or a Euripides.  Examples I have highlighted include the conversation 
between Xerxes and Artabanus on the meaning of life (H 7.46-52), and the speeches 
of Nicias to his men following the final defeat in Sicily (T 7.66-68/77). 
The second similarity is the explanatory function.  This I have explored principally in 
ﾏ┞ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ ﾗﾐ ゜＿á‾： ;ﾐS 村ヾáü (Chapter 6), where I show that both authors employ 
the Speeches to supplement the narrative by enabling the reader/listener to 
understand how and why things happen.  For Herodotus and Thucydides, although 
both retain a vestige of the Homeric idea of divine causality, it is people who are the 
primary instigators of action, and it is through the medium of their speeches that we 
discover the motives for their actions.  More than this, we have seen examples in 
both works where the Speeches are used either to anticipate future action 
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(prolepsis) or to refer to an event already mentioned (analepsis) in order to 
emphasise the consequences of previously declared intentions and motives. 
Thirdly, the Speeches in both historians are essentially didactic, a function which is 
closely linked with the dramatic.  For just as the poets, previously and 
contemporaneously, were seen as the guardians and teachers of traditional moral 
codes, so our historians saw themselves as the transmitters of important precepts to 
do with the behaviour both of individuals and of society.  The lessons to be learned 
aヴﾗﾏ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ;ヴWが for the most part, to do with personal and 
interpersonal ethics and fit in with the general moralistic tenor of his story-narrative.  
Thucydides, on the other hand, is concerned to record and to comment upon the 
broader, often political, repercussions of events which impinge upon the state and 
society as a whole for the benefit of any who will read his work in times to come.  It 
has become a truism, but nevertheless one that is supported by a study of the 
Speeches, that Herodotus writes about the past in order to instruct the present, 
while Thucydides writes about the present in order to enlighten the future. 
Fﾗ┌ヴデｴﾉ┞が ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐ more rhetoric, I have shown 
(especially in Chapter 5) that its use in Herodotus, though not common, is not 
unknown, especially, as Zali (2014) has recently shown, in books 5-8, in particular in 
the speeches at the Persian courts of Darius and Xerxes.  In the fifth century, rhetoric 
was a feature virtually indivisible from historiography, which even until well into the 
modern era was regarded as its offshoot.  As statesmen and politicians of his day 
would have used rhetorical language, so Thucydides injected it into his speeches, the 
better to represent their authenticity, as well as to reproduce their argument.        
In summary, this thesis has shown that, while they are clearly inventions, many of 
the speeches (logoi) in Herodotus are masterpieces of literary art, but that, despite 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ｷﾐaWヴヴWS IヴｷデｷIｷゲﾏが デｴW┞ ;ヴW ﾐﾗデ ﾏWヴW ;Sornments, intended solely for the 
entertainment of a contemporary audience.  Like their counterparts in Thucydides, 
they elucidate and explain the motives and actions of characters in the main 
narrative (erga), contributing successfully to the shaping of the overall account and 
complementing its dramatic and didactic features.  By the same token, I have argued 
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デｴ;デ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ヮﾗゲゲWゲゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ デｴW rhetorical grandeur, for which they 
have been consistently and correctly celebrated over time, but also a creative 
quality, inherited in part from epic and dramatic poetry, which promotes them, along 
























APPENDIX  A 
Survey of the Speeches 
Events and Items 
In this survey I divide speech phenomena into two parts: (1) speech events, (2) 
speech items.  For brevity I shall refer to these hencefor┘;ヴS ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ;ゲ けW┗Wﾐデゲげ ;ﾐS 
けｷデWﾏゲげ W┝IWヮデ ┘ｴWヴW デｴW ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW word けゲヮWWIｴげ ｷゲ ヴWケ┌ｷヴWS for the sake of 
Iﾉ;ヴｷデ┞く  I SWaｷﾐW ;ﾐ けｷデWﾏげ ;ゲ ; unit of communication.  One or more items which deal 
with the same topic, such as question and answer or individual speeches within a 
SWH;デWが ﾏ;ﾆW ┌ヮ ;ﾐ けW┗Wﾐデげく   
Types: Direct and Indirect Discourse 
Items conforﾏ デﾗ ﾗﾐW ﾗa デ┘ﾗ けデ┞ヮWゲげが WｷデｴWヴ Direct Discourse (DD) or Indirect 
Discourse (ID) or, rarely, a combination of the two.  Each item in the survey carries 
an indication of its type.   
Categories 
Each numbered event is categorised according as it comes closest to one of the 
seven rhetorical categories of speech I have derived from the works of ancient critics 
and which I describe in Chapter 5 on Rhetoric: ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ; ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ;  ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ; ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ; ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ; 損ヽ：~0：゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  The 
category title appears last in the event description.   
Listing and Numbering of Events and Items 
Events are listed and numbered in sequence for example thus: H24, where H = 
Herodotus.  The speech events in Thucydides are similarly listed, for example T35.  
Each number is followed by a brief description of the topic for that event.  Where the 
event comprises more than one item, each item itself is numbered and supplied with 
its own brief description as well as being described as DD or ID.  There may follow 
some comment(s) on the overall importance or significance of the event.  Items are 
numbered according to the event in which they occur with their position marked in 
brackets e.g. H7(2).  Where the event contains only one item, i.e. where they are 
identical, they share the same number, e.g. T76.   
N.B. For ease of reference in the main text of the thesis the conventional reference 
numbering is used in place of, or in addition to, this method.  
けDﾗ┌HﾉWげがげ TヴｷヮﾉWげ ;ﾐS けM┌ﾉデｷヮﾉWげ IデWﾏゲ ;ﾐS けCﾗﾏヮﾉWﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞げ E┗Wﾐデゲ 
West (ヱΓΑンが ヶ ﾐﾐく ヲ わ ンぶ ;デデWﾏヮデゲ デﾗ ﾏ;ヴﾆ けヮ;ｷヴWSげ ;ﾐS けIﾗﾏヮﾉWﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞げ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ｷﾐ 
Thucydides although his list is not necessarily complete, as his use of the word 
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けｷﾐIﾉ┌SWげ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ.  Except when linking two items in multiple-item events, I prefer 
ﾐﾗデ デﾗ ┌ゲW WWゲデげゲ けヮ;ｷヴｷﾐｪげ ﾏWデｴﾗSき I ヴWaWヴ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲ┌ﾏﾏ;ヴｷWゲ デﾗ ;ﾉﾉ W┗Wﾐデゲ Iﾗﾏヮヴｷゲｷﾐｪ 
デ┘ﾗ ｷデWﾏゲ ;ゲ けSﾗ┌HﾉWゲげが  ;ゲ SｷゲデｷﾐIデ aヴﾗﾏ けゲｷﾐｪﾉWゲげ ;ﾐS ﾗデｴWヴ IﾗﾏHｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐゲく  “ｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴﾉ┞が 
where an event Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐゲ デｴヴWW ｷデWﾏゲ I ｴ;┗W ﾐ;ﾏWS デｴWゲW けデヴｷヮﾉWゲげが aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ ヮ;ヴデ 
デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa けデヴｷ;Sゲげ ┌ゲWS H┞ Κ;ﾐｪ ふヱΓΒヴぶく  Aﾉﾉ ﾗデｴWヴ IﾗﾏHｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa ｷデWﾏゲ I ヴWaWヴ デﾗ 
;ゲ けﾏ┌ﾉデｷヮﾉWゲげく   I a┌ヴデｴWヴ ┌ゲW WWゲデげゲ デWヴﾏ けIﾗﾏヮﾉWﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞げ ふshortened to cpy. in the 
notes) where whole events or items in separate events link with each other. 
Totals and Summary 
The totals for the number of events, items, types and categories can be found at the 
end of each Book in both authors and the overall totals at the end of each complete 




(H1)  The Greeks refuse compensation to the king of Colchis (1.2.3); has two items in 
IDぎ ふヱぶ デｴW ﾆｷﾐｪげゲ SWﾏ;ﾐS ┗ｷ; ; ｴWヴ;ﾉS for the return of his daughter (ID) ; (2) the 
GヴWWﾆゲげ ヴWヮﾉ┞ ふID) ; the Persian version of the abduction of Medea in return for that 
ﾗa Iﾗき HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ IﾉW;ヴ ｴWヴW に straight into the cause(s) of the war 
HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW GヴWWﾆゲ ;ﾐS デｴW H;ヴH;ヴｷ;ﾐき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H2)  In turn the Greeks arW ヴWa┌ゲWS HWﾉWﾐげゲ ヴWデ┌ヴﾐ ふヱくンく2); has two items in ID: (1) 
the Greeks demand the return of Helen (ID); (2) the Trojans counter by charging the 
Greeks with the abduction of Medea (ID); this continues the tit-for-tat theme which 
pWヴ┗;SWゲ デｴW けヮヴﾗWﾏげき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H3)  Candaules encourages Gyges to see his wife naked (1.8.2-9); has three items in 
DD: (1) Candaules praises his wife and wants Gyges also to see her beauty (DD); (2) 
Gyges baulks at the idea (DD); (3) Candaules assures him that all will be well (DD); 
the dialogue is a vehicle for IWヴデ;ｷﾐ ﾏ;┝ｷﾏゲ ふá｀＼´ü；ぶ デﾗ HW ヮヴWゲWﾐデWSが Wくｪく けヮWﾗヮﾉW 
デヴ┌ゲデ デｴWｷヴ W;ヴゲ ﾉWゲゲ デｴ;ﾐ デｴWｷヴ W┞Wゲげ ふ辿〃ü á束ヾ 〃仝á‐à｀0： 蔵｀．ヾ～ヽ‾：ゝ： 損＿｀〃ü 
蔵ヽ：ゝ〃＿〃0ヾü 題席．ü゜´丹｀ ぶ ふヱくΒくヲぶき け;ゲ ゲoon as a woman sheds her clothes she sheds 
her modesty tooげ ふ則´ü ~詑 ゛：．丹｀： 損゛~仝‾´　｀単 ゝ仝｀0゛~々0〃ü： ゛ü台 〃騨｀ ü滞~丹 á仝｀，ぶ ふヱくΒく3); 
けW;Iｴ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS look デﾗ ｴｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐげ ふ~0大くくくゝ゛‾ヽ　0：｀ 〃：｀束 〃束 他＼仝〃‾達) (1.8.4); the DD gives 
added credibility and drama to the incident and to the characters within it, as it does 
throughout the whole work, although H does not require either his reader or himself 
デﾗ HWﾉｷW┗W ｷデき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H4)  Gyges is forced into killing Candaules (1.11.2-ヵぶき ｴ;ゲ aﾗ┌ヴ ｷデWﾏゲぎ ふヱぶ C;ﾐS;┌ﾉWゲげ 
wife gives Gyges two choices, to kill Candaules or to commit suicide (DD); (2) Gyges 
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begs not to have to choose (ID); (3) Gyges asks how it can be done (DD); (4) 
C;ﾐS;┌ﾉWゲげ ┘ｷaW デWﾉﾉゲ ｴｷﾏ デｴW ヮﾉ;ﾐ ふDD); important though this female character is, 
┘W ;ヴW ﾐﾗデ デﾗﾉS ｴWヴ ﾐ;ﾏWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H5)  Arion the singer is carried to Taenarum by a dolphin (1.24.2-7);  this pendant 
story contains five items in ID (1) Arion begs the sailors to take his money for his life; 
(2) the sailors refuse and order him to kill himself or jump overboard; (3) Arion 
requests he be allowed to sing for them in full costume promising to kill himself 
afterwards; (4) Periander of Corinth questions the sailors on arrival; (5) the sailors 
ゲ;ｷS デｴW┞ ｴ;S ﾉWaデ Aヴｷﾗﾐ ゲ;aW ｷﾐ Iデ;ﾉ┞き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H6)  Bias of Priene/Pittacus of Mytilene advises Croesus not to build a fleet (1.27.3-
4); has three items in DD: (1) Bias warns of an attack by islanders with horses; (2) 
Croesus wishes they would come with horゲWゲき ふンぶ Bｷ;ゲ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐゲ デｴ;デ デｴW ｷゲﾉ;ﾐSWヴゲげ 
wish is that Croesus attacks them by sea; the result is that Croesus abandons his 
ship-H┌ｷﾉSｷﾐｪ ヮヴﾗｪヴ;ﾏﾏWき  ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H7)  Croesus and Solon (1.30.2-32.9); has eight items: (1) Croesus asks Solon who is 
the happiest man (DD); (2) Solon replies Tellus of Athens (DD); (3) Croesus asks why 
(DD); (4) Solon explains (DD); (5) Croesus asks who is the second happiest (ID); (6) 
Solon says Cleobis and Biton and tells their story (DD); (7) Croesus angrily asks why 
not him (DD); (8) Solon gives a long explanation on why a man should not be counted 
fortunate until death (DD); Soloﾐげゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ｷﾐ ｷデWﾏ Β Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐゲ rhetorical language 
ふ;ﾐデｷデｴWゲWゲぶき CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ aﾉ;デデWヴ┞ ﾗa “ﾗﾉﾗﾐ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ ┌ヮ ｴｷゲ 濁éヾ：ゞ ｷﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ デﾗ “ﾗﾉﾗﾐげゲ ヮﾉ;ｷﾐ 
language; there is a clear moral ;ﾐS SｷS;IデｷI ｷﾐデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ｴWヴW ｷﾐ ﾉｷﾐW ┘ｷデｴ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 
view that the fortunes of men ;ﾐS ゲデ;デWゲ ふヽ＿゜0：ゞぶ ;ヴW ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴぎ デｴW┞ ヴｷゲWが デｴW┞ ヮヴﾗゲヮWヴが 
デｴW┞ a;ﾉﾉき デｴｷゲ ｷﾐ ヮ;ヴ;ﾉﾉWﾉ ┘ｷデｴ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ┗ｷW┘ゲ ﾗﾐ ゲデ;デWゲが WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ AデｴWﾐゲき 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H8)  Adrastus ;ヴヴｷ┗Wゲ ;デ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ｴﾗﾏW ふヱくンヵく3-4); has four items: (1) Croesus asks 
Adrastus who he is and where he is from (ID); (2) He repeats this in DD adding  
け┘ｴﾗﾏ SｷS ┞ﾗ┌ murderげ; (3) Adrastus replies (DD); (4) Croesus welcomes him (DD); a 
Homeric (Odyssean) theme に the welcoming of a stranger; items 1 and 2 are curious 
in that they are almost identical in meaning, one in ID, one in DDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H9) Croesus will not allow his son to hunt the boar (1.36.2-3); has two items in DD: 
(1) Mysians report the presence of a boar; (2) Croesus refuses to send his son; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H10) CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ ｪｷ┗Wゲ ｷﾐ デﾗ Aデ┞ゲ ｴｷゲ ゲﾗﾐげゲ ヴWケ┌Wゲデ デﾗ ｪﾗ ﾗﾐ デｴW ｴ┌ﾐデ ふヱくンΑ-40); a 
duologue with four items in DD; characters speak alternately: (1) Atys argues a case 
for going on the hunt; (2) Croesus reveals his dream to Atys; (3) Atys points out a 
boar has no spear; (4) Croesus relents; evidence of rhetorical Sｷ;ﾉWIデｷIき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
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(H11) Croesus asks Adrastus to protect Atys (1.41-42); has two items in DD forming a 
duologue; (1) Croesus charges Adrastus to protect his son; (2) Adrastus promises;     
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H12) Croesus exonerates Adrastus and blames one of the gods (1.45.1-2); has two 
items: (1) Adrasus requests Croesus to kill him in recompense for ｴｷゲ ゲﾗﾐげゲ SW;デｴ ふID); 
(2) Croesus replies exonerating him (DD); there is no human error here so Croesus is 
ﾃ┌ゲデｷaｷWS ｷﾐ Hﾉ;ﾏｷﾐｪ け; ｪﾗSげ ふ．0丹｀ ゛‾々 〃：ゞぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H13) Chilon the Lacedaemonian advises Hippocrates not to take a wife or to disown 
any wife or son he already had (1.59.2); has one item in ID; advice given as a result of 
the omen of the boiling meat (see 1.59.1) but ignored by Hippocrates whose son 
Pisistratus becomes tyrant of Athens by trickery (see H14ぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H14) Pisistratus tricks the Athenians into giving him a bodyguard (1.59.4); has one 
item in ID; part of ; けデヴｷIﾆWヴ┞げ storyき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H15) Messengers announce the arrival of Pisistratus escﾗヴデWS H┞ けAデｴWﾐ;げ ふヱくヶヰく5); 
has one item in DD; a second trick cooked up by Pisistratus and Megacles to win over 
supporデ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H16) A TWｪW;ﾐ ゲﾏｷデｴ ヴW┗W;ﾉゲ デｴW けデﾗﾏHげ ﾗa Orestes to Lichas (1.68.2-3); has one item 
in DDき デｴW Wﾏヮｴ;ゲｷゲ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ゲヮWWIｴ ｷゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW ゲｷ┣W ﾗa Oげゲ Iﾗaaｷﾐ ふIaく ﾉ;ヴｪW ゲデ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa 
Homeric heroes) ; this story explains the pre-eminence of Sparta over Tegea in the 
PeloponﾐWゲWき  ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H17) CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ;ｪWﾐデゲ Hヴｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ヴWケ┌Wゲデ for an alliance to Sparta (1.69.2); has one 
item in DD; the last sentence contains the forﾏ┌ﾉ;ｷI け┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ デヴW;IｴWヴ┞ or ｪ┌ｷﾉWげ 
(贈｀0仝 〃0 ~＿゜‾仝 ゛ü台 蔵ヽà〃。ゞぶき Iaく デｴW forﾏ┌ﾉ; ~：゛ü；＼ゞ ゛ü台 ヽヾ‾．々´＼ゞ ゛ü台 蔵~＿゜＼ゞ 
which occurs in the treaty of alliance between Athens and Sparta of 422/1 in T at 
ヵくヲンき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H18) The advice of Sandanis to Croesus not to invade Cappadocia (1.71.2-4); has 
one item in DDき ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ┘ｴﾗゲW ;S┗ｷIW ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗデ デ;ﾆWﾐが H;Iﾆｷﾐｪ ┌ヮ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ 
misunderstanding of the oracleき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H19) Acting on the advice of Harpagus, Cyrus gives his orders for attacking Croeゲ┌ゲげ 
army (1.80.2-3); has three items in ID; (1) he orders his men to ride camels towards 
CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ I;┗;ﾉヴ┞き ふヲぶ ｴW Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐSゲ デｴW ｷﾐa;ﾐデヴ┞ デﾗ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘き ふンぶ ｴW orders all Lydians to 
HW ﾆｷﾉﾉWS W┝IWヮデ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲき ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ W┗Wﾐデき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H20) Cyrus announces a reward to the first man to scale the walls of Sardis (1.84.1); 
has one item in IDき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
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(H21) Croesus on the pyre (1.86.3-ヶぶき ｴ;ゲ aｷ┗W ｷデWﾏゲぎ ふヱぶ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ ┌デデWヴゲ け“ﾗﾉﾗﾐげ デｴヴWW 
times (ID); (2) Cyrus orders his interpreters to question Croesus on who this was (ID); 
(3) Croesus replies unclearly (DD); (4) again questioned he tells the whole story of 
“ﾗﾉﾗﾐげゲ ┗ｷゲｷデ ;ﾐS words (ID) ; (5) Cyrus orders the fire to be quenched and Croesus to 
be taken down (IDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H22) Croesus is rescued from the fire (1.87); has three items: (1) Croesus calls upon 
Apollo (ID); (2) Cyrus asks Croesus who persuaded him to invade (DD); (3) Croesus 
Hﾉ;ﾏWゲ ｷデ ﾗﾐ けデｴW ｪﾗS ﾗa デｴW GヴWWﾆゲげが ヮヴWゲ┌ﾏ;Hﾉ┞ )W┌ゲ ふDD); this is the start of the 
metagnosis ﾗa CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲき CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ﾉ;ゲデ ゲヮWWIｴ Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐゲ デｴW á｀～´。ぎ けｷﾐ ヮW;IW ゲﾗﾐゲ H┌ヴ┞ 
faデｴWヴゲき ｷﾐ ┘;ヴ a;デｴWヴゲ H┌ヴ┞ ゲﾗﾐゲげ ;ﾐS W┝ヮヴWゲゲWゲ デｴヴWW HWヴﾗSﾗデW;ﾐ ｷSW;ゲぎ 
predestination, the responsibility of the gods, moral condemnation of war; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H23) CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ HWｪｷﾐゲ デﾗ ;Iデ ;ゲ け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デﾗ C┞ヴ┌ゲ ふヱくΒΒ-90.3); has thirteen items; 
(1) Croesus asks if he can speak (DD); (2) Cyrus tells him to say what he wishes (ID); 
ふンぶ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ ;ゲﾆゲ ┘ｴ;デ C┞ヴ┌ゲげ ﾏWﾐ ;ヴW Sﾗｷﾐｪ ふDDぶき ふヴぶ C┞ヴ┌ゲ ゲ;┞ゲ けデｴW┞ ;ヴW ゲ;Iﾆｷﾐｪ 
┞ﾗ┌ヴ Iｷデ┞げ ふDDぶき ふヵぶ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ ゲ;┞ゲ ｷデ ｷゲ ﾐﾗ┘ C┞ヴ┌ゲげ Iｷデ┞ ふDD); (6) Cyrus asks him what he 
should do (ID); (7) Croesus advises him to take one tenth of the booty away as a gift 
to Zeus (DD); (8) Cyrus orders his men to do as Croesus said (ID); (9) Cyrus offers 
Croesus a gift in return for his aid (DD); (10) Croesus asks to be allowed to send his 
shackles to Zeus (DD); (11) Cyrus asks Croesus what is his complaint (ID); (12) 
Croesus asks again to reproach the god (ID); (13) Cyrus grants him this and any future 
request (DD); this event has an indeterminate complex pattern ; the purpose is to 
consolidate the transforﾏ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ aヴﾗﾏ I;ヮデｷ┗W デﾗ IﾗﾐaｷS;ﾐデき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H24) TｴW P┞デｴｷ; ヴWヮﾉｷWゲ デﾗ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ Κ┞Sｷ;ﾐ SWﾉWｪ;デｷﾗﾐ ふヱくΓヱぶ; has one item in DD; 
speech as narrative; not categorised. 
(H25) How Deioces became king of the Medes (1.97-99); has aﾗ┌ヴ ｷデWﾏゲき ふヱぶ DWｷﾗIWゲげ 
friends speak for him (DD); (2) He orders the Medes to build him a residence (ID); (3) 
He then orders a capital city (Ecbatana) (ID); (4) He orders his people to build 
dwellings outside the walls and institutes other regulations (IDぶき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H26) Astyages orders Harpagus to kill the baby Cyrus on the strength of two dreams 
(1.108.4-5); has two items in DD: (1) Astyages orders Harpagus to kill Cyrus (DD) ; (2) 
Harpagus says he will obey (DD);  intended to be dramatic and builds up to two DD 
parts which give drama and plausibility ; start of the story ﾗa C┞ヴ┌ゲげ Hｷヴデｴが ┌ヮHヴｷﾐｪｷﾐｪ 
and how he became king - continues to 1.ヱンヰき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H27) Harpagus decides not to kill Cyrus himself (1.1092-3); has two items in DD; (1) 
H;ヴヮ;ｪ┌ゲげ ┘ｷaW ;ゲﾆゲ ┘ｴ;デ ┘ｷﾉﾉ HW SﾗﾐWき ふヲぶ H;ヴヮ;ｪ┌ゲ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐゲ ┘ｴ┞ ｴW ┘ｷll not kill the 
Hﾗ┞き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
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(H28) Harpagus entrusts the task to Mitradates, a herdsman of Astyages (1.110.3); 
has one item in DDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H29) Mitradates explains the order to his wife (1.111.2-5); has two items: (1) his 
wife asks why he was sent for (ID); (2) Mitradates explains and reveals the child (DD); 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H30) His wife proposes to replace Cyrus with her stillborn child (1.112); has three 
items: (1) the wife begs Mitradates not to expose the baby (ID); (2) He explains there 
is no choice (ID); (3) the wife proposes the switch (DD); drama dictates the last and 
longest speech be in DDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H31) Harpagus tells Astyages the deed is done (1.113.2); has one item in ID; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H32) The ten year old Cyrus justifies his treatment of a playmate to Astyages 
(1.114.3-115); has four items: (1) Cyrus orders some boys to arrest another who 
refused to obey him (ID); (2) The father complains to Astyages (DD); (3) Astyages 
questions Cyrus (DD); (4) Cyrus defends his actions (DDぶき ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ.  
(H33) Astyages questions Mitradates and gets the truth (1.116,2-5); has five items: 
(1) Astyages dismisses Artembares (DD); (2) Astyages questions Mitradates closely 
(ID); (3) Mitradates says Cyrus is his son (ID); (4) Astyages does not believe him and 
orders him to be seized(ID); (5) Mitradates finally tells the truth and pleads for mercy 
(IDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H34) Harpagus reveals the true story (1.117,2-5); has three items: (1) Astyages 
orders Harpagus to be summoned (ID); (2) He asks him how he carried out his 
original order (DD); (3) Harpagus tells the story from his viewpoint (DDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H35) Astyages apparently forgives Harpagus and invites him to dinner (1.118,2); has 
one item in DDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H36) H;ヴヮ;ｪ┌ゲ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ I;ﾉﾏ ;デ ゲWWｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ゲﾗﾐげゲ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ ふヱくヱヱΓがヵ-7); has five items: 
(1) Astyages asks Harpagus if he enjoyed the meal (ID); (2) Harpagus replied that he 
had (ID); (3) Asty;ｪWゲげ ゲWヴ┗;ﾐデゲ order H;ヴヮ;ｪ┌ゲ デﾗ ┌ﾐIﾗ┗Wヴ ｴｷゲ ゲﾗﾐげゲ HﾗS┞ヮ;ヴデゲ ふID); 
(4) Astyages asks if he recognises the meat (ID); (5) Harpagus says he is pleased with 
all the king does (IDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                 
(H37) TｴW M;ｪｷ ﾏｷゲデ;ﾆWﾐﾉ┞ ;S┗ｷゲW デｴ;デ デｴW SヴW;ﾏげゲ prophecy has already been 
fulfilled (1.120); has six items: (1) Astyages asks the Magi what they made of the 
dream (ID); (2) The Magi say that Cyrus would have been king had he survived (ID); 
(3) Astages tells them Cyrus is alive and became a sort of boy king (DD); (4) The Magi 
say there is now no threat of his becoming a second king (DD); (5) Astyages agrees 
(DDぶ き ふヶぶ TｴW M;ｪｷ ;S┗ｷゲW C┞ヴ┌ゲげ デヴ;ﾐゲヮortation to his parents in Persia (DD); the 
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Magi here act as credible but mistaken advisers; Astyages too is tragically deceived; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H38) Astyages ironically confesses and apologises to Cyrus (1.121); has one item in 
DDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H39) Cyrus tells his story to his parents (1.122.1-3); has two items: (1) His parents 
question Cyrus (ID); (2) Cyrus tells his story (ID)き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H40) Cyrus receives a letter in a hare from Harpagus inciting rebellion (1.124); has 
one item counted as DD ;ゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌IWゲ デｴW ﾉWデデWヴげゲ IﾗﾐデWﾐデゲ ┘ｷデｴ 〃束 ~詑 
áヾà´´ü〃ü 村゜0á0 〃à~0が ;ゲ ｷa デｴW ﾉWデデWヴ ┘Wre speaking; letters were regarded as the 
repositories of cunning and secretive messages; this is of obvious importance to 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ SWゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ｷﾐデヴｷｪ┌W ┘ｴｷIｴ Hヴﾗ┌ｪｴデ C┞ヴ┌ゲ デﾗ ヮﾗ┘Wヴき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H41) Cyrus tricks the Persians into believing he has been appointed general 
(1.125.2); another letter trick; has two items: (1) Cyrus reads from a scroll 
purportedly from Astyages (ID); (2) Cyrus calls the Persians to arms (DD); 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H42) Cyrus invites the Persians to free themselves from their Median masters 
(1.126); has five items: (1) Cyrus orders the Persians to clear land for cultivation (ID); 
(2) He orders them to return washed on the next day to enjoy a feast (ID); (3) He asks 
them which day they preferred (ID); (4) They said the second day (ID); (5) Cyrus says 
if they follow him they will have many such good days (DD); an example of how 
items in ID within a speech event can lead up to an important speech in DD; more 
ヴWﾏｷﾐｷゲIWﾐデ ﾗa ; ﾏ;ヴデｷ;ﾉ ;SSヴWゲゲ デｴ;ﾐ ;ﾐ┞デｴｷﾐｪ ゲﾗ a;ヴ ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H43) Cyrus informs Astyages that he will come sooner than expected (1.127.2); has 
one item in IDき ; ヮｷデｴ┞ ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆ ﾗa ; デ┞ヮW Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H44) Astyages sends his own threatening message to Cyrus (1.128.1); has one item 
in DDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H45) Astyages rebukes Harpagus for being both stupid and unjust (1.129); has four 
items of ID; (1) Harpagus asks Astyages how he likes being a slave instead of a king 
(ID); (2) He asks Harpagus if he had been responsible for C┞ヴ┌ゲげ ゲ┌IIWss (ID); (3) 
Harpagus said he had indeed written to Cyrus (ID); (4) Astyages proceeds to show 
Harpagus how foolish and unjust he is (ID); a close dialectical encounter (it could 
have been rendered in DD), in which the apparent victor is brought down to earth; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H46) Cyrus tells the Ionians the parable of the dancing fish (1.141.1-2); has one item 
in ID; found also in Aesop; explained by Herodotus himself in 1.141.3-ヴき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
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(H47) The Lacedaemonians warn Cyrus not to harm any Greeks (1.152.1-3); has two 
items in ID: (1) Pythermos, a Phocaean, asks the Spartans to aid the Ionians and 
Aeolians (ID); (2) The Spartans send a warning to Cyrus not to attack Greek cities (ID); 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H48) C┞ヴ┌ゲげ ヮ┌デ Sﾗ┘ﾐ ﾗa デｴW Lacedaemonians (and Greeks in general) (1.153.1); has 
two items: (1) Cyrus asks who and how many are the Spartans (ID); (2) He threatens 
to give the Spartans enough troubles of their own (DDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H49) Croesus persuades Cyrus not to enslave the Lydians (1.155); has two items in 
DD: (1) Cyrus asks Croesus how to handle the Lydian revolt; (2) Croesus advises him 
not to punish all the Lydians for the wrong of one man, Pactyes; Croesus continues 
his career as wise adviser but this time has an ulterior motive explained by 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ｷﾐ ヱくヱヵヶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H50) C┞ヴ┌ゲ ｴ;ゲ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ヮヴﾗヮosals put to the Lydians (1.156.2); one item in ID: 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.       
(H51) Harpagus provides an opportunity for the Phocaeans to evacuate their town 
(1.164.1-2); has three items in ID: (1) Harpagus tells the Phocaeans to consecrate one 
building (ID); (2) The Phocaeans ask for a day to decide and for Harpagus to lead his 
army away from the wall (ID); (3) Harpagus allows them to deliberate (ID); 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H52) Bias and Thales make different suggestions on how the Ionians could prosper 
(1.170); has two items in ID: (1) Bias proposes the Ionians move en masse to 
Sardinia; (2) Thales proposes they establish a central council in Teos: an insight into 
the foresｷｪｴデ ;ﾐS ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW Iﾗﾐｷ;ﾐ Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷデ┞き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H53) Message of Tomyris, queen of the Massagetae, to Cyrus (1.206.1-3); has one 
item of DDぎ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ ふ;ぶ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ;Sﾏｷヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげゲ IﾉW┗WヴﾐWゲゲ ;ﾐS ふHぶ C┞ヴ┌ゲげ 
ｪ┌ﾉﾉｷHｷﾉｷデ┞き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H54) AS┗ｷIW ﾗa CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲ ｷﾐ ﾉｷｪｴデ ﾗa Tﾗﾏ┞ヴｷゲげ Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪW ふヱくヲヰΑぶき ﾗﾐW ｷデWﾏ ｷﾐ DD: not 
very wise advice but taken this time by Cyrus; all DD, giving Croesus great status; cf. 
how Sandanis refers to the Persians at 1.Αヱき デｴW ｷSW; ｷゲ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ デﾗ C┞;┝;ヴWゲげ デヴｷIﾆ ﾗﾐ 
thW け┌ﾐIｷ┗ｷﾉｷゲWSげ “I┞デｴｷ;ﾐゲ ;デ ヱくヱヰヶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H55) Cyrus speaks to Hystaspes following a dream he has about Darius (1.209); one 
item in DD: the purpose here is to foretell the coming rise to power of Darius 
pointing the narrative forward; typically, Cyrus misunderstands the dream and does 
not see it foretells his death; cpy. with H56き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H56) H┞ゲデ;ゲヮWゲげ ヴWヮﾉ┞ ふヱくヲヱヰく2-3); one item in DD: Hystaspes speaks as a loyal 
subject unaware of how events will turn out; cpy. with H55き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
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(H57) Tomyris threatens Cyrus with defeat unless he returns her son (1.212.2-3); one 
item in DD; contrasts the bravery of Tomyris with the poor judgement of Cyrus who 
a;ｷﾉゲ デﾗ デ;ﾆW Tﾗﾏ┞ヴｷゲげ ｪooS ;S┗ｷIWき Tﾗﾏ┞ヴｷゲげ ヮヴﾗﾏｷゲW デﾗ けケ┌WﾐIｴ C┞ヴ┌ゲげ デｴｷヴゲデ for 
blooSげ ｷゲ a┌ﾉaｷﾉﾉWS ;デ ヱくヲヱヴき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H58) Tﾗﾏ┞ヴｷゲ ;SSヴWゲゲWゲ C┞ヴ┌ゲげ corpse (1.214.5); one item in DD; the promise is 
a┌ﾉaｷﾉﾉWSき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
End of survey of Book 1: (58 events: 23 singles; 14 doubles; 8 triples; 13 multiples: 
49 ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ; 1 ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 3 ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 3 ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞき ヱ ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ; 
1 no cat.) (149 items: DD = 76; ID = 73)   
Book 2 
(H59)  Cambyses orders his subjects to mourn for Cassadane (2.1.1); has one item in 
IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H60)  Psammetichus instructs the shepherd to perform his experiment (2.2.2); has 
one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H61)  Saying made to guests at Egyptian dinner parties (2.78); has one item in DD; 
デｴW Eｪ┞ヮデｷ;ﾐ Wケ┌ｷ┗;ﾉWﾐデ ﾗa けW;デが Sヴｷﾐﾆ ;ﾐS HW ﾏWヴヴ┞げき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H62)  Perseus tells the inhabitants of Chemmis to hold games for him (2.91.6); has 
one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H63) “Wゲﾗゲデヴｷゲげ ┘ｷaW ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ ; ┘;┞ for him to escape the fire (2.107.2); has one 
item in IDき ; ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげゲ ヮﾉ;ﾐ ;ｪ;ｷﾐ; callous but effective; ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H64) The priest of Hephaestus denies Darius the right to erect his statue in front of 
“Wゲﾗゲデヴｷゲげ ふヲくヱヱヰく2-3); has one item in DD; belittles Darius although he did concede 
デｴW ヮﾗｷﾐデき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H65)  Proteus dismisses Alexander (Paris) from Egypt (2.114-115); has six items: (1) 
Tｴﾗﾐｷゲげ ﾏWゲゲ;ｪW デﾗ PヴﾗデW┌ゲ ふDD); (2) Proteus orders the arrest of Alexander (DD); (3) 
Proteus questions him (ID); (4) Alexander replies (ID); (5) Proteus questions him on 
where obtained Helen (ID); (6) Proteus denounces Alexander and dismisses him 
(DD); deals with the strong moral ｷゲゲ┌W ﾗa SｷゲヴWゲヮWIデｷﾐｪ ; ｴﾗゲデげゲ ｴﾗゲヮｷデ;ﾉｷデ┞き ﾐﾗデW デｴW 
strong language (辿 ゛à゛：ゝ〃0 蔵｀~ヾ丹｀くくく 村ヾá‾｀ 蔵｀‾ゝ：～〃ü〃‾｀ぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H66)  Rhampsinitus and the thief (2.121); has seven items in ID; (1) The builder 
ｷﾐゲデヴ┌Iデゲ ｴｷゲ ゲﾗﾐゲ ﾗﾐ ｴﾗ┘ デﾗ ヴWﾏﾗ┗W デｴW ゲデﾗﾐW ふüがヲぶき ふヲぶ TｴW デヴ;ヮヮWS デｴｷWa デWﾉﾉゲ ｴｷゲ 
HヴﾗデｴWヴ デﾗ I┌デ ﾗaa ｴｷゲ ｴW;S ふéがヲぶき ふンぶ ‘ｴ;ﾏヮゲｷﾐｷデ┌ゲ orders his guards to hang the 
headless body ﾗﾐ デｴW ┘;ﾉﾉ ;ﾐS デﾗ Hヴｷﾐｪ ;ﾐ┞ ﾉ;ﾏWﾐデWヴゲ デﾗ ｴｷﾏ ふáがヱぶき ふヴぶ TｴW ﾏﾗデｴWヴ 
orders ｴWヴ ゲ┌ヴ┗ｷ┗ｷﾐｪ ゲﾗﾐ デﾗ aｷﾐS ; ┘;┞ デﾗ ヴWﾉW;ゲW デｴW HﾗS┞ ふáがヲぶき ふヵぶ TｴW ﾆｷﾐｪげゲ 
daughter is instructed to discover the thief by engaging men in a brothel and getting 
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them to tell their moゲデ S;ヴｷﾐｪ SWWS ふ0がヲぶき ふヶぶ TｴW HヴﾗデｴWヴ デWﾉﾉゲ ｴｷゲ デヴ┌W story to the 
S;┌ｪｴデWヴ ふ0がヴぶき ふΑぶ TｴW ﾆｷﾐｪ ;ﾐﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWゲ ; ヮ;ヴSﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ヴW┘;ヴSゲ デｴW デｴｷWa for his bravery 
;ﾐS I┌ﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ふ、がヱぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H67)  Cheops orders his daughter to sell herself for silver to buy stone for his 
pyramid (2.126.1); has one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H68)  M┞IWヴｷﾐ┌ゲげ S;┌ｪｴデWヴ ;ゲﾆゲ デﾗ ゲWW デｴW ゲ┌ﾐ ﾗﾐIW ; ┞W;ヴ (2.132.3); has one item in 
IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H69) Advice to the Eleans by the Egyptians on their Olympic Games (2.160.2-4); has 
four items, all in ID; (1) The Eleans say they have come to find out if the Egyptians 
can offer any suggestions on how to improve their games; (2) The Egyptians ask if 
デｴW EﾉW;ﾐゲげ ﾗ┘ﾐ Iｷデｷ┣Wﾐゲ ヮ;ヴデｷIｷヮ;デWき ふンぶ TｴW┞ ゲ;┞ デｴ;デ ;ﾐ┞ﾗﾐW ┘ｴﾗ ┘ｷゲｴWゲ I;ﾐ デ;ﾆW 
part; (4) The Egyptians suggest that no Elean citizens should take part out of fairness 
デﾗ デｴW ﾗデｴWヴゲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H70) Apries sends Patarbemis to quell a rebellion by Amasis (2.162); has four items 
of ID; (1) Amasis tells Patarbemis to return to Apries; (2) Patarbemis nevertheless 
orders Amasis to the king; (3) Amasis replies that he will be there soon anyway (with 
his army); (4) Apries orders Patarbemisげ W;ヴゲ ;ﾐS ﾐﾗゲW デﾗ HW I┌デ ﾗaaき for final account 
ﾗa Aﾏ;ゲｷゲげ ヴｷゲW デﾗ ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ゲWW ヲくヱヶΓき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H71) Amasis likens his treatment by his Egyptian subjects to a foot-bath (2.172.4-5); 
has one item in ID; another clever stratagem to make a point and win over support; 
ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ デﾗ C┞ヴ┌ゲ ;ﾐS デｴW aｷゲｴ ふヱがヱヴヱぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞく   
(H72) Aﾏ;ゲｷゲ ヴWヮﾉｷWゲ デﾗ ｴｷゲ aヴｷWﾐSゲげ ヴWH┌ﾆW ﾗn how he spends his time (2.173.2-4); 
has two items in DD: (1) His friends and family criticise Amasis for his relaxed 
behaviour; (2) Amasis retorts that relaxation at the right time is good; a paired 
Iﾗﾐ┗Wヴゲ;デｷﾗﾐき  ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H73) Aﾏ;ゲｷゲげ cruel outburst at Ladice (2.181.3-4ぶき ｴ;ゲ デ┘ﾗ ｷデWﾏゲき ふヱぶ Aﾏ;ゲｷゲげ 
outburst (DDぶき ふヲぶ Κ;SｷIWげゲ ┗ﾗ┘ デﾗ AヮｴヴﾗSｷデW ふID); again shows the woman in a good 
ﾉｷｪｴデき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
End of survey of Book 2  (15 events: 9 singles; 2 doubles; 4 multiples: 15 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ)  (34 items: DD = 8 ; ID = 26) 
Book 3 
(H74)  Nitetis tells Cambyses he has been deceived (3.1.4); has one item in DD; the 
Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷI けI;┌ゲWげ for C;ﾏH┞ゲWゲ ;デデ;Iﾆｷﾐｪ Eｪ┞ヮデき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H75)  Conversation between Cassadane and Cambyses (3.3.2-3); has two items in 
DD: (1) Cassadane complains of how Cyrus favours his Egyptian wife; (2) Cambyses, 
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her son, vows to attack Egypt; provides another reason for C;ﾏH┞ゲWゲげ ;デデ;Iﾆ ふけI ゲｴ;ﾉﾉ 
デ┌ヴﾐ Eｪ┞ヮデ ┌ヮゲｷSW Sﾗ┘ﾐぁげぶ, although Herodotus disbelieves this story (cf. 3.3.1); 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H76)  Phanes advises Cambyses on how to reach Egypt (3.4.3); has one item in ID; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H77)  Psammenitus cries over the fate of an old man but not his son or daughter 
(3.14.9-ヱヰぶき ｴ;ゲ デｴヴWW ｷデWﾏゲき ふヱぶ Pゲ;ﾏﾏWﾐｷデ┌ゲ ｷゲ ;ゲﾆWS ;Hﾗ┌デ デｴｷゲ H┞ C;ﾏH┞ゲWゲげ 
messenger (DD); (2) He explains about the old man (DD); (3) Cambyses orders the 
ヴWﾉW;ゲW ﾗa Pゲ;ﾏﾏWﾐｷデ┌ゲげ ゲﾗﾐ ふID); this reveals the good side of Cambysesげ character; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H78)  The Fish-W;デWヴゲ Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デW  C;ﾏH┞ゲWゲげ ┘ｷゲｴ for an alliance to the Ethiopian 
king (3.21-23); has eight items: (1) The Fish-eaters greet the king (DD); (2) The king 
suspects them of spying and returns the message (DD); (3) The king asks how the 
purple cloak was made (ID); (4) He says the people are as deceitful as their cloaks 
(ID); (5) He says he thought the bracelets were shackles (ID); (6) He asks what the 
king ate and how long Persians lived (ID); (7) They said he ate bread, explained about 
wheat and set the longest Persian life at eighty years (ID); (8) He was not surprised 
they were short lived living on manure (ID); the purpose is to show how the 
Ethiopians disparaged the Persians and displayed no fear of them, angering 
Cambyses and giving him another reason to invade; it also allows Herodotus to 
compare the diet of the Persians unfavourably with the Ethiopians thus anticipating 
デｴW a;ｷﾉ┌ヴW ﾗa C;ﾏH┞ゲWゲげ W┝ヮWSｷデｷﾗﾐき  ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H79)  The sacrilegious wounding of Apis by Cambyses (3.29.2); has two items; (1) 
Cambyses stops the Egyptian celebrations (DD); (2) He orders the Egyptian priests to 
be whipped (IDぶき デｴｷゲ ｷゲ デｴW HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa C;ﾏH┞ゲWゲげ ﾏ;SﾐWゲゲき ｷデ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデゲ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW 
respectful behaviour of Darius (Polyaenus 7.11.Αぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H80)  C;ﾏH┞ゲWゲげ ┘ｷaWっゲｷゲデWヴ SｷWゲ ﾗa ; ﾏｷゲI;ヴヴｷ;ｪW I;┌ゲWS Hy his rage (3.32.2-4); has 
four items: (1) Cambyses asks why his wife is crying (ID); (2) She replies it is because 
of the two puppies killing the lion cub (ID); (3) His wife asks Cambyses whether the 
lettuce was better stripped or full (IDぶき ふヴぶ Tﾗ ｴｷゲ ;ﾐゲ┘Wヴ けa┌ﾉﾉげが ゲｴW ゲ;ｷS けbut you have 
stripped the house of Cyrus bareげ (DDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H81)  Prexaspes and his son (3.34-35); contains seven items of DD; (1) Cambyses 
asks Prexaspes what his subjects think of him; (2) Prexaspes says they think he is too 
fond of wine; (3) Cambyses says their earlier assessment of him could not be true; (4) 
Croesus had disagreed with the idea that Cambyses was like his father (Cyrus); (5) 
Cambyses undertakes to shooデ PヴW┝;ゲヮWゲげ ゲﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW ｴW;ヴデ デﾗ ヮヴﾗ┗W ｴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾏ;Sき 
(6) Cambyses boasts to Prexaspes of his prowess; (7) Prexaspes, in fear of his life, 
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cowtows; items 1, ヲ わ ン ;ヴW ; デヴｷ;S ふIaく Κ;ﾐｪ ヱΓΒヴぶき ｷデWﾏ ヴ ｷゲ ; ゲｷﾐｪﾉW け┘ｷゲWげ Iﾗﾏﾏent 
by Croesus ; 6 & 7 are cpy.き デｴW ┘ｴﾗﾉW ┗ｷ┗ｷSﾉ┞ ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲデヴ;デWゲ C;ﾏH┞ゲWゲげ ﾏ;SﾐWゲゲ ;ﾐS デｴW 
power he holds over his couヴデｷWヴゲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H82)  Cambyses tries to shoot Croesus (3.36.1-6); has four items: (1) Croesus 
attempts to warn Cambyses about his behaviour (DD); (2) Cambyses is offended and 
reaches for his bow (DD); (3) His servants tell Cambyses that Croesus is still alive (ID); 
(4) Cambyses says he is glad (IDぶき ｷデWﾏ ヲ ヴWI;ﾉﾉゲ CヴﾗWゲ┌ゲげ ヮヴW┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ poor advice to 
C┞ヴ┌ゲ ﾗ┗Wヴ デｴW M;ゲゲ;ｪWデ;Wき  ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H83)  Letter of Amasis to Polycrates (3.40.2-4); has one item in DDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H84)  A fisherman returns Poﾉ┞Iヴ;デWゲげ ヴｷﾐｪ ふンくヴヲく2); has two items in DD; (1) The 
fisherman presents the fish; (2) Polycrates invites him to dinner; emphasises the fact 
デｴ;デ Pﾗﾉ┞Iヴ;デWゲ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ヴW;ﾉｷゲW ｴｷゲ a;デW ｷゲ ゲW;ﾉWSき けﾐﾗ ﾏ;ﾐ I;ﾐ WゲI;ヮW ｴｷゲ SWゲデｷﾐ┞げき 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H85)  Amasis sends a messenger to call off his alliance with Polycrates (3.43.2); has 
one item in IDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H86)  The Samian audience at Sparta (3.46.2); has three items in ID: (1) The Spartans 
remark that they have forgotten the beginning and do not understand the end of the 
Samians speech (ID); (2) In a second speech the Samians said nothing except that 
their sack needed some grain (ID); (3) The Spartans say that the sack is superfluous 
to the speech (ID); some humour intended here; comparison between the two races; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H87)  Procles asks his grandsons if they know who killed their mother (3.50.3); has 
one item in DDき Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷI WaaWIデき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H88)  Periander invites his son Lycophron back home (3.52.3-5); has one item in ID; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H89)  PWヴｷ;ﾐSWヴげゲ S;┌ｪｴデWヴ デヴｷWゲ デﾗ ヮWヴゲ┌;SW Κ┞Iﾗヮｴヴﾗﾐ デﾗ デ;ﾆW ┌ヮ ｴｷゲ ｷﾐｴWヴｷデ;ﾐIW ﾗa 
the Corinthian tyranny (3.53,3-ヴぶき  ｴ;ゲ デ┘ﾗ ｷデWﾏゲき ふヱぶ TｴW ヮﾉW; ﾗa PWヴｷ;ﾐSWヴげゲ 
daughter (DD); (2) Message from Periander to his son to return to Corinth (ID); 
IﾗﾐIﾉ┌SWゲ デｴW デヴ;ｪWS┞ ﾗa PWヴｷ;ﾐSWヴき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H90) The discovery of the false Smerdis (3.62.2-4); has two items in DD; (1) 
Cambyses blames Prexaspes for not killing Smerdis; (2) Prexaspes insists that Smerdis 
ｷゲ SW;Sき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H91) Prexaspes ascertains the identity of Smerdis (3.63); has four items in DD; (1) 
Prexaspes questions the messenger; (2) The messenger reveals it is Patizeithes, the 
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ﾆｷﾐｪげゲ ゲデW┘;ヴSが ┘ｴﾗ ｴ;ゲ ヴW┗ﾗﾉデWSき ふンぶ C;ﾏH┞ゲWゲ forgives Prexaspes; (4) Prexaspes 
deduces that the real “ﾏWヴSｷゲ ｷゲ P;デｷ┣WｷデｴWゲげ HヴﾗデｴWヴき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H92) Cambyses realises he is to die in Ecbatana (3.64.5); has one item in DD; 
another misunderstood oracle; ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H93) Cambyses confesses to and regrets the unnecessary killing of his brother 
Smerdis (3.65); has one item in DD; Cambyses tells the Persians to go to any lengths 
to prevent the Achaemenid lineage from falling from power; again ironic, because 
デｴW┞ SｷSき ;ﾐ ┌ﾐ┌ゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ﾉﾗﾐｪ ﾏﾗﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┌Wき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                                                                        
(H94) The false Smerdis is exposed by a plot between Otanes and his daughter 
Phaedymia (3.68-69); has six items: (1) Otanes asks his daughter with whom she is 
sleeping (ID); (2) She replies she does not know (ID); (3) Otanes tells her to ask 
Atossa (DD); (4) She replies she cannot contact Atossa (DD); (5) Otanes tells her to 
aWWﾉ デｴW ﾏ;ﾐげゲ W;ヴゲ ふDD); (6) She replies she will be in great danger but will do what 
her father says (ID); items 1 & 2, 3 & 4 and 5 & 6 are cpy., 1 & 2 for dramatic effect; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                                                                                                       
(H95) Darius and the six plan to kill Smerdis and win back the throne (3.71-73); has 
six items in DD: (1) Darius proposes the seven act together; (2) Otanes thinks they 
need more men; (3) We cannot risk waiting; (4) Otanes asks how they can attack; (5) 
Darius says they can lie their way in; (6) Gobryas shows his support for Darius; note 
sophistic argument in D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ Oデ;ﾐWゲ ふΑヲく2-5); a genuine debate 
involving three speakers used to explain how Darius wins the confidence of the 
conspirators and thus the kingship; ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞく 
(H96) Interchange of Darius and Gobryas in the battle with the Magi (3.78.5); has 
three items; (1) Gobryas asks why Darius does not strike (ID); (2) Darius is afraid he 
will strike Gobryas (DD); (3) Gobryas tells him to strike (DD); a short but dramatic 
episode; one of many versions of the Magus killing (cf. Asheri 1989, 470); 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                                                                                                       
(H97) The Constitutional Debate (3.80-82); has three items in DD forﾏｷﾐｪ ;ﾐ け;ｪﾗﾐげ 
of thesis and antithesis: (1) Otanes speaks for democracy; (2) Megabyxus for 
oligarchy; (3) Darius for monarchy; obviously a Greek set piece sophistic discussion; 
more comparable with Plato than Thucydides; cf. Asheri (2007, 471-473); 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                                                                                                        
(H98) Otanes opts out of the kingship (3.83.2); has one item in DD; for Oデ;ﾐWゲげ ﾉﾗ┗W 
ﾗa デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ SWﾏﾗIヴ;デｷI ｷSW;ﾉ ﾗa けﾉｷ┗ｷﾐｪ ;ゲ ﾗﾐW ヮﾉW;ゲWゲげき Iaく Tｴ┌Iく ヲくンΑく2; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                                                                                                        
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(H99) Oebares and Darius devise a plan (3.85.1-2); has three items in DD; (1) Darius 
consults his grooﾏき ふヲぶ OWH;ヴWゲ ｴ;ゲ ; ヮﾉ;ﾐき ふンぶ D;ヴｷ┌ゲ デWﾉﾉゲ ｴｷﾏ デﾗ ┌ゲW ｷデき ;ﾐ け;H;げ デ┞ヮW 
S┌ﾗﾉﾗｪ┌W き ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌IWゲ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デ┞ヮWが デｴｷゲ デｷﾏW ; ゲWヴ┗;ﾐデき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                  
(H100) Darius executes Intaphrenes (3.119.3-6); has four items in DD; (1) Darius 
ﾗaaWヴゲ デﾗ ゲ;┗W ﾗﾐW ﾗa Iﾐデ;ヮｴヴWﾐWゲげ ヴWﾉ;デｷ┗Wゲき ふヲぶ TｴW ┘ｷaW Iｴooses her brother; (3) 
Darius asks why; (4) She explains that, as her parents are dead, she cannot have 
another brother; dramatic; takes forﾏ ﾗa け;H;Hげ S┌ﾗﾉﾗｪ┌W HWデ┘WWﾐ D;ヴｷ┌ゲ ;ﾐS 
Iﾐデ;ヮｴヴWﾐWゲげ ┘ｷaW H┌デ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ; ﾏWゲゲWﾐｪWヴ ﾐﾗデ a;IW デﾗ a;IWき for the sentiment of 
choosing a brother cf. the argument in Sophocles, Antigone 905-912; cf. also Asheri 
(2007, 506)き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                                                                                                        
(H101) Mitrobates taunts Oroetes to capture Samos (3.120.3); has one item in DD; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                                                                                                       
(H102) Oroetes via a message offers Polycrates money (3.122.3-4); has one item in 
DD; serves the storyげゲ ﾏoralising purpose viz. 'cupidity blinds and leads to 
I;デ;ゲデヴﾗヮｴWげ ふIaく AゲｴWヴｷ ヱΓΒΓが ヵヰΒぶき for clever trickery in H cf. Dewald in Waterfield 
(1998, 607)き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                                                                                                        
(H103) Pﾗﾉ┞Iヴ;デWゲげ S;┌ｪｴデWヴ デヴｷWゲ デﾗ ゲデﾗヮ ｴｷﾏ ｪﾗｷﾐｪ デﾗ Oroetes (3.124.2); has two 
items in IDき ふヱぶ Pﾗﾉ┞Iヴ;デWゲ ヴWゲｷゲデゲ デｴW ┘;ヴﾐｷﾐｪき ふヲぶ Hｷゲ S;┌ｪｴデWヴ ヴWヮW;デゲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                
(H104) Darius asks for a volunteer to kill Oroetes (3.127.2-3); has one item in DD ; 
Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲデｷI ﾗa D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉｷデ┞き Iaく AゲｴWヴｷ (1989, 510)き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                                      
(H105) Bagaeus takes scrolls to Sardis where the contents are read ordering the 
death of Oroetes (3.128.4-5); has two items in DD: (1) The first written message; (2) 
The second message; a device to persuade OrﾗWデWゲげ ｪ┌;ヴSゲ デﾗ ヴWゲヮWIデ デｴW ┘ｷﾉﾉ ﾗa 
Darius over their allegiance to Oroetes; another instance of the power of letters; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                                                                                                        
(H106) Fﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ DWﾏﾗIWSWゲげ orders Atossa proposes an attack on Greece and 
Darius agrees (3.134); has four items in DD; (1) Atossa proposes the attack; (2) Darius 
agrees; (3) Atossa proposes that Hellas be attacked first; (4) Darius decides to send 
ゲヮｷWゲき ゲデヴ┌Iデ┌ヴWS ;ゲ ; Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷI け;H;Hげ S┌ﾗﾉﾗｪ┌W き Aデﾗゲゲ; ｷゲ ゲWWﾐ デﾗ HW ; けI;┌ゲWげ ﾗa デｴW 
Persian Wars (see Asheri 2007, 513-ヵヱヴぶき ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デ┞ヮW W┗Wﾐデき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                    
(H107) The Persians try to persuade the Crotonians to hand over Democedes 
(3.137.2-3); has one item in DD; but purportedly spoken by several people, therefore 
obviously false; has three rhetorical questions; its purpose may be to denigrate 
Darius by telling how an ordinary doctor Iﾗ┌ﾉS Wﾉ┌SW ｴｷﾏき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.   
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(H108) “┞ﾉﾗゲﾗﾐが Pﾗﾉ┞Iヴ;デWゲげ HヴﾗデｴWヴが ｪｷ┗Wゲ D;ヴｷ┌ゲ ｴｷゲ ヴWS Iﾉﾗ;ﾆ for free (3.139.3); has 
one item in DD; it begins the story ﾗa “┞ﾉﾗゲﾗﾐげゲ ヴWデ┌ヴﾐ デﾗ ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ﾗﾐ “;ﾏﾗゲき 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                                                                                                         
(H109) At Susa Darius asks how Syloson is his benefactor (3.140.2-5); has five items; 
(1) Darius to gatekeeper (DD); (2) The translators ask Syloson who he is (ID); (3) 
Syloson replies that he is the donor of the cloak (ID); (4) Darius offers him riches in 
return (DD); (5) Syloson prefers to be restored to Samos (DDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.                                                
(H110) Maeandrius explains his liberal regime to the Samians (3.142.3-5); has two 
items in DD; (1) Maeandrius wishes to abandon the throne for money; (2) A Samian 
says Maeandrius is not worthy of ruling and must account for the funds he controls; 
a good example of a fifth-century anti-tyrannical speech by Maeandrius; cf. use of 
the word 滞ゝ‾｀‾´；。き ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(H111) Maeandrius is rebuked by his crazy brother Charilaus (3.145.2-3); has one 
item in DD; another in the line of (half-ぶ ﾏ;S HヴﾗデｴWヴゲが ゲﾗﾐゲ WデIくき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H112) Cleomenes advises the ephors to expel Maeandrius (3.148.2); has one item in 
IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.      
(H113) A Babylonian inhabitant taunts Darius (3.151.2); has one item in DD; famous 
for デｴW W┝ヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐ け┘ｴWﾐ ﾏ┌ﾉWゲ HW;ヴ ┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪげ Э ﾐW┗Wヴき ;ｪ;ｷﾐ ; ﾆｷﾐS ﾗa ヮヴﾗヮｴWI┞ ┘ｴｷIｴ 
IﾗﾏWゲ デヴ┌W ｷﾐ ンくヱヵンき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H114) Zopyrus reveals his strange plan to Darius for the capture of Babylon (3.155); 
has four items; (1) Darius asks how Zopyrus became mutilated (ID); (2) Zopyrus 
replies it was he himself (DD); (3) Darius rebukes him (DD); (4) Zopyrus nevertheless 
reveals his plan (DD); the idea goes back to Odysse┌ゲげ Wﾐデヴ┞ デﾗ Tヴﾗ┞ ふIﾉく ヴが ヲヴヲaaくぶ ;ﾐS 
Sinon prior to the wooden horゲWき け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デ┞ヮW W┗Wﾐデき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H115) Zopyrus persuades the Babylonians of his hatred of Darius (3.156.3); has one 
item in DD; an example of how it is easier to fool a council than one person; 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
End of survey of Book 3: (42 events: 18 singles; 8 doubles; 5 triples; 11 multiples: 36 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞき ヱ ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 3 ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 2 ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ)  (105 items: DD = 
76; ID = 29).   
Book 4 
(H116) A Scythian suggests how to defeat their slaves (4.3.3-4); has one item in DD; 
ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ Wデｴﾐﾗｪヴ;ヮｴｷI ゲ┌ヴ┗W┞き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H117) A Borysthenite summons the Scythians to witness their king in a Bacchic 
frenzy (4.79.4); has one item in DDき Sヴ;ﾏ;デｷIき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
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(H118) Sitalces sends a message to Octamasades (4.80.3); has one item in DD; 
dramatic; enhances the narrative; emphasises the goodwill of Sitalces and bad faith 
ﾗa OIデ;ﾏ;ゲ;SWゲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H119) Artabanus pleads with Darius not to attack Scythia (4.83.1); has one item in 
IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H120) Darius executes all three sons of Oeobazus, who asked that one be released 
from military service (4.84.1); has three items in ID: (1) Oeobazus makes his request; 
(2) Darius says he should leave all his sons behind; (3) Darius then orders the death 
of all three; cpy.to H209き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H121) Coes guardedly suggests to Darius that he leave the Ister bridge intact in case 
of emergencies (4.97.3-6); has two items in DD; (1) Coes suggests the bridge be left 
intact; (2) Darius later thanks him for デｴW ;S┗ｷIWき  け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デ┞ヮWき ;S┗ｷIW デ;ﾆWﾐき 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.     
(H122) Darius orders Ionian rulers to guard the bridge for 60 days (4.98); has one 
item in DDき ｷﾐSｷI;デWゲ ; Iｴ;ﾐｪW ﾗa ﾏｷﾐSき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H123) The Scythian men agree to go and live with the Amazon women (4.114-115); 
has three items in DD: (1) The men propose to go back to their own community (DD); 
(2) The women refuse saying that their culture is different (DD); (3) The Amazons 
propose they and the men move location (DDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H124) TｴW “I┞デｴｷ;ﾐゲ ┗ｷ; ﾏWゲゲWﾐｪWヴゲ ヴWケ┌Wゲデ デｴWｷヴ ﾐWｷｪｴHﾗ┌ヴゲげ ;ｷS ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ デｴW 
Persians (4.118, 2-5); has one item in DD; cpy. to H125き Iaく デｴW け;ｪﾗﾐげ ;デ 6.47-49-66 
for rhetoricき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.     
(H125) The kings give their response (4.119.2-4); has one item in DD; cpy.to H124; 
much evidence of rhetorical language here; antitheses and use of connecting 
ヮ;ヴデｷIﾉWゲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H126) D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ﾏWゲゲ;ｪW デﾗ ﾆｷﾐｪ IS;ﾐデｴ┞ヴゲ┌ゲ ﾗa “I┞デｴｷ; ふヴくヱヲヶぶき ｴ;ゲ ﾗﾐW ｷデWﾏ ｷﾐ DD; 
cpy. with H127; used to denote a turning point in the development of events; see 
note in Corcella (2007, 663); also Hunter (1982, 193-196)き ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H127) The defiant reply of Idanthyrsus (4.127); has one item in DD; cpy. with H126; 
it sums up the importance of nomadism in warfare and the pride and defiance of the 
independent Scythians; contrasts with the Ionians; cf. Asheri (2007, n. on 126-127); 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H128) GﾗHヴ┞;ゲげ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW “I┞デｴｷ;ﾐ ﾆｷﾐｪゲげ ｪｷaデゲ ふヴくヱンヲく3); has one item in 
DD; Daヴｷ┌ゲげ IﾗﾐaｷSWﾐIW ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ﾗヮデｷﾏｷゲデｷI ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデWS H┞ デｴ;デ ﾗa 
GﾗHヴ┞;ゲき ┘;ゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ W┝;ｪｪWヴ;デｷﾐｪ D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ ﾏｷゲｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ H┞ ヴWゲWﾏHﾉｷﾐｪ ; HｷヴS 
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to a horse (cf. Homer, Il. 2,764)?  Gobryas is above suspicion of defeatism due to his 
past record as a conspiratorき  ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H129) The First Scythian division persuade the Ionians to quit the bridge (4.133.2-3); 
has one item in DD; a skilful change of scene creates the effect of suspense (cf. 
Asheri 2007, n. on 133.1-3); the Scythians provide ; ﾆｷﾐS ﾗa IﾗﾉﾉWIデｷ┗W け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげき 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H130) Darius abandons his former arrogance and accepts Gobry;ゲげ ヮヴﾗヮﾗゲ;ﾉ デﾗ 
withdraw (4.134.2-3); has two items in DDき ふヱぶ D;ヴｷ┌ゲ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲWゲ GﾗHヴ┞;ゲげ 
interpretation; (2) Gobryas reveals a plan to escape the Scythians; the hare may have 
ゲﾗﾏW ゲ┞ﾏHﾗﾉｷIっヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗ┌ゲ ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐIWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H131) The combined Scythian forces ask the Ionians to break up the bridge and 
depart (4.136.3-4); has one item in DD; re-emphasises the Scythian demand at 133.3 
to abandﾗﾐ デｴW HヴｷSｪWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H132) Histiaeus of Miletus responds to the Scythians (4.139.2-3); has one item in 
DD; Histiaeus easily tricks the Scythians; does Herodotus think so little of them? (cf. 
Hunter 1982, 210-ヲヱンぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H133) Cutting remark of Megabazus on the founding of Chalcedon (4.144.2); has 
one item in IDき けデｴW┞ ﾏ┌ゲデ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ HﾉｷﾐSげき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H134) Ther;ゲげ ケ┌ｷヮ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ ｴｷゲ ゲﾗﾐ ふヴくヱヴΓく1); has one item in ID; for デｴW ゲ;┞ｷﾐｪ けa 
ゲｴWWヮ ﾉWaデ ;ﾏﾗﾐｪ ┘ﾗﾉ┗Wゲげ Iaく AゲｴWヴｷ (2007, ad loc.)き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H135) The Libyans persuade the Greeks to move their cﾗﾉﾗﾐ┞ デﾗ Aヮﾗﾉﾉﾗげゲ “ヮヴｷﾐｪ 
(4.158.3); has one item in DD; Herodotus may be trying to involve the Libyans in the 
history of Cyrene; cf. Asheri (2007, n.on 4.158.1-2)き ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H136) Pheretime asks Euelthon for an army but he refuses (4.162.3-5); has two 
items in ID; (1) Pheretime prefers an army to other gifts; (2) Euelthon says his gifts of 
spindle and distaff are more appropriate; begins the (interwoven) story of Pheretime 
and Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌Wゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデ ｷﾐ デｴW IﾗﾏH;デｷ┗W Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ﾗa ┘ﾗﾏWﾐ ふIaく 
Artemisia at 7.99 and in Bk. 8 passim and mention of Eryxo at 4.160.4); see 4.205 for 
PｴWヴWデｷﾏWげゲ WﾐSき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H137) The Barcaeans and Persians swear an oath (4.201.2); has one item in DD (the 
words of the oath); it illustrates the trickery and faithlessness of the Persians; for 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ｷﾐデWrest in tricks and deceits cf. Asheri (2007, n.on 201.1); for tricks as 
strategems for war cf. Thuc. 3.34.ンき ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ. 
End of survey of Book 4  (22 events: 17 singles; 3 doubles; 2 triples: 18 ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ; 




(H138) Darius and Paeonian men, Pigres & Mastyes, in conversation about their 
sister (5.13-14.1); has eight items in ID: (1) Darius orders the women to be brought 
to him (ID); (2) He enquires where she has come from (ID); (3) The men say Paeonia 
(ID); (4) Darius asks more questions (ID); (5) They tell him about the origins of 
Paeonia (ID); (6) Darius asks if all their women are so industrious (ID); (7) They 
enthusiastically say yes (ID); (8) Darius instructs Megabazus by letter to transport all 
the Paeonians to him (IDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H139) The Persians ask Amyntas to allow the Macedonian women to dine with them 
(5.18.2-5); has four items; (1) The Persians ask to be accompanied by Macedonian 
women after dinner (DD); (2) Amyntas agrees (DD); (3) The Persians say it was not a 
good idea for the women to sit opposite them (ID); (4) Amyntas orders the women to 
sit next to the Persians (ID); when the Persians begin to fondle the women this 
provides a motive for AﾉW┝;ﾐSWヴげゲ ヮﾉﾗデき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H140) Alexander plots the death of the Persian diners (5.19-20); has four items in 
DD: (1) Alexander gets Amyntas to leave the dining room (DD); (2) Amyntas suspects 
ｴｷゲ ゲﾗﾐげゲ ﾏﾗデｷ┗Wゲ H┌デ ｪﾗWゲ ふDD); (3) Alexander tricks the Persians into letting the real 
women exit (DD); (4) He introduces assassins disguised as women (DD); it builds up 
to a climax where the fourth item is the longest; this story ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲデヴ;デWゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ 
fondness for ヴWIﾗ┌ﾐデｷﾐｪ デヴｷIﾆWヴ┞き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H141) Megabazus advises Darius to stop Histiaeus fortifying Myrcinus (5.23.2-3); has 
one item in DDき ｷゲ ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デ┞ヮWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H142) Darius sends for Histiaeus by messenger and persuades him to return with 
him to Susa (5.24.1-4); has two items in DD: (1) Darius sends for Histiaeus (DD); (2) 
He offers him the position of personal counsellor (DD); this is a ruse/trick backed up 
by flattery to get Histaeus out of the way; Histiaeus takes the bait; ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H143) Aristagoras agrees to assist the Naxian exiles to return home (5.30.3-5); has 
three items: (1) The Naxians ask Aristagoras for forces to return them to their 
homeland (ID); (2) Aristagoras promises to try to obtain Persian help via Artaphrenes 
(DDぶき ふンぶ TｴW N;┝ｷ;ﾐゲ デWﾉﾉ ｴｷﾏ デﾗ ヮヴﾗﾏｷゲW W┝ヮWﾐゲWゲ デﾗ Aヴデ;ヮｴヴWﾐWゲげ ;ヴﾏ┞ ふID); 
Aristagoras has designs on the kingship of Naxos and so enveigles the Naxians into 
his scheme; trickery; ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H144) Aristagoras and Artaphrenes plan to conquer Naxos (5.31); has three items: 
(1) Aristagoras describes the wealth of Naxos (ID); (2) He proposes Artaphrenes 
conquer it and go on from there to the Cyclades and Euboea (DD); (3) Artaphrenes 
offers 200 ships if the King agrees to the plan (DDぶき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
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(H145) Megabates and Aristagoras fall out (5.33.3-4); has two items: (1) Someone 
reporデゲ MWｪ;H;デWゲげ ｷﾉﾉ デヴW;デﾏWﾐデ ﾗa “I┞ﾉ;┝ ふID); (2) Aristagoras rails against 
Megabates (DDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H146) Hｷゲデｷ;W┌ゲ ゲWﾐSゲ ; ﾏWゲゲ;ｪW ﾗﾐ ; ﾏ;ﾐげゲ ゲI;ﾉヮ デﾗ Aヴｷゲデ;ｪoras (5.35); has one 
item in ID: the strangest means of communication in Herodotus perhaps; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H147) Hecataeus, contrary to other opinion, advises the Milesians not to revolt but 
to gain control of the sea by seizing the treasure at Branchidae (5.36.2-3); has two 
items in ID; (1) The others order revolt (ID); (2) Hecataeus explains his opinion (ID); 
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H148) The Spartan ephors advise Anaxandridas to give up his wife who is childless; 
he refuses; they propose he take another wife (5.39-40); has three items: (1) The 
ephors advise divorce and remarriage (DD); (2) Anaxandridas refuses to do either 
(ID); (3) The ephors propose he take a second wife, contrary to custom (DD); a flash-
back explaining the orｷｪｷﾐ ﾗa CﾉWﾗﾏWﾐWゲげ ﾆｷﾐｪゲｴｷヮき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H149) Aristagoras attempts unsuccessfully to persuade Cleomenes to free the 
Ionians from Persian rule (5.49-50); has five items (1) Aristagoras entices Cleomenes 
to aid the revolt (DD); (2) Cleomenes puts him off for two days (DD); (3) Cleomenes 
asks how far it is to the King (ID); (4) Aristagor;ゲ ゲ;┞ゲ ｷデ ｷゲ デｴヴWW ﾏﾗﾐデｴゲげ ﾃﾗ┌ヴﾐW┞ ふID); 
(5) Cleomenes refuses (DDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.     
(H150) Aristagoras tries one more time, as suppliant, to persuade Cleomenes by 
HヴｷHWき CﾉWﾗﾏWﾐWゲげ S;┌ｪｴデWヴ ゲｴ;ﾏWゲ ｴｷﾏ ふヵくヵヱぶき ｴ;ゲ デｴヴWW ｷデWﾏゲぎ ふヱぶ Aヴｷゲデ;ｪoras asks 
Cleomenes to dismiss the child (ID); (2) Cleomenes asks him to speak out (ID); (3) 
Gorgo speaks up to shame Cleomenes (DD); thW S;┌ｪｴデWヴげゲ ヮ;ヴデ ｷﾐ DD makes her the 
ﾏ;ｷﾐ ヮﾉ;┞Wヴ ｴWヴWき ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ﾉﾗ┗W ﾗa WﾉW┗;デｷﾐｪ デｴW ゲデ;デ┌ゲ ﾗa ﾏｷﾐor characters; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H151) The dream Hipparchus had before he was killed (5.56.1); has one item in DD 
ふ┗WヴゲWぶき SWﾉｷ┗WヴWS H┞ け; デ;ﾉﾉが ｪood-lookｷﾐｪ ﾏ;ﾐげき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H152) Cleomenes occupies the Acropolis (5.72.3-4); has two items in DD: (1) The 
priestess refuses Cleomenes entry as he is a Dorian (DD); (2) He claims to be an 
Achaean; evidence of early animosity between Dorian and Ionian ヴ;IWゲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H153) The Athenian envoys offer Artaphrenes earth and water at Sardis (5.73.2); 
has three items in ID: (1) Artaphrenes asks who the Athenians are (ID); (2) He orders 
them to leave unless they give earth and water (ID); (3) The envoys agree (ID); this is 




(H154) The Theban emissary to Delphi on seeking revenge against Athens and the 
interpretation of the oracle (5.79-80); has five items; (1) The Pythia says revenge is 
not theirs (ID); (2) The Thebans try to work ﾗ┌デ ┘ｴﾗ ｷゲ けIﾉﾗゲWゲデげ ふDD); (3) Someone 
suggests Aegina (DD); (4) They send to Aegina for help (ID); (5) The Aeginetans agree 
to send the Aeacidae (ID); this exchange is important as the origin of hostility 
HWデ┘WWﾐ AデｴWﾐゲ ;ﾐS AWｪｷﾐ;き ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H155) The Athenians demand the return of statues from Aegina (5.84); has two 
items in ID; (1) The Epidaurians deny responsibility for the images stolen by the 
Aeginetans (ID); (2) So also do the Aeginetans (IDぶき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H156) The Spartans ask for デｴWｷヴ ;ﾉﾉｷWゲげ ;ゲゲｷゲデ;ﾐIW ｷﾐ ヴWゲデoring Hippias to Athens 
(5.91.2-3); one item in DDき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H157) Socles tells how Periander came to power in Corinth (5.92); one item in DD; 
an unusually long speech for Herodotus; it amounts to an invective against tyranny; 
it constitutes a single event but incorporates three oracles, one in response to 
Eetion, one to an earlier enquiry, one to Cypselus, which I do not include in my 
definition of けゲヮWWIｴげ ふゲWW ﾏ┞ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐぶき Iﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ;ゲ け“ヮWWIｴ ;ゲ Narrativeげ (see 
Chapter 7 on DD & ID), since it is in DD and is clearly being used by Herodotus as a 
device for expressing authorial comment as well as a vehicle for enhancing the 
narrative.  I therefore decline to categorise this event.   
(H158) Hippias prophesises that the Corinthians will suffer at Athenian hands but the 
allies of the Lacedaemonians refuse to aid Hippias (5.93); has two items: (1) Hippias 
says the Corinthians would in time welcome the Pisistratids at Athens (ID); (2) The 
delegates earnestly call on Sparta not to restore the Athenian tyranny (ID); 
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H159) Athenians reject Artaphrenesげ message to reinstate Hippias (5.96); has two 
items: (1) The Athenian messengers dissuade the Persians from believing Athenian 
exiles (ID); (2) Artaphrenes orders them to take Hippias back (IDぶき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H160) Aristagoras persuades the Athenians to attack the Persians (5.97.1-2); has 
one item in ID; he claims it would be easy to defeat the Persians and the Athenians 
owed the Milesians protection as Miletus was an Athenian colony; contains the 
a;ﾏﾗ┌ゲ ﾏ;┝ｷﾏ けｷデ ゲWWﾏゲ W;ゲｷWヴ デﾗ ヮWヴゲ┌;SW デｴW ﾏ;ﾐ┞ デｴ;ﾐ ﾗﾐWげ ふヽ‾゜゜‾但ゞ á束ヾ ‾苔゛0 
0苔｀ü： 0沢ヽ0〃　ゝ〃0ヾ‾｀ ~：üéà゜゜0：｀ 妥 多｀üぶき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ.   
(H161) Aristagor;ゲげ ﾏWゲゲWﾐｪWヴ ﾗaaWヴゲ WゲIort to the Paeonians to return home 
(5.98.2); one item in DDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H162) Darius orders his attendant to remind him constantly of the Athenians 
(5.105); has three items: (1) Darius asks who the Athenians are (ID); (2) His appeal to 
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Zeus (DD); (3) His order to an attendant to remember the Athenians (ID); 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H163) Darius allows Histiaeus to return to Ionia to restore order (5.106.1-6); has two 
items in DD; (1) Darius instructs Histiaeus to quell the revolt (DD); (2) Histiaeus 
agrees if he is permitted to go to Ionia (DDぶき デｴｷゲ ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲデヴ;デWゲ D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ IヴWS┌ﾉﾗ┌ゲﾐWゲゲき 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.     
(H164) The Cyprian tyrants give the Ionians the choice of fighting the Persians or the 
Phoenicians (5.109);  has two items in DD: (1) The Cyprians offer the Ionians a choice 
of whom to fight at sea (DD); (2) The Ionians choose the Phoenicians (DD); 
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H165) OﾐWゲｷﾉ┌ゲ ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ C;ヴｷ;ﾐ ゲケ┌ｷヴW ヮﾉ;ﾐ デﾗ ┌ﾐゲWデデﾉW Aヴデ┞Hｷ┌ゲげ ｴorse (5.111); has 
two items in DDぎ ふヱぶ OﾐWゲｷﾉ┌ゲ SWゲIヴｷHWゲ Aヴデ┞Hｷ┌ゲげ ｴorse (DD); (2) His attendant has a 
plan (DDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H166) Pixodarus advises the Carians to cross the river to fight the Persians (5.118.2); 
has one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.        
(H167) Aristagoras and Hecataeus differ about where Aristagoras should make a 
stand (5.124-125); has two items in ID: (1) Aristagoras makes two choices for the 
reestablishment of Miletus (ID); (2) Hecataeus proposes Aristagoras should fortify 
Leros (IDぶき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
End of survey of Book 5  (30 events: 8 singles; 12 doubles; 5 triples; 5 multiples: 15 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ; 8 ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 5 ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞき ヱ ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ; 1 uncategorised)  
(75 items: DD= 34 ; ID = 41) 
Book 6 
(H168) Artaphrenes accuses Histiaeus of instigating the Ionian revolt (6.1); has three 
items; (1) Artaphrenes asks Histiaeus how the Ionian revolt had come about (ID); (2) 
Histiaeus denies any knowledge (IDぶき ふンぶ Aヴデ;ヮｴヴWﾐWゲ ヮヴﾗﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWゲ デｴW デ;ｪ さ┞ﾗ┌ 
stitched the shoe, Aristagoras ヮ┌デ ｷデ ﾗﾐざ ふ〃‾達〃‾ 〃托 鐸ヽ＿~。´ü 村ヽヽü／üゞ ´詑｀ ゝ々が 
鐸ヽ0~，ゝü〃‾ ~詑 雪ヾ：ゝ〃üá＿ヾ。ゞぶ ふDDぶき  ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.     
(H169) The Persian generals promise the Ionians good treatment if they surrender 
(6.9.3-4); has one item in DDき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H170) Dionysius of Phocaea rallies the Ionian fleet (6.11.2-3); has one item in DD; a 
けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ┘;ヴﾐｷﾐｪげき  ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H171) TｴW Iﾗﾐｷ;ﾐゲ Iﾗﾏヮﾉ;ｷﾐ ;Hﾗ┌デ デｴW ｴ;ヴゲｴﾐWゲゲ ﾗa Dｷﾗﾐ┞ゲｷ┌ゲげ Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐS (6.12.3); 
has one item in DD; illustrates the disunity of the Ionians and the consequent loss of 
デｴW H;デデﾉW ﾗa Κ;SWき  ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.     
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(H172) CﾉWﾗﾏWﾐWゲげ デｴヴW;デ デﾗ Cヴｷ┌ゲ ﾗa AWｪｷﾐ; ふヶくヵヰがヲぶき ｴ;ゲ aﾗ┌ヴ ｷデWﾏゲ ｷﾐ ID: (1) Crius 
says Cleomenes has no authority to arrest any Aeginetan (ID); (2) Cleomenes asks 
Cヴｷ┌ゲげ ﾐ;ﾏW ふID); (3) Crius tells him (ID); (4) Cleomenes tells him to cover his horns in 
bronze (as about to be killed in sacrifice) (ID); the story ｷゲ H;ゲWS ﾗﾐ ; ヮ┌ﾐ ﾗﾐ Cヴｷ┌ゲげ 
name (゛ヾ：＿ゞ Э けヴ;ﾏげぶき ゲWW ;ﾉゲﾗ ヲくヴヲ.4 for this wordき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.      
(H173) Panites advises the Lacedaemonians on the first-born (6.52.6); has one item 
in IDき ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デ┞ヮWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.      
(H174) Ariston denies Demaratus is his son (6.63.2); has one item in DD; a dramatic 
W┝Iﾉ;ﾏ;デｷﾗﾐき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.      
(H175) Leotychidas swears an oath against Demaratus (6.65.3-4); has one item in ID; 
cpy. H176き ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ.                                               
(H176) DWﾏ;ヴ;デ┌ゲげ ヴWヮﾉ┞ デﾗ ΚWﾗデ┞IｴｷS;ゲげ ﾏﾗIﾆｷﾐｪ ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ふヶくヶΑく2-3); has two items 
in IDき ふヱぶ ΚWﾗデ┞IｴｷS;ゲげ ゲWヴ┗;ﾐデ ;ゲﾆゲ DWﾏ;ヴ;デ┌ゲ ｴﾗ┘ ｷデ feels to be a slave (ID); (2) 
Demaratus says this question could be the beginning of either many woes or 
blessings for Sparta (ID); cpy. H175き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.      
(H177) DWﾏ;ヴ;デ┌ゲげ ﾏﾗデｴWヴげゲ ヴWヮﾉ┞ デﾗ ｴｷゲ ヴWケ┌Wゲデ デﾗ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ ┘ｴﾗ ｴｷゲ a;デｴWヴ ┘;ゲ ふヶくヶΒ-
69); has two items in DD: (1) Demaratus asks his mother; (2) His mother says his 
father is either Astrabacus or Aヴｷゲデﾗﾐき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.      
(H178) Cleomenes realises the truth of the oracle (6.80); has three items; (1) 
Cleomenes orders the helots to pile up wood around the grove (ID); (2) He asks to 
which god the grove belongs (ID); (3) Cleomenes addresses Apollo and realises his 
prophecy has been fulfilled (DD); a dramatic realisation/culmination scene; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.      
(H179) Cleomenes defends himself against the accusation of not taking Argos (6.82); 
has two items in ID: (1) His enemies accuse him of not capturing Argos (ID); (2) 
Cleomenes defends himself at length (IDぶき ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ.                                                
(H180) The warning of Theasides persuades the Aeginetans not to remove 
Leotychidas (6.85.2); has one item in DDき ; けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ┘;ヴﾐWヴげき ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ.                                                
(H181) ΚWﾗデ┞IｴｷS;ゲげ story to the Athenians of Glaucus fails to move them (6.86); has 
two items: (1) The Athenians refuse to hand back the Aeginetan hostages (ID); (2) 
Leotychidas tells the story (DD), which incorporates other speeches and an oracular 
response within a speech, none of which I have counted as separate items DD events 
since the whole constitutes Speech as Narrative (see Chapter 7); therefore, I have 
not categorised this speech. 
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(H182) Datis bids the fleeing Delians return (6.97.2); has one item in DD; 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ.   
(H183) Philippides asks Sparta for help (6.106.2); has one item in DDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.        
(H184) The Spartans refused help to Plataea thirty years earlier (6.108.2-3); has one 
item in DDき ｷデ ヮ┌デゲ デｴW “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐゲ ｷﾐ ; H;S ﾉｷｪｴデき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H185) Miltiades persuades Callimachus to cast the tie-breaking vote and attack the 
Persians (6.109.3-6); has one item in DD; has rhetorical ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.         
(H186) Cleisthenes invites suitors to sue for ｴｷゲ S;┌ｪｴデWヴげゲ ｴ;ﾐS ふヶくヱヲヶく2); has one 
item in ID; it introduces the story of Megacles and Agariste; ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.          
(H187) Short encounter between Cleisthenes and Hippocleides (6.129.4); has two 
items in DD: (1) Cleisthenes rejects Hippocleides suit; (2) Hippocleides says he 
SﾗWゲﾐげデ I;ヴWき ｷデ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐゲ デｴW orｷｪｷﾐ ﾗa ; ヮヴﾗ┗WヴHぎ けHｷヮヮﾗIﾉeｷSWゲ SﾗWゲﾐげデ I;ヴWげ ふざ沢 
ーヾ‾｀〃台ゞ  阻ヽヽ‾゛゜0；~体ぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.         
(H188) Cleisthenes selects Megacles as his son-in-law (6.130); has one item in DD; 
Iﾗﾐaｷヴﾏゲ デｴW ゲヮヴW;S ﾗa デｴW a;ﾏW ;ﾐS ﾆ┌Sﾗゲ ﾗa デｴW AﾉIﾏ;WﾗﾐｷS;Wき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.         
(H189) Miltiades demands 100 talents from the Parians, who supported the Persian 
invasion (6.133.2); has one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.          
(H190) Timo gives Miltiades advice on how to take Paros (6.134.1); has one item in 
ID; practical adviser; again, a woman (a local under-ヮヴｷWゲデWゲゲぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.        
(H191) The Pythia prevents the Parians from punishing Timo (6.135.3); has one item 
in ID; counts as speech as narrative, therefore has no category. 
(H192) Miltiades, wounded in the thigh, is defended by his friends in court (6.136.2); 
one item in IDき ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ. 
(H193) TｴW PWﾉ;ゲｪｷ;ﾐゲ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐS デﾗ AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ SWﾏ;ﾐSゲ ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐ けｷﾏヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉWげ IﾗﾐSｷデｷﾗﾐ 
(6.139,3-4); has two items: (1) The Athenians order the Pelasgians to deliver up their 
land to them (ID); (2) The Pelasgians respond with an impossible condition (DD); 
again the impossible is achieved, this time by Miltiades crossing to Lemnos from the 
CｴWヴゲﾗﾐWゲW ふゲWW ヶくヱヴヰぶき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
End of survey of book 6 (26 events: 17 singles; 6 doubles; 2 triple; 1 multiple; 15 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ; 2 ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 4 ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞき ヱ ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞき ヱ ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ; 1 






(H194) Demaratus supports Xerxes in his claim to inheritance (7.3.2-3); has three 
items in ID: (1) Artobazanes claims to be the eldest; (2) Xerxes claims the right as the 
grandson of Cyrus; (3) Demaratus intervenes on the side of Xerxes; items 1 and 2 
have no introductory verb of speaking but it can be understooSき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.         
(H195) Mardonius advises Xerxes to attack Greece (7.5.2); has two items: (1) 
Mardonius advises revenge on Athens (DD); (2) Moreover, Europe is a beautiful and 
desirable place to conquer (IDぶき ; けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ゲヮWWIｴき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.        
(H196) Xerxes addresses the gathered Persians on invading Europe (7.8.ü- ~ヲぶぎ ｴ;ゲ 
one item in DD; cpy. to H197, H198 and H212; a long speech with a rhetorical 
SWaWﾐIW ﾗa ｴｷゲ ヮﾉ;ﾐゲ ;ﾐS ; けSWﾏﾗIヴ;デｷIげ ｷﾐ┗ｷデ;デｷﾗﾐ for IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H197) Mardonius makes a flattering response in support of Xerxes but fatefully 
underestimates Greek power and prowess (7.9); has one item in DD; cpy. to H196 
and H198き M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲげ ﾗ┗Wヴ IﾗﾐaｷSWﾐIW ﾉW;Sゲ デﾗ Sｷゲ;ゲデWヴ W┗Wﾐデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞き ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H198) Artabanus warns Xerxes about the dangers of an invasion (7.10.ü-．ンぶき ｴ;ゲ 
one item in DDき け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ゲヮWWIｴき Iヮ┞く to H196, H197 and H199; full of maxims 
and sayings on pride, fortune and the gods; moral and quasi-religious; 
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H199) Xerxes denounces Artabanus as a coward (7.11); has one item in DD; cpy. to 
H198き ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H200) A ﾏ;ﾐ ｷﾐ XWヴ┝Wゲげ SヴW;ﾏ WﾐIﾗ┌ヴ;ｪWゲ ｴｷﾏ デﾗ ﾆWWヮ デﾗ ｴｷゲ original plan (7.12.2); 
has one item in DD; it adds Sヴ;ﾏ; デﾗ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ｷﾐSWIｷゲｷ┗WﾐWゲゲき Iﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ;ゲ け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ 
デ┞ヮWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.          
(H201) Xerxes announces his intention not to go to war (7.13); has one item in DD; 
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H202) The dream appears again to Xerxes with the same message (7.14); has one 
item in DDき デｴｷゲ デｷﾏW ;ゲ け┘;ヴﾐWヴげき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.           
(H203)  Xerxes takes fear and asks Artabanus to sleep in his place (7.15); has one 
item in DDき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H204)  Artabanus agrees reluctantly to this (7.16.ü-áぶき ｴ;ゲ ﾗﾐW ｷデWﾏ ｷﾐ DD; 
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H205)  The dream admonishes Artabanus (7.17.2); has one item in DDき ; けヮヴ;IデｷIal 
┘;ヴﾐWヴげ デ┞ヮWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.            
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(H206)  Artabanus tells Xerxes he has changed his mind (7.18.2-3); has one item in 
DD; this speech concludes the long sequence (7.12.2 to 7.18.2-3ぶ デﾗ Sﾗ ┘ｷデｴ XWヴ┝Wゲげ 
dream dramatising the Persian vacillation over the invasion of Greece and indicating 
that the gods willed it to happen and so it could not be avoided (a Homeric idea); 
however, as in tragedy, the human(s) involved, mainly Xerxes, cannot escape 
responsibility for a;ｷﾉ┌ヴWき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H207) Pythius offers Xerxes money and is made his guest-friend (7.27-29); has six 
items: (1) Pythius offers money to Xerxes (ID); (2) Xerxes asks who Pythius is (ID); (3) 
The Persians tell him Pythius is the second richest man in the world (DD); (4) Xerxes 
asks Pythius how rich he is (ID); (5) Pythius gives him an exact figure (DD); (6) Xerxes 
ｷゲ SWﾉｷｪｴデWS ;ﾐS ﾏ;ﾆWゲ ｴｷﾏ ¨0大｀‾ゞ ふDDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.             
(H208) Xerxes has the Hellespont lashed (7.35); has four items: (1) Xerxes orders the 
Hellespont to be lashed and shackled (ID); (2) His men are ordered to revile the sea 
in barbarian language (ID); (3) What they said (DD); (4) Xerxes orders the beheading 
of the bridge builders (ID); note: Xerxes did not say the words himself; Herodotus 
comments that no Greek would have used these words which he describes as 
éàヾéüヾà 〃0 ゛ü台 蔵〃àゝ．ü゜üき デｴWヴW ｷゲ ゲﾗﾏW ヴWヮWデｷデｷﾗﾐ ｴWヴWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.            
(H209) Pythius asks for ｴｷゲ ゲﾗﾐ デﾗ HW ゲヮ;ヴWS ﾏｷﾉｷデ;ヴ┞ ゲWヴ┗ｷIW デﾗ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ;ﾐﾐﾗ┞;ﾐIW 
(7.38-39); has five items: (1) Pythius asks Xerxes for a favour (DD); (2) Xerxes tells 
him to say what he wants (ID); (3) He asks for his eldest son to be spared military 
service (DD); (4) Xerxes ヴWヮﾉｷWゲ ;ﾐｪヴｷﾉ┞ デｴ;デ P┞デｴｷ┌ゲげ WﾉSWゲデ ゲﾗﾐ ﾏ┌ゲデ SｷW ふDD); (5) He 
orders the son to be cut in two and the army to march between the parts (ID); cpy. 
to H120き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H210) Xerxes and Artabanus discourse on the frailty of human life and the dangers 
of the coming war (7.46-52); a long discourse/conversation comprising 10 items in 
DD: (1) Artabanus notices Xerxes crying (DD); (2) Xerxes reflects on the shortness of 
human life (DD); (3) Artabanus notes there are sadder things than its shortness (DD); 
(4) Xer┝Wゲ SｷゲﾏｷゲゲWゲ デ;ﾉﾆ ;Hﾗ┌デ けH;Sげ デｴｷﾐｪゲき ┘;ゲ Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ ヴW;ﾉﾉ┞ Iﾗﾐ┗ｷﾐIWS H┞ デｴW 
dream? (DD); (5) Artabanus says he was but still fears two enemies (DD); (6) Xerxes 
cannot understand what there is to fear (DD); (7) Artabanus explains the two 
enemies are the laﾐS ;ﾐS デｴW ゲW; ふｴWヴW ｴW デ;ﾆWゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW ヴﾗﾉW ﾗa けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ;ﾐS 
shows a depth of strategic wisdom) (DD); (8) Xerxes adopts the optimistic view of 
けﾐﾗデｴｷﾐｪ ┗Wﾐデ┌ヴWS ﾐﾗデｴｷﾐｪ ｪ;ｷﾐWSげ ;ﾐS け;┌SWヴW Wゲデ a;IWヴWげ Iﾗ┌ﾐデWヴｷﾐｪ Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲげ 
pessimism (DD); (9) Artabanus seems to accept this but Iﾗ┌ﾐゲWﾉゲ ;ゲ け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ﾐﾗデ 
to allow the Ionians to march against their Athenian kinsmen (DD); (10) Xerxes balks 
against this as well, ヴWﾏｷﾐSｷﾐｪ Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ ﾗa デｴW Iﾗﾐｷ;ﾐゲげ ﾉﾗ┞;ﾉデ┞ S┌ヴｷﾐｪ D;ヴｷ┌ゲげ 
Scythian expedition (DD).  There is much rhetorical usage in this passage, especially 
item 8: e.g. counter arguments and antitheses.  It does not further the historical 
narrative but gives an insight into the psychological state of two important 
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protagonists.  To this extent it is comparable to some speech events in Thucydides, 
notably the debate between Nicias and Alcibiades before the Sicilian expedition 
(Thuc.6.9-23), except for デｴW a;Iデ デｴ;デ ｷデ ｷゲ ｴWﾉS ｷﾐ ヮヴｷ┗;デWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H211) Xerxes exhorts the Persian nobles (7.53.1-2); has one item in DD; this ends 
デｴW ｷﾐSWIｷゲｷﾗﾐが Aヴデ;H;ﾐ┌ゲ ｴ;┗ｷﾐｪ HWWﾐ ヮﾗゲデWS H;Iﾆ デﾗ “┌ゲ;き ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H212) Xerxes prays to the sun to be allowed to conquer all of Europe (7.54.2); has 
one item in ID; cpy. to H196き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H213) A Hellespontine man believes Xerxes is Zeus in disguise (7.56.2); has one item 
in DD; it dramatically builds up the prowess and thereby the subsequent downfall of 
XWヴ┝Wゲ ふけデｴW ｴｷｪｴWヴ デｴW┞ ヴｷゲW デｴW ｴ;ヴSWヴ デｴW┞ a;ﾉﾉげぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H214) Demaratus explains to Xerxes the prowess of the Greeks (7.101-104); has six 
items: (1) Xerxes asks Demaratus if the Greeks will stand (DD); (2) Demaratus asks if 
he should tell the truth (DD); (3) Xerxes orders him to do so (ID); (4) Demaratus says 
it is the Spartans who will fight (DD); (5) Xerxes does not believe he can lose (DD); (6) 
Demaratus says the Spartans fear their law more than the Persians fear their King 
(DD); a discourse on the subject of the  Spartan (Greek) fighting spirit; Xerxes is still 
incredulous at the end; the event Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ﾗ┗WヴIﾗﾐaｷSWﾐIW ;ﾐS ;ﾐデｷIｷヮ;デWゲ 
Iﾗﾏｷﾐｪ Sｷゲ;ゲデWヴゲき ｷデ Iﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ;ゲ ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デ┞ヮWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H215)  Megacreon of Abdera is thankful the Persians take only one meal a day 
(7.120); has one item in IDき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ.  
(H216)  Xerxes asks if the River Peneius can be diverted (7.128.2); has one item in ID; 
more W┗ｷSWﾐIW ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ ;ヴヴﾗｪ;ﾐIWき cpy. to H217; ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H217)  His guides reply that it can not: Xerxes understands why the Thessalians 
surrendered (7.130.1-2); has two items in DD: (1) The guides say the river has no 
other outlet (DD); (2) Xerxes says the Thessalians were wise to surrender (DD); 
although ｷデWﾏ ヲ ｷゲ ヮヴWaｷ┝WS H┞ ゜　á0〃ü：, suggesting that Herodotus is unsure of the 
reliability of his source for this remark, I include it as being closely connected with 
item 1; cpy. to H216; ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H218)  The Greeks resisting the Persians swear an oath against those who gave 
earth and water (7.132.2); has one item in ID; ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H219)  Hydarnes advises Sperthias and Bulis, two brave Spartans, to be on good 
terms with Xerxes (7.135.2-3); has two items in DD: (1) Hydarnes advises friendship 
with the King (DD); (2) The Spartans say they prefer freedom (DDぶき ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ 
デ┞ヮW W┗Wﾐデき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
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(H220)   Xerxes refuses to kill the Spartans in return for the death of his heralds 
(7.136); has four items: (1) The guards order them to kneel (ID); (2) They refuse (ID); 
(3) They explain why they have come (DD); (4) Xerxes lets them go (ID); this dialogue 
consists of two cpy. ｷデWﾏゲ ふヱЩヲぶ ;ﾐS ふンЩヴぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H221)  TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴW けIorヴWIデげ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW oracle (7.142.1-
143.3); has three items in ID: (1) Some elders interpret the oracle as referring to the 
Acropolis (ID); (2) Others think it refers to the ships (ID); (3) Themistocles interprets 
the oracle correctly (ID); cf. 8.51-53 regarding the fate of those Athenians who 
misread this oracleき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H222) Themistocles advises Laureum silver be used to pay for ships (7.144.1); has 
one item in IDき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ.  
(H223)  Xerxes explains why he let three Athenian spies loose (7.146.2-147.1); has 
three items in ID: (1) Xerxes orders his guards to bring the spies to him (ID); (2) He 
further orders them to conduct the spies around the army (ID); (3) He explains they 
are more use alive in order to report the size of his army (IDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H224)  Clever response of Xerxes to his courtiers over the grain ships (7.147.3); has 
three items: (1) Xerxes asks the destination of the ships (ID); (2) His courtiers reply 
(DDぶき ふンぶ XWヴ┝Wゲ ゲ;┞ゲ けﾉWデ デｴWﾏ ｪﾗげ ふDDぶき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H225)  The Argive Council asks for a thirty year treaty with Sparta and half the land 
command (7.148.4); has one item in IDき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H226)  XWヴ┝Wゲげ ﾏWゲゲWﾐｪWヴ ;ヮヮW;ﾉゲ デﾗ デｴW Argives to stay neutral (7.150.2); has one 
item in DDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H227)  The Greek deputation to Syracuse fails to enlist the support of Gelon (7.157-
162.1); has six items in DD: a long speech event giving the speeches of the Spartan 
and Athenian delegations and the responses of Gelon: (1) The messengers present 
デｴW GヴWWﾆゲげ ヮヴﾗヮﾗゲ;ﾉ ふDDぶき ふヲぶ GWﾉﾗﾐげゲ demand to command all forces (DD); (3) 
“┞;ｪヴ┌ゲ ﾗa “ヮ;ヴデ; ヴWﾃWIデゲ GWﾉﾗﾐげゲ SWﾏ;ﾐS ふDD); (4) Gelon then proposes he 
command the fleet (DD); (5) The Athenian envoy rejects this idea in turn (DD); (6) 
Gelon dismisses the delegation, who return home empty handed (DD); this is the 
first major political contact with the western Greeks recorded; there are different 
circumstances but the Athenian claim to naval superiority can be compared with 
Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa デｴW ゲヮWWIｴ ﾗa E┌ヮｴWﾏ┌ゲが デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ ;ﾏH;ゲゲ;Sor, at 
Camarina (6,82-ΒΑぶき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  




(H229)  The imagined speech by the Corcyreans to Xerxes (7.168.3); has one item in 
DDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H230)  The Thessalians bid the Greeks hold the pass at Thermopylae (7.172.2-3); has 
one item in DDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H231)  Messengers from Alexander the Macedonian advise the Greeks to retreat 
before the Persian advance (7.173.3); has one item in IDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H232)  Message of the Greek alliance to the Locrians and Phocians (7.203); one item 
in IDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H233)  XWヴ┝Wゲ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ HWﾉｷW┗W DWﾏ;ヴ;デ┌ゲげ account of the Lacedaemonians 
(7.209.2-5); has three items: (1) Demaratus praises the prowess of the Spartans as he 
had before (DD); (2) Xerxes asks again how these men can fight like that (ID); (3) 
Demaratus invites Xerxes to call him a liar (DD); counts ;ゲ ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デ┞ヮWき 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H234)  The diviner Megistias ヮヴWSｷIデゲ けSW;デｴ ;デ S;┘ﾐげ ふΑくヲヱΓく1); has one item in ID; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H235)  DｷWﾐWIWゲげ ケ┌ｷヮ ;Hﾗut fighting in the shade (7.226.2); has one item in ID; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H236)  Xerxes adopts AIｴ;WﾏWﾐWゲげ ;S┗ｷIW ﾗ┗Wヴ デｴ;デ ﾗa DWﾏ;ヴ;デ┌ゲ ふΑくヲンヴ-237); has 
six items: (1) Xerxes asks Demaratus about the remaining Lacedaemonians (DD); (2) 
Demaratus replies that there are about 8000 Spartans in all (DD); (3) Xerxes asks 
Demaratus how he can defeat them (DD); (4) Demaratus advises using Cythera as a 
base (ID); (5) Achaemenes advises Xerxes not to split up the fleet, any land battle will 
defeat the enemy (DDぶき ふヶぶ XWヴ┝Wゲ ;Sﾗヮデゲ AIｴ;WﾏWﾐWゲげ ヮﾉ;ﾐ H┌デ I;ﾉﾉゲ for Demaratus, 
as his ¨0大｀‾ゞ, to receive respect (DDぶき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H237) Gorgo reveals a message (7.239.4); has one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
End of survey of book 7  (44 events: 28 singles; 3 doubles; 5 triples; 8 multiples; 21 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ; 13 ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 6 ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 2 ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ; 2 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ) (95 items: DD = 59 ; ID = 36) 
Book 8 
(H238) Themistocles bribes Adeimantus to stay at Artemisium (8.5.1-2); has two 
items: (1) Adeimantus says he will sail away (ID); (2) Themistocles offers him a bribe 
(DDぶき デｴW HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ I;ヴWWヴ ﾗa corruptionき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H239) Xerxes invites men from his fleet to view the slain at Thermopylae (8.24.2); 
has one item in DDき デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ; ﾏWゲゲWﾐｪWヴき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
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(H240) Tritantaechmes makes a noble comment on Olympic garlands (8.26.3); has 
one item in DDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H241) Tellias advises the Phocians against the Thessalians (8.27.3); has one item in 
IDき ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ eventき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H242) Message sent by the Thessalians to the Phocians demanding money (8.29); 
has one item in DDき H┞ ｴWヴ;ﾉSき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H243) Surviving Persians claim to have been pursued by two superhumans (8.38); 
has one item in ID; see 8.39 for HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ W┝ヮﾉ;ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴｷゲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H244) MﾐWゲｷヮｴｷﾉ┌ゲげ ;S┗ｷIW デﾗ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲ デﾗ ヮWヴゲ┌;SW デｴW GヴWeks to fight at 
Salamis (8.57.2); has one item in DDき ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ W┗Wﾐデき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H245) Themistocles, despite opposition from Adeimantus, persuades Eurybiades to 
fight at Salamis (8.59-62); has six items: (1) An initial interruption by Adeimantus 
(DD); (2) A counter by Themistocles (DD); (3) Themistocles addresses Eurybiades 
(DD); (4) Adeimantus attacks Themistocles as being a stateless individual (ID); (5) 
Themistocles counters by saying that Athens is still stronger than others in ships (ID); 
(6) Themistocles continues to address Eurybiades saying the Athenians will sail to 
Italy if Eurybiades leaves Salamis (DD); this stresses the fact that Athens was still very 
much alive despite being overrun; also the vital importance of the Athenian fleet to 
デｴW GヴWWﾆゲげ ヴWゲｷゲデ;ﾐIW to the Persians; Herodotus describes this encounter as a 
け┗WヴH;ﾉ ゲﾆｷヴﾏｷゲｴｷﾐｪげ ふ村ヽ0ゝ： 蔵゛ヾ‾é‾゜：ゝà´0｀‾：ぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H246) A Iヴ┞ ﾗa けI;IIｴ┌ゲげ foretells the defeat of Xerxes fleet to Dicaeus and 
Demaratus (8.65.2-5); has three items: (1) Demaratus asks what the cry means (ID); 
(2) Dicaeus explains the cry comes from Eleusis (DD); (3) Demaratus advises him to 
keep quiet about it (DDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H247) Artemisia, via Mardonius, advises Xerxes not to fight at Salamis (8.68.ü-áぶき 
has one item in DDき ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ W┗Wﾐデき XWヴ┝Wゲ ;SﾏｷヴWゲ ｴWヴ ゲデ;ﾐIW H┌デ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ 
デ;ﾆW ｴWヴ ;S┗ｷIWき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H248)  “ｷIｷﾐﾐ┌ゲ デ;ﾆWゲ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ ゲWIヴWt message to the Persians (8.75.2-3); has 
one item in DDき デｴｷゲ ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲデヴ;デWゲ TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ S┌ヮﾉｷIｷデ┞ H┌デ IﾉW┗Wヴ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉゲｴｷヮき 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H249)  Themistocles invites Aristeides to inform the Greek commanders of the 
situation at Salamis (8.79.3-81); has three items: (1) Aristeides tells Themistocles the 
Greek fleet is surrounded (DD); (2) Themistocles tells Aristeides to report the news to 
the fleet (DD); (3) Aristeides reports to the Peloponnesian generals (ID); this is an 
unlikely meeting done for dramatic effect; it emphasises the unity of Athenian effort 
against the enemy, as Themistocles and Aristeides normally had conflicting views; 
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there is a contrast in characters here between TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ S┌ヮlicity and AristidWゲげ 
integrity (cf. Dewald in Waterfield 1998, n. on 8.70-83, p.Αヱヵぶき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H250)  Pre-battle speech of Themistocles: a short report (8.83.1-2); has one item in 
ID; disappointingly brief; it would have been good to have known more of what 
Themistocles actually said; why did Herodotus not take this opportunity to tell us?  It 
is hard to imagine Thucydides not doing so; maybe because Themistocles was not 
ゲデヴｷIデﾉ┞ ; Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐSWヴが ｴｷゲ Iﾗ┌ﾐデヴ┞ ｴ;┗ｷﾐｪ HWWﾐ デWIｴﾐｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ Iﾗﾐケ┌WヴWSき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H251)  The apparition of a woman instigates the Hellenes to commit to battle at 
Salamis (8.84.2); one item in DD: is this intended to be a Homeric-like intervention by 
AデｴWﾐWい ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H252)  Xerxes commenデゲ ﾗﾐ AヴデWﾏｷゲｷ;げゲ Hヴ;┗Wヴ┞ ふΒくΒΒく2-3); has three items: (1) One 
ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲ ﾏWﾐ ゲWWゲ AヴデWﾏｷゲｷ;げゲ ゲｴｷヮ ふDD); (2) Xerxes asks if it is truly her (ID); (3) He 
デｴWﾐ ﾏ;ﾆWゲ ｴｷゲ a;ﾏﾗ┌ゲ SWIﾉ;ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗﾐ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげゲ Iﾗ┌ヴ;ｪW (DDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H253) The Phoenicians traduce the Ionians (8.90.1); has two items in ID; (1) The 
Phoenicians accuse the Ionians of treachery (ID); (2) Xerxes orders the Phoenicians to 
be beheaded (IDぶき ; けヴW┗Wヴゲ;ﾉ ﾗa forデ┌ﾐWげき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H254)  TｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ ゲ;┞ ; けSｷ┗ｷﾐWげ ゲｴｷヮげゲ IヴW┘ ヴWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWゲ ┘ｷデｴ ASWｷﾏ;ﾐデ┌ゲ ;ﾐS 
the fleeing Corinthian fleet (8.94.3); has two items: (1) The divine crew hails 
ASWｷﾏ;ﾐデ┌ゲげ ゲｴｷヮ ふDD); (2) They offer to be put to death if the Greeks lose the battle 
(ID); PlutarIｴ ふけOﾐ デｴW M;ﾉｷIW ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげが Moralia, 870E) quotes an inscription 
supporting the Corinthian claim that they played a full part in the battle of Salamis in 
Iﾗﾐデヴ;SｷIデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴｷゲ ヮ;ゲゲ;ｪWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H255)  Mardonius offers to stay and defeat the Greeks while Xerxes retreats 
(8.100.2-5); has one item in DDき ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ゲヮWWIｴき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H256) Xerxes consults Artemisia on this offer: Artemisia replies (8.101-102); has 
three items: (1) Xerxes tells Mardonius he will consult his advisers (ID); (2) Xerxes 
consults Artemisia alone (DD); (3) Artemisia advises him to return home (DD); it 
ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ┘W;ﾆﾐWゲゲ H┌デ ;ﾉゲﾗ AヴデWﾏｷゲｷ;げゲ ｪood use of persuasive argument, again 
;ゲ けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴげき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H257) Hermotimus the eunuch takes revenge upon Panionius (8.106.3); has one 
item in DD; this event is a deviation from the ongoing historical narrative but 
complies with the promise of 村ヾáü ．＼´üゝ〃à ｷﾐ デｴW ヮヴﾗWﾏ ;ﾐS Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐゲ デｴW デｴWﾏW ﾗa 
〃；ゝ：ゞ ゲﾗ Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ ｷﾐ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲ ふfor this pendant cf. Dewald n. on 8.97-107 in 
W;デWヴaｷWﾉS ヱΓΓΒが ΑヱΑぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H258) Disagreement between Themistocles and Eurybiades as to how to follow up 
their victory (8.108.2-4); has two items in ID: (1) Themistocles proposes destroying 
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the Hellespont bridges; (2) Eurybiades says it is better to leave the Persians a way 
ﾗ┌デき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H259) Themistocles misleads the Athenians by advising them to allow the Persians 
to escape (8.109.2-4); has one item in DDき ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ デヴｷIﾆWヴ┞ 
ふ〃ü達〃ü ゜　á＼｀ ~：　éü゜゜0が Βくヱヱヰく1); Iﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ;ゲ ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ゲヮWWIｴき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H260) Sicinnus tells Xerxes that it is Themistocles who is allowing his escape 
(8.110.3); has one item in DD; Themistocles ingratiates himself with Xerxes; 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H261) The Andrians refuse to pay up to Themistocles (8.111.2-3); has two items: (1) 
Themistocles demands money with veiled threats (ID); (2) The Andrians counter his 
argument and refuse (DD); contains an element of courtroom rhetoricき ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ.  
(H262) Messages of Themistocles to other islands to pay reparations under threat 
(8.112.1); has one item in IDき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H263) Xerxes contemptuously dismisses a demand from Sparta for compensation 
for the death of Leonidas (8.114); has two items in DD: (1) A Lacedaemonian herald 
demands compensation from Xerxes (DD); (2) Xerxes ironically says Mardonius will 
repay them (DDぶき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.   
(H264) Xerxes perversely executes his helmsman (8.118.2-3); has three items: (1) 
Xerxes asks the chances of surviving a storm (ID); (2) The helmsman says none (DD); 
(3) Xerxes appeals to his men to sacrifice themselves (DDぶき ｷデ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ XWヴ┝Wゲげ aｷIﾆﾉWﾐWゲゲ 
;ﾐS ヮWヴ┗Wヴゲｷデ┞き デｴｷゲ ｷゲ ;ﾐ ;ﾉデWヴﾐ;デｷ┗W ┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa XWヴ┝Wゲげ ヴWデヴW;デ ふIaく ΒくヱヱΓぶき 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.     
(H265) TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ ヴWデort to Timodemus (8.125.1-2); has two items: (1) 
Timodemus taunts Themistocles (ID); (2) Themistocles retorts (DDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.     
(H266) Amphiaraus gives the Thebans the option of his being their oracle or ally 
(8.134.2); has one item in ID; a pendant; ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.     
(H267) The boy Perdiccas accepts the gift of the king of Lebaea (8.137.3-5); a 
pendant in the story of Alexander of Macedon; has four items: (1) The king orders 
the Temenid brothers to leave (ID); (2) They demand their wages first (ID); (3) The 
king offers them sunlight (DD); (4) Perdiccas cleverly accepts (DDぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.     
(H268) Alexander advises the Athenians to accept the terms Xerxes is offering via 
Mardonius (8.140); has two items in DD: (1) Alexander gives the words of Mardoniusげ 
ﾏWゲゲ;ｪW ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ aヴﾗﾏ XWヴ┝Wゲ ふüぶき ふヲぶ AﾉW┝;ﾐSWヴ W┝ヮヴWゲゲWゲ ｴｷゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐ ふéぶき デｴW 
Athenians purposely delayed the audience with Alexander so that the Spartans could 
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arrive and hear his mesゲ;ｪWき け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ デ┞ヮWき Iヮ┞く to H269 and H270; 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H269) TｴW “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐ SWﾉWｪ;デｷﾗﾐ WﾐデヴW;デゲ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ ﾐﾗデ デﾗ ;IIWヮデ XWヴ┝Wゲげ ﾗaaWヴ 
(8.142); has one item in DD; cpy. to H268 and H270; ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H270) The Athenians assure both Alexander and the Spartans in different ways that 
they will never go over to the Persians (8.143-144); has two items in DD: (1) The 
Athenians address Alexander; (2) They then address the Spartan messengers; cpy.to 
H268 and H269; these are moving and statesmanlike speeches by the Athenians; 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.     
End of survey of Book 8 (33 events: 17 singles; 9 doubles; 5 triples; 2 multiples: 15 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ; 8 ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 7 ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 2 ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞき ヱ ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ) (60 
items: DD = 38; ID = 22) 
Book 9 
(H271)  The Boeotians advise Mardonius to make his base in Boeotia (9.2); has two 
items: (1) Boeotians advise Mardonius to camp in Boeotia (ID); (2) They advise him to 
bribe the Hellenes (DDぶき ヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴ ;S┗ｷIW ﾐﾗデ デ;ﾆWﾐき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.     
(H272)  Lycidas is stoned to death by the Athenians for suggesting they comply with 
Mardonius (9.5.1); has one item in IDき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(H273)  The Athenian (+ allies) delegation complains to the ephors of lack of support 
(9.6-7); has two items: (1) Athenian messengers at Sparta reproach them for allowing 
the Persians to invade Attica (ID); (2) The Athenians describe the offer made to them 
by the Persians which they refused (DD); it builds up the idea of Greek disunity being 
the fault of the Lacedaemonians; cf. also 9.8 for further delay when the ephors put 
ﾗaa ｪｷ┗ｷﾐｪ ;ﾐ ;ﾐゲ┘Wヴき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.      
(H274)  Chileus, a Tegean, urges the ephors to fall in with the Athenians (9.9.2); one 
item in DDき ｷデ デ;ﾆWゲ ; けforWｷｪﾐWヴげ デﾗ ｪWデ the ephors to see senseき ; けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ 
W┗Wﾐデ ┘ｴWヴW デｴW ;S┗ｷIW ｷゲ デ;ﾆWﾐき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.    
(H275)  The Athenian delegates, unaware of the Spartan expedition, press their point 
(9.11.1-2); has two items: (1) The Athenians threaten to ally with Persia (DD); (2) The 
ephors under oath declare their support (IDぶき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.      
(H276)  An Argive courier informs Mardonius of the Spartan expedition under 
Pausanias (9.12.2); has one item in DDぎ ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.      
(H277)  A Persian informs Thersander of his forebodings (9.16.2-5); has five items as 
part of a reported story ; (1) A Persian asks Thersander where he comes from (ID); (2) 
He replies けOrchomenusげ (DD); (3) The Persian predicts disaster for his side (DD); (4) 
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Thersander suggests he tell Mardonius (DD); (5) He says it would do no good (DD); 
ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉ┞ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ けIﾉ;ｷヴ┗ﾗ┞;ﾐデげ デ┞ヮW W┗Wﾐデ ;ﾐデｷIｷヮ;デｷﾐｪ デｴW SWaW;デ ;デ Pﾉ;デ;W;き ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ 
Dewald says there is not necessarily a mystical element here (op.cit. n. on 9.12-18, p. 
Αヲヴぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.      
(H278)  Harmocydes rouses the Phocian troops (9.17.4); has one item in DD; a short 
ヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ ゲヮWWIｴき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H279)  Mardonius praises the valour of the Phocians (9.18.3); has one item in DD; 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.         
(H280) The Megarians request help from Pausanias against the Persian cavalry 
(9.21.2-3); has two items: (1) The Megarians request help (DD); (2) Pausanias asks for 
volunteers (ID); ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.         
(H281) The Tegeans and the Athenians dispute the right to hold one wing of the 
army (9.26-27); has two items in DD: (1) The Tegean claim; (2) The Athenian claim; a 
long and interesting verbal contest with two courtroom-like speeches of about equal 
length; the respective arguments reveal the mytho-historical background to the 
claims of eｷデｴWヴ ゲｷSWき デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲげ ﾏ;ｪﾐ;ﾐｷﾏﾗ┌ゲ ﾗaaWヴ デﾗ ゲデ;ﾐS ;ゲｷSW ;ｪ;ｷﾐ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ 
HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ SWゲｷヴW デﾗ a;┗ﾗ┌ヴ AデｴWﾐゲが ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ ;ゲ デｴWｷヴ Iﾉ;ｷﾏ ｷゲ ┌ﾉデｷﾏ;デWﾉ┞ ゲ┌IIWゲゲa┌ﾉ 
ふIaく ΓくヲΒがヱぶき ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ. 
(H282) The Thebans advise Mardonius on his battleline before Plataea (9.31.2); has 
one item in IDき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H283) Timagenidas advises Mardonius to patrol Cithaeron (9.38.2); has one item in 
ID; a minor けヮヴ;IデｷI;ﾉ ;S┗ｷゲWヴげき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H284) Mardonius and Artabazus disagree over whether to withdraw or to force a 
battle (9.41.2-4); has two items in ID: (1) Artabazus argues for withdrawal into 
Thebes (IDぶき ふヲぶ M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲ ┘;ﾐデゲ デﾗ Hヴｷﾐｪ デｴW GヴWWﾆゲ デﾗ H;デデﾉWき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H285) Mardonius informs his officers of an adverse oracle (9.42.2-4); has one item 
in DDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H286) Alexander the Macedonian inforﾏゲ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ Iﾗﾏﾏ;ﾐSWヴゲ ﾗa M;ヴSﾗﾐｷ┌ゲげ 
coming attack (9.45); has one item in DD; a volte-face by Alexander hoping to obtain 
ﾉWﾐｷWﾐI┞ ｷa デｴW GヴWWﾆゲ ┘ｷﾐき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H287) The Athenians accept Pausaniaゲげ ヮヴﾗヮosal to swap wings (9.46.2-3); has two 
items in DD: (1) Pausanias proposes the Athenians face the Persians and the Spartans 
a;IW デｴW GヴWWﾆゲき ふヲぶ TｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲ ;ｪヴWWき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H288) Mardonius taunts the Lacedaemonians for withdrawing from their wing 
(9.48); has one item in DDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
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(H289) Amompheratus of Pitana disobeys Pausanias (9.53.2); has one item in ID; 
Thuc. (1.20) contradicts Herodotus by denying there was ever a detachment from 
Pitana (cf. Dewald op.cit. n. on 9.50-57, ヮくΑヲΓぶき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H290) Mardonius proposes to advance against the Greek army, which he believes is 
in retreat (9.58.2-4); has one item in DD; a mistaken manoeuvre; stresses the wrongs 
デｴW GヴWWﾆゲ ｴ;┗W SﾗﾐW デﾗ PWヴゲｷ;き ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(H291) The Athenians are unable to send the help Pausanias asks for (9.60); has one 
item in DD; see 9.61 for why the Athenians could not support Pausanias; 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H292) Callicrates regrets he did not see action (9.72.2); has one item in ID; a minor 
Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ゲﾆWデIｴき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H293) Pausanias saves a woman from Cos from slavery (9.76.2-3); has two items in 
DDぎ ふヱぶ TｴW ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐ ;ゲﾆゲ P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲ デﾗ ゲヮ;ヴW ｴWヴき ふヲぶ P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲ SﾗWゲ ゲﾗき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H294) P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲ ヴWﾃWIデゲ Κ;ﾏヮﾗﾐげゲ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ;H┌ゲW デｴW corpse of Mardonius 
(9.78-79); has two items in DD: (1) Lampon suggests impaling the corpse; (2) 
Pausanias rejects this idea; contrasts Greek and Persian moralゲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H295) Pausanias compares a Greek and a Persian meal (9.82.3); has one item in DD; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H296) Timagenidas advises the Thebans to give themselves up (9.87.1-2); has two 
items: (1) Timagenidas proposes the Theban leaders give themselves up (DD); (2) The 
Thebans send a message to Pausanias announcing surrender (ID); adviser type; 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.         
(H297) Artabazus misleads the Thessalians about the outcome of the battle of 
Plataea (9.89.3); has one item in DD; more ﾗﾐ Aヴデ;H;┣┌ゲげ Iﾗ┘;ヴSﾉ┞ WゲI;ヮW デﾗ Aゲｷ;き 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H298) Hegesistratus of Samos urges Leotychidas and the Greek fleet to fight (9.90.2-
91); has four items: (1) Hegesistratus urges the Greek fleet under Leotychidas to 
revolt against Persia (ID); (2) Leotychidas asks him his name (DD); (3) He replies 
けHWｪWゲｷゲデヴ;デ┌ゲげ ふDD); (4) Leotychidas accepts the omen (DD); this is a prelude to the 
H;デデﾉW ﾗa M┞I;ﾉWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H299) Leotychidas gives the Ionians the watchword (9.98.3); has one item in DD; 
ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H300) Masistes heaps abuse upon Artayntes for his cowardice (9.107.1); has one 
item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
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(H301) The story of Xerxes and the wife of Masistes (9.109-111); an intricate story; 
has nine items: (1) Xerxes offers Artaynte anything she wants (ID); (2) She asks for 
confirmation of this (DD); (3) Xerxes gives it (ID); (4) She then asks for the shawl that 
Amestris has given Xerxes (ID); (5) Amestris asks for a gift Xerxes cannot refuse に 
M;ゲｷゲデWゲげ ┘ｷaW ふID); (6) Xerxes tells Masistes to divorIW ｴｷゲ ┘ｷaW ;ﾐS ｴ;┗W XWヴ┝Wゲげ ﾗ┘ﾐ 
daughter (DD); (7) Masistes begs Xerxes to let him keep his wife (DD); (8) Xerxes 
angrily says Masistes will have neither woman (DD); (9) Masistes walks out (DD); see 
the rest of the story in the narrative ;デ Γくヱヱヲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H302) Artayctes tricks Xerxes into giving him the house of Protesilaus (9.116.3); has 
one item in DD; typicaﾉ PWヴゲｷ;ﾐ デヴｷIﾆWヴ┞き ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H303) The Athenians request their commanders be allowed to leave the siege of 
Sestos (9.117); has one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H304) Artembares has a proposal for Cyrus (9.122.2); has one item in DD; cpy. to 
H305; a flashback to two generations previously; proposes and foretells the later 
ｷﾐ┗;ゲｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa E┌ヴﾗヮWき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(H305) Cyrus gives the go-ahead but warns against ヴ┌ﾉｷﾐｪ ゲ┌Iｴ けゲﾗaデげ ﾉ;ﾐSゲ ふΓくヱヲヲく3); 
has one item in ID; cpy. to H304; HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲげ ┘;┞ ﾗa Wﾉｷﾏｷﾐ;デｷﾐｪ C┞ヴ┌ゲ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW 
coming Persian catastrophes and a neat way of concluding his Histories; gives the lie 
to those who say the work ｷゲ ┌ﾐaｷﾐｷゲｴWSき Iﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ;ゲ ; け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ ゲヮWWIｴ HWI;┌ゲW ﾗa 
a┌デ┌ヴW IﾗﾐゲWケ┌WﾐIWゲき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
End of Book 9   (35 events: 22 singles; 10 doubles; 3 multiples: 16 ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ; 6 
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ;  8 ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 3 ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞき ヱ ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞき ヱ ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ; 
(60 items: DD = 39 ; ID = 21) 
TOTALS 
Total events = 305 (four not categorised)    
Total types of speech: singles: 159/305 = 52.13%; doubles: 67/305 = 21.97%; 
triples: 32/305 = 10.49%; multiples: 47/305 = 15.41%. 
Total categories of speech: ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ: 200/305 = 65.67%; ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ:  
42/305 = 13.77%; ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ: 11/305 = 3.61%; ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ: 33/305 = 10.82%; 
~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ: 8/305 = 2.62%; ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ: 7/305 = 2.30%; no categorisation: 1.31%. 
Total Items  =  646 





The speeches in Thucydides have been easier to identify, enumerate and classify 
than those in Herodotus as much of this work has already been done, notably by 
West (1973), who himself follows Jebb (1880) closely.  In this revised, more detailed 
survey, I am therefore following his list but using my own categories ﾗa けW┗Wﾐデげ ;ﾐS 
けｷデWﾏげ デﾗ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSW ; workｷﾐｪ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷゲﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲく  Iﾐ WaaWIデ W;Iｴ けゲヮWWIｴげ 
identified by West will corヴWゲヮﾗﾐS ヴﾗ┌ｪｴﾉ┞ デﾗ ;ﾐ けｷデWﾏげ ｷﾐ ﾏ┞ ﾐﾗﾏWﾐIﾉ;デ┌ヴWが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ 
my revised count comes to 143.   
With some exceptions I also follow West in his categorisation of speeches as 
けIﾗﾏヮﾉWﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞げ ふゲWW ﾗヮくIｷデく ヮくヶ ﾐﾐく ヲ わ ンが ┘ｴWヴW ｷﾐデWヴWゲデｷﾐｪﾉ┞ ｴW ┌ゲWゲ デｴW word 
けｷﾐIﾉ┌SWげ, suggesting there are others that he has not specified), which I mark for 
brevity ;ゲ けIヮ┞くげ ｷﾐ ﾏ┞ ﾐﾗデWゲが ;ゲ I ｴ;┗W SﾗﾐW ;ﾉゲﾗ for Herodotus above.  In addition, I 
include my own categorisation of the seven rhetorical types, also used above, in 
order to provide a close comparison with Herodotus.  As regards the differentiating 
of DD and ID, I have excluded many of the small items of ID (referred to as Recorded 
Speech Acts [RSA] by Laird [1999]) which exist in the text of Thucydides on the 
grounds that it seems clear that he did not intend them to be regarded as of major 
significance, but to be included as part of his narrative.  
Book 1 
(T1) The assembly at Athens (1.32-43); has two items in DD: (1) Speech of the 
Corcyreans; (2) Speech of the Corinthians; both delegations present their cases; 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T2) The exchange of messages at Sybota (1.53); has two items in DD: (1) message of 
the Corinthiansき ふヲぶ ヴWヮﾉ┞ ﾗa デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T3) The conference of the Peloponnesian League at Sparta (1.68-87.2); has five 
items in DD: (1) Speech of Corinthians; (2) Speech of Athenians; (3) Speech of 
Archidamus ; (4) Speech of Sthenelaidas; (5) motion of Sthenelaidas; 1 &2 and 3 & 4 
are cpy. (cf. West [1973, 6] re. inclusion of ｷデWﾏ ヵぶき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T4) Themistocles gives instructions before leaving for Sparta (1.90.3-4); has one 
item in IDき ﾐﾗデ ; ゲヮWWIｴ け;デ “ヮ;ヴデ;げ ;ゲ WWゲデ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ H┌デ ;デ AデｴWﾐゲ デﾗ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐゲき 
part of his delaying tactics to get the wall built; involves trickery (cf. this with 
ｷﾐIｷSWﾐデゲ ｷﾐ Hくぶき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T5) Themistocles tells the Spartans that Athens will look after her own interests 
(1.91.4-7); has one item in IDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T6) The Corinthians speak at the conference of the Peloponnesian League at Sparta 
(1.120-124); has one item in DD; cpy. with T13き ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
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(T7) P;┌ゲ;ﾐｷ;ゲげ ﾉWデデWヴ デﾗ Xerxes proposing Spartan submission to Persian rule 
(1.128.7); has one item in DDき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T8) Xerxes replies favourably also by letter (1.129.3); has one item in DD; 
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T9) Themistocles begs Admetus to protect him from the pursuing Athenian and 
Spartan arrest parties (1.136.4); has one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T10) ‘Wﾏ;ヴﾆゲ ﾗa TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲ デﾗ ; ゲｴｷヮげゲ I;ヮデ;ｷﾐ ふヱ.137.2); has one item in ID; it 
shows TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ ヴ┌デｴﾉWゲゲﾐWゲゲ ;ﾐS ┌ﾐSWヴｴ;ﾐS ﾏWデｴﾗSゲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(T11) TｴWﾏｷゲデﾗIﾉWゲげ ﾉWtter to Artaxerxes offering his future services (1.137.4); has one 
item in DD; persuasive, referring to past favours conferred by Themistocles on 
XWヴ┝Wゲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T12) The Spartan ultimatum is delivered at Athens by ambassadors (1.139.3); has 
one item in DD; ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T13) Speech of Pericles before the assembly at Athens (1.140-144); has one item in 
DD; a major discourse; cpy. with T6, since Pericles alludes to points made there; 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
End of survey of Book 1: (13 events: 10 singles; 2 doubles; 1 multiple: 4 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 4 ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 2 ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ; 3 ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ) (19 items: DD 
14.5; ID 4.5). 
Book 2 
(T14) Proclamation by Theban herald at Plataea (2.2.4); has one item in ID; 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T15) The Plataeans come to terms with the Theban invaders (2.3.1); has one item in 
ID; hardly noteworthy as a speech event but important in the narrative; counted by 
West (1973); amounts to IﾗﾐSｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ゲ┌ヴヴWﾐSWヴき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T16) The captured Thebans surrender unconditionally to the Plataeans (2.4.7); has 
one item in IDき  ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T17) The Plataean herald warns the Thebans against harming any Plataeans outside 
the town (2.5.5); has one item in IDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T18) King Archidamus addresses the Spartan army at the Isthmus (2.11); has one 
item in DD; cpy. with T20き ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T19) Melesippus, the Spartan herald, is dismissed by the Athenians (2.12.3); has one 
item in DDき a;ﾏﾗ┌ゲ ゲ;┞ｷﾐｪき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
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(T20) Pericles reminds the Athenians of their resources (2.13); has one item in ID; 
cpy. with T18, as references are made to points in that speech; exhortation and 
advice; not typical of a continuous ID format since it has a series of introductory 
verbs (cf. HCT vが ヱヱヵぶき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T21) PWヴｷIﾉWゲげ Funeral Oration (2.35-46); has one item in DD; unique type of speech 
in both authors; 損ヽ：~0：゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T22) Pericles exhorts the Athenians to fight on and win the war (2.60-64); has one 
item in DD; clever use of rhetoric to counter the anger of the Athenians; 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T23) The Spartans prepare to besiege Plataea (2.71.2-74.2); comprises eight items: 
(1) The Plataeans appeal to the Spartans (DD); (2) Archidamus offers neutrality (DD); 
(3) The Plataeans reply that they must consult Athens (ID); (4) Archidamus offers to 
hold Plataean land and property in trust (DD); (5) The Plataeans obtain a truce in 
order to consult (ID); (6) An Athenian message to the Plataeans to hold the alliance 
(DDぶき ふΑぶ TｴW Pﾉ;デ;W;ﾐゲげ ヴWヮly to the Spartans in the negative (ID); (8) Archidamus 
offers prayers to justify attacking Plataea (DD); the language is quasi-forensic, of 
ﾐWｪﾗデｷ;デｷﾗﾐが ヮWヴゲ┌;ゲｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ヮﾉW;Sｷﾐｪき ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ. 
(T24) Combatants prepare for a naval battle near Rhium (2.87-89); has three items: 
(1) Cnemus, Brasidas and others encourage the Peloponnesian forces (DD); (2) 
Phormio had previously encouraged his men (ID); (3) He now proceeds at length 
(DD); pre-battle harangue; contains persuasion and rhetoric; ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
End of survey of Book 2: (11 events: 9 singles; 1 triple; 1 multiple: ヱ ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ; 2 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 2 ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞき ヱ ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ; 3 ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞき ヱ ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ; 1 
損ヽ：~0：゛〃：゛＿ゞ) (20 items: DD = 11; ID = 9). 
Book 3  
(T25) Speech of the Mytileneans at Olympia (3.9-14); has one item in DD; justifies 
their revolt and appeals to Sparta for ｴWﾉヮき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T26) A proposal by Teutiaplus of Elis to surprise the Athenians at Mytilene is 
rejected (3.30); has one item in DD; rhetorical and persuasive; to do with military 
デ;IデｷIゲ ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ; ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ SWH;デWき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T27) The Mytilenean debate in the Athenian assembly (3.37-48); has two items in 
DD: (1) Cleon speaks for the execution of the Mytileneans; (2) Diodotus speaks for 
clemency; highly rhetorical ;ﾐS ;ﾐデｷデｴWデｷI;ﾉき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T28) The trial of the Plataeans at Plataea (3.52.4-67.7); has four items: (1) The 
Spartan judges put questions to the Plataeans (ID); (2) The Plataeans argue that they 
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supported Sparta in the Persian Wars, unlike the Thebans (DD); (3) The Thebans 
argue that the Plataeans supported Athens in subjugating other Greek cities (DD); (4) 
The Spartan judges give their verdict (ID); ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ. 
(T29) The Ambraciot herald learns that reinforcements from his city have been 
destroyed (3.113.3-4); has seven items: (1) The Ambraciot herald is asked how many 
were killed (IDぶき ふヲぶ HW ヴWヮﾉｷWゲ け;Hﾗ┌デ ヲヰヰげ ふDDぶき ふンぶ AﾐﾗデｴWヴ ;ゲﾆゲ け┘ｴ┞ ;ヴW デｴW ;ヴﾏゲ 
so many?げ ふDD); (4) The herald replies (DD); (5) The other replies (DD); (6) The herald 
replies (DD); (7) The other says they fought with the Ambraciot reinforcements (DD); 
a detailed conversation more ヴWﾏｷﾐｷゲIWﾐデ ﾗa HWヴﾗSﾗデ┌ゲき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
End of survey of Book 3: (5 events: 2 singles; 1 double; 2 multiples: 1 ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 
ヱ ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞき ヱ ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞき ヱ ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞき ヱ ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ) (15 items: DD =12; 
ID = 3). 
Book 4    
(T30) Demosthenes addresses his troops on Sphacteria (4.10); has one item in DD; a 
military address to raise morale; cpy. to T31き ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T31) Brasidas exhorts his fellow trierarchs and steersmen during the battle at Pylos 
(4.11.4); has one item in ID; a short exhortation; cpy. to T32き ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T32) Spartan envoys sue for a peace treaty unsuccessfully at Athens (4.17-20); has 
one item in DD; cpy. to T33き ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T33) TｴW “ヮ;ヴデ;ﾐゲ ヴWa┌ゲW CﾉWﾗﾐげゲ SWﾏ;ﾐSゲ for the surrender of the Spartans at Pylos 
plus other territories (4.21.3-22); has three items in ID: (1) Cleon demands surrender; 
(2) The envoys ask for time to consider; (3) Cleon attacks envoys for talking in secret; 
cpy. to T32; Cleon has no intention of allowing the Athenian advantage to be wasted; 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T34) Cleon and Nicias clash over the Sphacteria question (4.27.3-28.4); has six items 
in ID: (1) Cleon blames Nicias for not capturing the Spartans on Sphacteria; (2) Nicias 
invites him to go himself; (3) Cleon says Nicias is general not he; (4) Nicias repeats his 
offer; (5) The crowd urge Cleon to go; (6) Cleon agrees to take only light forces but to 
capture or kill the Spartans within twenty days; ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ.  
(T35) Letter of Artaphernes to the Spartans captured and translated by the 
Athenians (4.50.2); has one item in IDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T36) Hermocrates at Gela calls upon the Sicilian cities to unite against Athens (4.59-
64); has one item in DDき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T37) Brasidas, from a position of strength, asks the Acanthians to support him 
against Athens (4.85-87); has one item in DD; rhetoricalき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
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(T38) At Tanagra Pagondas the Boeotarch encourages the Boeotian army to attack 
Athens (4.92); has one item in DD; cpy. to T39き ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T39) Hippocrates encourages the Athenian army at Delium (4.95); has one item in 
DD; cpy. to T38き ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T40) Exchange between Athenian and Boeotian heralds after the battle of Delium 
(4.97.2-99); has three items of ID: (1) The Boeotian herald accuses the Athenians of 
misusing the temple at Delium; (2) The Athenians via a herald make a lengthy 
defence of their position; (3) The Boeotians insist the Athenians abandon that part of 
Boeotia if they wished to recover their dead; the language is of negotiation, 
accusation and counter-accusation, virtually courtrooﾏき ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ. 
(T41) Brasidas calms the Toroneans and wins their support (4.114.3-5); has one item 
in ID; persuasive and rhetoricalき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T42) Brasidas welcomes the Scionaeans as allies (4.120.3); has one item in ID;  
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ.  
(T43) Brasidas addresses the Peloponnesians at Lyncus (4.126); has one item in DD; 
military exhortation; rhetoricalき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
End of survey of Book 4: (14 events; 11 singles; 1 double; 2 triples: 5 ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ; 
2 ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 6 ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞき ヱ ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ) (23 items: DD =7; ID = 16). 
Book 5 
(T44) Brasidas reveals his plan of attack at Amphipolis (5.9); has one item in DD; a 
ﾏｷﾉｷデ;ヴ┞ ;SSヴWゲゲき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T45) Corinthian envoys urge Argos to counter Spartan ambitions in the Peloponnese 
(5.27.2); has one item in IDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(T46) Spartan ambassadors tell the Corinthians to keep to the existing alliance 
(5.30.1); has one item in ID; cpy. with T47き ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ WﾏH;ゲゲ┞き ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T47) The Corinthians reply that they are sworn against the alliance (5.30.2-4); has 
one item in ID; cpy. with T46; ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T48) Alcibiades opposes the treaty with Sparta (5.43.2-3); has one item in ID; 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T49) Debate in the Athenian assembly on the alliance with Argos (5.45.1-46.1); has 
three items in ID: (1) Spartan envoys try to persuade Athenians not to ally with 
Argos; (2) Alcibiades urges the assembly to ally with Argos; (3) Nicias opposes 
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Alcibiades and attempts but fails to obtain Spartan fulfilment of the treaty; 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T50) Euphamidas of Corinth urges a renewal of peace talks (5.55.1); has one item in 
IDき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T51) The Peloponnesian army criticises Agis (5.60.2); has one item in ID; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T52) At Argos the Athenians, with Alcibiades as leader, call for the war to resume 
(5.61.2); has one item in IDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T53) An elder Spartan soldier shouts an ironic message to Agis (5.65.2); has one 
item in ID; WWゲデげゲ (1973) referencing is incorrect here に there is no mention of 
overall criticism until 5.65.ヵき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T54) Before Mantinea the Argives and Spartans rally their troops (5.69); has two 
items in ID: (1) Argives and allies exhorted; (2) Spartans exhorted by songs and 
reminders of prowess; ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ.            
(T55) The Melian dialogue (5.84.3-113); has thirty items, one item in ID, twenty five 
items in dialogue, counting as DD, and four others in DD: (1) The Melians bid the 
Athenian envoys to state their mission before their magistrates (ID); (2) The 
Athenians offer to debate spontaneously (DD); (3) The Melians agree but say they 
have no choice between war and slavery (DD); (4-28) Dialogue (DD); (29) The 
MWﾉｷ;ﾐゲげ aｷﾐ;ﾉ ヴWゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ふDD); (30) The Athenians final judgement (DD); this event is 
unique in both authors and difficult to categorise; in form nearest to drama, Platonic 
dialogue or courtrooﾏ デヴｷ;ﾉき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
End of survey of Book 5: (12 events: 9 singles; 1 double; 1 triple; 1 multiple: 2 
ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ; 4 ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 2 ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞき ヱ ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 3 ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ) 
(44 items: DD = 30; ID =14) 
Book 6  
(T56) Speech of Nicias at the Athenian assembly (6.9-14); has one item of DD; Nicias 
opposes the Sicilian Expedition; cpy. to T57き ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T57) Alcibiades opposes Nicias (6.16-18); has one item in DD; cpy. to T56; 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T58) Egestaeans and Leontine exiles implore the assistance of Athens (6.19.1); has 
one item in IDき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ.  
(T59) Nicias advocates a powerful Athenian force for the invasion of Sicily (6.20-23); 
has one item in DDき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
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(T60) An Athenian asks Nicias to say what forces he needs (6.25.1); has one item in 
ID; cpy. to T61き ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T61) Nicias asks for more time but gives rough estimates (6.25.2); has one item in 
ID; cpy. to T60き ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T62) The accusation of Alcibiades and his defence (6.28.2-29); has three items in ID; 
(1) His enemies make the initial accusation; (2) Alcibiades denies the charge but is 
willing to stand trial; (3) His enemies, fearing his support among the army, bring in 
orators to advocate sending Alcibiades to Sicily as a general; West (1973) omits this 
W┗Wﾐデき ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ. 
(T63) The assembly at Syracuse (6.33-41.4); has three items in DD; (1) Hermocrates 
urges the Sicilians to unite against the Athenian threat but is confident; (2) 
Athenagoras does not believe the Athenians will attack; (3) A Syracusan general 
urges cautious defence and preparation for the worst; rhetoricalき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T64) The fruitless negotiations between the Athenians and the Rhegians (6.44.3); 
has two items in ID: (1) The Athenians call upon the Rhegians to support the 
ΚWﾗﾐデｷﾐWゲき ふヲぶ TｴW ‘ｴWｪｷ;ﾐゲ ヴWa┌ゲW デﾗ デ;ﾆW ゲｷSWゲき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T65) At Rhegium the Athenian generals discuss their plans (6.47-49); has three items 
in IDき ふヱぶ NｷIｷ;ゲき ふヲぶ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲき ふンぶ Κ;ﾏ;Iｴ┌ゲき ﾏｷﾉｷデ;ヴ┞ ゲデヴ;デWｪ┞き ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
(T66) Nicias addresses his soldiers at Syracuse (6.68); has one item in DD; cpy. to T67; 
ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞく 
(T67) Hermocrates reveals his plans for improving the Syracusan army (6.72.2-5); has 
one item in ID; cpy. to T66き ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T68) Hermocrates urges the Camarinaeans to join the Sicilian allies (6.76-80); has 
one item in DD; rhetorical; cpy. to T69き ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T69) Euphemus, the Athenian ambassador, ;ゲゲ┌ヴWゲ デｴW C;ﾏ;ヴｷﾐ;W;ﾐゲ ﾗa AデｴWﾐゲげ 
best intentions (6.82-87); has one item in DD; contains political rhetoric; cpy. to T68; 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T70) Alcibiades urges the Spartans to aid the Sicilians and to fortify Decelea; he 
defends his defection against accusations of treachery (6.89-92); has one item in DD; 
rhetoricalき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
End of survey of Book 6: (15 events: 11 singles; 1 double; 3 triples: 8 ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ; 
3 ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 2 ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞき ヱ ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞき ヱ ~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ (22 items: DD = 9; 





(T71) Gylippus addresses his soldiers after his abortive attack on the Athenian wall at 
Epipolae and prepares them for the next assault (7.5,3-4); has one item in ID; 
ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T72) NｷIｷ;ゲげ ﾉWデデWヴ ヴW;S ;デ デｴW AデｴWﾐｷ;ﾐ ;ゲゲWﾏHﾉ┞ ふΑくヱヱ-15); has one item in DD; is a 
military report but intended to engender debate; thereforW ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T73) Syracusan ambassadors announce the Athenian victory at Plemmyrium to allies 
(7.25.9); has one item in ID; not recognised by West (1973); Scardino (2012, 77) 
notes a double analepsis (a) to the letter of Nicias (T72) (in the use of the future 
perfect passive forﾏゲ ﾗa デｴW ┗WヴH ~：üヽ‾゜0´0大｀ぶ ;ﾐS ふHぶ デﾗ the narrative at 7.23.3 
which has already described the victoryき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T74) Council of Athenian generals at Epipolae (7.47.3-49); has three items in ID; a 
military debate; (1) Demosthenes argues for abandoning the expedition; (2) Nicias 
Sｷゲ;ｪヴWWゲき ふンぶ DWﾏﾗゲデｴWﾐWゲ ヮヴﾗヮﾗゲWゲ ; デ;IデｷI;ﾉ ┘ｷデｴSヴ;┘;ﾉき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T75) Nicias addresses his troops before the final Sicilian sea battle (7.61-64); has one 
item in DD; cpy. to T76き ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T76) Gylippus and generals to Syracusan troops before the last sea fight (7.66-68); 
has one item in DD; cpy. to T75き ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T77) Nicias calls on his captains to remember their country and families (7.69.2); has 
one item in IDき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T78) Nicias tries to raise morale despite the need to retreat (7.77); has one item in 
DD; a powerful exhortation with rhetoricき ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ. 
End of survey of Book 7: (8 events: 7 singles; 1 triple: 5 ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ; 2 
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 1 ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ) (10 items: DD = 4; ID = 6)  
Book 8 
(T79) Alcibiades persuades the ephors to let him sail to Chios to bring Persia into the 
war (8.12); has one item in IDき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T80) Alcibiades and Chalcideus persuade three Ionian cities to revolt from Athens 
(8.14.2); has one item in IDき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T81) Phrynichus sensibly advocates Athenian withdrawal from Miletus to Samos 




(T82) Astyochus, the Spartan admiral, seeks to persuade the Chians and Pedaritus to 
assist with a revolt at Lesbos (8.32.3); has one item in IDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T83) The Chians and Pedaritus through messengers urge Astyochus to come to their 
assistance (8.40.1); has one item in ID cpy. to T84き ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T84) The Chians further press Astyochus (8.40.3); has one item in ID cpy. to T83; 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T85) Astyochus is compelled by the Cnidians to attack the Athenian fleet off the 
Lycian coast (8.41.3); has one item in IDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T86) The Spartan commissioners, led by Lichas, reject both existing treaties with 
Persia, thus angering Tissaphernes (8.43.3-4); has one item in ID; West (1973) says 
けPWﾉﾗヮﾗﾐﾐWゲｷ;ﾐ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉゲげ, which is clearly wrong, as Thucydides specifically refers to 
the eleven as 贈｀~ヾüゞ ぞヽüヾ〃：ü〃丹｀ ¨仝´é‾々゜‾仝ゞ ;デ ΒくンΓくヲき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T87) Letter from Sparta to Astyochus ordering the death of Alcibiades (8.45.1); has 
one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T88) Alcibiades becomes Tissapherneゲげ ;S┗ｷゲWヴ ;ﾐS plans a return to Athens (8.45.2-
46); has three items in ID: (1) He advises Tissaphernes to cut Spartan pay and to 
bribe the officers in the cities; (2) He informs the Ionian cities that they will not 
receive money from Tissaphernes; (3) He advises Tissaphernes to allow Athens and 
“ヮ;ヴデ; デﾗ ┘W;ヴ W;Iｴ ﾗデｴWヴ Sﾗ┘ﾐき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T89) Alcibiades sends word to Athens that he will return if an oligarchy is formed 
(8.47.2); has one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T90) At Samos Phrynichus argues ┌ﾐゲ┌IIWゲゲa┌ﾉﾉ┞ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ヴWデ┌ヴﾐ (8.48.4-
7); has one item in ID; exceptionally long for an ID speech; Andrewes and Dover 
(HCT, vol. 5, 113-116) discuss the idea of this as a fledgling DD speech; 
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T91) Letter of Phrynichus to Astyochus warning him ﾗa AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ｷﾐデヴｷｪ┌Wゲ ふΒくヵヰく2); 
has one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T92) Alcibiades plays on the treaty disagreement between Tissaphernes and the 
Spartans to try to turn Tissaphernes to the Athenian cause (8.52); has one item in ID; 
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T93) At Athens Pisander and the Samian envoys persuade the assembly to vote in an 
oligarchy and to restore Alcibiades (8.53); has four items in ID; (1) The envoys argue 
for AﾉIｷHｷ;SWゲげ ヴWデ┌ヴﾐき ふヲぶ Hｷゲ ﾗヮヮﾗﾐWﾐデゲ SWﾏ┌ヴき ふンぶ Pｷゲ;ﾐSWヴ ;ゲﾆゲ W;Iｴ ﾗヮヮﾗﾐWﾐt 
ｴﾗ┘ AデｴWﾐゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW ゲ;┗WS ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ Tｷゲゲ;ヮｴWヴﾐWゲげ ｴWﾉヮき ふヴぶ HW デｴWﾐ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ デｴ;デ デｴW 
return of Alcibiades is the only answer; item four is counted as DD by West  (1973, 
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13) by reason, I assume, of there being quotation marks in the text; I, however, 
count it as ID since it is introduced by (村゜0á0｀くくくぶ 卓〃：き ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T94) At Rhodes Xenophantooas seeks help from the Peloponnesian fleet to relieve 
Chios (8.55.2); has one item in IDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T95) Alcibiades presents the demands of Tissaphernes to the Athenians who find 
them unacceptable (8.56.4); has one item in IDき ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T96) The Samians adopt an oligarchy without Alcibiades (8.63.4); has two items in 
ID: (1) Pisander and the returning envoys help to form an oligarchy; (2) The 
Athenians at Samos determine to let Alcibiades alone; part of this (8.63.4) is 
SWゲIヴｷHWS ;ゲ けﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wげ H┞ WWゲデ (1973); I, however, count it as an item in ID, 
デヴ;ﾐゲﾉ;デｷﾐｪ ゛‾：｀‾゜‾á‾々´0｀‾： 損ゝ゛　／ü｀〃‾ 雪゜゛：é：à~。｀くくく損測｀ ;ゲ けデｴW┞ took common 
counsel and decided to let AlcibiadWゲ ;ﾉﾗﾐWげ ┘ｴWヴW デｴW ヮ;ヴデｷIｷヮﾉW IﾉW;ヴﾉ┞ ｷﾐSｷI;デWゲ 
ゲヮWWIｴき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T97) The Athenian oligarchical conspirators make public demands (8.65.3); has one 
item in IDき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T98) Pisander moves to elect commissioners to frame a new constitution (8.67.1); 
has one item in IDき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T99) Entreaties of the Samians to Leon, Diomedon, Thrasybulus and Thrasylus to 
save the Samian democracy (8.73.4); has one item in ID; the participle 蔵゛‾々ゝü｀〃0ゞ 
(8.73.4) implies that 唾¨；‾仝｀ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗Wゲ ゲヮWWIｴき WWゲデ (1973, 14) says the item includes 
some narrative, H┌デ I ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ;ヴｪ┌W ｷデ ｷゲ ゲWヮ;ヴ;デWき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T100) Chaereas draws an exaggerated picture of events at Athens to Samian 
soldiers (8.74.3); has one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T101) Athenian soldiers at Samos elect new generals and vow to continue the war 
(8.76.3-7); has one item in ID; an exceptionally lengthy item of ID suggesting that it 
might have been intended as DD in a fully completed Book Eｷｪｴデき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T102) Complaints by the Peloponnesian fleet against Astyochus and Tissaphernes 
(8.78); has one item in ID; another lengthy item in IDき ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T103) At Samos Alcibiades makes extravagant promises of Persian help (8.81.2); has 
one item in ID; ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T104) At Samos Alcibiades attempts a reconciliation of the two parties (8.86.3-7); 
has three items in IDぎ ふヱぶ TｴW Wﾐ┗ﾗ┞ゲげ report from Athens is angrily received by the 
soldiery; (2) The envoys denied the wrong-doing reported by Chaereas; (3) Alcibiades 
tells them to hold out but to change the 400 back to 500; West (1973, 14) says this 
assembly tooﾆ ヮﾉ;IW け;デ DWﾉﾗゲげ, but this is wrong: the ten envoys had been sent to 
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Samos from Athens but had stopped off at Delos (cf. 8.77.1) when they heard of the 
“;ﾏｷ;ﾐ ;ヴﾏ┞げゲ hostile opposition to the overthrow of democracy at Athens by the 
400; they therefore arrived at Samos from Delos (see 8.86.ヱぶき ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T105) The envoys report back to Athenian assembly (8.89.1-2); has two items in ID: 
(1) The envoys report; (2) The oligarchs respond by criticizing the government; 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T106) Private remarks of Theramenes and his supporters (8.90.3); has one item in 
IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T107) Theramenes accuses the oligarchs of allowing a Peloponnesian fleet into the 
Piraeus (8.91.1-2); has one item in ID ｷﾐIﾉ┌Sｷﾐｪ ゲﾗﾏW ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T108) Theramenes further resists the oligarchy at Athens (8.92.3); has one item in 
IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T109) Theramenes defends his position against the 400 (8.92.6); has one item in ID; 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ. 
(T110) Dialogue between Athenian hoplites and Theramenes (8.92.10); has two 
items in ID: (1) The hoplites question Theramenes on the usefulness of the wall; (2) 
TｴWヴ;ﾏWﾐWゲ ;ｪヴWWS ｷデ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW ヮ┌ﾉﾉWS Sﾗ┘ﾐき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T111) Remarks of some of the 400 to Athenian hoplites (8.93.2-3); has one item in 
IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T112) A trick of Aristarchus to get the Athenian garrison in Oenoe to abandon the 
fort (8.98.3); has one item in IDき ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ. 
(T113) Alcibiades returns to Samos bringing good news (8.108.1); has one item in ID; 
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ.  
End of survey of Book 8: (35 events: 29 singles; 3 doubles; 2 triples; 1 multiple: 6 
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 7 ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ; 9 ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ; 13 ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ) (45 items: ID = 
45).  
Conclusions 
Number of speech events: 113; Number of items: 198 
Categories/Events 
ぞ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ: 19/113 = 16.81%; ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ: 24/113 = 21.24%; ~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ:  
21/113 = 18.58%; ~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ: 29/113 = 25.66%; ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ: 15/113 = 13.27%; 




Singles: 88/113 = 77.88%; doubles: 9/113 = 7.96%; triples: 10/113 = 8.85%; 
multiples: 6/113 = 5.31%.  


























Statistical Summary of Speech Survey in Appendix A 
1. Events and items 
Total events: H = 305; T = 113, i.e. T = 37.05% of H. 
Total items:   H = 646; T = 198, i.e. T = 30.65% of H. 
Average % = 33.85. 
Conclusion: taking an average of events and items, there are roughly three times as 
many speeches overall in Herodotus as there are in Thucydides. 
2. DD and ID as % of total items  
                                     Herodotus           Thucydides 
% items in DD:                57.1                      44.19 
% items in ID:                 42.9                       55.81 
Conclusion: In terms of %, DD items in Herodotus exceed those in Thucydides by 
roughly the same amount (i.e. about 25%) as ID items in Thucydides exceed those in 
Herodotus. 
3. Types as % of total events  
                   Herodotus                      Thucydides     
Singles*                     52.13                                 77.88 
Doubles*                   21.97                                   7.96 
Triples*                      10.49                                   8.85 
Multiples*                 15.41                                   5.31 
 
Conclusionぎ ｷﾐ Tｴ┌I┞SｷSWゲ デｴW ゲｷﾐｪﾉW けゲWデげ ゲヮWWIｴ H┞ ;ﾐ ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ or group is the 
norm, although a number of such speeches may be complementary to others 
(marked けcpy.げ in Appendix A).  In Herodotus this type is rarer, but still constitutes 
over half of all speech events, while doubled speeches make up roughly one quarter.  
These results are not surprising when we consider the different purpose and focus of 
the Speeches in either work.  
 






4.          Categories as % of total events  
                                    Herodotus                    Thucydides 
~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ                    1.66                               25.66                                                                          
~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ                    65.67                               18.58                                                                         
~：゛ü｀：゛＿ゞ                          2.62                                 3.54                                                                   
損ヽ：~0：゛〃：゛＿ゞ                   00.00                                 0.88                                                           
ヽüヾü゛゜。〃：゛＿ゞ                  3.61                               13.27                                                            
ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ                10.82                               21.24                                                             
ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ           13.77                               16.81 
no category                     1.31                               00.00 
Conclusion: the speeches in Herodotus are dominated by conversation-type dialogue 
(~：ü゜0゛〃：゛＿ゞ); in Thucydides the categories are much more evenly spread where the 
emphasis is on political oratory (~。´。á‾ヾ：゛＿ゞ), debate (ゝ仝´é‾仝゜0仝〃：゛＿ゞ) and 
ambassadorial reporting (ヽヾ0ゝé0仝〃：゛＿ゞ).    
    
------------------------------------------------------------- 























APPENDIX  C 
An interpretation of T. 1.22.1 
損´‾台 ... 損‐‾´　｀単 卓〃： 損áá々〃ü〃ü 〃騨ゞ ¨仝´ヽàゝ。ゞ á｀～´。ゞ 〃丹｀ 蔵゜。．丹ゞ ゜0‐．　｀〃＼｀ 
This whole participial phrase qualifies 損´‾台 (i.e. T), thus expressing a solemn personal 
commitment and, unless we doubt Tげゲ ｷﾐｪWﾐ┌ﾗ┌ゲﾐWゲゲが デｴW authorげゲ ;┗ﾗ┘WS 
intention.  However, we begin to see the genuine difficulty that T has already 
;SﾏｷデデWS デﾗ W;ヴﾉｷWヴ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲWﾐデWﾐIW ふ‐ü゜0ヽ＿｀ぶ ｷﾐ a┌ﾉailling this intention because, if we 
split it up: 損´‾台 ... 損‐‾´　｀単 卓〃： 損áá々〃ü〃ü  っ   〃騨ゞ ¨仝´ヽàゝ。ゞ á｀～´。ゞ  っ   〃丹｀ 蔵゜。．丹ゞ 
゜0‐．　｀〃＼｀ (= to me ... keeping as close as possible  /    to the general gist    /   of what 
was really said), the phrasing shows that T was twice ヴWﾏﾗ┗WS aヴﾗﾏ デｴW けヴW;ﾉ デヴ┌デｴげ 
ふ〃丹｀ 蔵゜。．丹ゞ ゜0‐．　｀〃＼｀ぶ ｷﾐ デｴW Iﾗﾏヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｴｷゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲく 
TｴW aｷヴゲデ ヴWﾏﾗ┗;ﾉ ｷゲ けデｴW ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ ｪｷゲデげ ふ〃騨ゞ ¨仝´ヽàゝ。ゞ á｀～´。ゞ) and refers, as I construe 
it, to what T could glean from various sources e.g. friends (such as Antiphon, who 
may have been Tげゲ デ┌デor and was thought to be the first to have a verbatim record 
made of a speech), witnesses, records (if these existed) and general gossip. 
TｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS ヴWﾏﾗ┗;ﾉ ｷゲ け;ゲ IﾉﾗゲW ;ゲ ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉWげ ふ卓〃： 損áá々〃ü〃üぶが ;ﾐ ;S┗WヴHｷ;ﾉ ヮｴヴ;ゲW 
qualifying 損‐‾´　｀単, ﾉｷﾐﾆWS ┘ｷデｴ 〃騨ゞ ¨仝´ヽàゝ。ゞ á｀～´。ゞ ;ﾐS ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ けデｴW ;Iデ┌;ﾉ words 
ゲヮﾗﾆWﾐげ W┗Wﾐ ヴWﾏﾗデWヴく 
Therefore, T uses the qualifying phrase 〃束 ~　‾｀〃ü ふけ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ appropriate in the 
IｷヴI┌ﾏゲデ;ﾐIWゲげ) to come to his rescue; but even this itself is twice qualified, once by 
損~＿゛‾仝｀ ふけゲWWﾏWSげぶ ;ﾐS ;ｪ;ｷﾐ H┞ ´à゜：ゝ〃ü ふけfor デｴW ﾏﾗゲデ ヮ;ヴデげぶく 
Thus, by the time we reach the end of this sentence, the essence of what T intended 
to report ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ ふ‾濁〃＼ゞ 0胎ヾ。〃ü：ぶが ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ WaaWIデｷ┗Wﾉ┞ ケ┌;ﾉｷaｷWS ふ┘W ﾏ;┞ 
┌ﾐﾆｷﾐSﾉ┞ ゲ;┞ け┘;デWヴWS Sﾗ┘ﾐげぶ ﾐﾗ aW┘Wヴ デｴ;ﾐ four times. 
Can we really, then, expect Tげゲ ゲヮWWIｴWゲ デﾗ HW ;┌デｴWﾐデｷI or blame him if they are 
not?  It was an impossible task, and T. ｷゲ デWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ┌ゲ さI ┘ｷﾉﾉ Sﾗ ﾏ┞ HWゲデざく   
In the event, then, he is not claiming absolute authenticity.  What he is saying is that 
his speeches will vary in degrees of authenticity according デﾗ デｴW ;II┌ヴ;I┞ ふ〃駄｀ 
蔵゛ヾ；é0：ü｀ぶ ┘ｷデｴ ┘ｴｷIｴ WｷデｴWヴ ｴW ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa ふü沢〃＿ゞぶ or his informants from anywhere 
else (贈゜゜‾．　｀ ヽ‾．0｀ぶ I;ﾐ ヴWI;ﾉﾉ デｴWﾏ ふ~：ü´｀。´‾｀0達ゝü：ぶく   
This in itself allows for ;ﾐ┞ ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ ﾗa ヴWﾏﾗ┗;ﾉゲ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW けデヴ┌デｴげが ゲｷﾐIW ;ﾐ┞ ﾗﾐW ﾗa ｴｷゲ 
informants could have derived their account from any other number of similar 
informants, thus creating an incalculable regression away from what was actually 





Speeches found in the Homeric Hymns 
To Dionysus 
10-12: context unclear, possibly Zeus to Dionysus (ll.1-9 only in Diodorus Siculus 
3.66.3); 17-21:  Zeus to Dionysus. 
To Demeter 
54-58: Hecate to Demeter; 64-73: Demeter to Helios; 75-87: Helios to Demeter; 113-
ヱヱΑぎ CWﾉW┌ゲげ S;┌ｪｴデWヴゲ ;SSヴWゲゲ Demeter; 120-144: Demeter replies; 147-168: 
Callidice to Demeter; 212-223: Metaneira to Demeter; 225-230: Demeter replies; 
248-249: Metaneira to her son; 256-274: Demeter to Metaneira; 321-323: Iris to 
Demeter; 347-356: Hermes to Hades; 360-369: Hades to Persephone; 393-404: 
Demeter to Persephone; 406-433: Persephone replies; 460-469:  Rhea to Demeter. 
To Delian Apollo 
51-60: Leto to Delos, the island; 62-82: Delos replies; 84-88: Leto swears oath; 131-
132: Apollo makes a vow. 
To Pythian Apollo 
247-253: Apollo to Telphusa; 257-274: Telphusa replies; 287-293: Apollo vows to 
build a temple; 311-330: Hera to the assembled gods; 334-339: Hera prays for a child 
apart from Zeus; 363-369: Apollo boasts over corpse of the dragoness; 379-381: 
Apollo to Telphusa; 452-461: Apollo to Cretans; 464-473: Cretans reply; 475-501: 
Apollo answers; 526-530: Cretan master to Apollo; 532-544: Apollo to Cretans. 
To Hermes 
30-38: Zeus to tortoise; 90-93: Hermes to old man; 155-161: Maia to Hermes; 163-
181: Hermes replies; 190-200: Apollo to old man; 202-211: old man replies; 219-226: 
Apollo (no listener); 254-259: Apollo to Hermes; 261-277: Hermes to Apollo; 281-
292: Apollo to Hermes; 301-303: Apollo to Hermes; 307-312: Hermes to Apollo; 330-
332: Zeus to Apollo; 334-364: Apollo to Zeus; 368-386: Hermes to Zeus; 405-408: 
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Apollo to Hermes; 436-462: Apollo to Hermes; 464-495: Hermes to Apollo; 514-520: 
Apollo to Hermes; 526-568: Apollo swears an oath. 
To Aphrodite 
91-106: Anchises to Aphrodite; 108-142: Aphrodite replies; 145-154: Anchises to 
Aphrodite; 177-179: Aphrodite to Anchises; 185-190: Anchises replies; 192-290: 
Aphrodite explains her shame. 
To Dionysus (2) 





















APPENDIX  E 
Named Speakers in Herodotus (with the reference of their first speech) 
Achaemenes (7.234-237)    Adeimantas (8.5.1-2) Adrastus (1.35.3-4) 
Alexander (Paris) (2.114-115)   Alexander (of Macedon) (5.19-20) Amasis (2.162) 
Amestris (9.109-111)      Amompheratus (9.53.2) Amphiaraus (8.101-102) 
Amyntas (5.18.2-5)              Apries (2.162) Arion (1.24.2-7) 
Aristagoras (deputy ruler of Miletus) (5.31) Aristooes (8.79.3-81) 
Ariston (6.67.2-3)         Artabanus (4.83.1) Artabazus (9.89.3) 
Artaphrenes (5.31)        Artayctes (9.116.3) Artaynte (9.109-111) 
Artembares (9.122.2)        Artemisia (8.68.A-G) Artobazanes (7.3.2-3) 
Astyages (1.108.4-5)             Atossa (3.134) Bias (1.170) 
Bulis (7.135.2-3)     Callicrates (9.72.2) Cambyses (2.1.1) 
Candaules (1.8.2-9)      Cassadane (3.3.2-3) Charilaus (3.148.2) 
Cheops (2.126.1)       Chileus (9.9.2) Chilon (1.59.2) 
Cleisthenes (tyrant of Sicyon) (6.126.2) Cleomenes (5.49-50) 
Coes (4.97.3-6)            Crius (6.50.2) Croesus (1.30.2-32) 
Cyrus (1.80.2-3)     Darius (3.71-73) Datis (6.97.2) 
Deioces (1.97-99) Demaratus (6.67.2-3) Dieneces (7.226.2) 
Dicaeus (8.108.2-4)     Dionysius (6.11.2-3) Euelthon (4.162.3-5) 
Eurybiades (8.108.2-4)      Gelon (7.157-162.1) Gobryas (3.71-73) 
Gorgo (7.234-237)          Gyges (1.8.2-9) Harmocydes (9.17.4) 
Harpagus (relative of Astyages) (1.109.2-3) Hecataeus (5.36.2-3) 
Hegesistratus (son of Aristagoras) (9.90.2-91) Hermotimus (8.137.3-5) 
Hippias (5.72.3-4)    Hippoclides (6.129.4) Histiaeus (4.149.1) 
Hydarnes (7.135.2-3)     Hystaspes (1.210.2-3) Idanthyrsus (4.127) 
Ladice (2.181.3)    Lampon (9.78-79) Leotychidas (6.65.3-4) 
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Lycidas (9.42.2-4) Maeandrius (3.142.3-5) Mardonius (7.5.2) 
Masistes (9.107.1)    Mastyes (5.13-14.1) Megabates (5.33.3-4) 
Megabazus (3.80-82)     Megacreon (7.120) Megistias (7.219.1) 
Miltiades (6.109.3-6)    Mitradates (1.111.2-5) Mitrobates (3.120.3) 
Mnesiphilus (8.57.2)        Nitetis (3.1.4) Oeobazus (4.84.1) 
Onesilus (5.111)    Oroetes (3.120.3) Otanes (3.68-69) 
Panites (6.52.6)    Patarbemis (2.162) Pausanias (9.46.2-3) 
Perdiccas (8.137.3-5)     Periander (3.52.3-5) Perseus (2.91.6) 
Phaedymia (3.68-69)    Pheretime (4.162.3-5) Philippides (6.106.2) 
Pigres (5.13-14.1)    Pisistratus (1.59.4) Polycrates (3.40.2-4) 
Prexaspes (3.34-35)       Procles (3.50.3) Proteus (2.114-115) 
Psammetichus (2.2.2)     Pythermos (1.152.1-3) Pythius (7.27-29) 
Rhampsinitis (2.121)     Sandanis (1.71.2-4) Sibalces (4.80.3) 
Sicinnus (8.75.2-3)       Socles (5.92) Solon (1.30.2-32) 
Sperthias (7.135.2-3)         Syloson (3.139.3) Tellias (8.27.3) 
Thales (1.170) Theasides (6.85.2) Themistocles (7.142.1-143.3) 
Theras (4.149.1) Thersander (9.16.2-5) Thomis (2.114-115) 
Timagenidas (9.38.2)    Timodemus (8.125.1-2) Tomyris (1.206.1-3) 
Tritantaechmes (8.26.3)     Xerxes (7.8.A-D2) Zopyrus (3.155). = 125 
Named Speakers in Thucydides 
Alcibiades (5.43.2-3) Archidamus (1.68-87.2) Aristarchus (8.98.3) 
Artaphernes (4.50.2) Astyochus (8.32.3) Athenagoras (6.33-41.4) 
Brasidas (2.87-89) Chaereas (8.74.3) Chalcideus (8.14.2) 
Cleon (3.37-48) Cnemus (2.87-89) Demosthenes (4.10) 
Diodotus (3.37-48) Euphamidas (5.55.1) Euphemus (6.82-87) 
Gylippus (7.5.3-4) Hermocrates (4.59-64) Hippocrates (4.95) 
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Lamachus (6.47-49) Lichas (8.43.3-4) Melesippus (2.12.3) 
Nicias (4.27.3-28.4) Pausanias (1.128.7) Pedaritus (8.40.1) 
Pericles (1.140-144) Phormio (2.87-89) Phrynichus (8.27.1-4) 
Pisander (8.53) Sthenelaidas (1.68-87.2) Teutiaplus (3.30) 
Themistocles (1.90.3-4    Theramenes (8.90.3) Xenophantidas (8.55.2) 























APPENDIX  F 
けWｷゲW AS┗ｷゲWヴげ SヮWWIｴ IデWﾏゲ (To be used with Chapter 9) 
I ｴWヴW ヮヴWゲWﾐデ ; ﾉｷゲデ ﾗa け┘ｷゲW ;S┗ｷゲWヴげ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ (in order of けappearanceげ), together 
with their corresponding けヴWIｷヮｷWﾐデゲげ, a short summary of the nature of the advice, 
whether the advice was taken (yes, no, n/a), the reference and whether they are t/w 
(tragic warner) or p/a (practical adviser).  The speech is assumed to be in DD unless 
marked ID: letters count as DD.   
Herodotus  
1. Gyges に Candaules に do not make me see your wife に no に 1.8.3-4 - t/w. 
2. Bias of Priene/Pittacus of Mytilene に Croesus に not to build a fleet に yes に 
1.27.3-4 - t/w. 
3. Solon に Croesus に count no man happy ... に n/a に 1.30.2-32 に p/a. 
4. Chilon the Lacedaemonian に Hippocrates に not to take a wife and to disown 
any wife or son he had に no に 1.59.2 に t/w - ID. 
5. Sandanis に Croesus に not to invade Cappadocia に no に 1.71.2-4 に t/w. 
6. Harpagus に Cyrus に stratagem using camels に yes に 1.80.2-3 に p/a - ID. 
7. Croesus に Cyrus に it is not my city but yours に yes に 1.88.2 に p/a. 
8. Croesus に Cyrus に how to recover the plunder of Sardis from his men に yes に 
1.89.1-2 - p/a. 
9. Magi に Astyages に the boy Cyrus is no longer a threat に yes に 1.120.3, 5-6  に 
p/a. 
10. Harpagus に Cyrus に revolt against Astyages に yes に 1.124に p/a に letter. 
11. Croesus に Cyrus に do not destroy Sardis に yes に 1.155.3-4 に p/a. 
12. Bias に Ionians に found a new city, no freedom otherwise に no に 1.170.2 に   p/a 
& t/w に ID. 
13. Thales に Ionians に establish a council house at Teos に yes に 1.170.3 に p/a に ID. 
14. Croesus に Cyrus に invade the territory of Tomyris に yes に 1.207 に p/a. 
15. Egyptians に Eleans に how to conduct a fair Olympic games に n/a に 2.160.2-4 に 
p/a に ID. 
16. Phanes に Cambyses に how to get to Egypt via Arabia に yes に 3.4.3 に p/a. 
17. Croesus に Cambyses に do not commit any more crimes に no に 3.36.1-2 に t/w. 
18. Amasis に Polycrates に beware of too much success に yes に 3.40.2-4 に t/w に 
letter. 
19. Pﾗﾉ┞Iヴ;デWゲげ S;┌ｪｴデWヴ に Polycrates に do not sail to Oroites に no に 3.124.2 に t/w 
に ID. 
20. Atossa/Democedes  に Darius に expand your empire while you can に yes に 
3.134.1-3 に p/a. 
21. Atossa/ Democedes  に Darius に leave Scythia and attack Greece に yes に 
3.134.5 に p/a. 
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22. Cleomenes に Spartan ephors に expel Maeandrius に yes に 3.148.2 に p/a に ID. 
23. Zopyrus に Darius に how to capture Babylon に yes に 3.155.1,4-6 に p/a. 
24. Scythians に Scythians に we must stop killing our slaves に yes に 4.3.3-4 に p/a. 
25. Artabanus に Darius に do not invade Scythia に no に 4.83.1 に t/w に ID. 
26. Coes に Darius に leave the Ister bridge intact に yes に 4.97.3-6 に p/a. 
27. Gobryas に Darius に plan to escape from the Scythians に yes に 4.134.2-3 に p/a. 
28. Megabazus に Darius に stop Histaeus fortifying Myrcinus に yes に 5.23.2-3 に p/a. 
29. Hecataeus に Ionians に do not revolt or, if you do, command the sea に no に  
5.36.2-3 に t/w. 
30. Gorgo に Cleomenes に do not allow Aristagoras to corrupt you に yes に 5.51.2 に  
t/w. 
31. A Theban に Thebans - ally with Aegina against Athens に yes に 5.79-80 に p/a. 
32. Thrasybulus に Periander に message from a cornfield に yes に 5くΓヲ、く 2- 3 に p/a に 
ID. 
33. Socles に Peloponnesians に do not set up tyrants に yes に 5.92。.5 に t/w に ID. 
34. Pixodarus に Carians に cross the river to fight the Persians に no に 5.118.2 に p/a 
に ID. 
35. Hecataeus に Aristagoras に fortify Leros に no に 5.125 に p/a に ID. 
36. Panites に Lacedaemonians に how to recognise the eldest child に 6.52.6 に p/a に 
ID. 
37. Theasidas に Aeginetans に do not remove Leotychidas に yes に 6.85.2 に t/w. 
38.  Miltiades に Callimachus に cast your vote to attack the Persians に yes に 
6.109.3-6 - p/a. 
39. Timo に Miltiades に how to capture Paros に yes に 6.134.1 に p/a. 
40. Demaratus に Xerxes に supports his claim to be king に yes に 7.3.2-3 に p/a に ID. 
41. Mardonius に Xerxes に attack Greece に yes (eventually) に 7.5.2 に p/a. 
42.  Artabanus に Xerxes に beware of attacking Greece に no (eventually) に 7.10.ü-． 
に t/w. 
43. Dream figure に Xerxes に keep to your original plan に no に 7.12.2 に t/w. 
44. Dream figure に Xerxes に why did you not obey me? に yes に 7.14 に t/w. 
45. Dream figure に Artabanus に do not try to change destiny に yes に 7.17.2 に t/w. 
46. Artabanus に Xerxes に carry on with your plan に yes に 7.18.2-3 に p/a. 
47.  Artabanus  - Xerxes に there are sadder things than the shortness of life に n/a 
に 7.46 - p/a. 
48.  Artabanus に Xerxes に you have two enemies to fear (land and sea) (part 1) に 
no に 7.47.2 に t/w. 
49. Artabanus に Xerxes - you have two enemies (part 2) に no に 7.49 に t/w. 
50. Artabanus にXerxes に do not allow the Ionians to march against Athens に no に 
7.51 に p/a. 
51. Demaratus に Xerxes に beware the Lacedaemonians に no に 7.101.3-103 に t/w. 
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52. Demaratus に Xerxes に the Lacedaemonians are strengthened by their law に 
no に 7.104 に t/w. 
53. Hydarnes に Sperthias and Bulis に be on good terms with Xerxes に no に 7.135.3 
に p/a. 
54. Themistocles に Athenians に デｴW け┘ooSWﾐ ┘;ﾉﾉゲげ に yes に 7.143.1-2 に p/a に ID. 
55.  Themistocles に Athenians に use Laurium silver to build ships に yes に 7.144.1 に 
p/a に ID. 
56.  Demaratus に Xerxes に conquer the Spartans to conquer Greece に no に 
7.209.2-5 に t/w. 
57.  Demaratus に Xerxes に the remaining Spartans are formidable  に n/a に 7.234.2  
- t/w. 
58. Demaratus に Xerxes に occupy Cythera to defeat Sparta に no に 7.235 - p/a. 
59.  Achaemenes に Xerxes に keep your army and navy together に yes に 7.236 に 
p/a. 
60.  Gorgo に Lacedaemonians に scrape the wax and discover the message に yes に 
7.239.4 - p/a に ID. 
61.  Tellias に Phocians に stratagem for defeating the Thessalians に yes に 8.27.3 に 
p/a に ID. 
62.  Mnesiphilus に Themistocles に persuade the Greeks to stay at Salamis に yes に 
8.57.2 に p/a. 
63.  Themistocles に Eurybiades & Greeks に stay and fight at Salamis に yes に 8.60ü-  
á に p/a に ID. 
64.  Themistocles に Eurybiades & Greeks に why you must fight at Salamis に yes に 
8.61.2 - p/a. 
65.  Themistocles に Eurybiades に the Athenians will depart if the Peloponnesians 
desert に yes に 8.62 に t/w. 
66.  Demaratus に Dicaeus に do not report the Iachus cry to Xerxes に yes に 8.65.2-5 
に p/a. 
67.  Artemisia (via Mardonius) に Xerxes に do not fight at Salamis に no に 8.68ü-á に 
t/w. 
68. Mardonius に Xerxes に do not be discouraged by defeat at sea に yes に 8.100.2-
5 に p/a. 
69. Artemisia に Xerxes に go home and leave the campaign to Mardonius に yes に 
8.102 に p/a. 
70. Alexander に Athenians に accept the offer of Xerxes to ally with Persia に no に 
8.140 に p/a. 
71. Boeotian leaders に Mardonius に make your base in Boeotia に no に 9.2.2-3 に 
p/a に part ID. 
72. Chileus に Spartans に an alliance with Athens is essential に yes に 9.9.2 に p/a. 




74. Timagenidas に Mardonius に occupy the pass at Cithaeron に yes に 9.38.2 に p/a 
に ID. 
75. Artabazus に Mardonius に retreat to Thebes に no に 9.41.2 に p/a に ID. 
76. Timagenidas に Thebans に surrender our medizers to the Hellenes に yes に 
9.87.1-2 に p/a. 
77. Artembares に Persiansに move to a richer country に yes に 9.122.2 に t/w. 
78. Cyrus に Persians に do so but be prepared to be ruled by others に yes に 9.122.3 
- t/w に ID. 
Thucydides 
79. Archidamus に the Peloponnesians に beware the power of Athens に no に 1.80-
85. 
80. Teutiaplus に Alcidas, the Peloponnesian admiral に surprise the Athenians に no 
に 3.30. 
81. Nicias に Athenian assembly に do not attack Sicily に no に 6.9-14. 
82. Nicias に Athenian assembly に send reinforcements or abandon に yes に 7.11-15 
(letter). 
83. Phrynichus に Athenian commanders に withdraw に yes に 8.27.1-4 に ID. 
84.  Alcibiades に Tissaphernes に cut Spartan pay and bribe generals に yes に 
8.45.2-6 に ID.   
85.  Alcibiades に Tissaphernes に let Athens and Sparta wear each other down に 
yes に 8.46.1-4 - ID. 
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